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Organization of the Congress

The recommendation to hold tlie 1982 International Congress of Mathematicians in Warsaw was made by the Site Committee of the International Mathematical Union during the Helsinki Congress in August 1978.
The final decision was taken a few days later when the Congress, at its
closing session, accepted the invitation to Warsaw, made by Professor
Kazimierz Urbanik on behalf of the Polish National Committee for
Mathematics.
At the beginning of 1982, due to the events in Poland, the question
of holding the Congress in Warsaw was raised and discussed again. In
April 1982, the Executive Committee of IMII, considering the scientific
prospects for ICM-82 at that time, decided to postpone the Warsaw
Congress by one year. At the same time the Executive Committee decided
to hold the General Assembly of IMU in Warsaw, as previously planned,
in August 1982. The question of the Warsaw Congress was extensively
discussed at that meeting. Eventually, in November 1982,,the Executive
Committee of IMU finally confirmed the organization of ICM-82 in Warsaw
in August 1983.
Poland's offer to be the host of the ICM-82 followed upon the promise
of support made by the Polish Academy of Sciences. The Congress was
particularly honoured by the fact that Professor Aleksander Gieysztor,
President of the Polish Academy of Sciences had consented to be its
Patron.
The scientific programme was the responsibility of the International
Mathematical Union, acting through the Consultative Committee, whose
members were Professors J. P. Serre (chairman), M. Atiyah, B. Bojarski,
W. Browder, Z. Oiesielski, P. Delignc, L. Faddeev, S. Jjojasiewicz and
S. Winograd. The Committee was established in 1979 and in June 1980
decided to divide the mathematical programme into 19 sections and appointed the cores of the panels for those sections. The panels were finally set up
and submitted their suggestions before the summer of 1981. Considering
these suggestions and also suggestions received from some National
Oommitties, the Consultative Committee in October 1981 selected 16
mathematicians to give one-hour plenary addresses and 137 to give
40-minute addresses in the sections. Some more names were added later,
[XI]
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three after it was known that ICM-82 had been postponed. All the persons
invited to deliver the plenary addresses and 129 of those asked to speak
in the sections accepted the invitation. Of the total number of 145 prospective speakers 110 were present at the Congress including 13 plenary
speakers. The manuscripts of 5 absent speakers were read out at the
Congress.
. The Fields Medals Committee consisted of Professors L. Carleson
(chairman ex officio), H. Araki, N. Bogolyubov, P. Malliavin, D. Mumford,
I/. Nirenberg, A. Sehinzel and 0. T. C. Wall. The committee for the newly
established Nevanlinna prize in "Mathematical aspects of Information
Science" consisted of Professors J.-L. Lions (chairman), J. Schwartz
and A. Salomaa. The decisions of these Committees were announced
at the General Assembly meeting in August 1982.
Other prepiarations for the Congress were in the hands of the Polish
Organizing Committee. Its chairman was Ozeslaw Olech, who took direct
responsibility for all arrangements. A great amount of work was done
by Bògdan Bojarski, Jèrzy Browkin, Zbigniew Ciesielski, Engeniusz
Fidelis, Stanislaw Zjojasiewicz, Zbigniew Semadenj, Wieslaw Äelazko
and other members of the committee. Altogether more' than 60 Polish
mathematicians took part in the preparations for the Congress. A small
Congress Bureau was set up in 1979, assisted by the administrative staff
of the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish Academy of Sciences. A particularly important role was played by Anna SierpMska-Jankowska, who
was .fully engaged in the affairs of the Congress from the very beginning.
Eegistration, accommodation and some other arrangements were handled
by the Orbis Congress Bureau.
The main sources of funds for the Congress were:
(1) a subvention from the Polish Academy of Sciences,
(2) a subvention from the International Mathematical Union,
(3) membership fees.
All financial matters were attended to by the Institute of Mathematics
of the Polish Academy of Sciences. Some facilities were offered to the
Congress without charge by the Warsaw University.
The International Mathematical Union gave travel grants to young
mathematicians from developing countries and the Congress waived
their fees.
A short preliminary announcement about the Warsaw Congress was
sent out in the autumn of 1980 to all the countries of the world in which
mathematical communities were known to exist. The First Announcement
was dispatched in July 1981 to the same addresses with the request
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that copies of it be further distributed among the mathematicians of
the countries in question. The Second Announcement, containing detailed
information about the Congress, planned for August 1982, and including
the registration form, was mailed in December 1981 to those mathematicians who had applied for it; about 0000 copies were sent, mostly to
individual addresses. Only a small number of the registration forms were
returned in the spring of 1982.
The information about the April 1982 decision of the Executive Committee of IMU was mailed in May 1982 to the same addresses. When
it was finally decided to hold the Congress in Warsaw in 1983, the Third
Announcement was issued. It contained all the information given in the
Second Announcement brought up to date and also a list of the invited
speakers with the titles of their addresses as "Well as a rough schedule. The
mailing of this announcement started towards the end of January 1983.
2400 ordinary members of the Congress were registered and about
150 accompanying persons from more than 60 countries; not all of them
eventually turned up. The lectures and seminars were also attended by
a number of non-registered participants. The mathematical activities
of the Congress took place in the Palace of Culture, located in the centre
of Warsaw.
Besides the invited addresses included in the official programme,
about 680 short communications were presented during the Congress.
Summaries of more than 800 short communications which reached the
organizers in time were photocopied and offered to the Congress members
upon registration. A symposium of the International Commission on
Mathematical Instruction was held on four afternoons, accompanied by
a seminar of the International Group on the Eclations between History
and Pedagogy of Mathematics affiliated to ICMI. On the initiative of
Congress members 14 different seminars were organized, some of them
having more than one session. A show of computer-animated films was
presented on two evenings by the author Professor T. F. Banchoff.
A book exhibition organized in cooperation with the OKPAN —
Distribution Centre of Scientific Publications of the Polish Academy of
Sciences was open throughout the Congress.
The City of Warsaw showed its hospitality to the participants by
granting them free travel on all city buses and trams for the duration
of the Congress.
On the evening of August 19 the President of the Polish Academy
of Sciences gave a reception to which all Congress members and the
accompanying persons were invited.
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The Organizing Committee arranged various social events. On Saturday
August 20 and Sunday August 21 excursions to Bogusïawice were organized. Each included a picnic party and a show called "The Cracovian
wedding". The latter was a spectacle comprising folk songs and dances
in the colourful dresses of the Cracow region and a parade of riders and
equipages driven by horses in the traditional Cracovian harnesses. The
excursions had about 1200 participants each. On the same days, for
those members and guests of the Congress who remained in Warsaw,
the Silesian folklore ensemble "alq.sk" gave a special performance. Two
violin recitals by Aureli Blaszczok (violin) and Maria Szwajger-Kulakowska (piano accompaniment) were given on August 17 and August 18.

Invited Addresses

Most of the speakers who accepted the invitation gave their addresses
in the Congress themselves and submitted manuscripts for printing. If
this was not the case a number (1), (2), (3) or (4) appears after the speaker's
name in the list below. These numbers have the following meaning:
(1) The speaker did not attend the Congress. His manuscript was
read there, and it is printed in the Proceedings.
(2) The speaker did not attend the Congress, His lecture was cancelled, but his manuscript is printed in the Proceedings.
(3) The speaker delivered the address in the Congress but did not
submit a manuscript for the Proceedings.
(4) The speaker did not attend the Congress and did not send a manuscript.
One-hour addresses

V, I. Arnold — Singularities of ray systems
P. Brdöß — Extremal problems in number theory, combinatorics and
geometry
W. H. Fleming — Optimal control of Markov processes
0. Hooley — Some recent advances in analytical number theory
Wu-chung Hsiang — Geometric applications of algebraic JT-theory
P. D. Lax — Problems solved and unsolved concerning linear and nonlinear partial differential equations
V. P. Maslov — Non-standard characteristics in asymptotical problems
B. Mazur — Modular curves and arithmetic
B. D. MacPherson — Global questions in the topology of singular spaces
A. Pelczyûski — Structural theory of Banach spaces and its interplay
with analysis and probability
M. Eabin (4) — Computational complexity and randomizing algorithms
D. Buelle — Turbulent dynamical systems
M. Sato (3) — Monodromy theory and holonomic quantum fields — a new
link between mathematics and theoretical physics
S. Shelah (4) — On some problems on the continuum
[XV]
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Yum-Tong Siu — Some recent developments in complex differential
Geometry
E. Thorn (4) — Mathematics and scientific explanation

45-minute addresses in sections
Section 1. Mathematical logic and foundations of mathematics
G. L. Oherlin — Totally categorical structures
J.-Y. Girard — The ß-rule
P. A. Loeb — Measure spaces in nonstandard models underlying standard
stochastic processes
E. A. Shore — The "degrees of unsolvabihty: the ordering of functions
by Relative computabihty
A. O. Slisenko — Linguistic considerations in devising effective algorithms
B. I. Zil'ber — The structure of models of uncountably categorical theories
Section 2. Algebra
E. L. Griess, Jr. — The sporadic simple groups and construction of the
monster
M. Gromov (2) — Infinite groups as geometric objects
J. C. Jantzen, — Einhüllende Algebren halbeinfacher Lie-Algebren
A. Joseph (2) — Primitive ideals in enveloping algebras
A. Yu. Ol'aanskiï — Oil a geometric method in the combinatorial group
theory,
•
- - •.
.
~ Jt . \. ...
C.,M. Eingel — Indecomposable representations of finite-dimensional
algebras
" - ; ..
C. Soulé — iT-théorie et zéros aux points entiers de fonctions zêta »
E. P. Stanley — Combinatorial applications of the hard Lefschetz. theorem
E. I. Zel'manov — On the theory of Jordan algebras
Section 3. Number theory
A. IS. Andrianov — Integral representations of quadratic forms by
quadratic forms: multiplicative properties
J.-M. Fontaine — Eeprésentations p-adiques
D. E. Heath-Brown — Finding primes by sieve methods "
D. W. Masser — Zero estimates on group varieties
K. A. Eibet — Congruence relations between modular forms
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W. M. Schmidt (2) — Analytic methods for congruences, diophantine
equations and approximations
J.-L. Waldspurger — Correspondances de Shimura
Section 4. Geometry
S. Y. Cheng — On the real and complex Monge-Ampère equation and
its geometric applications
N. J. Hitchin — The geometry of monopoles
A. G. Khovanskiï — Fewnomials and Pfaff manifolds
W. Müller — Spectral geometry and non-compact Eiemannian manifolds
E. M. Schoen (2) — Minimal surfaces and positive scalar curvature
L. Simon — Eecent developments in the theory of minimal surfaces
K. K. Uhlenbeck (2) — Variational problems for gauge fields
E. B. Vinberg (1) — Discrete reflection groups in Lobachevsky spaces
0. H. Bnpo (1) — VcnexH nocjiejjHHX 5TOTB Tonojioran BeiqecTBeHHHX
ajireßpamecKHx MHoroo6pa3Hä
Section 5. Topology
F. E. Cohen — Applications of loop spaces to classical homotopy theory
E. L. Cohen (2) — The homotopy theory of immersions
S. K. Donaldson — Gauge theory and topology
M. H. Freedman (2) — The disk theorem for four-dimensional manifolds
S. P. Kerckhoff (2) — The geometry of Teichmüller space
Wen-Hsiung Lin — Some remarks on the Kervaire invariant conjecture
J. L. Shaneson (2) — Linear algebra, topology and number theory
H. Toruiiczyk (3) — On the topology of infinite-dimensional manifolds
Section 6. Algebraic geometry
A. Beilinson — Localization of representations of reductive Lie algebras
W. Fulton (2) — Some aspects of positivity in algebraic geometry
J. Harris (2) — Eecent work on Jta
S. Iitaka — Birational geometry of algebraic varieties
V. A. Iskovskih — Algebraic threefolds with special regard to the problem
of rationality
S. Mori — Cone of curves, and Fano 3-folds
A. Ogus — Periods of integrals in characteristic p
B. Teissier — Sur la classification des singularités des espaces analytiques complexes
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Section 7. Complex analysis
W. Barth — Eeport on vector bundles
J. E. Fornaess (2) — Holomorphic mappings between pseudoconvex
domains
E. Harvey (2) — Calibrated geometries
G. M. Henkin — Tangent Cauchy-Eiemann equations and the Yang-Mills,
Higgs and Dirac fields
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T. Oshima — Discrete series for semisimple symmetric spaces
E. Parthasarathy — Unitary modules with non-vanishing relative Lie
algebra cohomology
A. B. Venkov — The spectral theory of automorphic functions for Fuchsian
groups of the first kind and its applications to some classical problems
of the monodromy theory
M. Vergne — Formule de Kirilov et indice de l'opérateur de Dirac
Section 9. Beai and functional analysis
E. Askey — Orthogonal polynomials and some definite integrals
J. Bourgain — New Banach space properties of certain spaces of analytic
functions
B. E. J. Dahlberg (2) — Eeal analysis and potential theory
T. Figiel — Local theory of Banach spaces and some operator ideals
B. C. KaniHH — HeKOToptie pe3yjiBTaTBi 06 oijeimax nonepenmiKOB
G. G. Kasparov — Operator JT-theory and its applications : elliptic operators, group representations, higher signatures, 0*-extensions
Y. Meyer — Intégrales singulières, opérateurs multilineares, analyse
complexe et équations aux dérivées partielles
B. S. Pavlov — Spectral theory of nonselfadjoint differential operators
G. Pisier — Finite rank projections on Banach spaces and a conjecture
of Grothendieck
D. Voiculescu — Hilbert space operators modulo normed ideals
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Section 10. Probability and mathematical statistics
D. E. Brillinger (1) — Statistical inference for random processes
D. M. Ohibisov — Asymptotic expansions and déficiences of tests
H. Kosten (2) — Percolation theory and resistance of random electrical
networks
P. Malliavin — Analyse différentielle sur l'espace de Wiener
P. Mandi — Self-optimizing control of Markov processes and Markov
potential theory
D. W. Stroock (2) — Stochastic analysis and regularity properties of
certain partial differential operators
S. Watanabe — Excursion point processes and diffusions
Section 11. Partial differential equations
A. Ambrosetti — Existence and multiplicity results for some classes
of nonlinea.r problems
J.-M. Bony — Propagation et interaction des singularités pour les solutions
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Opening Ceremonies

The opening ceremonies of the Warsaw Congress took place in the Congress Hall of the Palace of Culture on August 16, 1983 at 9.30. After
a performance of the men's choir of the Choral Society "Harfa" (The
Harp), which started with the national anthem, Professor Lennart Oarleson,
President of the International Mathematical Union for the years 1979-1982
opened the proceedings with the following words:
On behalf of the International Mathematical Union I am
happy to greet you all here today to begin the work of the
1982 International Congress of Mathematicians. Already at
the Zürich meeting in 1897 it was stated that the first objectives
of the Congress are to promote the personal relations between
mathematicians from different countries and to give a survey
of the state of our science. The rules of the congresses have,
through the years, become firmer and since 1962 the IMU is
formally responsible for the scientific content. This Congress
meets under special circumstances, but the main objectives
remain and to keep unbroken traditions has been a fundamental
concern to the IMU.
The organization of the Congress is by our rules in the
hands of an organizing committee. Following a well established
tradition I now propose that the president of the organizing
committee, Professor Ozeslaw Olech, is elected President of
the Warsaw Congress.
The proposal of Professor Oarleson was accepted by acclamation.
Following his election Professor Olech gave his presidential address to
the Congress.
It is my pleasant duty to declare the 1982 International
Congress of Mathematicians open.
This is a great and hajSpy moment for the Polish mathematical community, strongly represented here, on whose behalf
I would like to welcome cordially all foreign participants.
4 — Proceedings...
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On behalf of all of you, I would like to welcome the President of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Professor Aleksander
Gieysztor. We greatly appreciate the fact that he consented
to be the Patron of the Warsaw Congress and that he has
been so kind as to attend this ceremony in person.
I also extend a most cordial welcome to all our distinguished guests. Among them, I wish to greet Professor Zdzislaw Kaczmarek, the Scientific Secretary of the Polish Academy
of Sciences, Professor Stanislaw DTowacki, Deputy Minister of
Science, Higher Education and Technology, Mr Józef Wiejacz,
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Stanislaw Szewczyk,
Vice-President of the City of Warsaw.
Organizing a meeting of this magnitude would not have
been possible without the active support of the Government.
At an early stage, before the International Mathematical
Union (IMU) had made its final decision, the Secretary of the
Polish Academy of Sciences explicitly promised to back the
Congress should it be held in Poland; that promise has been
fulfiUed in all aspects. We have likewise received the support
of the various governmental agencies throughout the preparations for the Congress. For the support and smooth cooperation of these agencies, I would like to express thanks and
appreciation.
Professor Urbanik, inviting you to Warsaw at the closing
ceremony in Helsinki, said: "For a long time Polish mathematicians have carried in their hearts the desire to organize
an international Congress".
The best example of those was Professor Kazimierz Kuratowski, once very active in the IMU, who was strongly advocating the initiative to invite the Congress to Poland. I am
very sorry that he did not live long enough to share with us
this happy moment.
The hope that the desire to have the Congress in Poland
would become a reality was based on the belief that the rich
tradition of mathematical research carried out in this country
makes Poland an acceptable choice for the Site Committee.
We are privileged to have with us Professor Wladyslaw
Orlicz, the Nestor of Polish mathematicians, who, for more
than fifty years has been enriching this tradition in Poland.
I propose that Professor Orlicz be elected Honorary President of the Congress.
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The proposal was warmly accepted by the Congress and Professor
Wladyslaw Orlicz was elected Honorary President by acclamation.
The general aim of an IOM is to give an appraisal of current
mathematical research. This important and difficult task could
not be reached without wide international cooperation, and
the active involvement and hard work of many leading mathematicians.
The official mathematical programme is decided upon by an
international Consultative Committee established for IOM by
IMU. This Committee, after two years' work, produces the
final list of invited speakers, taking into account the proposals
of the panels and the suggestions of the National Committees.
The Consultative Committee for the present Congress
consists of six members appointed by IMU — Professor
Jean-Pierre Serre, chairman, and Professors Michael Atiyah,
William Browder, Pierre Deligne, Ludvig Faddeev and Shmuel
Winograd.
Three other members, Bogdan Bojarski, Zbigniew Oiesielski
and Stanislaw liojasiewicz, represent the Organizing Committee.
May I propose that we thank the Consultative Committee
for the work they have done and that we also extend our
thanks to all those involved in preparing the programme.
The organizational responsibility for the Congress was
shared by the Department of Mathematics of the Warsaw
University, the Institute of Mathematics of the Warsaw Technical University and the Institute of Mathematics of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. A number of mathematicians from outside Warsaw were also members of the Organizing Committee.
Many institutions and individuals, mathematicians and
members of the administrative staff have been involved in
the preparations. I wish to thank them all for their hard work
for their support, for sharing with me the responsibility for
the Congress.
The role of the Organizing Committee is mainly technical.
This time, however, the Organizing Committee was faced with
some extra responsibility when the question- of holding the
Congress in Warsaw was again raised and discussed.
In April 1982, the Executive Committee of IMU, considering the scientific prospects for the ICM-82 at that time,
decided to postpone the Warsaw Congress by one year. This
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decision was accepted by theN Organizing Committee in the
conviction that it would be advantageous for the final result.
The final scientific result you will be witnessing yourselves.
It depends not only on those who have prepared the program
but also on the cooperation of those who have been chosen
to fill in the programme with the invited survey lectures, both
plenary and in sections. I regret that you will not have the
opportunity to listen to some of the lecturers announced in
the Third Announcement or even in the printed Programme
you have just received.
Nevertheless the number of invited speakers present at
the Congress, though not full, is over one hundred and I would
like to welcome them particularly warmly.
Applying for the Congress in Warsaw, we expected that
this would be an opportunity for greater participation in an
IOM of mathematicians from Poland and other socialist countries. I would like to observe with great satisfaction that our
expectations have become a reality.
Warsaw is a known centre for mathematical research. It
was here that the first specialized international journal of
mathematics in the world was founded. I am speaking of the
Fundamenta Mathematicae. Here, for the last ten years,
mathematicians from all over the world meet regularly at
the Stefan Banach International Mathematical Center, a common enterprise of the Academies of socialist countries.
Let me express the hope that this Congress will contribute
to aU these international mathematical traditions to a considerable extent.
Professor Olech left the floor to the Patron of the Congress, Professor
Aleksander Gieysztor, President of the Polish Academy of Sciences, who
delivered the following address to the Congress:
Mr Honorary President, Mr President of the Congress,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
It is a great pleasure and honour for me to welcome all
of you on behalf of the Polish Academy of Sciences, the scholarly community of this country and the city of Warsaw.
Our Academy from the very moment when the idea of holding
the International Mathematical Congress in Warsaw appeared,
, declared its support to our colleagues involved in its organiza-
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tion. The idea of having the Congress in Warsaw was in the
air for quite some time and was especially cherished by the
late Kazimierz Kuratowski, Vice-President of our Academy
and a scholar who contributed greatly to the organization of
Polish mathematics during the past several decades.
The decision of the International Mathematical Union in
1978 to have the Congress in Warsaw undoubtedly expressed
an appreciation for the contribution of Polish mathematics
to the general body of mathematical knowledge. I assume this
appreciation pertains both to past accomplishments and to
the current state of mathematical research in Poland.
The difficulties in preparing the Congress have been many
and of a quite varied nature. It is fortunate for us that most
of them have been overcome. Now you are here in Warsaw
as representatives of over sixty countries from all over
the world, the total number of about two thousand three hundred
mathematicians brought together to discuss mathematics and
to develop academic and personal contacts. Your presence
here is a proof that the idea of international scientific cooperation is strong enough to overcome impediments of any kind.
The months of August and September encompass two
important dates in the history of this country. Thirty nine
years ago on the 1st of August the Warsaw Uprising began
and September 1st 1939 was the first day of the Second World
War. Both these months are times of national remebrance, of
reflection upon the history of our country.
x
During the Second World War the Polish scientific community was decimated. In particular, well over half of the actively working Polish mathematicians lost their lives. Many
others found themselves in various countries all over the
world. Universities, libraries and printing presses in Poland
were largely destroyed. The educational system of the country
was in ruins and scientific activity was disrupted.
The fact that this Congress is being held in Warsaw in
1983, thirty eight years after the war, gives evidence of the
reconstruction of Polish science both in the organizational
and the substantive sense. In particular, it is a proof of the
renaissance and expansion of the Polish mathematical community. At present this community is many times larger than
before the Second World War. The membership of the Polish
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Mathematical Society has increased at least fifteenfold and
there are active scientific groups in many universities and
polytechnics. The Institute of Mathematics of the Polish
Academy of Sciences has a very well supplied mathematical
library, which serves the whole of Polish mathematics. This
year we have celebrated the 10th anniversary of the activities
of the Stefan Banach Mathematical Center.
In these facts one can see a telling example of the vitality
and enduring power of the cultural and intellectual heritage
of mankind. On the other hand, this heritage has to be constantly regenerated with new creative forces.
Science is not a simple continuative accumulation of knowledge, but changes of level and crises-. The levels are formed
by the normal evolution of science, by the solution of particular problems according to steady and unquestionnable paradigms. The crises are scientific revolutions, changes of paradigms.
It is remarkable to observe that mathematics, this oldest
science, together with logic, is constantly generating new
concepts, creating new domains of mathematical research,
embracing and influencing ever wider areas of human knowledge
and understanding of the world in general.
In the history of human thought we can easily trace many
examples of principal importance showing how mathematical
thinking essentially contributed to the fundamental change
of our basic concepts of the structure of natural phenomena.
We have only to think about the ideas of Copernicus, the
relativity theory of Einstein or quantum mechanics. At present
we are witnessing the impact on our lives and ways of thinking
of the scientific and technological revolution based on the
incredible possibilities of computers and their overall invasion.
The resulting changes in opr civilization are not comparable
in their scope and rapidity to anything experienced in the
past. The social, economic, cultural and political implications
of these changes are enormous.
What is the driving force of this development? What is
it that keeps this wonderful edifice growing, integrated and
relevant for the understanding of the world around us and
having an esthetic value as well?
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Why should this rapidly expanding area of knowledge not
have broken apart into separate and disconnected branches?
All these facts, questions, perhaps even answers, you understand much better than anyone outside your science. Of
course I don't dare to answer these questions. I would rather
listen. And reading the words of John von Neumann: "It is
undeniable that some of the best inspirations in mathematics —
in those parts of it which are as pure mathematics as one can
imagine — have come from the natural sciences" and those
of Aleksandr Danilovich Aleksandrov stating that "...the
vitality of mathematics arises from the fact that its concepts
and results, for all their abstractness, originate... in the actual
world", I see more clearly the dual character of the relationship
between mathematics and science in general. Mathematics is
the leafage on the tree of science and contributes to the welfare
of the whole structure but in order to live it must essentially
depend on its roots.
Let me recall at this moment what David Hilbert said;
"The organic unity of mathematics is inherent in the nature
of this science, for mathematics is the foundation of all exact
knowledge of natural phenomena. That it may completely
fulfil this high mission, may the new century bring it gifted
masters and many zealous and enthusiastic disciples."
The fact that you have systematically organized your
congresses since 1900 testifies that the idea of Hilbert about
the unity of mathematics is as valid now as it was eighty three
years ago.
The fact that so many young people engage in mathematics
and attend the Congresses and that to the most outstanding
of them you award the golden medals of international recognition shows that you have succeeded in attracting "enthusiastic
disciples". I know that you make conscious and systematic
efforts to recruit and shape these disciples. After all, it is in
mathematics that the idea of Olympic Competition for high
school students arose. We note with pleasure the activities
of the International Commission on Mathematical Instruction
accompanying the Mathematical Congress. You care for the
young generation and you also care for outsiders to your
science. You understand very well that all these efforts are
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in the long run essential for the vigour of your science, for
its ability to grow and yet remain young.
I believe these actions and the attitude giving rise to them
are the right ones in the much more general setting of "la
Condition Humaine". Perhaps the mystery of staying young
and of maintaining permanent development is revealed in these
words: give your best, take in selectively.
I wish all of you and your fascinating science perseverance
in pursuit of these goals.
I assume thorfc, because of the universality and wide applicability of mathematical thinking, this Congress will be also
relevant for science and human culture in general.
I would like to express my hope that the several days
you spend in Poland will allow you to see a little of our country
and give you an opportunity for direct encounters with Polish
people, leading to a better understanding of our thinking,
history and current problems. Let me express my best wishes
for the success of the Congress.
Professor Oarleson, Chairman of the Fields Medals Committee, then
presented the following report:
One of the most important activities of each congress is
the award of the Fields prizes. The list of mathematicians who
through the years have received these prizes is indeed impressive. Work in the committee for these awards gives an even
.stronger impression of the strength and breadth of current
mathematical research and of the vitality of the young generation of mathematicians.
The idea of J. 0. Fields to encourage young mathematicians
has been a great success. As we are all aware, our science is
now closely tied to the revolution of society created by computers. For this reason the IMU has accepted with great satisx
faction an offer by the " University of Helsinki, Finland, to
finance a prize in "Mathematical aspects of Information Science" '
with objectives similar to those of the Fields prizes. In recognition of Bolf Nevanlinna's contribution to our science, both in
the IMU and in Finnish computer science, the prize has been
named the Nevanlinna prize.
The committee for the Fields prize had the following members: H. Araki, Kyoto; N". Bogolyubov, Moscow; P. Malliavin,
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Paris; D. Mumford, Cambridge, Mass.; L. Nirenberg, New
York; A. Schinzel, Warsaw; 0. T. 0. Wall, Liverpool, and
myself as chairman.
The committee for the Nevanlinna prize consisted of:
J. L. Lions, chairman, J. Schwartz, New York and A. Salomaa,
Turku.
The decisions of the committees were already announced
at the meeting of IMU in August 1982 here in Warsaw. The
Fields prizes were awarded to Alain Oonnes, Paris; William
Thurston, Princeton and Shing-Tung Yau, Princeton — and
the Nevanlinna prize to Bobert Tarjan, Stanford. I offer them
our warmest congratulations.
May I now ask our Honorary President, Professor Orlicz, to
come forward and give the prizes to the winners.
When Professors Oonnes, Tarjan, Thurston and Yau had received
the prizes from Professor Orlicz, it was announced that after the opening
session Professor H. Araki would speak on the work of Oonnes and Professor Schwartz on that of Tarjan, and that the reports of Professor
Wall on the work of Thurston and of Professor Nirenberg on the work
of Yau will be read out in their absence.
The opening session ended with a concert of the men's choir "Harfa"
conducted by Michal Dq/browski.

Closing Ceremonies

The closing session of the Warsaw Congress took place in Congress Hall
to the Palace of Culture on August 24,1983 at 12.15. Professor Olli Lehto,
fefl Secretary of the International Mathematical Union, delivered the
lohowing address:
Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues,
It has been customary at the closing session of the Congress to present a report on the activities of the previous
General Assembly of the International Mathematical Union.
Usually, the General Assembly is held just before the Congress, but this time, the 1982 General Assembly took place
already a year ago. It was held here in Warsaw and was attended
by the delegates of almost all member countries of IMU. With
some experience from previous assemblies, I found that the
Warsaw meeting had an exceptionally friendly atmosphere.
The resolutions of this General Assembly have been published in an issue of the IMU Bulletin which has been distributed long ago. Therefore, I think there is no reason to
go into details here now.
As you may well guess, much of the discussion at the
General Assembly centered around the ICM-82. The decision
to hold the 1982 Congress in Warsaw was made by the IMU
Site Committee in Finland in 1978. It was regarded as a very
good decision, justified by the fine mathematical tradition in
Poland and by the fact that Poland seemed to be easily accessible to mathematicians no matter which part of the world
they came from. For three years, the organization of the Congress was running smoothly. But as- we all know, difficulties
started at the end of 1981, just at the time when the main
pre-Oongress document, the Second Announcement, was being
sent out.
The changed situation put the mathematicians to a waiting
position, as it was not known whether the Congress could
be held. It soon became clear that, in spite of the new conLIX
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ditions, the Poles were willing to continue their efforts for
organizing the Congress. However, in April 1982 the Executive
Committee of IMU arrived at the conclusion that conditions
for a scientifically good congress did not exist in August 1982.
Making the final decision about the Congress was postponed
till November. This procedure was endorsed by the General
Assembly, which also provided the Executive Committee with
much useful advice.
It was not an easy task for the Executive Committee to
reach a decision. But after weighing the pros and contras,
the Executive Committee unanimously decided that the ICM-82
be held in Warsaw in August 1983.
It is of course not up to ine to make a general evaluation
in public of whether our decision was correct or not. But let
me say that I feel very happy that the ICM-82 now took
place here. The continuity of international cooperation was
maintained, and in spite of regrettable absences of some invited speakers, this was a high class meeting from the scientific point of view.
The positive feeling towards this Congress is also largely
due to the excellent work done by our Polish colleagues. We
have all seen how well everything is functioning, and we have
sensed the warm and friendly atmosphere of the Congress.
All this can only be achieved by the joint effort of a large
number of people. Our thanks are due to all of them, the
more so, as the work has been carried out under such difficult
circumstances.
An exceptionally heavy load has been on the shoulders
of one person, the chairman of the Organizing Committee and
President of ICM-82, Professor Czeslaw Olech. His skill and
strength have largely contributed to the success of this Congress.
At the time of the General Assembly, we did not know
whether ICM-82' would be held. Nevertheless, it' was then
already time to think of the 1986 Congress. The General Assembly confirmed the decision of the IMU Site Committee to accept
the invitation of the United States National Academy of
Sciences to ICM-86 at the University of California, Berkeley.
The IMU has a Special Development Fund whose principal
aim is to help young mathematicians from developing countries
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to take part in IOM's. This time, the Union was able to give
grants to 33 mathematicians from 21 different countries.
Since the funds of the Union are limited, the success of this
important project depends largely on donations made to the
Special Development Fund. Fund raising for IOM-86 has
already started, in that an appeal was recently sent to the
National Committees for Mathematics of the member countries
of IMU.
Let me conclude by emphasizing the basic principle of
IMU that politics should never find a foothold within the
Union. As individuals, we may of course have whatever political views we choose, but when it amounts to organized international cooperation in mathematics, then political aspects
should be put aside entirely. Our fine science should be the
uniting link between us and make us in a true sense one big
mathematical family.
Professor O. Lehto then invited Professor Jack K. Hale to speak
on behalf of the Mathematical Community of the United States of America.
Professor Hale spoke as follows:
We are very pleased that the next IOM will be held in
Berkeley, California, USA.
On behalf of the mathematical community of the United
States, I would like to extend a cordial invitation to all of
you to attend that congress. My only hope is that we can
be as gracious a host as our colleagues in Poland and that
the congress will be as well organized and as successful as
the ICM in Warsaw.
The invitation was accepted by acclamation.
Speaking on behalf of the members of the Congress, Professor Hans
Freudenthal and Academician S. M. Nikol'skiï expressed their thanks to
their Polish hosts.
In his reply, Professor Olech thanked the speakers for their warm
words of appreciation of the work of the organizers of the Warsaw Congress. He gave some statistical information about the Congress, thanked
the Congress members for their contributions, particularly all the speakers
and the chairmen of the various sessions. He passed on the words of
thanks to all his Polish colleagues who participated in the arrangements
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and to the members of the Congress Bureau. He closed his address as
follows :
In our work we^have used much of the experience of the
organizers of the previous Congress in Helsinki. In many
cases we followed exactly the procedure they used. This greatly
simplified our work and was a great help for us. I was in constant contact with Professor Olli Lehto, the President of the
Helsinki Congress, and, in particular, his personal advice was
of great value. I wish to thank him for all that very much
and ask him to transmit our thanks to our Finnish colleagues.
If we can pay this back by being of any use to the organizers
of the next Congress in Berkeley, we shall be only too happy.
Let me thank you all for coming to the Congress in Warsaw.
I hope you have enjoyed your stay both mathematically and
socially. I wish all of you all the best for the years to come.
This way we came to what I personally consider a happy
end and I declare the ICM-82 in Warsaw closed.

The Work of the Medallists
The work of the Fields medalists and the Nevanlinna prize winner were
presented as follows (the asterisk means that the report was read out in
the absence of the author).
Melds Medallists
Hozihiro Araki — The Work of Alain Oonnes
0. T. 0. Wall* - The Work of W. Thurston
Louis Nirenberg* — The Work of Yau, Shing-Tung
The Nevanlinna prize winner
J. Schwartz — The Work of Bobert Endre Tarjan
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HUZIHIEO AEAKI

The Work of Alain Connes

Theory of operator algebras, after being quietly nourished in somewhat
isolation for 30 years or so, started a revolutionary development around
late 1960's. Alain Oonnes came into this field just when the smokes of
the first stage of the revolution were settling down. He immediately led
the field to breathtaking achievements beyond the expectation of experts.
His most remarkable contributions are: (1) general classification and
a structure theorem for factors of type III, obtained in his thesis [12],
(2) classification of automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor [29], which
served as a preparation for the next contribution, (3) classification of
injective factors [31], and (4) applications of the theory of 0*-algebras
to foliations and differential geometry in general [44, 50] — a subject
currently attracting a lot of attention.
In this report, I shall mostly concentrate on the first three aspects
which form a well-established and most spectacular part of the theory
of von Neumann algebras.
1. Classification of type HI factors
In the latter half of 1930's, Murray and von Neumann initiated the study
of what are now called von Neumann algebras (i.e. weakly closed •-subalgebra of the *-algebra LÇE) of all bounded linear operators on a Hilbert
space S) and classified the factors (i.e. von Neumann algebras with trivial
centers) into the types In, n *= 1, 2 , . . . , and I«, (isomorphic to L(H)
with dimjî = n and oo), II 17 11^ and III. (In the following we restrict
our attention to von Neumann algebras M on separable Hilbert spaces ZT.)
Only three type III factors (and only three type IIX factors) had been
known to be mutually non-isomorphic till 1967, when Powers showed
the existence of a continuous family of mutually non-isomorphic type
III factors.
S — Proceedings,..
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Traces provided a tool for a systematic analysis of type I I factors
a t an earlier stage, while the non-existence of traces made type I I I factors
remain untractable till late 1960's, when the Tomita-Takesaki theory
was created and furnished a powerful tool for type I I I . To introduce
notation, let M be a von Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space
S and let We E be cyclic (i.e. M W be dense in S) and separating (i.e.
such that œW = 0 for œ e M implies œ = 0). The conjugate linear operator
SvwW s= ti*¥9 ODGMJ has a closure S^ and defines the positive selfadjomt
operator Av ss ÄySy, called the modular operator. The Tomita-Takesaki
theory says t h a t co e M implies c${œ) ss A%œA y*1 e Jf. The one-parameter
group of (*-)automorphisms of of M depends only on the positive linear
functional y(œ) s= (œW, W) and is called the group of modular auiomor-

Oonnes [12] has shown that the modular automorphisms for different
y's are mutually related by inner automorphisms (in other words, the
independence of of from ip in the quotient Out Jf of the group Aut M
of all automorphisms modulo the subgroup Int M of all inner automorphisms) and introduced the following two isomorphism invariants for Jf s
S {M) = j?| Spzly

(Sp denotes the spectrum),

T(M) » {< e it: aj e IntJf}.
(In a more general case, S{M) = f] SpZly, where the intersection is
taken over faithful normal semifinite weights y>.) It turns out that
#(Jf)\{0} is a closed multiplicative subgroup of B*, and this leads to
the classification of type III factors into the types III A , 0 < A < 1:
S(M) =*{P: neZ}u{0}
S{M) ==wRl Hjl =* 1,

if 0 < A < 1 ,

S{M) = {0,1}

if X = 0.

The Powers examples BA9 0 < A < 1, due to Powers, are of types
n i A and hence mutually non-isomorphic. The two invariants r00( Jf) and
e(Jf) of Araki and Woods, introduced for a systematic classification of
infinite tensor products of type I factors (including JB^), are shown to
be equivalent to S(M) and T(M) for them [7].
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2. Structure analysis of type ID factors
Oonnes [12] went on and succeeded in analysis of the structure of type
III* factors Jf, 0 < % < 1, in terms of a type I I von Neumann algebra
N (with a non-trivial center) and an automorphism 0 of N9 such that Jf
is the so-called crossed product NxdZ of N by 0.
Por 0 < A < 1, 0 should scale a trace r of a type 11^ factor N in the
sense that r{6œ) =to{<o)for all œeN+ and JV^X^Z, ì = 1,2, are isomorphic if and only if there exists an isomorphism ut of Nx onto J7"a such
that uT1 O^nOj1 is inner, or equivalently (in view of a later result of Oonnes
and Takesaki), 7cdxtnTl = 02. This means that the pair (N9 0) is uniquely
determined by Jf and the classification of Jf is reduced to that of the
pair (N, 0).
Por 7i = 0, 0 should scale down a trace r of a type 11^ von Neumann
algebra N in the sense that T ( 0 # X er(œ) f° r a ^ œ e^+ * o r some Q < 1
and, again, there is a somewhat more complicated uniqueness result
for the pair (N9 0).
Motivated by the above results of Oonnes, a general structure theorem
including the type IIIj has been obtained by Takesaki in terms of a oneparameter group 6t of trace-scaling automorphisms of a type 11^ von
Neumann algebra N.
In the process of developing the above classification and structure
theory, Oonnes introduced two important technical tools, namely the
unitary Badon-Nikodym cocycle (equivalently, relative modular operators) useful in application to quantum statistical mechanics, non-commutative Lp theory, etc., and the Connes spectrum useful in the analysis
of C* dynamical systems.
3» Classification of automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor
A von Neumann algebra, containing an ascending sequence*of finitedimensional subalgebras with a dense union, is called appromptately
fmite-dimensional (APD). APD factors of type H19 as shown by Murray
and von Neumann, are all isomorphic to what is called the hyperfinite
factor9 denoted by B in the following. Oonnes [29] has given a complete
classification of automorphisms of B modulo inner automorphisms (i.e.
the conjugacy class of Out 22). Namely, a complete set of isomorphism
invariants in Out B for an a e AutJB is given by the pair of the outer
period # ( = 2 , 3 , . . . ) , which is the smallest p > 0 such that aP is inner,
defined to be 0 for outer aperiodic a, and the obstruction y which is the
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jp-th root of 1 (1 for p = 0) such that ap = AdU, a{U) = yU, where
(Adï7)(a?) = TJœJJ*. Although the result is about a specific J2, this factor
B is in the bottom of all known APD factors and the result that outer
aperiodic automorphisms of B are all conjugate up to inner automorphisms
is essential for the results described in the next section.
As a by-product, Connes [23] solved negatively one of old problems
on von Neumann algebras by exhibiting, for each 0 < A < 1, factors
of type Ilia, not anti-isomorphio to themselves.
4. Classification of AFD factors
A complete classification of APD factors of type III A , X ^ 1, is what I
consider the most distinguished work of Connes. It turns out that an
APD factor of type IIIA is unique and is isomorphic to Bx for each 0 < X < 1,
while APD factors of type III 0 are isomorphic to Krieger's factors associated with single non-singular ergodic transformations of the Lebesgue
measure space, their isomorphism classes being in one-to-one correspondence with the metric equivalence classes of non-singular non-transitive
ergodic flows on the Lebesgue measure space.
One of the most important technical ingredients of the proof is the
equivalence of various concepts about a von Neumann algebra which
arose over years in theory of von Neumann algebras. Murray and von
Neumann found a factor N of type IIj. non-isomorphic to JB (distinguished
by Property V). In 1962, Schwartz distinguished N,B and N®B by
the following Property P : A von Neumann algebra Jf on a Hilbert space
S has the property P iff for any T eL(S)9 the norm closed convex hull
of the uTu* with u varying over all unitary operators in Jf intersects
Jf'. Any AFD factors posseses Property P.
The Property P for Jf implies the existence of a projection of norm 1
from L{S) to Jf'. This is the Hakeda-Tomiyama extension property
for Jf', called Property E by Connes, and is stable under taking the intersection of a decreasing family, the weak closure of the union of an
ascending family, the commutant, tensor products and crossed product /
by an amenable group. Thus the Property P implies Property E for Jf.
Any projection E of norm 1 from a (7*-algebra %x to its subalgebra
2t2 is shown by Tomiyama to be a completely positive map satisfying
the property of the conditional expectation: B{axb) = aB(x)b for any
a, b e5t2 and œeSti« A ö*-algebra St with unit is called injective if any
completely positive unit preserving linear map 0 from St into another
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0*-algebra 93 with unit has an extension 9 to any ^-algebra S^ containing
St as a completely positive unit preserving linear map from Six into SB,
A von Neumann algebra Jf is injective if and only if it has Property E.
Effros and Lance called a von Neumann algebra Jf semidiscrete if
the identity map from Jf into Jf is a weak pointwise limit of completely
positive maps of finite rank and proved that Jf is injective if it is semidiscrete.
Connes [31] unified all these concepts by showing that they are all
equivalent. The core result is the isomorphism of all injective factors
of type IIj to the unique hyperfinite factor JB; it is established by a highly
involved and technical proof, utilizing a theorem on tensor products of
ö*-algebras, the property T of a factor which Murray and von Neumann
introduced to distinguish some factors, properties of Aut N and Int N
of a factor N, the ultra product B* for a free ultrafilter co, an argument
analogous to Day-Namioka proof of P0lner's characterization of amenable
groups, etc.
The uniqueness of injective factors of type D^ then implies the uniqueness of injective factors of type IITO. Together with an earlier uniqueness result for trace-scaling automorphisms of B<g>B(3) (exhibiting
the unique injective factor of type II«,), it also implies the uniqueness
of injective factors of type III A , 0 < X < 1. With help of an earlier result
of Krieger, injective factors of type III 0 are also completely classified by
the isomorphism class of the so-called flow of weight. Thus Oonnes succeeded in a complete classification of APD factors (which is as much as
saying injective factors) except for the case of type HI 1 , which still
remains open.
The work of Oonnes also shows that any continuous representation
of a separable locally compact group G generates an injective von Neumann
algebra if GjG0 is amenable, where G0 is the connected component of the
identity (in particular, if G is connected or amenable).
5« Other works
After his success in the almost complete classification of injective factors,
Connes turned his attention to application of operator algebras to differential geometry. Oonnes developed a non-commutative integration
theory, which provides a method of integration over a family of ergodic
orbits or over the set of leaves of a foliation. One significant outcome
of this theory is an index theorem for foliation. I am sure that this subject
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will rapidly develop much further. Por survey of the present status, we
refer to [44], [50].
The works on positive cones [13] provide a geometric characterization
of von Neumann algebras through the associated natural positive cone
in the Hilbert space and lead to some applications.
A work connected with Kazdan's property T [42] provides a simple
example of continuously many non-isomorphic factprs of type II, and
answers a question of Murray and von Neumann about the fundamental
group of a factor of type II X .
I hope that I have conveyed to you some feeling about the incredible
power of Alain Oonnes and the richness of his contributions.
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On the Work of W. Thurston

Thurston lias fantastic geometric insight and vision; his ideas have completely revolutionized the study of topology in 2 and 3 dimensions, and
brought about a new and fruitful interplay between analysis, topology
and geometry.
The central new idea is that a very large class of closed 3-manifolds
should carry a hyperbolic structure — be the quotient of hyperbolic space
by a discrete group of isometrics, or equivalently, carry a metric of constant negative curvature. Although this is a natural analogue of the
situation for 2-manifolds, where such a result is given by Biemann's
uniformization theorem, it is much less plausible — even counter-intuitive — in the 3-dimensional situation. The case of a manifold fibred
over a circle with fibre a surface of genus exceeding 1 seems particularly
implausible, and this was the case Thurston examined first. The fibration
is determined by a homeomorphism h of the surface, and in seeking to put h
(and hence its iterates) into normal form, he was led to consider the images
of curves under high iterates of li: these may eventually become dense in
some regions, leading to measured foliations. In general, he was led to consider
a lamination, which is a disjoint union of injectively immersed curves, which
may be dense in some regions and not in others. These ideas gave rise to a
geometric model of Teichmüller space and its compactification, which revolutionized thinking in this already highly developed subject.
In this, Thurston was able to draw on his previous work on foliation
theory. He swept through this subject producing startling new examples
(the Godbillon-Vey invariant takes on uncountably many values), extending the Haefliger foliation theory to closed manifolds by an entirely
novel geometric technique, calculating homology of classifying spaces
of foliations and relating it to homology of diffeomorphism groups, etc.
One dramatic example: any closed manifold of Euler characteristic zero
admits a codimension 1 foliation.
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The analysis of the diffeomorphisms of a surface concludes with
a partition of the surface into well defined pieces, on each of which h has
a structure of particularly simple form: the "generic" case is that in which
h is Anosov. This partition gives a partition of the total space of the
fibration mentioned above, and again we have a geometric^ structure on
each piece. This leads to a reformulation of the project, which occurred
at a timely moment in the independent development of 3-dimensional
topology.
In the late 1950's, Papakyriakopoulos obtained fundamental new
results on embeddings of discs and spheres into 3-manifolds, one conse-*
quence of which was a unique decomposition of M by spheres into irreducible pieces. It seemed that these were largely determined by their
fundamental groups, and much work went into studying properties of
these, though even a basic question like "are the fundamental groups
of knots residually finite?" remained unanswered. A method was developed by Haken and Waldhausen using successive decompositions of M
by "essential" embedded surfaces to answer such questions: this gave
excellent results in the cases to which it applied. These are the manifolds
M formerly called "sufficiently large" but now, following Thurston, "Haken
3-manifolds". The condition is that there exists an embedded surface
of positive genus whose fundamental group maps injectively to utx(M).
If M has a boundary component of positive genus, or if the first Betti
number is non-zero, such a surface can be constructed. Yet more par-?
ticular are the examples given by Seifert fibre spaces. A close analysis
of these by Jaco and Shalen and (independently) Johannsen led to a decomposition of Jf into a "Seifert" piece and an "atoroidal" piece: in the
latter, every embedded torus is parallel to the boundary.
Thurston was now able to conjecture that every irreducible, atoroidal
3-manifold has a hyperbolic structure, and to prove it in the case of Haken
manifolds. This includes, for example, the complement of any knot in Ä3
(other than torus knots and companion knots) — which allows one to
prove the residual finiteness mentioned above. It also led to the solution
of the Smith Conjecture — that the fixed point set of a periodic homeomorphism of S3 is always unknotted — a problem which had attracted
a great deal of attention over a forty year period. In fact, Thurston for-.
mulates the general conjecture in more attractive terms : every compact
3-manifold has a canonical decomposition into pieces each of which has
a geometric structure.
Here, a type of geometric structure is defined by a (simply-connected)
model manifold X9 with a Biemanuian metric, and its group Gx of iso-
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metries. To say that M has a structure of type X means that there are
local coordinate charts from M to X, with transformations between
different charts given on their overlaps by elements of (? x . From this,
Thurston constructs a developing map <p\ Jîf->X from the universal
covering of M : the structure on M is complete if y is a homeomorphism.
In order to be of interest, X must satisfy some conditions (e.g. Qx is
transitive): such X he calls geometries. Thurston then shows that there
are just 8 three-dimensional geometries: in addition to the sphere, Euclidean and hyperbolic space, and products of two-dimensional models
with a line, there are 3 further cases, in each of which X is a Lie group.
Although the hyperbolic structures are by far the most profound, this
general theory of geometric structures has clarified and synthesized much
previous work in the other cases also: the list of 8 three-dimensional
geometries had not been previously obtained.
The main theorem proved to date is that every compact Haken 3-manifold admits a geometrical decomposition as above. However, hyperbolic
structures have also been obtained for numerous non-Haken manifolds.
There is also an extended conjecture: that if the manifold has a finite
group of automorphisms, then a decomposition, and geometric structures
on the pieces, can be found so that the group respects these. This is now
known in most cases where a decomposition exists. Of particular difficulty
are finite group actions on the 3-sphere. Thurston has shown that most
of these are equivalent to orthogonal actions, but the fixed-point free
case still eludes the method. Besults on these problems have been obtained
by other authors using minimal surface theory. Thurston's method involves using his main theorem to obtain a hyperbolic structure on the
subset where the group acts freely.
As might be expected,.the proof of the general result is long and involves many new ideas : it is not yet all available in detail. All I can do
here is to mention a few of the ingredients.
Thurston showed that one can pass from any point in Teichmüller
space to any other point by a unique "left earthquake". An example of
an earthquake is an incomplete Dehn twist: cut a Biemann surface along
a simple closed geodesic and then identify the banks after moving each
point on one by the same distance. In a general earthquake the simple
closed geodesic is replaced by a lamination. Thurston's earthquake theorem
was used by his student Kerckhoff to solve the Nielsen realization problem
(every finite subgroup of the Teichmüller modular group has a fixed
point).
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Discrete isometry groups of hyperbolic 3-space were first studied
by Poincaré, who dubbed them "EMnian groups". These have been much
studied by analysts, and Ahlfors' finiteness theorem obtained in the 1960's
was a fundamental result. Thurston has studied deformations of such
groups (in order to patch together hyperbolic structures defined on twopieces of a manifold): this involves a deep study of limit sets. He has
shown that a quasiconformal map on S2 which conjugates one Kleinian
group to another extends to H3 as a quasiconformal volume preservingmap with the same property. Typically, one of these groups is Euchsian,
with limit set Ä1, but the image Jordan curve is fractal, with Hausdorff
dimensional d > 1. It can be constructed as the boundary of a disc obtained by bending the standard D2 along all the curves of a lamination.
Thurston has also shown that for a large class of Kleinian groups (including"degenerate" ones), the limit set has measure zero : thus proving another
conjecture which had resisted repeated earlier attempts.
Thurston's work has had an enormous influence on 3-dimensional
topology. This area had a strong tradition of "bare hands" techniques,.
and relatively little interaction with other subjects. Direct arguments
remain essential, but 3-dimensional topology has now firmly rejoined
the main stream of mathematics.
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The Work of Yau, Shing-Tung

Tau has done extremely deep work in global differential geometry and
•elliptic partial differential equations, including applications in three-dimensional topology and in general relativity theory. He is an analyst's
.geometer (or geometer's analyst) with remarkable technical power and
insight. He has succeeded in solving problems on which progress had
been stopped for years. Here are a few of this striking achievements :
1. The Calabi conjecture. Consider a compact Kahler manifold M
with Kahler metric ds% = g^déd®* and the associated closed form

In 1964, Galabi conjectured that given a closed (1,1) form
i
a =

.
—-Rftd&hdzk

representing the first Ohern class of Jf, there is a Kahler metric ds* with
Êjk as its Bicci tensor and such that the corresponding œ = — g^d^Adz^
is in the same cohomology class as CU. Calabi also conjectured the existence (and proved uniqueness) of a canonical Kähler-Einstein metric
on a Kahler manifold M with ample canonical line bundle.
Analytically these conjectures reduce to solving a complex MongeÀmpère equation for a real function q>
det ff +

( ^ ~Sh)

" àet^eC<P+F>
[15]

<"= 0 or 1, "
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with F a given function, satisfying fexpJF = Vol(Jf) in case c = 0.
M

In [1] and [3] Tau solved these (and more general) equations by deriving:
suitable a priori estimates for the solution and its derivatives. The derivation of these estimates, though classical in spirit, is a tour de force.
Earlier, T. Aubin had proved Oalabi's conjecture in case Jf has nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature.
Oalabi's conjecture has important and beautiful applications in algebraic geometry, some of which are derived in [1]. For example:
(i) The only Kahler structure on a complex projective space is the
standard one.
(ii) There are compact simply connected Kahler manifolds whose
Bicci curvature is everywhere negative, for example, any complex hypersurface of CF14"1 ynth degree >n+2.
(iii) Suppose Jf is a Kahler surface with ample canonical bundle*
Then 302(Jf) > C?(Jf), and equality holds iff Jf is covered holomorphically by the ball in C2.
(iv) (Conjectured by Severi) If a complex surface is homotopic to
2
CP , then it is biholomorphic to CP2.
2. The positive mass conjecture. This asserts that for a nontrivial
isolated physical system (in general relativity theory), the, total energy^
including contributions from matter and gravitation, is positive. This
was first proved by B. Schoen and Tau [12,13]; a simpler proof was
later given by E. Witten. Their proof involves the construction of global
minimal surfaces and a study of their stability and behaviour near infinity. It is very technical and extremely ingenious. Becently in [14]
they adapted their arguments to prove the positivity of the Bondi mass —
the total mass of the isolated physical system measured after loss by
gravitational radiation.
3. Real and complex Monge-Ampère equations. In joint work with
S. T. Cheng (based partly on work of A. V. Pogorelov), Tau gave a com-»
plete proof of the higher dimensional Minkowski problem (to determine
a closed convex hypersurface in B n + 1 if its Gauss curvature is given as
a function of its normal), as well as the Dirichlet problem for the real
Monge-Ampère equation [7], [8]. In [9] they carry over some of the
results of [3] to noncompact complex manifolds. They prove that if
a complex manifold with a complete Kahler metric satisfies: (i) its Bicci
curvature is < (70< 0, (ii) its injectivity radius is X ^ >0,(iii) its cur-
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vature tensor and its covariant derivatives are bounded, then the manifold admits a unique Einstein-Kähler metric. Furthermore, in a strictly
pseudo-convex domain in Cn with smooth boundary, they study the
behaviour near the boundary of the unique Einstein-Kähler metric.
This involves the study of the solution of the Fefferman equation
(-l) n det v %

^l

with v = 0 on the boundary. This work involves deep, technical estimates.
4. Various attempts have been made to find higher dimensional
forms of the uniformization theorem. In this connection there was the
Frankel conjecture that a complete, simply connected Kahler manifold
Jf, with positive holomorphic bisectional curvature, is biholomorphic to
a complex projective space. This was proved by S. Mori using methods
from algebraic topology of characteristic p.
T. T. Siu and Tau [16] gave a very elegant analytic proof with the
aid of harmonic maps. Earlier [15] they had proved that if, on the other
hand, the sectional curvatures of Jf satisfy
0 > sectional curvature > —

,2+e

1+r

A, s > 0, and r = distance from some point of Jf, then Jf is bikokn
morpfyic to Cn.
5. Further work on elliptic equations and geometry. In a series of papers,
some with P. Li (see [10], where other references may be found) Tau
obtained estimates on the first and other eigenvalues for the Laplace
operator on a compact manifold, with or without boundary, under various
hypotheses on the Bicci curvature — but relying on little further information about the Biemannian manifold.
Tau proved a very useful form of the maximum principle in noncompact manifolds Jf and used it to derive various geometric results,
In his paper [6] he proved there is no non-constant positive harmonic
function on a complete Biemannian manifold with non-negative Bicci
curvature.
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6. Connections with topology. In a series of papers with W. H. Meeks
I I I (see [11] which contains other references) Tait used topological
methods of 3-manifolds to settle some old problems for minimal surfaces.
Conversely, they used minimal surface theory to derive results in
3-dimensional topology, such as Dehn's lemma and equiyariant versions of
the loop and sphere theorems. Among a certain family of maps of the
disc, or sphere, into Jf3, they show there is one with minimal area. Then
using the tower construction in topology, they prove that any area minimizing map in the family is an embedding — thus realizing solutions
of topological problems as minimal surfaces.
The equivariant loop theorem together with a theorem of Thurston
were used to prove the Smith conjecture.
In [5] with H. Blaine Lawson, Tau proved that if a compact manifold admits a smooth action by a compact, connected, non-abelian Lie
group, then it admits a metric of positive scalar curvature. They then
prove that if En is an exotic ^-sphere which does not bound a spin nàanifold, then the only possible compact connected transformation groups
of Zn are tori of dimension <[(w+2)/2].
Paper [2] is an interesting study of the group of isometrics of a Biemannian manifold.
Tau has many papers concerned with minimal surfaces ; he uses these
surfaces in the way that, previously, people had used geodesies.
Finally, for a good picture of the role of analysis in differential geometry, we recommend the two articles by Tau in the seminar [4], the
first, which is a survey, and the last, a list of open problems in differential
geopaetry — many contributed by Tau himself.
Tau's work covers all aspects of global differential geometry and
is distinguished by great technical power, and depth, as well as by its
wridè variety — also by his courage and vision.
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The Work of Robert Endre Tarjan

Pure mathematics enjoys the luxury of studying its constructions,
whether finite or infinite, in complete independence of all questions of
efficiency. By contrast, theoretical computer science must ultimately concern
itself with computing engines which operate with limited speed and
data storage, and therefore must take efficiency as one of its central
concerns. Two closely related activities, algorithm design and algorithm
analysis, grow out of this inevitable concern with efficiency. The algorithm designer aims to find procedures which accomplish specified
computational tasks as efficiently as possible; algorithm analysis attempts
to establish upper bounds on attainable performance, which, as they
become realistic, provide optimality targets at which algorithm designers
can aim.
Robert Tarjan has been a leader in both these enterprises, which lie
at the intellectual heart of computer science, and which during the past
two decades have begun to define the enduring theoretical inheritance
which computer science will be able to carry forward. He is perhaps the
strongest designer of high-efficiency combinatorial algorithms active
today, and deserves much of the credit for raising the field to its present
level of sophistication. He has succeeded in devising near-optimal algorithms for many graph-theoretic and geometric problems which had
at first appeared quite intractable, and has also contributed several
algorithmic analyses of striking profundity and elegance. His work is
distinguished by a meticuluos craftsmanship, which returns repeatedly
to crucial problems, always to replace refined results by constructions
more nearly perfect.
Several themes have characterized his work. One important thread
is that of effective choice of processing order for structures, such as graphs,
whose basic definition suggests no particular ordering. Here he has devised, and many times exploited, the simple but remarkably effective
[21]
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concept of depth-first spanning tree for a graph. This is any subgraph
produced by stepping from node to adjacent unvisited node whenever
possible, but retreating to nodes visited earlier when nodes having no
unvisited neighbours are encountered. The ordering of nodes that results
from this simple graph-traversal procedure turns out to provide a remarkably advantageous starting point for other graph analysis problems.
A pioneering demonstration of the efficiency attainable by use of this
technique appears in Tarjan's first but remarkably mature work (with
J. Hopcroft) on the classical problem of graph planarity testing. The
same depth-first tree theme, which has become a kind of Tarjan trademark, was continued, but used in new and striking ways, in subsequent papers on the problem of graph dominators and on graph reducibility, which has significantly influenced some aspects of practical
compiler-writing.
Tarjan has also applied other, quite different, graph orderings which
proved effective for other graph-theoretic problems, some related to
major problems in numerical analysis, e.g. the choice of optimal elimination orders for solution of sparse systems of linear equations.
A second major theme of Tarjan's work has been development and
exploitation of data structures capable of supporting various special
combinations of elementary operations with remarkable efficiency. Data
structures of this kind play an essential role in many of his most refined
algorithms. In this connection he has developed and exploited new forms
of rapidly modifiable search trees which improve access speed by exploiting information concerning the frequency with which particular items
will be accessed; new techniques for maintaining collections of trees
as they are dynamically joined and cut into subtrees; efficient representations of priority queues, etc. The design of these data structures has
gone hand in hand with development of clever counting techniques for
making their efficacy manifest.
To pave the way for application of these ingenious graph-processing
methods and remarkable data structures, Tarjan has repeatedly found
deep and surprising transformations of graph-related problems. This
additional level of combinatorial orchestration is seen in his work (with
Hopcroft) on efficient analysis of graphs into triconnected components,
on decompositions of planar graphs in ways facilitating application of
finite element techniques, and generally in a remarkably prolific outpouring
of work on graph-theoretic and geometric algorithms.
Yet another theme of Tarjan's work is the application of sophisticated
enumerative combinatorics to analyse the efficiency of particular al-
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gorithms, and, more profoundly, to estimate the maximum efficiency
which can be attained by whole classes of algorithms which he has studied. In this area his work (with his student T. Lengauer and others)
on the "pebbling game" model of computation represents one of the
most sophisticated and successful elucidations of the deep problem of
time/space tradeoffs in computation.
The mass of Jus work shows his enthusiasm, energy, and force; the
exceptionally many major combinatorialists and computer scientists with
whom he has collaborated show the warmth and generosity of his scientific spirit. He sets a high standard of excellence for the new prize now
awarded to him; if future recipients of this prize meet the same standard^
computer science will do well indeed.
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Singularities of Ray Systems

The simplest example of a ray system is the system of all normals to
a given surface in Euclidean space. Hamilton (1824) turned the theory
of ray system into a part of symplectic geometry; since Maslov's thesis
(1965) ray systems are called Lagrangian submanifolds.
The normals to a surface foliate some neighbourhood of that surface mf
but away from that neighbourhood various normals start intersecting
one another (Eig. 1). The resulting complicated and beautiful geometry

Mg. l

was hidden up to 1972, when the relation between singularities of ray
systems and Euclidean reflection groups was discovered.
This relation, for which there is no a priori reason, turned out to be
a powerful method for the analysis of singularities. By 1978 it became
clear that the Euclidean reflection groups also govern the singularities
of Huygens evolvents.
Huygens (1654) discovered that the evolvent of a plane curve has
a cusp singularity at each point of contact with the curve (Fig. 2). Plane
curve evolvents and their higher-dimensional generalizations are the
wave fronts on manifolds with boundary. The singularities of wave fronts,
as well as those of ray systems, are classified by reflection groups.
[27]
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While the ray and front systems on manifolds without boundary are
related to the A, JO and 13 series of the Weyl groups, the singularities of
evolvents are described by the JS, 0, F series (those having Dynkin
diagrams with double connections).

Fig. 2

The relation of the remaining reflection groups (I2(P)i S9}E^j to
singularity theory was unknown until recently. This situation has changed
since the fall of 1982 when it was discovered that the group JB3 (the group
of symmetries of the icosahedron) governs the singularities of evolvent
systems at the inflection points of plane curves.
The icosahedron appears at an inflection point as mystically as it
does in Kepler's law of planetary distances. I believe, however, that in
our problem the appearance of the icosahedron is more relevant than
in Kepler's case; I hope that the remaining group JBT4 will appear naturally
in the analysis of the more complicated singularities of ray systems and
wave fronts.
The main theme of this paper is the application of the relation between
singularities of ray systems and reflection groups. The results I shall
discuss are now included in symplectic and contact geometries under
the names of Lagrangian and Legendrian singularity theories. But one
may consider them as part of the calculus of variations, or of control
theory, of PDE theory, or of classical mechanics, of optics, or of wave
theory, of algebraic geometry, or of general singularity theory. Some of
these results deal with objects so basic, that it seems strange that the
classics have missed them. For example, the local classification of projections of surfaces in general position in the usual 3-space was discovered only in 1981.
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The number of nonequivalent projection germs is 14: the point neighbourhoods on generic surfaces generate exactly 14 different patterns
when the surfaces are seen from different points of 3-space.
The reason is perhaps the difficulty of the proofs: they depend on
the relations (sometimes Unexpected) to invariant theory, Lie algebras,
.reflexion groups, algebraic geometry, and Deligne mixed Hodge structures.
,Some of the results were stimulated by applications of singularity theory
to perturbation analysis of Hamiltonian dynamical systems, and even
to number theory, but most new concepts came from the problem of
bypassing an obstacle in Euclidean 3-space.
In order to describe these new results I must recall some well-known
notions.
1. Symplectic geometry
A symplectic structure on an even-dimensional smooth manifold is a closed
nondegenerate differential 2-form on it.
Examples : 1. The oriented area element defines a symplectic structure
en the plane. 2. The direct product of symplectic manifolds has a natural symplectic structure. 3. The phase space of classical mechanics
(the total space of the cotangent bundle of a smooth manifold) has a natural "ÄjpAÄg" symplectic structure. 4. One may equip the manifold of
oriented lines in Euclidean space with the symplectic structure of the
total space of the cotangetit bundle of the sphere, since these two manifolds are diffeomorphic. 5. The characteristic direction at a point of a hypersurface in a symplectic manifold is the skew-ortho-complement to
the tangent plane. The characteristics on a hypersurface are the integral
lines of its field of characteristic directions. The manifold of characteristics
inherits a symplectic structure from the original manifold. 6. In particular, the manifold of extremals of general variational problem, lying
at the same level manifold of the Hamiltonian function, is equipped with
a natural symplectic structure. 7. Consider the space of odd-degree binary
forms. There exists a unique (up to constant multiple) nondegenerate
SLg-invariant bilinear skew form on this even-dimensional linear space.
This form defines a natural symplectic structure on the space of binary
forms. 8. The binary forms in co and y, with coefficient in front of a?2Ä+1
equal to 1, form a hyperplane in the space of all forms. The manifold
of characteristics of this hyperplane can be identified with the manifold
of even-degree polynomials in œ of the form x2k+... We have thus equipped
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this space of even-degree polynomials with a symplectic structure. 9. The
one-parameter group of shifts along the a?-axis preserves this symplectic
structure. The Hamiltonian function of this group is a polynomial of
degree 2, known already to Hilbert (1893). The manifold of characteristics
of a level hypersurface of the Hamiltonian function can be identified
with the manifold of polynomials x2k~~l+.<. with sum of roots equal to 0,
We thus get a natural symplectic structure on this space of polynomials,
THEOREM (G. Darboux, 1882). All the symplectic structures on manifolds of a fixed dimension are locally diffeomorphic.

Thus, every symplectic structure is locally reducible to the normal
form ^dpiAdq^ by a suitable choice of local uDarboux coordinates" pu qim
Let us now consider submanifolds of a symplectic manifold. The
restriction to the submanifold of the symplectic structure is a closed
2-form, but it is not necessarily nondegenerate. In Euclidean space there
is not only the inner geometry of a submanifold, but also an extensive
theory of exterior curvatures. In the symplectic case the situation is
much simpler:
THEOREM (A. B. Givental, 1981). The germ of a submanifold of a symplectic manifold is determined (up to a symplectic diffeomorphism) by the
restriction of the symplectic form to the tangent spaces of the submanifold.

An intermediate theorem, dealing with vectors nontangent to the
submanifold, was proved by A. Weinstein (1973). Unlike the Weinstein
theorem, the Givental theorem implies the classification of the germs
of generic submanifolds in a symplectic space: one uses the classification
of the degeneracies of symplectic' structures obtained by J. Martinet
(1970) and his followers.
Examples: 1. The germs of a generic 2-surface in a symplectic manifold are locally symplectomorphic (symplectically diffeomorphic) to those
of the surface p2 = pi, ffi = 0, p3 = qz = ... = 0 (we use the Darboux
coordinates). 2. On a 4-submanifold one encounters stably the curves
of elliptic and hyperbolic Martinet singularities with normal forms
P* =PiP3±Qi22 + ilfi,

Pz = 0 ,

pi = q4 = ... = 0.

The ellipticity and hyperbolicity concern the character of the motions
in a dynamical system related intrinsically to the submanifold. The
relevant divergence-free vector field on a 3-dimensional manifold has
a curve of singular points. The classification at singular curves turns
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out to be less pathological than that at singular points (the latter being
almost as difficult as the whole of celestial mechanics).
I have thus described the first steps of the symplectic singularity
theory of smooth submanifolds.
A Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic manifold is a submanifold
on which the restriction of the symplectic structure vanishes, and which
has highest possible dimension (equal to half of the dimension of the
symplectic manifold).
Examples: 1. The fibers of the cotangent bundle. 2. The manifold
of lines normal to a smooth submanifold (of arbitrary dimension) in
Euclidean space. 3. The set of all polynomials x2m+... divisible by xm.
A Lagrangian fibration is a fibration whose fibers are Lagrangian
submanifolds.
Examples : 1. The cotangent bundle. 2. The fibration sending an oriented
line in Euclidean space to the corresponding unit vector at the origin.
All Lagrangian fibrations of a given dimension are locally symplectomorphic (in the neighbourhood of each point of the total space).
A Lagrangian mapping is a diagram 7->JS->JB, where the first arrow
is an immersion of a Lagrangian submanifold, and the second is a Lagrangian fibration (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3

Examples: 1. The gradient mapping: qv-tdSjdg. 2. The normal mapping:
associate to each vector normal to a submanifold in Euclidean space
its end point. 3. The Gaussian mapping: associate to each point of a transversally oriented hypersurface in Euclidean space the unit vector at
the origin in the direction of the normal at that point. (The corresponding
Lagrangian manifold consists of the normals to that hypersurface.)
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An equivalence between Lagrangian mappings is a fiber-preserving
symplectomorphism between the total spaces of the fibrations, mapping
the first Lagrangian submanifold onto the second one.
The set of critical values of a Lagrangian mapping is called its caustic.
The caustics of equivalent mappings are diffeomorphic.
Example. The caustic of the normal mapping of a surface is the envelope of its normals, i.e., its focal surface (the surface of the curvature
centers).
Every Lagrangian mapping is locally equivalent to a gradient one
(to a normal one, to a Gaussian one). The singularities of generic gradient
(normal, Gaussian) mappings are equivalent to those of generic Lagrangian mappings. These singularities are classified by the Euclidean reflection
groups A9 D, E.
Example. Consider a medium of dust-like particles moving inertially
whose velocities form a potential field. After a time interval t a particle
moves from m to x+t dSftx. We obtain a one-parameter family of smooth
mappings JB3-»B3.
These are Lagrangian mappings. Indeed, a potential field of velocities
defines a Lagrangian section of the cotangent bundle. The phase flow of
Newton's equation sends the initial Lagrangian manifold to new Lagrangian manifolds, which, however, need not be sections (for large t)i their
projections to the base space may have singularities (Fig. 4). The caustics

Pig. 4

of these mappings are the places where the density of particles becomes
infinite. According to Ta. B. Zel'dovich (1970), a similar model (taking
into account gravitation and expansion of /the Universe) deâcribes the
generation of the large-scale nonuniformity of the distribution of matter
in the Universe.
The theory of Lagrangian singularitiesrimßhes that a new-born caustic
has the shape of a saucer (at,moment t after its birth the saucer's axes

^^4M
a?
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are of ordertf1/2,its depth of order t and thickness of order t12). The saucer's
birth corresponds to Az. All metamorphoses of caustics in generic oneparameter families of Lagrangian mappings in 3-space are presented
in Fig. 5 (1976). •
THEOREM (1972). The germs of generic Lagrangian mappings of manifolds
of dimension < 5 are stable and simple (have no moduli) at every point. The
simple stable germs of Lagrangian mappings are classified by the A, D, E
Euclidean reflection groups, as explained below.

2 . Contact geometry
A contact structure on an odd-dimensional smooth manifold is a nondegenerate field of hyperplanes in the tangent spaces. The exact meaning
of "nondegenerate" is irrelevant because of the "Darboux contact theorem": in the neighbourhood of a generic point, all generic fields of hyperplanes on a manifold of a fixed odd dimension are diffeomorphic.
Examples: 1. The space of contact elements of a smooth manifold consists of all its Rangent hyperplanes. The velocity of an element belongs
t o the hyperplane defining the contact structure, if and only if the velocity
of t h e contact point belongs to that element. 2. The space of 1-jets of
functions y = f(x) has a natural contact structure dy = pdx (p = df/dx
for the 1-jet of y =f(x) at x).
The external geometry of a submanifold of a contact space is locally
determined by the internal one, i.e., by the contact structure traces on
the' tangent spaces (the Givental contact theorem).
An integral submanifold of a contact manifold is said to be Legendrian
if it has the highest possible dimension.
Examples: 1. The set of all contact elements tangent to a fixed submanifold (of arbitrary dimension). 2. In particular, the contact elements
at a given point form a Legendrian manifold (the fibre of the bundle of
eontact elements). 3. The set of 1-jets of a function.
A fibration is said to be Legendrian if its fibers are Legendrian submanifolds.
Examples: 1. The projective cotangent fibration (a contact element
is sent to its contact point). 2. The fibration of 1-jets of a function over
its 0-jets (forgetting derivatives).
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All Legendrian fibrations of a given dimension are locally contactomorphic (at every point of the total space).
The projection of a Legendrian submanifold to the base of a Legendrian fibration is called a Legendrian mapping. Its image is called a front.
Examples: 1. The Legendre transformation: A hypersurface in a projective space can be lifted to the space of its contact elements as a Legendrian submanifold. The manifold of contact elements of the projective
space fibers over the dual projective space (associate to a contact element
the hyperplane containing it). This fibration is Legendrian. The projection
maps the lifted Legendrian manifold to the hypersurface which is projectively dual to the original hypersurface. Thus the projective dual
of a smooth hypersurface is a Legendrian mapping front. 2. The equidistant
mapping: Pick a point on every oriented normal to a hypersurface in
Euclidean space, at distance t from the hypersurface (along the normal).
We get a Legendrian mapping whose front is equidistant from the given
hypersurface.
Legendrian equivalence, stability and simplicity are defined by analogy
with the Lagrangian case.
Every Legendrian mapping is locally equivalent to a mapping defined
by a Legendre transformation, and to an equidistant mapping. The local
Legendrian singularity theory coincides with that of singularities of
Legendre transformations (or equidistant mappings, or wave fronts).
THEOREM (1973). The germs of generic Legendrian mappings of manifolds
of dimension < 5 are stable and simple at every point. The simple stable
germs of Legendrian mappings are classified by the A} D, E Euclidean
reflection groups : the Legendrian mapping fronts are holomorphically equivalent to the varieties of singular orbits of the corresponding reflection groups.
Example. The singularities of a generic wave-front in 3-space are
(semicubical) cuspidal edges (A2)9 and swallow-tails (A3, Fig. 6: at these
points the front is diffeomorphic to the surface in the space of polynomials
xi + ax^ + bx + c7 consisting of the polynomials having multiple roots).
Remarle. The necessity to complexify in the above theorem suggests
that Euclidean reflection groups may have different real forms.
All Lagrangian singularities can be constructed from the Legendrian
ones. For this, one considers Legendrian submanifolds of the space of
1-jets of functions. By forgetting the value of the functions one projects
the jet space onto the phase space. The Legendrian manifolds' germs
are projected isomorphically onto the Lagrangian ones. For instance,
7 — Proceedings...
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the caustic of a Lagrangian mapping is the projection of the cuspidal
edge of the Legendre mapping front under a generic projection with
1-dimensional fibers.

Fig. 6
THEOREM (O. V. Lyashko, 1979). All

holomorphic vector fields transversal
to a front of a simple singularity can be mapped one onto another by frontpreserving holomorphic diffeomorphisms germs.
Example. A generic vector field in a neighbourhood of the "most
singular point" of the swallow-tail {x*+ax*+bx+c = (x+a)2...} is
reducible to the normal form d/dc (Fig. 7) by a swallow-tail-preserving
diffeomorphism.

Pig. 7

The reduction to normal form of various geometric objects by wavefront or caustic-preserving diffeomorphisms is the main technical tool
in the geometry of ray systems and yave fronts. For instance, the study
of the metamorphoses of moving wave fronts is based on a result "dual"
to the Lyashko theorem.
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(1976). Generic holomorphic functions equal to 0 at the umost
singular" point of a simple singularity front can be mapped one onto another
by front-preserving holomorphic diffeomorphisms germs.
THEOREM

Example. A generic function at the most singular point of a swallowtail is reducible to the normal form ß+const by a swallow-tail-preserving
diffeomorphism.
The theorem above follows from the equivariant Morse lemma. We
use it as follows. The momentary wave fronts form a "large front" in the
space-time. Eeduce the time function in the space-time to normal form
by a large-front-preserving diffeomorphism. We obtain the normal form
of the metamorphosis of the momentary front.
The infinitesimal diffeomorphisms preserving a front are the vector
fields tangent to it. Their study leads to a "convolution operation" on the
invariants of the reflection group. This operation associates to a pair of
invariants (i.e., of functions on the orbit space) a new invariant — the
scalar product of the gradients of the given functions (lifted from the orbit
space to the Euclidean space).
The linearization of this operation is a bilinear symmetric operation
on the space cotangent to the orbit space at 0.
THEOREM (1979). The linearized convolution of the invariants is equivalent to the operation (p, q)t-*8(p-q) on the local algebra of the corresponding
singularity, where 8 *= D+(2jh)E, h is the Goœeter number, and D is the
Euler quasihomogeneous derivation.

For the exceptional groups this theorem was proved by A. B. Givental.
In his joint work with A. IST. Varchenko (1981) the theorem is extended
to higher quasihomogeneous singularities. In this extension they substitute the Euclidean structure by the intersection form of a suitable nondegenerate period mapping. This period mapping comes from a family
of holomorphic differential forms on the fibers of the Milnor fibration
associated to a versai deformation of a function. A nondegenerate intersection form determines (according to the parity of the number of variables
of the function) either a locally flat pseudo-Euclidean metric with a standard singularity at the Legendrian front, or a symplectic structure which
is holomorphically extendable to the front.
Example. The set of odd-degree polynomials having highest coefficient
equal to 1 and sum of the roots equal to 0 is thus equipped with a new
symplectic structure. The variety of polynomials with maximal possible
number of double roots is a Lagrangian subvariety.
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3 . Applications of Lagrangian and Legendrian singularities
The theory was first developed for the study of asymptotics of oscillatory integrals by the stationary phase method. I shall not discuss these
(very important) applications here in detail, but shall rather mention:
(1) Varchenko's (1976) proof of the formula describing the exponent of the
main term of oscillatory integrals in terms of the Newton boundary of the
phase function; (2) the example due to the same author of the nonsemicontinuity of this exponent; and (3) V. B". Karpushkin's (1981) proof of
a uniform with respect to the parameters estimate from above of the
double oscillatory integrals (for simple integrals such an estimate was
obtained by I. M. Vinogradov, and for triple ones it was disproved by
Varchenko's nonsemicontinuity example).
The uniform estimate also holds for all members of generic families
of functions depending on a small number I of parameters (Duistermaat
proved it in 1974 for I < 6; Colin de la Verdiere in 1977 for I < 7; Karpushkin in 1982 for Z < 9 ) ; I = 73 is too large (the Varchenko example
becomes possible).
The study of asymptotic expansions of oscillatory integrals in the
complex domain has led Varchenko (1980-1981) to the construction of
a mixed Hodge structure, which he calls the asymptotic structure. He has
proved that its Hodge numbers coincide with the mixed Hodge
numbers constructed algebraically by Steenbrink (1976). Among the
corollaries of Varchenko's theory are: (1) the constancy of the Hodge
structure invariants along the "^ = const" statum, and (2) the fact
that the "inner modality" of quasihomogeneous functions coincides with
their true modality. In real algebraic geometry the mixed structure gives
some generalizations of the Petrovskii-Oleinik inequalities.
(1978). The local Poincaré index of a gradient vector field in R2n
is bounded from above by the middle Sodge number |ind| < h^n.
THEOREM

The singularity mixed Hodge structure associates to a finite multiplicity critical point of a function a finite set of rational numbers, the
critical points spectrum. The spectrum's left end is the smallest exponent
of the oscillatory integrals with a given phase function (along complex
chains). The examples show the semicontinuity of this exponent, as well
as of all the other spectrum points. For instance, the spectrum obtained
through a deformation reducing the multiplicity by one, divides the
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initial spectrum (in the same way as the axes of an ellipsoid divide the
axes of the initial ellipsoid).
The spectrum semicontinuity conjecture (1978) was recently confirmed
by the works on an apparently unrelated to it algebraic geometry problem :
how large can the numbers of (Morse) singular points on a hypersurface of
degree d in CPn be%
Bruce (1981) gives an estimate from above, which asymptotic (for
the surfaces in CP3) is d3/2 + ... (the best estimates from below are of
order 3#3/8, S. Ohmutov, 1983). Comparing the first exactly known answers
(0,1, 4,16, 31, 64) with the mixed Hodge structure, I have formulated the
following
CONJECTURE. The number of singular points does not exceed the number
of integer points m of the cube (0, d)n, for which (n —2) dß + 1 < J£w* < ndß.

For surfaces in 3-space this implies an estimate from above 23#/48 + ...
Trying to prove this cojecture A. B. Givental in October of 1982 improved
the lower order terms in the Bruce estimate. His proof uses some BayleighFisher-Oourant type inequalities and makes transparent the relation of
the problem to the spectrum semicontinuity conjecture.
A. 2ST. Varchenko immediately applied to this problem the Steenbrink
(1976) theorem on the limits of the Hodge structures. Thus he proved
both the conjectured estimate of the number of singular points and the
spectrum semicontinuity (the last — for quasihomogenous function deformations, generated by adding lower weight monomials). The same way
he proved the semicontinuity of the left end of the spectrum for all functions
in 3 variables and for functions in n variables having "far away" Newton
polyhedra.
I shall also mention the applications of Lagrangian singularities to the
mechanical quadrature theory, i.e., to the problem of integer points in
large domains. Let V be the volume of a smooth boundary domain G in
the Euclidean Rn, and JST(X) the number of integer points inside XG, B(X)
= XnV— N{K). The Lagrangian singularity theory implies the following
results :
THEOREM

(Colin de Verdiere, 1977). Eor n < 7 generically

\Rß)\^ör-2+2l(n+1K
(Varchenko, 1981). The average |.K(A)|2 over all lattices obtained
from the integer point lattice by rotations and shifts, does not exceed OX*"1.
THEOREM
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The convex analytic case was studied by Eandol (1969). The exponent
(n —1) ß is what one might expect according to the law of large numbers
(if the Xn~l cells were divided by the boundary independently). The proof
of the last theorem is inspired by the Duistermaat (1974) proof of the
Maslov "canonical operator" unitarity.
The statistics of Newton diagrams of singularities has led to another
inequality related to integer points,
THEOREM (K. A. Sevastianov, S. V. Konyagin, 1982). The number of
vertices of a volume V convex polyhedron in Rn, whose vertices are integer
points, does not exceed OF (w ~ 1)/(w+1) (the same estimate holds also for the
number of faces of arbitrary dimension).

The influence of the boundary inflections on the remainder term of
the asymptotic of the number of integer points is a particular case of the
interrelations between the integer and smooth structures of Rn, which are
crucial for many branches of calculus.
For instance, the order of approximation of a typical point of a submanifold by the hyperplanes defined by the equations with not too large
integer coefficients is essential for-the resonance phenomena in the theory
of nonlinear oscillations (the flattening of the fast frequencies' manifold
enhances the sticking at resonances).
I n his study of evolutions of action variables in Hamiltonian systems,
N. £L Nehoroshev introduced "steepness exponents" of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian function. The calculation of these exponents for a generic
Hamiltonian function has inspired the theory of tangential singularities.

4. Tangential singularities
These are singularities of the arrangement of a projective surface with
respect to its tangents of all dimensions.
Example. The tangential classification of points on a generic surface
in 3-space (Fig. 8) was found by O. A; Platonova and E. E. Landis (1979).
A line (p) of parabolic points divides the surface into the domain (e) of
elliptic points and that of hyperbolic ones (h) containing the curve (/)
of inflection points of the asymptotic lines with the biinflection points (6),
the selfintersection points (c), and the points of tangency to the parabolic
line (t).
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This classification is useful both for Nehoroshev's exponent estimate
and for the classification of projection degenerations.

Mg. 8

(O. A. Platonova, O. P. Shcherbak, 1981). Project a generic
surface from RP3 to a plane along the straight lines passing through a projection center (a point outside the surface).
All the projections thus obtained are locally equivalent to the 14 projections of surfaces $ =/(#? y) along the x-axis, where f is given by the list
THEOREM

x,

x27

x3+xy,
x5±x3y+xy,

x3±xyz,
x3±xy*,

x3+xy3,

x*+xy,

x*+x2y+xy3,

x*+x2y+xy2,
xò+xy.

Here the projections are considered as the diagrams 7->J0->JB consisting of imbeddings and fibrations, and the equivalences are 3 x2-diagrams,
whose verticals are diffeomorphisms.
The singularities of a projection from a generic center are only Whitney
folds jand cusps (one sees a cusp along every asymptotic ray). Other singularities require special points of view. The f initeness of the list of normal
forms of projections (and hence that of the list of visible contours) is not
evident a priori, because there exists a continuum of nonequivalent singularities in generic 3-parameter families of projections of surfaces to
the plane.
The hierarchy of tangencies may become more transparent in terms
of the symplectic and contact geometries. Melrose (1976) remarked that
the tangent ray geometry of a surface in Euclidean space depends on two
hypersurfaces in the symplectic phase space : the first describes the metric
and the second — the surface.
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The same pair of hypersurfaces describes the hierarchy of asymptotic
tangents. Thus we are able to transfer a large part of the geometry on
the usual space surfaces to the general case of arbitrary hypersurface
pairs in symplectic or contact spaces, using the geometrical intuition of
the surface theory for the study of general variational problems with onesided phase constraints.
Let Y and Z be two hypersurfaces in symplectic space X, intersecting
transversally along a submanifold W. Projecting Y and Z onto their
characteristics' manifolds U, V, we obtain a hexagonal diagram

where Z is the (common) manifold of ôritical points of the projections
from W to U and to V.
Example. Let X = {q, p} be the phase space of a Euclidean free particle (q is the particle position, p — its momentum); Y — the manifold
of unit vectors (p* = 1); Z — the manifold of boundary vectors (q belongs
to a hypersurface r). Then Ü is the ray space, V is JT'S tangent bundle
space, W — the bundle space of the boundary (not necessarily tangent)
unit vectors and E — the spherical tangent bundle space.
Singularities of both projections W->U and W->V at a nonasymptotic
tangent unit vector are Whitney folds. Each projection defines an involution on W which is the identity on 27.
Example. We have defined two involutions a and r on the manifold
W of boundary unit vectors of a convex plane curve (Fig. 9). The product
of involutions is the Birkhoff (1927) billiards transformation.
Melrose used the involution pairs to reduce the symplectic space hypersurface pairs to a local normal form by a ö°°-symplectomorphism
(in the analytic case the series obtained are generically divergent, as is
the case in the Ecalle (1975) and Voronin (1981) theories of dynamical
systems at resonances).
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At more complicate singularities (for instance, at asymptotic unit
vectors) the symplectic space hypersurface pairs have moduli. However,
one can reduce the pair formed by the first hypersurface and the intersection to simple normal form (at least formally), for the first two degeneracies of the fold. Thus we can study the singularities of the mapping
which associates the ray to a boundary unit vector at the generic asymptotic and biasymptotic unit vectors.

Fig. 9

The variety of critical values of this mapping is locally diffeomorphic
to the product of the usual swallow-tail with a linear space. This variety
lies in the symplectic space of straight lines in a standard manner :
THEOKEM (1981). All the generic symplectic structures at the point of the
critical variety described above are locally reducible one into another by a critical-variety-preserving formal diffeomorphism.

At a biasymptotic ray the variety of tangent rays is locally diffeomorphic to the product of a swallow-tail with a line. So the above theorem
describes the symplectic geometry of the variety of tangent rays.
5. The obstacle problem
Consider an obstacle bounded by a smooth surface in Euclidean space.
The obstacle problem requires a study of the singularities of the shortest
path lenght from a point in the space to a fixed initial set, among paths
avoiding the obstacle. This simple variational problem on a manifold
with boundary is unsolved even for generic obstacles in 3-space.
The shortest path consists of segments of straight lines and of geodesies on the obstacle surfaces (Fig. 10). Hence let us consider the system
of geodesies orthogonal to a fixed front. The system of all rays tangent
to these geodesies is a Lagrangian variety in the symplectic space of all
rays (as is every system of extremals of a variational problem). In the
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usual variational problems on manifolds without boundary the relevant
Lagrangian variety is smooth (even in the presence of caustics). In the
obstacle problem it may acquire singularities. The above theorem implies
the following
COROLLARY (1981). The Lagrangian variety in the generic obstacle problem
has a semicubical cuspidal edge at the generic asymptotic rays and an "open
x
swallow-tail" singularity at the bi-asymptotic rays.

Fig. 10

The open swallow-tail is the surface in 4-space {x5+Ax3+Bx*+Ox+D}
consisting of polynomials with at least triple roots. The differentiation
of polynomials maps the open swallow-tail onto the usual one. The opening
of the swallow-tail eliminates the selfinetersections but preserves the
cuspidal edge (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11
THEOREM (1981). The
in 3-space form an open
low-tail of the caustic).

edges of the wave fronts
-tail in the space-time (over

genericaUy
usual swal-
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THEOREM (O. P. Shcherbak, 1982). Consider a generic one-parameter
family of space curves and suppose that for a given value of the parameter
(of the time) the family curve has a biflatness point (of type 1, 2, 5). Then the
projective dual curves form a surface in the space-time, which is locally diffeomorphic to the open swallow-tail.

The open swallow-tail is a first representative of a large series of singularities. Consider the set of polynomials with a root of fixed comultiplicity 1c, ((x—a)n~k(xk+f..)) in the space of polynomials xn+X1xn~2 +
+ ... +Xn_l. The differentiation of polynomials preserves the comultiplicities of the roots.
THEOREM (A. B. Givental, 1981). The sequence of varieties of polynomials with roots of fixed comultiplicity stabilizes as the degree n increases,
starting with n = 27c+1 (i.e., at the moment of the dissociation of the selfintersections).'

Example. The open swallow-tail is the first stable variety over the
usual swallow-tail.
The following Givental theory of triads (1982) formalizes the appearance
of the open swallow-tail in the obstacle problem.
DEFINITION. A symplectic triad (H, L, I) consists of a smooth hypersurt
face jff in a symplectic manifold, and of a Lagrangian manifold L tangente E (with first order tangency) along a Lagrangian manifold hypersurface I.
The Lagrangian variety generated by the triad is the image of I in the
manifold of characteristics of JET.

Example 1. In the obstacle problem with boundary JT c Rn let us consider the distance, along the geodesies of r, to the initial front as a function
s: F-+R. The manifold L of all the extensions of the 1-forms ds from r
to Rn forms a triad together with the hypersurface H: pz *= 1.
This triad generates precisely the variety of rays tangent to the geodesies of our system of extremals on J1.
Example 2. Consider the symplectic space of polynomials ^ = xd+
+A1aP~~1 + ... +Xd of an even degree d = 2m. The polynomials, divisible by
xm, form a Lagrangian submanifold L. Let h be the Hamiltonian function
of the shifts along the x axis. (This polynomial in X is
Ä ;= JÇ ( -1)^W^W,

i +j = d,

^W = d{^\dx\)
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The hypersurface h = 0 is tangent to the Lagrangian manifold L along
its hypersurface I of polynomials divisible by xm+1 and forms with them
a triad.
The variety generated by this triad is the Lagrangian open swallowtail of dimension m—1 (the set of polynomials xd~1+a1xd+*+ ... +ad_2
having a root of larger multiplicity than half the degree).
THEOREM (A. B. Givental, 1982). The triad of Example 2 is stable.
Germs of generic triads at all points are symplectically equivalent to those of
Example 2.
COROLLARY. The variety of rays, tangent to the geodesies of the system
of extremals in the generic obstacle problem is locally symplectically equivalent
to the Lagrangian open swallow-tail.

In contact geometry two sorts of Legendrian varieties are associated
to the obstacle problem: the varieties of the contact elements of the
fronts and the varieties of 1-jets of multi-valued time functions. The
varieties of the first type ar egenerically the Legendrian open swallowtails (they are diffeomorphically lifted Lagrangian swallow-tails). The
varieties of the second type are the cylinders over the former.
Example. Consider the obstacle bounded by a plane curve with an
ordinary inflection point. The fronts are the curve evolvents. They have
two singularities: a usual cusp (of order 3/2) at the boundary curve of the
obstacle and a 5/2-singularity at its inflectional tangent (Fig. 12). The

Legendrian variety is nonsingular over the generic points of the obstacle
curve, but over the inflectional tangent points the Legendrian variety has
a cuspidal edge of order 3/2.
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Let us consider the 3-space of the plane contact elements (fibered over
the plane). All contact elements of all the evolvents of a generic curve
form a surface in this 3-space. Let us consider the 3-space of polynomials
x3+ax*+bx+c (fibered over the plane of their derivatives). All those
polynomials having multiple roots form a surface in this 3-space.
THEOREM (1978). The germ of the first surface at the tangent at an inflection point of a generic curve is diffeomorphic to the germ of the second surface
at zero, by a fibre-preserving diffeomorphism.

This surface (Fig. 13), together with the c = 0 surface representing
the plane contact elements at the obstacle boundary points, forms the
variety of singular orbits for the reflection group J?3. This remark has
led to the boundary singularity theory (1978), of which I shall only mention the following.

Fig. 13

Example (I. G. Shcherbak, 1982). Consider a generic curve on a generic
surface in Euclidean 3-space. At some points the curve touches the surface
curvature line. The boundary Lagrangian singularity theory implies
that this situation is governed by the exceptional Weyl group EA: the
union of the focal sets of the surface and of the curve with all the surface
normals at the points of the curve forms a variety which is locally diffeomorphic to the JP4 caustic.
The boundary Lagrangian singularity theory implies an amusing
"Lagrange duality", which interchanges the singularity of a function
on the ambient space with that of its restriction to the boundary: this
duality is a modernized version of the "Lagrange multipliers rule" (I. G.
Shcherbak, 1982).
Returning to an inflection point of a plane curve, consider the graph
of the (multi-valued) time function for the obstacle problem. The level
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sets of this time function are the obstacle evolvents. Hence the graph
has the shape drawn in Fig. 14 (1978) ; this surface has two cuspidal edges
(of orders 3/2 and 5/2).
/ '

Fig. 14

When I showed this surface to A. B. Givental (1982), he recognized
the singular orbit variety of the group H3 of symmetries of the icosahedron
drawn by O. V. Lyashko (1981). Givental's conjecture was rapidly confirmed:
THEOREM (O. P. Shcherbak, 1982). The graph of the (multi-valued) time
fìtnction in the generic plane obstacle problem is diffeomorphic to the variety
of singular orbits at the inflection points of the obstacle boundary.
THEOREM 1

(O. V. Lyashko, 1981). The variety of singular orbits ofHs
is diffeomorphic of the space of polynomials x5+ax*+bx2+c having a
multiple root.
Lyashko's theorem describes the variety of singular orbits of fl"3 as
the union of the tangents to the curve (t, ts, t5) in 3-space, while Shcherbak deals with any curve (t+ ...,P+ ...,t5+ ...).
A generic front in the 3-space obstacle problem must have a singularity of the same type at the point of tangency of an asymptotic ray
with the obstacle surface.
In this paper I have not even mentioned many important aspects of
the Lagrangian and Legendrian singularity theory, especially the global
ones, such as the theory of the coexistence of singularities (the Lagrangian
and Legendrian cobordism theories reduced to homotopy problems
by Ta. M. Eliashberg, the Lagrangian and Legendrian characteristic
1

A similar description of 27(J3"4) was found by 0. P. Shcherbak in 1983: it is based
on an inclusion of the JET4 graded local algebra defined by the invariants convolution,
into the E8 graded local algebra: so3-fy5 + axy3 + by3 -f ex + d.
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classes of V. A. VasUiev, which are generalizations to higher singularities
of V. P. Maslov's class, and so on).
I have not even mentioned the extensive classification of the simple
projections (Goryunov, 1981), the theory in which, for instance, the
exceptional root system FA is an ancestor of a whole family of descendants Eß. One can find details of those theories and the extensive relevant
bibliography in the surveys [land [2].
In spite of the progress of the ray system geometry during the past
three centuries, from Huygens up to now, the drawing of pictures very similar
to those one finds in Huygens' works is still one of the main sources of
new discoveries in this difficult domain where even the 3-dimensional
problem is still unsolved and where numerous useful but unexpected
interrelations with other branches of mathematics (such as relation
of the obstacle problem to the group jBr3 of symmetries of the icosahedron)
still remain mysterious.
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P. EEDÖS

Extremal Problems in Number Theory,
Combinatorics And Geometry

During my long life I wrote many papers on these subjects [1]. There
are many fascinating and difficult unsolved problems in all three of these
topics. I haye to organize the problems in some order. This is not an easy
task and anyway not one of my strong points.
In number theory I will mainly discuss questions related to van der
Waerden's theorem on long arithmetic progressions and problems in
additive number theory.
In geometry the questions I want to discuss are either metrical problems, e.g. number of distinct distances which must occur between points
in a metric space. The metric space usually will be our familiar E2. I will
also discuss incidence problems of points in E2. These problems have
a purely combinatorial interpretation too, but the results in Ez are completely different than in the finite geometries.
In combinatorics I will discuss Sperner, Bamsey and Turân type
problems and will try to emphasize their applications to number theory
and geometry.
Since I must, after all, remain myself, I can not entirely refrain from
stating some old and new problems which, in my opinion, perhaps have
been undeservedly neglected.
I hope the reader will forgive a very old man for some personal and
historical reminiscences but to save space I will try to write only facts
which I did not mention elsewhere.
1. Number theory
First I discuss problems in number theory. Here some of the most striking
and significant questions are those connected with the results of van der
Waerden and Szemerédi.
8 — Proceedings..,

[51]
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Van der Waerden proved more than 50 years ago that if we partition
the integers into two classes, at least one of them contains an arbitrarily
large arithmetic progression. Many beautiful and important extensions
and modifications are known, e.g. the Hales-Jewett theorem and Hindman's theorem but we have no space to discuss these here. A very nice
book on this subject has been published recently by Graham, Eothschild
and Spencer [2]. (This book contains a very extensive list of references
and the references which I suppress here can be found there.) The finite
form of van der Waerden's theorem is :
Let f(n) be the smallest integer for which if we divide the integers
not exceeding f(n) into two classes, then at least one of them contains
an arithmetic progression of n terms. Van der Waerden's originaL proof
gives an explicit upper bound for f(n) but his bound increases very fast :
in fact as fast as the well known Ackerman function (which increases so
fast that it is not primitive recursive). The best lower bound due to Berlekamp, Lovâsz and myself increases only exponentially, like a power
of 2. The first task would be to prove (or disprove) that f(n)lln tends to
infinity but that f(n) tends to infinity more slowly than Ackerman's
function.'
Another equally important task would.be to find a sharpening of
Szemerédi's theorem: Denote by rk(n) the smallest integer Q for which
every sequence ax < ... < ae < n contains an arithmetic progression of Jc
terms. Turân and I conjectured 50 years ago that for every Jc, rk(n) = o(n).
This conjecture was proved for Jc = 3 by K. F. Eoth, then later by Szemerédi for Jc = é and finally by Szemerédi for every Je. A few years ago
Fürstenberg proved Szemerédi's theorem by methods of ergodic theory.
This proof does not give an explicit upper bound for rk(n). Fürstenberg
and Katznelson proved the ^-dimensional generalization of Szemerédi's
theorem for which there is so far no other proof. It is not yet possible to
tell the potentialities and possible limitations of this new method [3].
K. P. Eoth and P. Behrend proved that
n

r

c2n

tfiVlogn < fa(») < iloglogW
—i
«

(!)

No useful upper estimation for rk(n) is known for Jc > 3. Szemerédi and I
observed that it is not even known whether rk(n)lrk+1(n)->0. It would
be very desirable to improve the upper and lower bounds in (1) and to
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obtain some useful upper bounds for rk(n). In particular, is it true that

for every Jc and I if n > n0(Jc, I) ? I offered a reward of $ 3,000 for a proof
or disproof of (2). (2), if true, would of course imply my old conjecture:
If V — s= oo, then for every Jc there are Jo a's forming an arithmetic progression. This in turn would imply that there are arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions in the primes. Eecently 18 primes in an arithmetic
progression were found by Pritchard [33]. It seems certain that a much
stronger result holds for primes : For every Jc there are Jc consecutive primes
forming arithmetic progression. But this problem certainly cannot be
attacked by any of our present-day methods, and is in fact beyond any
methods likely to be at our disposal in the near or distant future. Schinzel's well-known hypothesis H would imply it. Van der Oorput, Estermann and Tchudakoff independently deduced by Vinogradov's method
that the number of even numbers 2n < x which are not the sums of two
primes in many ways is less than xj(logx)a for every d if x >x0(d). This
was later improved by Montgomery and Vaughan to xl~c. (In fact by
Goldbach's conjecture all even numbers but 2 are sums of two primes.)
These results immediately imply that there are infinitely many triples
of primes in an arithmetic progression. It is not yet known whether there
are infinitely many quadruples of primes in an arithmetic progression.
An old conjecture of mine (in fact one of my first conjectures, which
perhaps did not receive as much attention as it deserved), can be stated
as follows: Let {f(n)} be an arbitrary sequence with f(n) = ± 1 . Then
for every c > 0 there are an m and a d such that
ml

\2f(M)\>e.

(3)

Note that I permit fewer arithmetic j)rogressions here than in van der
Waerden's theorem but I also ask for much less. A weaker variant of (3)
states that if f(n) = ± 1 and f(n) is multiplicative, then

Ito I Y/(7<;)Uoo,

(4)

Tchudakoff [4] stated independently in another context a more general
conjecture. Here I just would like to call attention to a large class of
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problems called problems on irregularities of distributions or discrepancy
problems. The first results in this subject were found by van der Oorput
and Aardenne-Ehrenfest and later by K. F. Eoth and W. Schmidt, also
by Spencer and myself. Eecently very striking results were obtained
by J. Beck [32]. Very recently these problems were discussed by V. T. Sós
in a more general setting. Her paper [30] will appear soon. Here I restrict
myself to problems related to van der Waerden's theorem. Denote by
f(n; I) the smallest integer for which if we divide the integers not exceeding f(n; I) into two classes, then there is an arithmetic progression of n
terms which contains at least n\2 +1 terms in one of the classes. f(n; nß)
is pur old f(n). I easily proved by the probability method that for I > en
f(n;l)>(l+c8)\

(5)

For small values of e, (5) is perhaps not very far from being best possibler
It would be very interesting and useful to obtain good upper and lowe.
bounds for f(nm, I). It would be especially interesting if one could determine the dependence of f(n\ I) on I. The trouble is that there are no nontrivial upper bounds known for f(n; I), not even if I is bounded. As far
as I know the only result of this kind is due to J. Spencer who determined
f(2n;l), i.e. he determined the smallest integer f(2n;l) for which one
cannot divide the integers 1, 2, ...,f(2n; 1) into two classes so that
every arithmetic progression of 2n terms contains precisely n terms from
each class [5].
2« Combinatorics and additive number theory
£Tow I discuss problems in combinatorial additive number theory. For
a fuller history and discussion of such problems I refer the reader to the
excellent book [6] by Halberstam and Eoth. Perhaps my oldest conjecture
(more than 50 years old) is the following: Denote by A a sequence 1 < a±
k

< ... < ak < n of integers. Assume that all the sums J? 6iai (ex = 0 or 1)
are distinct. Is it true that Je = logw/log2+ö for some absolute constant
Ö? The powers of 2 show that G > 1. L. Moser raised this problem independently. Moser and I proved that
A <

log^
loglogw
+
Ì^ -2Ì^2~+

0 ( 1 )

"
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Conway and Guy [7] showed that Ö > 2. They found 24 integers not
exceeding 2 22 for which all the subset sums are different. I t has been conjectured that their construction is perhaps optimal and that Ö == 3.
Now I discuss some problems of Sidon. Sidon called a finite or infinite
sequence A a Bp sequence if the number of representations of every
integer n as the sum of Jc or fewer a\s is at most r. Let us first assume Jc = 2,
r = 1, i.e. we assume that the sums ai + aó are all distinct. First we consider infinite B2 sequences (for r t= 1 a jBJjJ) sequence will be denoted
by Bk). Sidon asked: Determine the slowest possible growth of a B2 sequence. The greedy algorithm immediately gives that there is a B2 sequence
for which ak < cJcs. On the other hand I proved that for every B2 sequence
limsup
** ,% > 1.
*->«/ Ä2 (log 7c) ^

(6)
v ;

I have been able to improve (6). Further I proved that there is a B2 sequence for which

Uminf

^^f-

(7)

Krückeberg replaced J in (6) by l/j/2 and I conjectured that l/j/2 can
further be improved to 1 which, if true, would be best possible. I could
prove (7) if I could prove that if at < a2 < ... < al is a B2 sequence, then
it can be embedded into a B2 sequence ax < ... < al < al+1 < ... < ak
with ak c= (1 + O(1))ä; 2 . Perhaps the following stronger result holds:
Every Bz sequence can be embedded into a perfect difference set. Eényi
and I proved by probabilistic methods that to every e > 0 there is an
r = r(e) for which there is a Bp sequence satisfying ak < Jc2+8 for every Jc.
I would expect that in fact there is a B2 sequence satisfying ak < Jc2+B,
but the proof of this is nowhere in sight. In fact ak < cJc* remained unimproved for nearly 50 years. Eecently Ajtai, Komlós and Szemerédi [8]
proved by a novel and very ingenious combinatorial method that there
is a B2 sequence for which
cJc*
log Jc
This new method was recently applied by Komlós, Pintz and Szemerédi
to Heilbronn's problem [9].
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Denote by fk(x) the largest integer for which there is a Bh sequence
having fk (x) terms not exceeding x. Turân and I proved that
[l + o(l))x112 <f2(x) < x^ + cx11*.

(8)

Lindstrom proved f2 (x) < xlf2 + x11* + 1 which at present is the best upper
bound for f2(x).
The lower bound of (8) was also proved by Ohowla. Turân and I conjectured that
/,(*) = 0 ^ + 0 ( 1 ) .

(9)

(9), if true, is probably very difficult. Bose and Ohowla proved that
for every Jc
/ * ( « ) > (1 + 0 ( 1 ) ) ^ .
Bose observed that our method with Turân fails to give fk (x) < (1 + o (1)) xllk
and in fact this problem is still open. In fact I could never prove that if A
is infinite Bk sequence (Jc > 2), then
limsupty/Z& = oo.
Sidon asked me more than 50 years ago : Denote by f(n) the number
of solutions of n = ai + aj. Is there a basis of order 2 (i.e. every integer
is the sum of two <&'s) for which f(n) = o(n8), for every s > 0? By probabilistic methods I proved that there is a basis of order 2 for which
Cjlogn <f(n) < c2\ogn
which is very much stronger than Sidon's conjecture. Turân and I further
conjectured that for every basis of order 2 we have
hm/(w) = oo.

(10)

Perhaps (10) already follows if we assume only that ak < ck* holds
for some c and every Jc.
Is there a basis of order 2 for which
f(n)i\ogn^U

(11)

Probably (11) will not be quite easy, since (unless I overlook an obvious idea) the probability method does not seem to help with (11).
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D. Newman and I conjectured that there is a Bp sequence which is
not the union of a finite number of B2 sequences. Three years ago I found
a very simple proof of this conjecture [10]. Nesetril and Eödl proved
the related conjecture for Bp sequences. In fact I proved that there
is a Bp sequence having n* terms no subsequence of which having more
than 2n% terms is a B2 sequence. To see this consider the B$ sequence
4^+4v,

1<M<W,

n<v^n

+ n*.

This is a Bp sequence of n* terms and no subsequence having more than
2wa terms can be a B2 sequence. To see this consider a complete bipartite
graph of n black and n* white vertices. The black vertices correspond
to the numbers 4W and the white vertices to 4Ü. 4W + 4Ü corresponds to the
edge joining 4M and 4V. A simple graph theoretic argument shows that
every subgraph of 2n2 edges contains a 0 4 , i.e. a rectangle. This shows
that the subsequence is not a B2 sequence. Observe that n* = (w3)2/3.
1 cannot decide if the exponent f is best possible. Perhaps it could be
improved to \ but I doubt it [11]. V. T. Sós and I considered JBjW sequences, i.e. sequences ax, ..., ax,..., where the number of solutions of m
= ai — aj is at most r. Of course, for r = 1 we obtain our familiar B2
sequences. We could not decide whether there is a B'^ sequence which
is not the union of a finite number of B2 sequences. It is easy to construct
a B2 sequence for which every integer has a unique representation <^ —ty.
On the other hand it is easy to see that if ak < Mc2, then the number of
solutions of a$ — a{ =t cannot be bounded. We plan to write a paper
at a later date on these and other problems on B2^ sequences.
To complete this chapter I state two unsolved problems: Let (p(n)->0
and 1 < ax < a2 < ... < ax < n be the largest set of integers for which
the number of distinct integers of the form d^ + ty is < (l+<p(n)) [Z\.
I can prove that a?> (1 + 0(1))—^ M1/2> and hope that for some constant
e > 0, x < (1 — e) (2w)1/2. This, if true, would imply that a harmonious
graph of n vertices must have fewer than (1 — ??) u ) edges [12] for some
constant r\ > 0.
Silverman and I asked: Let h(n) be the largest integer for which there
is a sequence 0 < a±< ... < ah^n) < n so that none of the sums a{ + a§
is a square. How large is Ji(n)% This harmless looking question leads to
surprising complications [13].
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3 . Geometrical problems, global results
ISext I discuss geometrical problems. Let x1,...,xn
be distinct points
in Ek. Denote by d(xi, Xj) the distance between xi and x5. Let t denote
the number of distinct distances and let a1 > a2 ^ ... ^ at denote the
multipUcities of the distances! £ ai = I™)). We will mainly study the
maximum possible value of a± and the minimal value of t. We will study
the problems both globally and locally, where "locally" means that we
study the distribution of "distances from one point x^\ We will study
these problems both if the points are in general position and also if they
are restricted in various ways, e.g. they form a convex set or no three
are on a line. It will turn out that all these problems lead to various interesting and difficult questions and we are far from their final solutions.
Many of them lead to interesting combinatorial extremal problems. G. Purdy and I hope to finish a book on these geometrical problems before this
decade is over. We have written several joint papers on this subject.
V. T. Sós and I tried to obtain conditions (other than the trivial JjXi=i

\

which would permit us to embed the points in E . This question
-0)
is nontrivial even for Jc =1 and, we have obtained only prehminary results
k

(in many casés with the help of various colleagues). We hope to return to
these problems elsewhere. I was told of the following attractive conjecture
of Specker. I t is easy to see that for every choice of the multiplicities
a19..., a* the points can be embedded into Ek ,for some Jc < n— 1. Specker
conjectured that Jc = n— 1 is needed only for the regular simplex, i.e.,
if ax = (g). I have never looked seriously at this nice conjecture but I
am told that it does not seem to be trivial. V. T. Sós a n d ' I raised the
following question: Is there an f(Jc) so that if the n points are in Ek and
the minimum multiplicity at>n then n<f(Jc).
Kow let us return to our subject. Pirst of all I wish to remark that
both on the metrical and on the incidence problems important progress
has been made in the last 2 years by J. Beck, J. Spencer, P. Chung, E. Szemerédi and W. Trotter. I have to apologize that I mainly restrict myself
to my own problems (not because I consider them more important but
because I know more about them). I just want to remark that very recently P. Ungar [31] completely solved a problem of Scott by proving
that n points in E2 determine at least n—1 distinct directions (sharpening an earlier result of Burnet and Purdy).
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Denote by fk(n) the largest possible value of ax and gk(n) the smallest
possible value of t. Probably Jc = 2 is the most interesting and difficult
case. Por Jc =1 everything is trivial: fx(n) = gx(n) ~n—l. Por Jc>2
interesting problems remain, but to save space I will only refer to the
literature.
I observed in 1945 that
nl+cßoBloen

< f ^

<

c^3/2

(13)

and conjectured that the lower bound in (12) is best possible or at least
not far from being best possible. The lower bound is given by the triangular or square, lattice and perhaps some sort of lattice gives the true
lower bound. V. T. Sós and I conjectured that the n points which give
f2(n) must contain an equilateral triangle or a square or at least a set
of 4 points which determine at most 2 (or perhaps 3) distinct distances.
Further we asked: Is it true that/ 2 (w) —a2->oo as n->oo1 Is it true that
the configurations which maximize ax are the same which minimize ti
The answer is almost certainly no. Join two points if their distance is 1.
Assume that the distance 1 occurs f2(n) times. We could get no useful
properties of this graph. Of course, it must be connected. I t is easy to see
that this graph cannot contain a K(2, 3) and this was the way I originally
proved f2(n) < cnBf2. With a little trouble we could enumerate all the
forbidden subgraphs having fewer than Jc vertices, as long as Jc is not
too large. Once I hoped that the exclusion of finitely many of these forbidden graphs will give f2(n) < nlJt*. But now I rather believe that for
n > n0(Jc) there is a graph of n vertices and cn312 edges not containing any
of the forbidden graphs having < Jc vertices.
Szemerédi proved 10 years ago tha.t f2(n) = o(n312). Two years ago
Beck and Spencer proved f2(n) < n3l2~* for some e > 0. This was improved
by Pan Chung, Szemerédi, Trotter and Spencer to f2(n) < n4li. Unfortunately
their method does not seem to give f2(n) < n1+B. I also observed in 1946 that
02(w) >Vn— 1— 1. This was improved by L. Moser to g2(n) >cn21* and
last year Pan Chung proved g2(n) > cn5'7. This has also been improved to
g2(n) >cn 3 / 4 .
4. Distance distribution, local results
I conjectured that if xx, x2,..., xn eE2 and one denotes by t{(n) the
number of different distances from xi then
max^.(n) > cn I (log n)112.
i
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Beck proved max^(w) >cnBI7 and this was also improved to max^(w)
i

i

>nsl*. In fact I conjectured that
n

j j %(n) > cn2l(logn)112.

(13)

Perhaps (13) is a bit too optimistic but as far as I know no counterexample
is known.
I conjectured that for any n points xx, ...,xnm the plane there is an
xi so that the number of points equidistant from xi is a(ne) and perhaps
it is less than ncll°slosn, The lattice points again show that (if true) this
conjecture is best possible. It is trivial that this result holds with cn112
instead of n* and recently Beck proved it with o(n112). Denote by a^ri)
the largest number of points equidistant from xi. The most optimistic
conjecture is that
n

^a 4 .(n)<n 1 + c / l o g l o g n .

(14)

Again, perhaps (14) is a bit too optimistic.
5. Distance distributions with conditions
Below we shall assume some additional properties & of the points xx,..., xn,
and denote the corresponding functions by fk(0>,n), gk(&7n), %(^,n).
Let # denote that xx,..., xn form a convex set. I conjectured and Altman
proved that

'.-)-[!]•

92(C,n) = | ^ - J .

(15)

Szemerédi conjectured that (15) remains true if we assume only that
no three of the points are on a line, but his proof gives only g2(SP, n)
> I — (where Sß denotes the above property). L. Moser and I conjectured
that
f2(G,3n+l)

=5w
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< cn. I also conjectured that for

maxt,(0,n)>^]

(16)

but (16) is still open. Perhaps (16) remains true if we assume only that
no three of the a^'s are on a line : max^(JSf, n) > [w/2]. I further conjectured
i

that in the convex case there is always an xi so that no three of the other
vertices are equidistant from it. This was disproved by Danzer but perhaps
remains true if 3 is replaced by 4. Here again convexity could be replaced
by the condition JSf.
Let «5?* denote that no three points are on a line, no four on a circle.
Is it then true that
g2(&*,n)ln->oo%
I could not even exclude g2(£?*,n) >cn*, but perhaps here I overlook
an obvious argument. I could not exclude the possibility that g2(3?*, n)
= n— 1 and ai = i, 1 < i < n—1. I thought that this is impossible for
% > 5, but colleagues found not quite trivial examples for n = 5 and
% = 6.
Let ^ denote that every set of 4 points determines at least 6 distinct
distances. Is it then true that g2(&', n) >cw a ? Is the chromatic number
of the hypergraph formed by the quadruples determining ^ 5 distances
bounded? If the points are on a line, this chromatic number is 2.
I could not prove g2(&', n) >cn* even if we assume that every set
of 5 points determine at least 9 distinct distances.
Below we delete & from our notation. Very likely, if our set contains
no isosceles triple (i.e., if every set of three points determines three distinct
distances) then g2(n)\n->oo.
Assume finally that the points are on a line and that every set of 4
points determines at least 4 distinct distances. Then gx(n)\n->oo but
gx(n) can be less than n1**. The number of these problems could clearly
be continued but it is high time to stop.
6« Incidence problems
Now I discuss incidence problems. Sylvester conjectured and G-allai proved
that if n points are given in E2, not all on a line, then there is always
a line which goes through exactly two of the points. The finite geometries
show that special properties of the plane (or Ek) must be used here. Motzkin
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conjectured that for n > n0 there are at least [w/2] such lines. He further observed that, if true, this conjecture is best possible for infinitely
many n. Hansen recently proved this conjecture, sharpening a previous
result of W. Moser and L. M. Kelly. Hansen's proof has not yet been
published.
Croft, Purdy and I conjectured that if xx,..., xn is any set of n points
in E2, then the number of lines which contain more than I points is less
than cn2jl*. The lattice points in the plane show that, if true, this conjecture is best possible. Szemerédi and Trotter recently proved this conjecture. Thus, ih particular, there are fewer th^n cn112 lines which contain
more than n112 points. The finite geometries again show that special
properties of the plane have to be used.
A few weeks later Beck independently proved our conjecture by a different method but in a slightly weaker form. The strong form of our
conjecture was needed to prove another conjecture of mine. Denote by
Lx, ...,Lm the Unes determined by our points. By a well-known result
of de Bruijn and myself m > n. Denote by \L{\ the number of points
on Li9 \I/X\ > \L2\ > ... > \Lm\. I conjectured that the number of distinct
sets of cardinalities {\LX\,..., \Lm\} is between e0^2 and ec*nlß. The lower
bound is easy and Szemerédi and Trotter proved the upper bound. I have
a purely combinatorial conjecture. Let \8\ = n and let Ai c 8, 1 < i < m
be a partially balanced block design of 8, i.e. every pair {x€, Xj} be contained in one and only one of the -4.'s. I conjectured that the number
of distinct sets of cardinalities in {\AX\,..., \Am\} is between n°in
and
l
nc2n l B rpke U p p e r foound is easy but the lower bound is still open. Eödl
recently informed me that the lower bound is also easy.
About 100 yiears ago Sylvester asked himself the following problem.
Assume that no four of the a^'s are on a line. Determine or estimate the
largest number of triples of points which are on a line. -Jig) is a trivial
upper bound and Sylvester proved that n2/6 — cn is possible. The best
possible value of c is not yet known. Thus here the difference between the
plane and block designs is not so pronounced. A few years ago Burr,
Grünbaum and Sloane [14] wrote a comprehensive paper on this subject.
They gave a plausible conjecture for the exact maximum. Their paper
contains extensive references. Some of their proofs are simplified in
a forthcoming peper of Püredi and Palâsthy.
Surprisingly, an old conjecture of mine has so far been intractable.
Assume Jc > 4 and that no ifc+1 of our points are on a line. Let lk(n) be
the maximum number of ft-tuples which are on a line. Then lk(n) = o(n*).
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B. Grünbaum proved that lk(n) > <m1H~llh~2 is possible and perhaps this
result is best possible.
Dirac conjectured that if xx,..., xn are n points not all on a line and
we join every two of them, then there is always an xi so that at least
n\2 — c distinct lines go through xi. If true, then apart from the value
of c this is easily seen to be best possible. Szemerédi and Trotter and a few
weeks later Beck proved this conjecture with cxn instead of n/2. Finally
Beck proved the following old conjecture of mine. Let there be given n
points, at most n — Je on a line. Then these points determine at least cJcn
distinct lines. Perhaps the correct value of c is \ in any case. Beck gets
a very small value of c. Many very interesting questicms have completely
been omitted, e.g. Borsuk's conjecture [15]. Some more geometric problems will be mentioned in the last chapter on combinatorial problems,
where combinatorial theorems directly imply geometric or number-theoretic results.
7. Combinatorial problems
In this final chapter I discuss combinatorial problems. Many mathematicians, including myself, wrote several survey papers on this subject [16]
and therefore I will try to keep this chapter short. Also recently appeared
an excellent book' of Bollobâs [17] and several very interesting papers
of Simonovits will soon appear. Thus, apart from a few favourite problems,
I will mention only results having applications in number theory or geometry. Perhaps the first significant result in this subject is the following
theorem of Sperner [18]: Let |#| = n, Aia 8, 1 < i < Tn be a family
of subsets of 8 no one of which contains the other, then

^^U])-

(17)

Bperrier's theorem was forgotten for a long time, perhaps even by its
discoverer. When I first met Sperner in Hamburg more than 20 years
ago, I asked him about his result. He first thought that I asked him about
his much better known lemma in dimension theory, and it turned out
that he all but forgot about (17). (17) in fact was used a great deal in the
theory of additive arithmetical functions. As far as I know, the first
use of (17) was due to Behrend and myself. Behrend and I proved (Behrerid [19] a few months earlier) that if 1 < ax < ... < ah < x is a sequence
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of integers in which no one divides the other, then
Y_l_

__elog»_

4i
<*< (loglog^) 1 ' 2 *
C=l

(±ö)

Pillai and both of us observed that (18) is best possible, apart from the
value of c. Later Sarközy, Szemerédi and I [20] determined the best value
of c in (18). It seems likely that there is no simple characterization of the
extremal sequences.
Now I discuss some extremal problems on graphs and hypergraphs.
As stated, many papers and the book of Bollobâs have appeared recently
on this subject, thus I will be very sketchy. Let G^ be an r-uniform
hypergraph (i.e. the basic elements of G^ are its vertices and y-tuples).
Por r s= 2 we obtain the ordinary graphs [21]. G(n, e) will denote a graph
(r-uniform hypergraph) of n vertices and e edges (r-tuples). Let f(n; Gir))
be the smallest integer so that every G[n-,f(nm, G^)) (i.e. every r-graph
of n vertices and jfj(w;#(r)(w)) edges (i.e. r-tuples)) contains #(r) as a subgraph. If r = 2 and G^2) is a complete graph of Z vertices K(l), Turân determined more than 40 years ago f{n;K(l)) for every I. He also asked
for the determination of f(n;G) for more general graphs. Thus started
an interesting and fruitful new chapter in graph theory. In particular he
asked for the determination of f(n; K{r)(l)) where K^(l) is the complete
y-graph of I vertices. This problem is probably very difficult. It is easy
to see that
lim/(»;Z«(Z))/(*) = ^
always exists. c2tl = 1—11(1— 1), but for no I >r > 2 is the value of or§l
known. Turân had some plausible conjectures. One possible reason for
the difficulty of this problem is that (while Turân proved the uniqueness
of his extremal graphs for r = 2 and every I) W. G. Brown, and in more
general form Kostochka, proved that for r > 2 there are many different
extremal graphs [22]. Now, for r = 2 I state some of our favourite conjectures with Simonovits. It is well known that
f(n;C4)=(i

+ o(l))n*l2.

(19)

Try to characterize the (bipartite) graphs for which
/(n; G) < cn*12.

(20)
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(One can easily see that iîf(n, G) = o(n2), then G is bipartite.) Our conjecture (perhaps more modestly it should be called a guess) is that (20)
holds if any only if G is bipartite and has no subgraph each vertex of
which has degree (or valency) greater than 2. Unfortunately we could
neither prove the necessity nor the sufficiency of this attractive, illuminating (but perhaps misleading) conjecture. A weaker conjecture, having
a better chance of being true, states : Let G satisfy (20). Define Gf by adjoining a new vertex to G and join it to two vertices of G of different colour.
Then G* also satisfies (20). Further, we conjectured that if G is bipartite,
then there is some rational a, 1 < a < 2, for which
\\mf(n)G)lna «= o,

0 < c<Joo.

(21)

Further, for every rational a G [1, 2) there is a G for which (21) holds [23].
It is well known that (21) is false for r > 2, but perhaps for every G*">
lim/(2wj 0 w )//(n; <?(r)) = c(Gr)

(22)

n->oo

exists and differs from 0 and oo.
[Nearly 50 years ago I investigated the following extremal problem
in number theory: Let 1 < ax < a2 < ... < ah < x. Assume that all the
products a{aj are distinct. Put f(x) = max%: estimate f(x) as accurately
as possible. I proved that there are positive constants c2 > cx > 0 such
that [23]
ut(x) + cxx^l(logxf2 <f(x) < n(x) + c2xW(logx?l2

(23)

(where n(x) is the number of primes < x). The proof of (23) was based on
the inequality
c^2<f(nic4)<c^2.

(24)

(24) was proved at that time by E. Klein and me.
Another number theoretic application of graph theory is as follows:
Denote by K{r)(t, ...9t) the r-graph of rt vertices x^ ... x{J\ 1 < j < t
having f edges {x^, x{2^,..., x®}. I proved (for t = 2 this was proved
earlier in a sharper form by Kovâri and T. Sós and Turân) that
f(n,Kr(t,...,t))

^OW-W-1).

(25)

I deduced from (25) the following result: Let 1 < & 1 < & 2 < . . . be an
infinite sequence of integers. Denote by g(n) the number of solutions
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of n = btbj. Assume that g(n) > 0 for all n. Then
limsupgf(w) = oo.

(26)

n=»oo

The additive analog of (26) is an old problem of Turân and mine/ and,
as stated in Chapter 1, is still open [24].
I just state one more theorem of Simonovits and mine which hasdirect consequences to some of the problems discussed in Chapter 2.
We proved that (for n >n0)
f(n',K(r,r,l))^^+j+l

(27)

and (27) implies that for n == 0(mod8)
n2
Â(n)=T+-+l.

n

(28)

The simplicity of (28) is in curious contrast to the difficulty of (10) [25].
îfow I have to say a few words on Eamsey's theorem. Very much
work has been done on this subject and to save space I only state one
or two of my favourite problems and refer to the literature. (The list
of references is, of course, far from complete [26].) Let Gx, ...,Gk be Jc
graphs, and letr (Gx,..., Gk) be the smallest integer n for which if one colours
the edges of the complete graph K(n) by Jc colours arbitrarily, then for
some i, 1 < i < Jc the i-th. colour contains Gì as a subgraph.
It is surprisingly difficult to get good upper or lower bounds for these
functions, e.g. it is not yet known whether the limit of r (K(m)m,K(m))llm
exists. I t is known that it is between 21/2 and 4. The sharpest known
inequality for r (K(3), K(m)) states
**"
(logm)2

<r((K(3),K(m))<-^.

*

'

log m

(29)

The proof of (29) uses probabilistic methods. Presumably
r(K{r),K{m))>ö—^

cmr

1

(30)

for some constant ar, but (30) resisted so far all attempts for r > 3 . I t
seems very likely that
r(K(m),Gt)<m2~e

(31)
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holds, but it is not even known that (<73 is a triangle, G3 = K(3))
r(K(m), G,)lr(K(m), ü3)->0.

(32)

Szemerédi recently observed that
P¥Y)2

r(IT(f&),0 4 )<-.
(logm)2

(33)
'

v

(33), in view of (31), only just fails to prove (32). Ajtai, Komlós and Szemerédi [8] in fact proved the following lemma, which immediately gives
(33), and was crucial to the proof of (7):
Trivially, every G(n; Jen) has an independent set of size >nJ2Jc. Now,
if one assumes that our G(n; Jen) has no triangles, then the largest independent set has size > (cnlogJc) jh (which, apart from the value of the
constant, is best possible). In fact, the result remains true even if we
assume only that the number of triangles is abnormally small. Several
unsolved problems remain, e.g. if we assume only that our G(n\ Jen) conV
tains no K(r), can we ensure an independent set of size much larger than
n/2fc. The results in this case are not yet in their final form [27].
I just'mention one application of Eamsey's theorem. 50 years ago
E. Klein asked: Is there an f(n) such that if xx, ..., xf^ is a set of f(n)
points in the plane, no three on a line, then one can always find a subset
of n points forming the vertices of a convex n-gon. Szekeres deduced this
from Eamsey's theorem. He also conjectured that f(n) = 2n~1 + 1 . Later
we proved
yn-\

+K/(»K( 2 :: 2 4 ).

The first unsettled case is whether /(6) = 17 or not.
To finish the paper I want to state a conjecture of mine which would
have some geometric applications: Is it true that there is an n = n(e)
so that if en<Jc< (^ — e)n and \8\ = n, A{ c 8, 1 < i < Tn is a family
of subsets of 8 so that for every 1 < ix < i2 < Tn
\AhnAh\

^Jc,

then Tn < (2 — s)n. Peter Prankl just proved this ^conjecture.
9 — Proceedings...
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Optimal Control of Markov Processes*

1. Introduction
The purpose of this article is to giye an overview of some recent developments in optimal stochastic control theory. The field has expanded
a great deal during the last 20 years. It is not possible in this overview
to go deeply into any topic, and a number of interesting topics have been
omitted entirely. The list of references includes several books, conference
proceedings and survey articles.
The development of stochastic control theory has depended on parallel advances in the theory of stochastic processes and on certain topics
iti partial differential equations. On the probabilistic side one can mention
decomposition and representation theorems for semimartingales, formulas
for absolutely continuous change of j)robability measure (e.g. the Girsanov formula), and the study of Ito-sense stochastic differential equations
with discontinuous coefficients. It seems fair to say that these developments in stochastic processes were in turn to an extent influenced by their
applications in stochastic control. For controlled Markov diffusion processes, there is a direct connection with certain nonlinear partial differential equations via the dynamic programming equation. These equations are of second order, elliptic or parabolic, and possibly degenerate.
Stochastic control gives a way to represent their solutions probabilistically.
There is an unforeseen connection with differential geometry via the
Monge-Ampère equation.
Broadly speaking, stochastic control theory deals with models of
systems whose evolution is affected both by certain random influences
* TMs research lias been supported in p a r t "by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Kesearch under contract rftAFOSR-Sl-OUG a n d in part "by the National Science
Foundation under contract #MCS-8121940.
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and also by certain inputs chosen by a "controller *'. We are concerned
here only with state-space formulations of control problems in continuous
time. Moreover, we consider only markovian control problems in which
the state xt of the process being controlled is Markov provided the controller follows a Markov control policy. We shall not discuss at all the extensive engineering literature on input-output formulations particularly
for linear system models, see Aström [1].
We shall mainly discuss the case of continuously acting control, in
which at each time t a control ut is applied to the system. However, in
§ 8 we briefly mention impulsive control problems, in which control is
applied only at discrete time instants. In optimal stochastic control
theory the goal is to minimize (or maximize) some criterion depending
on the states xt and controls ut during some finite or infinite time interval.
I n § 2 we formulate a class of optimal control problems for Markov processes, with criterion (2.2) to be minimized. The distinction between problems in which xt is known to the controller, and problems with partial
observations is made there. When xt is known, the dynamic programming
method can be used. In principle, this method leads directly to an optimal
Markov control policy, although it rarely gives the optimal policy explicitly.
I n § 3, both analytical and probabilistic approaches are indicated.
Associated with dynamic programming is the Msio nonlinear semigroup
(§4). I n §5 we discuss methods of approximate solution and special
problems. In § 6 a logarithmic transformation is applied to positive solutions of the backward equation of a Markov process. There results a controlled Markov process, leading to connections between stochastic control
and such topics as stochastic mechanics, large deviations and nonlinear
filtering. The case of controlled, partially observed processes is mentioned
in § 7, along with adaptive control of Markov processes. Finally in § 9
we indicate a few of the various difficulties encountered in seeking to
implement in engineering applications the mathematically sophisticated
results of the theory, and mention some newer areas of application.
2. Controlled Markov processes
We consider optimal stochastic control problems of the following kind.
We are given metric spaces 27, TJ called the state space and control space,
respectively. For each fixed u e TJ there is a linear operator Lu which
generates a Markov, Feller process with state space 27. The domain of
Lw contains, for each u e TJ, a set B dense in the space (7(27) of bounded
uniformly continuous functions on 27. The state and control processes
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xt,ut are defined on some probability space (Q,^,P).
The 27-valued
process xt is adapted to some increasing family of c-algebras 3F% c #",
and the trajectories x are right continuous. The ZJ-valued process ut is
predictable with respect to an increasing family of cr-algebras 9% c &%m
The c-algebra 9% describes in a measure theoretic way the information
available to the controller at time t. The processes (xt, ut) are related by
the requirement that
t

Mg(t) = g(xi)-g(xQ)^jL^g(xs)ds

'

(2.1)

0

is a (^UP) martingale for every g eB. We consider a fixed, finite time
interval 0 < t < T, and the objective to minimize a criterion of the form
of an expectation
T

J -=JB{f h(xt,ut)dt+G(xT)}.

(2.2)

o

Example 1. Controlled finite-state Markov chain, with 27 = {1, 2 , . . . , N}.
In this case Lu is identified with the infinitesimal matrix (gg) of the chain.
When the control ut is applied, the jumping rate of xt from state i to j
is # i ,
Example 2. Controlled diffusion process with 27 = Rn,
t

®i

t

=«O+//KJ%)*+
0

f(f(®8,Us)dw6i

(2-3)

0

with wt a brownian motion (of some dimension d) independent of the
initial state x0. In this case

with a - aaf and B = {g: g, gx., gœ.Xj e C(Rn), i,j = 1, ..., n}. The
diffusion is called nondegenerate if the eigenvalues of a(x, u) are bounded
below by c > 0.
Further assumptions, which vary from author to author in the literature, need to be made. To avoid undue complication, in the discussion
to follow we take a compact control space TJ, and h (x, u), G(x) bounded,
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uniformly continuous. In (2.3), f(x, u), a(x, u) are bounded and as smooth
as necessary. The er-algebras ^t, @t are right continuous and completed.
If xt is ^-measurable, then the controller can observe the state xt.
I n this case, one may as well take 9% = ^t and known initial state x0.
This is the situation in Sections 3-6 to follow. If (2.1) holds, we call

a =

(Û,^,P,{^t},xt,u)

an admissible system for the control problem with completely observed
states.
A MarJcov control policy is a Borei measurable function from [0,57] x27
into TJ. An admissible system a is obtained via a Markov control policy
u if
ut =u(t,Xt_).

(2.5)

Given u and x0 G 27, one would like to know whether a corresponding
admissible system exists, with xt a Markov process. Under sufficiently
strong restrictions this is well known. For instance, in case of controlled
diffusions a Lipschitz condition on u(t, x) would imply the classical Ito
conditions. For nondegenerate controlled diffusions, existence follows
from Krylov [8, p. 87] for any bounded u. The Markov property of xt
can be obtained under stronger hypotheses. For instance, for nondegenerate diffusions it holds if in (2.3) a = a(x). A martingale method for obtaining the Markov property is to show that the probability distribution
P | o of the state trajectory xm is unique and depends continuously on the
initial state x0 [59], In general xt is only a weak-sense solution to (2.3),
since neither the probability space nor the brownian motion wt are given
in advance. However, in the nondegenerate case with a = a(x) a result
of Veretennikov [61] gives a strong solution.
3. Dynamic programming
The dynamic programming approach to the control problem with completely observed states xt can be described in a purely formal way, as follows. For initial state x0e2 and admissible system a, write J = J(T, x0, a)
in (2.2). Let
W(T, xQ) = inf J(T, x0, a).
a

(3.1)
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Formal reasoning indicates that W(T, x) should satisfy the dynamic
programming equation
dW
AW,

ÔT

T>0,

(3.2)

with initial data W(0,x) =Q(x), where
Ag(x) = mm[Lug(x) + Jc(x9 u)].

(3.3)

ueU

Formally, an optimal Markov policy u* is found by requiring *w*(t,x)
to minimize LUW(T —t, x) + 1c(x, u) among all u e TJ. Instead of the finite
time control problem, control until xt exits a given open set & c 27 can be
considered. In that case the dynamic programming equation becomes the
autonomous form of (3.2) in 6, with W(x) = O(x) for x e 80. There are
also autonomous dynamic programming equations associated with the
infinite time control problem, with discounted cost or average cost per
unit time criteria to be minimized.
In the rigorous mathematical treatment of dynamic programming
there is one easy result, the so-called Verification Theorem [7, p. 159].
Eoughly speaking, it states that if W(T, x) satisfying (3.2) with the initial
data and the associated Markov policy u* are both "sufficiently regular",
then u* is indeed optimal and W(T, x) is the minimum performance
in (3.1). The Verification Theorem is used to obtain explicit solutions,
in those cases where such a solution is known. Much more difficult are
the questions of existence of sufficiently regular W and u*, and there is
a large literature dealing with various aspects of them. One approach
is analytical with the stochastic interpretation made afterward. In this
approach, existence of solutions to the dynamic programming equation
and their regularity properties are studied, uping non-probabilistic methods.
It is then proved that optimal (or at least e-optimal) Markov control
policies exist. A second approach is probabilistic. In this approach, one
starts with the minimum cost function W in (3.1) and develops stochastic
counterparts to the dynamic programming conditions for a minimum.
A third approach is to consider an associated nonlinear semigroup (§4).
While this approach leads to fewer technical difficulties than either of
the other two, it also leads to weaker results.
For controlled diffusions the analytical approach is remarkably well
developed (see Krylov [8], Lions [45]). In the nondegenerate case the dynamic programming equation is a second order nonlinear partial differential equation of parabolic type also called a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
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equation. I n various other formulations, with xt controlled for all time
t > 0 or until exit from an open set 6, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation is elliptic rather than parabolic. Under reasonable assumptions
the problem, the solution 8 has generalized second derivatives which are
locally bounded. In the elliptic case a deeper regularity result of Evans
([26], [60]) gives a classical solution. In the degenerate case W is less regular
with locally bounded generalized first derivatives WXi. The dynamic
programming equation (3.2), suitably interpreted in terms of Schwartz
distributions, still holds ([8], [45]). For the case of controlled jump Markov
processes, results on existence, uniqueness and- regularity of solutions
to (3.2) were obtained by Pragarauskas [52].
A large class of nonlinear elliptic or parabolic equations, satisfying
appropriate convexity conditions, can be represented as Hamilton-JacobiBellman equations. As Gaveau [35] pointed out, the Monge-Ampère
equation has such a representation.
In the probabilistic approach, the starting point is to rewrite the
dynamic programming principle in the following martingale form. Given
an admissible system a let
t

mt = flc(xs,u8)ds+W(T

— t,Xt).

0

Then mt is a ( # ^ , P ) submartingale, and a is optimal if and only if mt is
a ( J ^ , P ) martingale. With the aid of t h e Doob-Meyer decompositionfor submartingales and some martingale representation theorems, conditions for optimality are obtained (see Bismut [21], Davis [16], Elliott
[25], El Karoui [5]). These conditions are probabilistic counterparts of
those expressed analytically by the dynamic programming equation (3.2).
With the probabilistic approach difficult questions of regularity of solutions to (3.2) are avoided. The probabilistic techniques give results about
existence of optimal Markov policies ([21], [5, p. 218]). These methods also
give conditions for a minimum for optimal control under partial observations.
A different kind of Mafkovian control problem for diffusions, in which
the control acts only on the boundary of a region 0 a Rn was considered
by Vermes [62].
4. The Nisio nonlinear semigroup
The dynamic programming principle can be restated in another form,
in terms of a semigroup of nonlinear operators. In purely formal way,
this is done as follows. In (2.2) we fix h but consider various Q. We rewrite
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the infimum in (3.1) as W(T, x) = 8TG(x). The dynamic programming
principle is formally equivalent to the semigroup property

of the family {8T} of nonlinear operators. In addition, for "sufficiently
regular" G, one should have
-jfiSTQ\M

-AG.

(4.2)

This formal procedure was put on a rigorous basis by ÏTisio [10], who
obtained {8T} as a semigroup on the space 0(27) and showed under some
mild additional conditions that (4.2) holds for GeB (notation of §2).
^Equations (4.1), (4.2) would imply the dynamic programming equation
i(3.2) if we knew that W(T, •)= 8TG is sufficiently regular (in particular,
if 8T maps B into B). However, W does not generally have the desired
Tegularity. In such instances (4.2) is a kind of weaker substitute for (3.2).
ïfisio's treatment is analytical. She obtains 8T as the lower envelope
of the family of linear semigroups /S^, where for constant control u e TJ
"the generator of 8% coincides on B with the operator Lu+Jc(-,u). A stochastic treatment of theNisio semigroup is given in Bensoussan and Lions
,[2], and a uniqueness result in case of nondegenerate diffusions in Msio
£51]. El Karoui, Lepeltier, and Marchai [24] used another procedure,
and obtained a nonlinear semigroup on a larger space of bounded functions
<? which are measurable in a suitable sense.
5. Explicit and approximate solutions
I n a few instances the dynamic programming equation (3.2) can be solved
explicitly. Examples are the well known stochastic linear regulator and
Merlon's optimal portfolio selection problem [7, pp. 160, 165]. For other
jspeoial problems the solution can be reduced to a free boundary problem.
The boundaries to be determined separate regions where some control
constraint holds or not. See for example Karatzas and Benes [40].
When a solution cannot be found by sx3ecial methods, one can seek
a n approximate solution to (3.2). One class of approximate methods
involve discretizations of (3.2). Among such methods the algorithm of
Kushner [9] has a natural stochastic control interpretation. The difference equations associated with the algorithm correspond to the dynamic
programming equation for an approximating controlled Markov chain.
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For the special case of controlled one-dimensional diffusions, Borkar
and Varaiya [22] used a procedure in which piece-wise constant approximating Markov control policies are allowed.
Other results give approximate solutions to (3.2) when the state process xt is a nearly-deterministic controlled diffusion. In (2.3) let a = e1,2a.
The solution is sought in the form of an asymptotic series in e. In [29]
this is done by expanding the solution We(T, x) in an asymptotic series.
The expansion is valid in regions where the solution W°(T,x) of the
corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation is smooth. In [20] Bensoussan
obtains an asymptotic expansion, using a stochastic maximum principle
instead of (3.2).
6. Â logarithmic transformation
Consider a linear operator of the form L + V(x), where L is the generator
of a Markov process £t with state space 27. The initial value problem
^L=L<p+V(x)<p

,

(6.1)

with data ç?(0, œ) = 0(x) has a probabilistic solution by a well known
formula of Feynman-Kac type. For positive solutions of (6.1) another
probabilistic representation for <p(T,x) can often be found in the following way. The logarithmic transformation I = —log^ changes (6.1) into
the nonlinear equation
^

=H(I)-V(x),

S (I) = -Jl,^).

(6.2)
™

(6.3)

If one can find a control problem of the kind in § 2 such that
S(I) = mm[LuI+lc(x, <*)],

(6.4)

then (6.2) is the dynamic programming equation (3.2). The stochastic
control interpretation of I(T,x) is as the minimum of the criterion J
in (2.2). Thus, in (3.1) we have W = I. For a nondegenerate diffusion
obeying the stochastic differential equation
dSt=b(St)dt+a(St)dwt,

(6.5)
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a Markov control policy u(t, x) changes the generator L to L-, corresponding to change of drift from b(x) to u(t, x) in (6.5). In (2.2) one takes
Jc(x, u) = \{b(x) — u)fa"1 (x) (b(x) — u),
with a = aaf. An appropriate control problem for the case of ft a jump
Markov process is described in [31], and for a general class of Markov ft
in Sheu's thesis [58]. The change of generator from L to L- corresponds
to a change of probability measure. It was pointed out by M. Day that
this change of measure results by conditioning with respect to 0(xT)
(see [31, (4.5)]).
In case L = \A, corresponding to ft a brownian motion (6.1) is the
heat equation with a potential term. The stochastic control interpretation
of 8 = — log<p is as least average action. Upon rescaling, taking L = \ %A
and replacing V by JrlV, the usual least action is obtained as a "classical
mechanical limit" as A->0 [28]. The heat equation with potential is the
"imaginary time" analogue of the Schrödinger equation of quantum
mechanics. There is an intriguing connection between stochastic control
and the Schrödinger equation, whose implications are not as yet well
understood [36]. This work is in the framework of Nelson's stochastic
mechanics. An apparently different theory of "stochastic mechanics"
was developed by Bismut [4].
Holland [39] gave a stochastic control interpretation of the dominant
eigenvalue of the Schrödinger equation as minimum mean total energy
of a particle in equilibrium. The approach was again based on a logarithmic
transformation and subsequently led to Sheu's treatment [58] of the
Donsker-Varadhan formula for the dominant eigenvalue of the operator
L + V appearing in (6.1).
The Ventsel-Freidlin theory of large deviations deals with asymptotic
probabilities of rare events associated with nearly deterministic Markov
processes. The logarithmic transform gives another approach to results
of this kind. As an illustration we consider the problem of exit from an
open set B c 27 during the time interval 0 <tf< T. Let x\ be a Markov
process tending to a deterministic limit x\ as e->0. Let I 8
= —elogP^ (T8 < T), where re is the exit time of x\ from B. Under various
assumptions (including a suitable scaling of e), I e tends to a limit 1°, where
I°(T,x) is the minimum of a certain "action functional" among curves
starting at x e B and leaving B by time T. In the stochastic control approach Ie(T, x) is the minimum performance in a corresponding stochastic
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control problem [27], [31], [58]. In this approach a minimum principle
is associated with the large deviation problem for e > 0, not just in the
limit as e-M).
I n [32], the logarithmic transformation was applied to solutions t o
the pathwise equation of nonlinear filtering, making a connection between
filtering and stochastic control.
7. Partial observations; adaptive control
The states xt of a stochastic system often cannot in practice be measured
directly, or perhaps can only be measured with random errors. This has
led to an extensive literature or nonlinear filtering and on optimal control
under partial observations. For controlled diffusions, a standard model
is to take state dynamics (2.3) and an observation process yt governed by
t

yt = Jh(a>s)ds+Wt,

(7.1)

0

with W a brownian motion independent*of w. The information available
to the controller at time t is usually assumed to be described by the c-algebra 9% generated by observations ys for s < t. However, existence of
optimal controls has been proved only with a somewhat wider class of
admissible controls than those adapted to this family {^J.
Severalgood survey articles on controlled partially observed diffusions
have recently appeared [15], [16], [17]. Hence, we shall not try to summarize the various results here. In studying partially observed control
problems it is useful to introduce an auxiliary "separated" control problem. I n the separated problem the role of "state" process is taken by a
measure-valued stochastic process at [34]. The measure at represents an unnormalized conditional distribution of xt given observations and controls
ysi USJ 0 < s < t. A nonlinear semigroup for the controlled, measurevalued process at has been constructed [19], [30], [33]. Among other
recent work, we mention that of Eishel [53] on partially observed jump
processes, and of Mazziotto and Szpirglas [49] on impulsive control
under partial information.
In ada/ptive control the objective is the simultaneous control and
identification of unknown system parameters. Common techniques
in discrete-time adaptive control involve sequential techniques,
based on maximum likelihood or least squares, for updating esti-
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mates of unknown parameters. In the context of adaptive control of
Markov chains see the pioneering work of Mandi [48], also Borkar and Varaiya [23], Kumar and Lin [41]. Another (Bayesian) viewpoint is to treat
adaptive control of Markov processes as a special case of stochastic control
under partial observations. This is done by simply regarding the unknown
parameters as additional (nontime-varying) components of the system
state. From a practical standpoint this approach encounters well known
difficulties, in that effective solutions to partially observed stochastic
problems are difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, special cases in which the
problem becomes finite-dimensional have been treated by Hijab [38]
and Eishel [54].
8. Impulse control; problems with switching costs
I n impulse control problems the control actions are taken at discrete
(random) time instants, and each control action leads to an instantaneous
change in the state xt. Typical impulse control problems are those of
stock inventory management, in which a control action is to reorder with
immediate delivery of the order.
The analytic treatment of impulse control was initiated and developed
systematically by Bensoussan and Lions [3], with emphasis on the control
of nondegenerate diffusions. The dynamic programming equation is replaced by a set of inequalities which take the form of a quasivariational
inequality. For the case of degenerate diffusions see Menaldi [50], and
for impulsive control for Markov-Feller process see Bobin [55], [56].
Lepeltier and Marchai [43] gave a probabilistic treatment.
Another class of stochastic control problems of recent interest are
those in which control actions are taken at discrete time instants, with
no instantaneous change in xt but with a cost of switching control actions.
Such problems arise in the theory of controlled queues (see Sheng [57])
and in control of energy generating systems under uncertain demand.
The analytical treatment again is to reduce the problem to a quasivariational inequality (see Lenhart and Belbas [42], Liao [44]).
9. Applications
Optimal stochastic control theory was initially motivated by problems
of control of physical devices. More recent influences have come from
management science, economics, and information systems. Until now,
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the impact on engineering practice of'much of the sophisticated mathematical theory has been small. The stochastic linear regulator is a standard tool, because the optimal Markov control policies turn out to be
linear in the state x. If the Markov policy is nonlinear, it is difficult to
implement. Moreover, other issues may be considered in practice more
important than optimality of system performance as predicted by the
stochastic control model. The model is generally a simplification of nature,
through linearizations, reductions of dimensionality, assumptions that
noises are white, etc. A control which performs well (even optimally)
according to the model may behave poorly in a real control system. The
question of robustness of controls with respect to unmodelled system
dynamics is of current interest in the engineering control literature (see
for example [63]). A different sort of question is that of stochastic controllability [64].
We conclude by mentioning two novel applications of stochastic control. One is Arrow's model of exploration consumption, and pricing of
a randomly distributed natural resource. This model was analyzed in
detail by Hagan, Oaflisch and Keller [37]. They determined approximately the free boundary between portions of the state space where new
exploration should or should not be undertaken.
Ludwig and associates have applied a stochastic control method to
fishery management problems [47]. The fishery resource is controlled
through the rate at which fish are harvested. This work has an important
statistical aspect as well as the control aspect, since errors in measuring
unknown parameters in the fishery model can be important.
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0. HOOLEY

Some Recent Advances in Analytical Number Theory

The realm of the analytical theory of numbers is nowadays too vast for
one to attempt a complete survey within an article of this length. We
therefore mainly restrict ourselves to those aspects of the additive theory
that are associated with the author's recent work.
The circle method of Hardy and Littlewood plays a dominant rôle
in the analytic part of the additive theory of numbers. Familiar though
this method is to experts in the field, it is appropriate in an expository
article that we should give a brief description of the underlying procedure
in order that we should be aware of its limitations and of the relevance
to it of recent mathematical developments.
Avoiding complete generality for the sake of brevity and clarity,
we can indicate the nature of the method by considering its formal application to the problem of determining whether an indeterminate equation
/(Ii,Ja,...,U=0

(1)

is soluble, where f(œ19 ..., xr) is a polynomial with rational integral coefficients. It being inherent in the technique that normally it should only be
applied when the answer to the proposed question is thought to be in the
affirmative, the method usually not only settles the problem of existence
but supplies an estimate for the number v(x) of solutions of (1) that lie
in some large appropriate region Bx, where x is a parameter tending to
infinity. In many, but by no means all, of the more important problems
the natural form of this region is inherent in the other data and is therefore not the subject of a special definition; this, for example, is the situation
in Waring's problem when we consider the representation of large numbers
N as the sum of s Zs-th non-negative powers.
[86]
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The genesis of the method, as modified by Vinogradov, is the observation that
i

V

W ^t
0

S

e2nif{li—>lr)edd.

{lv...Jr)eRx

To treat the integral the range of integration is split up into intervals
(or arcs as they are usually called, since the procedure is easily interpreted
in terms of the circumference of the unit circle) that are in some sense
centred by rational numbers (Earey fractions) of the form Tifà, where
(Ä,

fc)=l,

0<ft<fc,

Ä<X,

and where X is a suitable function of x. When 0 is at the "centre" hjh
of an arc and Jc is small, the integrand can be estimated with great accuracy
because
62mf(ll,....lr)hlk

is a periodic function ip l1,...,lr with small periods; consequently, by
partial summation or some equivalent process, the integrand can also
be satisfactorily calculated when 0 is close to Ä/&. Thus part of the integral
can be adequately treated, while the form of the calculations suggests
that the residual part is negligible in circumstances where we may reasonably expect there to be an asymptotic formula for v (x).
Ta validate the asymptotic formula thus suggested it is requisite to
overcome the difficulties encountered when Jc is large or when 0 is far
from the centre of the arc it lies in (these two possibilities are partly
interchangeable because there is usually somelatitude in the choice of X).
There are two main lines of development here. The first is for us to refine
the calculations already made so that they are applicable to the entire
range, endeavouring in some places to gain improvements by shewing
there is some cancellation between contributions from arcs corresponding
to a common denominator Jc. However, matters of such nicety intervene
that it is seldom that the programme succeeds. This approach was first
used by Kloosterman in his investigation on quaternary quadratic forms,
whence flows the present custom of designating such a procedure by the
term Kloosterman refinement.
The second and more common technique is applicable to problems
that are additive or that can be made additive by a suitable transform-
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ation. The Waring's problem about the number v(N) of solutions of

typifying the situation to be covered by this routine, the integrand is
now
f(Q)c~2nim,

where

Over the set Jt of minor arcs, which the residual range of integration is
termed, the integrand is bounded by

(bd\f(0)\)a f\f(0)r°dd,
where 0 < g < s. In favourable circumstances, which alas do not too
often occur, the integral above can be estimated because it has a natural
arithmetical meaning. The upper bound, on the other hand, has often
been satisfactorily estimated through the work of Weyl, Weil, and Vinogradov. Impressive developments in Waring's and other problems have
been achieved by these means. There is, however, the substantial shortcoming that the method is inapplicable whenever the order of magnitude
of v(N) is not larger than N. Consequently, it cannot deal with important
unsolved problems such as the Goldbach problem or Waring's problem
for four cubes. Similar remarks relate to the more general earlier context
when v(x) is small in terms of x, where as before Hx is chosen in a natural
way. Finally, many variations in this line of attack have been introduced
by various writers, and we refer the interested reader to the several treatises
on the subject for further details.
Enough has been said already to see the potential relevance of expo»
nential sums of the type
y

e2nif(lll...llr)hflc

^y

l},...tlr^U

to the circle method. The study of such sums can be easily reduced ta
that of complete sums
V
Q<lltl2>..;lr<?c

e2nif{li

W*/*,

(4)
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which themselves are a specialization of sums of the form
y

e2„if(ilt...,ir)hik9

(5)

0<Zj M ..,J r <fc

g(lv...tlr)=0

where the significance of the notation / may change as we go from (3)
to (5). Although the importance of (4) has been long understood, it has
been perhaps less appreciated that there are a multitude of ways in which
(5) might conceivably be of assistance.
Best possible estimates for (3) in the case r = 1 were made available
by Weil's work and allowed considerable progress to be made in additive
number theory (both by the circle method and by other means). It was
therefore to be expected that Deligne's fundamental and far reaching
proof of the generalized Weil conjectures should lead to further advances
as soon as it could be shewn how his work was applicable to the sums (5).
Estimates for special cases having been obtained by various writers, best
possible estimates in the general case were in fact first obtained by the
speaker in 1979 by a very simple method ([7], [10], and in a paper shortly
to appear), while shortly afterwards Katz obtained similar estimates
by a more recondite method, which also shed much light on the structure
of the Z-functions over algebraic varieties [14].
Eecently, a striking advance has been made by Heath-Brown using
a Kloosterman refinement and the estimates for multiple exponential
sums. As the culmination of a series of important papers, Davenport
shewed that an w-ary cubic form / with integral coefficients had a nontrivial integral zero provided that n^l6 ([1], [2], [3]). The result js
false for n = 9 even when / is non-singular but it had been conjectured
that it is always true for n = 10. Heath-Brown [4] has proved its truth
for n = 10 when the form is non-singular, an achievement that settles
the situation for the most important category of cubic forms.
Notwithstanding the potential relevance of the Dehgne estimates
to the circle method, no other significant advance has yet been made
through this order of ideas. This is due in part to certain deficiencies
in the circle method to which we shall later allude and also tq the fact
that in many of the more important outstanding problems the expected
value of v(x) is too small for the method to be applied in any but the most
abstruse manner.
Yet there is a further possible avenue of advance through the drcle
method that seems not yet to have been exploited. This is to go beyond
the Kloosterman refinement and to consider possible cancellations be-
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tween contributions from integrals corresponding to different values of h
Serious arithmetical and analytic difficulties, not yet normally capable
of resolution, lie athwart this path. But the author has been successful
in directing this idea to the theory of indefinite and definite ternary
quadratic forms, in which the cardinality of the representations of numbers is too small for a Kloosterman refinement to be adequate. Interesting though this development may be from a methodological angle,
it enables no real progress to be made since the theory of ternary forms
has already been successfully treated by other more appropriate methods.
We turn now to some recent progress in additive number theory that
has been made by alternative methods. First, we mention the mixed problem of representing numbers as the sum of squares and non-negative
cubes, the history of which goes back to Hardy and Littlewood. Although
it is conjectured that all large numbers are both the sum of one square
and two cubes and of two squares and one cube, the best that was known
through the circle method about two squares in this context was that
they and four cubes sufficed to represent all large numbers. £Tot so long
ago, however, Linnik [15] proved by his ergodic method that, if v(n)
is the number of representations of n as the sum of two squares and three
non-negative cubes, then
v(n)>n2l*~e
for n>n0, thus shewing that all large numbers are expressible in the
proposed manner. But this work neither supplied an asymptotic formula
for v(n) nor even shewed that v(n) was of the expected order of magnitude.
We therefore propose to sketch briefly how we proved the asymptotic
formula

where (5(n) is the singular series, thus demonstrating that the theory
for two squares and three cubes conforms to the traditional pattern of
results in Waring's problem [8]. Note that this is only the third genuine
example of an asymptotic formula in Waring's problem where the cardinality of representations of n does not essentially exceed n in order of
magnitude (the other two are the explicit formulae for three squares and
for four squares), a fact that is related to our avoidance of the circle method.
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The source of the method is that, if r(/t) denotes the number of ways
of expressing [i as the sum of two squares, then
r(rì=é%X(l)

(P*0)

(6)

and
V(n)

=

JT
3

3

3

r(n„x

-Y3-Z3).

(7)

3

X +F -hZ <n

Substituting (6) in (7), we find that v(n) is expressible as a combination
of sums such as

X3+Y3+Z3=n,modk

where Jc < n112. The latter sums in turn can be evaluated by complicated
transformations in terms of the exponential sums
V*

62ni(aX+bY+cZ)jk

X3-}- F 3 +Z 3 =rc, modfc

to which our estimates through Deligne's theory are applicable. The formulae thus obtained almost, but not quite, suffice, a very complicated
argument involving a deep theory of elliptic curves over finite fields
being needed to complete the proof.
A somewhat surprising lacuna in the theory of these mixed problems
has been the absence of known asymptotic formulae for the representations
of numbers as the sum of three squares and a non-negative ifc-th power
when Jc is greater than 2.J Notwithstanding the existence of an exact
formula for the number of ways of expressing a number as the sum of
three squares, this question turns out to be unexpectedly difficult for
the larger values of Jc, and it is only now that the asymptotic formulae
have been derived by the author by exploiting relatively recent developments in the theory of the Dirichlet's ^-functions [11].
We next consider the classical Diophantine equation
Xh + Yh =Zh+Wh

(h>2),

(8)

which was studied, in particular, by Fermât and Euler. Although these
scholars obtained rational parametric solutions when A is 3 or 4, it has
been conjectured that the equation has no non-trivial solutions whenever
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Ji > 5. This speculation being obviously extraordinarily difficult to treat
in view of its connection with Format's Last Theorem, it is of interest
to ponder some associated questions involving the expression of a number
as the sum of two A-th powers whose resolution would provide some guidance about the matter. Let rh(n) be the number of ways of expressing n
as the sum of two A-th powers (positive or negative, order being relevant), let Nh(x) be the number of positive integers n not exceeding x for
which rh(n) > 0, and let vh(x) be the number of those integers for which
rh(n) > 2, noting that vh(x) = 0 for h > 5 if the conjecture is true, Then
we have been able to shew that
Nh(x) ~A(h)x2ih

(9)

and
vh(x) =0(xWh~V+B),
thus demonstrating that it is certainly exceptional for a number expressible in the given form to be thus expressible in more than essentially
one way. This goes some way in the required direction and is actually
true for all Ji > 3, although so far we have only supplied the full details
for the case where A is odd ([6], [7], in which are supplied references to
relevant earlier writings by Erdös, Mahler, Greaves, and the author).
This work also furnishes an analytic theory of the representation of numbers as the sum of two A-th powers for A > 2, a theory that is seen to contrast markedly with the classical theory for the case A = 2.
Considerations relating to the density of representations, to which we
have previously alluded, preclude the application of the circle method
to the additive equation (8), which indeed is even beyond the theoretical
powers of that method whenever A > 3. Yet we cannot tarry long enough
to describe our method in detail on account of its complication. It must
therefore suffice to indicate briefly the ideas involved by referring to the
case A = 3, in which (8) takes the form
r(r2 + 3s2) = g(e2 + 3o-2)

(10)

after a simple transformation. Since only solutions with X+Y
^Z+W
serve to give a bound for v3(x), we are led to study (10) subject to r < Q
and other appropriate conditions. Now (10) is contained in the equation
r(r* + 3s*) = gl,

(11)
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which, being of the form
r(r2 + 3s2) s Omodg,
can be studied with great accuracy by the theory of exponential sums
in a manner akin to that used in the two squares and three cubes problem.
The cardinality of solutions of (11) is too large, however, and it is necessary to take into account the special nature of the number I by means
of a sieve method that exploits the idea that, for any prime p, a square
or2 is not a quadratic non-residue, moàp. The calculations involved in
this refinement are somewhat complicated and involve our estimates for
multiple exponential sums of type (5) for r = 3.
There is an application of these ideas to the study of the number Q(%)Oî
representations of n as the sum of four non-negative cubes. It being at
present impossible to find an asymptotic formula or even a positive lower
bound for q(n), it is not without interest to elicit as keen an upper bound
as possible for g(n). Here our method gives [5]
Q(n)

=0(nllfl8+e),

which represents an improvement on the trivial bound 0(n2l3+e).
It had been guessed by Davenport and others that there is a positive
density of numbers expressible as the sum of two cubes of rational numbers,
and this was proved by Stephens [17] on the assumption that the BirchSwinnerton-Dyer conjectures for certain elliptic curves are true. At the
level of unconditional results, if M(x) is the number of positive integers
up to x that are the sum of two rational cubes, then our result (9) gives
M(x)^Wz(x)>Axx2lz
with an explicit value for Ax. But our method can be adapted to take
meaningful account of the changed circumstances with the consequence
that we can shew that [12]
M(x)>A2x2/3logx.
The calculations involved also shed other light on the conjecture and
suggest that it can only be true if the elliptic equation
X3 + Y3 =nZ3

(12)

frequently has a smallest solution in which Z is almost exponentially large
in terms of n.
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Another interesting question in this field is whether a polynomial
f(x) equalling a sum of two integral A-th powers for every integer x is
identically of the form
{/i(»)}*+{/.(«)}*.

(13)

Our method cannot so far resolve this matter but can at least shew that
such polynomials f(x) have certain properties that are consistent with
their having the proposed form (13). We should also observe that Schinzel
[16] has actually shewn that the answer is in the affirmative provided
that certain far-reaching generalizations of the prime-twins conjecture
are true.
Our thesis has tended to shew up certain shortcomings in the powerful circle method in spite of the suggestions we have made concerning
its improvement. Apart from theoretical limitations, these deficiencies
fall into a number of categories. For example, the method is in some
respects not very flexible in adapting itself to the peculiar circumstances
of individual problems, a penalty no doubt of the wide ranging scope of
the machinery. Moreover, for the deeper problems the analysis becomes
very complicated, a situation that is brought about in part by the need
to consider exponential sums at arguments other than the arithmetically
natural values A/7c. In view of these facts and our present inability to make
further substantial progress with Waring's problem through the circle
method, it seems worthwhile to devise an alternative method of some
generality that might incorporate some of the features of the special
methods already mentioned. We therefore go on to describe a procedure
developed by the author [9] that is applicable in principle to Waring's
problem for any exponent and that has already been successful in isolating
some new results. In some respects it has a potential for further refinement that is denied the circle method, although we have not succeeded
in using it to resolve any of the deeper unsettled questions. Furthermore,
the method has nowhere the same universality as that of the circle method.
We hint at the method by considering its relevance to problems involving the equation
P + ? ( * ! , . " ! W = »I

( 14 )

in which there is always a square present and in which p(Zly •.., Zr) is a sum
of powers. The underlying idea, implemented in practice with rather
more refinement than our remarks here might suggest, is to split up
9 (h} • • • > \) ii1*0 two sums of powers <px(lt,..., l8), <p2 (l8+1,..., lr) in a suitable
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way and to prove that the expected asymptotic expression L(m) for the
number N(m) of solutions of
ï2+ç>i(ïi, •••?!*) —rois in fact always valid save possibly for a small exceptional set of m.
If this can be achieved, then one can estimate the number of solutions
of (14) by considering
]?K{n-<p2(ls+l,...,lr)}
provided that r — s is not too small.
The connection between JSf(m) and L(m) is treated by attempting
to shew that the variance

£{N(m)--L(m)}2
Wh^X

is small, to which end we require a good asymptotic formula for •

Now the latter sum is obyiously equal to the number of solutions in certain
integers of the equation
I — x = <Pi(A19 -.-, A>s)—<Pi(hi •••? h) = ^(^IJ •••? Ki hi •••? ï«)j
say, and hence of
QCT =

ip(Kx,

...,Ks,lx,

...,IS),

where in particular Q, a are of the same parity. For given Q, this gives
rise to the condition
V(Ai,..., AA,ïi, ...,ls)

=0modç,

which can be treated by means of the exponential sums
Y1

e2niy>(lv...,*3tllt...,ls)h/k

ß^j

by a variation of earher methods described. The analysis is then completed
by using, inter alia, many of the properties of these sums that were previously developed in connection with the circle method, it being notable
that we now need only work with trigonometrical sums corresponding
to rational arguments.
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We notice that our procedure consists partly of reducing our problem
to another one in which one of the unknowns occurs linearly. If the lowest
exponent occurring in the given problem is greater than two, then several
transformations are needed to secure a linear problem and the details
can become very formidable. However, a simple proof of the asymptotic
formula in the nine cubes problem can be derived in this manner.
When examined systematically, our method is seen to have many
links with the circle method in spite of the different genesis, the occurrence of similar exponential sums being a ease in point. But the exponential sums in our method are shorn of arithmetically irrelevant analytic
complications, thus lightening the potential task of effecting Kloosterman
type refinements when these might be relevant or possible.
Our mention of the sizes of the solutions of the Diophantine equation
(12) gives us an opening to introduce our final topic. This is the Pellian
equation
T2~I>U2 = 1 ,
whose fundamental solution rjD = T+VJDU is known to satisfy
2]/l)<VD<6AV1JioeD

for positive (uon-square) determinants D. Since these inequalities have
more or less represented the full extent of our knowledge, the author [13]
has evolved a lattice point method that determines the distribution of
the determinants D for which rjD is limited by small functions of D. Although the results obtained can only be rigorously substantiated for the
smaller limits, the author in fact believes they are true for much larger
limits. If we were right in this opinion, and in our reasons for holding
it, then some interesting facts concerning the class number A(D) of
properly primitive indefinite binary quadratic forms
ax* + 2bxy-t-cy2
of determinant D = bz — ao would emerge. For example, we could obtain
the asymptotic formula
£

Ji(JD)

r^(25ll2n2)xlog2x,

D^x

which would settle a matter that has been open since it was first raised
by Gauss in the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (V, Art. 304). As it is, we
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can obtain unconditional lower bounds for the above sum that advance
our knowledge, i Moreover, we are led to conjecture that
vi

x

psi,mod4

and that, if r(ß} x) is the number of determinants p == 1 mod4 for which
h(p) >ß, then
tol£i!!L

*

aj-^oo 0/loga?

3ß

do)

as |8-»oo. Impressive corroboration of these ideas comes from the present
work of Henri Cohen, who simultaneously has been led by entirely different considerations of a more algebraic nature to enunciate conjectures
about the behaviour of h(p). His work, which is strongly supported by
numerical evidence, agrees with ours in all areas where the subjects of
investigation coincide (in particular, equation (15)), although it should
be stressed that he and the author by no means study the same questions
overall. Conditional work on similar matters has also been described in
a recent paper by Takhtajan and Vinogradov [18]. As with the earlier
matters discussed, this topic shews there is much life left in many of the
important questions in number theory that were first raised centuries ago.
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Geometric Applications of Algebraic Ä^-theory

Algebraic JE-theory has been one of the most important mathematical
developments of the last two decades. In the reports [81], [68], [6] of
past International Congresses of Mathematicians, emphasis was given
to the algebraic aspects of the theory. In this report, I shall concentrate
on its geometric applications. After all, the theory was initiated by Beidemeister [70], Franz [38], de Eham [24], and J. H. 0. Whitehead [89]
(see also [90]) who introduced in the 30's some invariants for solving
geometric problems. The revival of the interest in these invariants in the
early 60's, which were the seeds of algebraic JiT-theory (Milnor [62], Smale
[76] and Kervaire's exposition on the #-cobordism theorem of BardenMazur-Stallings [54]) also arose from geometric considerations. At the
end of this note, I shall make a few conjectures.
Due to limitation of space, I skip the Hermitian JT-theory and Novikov's conjectrçre on higher signatures of closed aspherical manifolds
altogether.
Some of the geometric problems dealt with here have very interesting
and equally important Hermitian analogues. The interested readers might
•consult [30], [34], [88].
I, KX(A)9 Wh^uz), simple homotopy type and ft-cobordism
Let A be an associative ring with unit 1. The group of all non-singular
nxn matrices over A will be denoted by G;h(n,A). Identifying each
M e Gh(n, A) with

e GL(w+l, A), we obtain inclusions GL(1, A)

cz ... <= G-h(n,A) cz ... The union is called the infinite general linear
group GcL(A). A matrix is elementary if it coincides with the identity
matrix except for one off-diagonal entry. It was observed by J. H. 0.
11 — Proceedings...

,

[99]
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Whitehead [4, p. 226], [63, p. 359] that the subgroup E (A) c GL(JL)
generated by all elementary matrices is a perfect group and is precisely
equal to the commutator subgroup of GL(A). We define*
KXA = GL(A)IE(A)

(1)

which may be viewed as a generalization of the determinant function
for matrices. Let % denote a multiplicative group and Z\n\ the corresponding integral group ring. We have natural inclusions ±n c 6L(1, Z\n\)
c GL(#[rc]), where ±?t denotes the subgroup of (1 x l)-matrices (±g)9
gen. The cokernel Kx(Z\n\)/image(zkn) is called the Whitehead group
Wh^ut). Clearly, KX(A) and Whx(n) are covariant functors of rings and
groups to Abelian groups respectively.
Whitehead [90] introduced the notion of simple homotopy which is
finer than homotopy. Let L0 and Lx be finite OW-complexes such that
Lx is obtained from L0 by attaching a ß-cell ek to L0 along a (Jc— l)-cell
e16"1 c dek. Call this procedure simple expansion and the reverse procedure
simple collapsing. Simple homotopy is the equivalence relation generated
by simple expansion and simple collapsing. Let X and Y be the underlying
topological space of the OW-complexes L and K, and let / : X->Y be
a homotopy equivalence. Using the OW-complex structures of L and K,
we may homotope / to a cellular map g: L->K. By introducing the mapping
cylinder
Mg = I x [ 0 , l]ul/{(flj, 1) = g(x)\ xeX}

(2)

we obtain a CW-complex pair (Mg, L) such that L is a deformation retract
of Mg. It is not difficult to see that the inclusion K = K xO c Mg is
a simple homotopy equivalence, we shall say that / is simple if L a Mg
is simple. It was proved in [63, pp. 378-384] and [21] that this definition
only depends on the underlying spaces X, Y and the map/, i.e., it is independent of the OW structures L and KotX and Y, and the map g.
Using simple expansions and simple collapsings repeatedly, we may
replace (Mg, L) by a OW-complex pair (K19 Lx)9 satisfying the following
conditions :
(a) (Mg9L) are simply homotopic to (K19 Lx) respectively
and L± c Kx;
i

(b) Kx arises from Lx by attaching a finite number of Jfc-dim
cells {«ft and (fc+l)-dim cells {ef+1} for h> 2.

(3)
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Consider the universal covering complexes J0X C Ê.X of Lx c Kx. The
fundamental group ut will be identified with the group of covering transformations, so that each a eut determines a mapping
oi(Êx,Lx)->(ÊX9Lx)9

(4)

which is cellular. If 0*(KX9Lx) denotes the cellular chain complex, then
each a e ut determines a chain map
o*iC*(±X9Lx)^G*(±X9Lx)

(5)

and this action makes the chain group Op(Êx, Irx) into a free #[rc]-module
with a basis obtained by making a choice of a lift to Êx of each #-cell of
JBTX — JJX. Therefore, we have an isomorphism
0^Ok+l(ÊX9 Zx)^±^Ok(Ê19

Lx)->0

(6)

of free i?[rc]-modules with the liftings {ef+1} and {eft of {e?+1} and {eft as
bases. Using these bases, dk+1 determines an element in Gli(Z[ut']) and
thus an element r(Kx, Lx) in Whx(ut). It was proved in [63] and [54] that
the torsion r(KX9 Lx) is independent of the choices1 and it only depends
on /. Denote it by r(/) e Whx(ut). Let us summarize these fates in the
following theorem.
THEOKBM 1.1. Zet X,Y be the underlying topological spaces of the CW-complexes K and L, and let f: X-*Y be a continuous map. Let g: K->L be
a cellular map homotopic to f. Then f determines an element r(f) e Whx(ut)
depending only on f: X-+Y such that g is simple if and only if r(f) = 0.

Applying simple homotopy theory to manifolds, let us consider the
following geometric problem. Let (Wn+1; M*l, ifj) be a triad of compact
manifolds such that dWn+l = M^vM*. We say that Wn+1 is an h-cobordism between M£ 'and M" if Mf (i = 0 , 1 ) are deformation retracts of
TP*1. The simplest example of an 7î-cobordism is (*FP+1 = Mn x [0,1];
M% «= Mn x 0, Mnx = Mn xl). If (TTn+1; MnQ, M^) is a smooth 7&-cobordisin
(i.e., Wn+l is a smooth manifold), uix(Wn*1) = 1 and n > 5, then the
remarkable theorem of Smale [76], [64] asserts that TP +1 is diffeomorphic
to M%x [0,1] (and also to JU$x [0,1]). Our interest is focused on the
case ut *= utJP*1*1 7^1. If (Wn+1'9 M^M^) is a smooth ft-cobordism,
1

Since we may have different liftings of the cells, we pass from Kx(Z[ri]) to
Whx(n) in order to make the invariant well-defined.
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then a (/^triangulation ti (JET; L09 Jk1)-*(TP+1; M%, Jff) gives rise to a combinatorial cobordism which has a handlebody structure from the triangulation [63]. Or, if (Wn+1; M%, Jf?) is a topological Ä-cobordigm and
if w > 5 , then [Wn+1,M%) has a handlebody decomposition [56]. By
a handlebody structure of TT71"1"1 on M%9 we mean a filtration
Y(0> = Jf? c JW c , è . c I® = TP + 1

(7)

such that
for each i > 0, there is an embedding
/<: j8^ 1 xI> n -* + 1 ^r ( , -; 1 ) , and a homeo(t

{l

1)

M

morphism r U r ' " u / , ^ x D »

+1

(8)
1

relY*"" .

The union of a fc-handle and a (fc+l)-handle J = Dft xD w " fc+1 uD ft+1 x
X J9w-& along Bk xSx = K% xDn-\ where Sx e aDw-ft+1 and JT2 c âZ?fc+1
are codim 0 discs, will be called a trivial pair of handles. Introducing and
cancelling a trivial pair of handles correspond to elementary expansion
and elementary collapsing in simple homotopy theory. Following these
procedures, if n > 5, we may produce a handlebody structure of (7) such
that jx = . . . = jk =Jc and j f t + 1 = ... -=j^t = Jfc+1 ( 2 < f c < w - 3 ) ; i.e.,
Wn+1 is obtained from M% by attaching fc-handles and (&+l)-handles.
By making a choice of lifting of the cores2 of the handles to (Wn+19 Jf o),
the universal covers of the pair (W*+1, Jf£), we get a chain complex
0->O Ä+1 (^ +1 , M^)^±^Gk(W^\

Jf»)-»0

(9)

of based ZM-modules as in (6). The map dk+1 determines an element
T e Whx(ut(Wn+1)) which is the torsion3 of the inclusion of Jf^ c Wn+l.
This element only depends on the underlying topological space and not
on the handle structure of (TP +1 , Jf?) and it is denoted by r(Wn+19 J Q .
In correspondence to Theorem 1.1, we have the following Ä-cobordism
theorem due to D. Barden, B. Mazur and J. Stallings [3], [54], [63].
2

I.e., f(SH~i x 0) of (8) where 0 is the center of Bn~^1.
Note the asymmetry of Jf0, Jfi in the definition. If we wish to consider (TT, Mx)9
we have to consider the duality of [63, pp. 393-398].
3
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1.2 (A) Let (Wn+1; Jf^,Jf^) be a smooth, PL or topological
h-cobordism for w > 5. Then, TFn+1 is diffeomorphic, PL homeomorphio
or homeomorphio to Jf?x [0,1] if cmd only if r(TP+1, Jfo) = 0.
(B) For a given manifold Jf? (n > 5) cmd an element r0
eWhx(utx(M%))9 there exists an h-cobordism (TP+1; Jf?, JfJJ) such that
n+l
T(TP + 1 , Jf?) = T0 and W
is smooth or PL if Jf? is so.
THEOKEM

II. Higher JT-groups and pscudo-isotopy theory
For A a ring with unit 1, we observed in § I that E ( A) = [GL(u4), GL (J.)]
c GL(J.) is perfect. Let BGL(J.) be the classifying space of GL(J.).
Construct BGth+(A), Quillen's " + " construction [67], from BGL(J.)
by attaching 2-cells and 3-cells such that there is a homology equivalence
+
BGL(J.)-KBGL+(^L) over Z9 and rcxBGL (^) = GL(A)IJE(A) = KX(A).
+
In fact, BGL (A) is an infinite loop space. K^A) is defined to be ^BGL + (A)
(£>1). Waldhausen [84] generalized this definition to construct higher
algebraic JT-groups of a pointed connected OW-complex X as follows.
Let G be the loop group4 of X and let B = QO0B0OlG+'] be the "group
ring"5 of G over ß 00 ^ 00 . Form the matrix ring Jfn(U!). Consider the pullback diagram
GLJ22)

-JfJ-B)
(10)

GLn(ut0B)

• Mn(ut0B)

and let GL(i2) = limGLJJß). It turns out that BGL(JB) exists, and using
the fact that [ut0QJj(B),rc0GL(jß)]*= E(Z[uz0G]) we may perform the
" + " construction for BGL(E) such that BGL+(JB) is an infinite loop
space [84], [79]. Waldhausen defined
JL(Z)=BGL + (iü)

(11)

and K{(X) = ut^(X) for i> 1.
4

Q is either a simplicial group model or a topological group model of the loop
space QX of X.
5
Since Q^S00 is not a topological ring, B is only a group ring in an appropriate
sense. This causes most of the technical difficulties.
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Based on this model, some computations for ni[A(X))®Q were given
in [49], [35], [15]. Invariant theory plays an important rôle in these
results.
Due to the fact that «O00^00 is not an honest (topological) ring, Waldhausen's original way of introducing A(X) is different from the above.
See [84], [78], [79] for the detaUs.
A(X) is closely related to pseudo-isotopy theory. Let us recall some
developments before the publication of [84]. If Jf is a compact differentiable manifold (generally with boundary), a pseudo-isotopy of Jf is
a diffeomorphism / : Jf xI->Jf x i such that /|Jf xO = id. Let P(Jf)
denote the space of pseudo-isotopies endowed with the <7°°-topology.
We are interested in computing utt(P(M)). This problem was first studied
by Cerf [20] and later by Hatcher and Wagoner [42]. Their idea roughly
goes as follows. Connect a given päeudo-isotopy f: MxI->MxI
to the
identity pseudo-isotopy/0: Jf xI->Jf x i by means of a generic map
F: Mxlxl->lxl
such that JP|JMfxIxO = pf0 and F\Mxlxl
=pf
where p denotes the projection to the second I factor. Choosing F carefully, the construction produces a one-parameter family of handlebodies
38 follows : Let t denote the coordinate of the second I factor. For t = 0
(resp. t = 1), Jf x I is the given product structure induced by a gradientlike vector field associated to the Morse function pf0 (resp. pf). There is
a finite number of birth points6 for 0 < t < e0 (e0 a small positive number)
such that at t = e0 the Morse function F8Q gives rise to "trivial pairs of
handles". Similarly, there is a finite number of death points for l—ex
< t < 1 (sx a small positive number) such that the handles are cancelled
in "trivial pairs" at t =l—sx. The one-parameter family of Morse functions Ft ( e 0 < * < l - " e i ) gives rise to a one-parameter family of handlebodies over the subinterval [e 0 ,1 — e j c [0,1]. Based on analysis of the
parametrized handlebodies, Hatcher and Wagoner [42] relate ut0P(M)
to Wh2(utxM), a quotient of K^(ZlutxMJ) for dimJf > 6.
In [40], Hatcher studied the space of PL pseudo-isotopy spaces P PL (Jf)
and the following stability question:
Let P ; L ( J f ) c P P I i ( J f x I ) (resp. P(M) <z P(MxI))
be the natural inclusion essentially given b y / x i d .
Is ^(P P L (Jf))->^(P(Jfxi)) an isomorphism for
i <4 dimJf ?
6

See [20], [42] for the precise definitions.
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He claimed the stability theorem for P PIj (Jf) and then Burghelea and
Lashof extended it to P(Jf) [16]. Unfortunately, there are some flaws
in the proof of [40], Based on his work on pseudo-isotopy by eliminating
the higher order singularities [51] and a modification of Hatcher's argu-*
ment, K. Igusa in a still unpublished paper has proved that the stability
theorem is valid for P(Jf) with a somewhat smaller range. Elaborating
on the multi-disjunction lemma, in his thesis, T. Goodwillie has claimed
that the stability ranges for P(Jf ) and P PL (Jf) are the same (yet unpublished). The interest in the stability theorem stems from the observation
that
P(Jf)

^UmP(MxP)9
(13)

(resp, P PL (Jf) = limP PL (Jf xP'))
i

becomes an infinite loop space and we can apply homotopy theory and the
categorical machinery. This is the starting point for Waldhausen.
Let us study Whmn (Jf), the double delooping of P(Jf). Motivated by
consideration of the parametrized handlebodies for studying ut0P(3I)9
consider a "rigid handlebody theory", a manifold model of Waldhausen's
expansion space [84]. (We follow the exposition of [46].)
Let d0 be an (n + Jc— l)-dim manifold and ut0: d0->Ak a differentiable
bundle map such that the fibers are (n— l)-dim manifolds (generally with
boundary). Suppose that S0 is a codim 0 submanifold of d Y for a manifold
Y and ut: Y->Ak is a bundle projection extending ut0. We say that Y is
a h-parameter family of rigid handlebodies on d0 if there is a filtration:
Y<°> = S0 e J « c ... c JW = Y
satisfying the following conditions :
(a) For each i > 0, there is an embedding
/<: B**-1 X Bn-H X A-+YV-1)
and a homeomorphism
I») ÏU r«- 1 ) ufJ)^ x Dft-*< X A*
TéLÏ**"-1* such that/ t . and di preserve the projection onto Ak.

(14)
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(b) JfW = Y®vdo=tdomdQxI
is a manifold, even though Y® need
not be,
(c) Let d+Y® =cl(dMW-(dQx{0}\jdM®\dAk))
where dM®\dAk is
k
the part lying over dA . Then, / j ^ x D ^ x ^ c S + Y ^ and /*
is a differentiable embedding into d+ Y^"1^ (after we smooth the corners).
ÎTote that h{ has an obvious extension to
jfW = Jf^-^uJD^ x Dn-*i x Ak9
and also assume that this is a diffeomorphism (again after smoothing
the corners).
The attaching data, the jf^'s and dt\ are a part of the structure, but
independent handles may be attached in any order. We may construct
a category Fl which has the Jc-parameter families of rigid handlebodies as
objects and the compositions of isomorphisms and cancelling of trivial pairs
of handles1 as morphisms.
The obvious definitions of face and degeneracy make JBJ1 a simplicial
category and appropriate inclusions and quotients make it into a cofibration category in the sense of [84], [46], [59].
Let X be a space and let f be a stable vector bundle over X. The categories Fk(X,^)n9 &,w = 0 , l , . . . , are defined as follows. The objects
are diagrams
'
f: (Y,d0)-*X

(16)

where ( Y, d0) is an object of Fk and/: Y->X is a continuous map, together
with a stable bundle isomorphism y>: tY->f*£ where tY is the stable
tangent bundle of Y. The morphisms and cofibrations of Fk, appropriately
modified with the data on the induced bundles from |, define morphisms
and cofibrations of Fk(X9 £)n. Note that Fk(Xm9 S)n has a CQmposition
law " + " — disjoint union of ( Y, 30)'s — and hence the classifying space
has an infinite delooping in the sense of P-spaces [72]. On the other hand,
we can make use of the cof ibration structure such that the Sm construction
of [84] and the Q construction of [66], [46] apply to this situation as.
explicit deloopings of Fk(X; |) w .
Let Fl(X; £)n a Fk(X; I f be the fuU subcategory of objects such that
d0 a Y is a homotopy equivalence. We can also deloop F^(X) S)n by means.
of 8 construction.
7

For technical reasons, we don't really cancel the trivial pairs geometrically,,.
See [46] for details.
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Multiplying by D1, we define functors
8ß.(X; £)n--+8]E(X-, | ) n + 1 ,
(17)
n

8&{X\ Ç) --+8E*{X) f)

B+1

.

Set
BJEl(X;S)=üm\S.E(XiS)n\,
n
n

BB {X; f) = lim|#E*(X; £)n\,

(18)

n

where the limit is taken with respect to 2J. It turns out that BF}(X; £) and
BFh(X; £) are weakly homotopically equivalent to i3&(X) — the infinite
loop space associated to the frame bordism and Wh°°mi)(X) of [84], respectively, if X is a finite complex. (They are independent of f!) It has been
shown that Wh0omìì(X) is rationally equivalent to WhPm(M) if X is
homotopy equivalent to Jf with the tangent bundle of Jf, *(Jf) stably
equivalent to £. (This is the reason why we keep f in the construction.)
In fact, Waldhausen has recently claimed that WhComh(X) is WhBm(M).
Finally, let us state the remarkable result of Waldhausen [84]. I t
comes out of his "localization theorem" [84], [59],- [83].
THEOKEM 2.1

There is a fibration up to homotopy
QBF(X) f)->wi(Xj £)->BFh(X<9 f)

which is weaMy homotopically equivalent to
(P{X)->A (X)->WhCom]>(X)
if X if a finite complex.
Since WhComh(M) is (at least rationally) equivalent to Wh'Dm(M)f
one can easily see the importance of the functor A (X) if one is interested
in computing ^(P(Jf)) = uti+2 [WhBm(Jf)).
III. K0(A), obstructions to being a finite OW-complex and to finding a
boundary for an open manifold
Again let J. be a ring with unit 1. Let K0A be the additive group having
one generator, [P], for each finitely generated projective module P over
A9 and one relation, [P] — [Po]--[Pi]> for a short exact sequence 0->P0
-»P-^Pi-^0. In other words, K0A is the "Grothendieck group" associated
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to the category of finitely generated projectives over A. The class of
free JL-modules of rank 1 generates a cyclic subgroup of KQA. The quotient
KQ A /(subgroup generated by free modules)
is called the projective class group, £0(A). If A = Z\ut\, then &Q(Z\ut\)
is sometimes written as jt0(ut).
Let X be a connected OW-complex and let Y be a connected finite
OW-complex. We say that X is dominated by Y if there exist / : X->Y9
gi Y->X such that fg: Y-+Y is homotopic to the identity. We would
like to know whether X itself is of the homotopy type of a finite complex.
I t turns out that we may choose Y such that
BtiMuX)**

0

for % ^ Jc (Jc > 2) and Hk(Mf9 X) is a finitely^generated projective module
over Z[utxX] where Mf denotes the mapping cylinder of / and (Mf9 X)
is the universal covering of the pair ( Mf9 X). The class
a(x) = ( -l)klHk(Mf, ±U e&Q(utxM)
(19)
turns out to be well-defined, independent of the choice of Y or of the
integer Jc. In [86], the following fundamental theorem was proved:
THEOREM 3.J (A) For X a connected OW-complex dominated by a finite
complex, X is of the homotopy type of a finite complex iff a(X) = 0.
(B) Let oQ e K0(ut) be a given element with ut a finitely presented group.
There exists a connected OW-complex X dominated by a finite OW-complex
with utxX = ut and a(x) = a0.
Let Wn (n > 5) be a smooth (or PL) open manifold. If there exists an
arbitrarily large compact set with 1-connected complement and if B*(W)
is finitely generated as an Abelian group, then, as was proved in [10],
W is the interior of some smooth (or PL) compact manifold, W. For the
general case, L. Siebenmann developed the following theory [74]. Let
Wn (n > 5) be a connected smooth open manifold and let e be an end of
Wn. We say that s is tame if it satisfies the following conditions:
(A) There exists a sequence of neighborhoods of e,
TJX => U2 z> ... =D JJi 3 ... such that p|ü"t. = 0
and ut^U^tt^Ui+J,
i = l , . . . [are isomorl
phisms. We set ut = utx(e) = lim%(ï7<) and call
'
it utx of the end s.
(B) Each TJi is dominated by a finite OW-complex.
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We may ask whether we can add a boundary to Wn at the tame end e
and reduce our problem to the case where Wn has only one end. In fact,
we may choose each JJi of (19) to be a manifold with compact boundary
dTJi such that ut^BU^ canx{TJ^ ~ut and

for i =£Jc ( 3 < f t < w — 3) where (Ui9 dU^ is the universal covering of
the pair (Ui9 dU^ and Bk(Û{, SE^) is a finitely generated projective
module'over Z\%\. Then, (-l)klBh{Ûi9 flu",)] = a(U€) eK0(ut) is the
obstruction defined in Theorem 3.1. Here is Siebenmann's theorem [74].
3.2. (A) (— l)k[Bk(ÎJi,dUi)'] e^fae)] only depends on e9
and we denote it by o(s).
(B) A boundary can be added to Wn at s iff a(e) = 0.
THEOREM

IV. Künnelh formula for algebraic ÜL-lheory and its geometric application
Let T be an infinite cyclic group with a generator t, and let A [T] be the
finite Laurent series ring of A on t, which is just the group ring of T over A.
If a is an automorphism of A, we also have the a-twisted finite Laurent
series ring Aa\T~\. (See [32] for details.) Let Nil (A, a) be the full subcategory of the category P(A) with objects (P,/) where P i s a finitely generated projective module over A with / an a semilinear nilpotent endo*
morphism. Let ETil0(A, a) be the Grothendieck group of ML (A, a). The
"forgetful functor" defined by "forgetting" the endomorphism / defines
a homomorphism j : Uil0(A, a)->K0(A) and we let Ml 0 (A,a) denote
Kerj. It is easy to see that we have a natural decomposition
mi0(A9 a) = m0(A,

a)@K0(A).

(21)

Let I denote the subgroup of KXA generated by x—a*x and let (K0A)a*
denote the subgroup of xeKG(A) invariant under a* (induced by a).
Thinking of Kx and K0 as homology functors of rings, one might guess
from the Künneth formula for the homology groups of a space F fibering
over JS1, P-^JEZ-HS1, that there should be an exact sequence
0->Kx (A) /I->X->K0 (A)a*->0
such that X ~ Kx(Aa[T]). This is not true in general, unless A is
(right or left) regular [7]. In fact, it was proved in [4, p. 628] that there
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is a canonical decomposition
KX(A[T]) = Zx(A)@mo(A)®^lo(A)

®K0(A)-

(22)

This was generalized in [32] to give:
-ffiM-a^]) = X®mQ(A9

a-1),

a)®m0(A9

(23)

where X fits into an exact sequence 0->Kx(A)II->X->K0(A)a*->0, and we
also have a natural projection:
p: Kx(Aam)^K0(A)a*@mi0(A,

«)•

(24)

For the group ut=GxaT, a semi-direct product, consider Aa[T~\
= Z[GxaT] with A = Z\G~\. By passing to Whx(GxaT), we have the
formula
Whx(G XaT) = X®mQ(A,

a)@miQ(A, O ,

(25)

where 0^Whx(G)II->X->K0(A)a*->0 (I = {# = œ-a*x\ x e Whx(G)}). We
also have a natural projection
p: Whx(GXaT)^É0(G)a*@mQ(ZlG]9

a).

(26)

Now consider the following geometric problem. Let Jfn (n ^ 6) be a
closed smooth (PL or topological) manifold. Is Jf* a fibration over 81 with
connected Fn~l as fiber? If so, we should have a projection q: Mn->81
such that the fiber is homotopic to a connected finite complex X with
ut = utxMn = GxaT being a semi-direct product of G = utxX by T = n^Ä1.
For ut =Z (i.e., 0 = 1), it was proved in [12] that this condition is sufficient • For the general case, we need to find a codimi submanifold J™"-1 c Jf?
representing the homotopy fiber of q satisfying the following conditions :
(A) When we cut Jfw open along JF*"1, we have
an A-cobordism (W W ;P£,P?) with
F^F?'1
diffeomorphic to (PL or homeomorphio to) F'- i .
(B) rCW^jF^eWh^G) vanishes.

<27>

If only condition (A) is satisfied, we call it an almost fibration. It was
proved in [28] that the obstruction to being an almost fibration is an
element in %0(G)a*®mi0(Z[G'], a).
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Generalizing the problem when a space fibers over 8l9 let Jff be a closed
smooth (PL or topological) manifold of àimn > 6 with ut = utxM ~Gxa2
and let Fx~l c Jf? be a connected codimi submanifold with G = utxFn^
corresponding to the subgroup ffc ut. Let
/ : Jf^->Jf?

(28)

be a homotopy equivalence. We ask what is the obstruction 0 (f) to finding an (n— l)-dim submanifold Fl"1 c Jf£ and a map
g: (Ml, P r V W ,

tfST1)

(29)

such that
(A) g is a homotopy equivalence of pairs,
(B) r ' C r 1 ) « ^ " 1 ,
(0) the induced map gx Jf^Jf^ishomotopicto/.

(30)

O (f) is called the obstruction to splitting f with respect to JPf"1.
4.1 [36]. Assume tJiat (Jf^P?- 1 ), / : Jf£-> Jf? (n>6) are
given as above. Then the obstruction 0(f) to splitting f with respect to Fx~l
is equal to pr(f) where r(f) e Whx(ut) is the torsion of f.
THEOKBM

One should read S. E. Oappell, A Splitting Theorem for Manifolds,
Invent. Math. 33 (1976), pp. 66-170 for the generalization of the above
theorem.
V. Negative JK>groups K_{(A) and some of their geometric applications
In [4, pp. 657-674], H. Bass introduced the functor K_{(A) (£> 0). He
observed that the decomposition (22) is functorial and can be written
as
0-±Kx(A)->Kx(A [*]) ®KX(A [rl])->Kx(A [T])-+K0(A)->0.

(31)

It is natural to define K_j (i > 0) recursively using the formula

K-t(A) - Ooker^^^AplJeJC^^AEr 1 ])^^^^^]).

(32)

Bass showed that (31) continued to hold with K0,KX replaced by -KL*
and K_w (i > 0) (and he also defined negative Nil groups). For Tn
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= Tx ... xT,yre have the following decomposition formula [4], [1]:
Wh^axT")

= WhxinxTtX:..
©ItoixxTiX

xTtX ... xTn)@
... x ^ x ... xTn) (mod nil terms)

= Whx{rì)®n&u{tt)®

®Kx_n(Z[ut\) (mod nil terms).

(33)

It was proved in [8], [19] that if ut is a finite group, then
K-i {Z [»]) = 0

for % > 2.

(34)

Let us now turn to a geometric problem. A Top stratification of a space
X is an increasing family of closed subsets of X, {Xn\n > 1} such that
X ( - 1 ) = fi, there is a positive integer If such that X{N) = X, and for every
n9 each component of X(n) —X^"1) is a topological (Top) w-dim manifold
without boundary (possibly empty). The stratification is locally cone-UJce
if for every x e X^— X^n~l)9 there exists a compact Top stratified space L
and a stratum-preserving open embedding Ä: RnxcL->X such that
&(0, 0) = x where cL denotes the open cone over L and v is its vertex.
The space L is called a link of x and h is called a ZocaZ chart. We shall call
a space X a Top 0$ space [2], [75], if it has a locally cone-line stratification. In [2], we define (combinatorial) PL structures on a TopO/S space
X compatible with the stratification (see [2] for the precise definition),
and then study the existence and uniqueness of such structures on a given
Top<7$ space. Of course, these questions are the refined forms of the
problem of triangulating a topological space and the Hauptvermutung.
The simplest example of a Top 08 space is the suspension j^Jf of a closed
manifold Jf. In [62], [77] counterexamples to Hauptvermutung were
given with X = J£JfM (n ^ 5) as the underlying topological space and
with elements in Whx(utxM) as the invariants to distinguish them. [1]^
[2] globalize the examples of Milnor and Stallings into an obstruction
theory such that the obstruction invariants are generally in the subquotients of K_i of the group ring of the links of various strata.
The obstruction theory of [1], [2] has been explicitly applied to the
following problem. Let BX9 B% e 0(n)9 the group of orthogonal transformations of Bn. We say that BX9 B2 are topologically (resp. UneaHy) equiv-
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aient if there is a homeomorphism (resp. linear automorphism) / : Bn->Bn
such that/" 1 Sa/ = B2: Bn-+Bn. The conjecture that the notions of topological and linear equivalence of rotations should be equivalent was stated
by de Eham in 1935 [24] and he reduced it to the case where the rotations.
have finite order. Note that / induces a homeomorphism
Jv. XX->X2,

(34)

where X{ = Bnf(B^, the quotient space of Bn by the finite subgroup
of 0(n) generated by Bi9 i = 1 , 2 . Given Xi9 the preferred PL structures
induced from the rotation Bi9 we may then try to deform h to a PL homeomorphism. This is the problem studied in [2]. (See also [69].) Modifying
the topologically equivalent Bx, B2 to new ones, B[9 B2, if necessary, we
manage to kill most of the obstructions in the subquotients of K^ and
then apply a version of ö-signature theorem to obtain the following result [47].
Let B19 B2 eO(n) Jiavc order Jc = I2m where I is odd and m^2. Suppose
that (a) Bx and B2 are topologically equivalent and (b) the eigenvalues of
B[ wnd B\ are either 1 or primitive 2m4h roots of unity. Then Bx and B2
are linearly equivalent.
If Jc is odd, then condition (b) is superfluous. In this case, it was
proved independently, by Madsen and Eothenberg [60] using a different method from [47]. However, the K^ groups of [1], [2] (see also [57])
still play an important rôle in their work.
The interest of de Eham's problem was revived [55] and there are
remarkable counterexamples of this conjecture in [18] if Je = I2m9 m > 2f
ü ^ l , and the above condition (b) is not satisfied.
VI. Concluding remarks and some conjectures
One of the problems in algebraic JI-theory is to compute Kt(A) ( — oo<i
< oo). Emphasizing the geometric applications, we are mostly interested
in the case of A = Z[G~\ for G a finitely presented group. Most algebraic
calculations have been carried out for G finite. Let me pose some conjectures about the case when G is not necessarily finite or torsion-free. In fact,
I believe that these problems are more geometrically interesting and they
should serve as guide posts for future development.
CONJEOTTJBE 1. Let G be a finitely presented group. ThenK^ (Z[G]) *= 0for *> 2. At least, .E^ (£[<?]) = 0 for i > 0.
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Before I state the next conjecture, let me single out a class of infinite
groups. We say that a closed manifold Mn is a K(T, l)-manifold (an
^spherical manifold) if ut4(Mn) = 0 for i > 1 and utxMn = R Note that T
is necessarily torsion-free.
CONJECTURE 2. Let r be the fundamental group of a closed K(r, l)-manifold. Then Whx(T) = Jt0(-T) ^ K^[Z\T\) = 0 (i>l). (See [31] for supporting evidence.)

It is clear that the following conjecture is much stronger than Conjecture 2.
CONJECTURE 3. Let rbe a torsion-free group such that BT has the homotopy type of a finite OW-complex. Then Whx(r) = £0(r) = K^Ztr}) = 0
(Ol).
For the higher IT-groups, let us consider the map of [58]:

V K{Ba;K(Z))->K*(Zffl),

(35)

Where h*(BG;K(Z)) denotes a generalized homology theory with coefficients in the spectrum of the algebraic JBC-theory of Z.
CONJECTURE 4. If r is a torsion-free group such that BT is of the homotopy type of a finite GW-complex, then

J*®id: h*[Br,-K(Z))®Q^K*(Zlut])®Q
is cm isomorphism.
For Br having the homotopy type of an aspherical manifold, Conjecture 4 was verified in some special cases [31]. As we pointed out in [35],
Conjecture 2 is the algebraic Z"-theory analogue of ETovikov's conjecture
on higher signatures. (So are Conjectures 2, 3!) Interested readers should
consult [30], [34], [88] for further details about this conjecture.
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Problems Solved and Unsolved Concerning Linear
and Nonlinear Partial Differential Equation

Ouïrent research in partial differential equations is extensive, varied and
deep. A single lecture, if it is not to be a mere catalogue, can present only
a partial list of recent achievements, some comments on the modern
style, i.e. the kinds of problems chosen and methods used for solution,
and cautious speculations on future trends. The choice of examples is
of course shaped by the personal taste of the speaker and limited by his
expertise.
The first part of this lecture is such an overview; it is followed by
a more detailed discussion of two topics with which the speaker has some
familiarity, one concerning a linear, the other a nonlinear problem in
partial differential equations.
la. Linear problems
In the last few years a number of problems concerning linear partial
differential operators on manifolds with boundaries have been solved or
are nearing solution. Thanks to the researches of Melrose [30], Taylor
[37], Ivrii and others we understand well the propagation of signals
along reflected, glancing and gliding rays, the clue to many problems in
diffraction and scattering. Microlocal analysis, the modern version of
wave-ray duality, has provided the tools: pseudo-differential operators,
Fourier integral operators, Hamiltonian flows and Lagrange manifolds.
In his recent work Charles Eefferman [15] makes use of a sophisticated
version of the uncertainty principle. Another versatile modern technique
* Preparation of this report was supported Iby the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contract DE-AC02-76 ERO 3077.
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is the use of trace formulas to link spectral and geometric information.
The view from scattering theory has also been useful.
Por a thorough documentation of the successes of the modern theory
of linear partial differential equations we have to await the publication
of Hörmander's 3-volume treatise [19], but it is clear that the successes
have been so sweeping that they have radically altered the course of
research in this field. I believe that in the future we shall see more applications of the methods and results of the theory of linear partial differential equations to other fields of mathematics ; examples from the past
are of use of PDE methods in several complex variables and quasiconformal mappings. We are likely to see more special questions raised, from
sources inside and outside mathematics, and more detailed answers given;
mere preoccupation with existence and uniqueness questions is likely
to diminish.
Section 2 contains a brief description of wave propagation on complete
manifolds of constant negative curvature. One of the tools used is the
Kadon transform, less popular than its more glamorous sister, the Fourier
transform, but more appropriate in some situations. See also [18].
lb« Nonlinear problems
The strides that have been made recently in the theory of nonlinear
PDE's are as great as in the linear theory. "Unlike the linear case, no
wholesale liquidation of broad classes of problems has taken place; rather
it is steady progress on old fronts and on some new ones, the complete
solution of some special problems, and the discovery of some brand new
phenomena. The old tools — variational methods, fixed point theorems,
degree of mapping and other topological methods — have been augumented
by some new ones. Preeminent for discovering new phenomena, is numerical experimentation; but it is likely that in the future numerical calculations will be part of proofs.
We shall discuss, very briefly, three topics :
(i) Viscous, incompressible flows.
(ii) Hyperbolic systems of conservation laws and shock waves.
(iii) Completely integrable systems.
(i) Viscous, incompressible flows. In spite of a claim by Kaniel, [21], laid
to rest by D. Michelson, the existence for all time of strong solutions of
the JTavier-Stokes equation, and the uniqueness of weak solutions, in
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three-dimensional space are very much open questions. We have learned
more about the singularities of weak solutions, in particular about the
Hausdorff dimension of the singular set. Already Leray has shown that
every solution is continuous if we eliminate a closed set of t with zero
Hausdorff measure of dimension 1/2. B. Mandelbrot has raised the question
of what the Hausdorff dimension of the possible singularities of weak
solutions is in space and time. The first results on this important question
were obtained by V. Scheffer [34] ; the latest word is the following theorem of Oaffarelli, Kohn and Nirenberg [6]:
The one-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the set of singularities
of a suitable weak solution in x, «-space is zero.
Turbulence, surely one of the outstanding problems of mathematics,
can be described by the long-time behavior of typical solutions of the IsTS
equations. When viscosity is large compared to the force driving the
flow there exists exactly one stationary flow to which all flows tend.
As the force is increased, this stationary flow becomes unstable, i.e. any
slight perturbation drives it away, perhaps to another, stable, stationary
flow. When the force is increased still further, this too becomes unstable
and the flow tends to yet another stationary flow or possibly to a periodic
flow. As the force is increased further the flow becomes more and more
chaotic. This chaotic flow is concentrated around a so-called attractor
set, i.e. a set consisting of points of accumulation of a single flow driven
by a force that is independent of t. Such sets are invariant under the
Navier-Stokes flow; concerning these Foias and Temam have proved
the following, see [17]:
A bounded set that is invariant under the strong ÏTavier-Stokes flow
in a bounded domain has finite Hausdorff dimension.
The dimension of such sets may go to infinity as the viscosity tends
to zero.
Further results along these lines have been obtained by P. Constantin
and 0. Foias.
The simplest testing ground for ideas of instability and turbulence
of viscous fluids are the Oouette-Taylor flows, i.e. flows between two
concentric cylinders, the inner one rotating with some angular velocity a>.
If the cylinders have infinite length, then there is a stationary flow that
is independent of the angle 0 and distance z along the axis of the cylinders.
For o low enough this flow is stable; as co increases, this flow becomes
unstable, yielding stability to another, «-dependent, flow consisting of
a stack of Taylor vortices, named after their discoverer. As co increases
further this flow, too, becomes unstable and gives way to a 0-dependent,
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periodic flow; further increase in co leads to more and more complicated
flows.
There is a wealth of experimental studies of Couette-Taylor flowsy
revealing a bewildering variety of steady and unsteady flows, see e.g.
Benjamin, [3]. The understanding of these (which must also take into
account the finiteness of the cylinders) is a profound challenge to theoretical and computational fluid dynamicists.
Flows without any driving force to maintain them decay because
the viscous forces dissipate energy. Eecently Foias and Saut [16] have
shown that the rate of decay is exponential, the same as for the corresponding linearized Stokes flow; they have further shown that the Stokes
and the Javier-Stokes flows are linked by a wave operator.
When viscosity is zero, as in the Euler equation, no imposed force
is needed to maintain the flow. Existence and uniqueness is known in 2
dimensions but is doubtful when n = 3. Extensive calculations by S. Orszag and his colloborators on the Taylor-Green vortex problem, [31]y
reveal a bewilderingly complicated flow; as time goes on, smaller and
smaller scale features appear until the numerical method — a spectral
method keeping track of more than 100 million Fourier coefficients —
is unable to resolve them. Another set of calcinations by Orszag employs
the Taylor series in time, up to order 88, summed in a cunning fashion
to elude singularities in the complex «-plane; the features revealed in the
two calculations are similar.
Another set of calculations, not nearly so machine-intensive as Orszag's has been performed by Chorin, see e.g. [8]. He considers an initial
value problem, periodic in space, where vorticity is initially confined to
a narrow, slightly crooked tube. The basic variable is vorticity, and the
calculation takes into account that the vorticity is confined to the tube,
which stretches and twists with the flow. Using a number of bold simplifications the calculation is carried out long enough to indicate that after
a finite time the vortex tube will be stretched so thin that its Hausdorff dimension becomes ^2.5, a prediction of Mandelbrot's, [29]. Another
calculation by Chorin, employing a rescaling reminiscent of the renormalization group of physicists, leads to the same conclusion.
(ii) Hyperbolic systems of conservation laws and shock waves. A system
of n conservation laws in one space variable x and in t is of the form
Mt+fWx = <>>
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u(x, t) in Rn\ the system is strictly hyperbolic if the matrix Vf(u) has
real eigenvalues for every u in Rn.
The basic problem is the initial value problem: given u(x, 0) = uQ(œ),
show the existence of a solution u(oo91) for all t, in the class of discontinuous functions, satisfying the conservation law in the sense of distributions, and an entropy condition of the form

where s =s(u) is an entropy, g =g(u) entropy flux. The two satisfy
Vs Vf - Vé,
and s is required to be a convex function of u.
Numerical evidence indicates strongly that various difference schemes
for solving conservation laws converge; yet until recently no proof had
been given for systems with more than one state variable u. Similarly,
physics strongly suggests but mathematics had been unable to prove
that if u = u8(x, t) solves the viscous equation
«i+/(«)« = eI){u)xx,

fi

>0.

U(X, 0) = M0(x),

D an appropriate nxn viscosity matrix, then as e tends to 0, uB(x,t)
converges to a solution of the system of conservation laws that satisfies
an entropy condition.
This year Eon Di Perna [12], succeeded in proving such convergence
theorems for the equation governing the isentropic flow of a gas satisfying
a polytropic equation of state, with the artificial viscosity D == I. Among
the many ingredients are two beautiful general ideas of Tartar and Murat,
[36]. One is a characterization of strong convergence in terms of weak
convergence:
Suppose Uj(y) is a sequence of mappings from Rk to Rm, uniformly
bounded in L00; then there is a subsequence such that for every continuous function g in Rm the weak limits
•w-limg (u^y))
exists. These limits can be represented as

Jg(u)dvy(u),
where vv is a probability measure in Rm parametrized by y in Rm. The
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subsequence Uj converges strongly if the measures vv have, for each y,
a single point as support.
The second idea is compensated compactness: Let Vj and tty be two
sequences of mappings from Rk to Rkm, if both converge weakly in the L2
sense to v and w respectively, and if div^- and curl to, lie in compact sets
in the fi^J topology, then
lim f Vj'Wjdy =

jvwdy.

Tartar himself has used these ideas to prove the convergence of viscous
solutions for scalar conservation laws; Di Perna has shown how to
use them for systems with two variables.
Very little is known about existence of discontinuous solutions in
more than one space variable; even short time results are of recent origin,
see A. Majda's report to this Congress. Tet numerical calculations, done
with care and ingenuity, see e.g. Oolella and Woodward, [10], converge
and give solutions consistent with experiements.
In one-space dimension we know, at least for simple systems, that
shock formation and interaction severely limit the amount of information
that a one-dimensional flow field can contain. Something similar must be
true in higher dimension, but the mechanism causing it is not understood.
In his report to this Congress, S. Klainerman will describe some recent
results on long term existence of regular solutions of the initial' value
problem for non-linear hyperbolic equations in several space variables.
The question of uniqueness, subject to an entropy condition, is not
satisfactorily settled even in one-space dimension, not even for the equation
of compressible flow, in spite of the important pioneering work of Oleinik,
and more recent work of Di Perna.
There are intriguing open problems concerning stationary transonic
flows around given contours, with volocity prescribed at infinity. An
ingenious method of Garabedian yields large families of aero-dynamically
interesting smooth flows, but a basic theorem of Morawetz shows that
for a generic contour no shockless flow exists. The basic problem is to
prove the existence of a flow, with shocks, and to prove its uniqueness.
Eecent numerical calculations of A. Jameson indicate that in the potential
flow of approximation there may be many solutions.
{iii) Completely integratile systems. This chapter in mathematics, barely 15
years old, continues to fascinate analysts and algebraists, as well as physicists. The effort has been truly international, and has paid off in the
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discovery of new completely integrable systems, many of physical interst,
.some containing two space variables, see Ablowitz and Fokas, [2], and
JSakharov's report to this Congress. The algebraic classification of these
systems has progressed, see van Moerbeke's report to this Congress, and
new connections with other branches of mathematics and physics have
been found, such as the r-function of Sato, Miwa and Jimbo, [33], see
-Sato's and Takhtajan's reports to this Congress. Three books have appeared recently on solitons and scattering theory [1], [7] and [41], and the
work of Beals and Coifman, [4]. The speaker will restrict his remarks
~fco a few scattered comments on the analytic side of the matter.
(a) Solutions of completely integrable partial differential equations
lie on infinite-dimensional tori. Numerical experiments with such equations, see e.g. [22], furnish numerical approximations that appear to lie
•on tori, necessarily finite-dimensional. This indicates that some infinitedimensional analogue of the KAM theory might be true; no such result
is known.
(b) The sine-Gordon equation
uu-uxx+smu

=0

l a s explicit solutions

,'
r m
u(x, t)%= —4arctan —j==|_|/l__m2

sW(l-m2«)cosh ma?

m< 1

that decay exponentially in a? as |a?|->oo and are periodic in time. If the
function sinw is replaced by g(u), Ooron [11] has shown that no such
solution can exist when the time period T is < 27c/gr'(0); Ooron and Brezis
•conjecture that there are no such periodic solutions of any period, except
for very special functions g.
(c) The explicit solution of the initial value problem for the KdV
equation
Ut--&UUx+e*Uœxx^0,

u(x, 0) <= u(x)
in terms of the scattering transform makes it possible to determine explieitely the limit of the solution u(œ, t, e) as e->0. This rather interesting
limit is described in Section 3.
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These altogether too brief remarks on nonlinear PDE were confined
mostly to problems arising in mathematical physics; it is the richest
source of such material, but not the only one: geometry is another, see
S. T. Tau's report to the Helsinki Congress [39]. The speaker has neither
the knowledge nor the time to report on progress in this very active areain the last five years, but he cannot resist mentioning the very recent
demonstration by Wente, Steffen, Struwe and Brezis and Coron of the
existence of two surfaces of constant mean curvature spanning a prescribed plane curve, not too large; the proof is a marvel of subtlety,.
see Ambrosetti's report to this Congress.
There hasn't even been enough time to mention all the subjects in
mathematical physics that have been traditionally, but especially in
the recent past, rich sources of problems in nonlinear PDE: elasticity
theory, see Ball's report to this Congress, electromagnetic theory and,.
more recently, magnetohydrodynamics. Two topics which need more
help from mathematicians than they are getting now are multiphase
flow and combustion, see e.g. [9] and [28]. In both it is of great importance to understand the nature of turbulent regimes; but in multiphase
flow, as in aero- and hydrodynamics, turbulence is detrimental; in combustion it is beneficial since it promotes the mixing of fuel and oxydizer.
On the other hand Shockwaves are detrimental for combustion, since
they produce entropy which decreases the efficiency of conversion of
heat into mechanical energy.
2. The Laplace-Beltrami operator on complete Riemannian manifoldswith constant negative sectional curvature
In a series of papers, [24]-[27], E. S. Phillips and the speaker have analysed, fairly completely, the spectral properties of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on manifolds F as above in the case when F has infinite volume
and is geometrically finite. This extends to all dimensions the previous
work of Patterson, [32], in the case n = 2, and allows F to have cusps
of all kinds.
The universal cover of F is hyperbolic space Hn; F itself can be identified with the quotient Hn/r9 r a discrete subgroup of isometries of Hn.
More concretely F can be identified with a fundamental polyhedron F
of Hn mod R Conversely, if J1 is a discrete subgroup of the g^oup of all
isometries, then BtJF = F is a complete Biemannian manifold with
constant negative sectorial curvature; if F contains elliptic elements, F
has harmless singularities along submanifolds.
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We shall use the Poincaré model for Hn9 i.e. the upper half-space
(x, y), x in Rn~l, y > 0, equipped with the metric

The set of points at infinity, (ß9 0), oo, is denoted by B.
The LP norm and Dirichlet integral, invariant under isometries of
Hu, will be denoted by E(u) and D(u):

*(*) = / l * , l - ^ >

-»(«0 = J(KI2+KI2)- r

The invariant Laplace-Beltrami operator L0 is defined in terms of these
quadratic forms:
S(u,L0v) =T—JD(u,v)
for all 0JJ0 functions^ and v,
L0

=y*(A+dy*)-(n-2)ydy,

where A = ^dx2 is the Euclidean Laplace operator. Using the Friedrichs
extension, L0 can be made into a nonpositive self-adjoint operator with
respect to S.
Similarly we denote the Z2 and Dirichlet integrals over F by SF(u)
and BF(u)\ here u is any ÜJJ0 automorphic function with respect to a given
discrete subgroup T of isometries, and JF is a fundamental polyhedron
for F. In what follows we assume that F has a finite number of sides, i.e.
that r is geometrically finite.
Discrete subgroups can be classified by the geometric properties of
their fundamental polyhedra F into the following classes :
(i) JF is compact,
(ii) JF is noncompact but has finite volume:
V(F) « f

dxäy
=— < <*>>

(iii) JF has infinite volume.
The spectral properties of L0 are sharply different in these cases.
In case (i) it follows by standard elliptic theory that the spectrum
of L0 is standard discrete, i.e. pure point spectrum accumulating only
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at —• oo. The present work is concerned mainly with case (iii); our resultsare:
(a) L0 has absolutely continuous spectrum of infinite multiplicityin ( - 0 0 , - i ( ^ - l ) 2 ) (b) L0 has at most a finite number of point eigenvalues, all located
in the interval (—%(n—l)2, O).
(c) L0 has no singular spectrum; even the point spectrum may be
empty. However, Beardon and Sullivan [35] have shown that if JF contains
a cusp of highest rank, then there is at least one point eigenvalue. We
have a new proof of this result, Theorem 6.4 in [26].
Jßfrgensen, [20] has constructed interesting examples of groups of
isometries of Jff3 whose fundamental polyhedron has infinitely many
sides. For these, Epstein, [13], has shown that L0 has infinite-dimensionaî
spectrum in (—1,0).
Case (ii) is a curious mixture of (i) and (iii): L0 has absolutely continuous spectrum in ( — 00, —i(w—I)2)? but only of finite multiplicity^.
which is equal to the number of cusps. There is no singular spectrum but
there may be point spectrum, accumulating at —00. In many special
cases it is known that this point spectrum is ample. In the general case,,
Selberg has established a relation between the density of the point spectrum
and the winding number of the determinant of the scattering matrix;,
see also pages 205-216 of [24]. To give an absolute estimate of the number
of point eigenvalues remains a challenging open problem.
We return now to case (iii). Earlier studies of the continuous spectrum
of L0 proceeded by constructing explicitly a spectral representation of L09\
the generalized eigenfunctions of L0 entering this spectral representation
are Eisenstein series, constructed by analytic continuation.
Our approach is entirely different; it is applicable to representing
operators whose continuous spectrum has uniform multiplicity on the whole
line. Let A be an anti-self-adjoint operator whose spectrum is of uniform
multiplicity on the whole imaginary axis. Then the spectral representation
for A can be thought of as representing the underlying Hilbert space JEC
by L2(R,N), N some auxiliary Hilbert space whose dimension equals
the multiplicity of the spectrum of A.
Each / in S is represented by an L2 function K(a), a in R, the values
of K lying in JT. Since A is anti-self-adjoint, Af is represented by ioK(a).
Denote U(t) the unitary group whose generator is A: JJ(t) = expL4.
Then
U(t)f^eiaiK(a).
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The Fourier transform of this representation with respect to a gives
another representation of E by L2(R, N), where each / in JET is represented
by
jMfc(s),

h =K.

Then
Af++-^Jc(s)
and
U(t)f*+1c(s-t),

U(t) = expU.

This is called translation representation.
'
Of course, conversely, the Fourier transform of a translation representation is a spectral representation.
We show now how to construct a translation representation for the
unitary group associated with the non-Euclidean wave equation
îtti-Lu

where

i=io +

=0,

m

Note that if (a), (b), (c) hold then, apart of the finite point spectrum, L
has continuous spectrum of uniform multiplicity on ( — 00, 0).
The group associated with the wave equation consists of the operators
mapping initial data into data at time t:
U(t): {^(0),^(0)}^{^(^),^(«)}.
The generator of U is
A{u, <ut} = {ut, uu} = {%t, Lu} = {u, ut) L
Note that A2 = j

0

J.

_L thus L having continuous spectrum of uniform

multiplicity on R_ is consistent with A having continuous spectrum of
uniform multiplicity on iR.
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Most properties of the non-Euclidean wave equation follow from
standard hyperbolic theory:
(i) The initial value problem is properly posed.
(ii) Signals propagate with speed < 1.
(iii) If the initial data are automorphic, so is the solution for all t.
(iv) Energy is conserved, where
E = E(ut)-E(u,

/w-l\2
I—— 1 E(u).

Lu) = E(ut)+D(u)-

Finally we have the special property
(v) For n odd the Huygens property holds, i.e. signals propagate
with speed = 1.
It is not hard to show by integration by parts that for 0£° data in Hn9
the energy F is positive. We denote by E the completion in the energy
norm of öjj° data. It follows from conservation of energy that U(t) is
unitary for the energy norm.
We define the Eadon transform of a function % in Hn by
u == f udS.
Here £(s,ß) is the horosphere centered at the point ß at oo, whose
distance from the origin is s. It is well known that
y\

n—1

Lu = e~

2

n—1

* d\e 2

8

u.

Now take the Eadon transform of the wave equation:
0 = utt-Lu = % - e

*~8 d2se~* u.

Introduce
u = e

2

v;

then
0 = vH-v„ = (S]+ds) (vt-vs),
from which it follows that vt —v8 is a function of s —f. We define now
B+{u,ut} =P(vt-vs)

=P(e s ô,-ô a e s û),
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P an appropriately chosen operator in s that commutes with translation.
JB+ is a translation representation of E for U(t), i.e.
(i) 22+{«C>, «*(*)} W = R+{u(0j,ut(0)}(s-t),
(ii) J(E+{u,ut})2dsdm(ß)
=E(u),
(iii) E+ maps E onto X 2 (ß, JB).
Of course (i) follows from the way JS+ was constructed; for (ii) and
(iii), see Theorem 3.4 [25] when n = 3 and P = cds.
We ton now to the automorphic case. Here energy, defined as before by
hi—l\2

FF(u) = EF(ut)+BF(u)-\——I

EF(u)9

is not necessarily positive. It was shown in Section 4 of [26] that one can,
add a quadratic function K(u) to the energy so that G(u) = FF(u) +K(u)
is positive, and that K is compact with respect to (?. It follows from this
that if FF is negative on a subspace, that subspace is finite-dimensional.
Since for ut = 0 the energy is —EF(u,Lu), it follows that the positive
spectrum of L consists of a finite number of eigenvalues. It can be further
shown, using the fact that JF contains full neighborhoods of points at oo,
that L has no negative eigenvalues, see Theorem 4.8 of [26]; this is a nonEuclidean version of a classical result of Bellich and Vekua.
It follows from the form FF = EF(ut)—EF(u, Lu) that if u is orthogonal to all the eigenfunctions of L, then FF^ 0. If u(0) and ut(0) are
both orthogonal to all the eigenfunctions it follows that so is u(t) for any t.
We denote this space of initial data by E0. Clearly Ec is invariant under
the solution operators UF(t) for the automorphic solutions of the wave
equation.
We define now a translation representation E j of E0 for the group
UF(t); it has J f + 1 components, M being the number of cusps of maximal
rank. The zeroth component of JB+ is B+, defined as before; each of the
remaining components are associated with cusps of maximal rank as
follows :
Map the cusp to the point oo, so that it has the form Fœ x(a, oo),
JFoo a fundamental polyhedron in Euclidean space of the parabolic subgroup keeping oo fixed. Since the cusp is of maximal rank, JFTO has finite
volume. Denote by u the mean value of u:

i
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Note that the integration is over a part of a horosphere centered at oo.
Now integrate the wave equation over JFTO:

/w-iVL
Introducing w = y^-W2 û and y = es as new variables we' obtain
w«-w 5 S = 0.

;

We now define the j t h component of the translation representation as
wt—ws, i.e.
ra+1

Bj+{u,ttt}

= e [e

2

n—1

ût — ds

2

s

ü).

In Part I of [27] we show that JBj is a partial translation representation
of Ec for the group TJF (t); in Part I I we prove the completeness of this
representation. JK+ is called the outgoing representation. One can define
quite analogously the incoming representation B^. The relation of the
two is the scattering operator SF, a notion introduced by Faddeev and
Pavlov [14]. As pointed out in Section 4 of [25], the scattering operator
is nontrivial already for the case of J 1 = id, i.e. for the translation representations Bs over all of Hn. This is in sharp contrast to the Euclidean case.
We wish to emphasize that the translation representations are constructed here in purely geometrical terms, i.e. in terms of integrals over horospheres.
3. The zero dispersion limit for the KdV equation
The equation in question is
Ut—6uux+e2u{exx = 0,
and the question under discussion is this: if the initial values of u are
fixed,
u(x, 0; s) = u(x),
how does the solution u(x, t-, s) behave as e tends to 0?
When we set e = 0 in the equation, we obtain the reduced equation
Uf-QuUx

s=s 0 .
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This equation has no solution for all t, only in the interval (Ç"1, t£),
tt = ( e i l a x « , ^ ) ) - 1 ;

Ç = (ßMmux(x))^,

here u(œ) is the initial value of u. It is reasonable to surmise t h a t for t
in (Ç, tff), w(a?,tf,e) tends as e-^0 to the solution of the reduced equation.
What happens when t lies outside this interval? Numerical experiments
indicate that over some part of the a?-axis, u(x, t, e) is oscillatory. As s
tends to 0, the amplitudes of these oscillations remain finite, their wavelengths are of order e. Clearly, if we can talk of a limiting behavior as s
tends to 0, this limit can exist only in the weak sense, e.g. in the sense
of distributions. This indeed is the case; the speaker and O. D. Levermore
have shown, [23], that u(x, t, s) tends in the sense of distribution to a limit
u, provided that the initial value u(x) is nonpositive and tends to zero
so fast that fxu(x)dx is finite. These papers show not only the existence
of a limit but give a fairly explicit formula for the limit u. For simplicity
we take the case when u(x) has a single minimum; then
«(»I*) =

dlQ*(x,t),

where
Q*(x,t) = Min

Q(ip',x,t).

Here Q is a quadratic functional of u:
4
Q(Vi <M) = — ( a ?v)

1

(LV,V)i

L the linear integral operator
Ly)(v) = — J log

V—fA

V+fl

y)(fi)d/A.

The functions admissible in the minimum problem are restricted to«
lie between 0 and <p, where y is defined in terms of the initial data as fol*
lows :
rjdy

"«'-H'fl.MiAr'

0<

"
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The function a appearing in the linear term in Q depends linearly on x and
t, and is defined as follows:
a(rj9x,t)

=rjX— àrjH — d+(rj),

where 0+(rç) is a function defined in terms of the inital data. Using the
KdV equation it follows that also u2(x91; s) has a limit u% in the distribution sense, and that
ut = 3u%.

Multiplying the KdV equation by u and rewriting the resulting equation
jis a conservation law shows that.

hm(^3+ffî2^)==î^
exists in the distribution sense, and that

Combining this with the explicitly form the u leads easily to the formulas

The minimum problem defining Q* is a so-called quadratic programming problem; it turns out that it can be solved explicitly. To see this
it is convenient to extend the functions ip admitted in the minimum
problem for all real rj as odd functions; as a result we may replace the
kernel of the operator L by logfy— p\. One can show that L is negative
definite, and that it is related to the Hilbert transform E as follows:
dnL = E.
We extend now ip to the upper half of the complex r\ plane as a harmonic
function that vanishes at oo; ^ can be regarded as the real part of an
analytic function of Hardy class. The variational condition for the minimum problem can be regarded as prescribing the real and imaginary parts
of the function on complementary subsets of the real axis; for details
we refer the reader to [23]. Suffice it here to say that the resulting formulas for u show:
(i) For t in (%, t}}9 u is a solution of the reduced equation, and that
in this time interval the convergence of u to u takes place not only in the
sense of distributions but for each t in the L2 sense in x
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(ii) For t outside the interval (Ç, t£), u can be described by Whitham's averaged equations, or by the more general equations of Flaschka,
Forest and McLaughlin based on multiphase averaging.
(iii) For t tending to oo, u decays like f"1; more precisely

*<•>*>-~h*[W7)+0{rl

)

for 0 < <s/t < ém, where m = max[—«(«)]. Outside this range ü(<c,t) is
0(r>).
The formula for u(x, P, e) is obtained from Gardner, Greene, Kruskal
and Miura's solution of the KdV equation by the scattering transform.
We trace carefully the manner in which this solution depends on e, and
show that as e tends to zero, it has a limit in the sense of distributions.
The nonpositivity of the inital data makes the GGKM solution of the KdV
equation particularly.simple. A more difficult case has been handled by
Venakides [40].
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V, P. MASLOV

Non-Standard Characteristics in
Asymptotical Problems

Introduction: Examples of non-standard characteristics. General problems
1. An example of the Klein-Gordon equation. If we asked a physicist
what Hamilton-Jacobi equation naturally corresponds to the KleinGordon equation
dt*

OX*

(m, o, h are physical constants), he would write of course the HamiltonJa'cobi equation

describing the free motion of a relativistic particle. But the mathematician
specializing in hyperbolic equations would write another Hamilton-Jacobi equation,

This equation is a characteristic equation in a standard mathematical
sense. Who is right?
The answer is: both the physicist and the mathematician are wrong
or, to say it more politely, both of them are right. The nature of the disagreement is easy to see. The physicist is looking for the semi-classical
asymptotics of the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation with respect
to the parameter ft. He sets this parameter to be small.
The mathematician is looking for the asymptotics with respect to
"smoothness". Namely, he looks for example for the solution of a problem
with singular initial data modulo differentiate functions.
[139]
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N

To obtain the characteristic equation (0.3) the mathematician substitutes in the Klein-Gordon equation a solution of the form
6 (0)q>o+06 (&)?!+...,

(0.3.1)

00

where 0 is the Heaviside function, 0 e G , tpi e C™. Then he puts the
coefficient by the main singularity equal to zero.
The physicist obtains the Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding
to the free motion of a relativistic particle by substituting in the KleinGordon equation the function q>exp(iSlh) (8 e G°°, tp e Ü™). Then h e
puts the coefficient by the main term in the resulting polynomial in ft
equal to zero.
The problem of constructing the semi-classical asymptotics can easily
be reduced to the problem of constructing the asymptotics with respect
to smoothness. Namely, consider the solution of the Klein-Gordon equation as a function of one more variable. This variable is our small parameter ft. Further, it is convenient to introduce A = 1/ft. Evidently, the
•asymptotical expansion of the solution u(x, t, X) of the Klein-Gordon equation is equivalent to the expansion with respect to smoothness of the function v(x, t, | ) , which is the Fourier transform with respect to X of the function u(x,t,k).
And we see, the function v(x,t, | ) satisfies the hyperbolic equation
dP

dx*

-mV—— = 0 .
di'

(0.4)

Indeed, by setting
v(x, t, £) = (2n)-ll2Je-mu(x,

t, 2)dX

and passing to the Fourier transform in (0.1), we obtain equation (0.4).
Uote that c in (0.1) and (0.4) may be a smooth function in x.
We search for the parametrix (0.4), i.e., the asymptotic expansion
-with respect to the smoothness of the solution of equation (0.4) with
initial data
3

®

=

ô(x-y)ô{i-ri),

in the form
J^l^.,0(ft(flj

f|1Fj

co,t)+\p\-*<p1(x, i,v9 œ,t)+

...)dp,

weherep = Q ^ , ^ ) are dual to the variables x, £,\p\ = Vpl+pl,v

=p1l\p\9
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But the Fourier transform property \p\ is considered as a large parameter.
Analogically to the previous procedure, as |#|->oo for 0(x, £, v, co, t)
we obtain the equation
(Ô0\2

tÔ0\2

»Jd0\2

Ä

By using the expansion of ô-îunction
ô(x-y)ô(Ç-ri)

1 c
= 2^-J exv(i\P\(v(®-y)+<o(S-y)))dp

we obtain the condition on 5>:
0\tt=Q

=v(x-y)+œ(Ç-ri).

Set
fP(a>, f, v, co,tf)= ßf(a>, f, v, *) +o)(f-»?),
where 8 is independent of |, ?; (such substitution is possible since equation
(0.5) is independent of |). Then the equation for 8 has the form

It is easy to see that for co2 = 1, i.e., when the asymptotics is constructed
with respect to the variable £ only, this equation coincides with (0.2).
Despite such evident correspondence between the semi-classical asymptotics and the asymptotics with respect to smoothness, they were studied
independently for a long time. In the middle of the sixties the method
of characteristics describing the asymptotics of solutions both with respect
to smoothness and to the parameter was expanded upon a wide class
of pseudodiffercntial and 7i-pseudodifferential operators (i.e., operators
with a small parameter ft by the derivatives).
Thus there exist two types of characteristics for equations with a small
parameter: for the so-called ft-differential equations and for more general
7&-pseudodifferential equations.
The characteristics of the first type describe asymptotical expansions
in terms of powers of this parameter. The characteristics of the second
type describe asymptotical expansions in terms of smoothness. It is natural
to pose for ft-pseudodifferential equations the problem of constructing
of such compound asymptotical expansions as would include asymptotical expansions both in terms of the parameter and in terms of smooth-
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ness. ^Tamely, the problem is to find solutions modulo functions simultaneously smooth and small. For the Klein-Gordon equation the characteristics corresponding to our problem are defined by a one-parametr family of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations (0.6) depending on the parameter
w2 e [ 0 , 1 ] (such an interval of variation of the parameter co* is the consequence of the equality v*+co* = 1 ) . For co = 0 these characteristics
coincide with the characteristics of the problem of construction asymptotics with respect to smoothness, and for co = 1 with that of the problem
of rapidly oscillating asymptotics.
The compound asymptotics and the family of characteristics corresponding to them play an essential role. For example, the compound asymptotics describe mathematically effects of the Oherenkov type, namely,
the phenomenon in with there is a domain of rapid oscillations (light
beaming) in the tail of a particle. The particle is described by the ô-functiom
This domain can be described exactly by a corresponding family of characteristics.
2. Systems of equations of crystal lattice oscillations and difference schemes.
Analogous compound asymptotics and corresponding characteristics can
be constructed for difference schemes and for systems of a large number
of ordinary differential equations.
Consider a simple example of such a system, namely, the atom oscillations in a one-dimensional crystal lattice with the step ft on the circle of
length 2-KTN = If h (N is the number of atoms):
c*
= jf(Vi-2^+Vi)»

n

=!>•.•,#.

(0.7)

Here un denotes the deviation of the w-th atom from the equilibrium state ?
Assume t h a t the circle radius rN remains finite where JF^l/ft is
a large number, and let us search for the asymptotical solution under
these assumptions.
Consider a smooth (27uriV)-periodic function u(x, t) taking the values
Uj at the lattice points. Equation (0.7) can be rewritten as follows:
\

d2u
-j^-

c*

=-j£lu(x+h9t)-2u(x,t)+u(x--h9t)'}.

The solution of this equation at the lattice points coincides with the
solution of (0.7) and is independent of the initial data outside the lattice
points.
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Using the identity
exp i I —*Ä—J w(#, t) = u(x+7i91)9
wliich can be verified by means of the Taylor expansion or by means of
the Fourier transform, we rewrite the latter equation in the form
ft2—^
0%

+4c2sin2(-iftJD)w = 0 ,

D ES — - .
ox

(0,8)

Even in this simplest case the family of characteristic equations appears
not to be standard (Maslov, 1965, [103]). It has the form
Iö8\2

A

c* . I co 88\

where the parameter co varies in the interval [0, 2TC]. This fact concerns
equation (0.7) but not equation (0.8), and it follows from the fact that
the characters of the discrete group, corresponding to the lattice 2izlolIT9
vary just in this interval.
In the three-dimensional case for the lattice corresponding to an Abelian discrete group the parameters in the characteristic equation vary
in the Brillouin zone (well known in the crystal theory [3], p. 100). If the
lattice corresponds to a non-Abelian group, then the parameters in the
eharacteristic equation may vary in some extraordinary domains.
Consider the simplest example of a finite-difference equation, namely,
the difference scheme
2
2
(0.10)
Ä - 2 ( < + i _ 2 < + < ^ _ o ft- «+1-2<+<_1),
which approximates the wave equation. The family ' of characteristic
equations for (0.10) has the form:
—

dt

±2a>~ 1 aiTC8m

HYITIH'

where the parameter co varies from 0 to 2n. These characteristics define
the spread zone of the oscillations for the so-called unity error, i.e., of the
oscillation of the solution, which at the initial moment is equal to unity
at a point of the net and is equal to zero at other points. First such characteristics for difference schemes were introduced in [106].
For the equations with constant coefficients the spread zone can be
calculated directly from the exact solution [146], [39],
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3 . General setting of the problem of asymptotics compound with respect
to smoothness and to the parameter. The problem of constructing
asymptotics with respect to smoothness or to the parameter can be regarded as follows : for a given pseudodifferential operator L: Bs->Bs_m in
the scale of the Sobolev spaces Ms an almost inverse operator BN such
that
LBN =1+QN
(0.11)
should be constructed. Here QN: ES->SS+N is a smoothing operator in
the problem of asymptotics with respect to smoothness, or a "small57
operator, namely \\QN\\B-+H =o(hN), in the problems on asymptotics
with respect to the parameter ft. For the compound asymptotics the operator QN is simultaneously a "small" and a smoothing one:

119*11^.+* = 0(h").
When the asymptotics is constructed, the initial equation is reduced to»
an integral equation of the second kind with a kernel which is not only
smooth but also small with respect to the parameter. This fact enables us t o
prove the existence theorem and to construct estimates of the solution
uniform with respect to the parameter. The compound asymptotics can
naturally be interpreted as the construction of an almost inverse operator
in the scale generated by a pair of commuting operators Ax = 1/ft (the
multiplication by the inverse of the parameter) and A2 = —idjdx = — ffl»
The Fourier ; transform with respect to X = 1/ft transfers this scale intothe usual Sobolev scale.
4. Compound asymptotics with respect to smoothness and the decrease
at infinity« More complicated situation arises when we construct asymptotics with respect to an w-tuple of non-commuting operators. For example,
for differential equations with growing coefficients, i.e., equations containing both the powers of the differentiation operator A2 = W and t h e
powers of the operator Ax = x it is natural to pose the following problem:
an almost inverse operator BN should be constructed such that the remainder QN in (0.11) not only is a smoothing operator but also transforms any
function from L2 into a function rapidly decreasing as x tends to infinity.
In this problem the characteristics are defined by an w-tuple of noncon^muting operators Ax and A2.
Consider the example
d*u

d*u

.
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The characteristics are defined "by means of the following family of
non-standard Hamilton-Jacobi equations (Maslov, 1973, [109]):
IdSV1 (dS\*

,„

7/

.

where co is a parameter varying from zero to one.
For general equations with growing coefficients analogous characteristics are constructed and the global asymptotic of the solution with
respect to smootheness and to the growth at infinity is obtained, i.e., an
almost inverse operator in the scale induced by the pair Ax, A2 is con-^
structed (Maslov, 1973, [109]; Maslov and Nazaikinskij, 1979, [117]).
5. The case of degenerate characteristics. In the same way, for equations
with singularities or with singular standard characteristics it is sometimes
possible to find appropriate self-adjoint operators A19 ..., An with respect
to which the non-standard characteristics of the equation are non-singulai\
Then it is possible to construct an almost inverse operator with respect1
to the scale generated by A$. The scale is given by the sequence of norms.

N|. = ||(l+J.ï+- +^i)a/l«*ll.
The operator BN almost inverse to the operator L, satisfies equation
(0.1), in which the remainder QN is a smoothing operator with respect
to the scale:
Wlls->s+JV <

oo.

The operator BN can be explicitly calculated in terms of functions of
non-commuting model operators A1} ..., An in the case where they define
a representation of a Lie algebra or a nilpotent algebra with nonlinear
commutation relations ([112], [64], [66]).
Even in the case of geometrically simplest characteristics, namely, forsome degenerating elliptic equations, this idea enables us to construct
almost inverse operators in the scale generated by the w-tuple of vector
fields Ax, ...9An which induce a nilpotent Lie algebra (Stein and Folland,
1974, [41]; and others [141], [140], [142], [43], [54]).
6. Example of an asymptotics in the case of characteristics with singular-*
ities. We show by means of the simplest example how the ideas discussed
above enable us to solve the problem of oscillating solutions for a hyper-*.
bolic equation with a singularity in the characteristics.
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Consider the problem for the following wave equation:
dt*

w

u\immQ = 0 ,

.

(0.12)

ut\tss0 = 0 ,

/ = exp ( y 80(x)\ <p0(x)9 8Q(x) = \x\*,
where o(x) e0°°(Bn), c(x)>6>09
<p0(x) eC?(Bn)9 <p0(0)^0. By the
Duhamel principle the solution of this problem is expressed in terms of
the solution of the Cauchy problem
d*v
- — — c*(x)Av = 0,

The standard scheme of constructing the asymptotic solution of the
above problem is the following: the solution is presented in the form
Gxp(i8fh)<p. Evidently the wave operator acts on the exponent as follows:
t2

- « / * r _ / _ t t - £ \ +c*(~iIiD)*\eislh<p

+

[
+fc

2

OS dm

88

dt dt

dx doe

[£ -+*]•

dz8

dq>
Y

dt*

"Ì
Y

J

Hence d80jdx = 0 for œ = 0, and the solution of the characteristics equation
Id8\2
Id8\2
is a non-smooth function at this point. Thus the standard scheme of
eonstructing the asymptotics with respect to the parameter cannot be
applied to this case.
It is evident that the characteristics of 'the wave equation corresponding to the asymptotics with respect to smoothness (parametrix) (0.11)
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have no singularities. Indeed, the equation is homogeneous in operators
iD; hence the bicharacteristics start from the sphere \p\ = 1 and the
singular point p = 0 drops out in this case. The asymptotics with respect
to smoothness enables us to represent the solution (0.12) in the form
u = (BN+rN)f where BN: JS8~^MS+1 is an explicitly calculated operator,
and rN: HS-+1IS+N is a smoothing operator. The operator rN in this example
transfers the right side to a function whose norm in the space Hs+N is
of order hnf2, since this function is a convolution of the exponent exp(i#/A)
with the (smooth) kernel of the operator rN. The other terms of the
asymptotics of function rNf with respect to h are obtained by means of
the solution of the wave equation with zero Oauchy data and smooth
right sides. This problem differs from the initial one in that the wave
operator should be inverted on a function uniformly smooth (non-oscillating) with respect to the small parameter. Such a solution can easily be
obtained by means of computer.
The accuracy of the approximation of the solution by the leading
term of the asymptotics depends on the type of the initial conditions.
For example, if 80(x) = |#|4 then the leading term BNf approximates
the solution modulo 0(ÄTC/4). Thus the estimate of the leading asymptotical term is connected with the individual initial condition. The leading
term BNf can asymptotically be represented in the form of an integral
whose integrand oscillates in the parameter h and has a singularity.
For example in case c = 1, n = 3 we have
B

Nf = -^

f

\x-^rl^V(m*ih)n(i)dè.

The leading term of the asymptotics in the case of variable coefficients
and an arbitrary dimension has the same properties.
This scheme is applicable to the case of a general operator equation
with characteristics non-singular with respect to an w-tuple of operators
and singular with respect to another w-tuple of operators.
Apparently, this scheme covers the results of Guillemin, Sternberg,
Uhlmann and others [37], [43], [44], [49], [50], [127], [5].
7. General setting of the problem of characteristics. We have considered
a number of simple examples which show that it is necessary to give
a general definition of characteristics. The main part of this general notion of characteristics is the possibility of connecting different areas in
physics and mathematics. Then the methods of one area can be applied
14 — Proceedings...
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in another. For example, it turns out that the following problems, apparently unconnected, are of the same mathematical nature: the behaviour
of the solutions of the equations of the dynamics of a viscous liquid far
ahead of the shock wave and large deviations in the theory of probabilities ;
the Oherenkov effect and the diffusion of unity error in a difference scheme ;
effects of dissociation of molecules and conical refraction in acoustics
and so on. These effects often involve difficulties, which arise in proving
the existence theorems for pseudodifferential equations.
First of all, in order to define characteristics, we need an w-tuple of
operators, namely, model operators with respect to which the asymptotics
is constructed. Further, the original equation should be expressed in terms
of those model operators. This procedure itself demands prehminary
investigation, namely, the construction of the calculus of non-commuting
operators.
In this paper I have no opportunity to give a general definition, since
it demands preliminary considerations. I prefer to show, by means of
simple but specific examples, the basic ideas which enable us to construct
the characteristics in a more general situation.
Part I. The non-standard characteristics of linear equations and equation
with non-local nonlinearity
1. Pseudodifferential operators with symbols and characteristics on arbitrary symplectic manifolds« Quantization conditions for coordinate-momenta. Consider the first generalization of the notion of characteristics.
We shall describe below the difficulty which arises in asymptotical problems for asymptotics in terms of the parameter. It also arises for compound asymptotics in terms of an w-tuple of operators. The phase space
for these problems is not necessarily a cotangent bundle of manifolds.
Even in the simplest example of the equations of oscillations of atoms
which we mentioned above the phase space is not a cotangent bundle.
In fact, the configuration space in this problem is a two-parameter family
of circles. This family depends on the continuous parameter & tending
to 0 and on the discrete parameter N9 which tends to infinity. Note that
the length of the circle is equal to Nh. The character arguments of the discrete group of shifts of the lattice vary from 0 to 2u9 and the space of
momenta is the unit radius circle. Thus, in this case the phase space is
a family of two-dimensional tori. The surface of the torus is obviously
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equal to 2ivN'7i', hence the following equality holds:

JLJV**.-

(Li)

Consider now a one-parameter family of tori. If the left-side expression
in the equality (1.1) is an integer, then it is possible to construct a calculus
of pseudodifferential operators; namely, with any symbol / which is a
smooth function on the torus one can associate an operator/ which is defined on functions on the circle 81 = 0 < x < 2nrN, so that the following
formulas hold: the commutation formula
[if gì = -iHf,g}+o(h2)

(1.2)

and the formula of the operator action on the exponent
e-Wf (4*1*9) =f(oo,ä8(a>))<p{a>) +
+ (v -ih)

OLK (a, «,, i ü
\dp

'

+

' dw

* _L IM. (B|
d8)\ v
2 dx \8p

'

7

Here curly brackets denote the Poisson brackets, cp is an arbitrary smooth
function on the circle, 8 is a real function on the circle which defines
a smooth curve p = d8(x) on the torus, and the estimate 0(7t*) in (1.3)
is in the norm L2.
As in the case of the Euclidean space the operators / will be called
A-pseudodifferential operators (with symbols on the torus). We shall use
the notation

Now to a symbol on the torus / = ö2sin2(jp/2) there corresponds an
Ä-pseudodifferential operator of the form
/ =c 2 sin 2 |4-D]Consider an equation with this operator
d*u

Ih \
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Denote by uk the value of the function u at the point x = Teh. Then we
can write

. - ./

ih d

\I

Thus equation (0.7), describing the oscillations of thè atom lattice on
a circle, is equivalent to the fe-pseudodifferential equation (1.4), whose
phase space is a torus satisfying condition (1.1).
ÎTow consider the general case: the family of symplectic manifolds
depending on a parameter ^, varying in a compact. It is convenient to
consider that the manifold is fixed, and that the symplectic structure
on it depends on the parameter p, (i.e., it is a closed non-degenerate 2-form
OP* or the Poisson bracket {..., ...} M ). We assume that for p, = /u,(h)
the following condition holds: over any two-dimensional cycle the integral of the symplectic form flM*» divided by 2-KTH coincides (modulo
integer numbers) with half of the value of the second Stiefel-Whitney
class, i.e.,
J L [fifa«)] = TF2(mod2#).

^X.5)

Tzh

Then with each smooth function/ on the phase manifold one can associate
an operator / , so that the commutation formula (1.2) (with the Poisson
bracket {..., ...}^(Ä))). holds and formula (1.3) holds locally (Karasev
and Maslov, 1981, [66], details in [67], [68], reproduced in [120], [124]).
Call equation (1.5) the quantization condition for coordinate-momenta.
The value \W2 in (1.2) will be called the vacuum correction. It is remarkable that condition (1.5) (with the zero vacuum correction W2 = 0)
arose already in the construction of a rather narrow class of pseudodifferential operators with locally linear in Q symbols, namely, the differential
operators of the first order (Kostant, 1970, [77]; Souriau, 1966-1970,
[149-151]). For the half-integer vacuum correction (there are important
examples, see e.g. [42]) within the framework of the first order operators,
condition (1.5/was obtained for the Eaehler manifolds (Ozyz, 1979, [23])
and in the case of general real manifolds (Hess, 1981, [55]).
By constructing the calculus of pseudodifferential operators on the
orbits of a compact Lie group condition (1.5) numerates the irreducible
representations of the group. Thus, the quantization of coordinate-momenta on the orbits coincides with the Weyl rule of integer major weights
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of irreducible representations (Borei and Hirzebruch, 1959, [16]; Kirillov,
1968, [74]). The vacuum correction is then equal to zero.
It should be noted that in general phase manifolds the quantization
condition for coordinate-momenta is a sufficient condition for the existence
of the canonical operator on Lagrangian submanifolds [68], This fact
enables us to apply to general phase manifolds the theory of global asymptotical solutions of 7i-pseudodifferential equations, which is constructed
in detail in B2n [103]. The ^characteristics of such 7&-pseudodifferential
operators belong to those phase manifolds on which the operator symbols
are given. The global calculus of ft-pseudodifferential operators can also
be defined on symplectic F-manifolds [67].
Note that in constructing the calculus of ordinary pseudodifferential
operators on an important class of homogeneous symplectic manifolds
(Boutet de Monvel and Guillemin, 1981, [18]) the quantization conditions
do not arise, see [68].
2. Electron terms. ]STow we consider the second generalization of the notion
of characteristics. Eecall that the characteristics equations for a hyperbolic system of equations of the first order are obtained from the characteristic matrix by equating its determinant to zero. In the same way we obtain
the characteristics for the systems of A-pseudodifferential equations
ih

du
Ulf

/ h \
\-L\x,-rD\u
\

%

xeBn.

= 0,

(1.5.1)

J

Here u = (%,..., um) and the symbol L(x,p) denotes a smooth matrixvalued function, diagonalized by a smooth transformation. The equations
of characteristics for system (1.5.1) are defined by the eigenvalues X3-(x, p),
j = 1 , . . . , I (I < m) of the matrix L(x,p) and have the form
d8

t

d8\

^

.

H

It is natural to pass from the finite-dimensional space, where the symbol
L(x,p) acts to an infinite-dimensional space, which results in equations
with the operator-valued symbol L(x,p). If the spectrum of the operator
L(x,p) is discrete and its eigenvalues have constant multiplicity, the
asymptotical solution is constructed as in the finite-dimensional case
(Maslov, 1965, [103], [104]). In this case the equations of characteristics
are defined in the same way as the equations of characteristics for systems.
They have the form of equations (1.5.2), but the functions Xj(x,p) are
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now the eigenvalues of the operator L(x, p). If the spectrum of the operator
L(œ,p) is continuous, then the equations of characteristics are defined by
the poles of the analytical continuation of its resolvent which are closest to
the real axis. This fact, is used in the collision theory and in the theory
of the decay of nuclei (the Gamov theory). Since the poles are complex,
the characteristics are also complex in this case.
The eigenvalues Xj(x9p) of the symbol of the A-pseudodifferential
operator are called terms or effective Hamiltonians in physical literature.
As an example consider the problem of interaction of heavy and light
particles (the nuclei and the electrons). This problem is studied in the
quantum theory of molecules and in the theory of collisions. I n this case
the small parameter appears in the Schrödinger equation only at the
derivative corresponding to heavy particles. I n the simplest one-dimensional model the equation is
3w
d*w d*v>

The operator-valued symbol has the form
£(x9p)

=j,a-_+7(0,y).

Its eigenvalues (the electron terms) define the characteristics which
describe the motion of heavy particles along the classical paths in the field
generated by the light quantum particles.
The concept of equations with operator-valued symbols has a general
character and can be used, in particular, to obtain the characteristics
and the corresponding asymptotical expansions in terms of "smoothness".
Examples of such characteristics are given by Grushin, 1972, [46], [47],
and, in fact, by Boutet de Monvel and Guillemin, 1981, [18], and by
Guillemin and Sternberg, 1979, [49].
It should be noted, that this general concept allows us to connect
problems which seem, on the surface, absolutely different. For example,
physicists' papers on the problem of predissociation of molecules with the
intersection of electron terms helped Kucherenko, 1974, [84] in constructing the parametrix for non-strictly hyperbolic equations.
3. Pseudodifferential operators with complex characteristics. Global asymptotics. Now consider the third generalization of the notion o£ characteristics. Difference schemes and Markovian chains can now be represented
as A-pseudodifferential equations. Then it is possible to obtain their
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characteristics. ÎTote that the equations of characteristics are complex
for Markovian chains, non-symmetric difference schemes, equations of
the principal type, and also for the problems of the decay of nuclei mentioned above. Por example, the simplest difference scheme ^l+1— u"
r
= Y (ui+i~~ui) o n *^e circle (r is the step m t, and h is the step on the
ii

circle), represented in the form of an ^-pseudodifferential operator

leads directly to the complex character}sties equation
dS

„I

d8\

Ä

where co G [0, 2TC] is the parameter (see equation (0.9)), and
H(co,p) = - — l n ( l + a [ e x p ( ^ ) ~ l ] )
is a complex-valued Hamilton function with the non-positive imaginary
part. The equations describing processes with absorption lead to complex
characteristic equations with analogical properties.
Complex solutions of real analytical equations of characteristics were
considered in the famous paper by Leray, Gärding and Kotake, 1964,
[96], in connection with the study of the singularities of non-analytical
solutions of partial differential equations. In physical literature complex
solutions of real analytical Hamjlton-Jacobi equations and of the Hamilton system were used long ago (Keller, 1956, in the problem of reflection
[70]; Maslov, 1963, in the problem of scattering [102]; Kravzov, 1967,
in the analogous problem of refraction [81], and others). This approach
encountered essential difficulties which arise in obtaining analytical
solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and choosing the right branch
of the multi-valued solution. These difficulties were avoided when the
problem was solved modulo 0(7^) (or modulo n times differentiable
functions) with the help of constructions based on the following simple
idea. Let the asymptotical solution have the form Gx.-p\T8(x)\ cp(x),
where I m # > 0 (which is necessary for the boundedness of the solution
as A->+0). It is clear that the values of the functions 8 and cp in the domain I m # > ò > 0 are not essential, since the solution in this domain
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vanishes with the accuracy considered. Then the imaginary part of the
function 8 acts as an additional small parameter which follows from the
estimate:
{TmS)yexp(ilrlS) = 0 ( F ) .
Thus one can construct asymptotical analogues of the analytic Hamiltonian formalism, in which analyticity is reduced by almost cmalyticity,
namely, it is required that the Gauchy-Biemcmn conditions should be satisfied mod ((Im8)N).
This idea was used in [108] heuristically in the theory of the complex
germ. Almost analytical formalism is also based directly on this idea.
It was also used by Treves in [154] to construct the parametrix of the
equation of the principal type.
Since 1965, [103], the n-diménsional submanifolds of the phase space
B%xB%, which annihilate the symplectic form, have been the basic geometrical construction in the theory of characteristics. The author called
them Lagrangian manifolds.
The geometrical basis of almost analytical formalism is the notion
of the analytical Lagrangian manifold. It is locally a 2^-dimensional
real submanifold in the complex phase space G2n = Bin. This approach
is close to the analytical theory and has theoretical harmony.
The main geometrical construction in another approach is the "Lagrangian manifold with the complex germ". The structure of the complex
germ is given on an ^-dimensional real manifold A which is "almost Lagrangian" by means of imbedding into the complex phase space GQ X0™.
This means that on A a non-negative function JO (called the dissipation)
and the function W satisfying the condition dW = PdQ+0(D) are given.
The dissipation condition is assumed to be satisfied. This means that
the planes tangent to A are <7-Lagrangian on the zero set of dissipation ;
namely, they are real-similar, they annihilate the form dPA dQ and satisfy
the positivity condition Im(Pagf, Qag) > 0, Vg e Gn, where a = (a19 ...,an)
are the coordinates on the plane.
The advantage of the theory of the complex germ over the almost
analytical theory is the following. Asymptotical formulas obtained by
means of the complex germ are more constractive and simpler. For
example, for the construction of the global asymptotics of an Ä-pseudodifferential equation of the first order it is sufficient to solve only the
Hamilton system and the system in variations,
Namely, let M(x,p) be a smooth complex-valued Hamilton function
corresponding to the asymptotical problem, ffl = Eejff, Ë = Imfl" < 0*
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To construct the asymptotics in the theory of the complex germ the
(real) Hamilton system and the system of equations in variations should
be solved:

è = jf^z +
W =

œ^w+iËz,

—jPgQë—jfpyW—iËp.

Almost analytical formalism and the theory of the complex germ enable
us to construct global asymptotical solutions of the problems mentioned
above and to obtain simpler formulas by using additionally only the
solution of system in variations. The last fact is essential for constructing
the asymptotics of solutions of stationary problems (Maslov, 1977, [113]).
Thus the asymptotics of some concrete quantum-mechanical spectrum
were obtained [113], [32].
Analogous spectral series were obtained by the method of model
problems for the Laplace equation on a Biemann manifold (see Babich
and Buldirev, 1972, [6]; Lazutkin, 1969, [92]).
The theory of the complex germ permitted the construction of a complete system of semi-classical coherent states for the Schrödinger operator,
the Klein-Gordon operator, and the Dirac operator (Bagrov, Belov,
and Ternov, 1982, [8], [7]).
I call asymptotic formulae obtained by means of the theory of the
complex germ additive asymptotical formulae. They have the form y>
= ip0+O(hN), where VJ is the exact solution and ip0 is the asymptotical
one. Such asymptotical formulae in the diffraction theory describe only
the domain of partial shadow. In the theory of probabilities they describe
only normal deviations.
Distinct from additive asymptotical formulae, multiplicative formulae
have the form ip = ip0(l+O(hN)) and describe in the diffraction theory
the whole domain of shadow. In the theory of probabilities they describe
large deviations.
The difference between these two situations can be shown by means
of the following trivial example: the multiplicative asymptotical formula
of the function exp {( —x2 —a?4) jh} is the function itself but the additive
asymptotical formula for this function has the form ex-p{—x*jh}+0(h)
as the following condition holds:
Max(a?4exp{—œ2/^}) = (2h/e)*,

and so on.
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4 . Problems of the logarithmic asymptotics of the solution. The class of
equations of the tunnel type. Instanton as the logarithmic limit.
4.1. liquations of the tunnel type. Now we consider the fourth generalization of the notion of characteristics. Equations whose solutions
do not oscillate at all, but only damp, are of great importance. We call
such equations tunnel equations. The asymptotical formulas for the
solutions of such equations are also constructed with the help of characteristics, but the latter are obtained in another way, which is the result
ot the general definition of characteristics.
Compare the characteristics of equations with rapidly oscillating
solutions and those of equations with rapidly damping solutions. For
this purpose we consider the Schrödinger equation and a parabolic equation. They are very similar. On the left we write the Schrödinger equation
with a small parameter h and its solution, on the right we write the parabolic equation, which also has a small parameter h.
Schrödinger equation

Parabolic equation

dw

du

d*w

d*u

The Green function for V{œ) = 0 The Green function for V(oo) = 0
has the form
has the form

V*o»-i)n

i

r (œ-s)n

Vémth
As 7&->0, the function y>0 rapidly oscillates and the function uQ rapidly
damps without oscillations. For V(x) e OJj0 a n < i ^ o r small t the asymptotics
•of the Green function for the Schrödinger equation has the form:

Sphere the function 8(se, f, t) satisfies the ^-characteristic equation
88

IdSV

„,, %
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The asymptotics of the Green function for the parabolic equation as
fo-+0 has the form

V2nh r I

a»af

|

*L

*

J1

'

where the function #1(0, £,t) satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
dSt

Id8'2

dt +(-ärJ- 7 w -°-

It is natural to consider the last equation as the equation of characteristics
for the asymptotical problems corresponding to the parabolic equation.
STote the following. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation corresponding
to the Schrödinger equation has a physical sense. Moreover, for the problem
which is described by the Schrödinger equation with a small parameter h
this equation was considered earlier, since it describes the classical motion
of a particle. The physical sense of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is not
clear, but the solution u of the parabolic equation has a remarkable property: there exists a limit
lim Ainu = —/Sj. (x, £,t).
The global asymptotics of the parabolic equation in the multidimensional
case was constructed by Maslov in 1965, [103]. For an important class
of equations which are connected with the probability problems the
logarithmic limits of the solutions were first obtained in the outstanding
papers of Varadhan, 1966, [157]; 1967, [158]; and Borovkov, 1967, [17].
The global asymptotics for the heat conduction equation with varying
coefficients in degenerated case was constructed by Molchanov, 1975,
[130], Kifer, 1976, [73], Maslov and Ohebotarev [20].
General systems of equations with this property were published by
the present author as late as 1981, [121], though the term "tunnel equations" had been introduced in 1965 in "The perturbations theory and
asymptotical methods". In the preface to that book the author promised
to devote his next work to these equations. However, he has not done
eo. He has abandoned this theme, considering the class of tunnel equations to be too narrow. It is difficult to invent examples of systems of
equations which would belong to this class, besides the parabolic equations, which are the only equations in the class of differential equations
containing the derivative of the first order with respect to time. Then it
turned out that the narrowness is not a defect of this class but on the
contrary, its advantage, since it absorbs, from among all the possible
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Hamiltonians, the right physical models. Probably, the only A-pseudodifferential (not differential) equation of the first order with respect t a
time which belongs to this class is the general integro-differential Kolmogorov equation in the theory of probabilities.
We give the tunnel conditions in the case of systems of A-pseudodifferential equations of the form
du
I
d
\
h— = J . \—h—-,x,t\u.
(1.6)
9
dt
\
3a ' /
Here A(p,x, t) is a (2w+l)-parametric mxm matrix-valued function
whose elements are entire functions of the argument p and smooth functions in x and t. Denote by Ma(p,x,t),a^m
the eigenvalues (Hamiltonians) of the matrix A(p, x, t).
DEETNITIOW. A system is called a system of the tunnel type if all its
Hamiltonians Ma have constant multiplicity as p eBn\{0},
te[0,T}
and satisfy the following conditions:
(1) for t e [0, T], x eB%, p e 0 % \ { Q E e ^ = 0} the function &(p, x, t)
depends regularly on its argument p,
(2) m.BJx'BeS(p+irj,x,t)
= H(p,x,t),

\p\ # 0 ,

n

(3) the Lagrangian L is equal to (p, 3p(p, x, t)y—S(p, x, t) > 0,
(4) det\\Hpp(p, x, t)\\ ^ 0 for \p\ < oo.
These conditions are valid for the linearized Navier-Stokes system with
small viscosity, for systems of equations arising in the theory of plasma,,
in magnetic hydrodynamics (e.g., see [87]), in the theory of elasticity,.
for the Boltzmann equation, for systems of the Semenov equations (e.g.?
see [145]), of the chain reaction, for the equation of drop coagulation
(e.g., see [71]).
As an example we consider the equation which describes the Poycht
model in the theory of elasticity:
d*u
dt*

^ d*u
, d3u
E dx* hh dx*dtd,

where E = E(x) ^ 0 is a smooth function, and h > 0 is a small parameter»
To this system correspond the following Hamiltonians :
-rr

P*

IP*

.A 1 ''

The verification of the tunnel conditions for these Hamiltonians requires
hard calculations.
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4.2. Construction of the asymptotics of the solution at focal points. The
-construction of the asymptotics of the Green function near the focal
points for the equation of the tunnel type (1.6) is analogous to the corresponding construction for the oscillating solutions of A-pseudodifferential equations.
Consider this analogy in the case of the scalar equation ihd\dt
~ H(—ihdldx,x,t)ip. For simplicity, let trjH^ = 0. In this case the
.asymptotical Green function is constructed with the help of the canonical
•operator1 on the Lagrangian graph of the canonical transformation gln,
which corresponds to the shift along the trajectories of the Hamiltonian
M through time t. The canonical operator defines the projective representation K of the group of canonical transformations of the phase space B2n
in the space of functions asymptotical modO(7&2) on L2(Bn). This representation is characterized by the following properties:
(1) If g(£9Po)->(x,p) has no focal points, i.e., its Lagrangian graph
is diffeomorphically projected on the plane (f, x), then K(g) is an integral
operator with the kernel
(

-2nih)-nl2

d*8

1/2

d£dx

where 8(x, f) is the producing function,
(2) K(Sl®g2) = K(gi)®K(g2),
(3) f2 U, \ À K(g)fiU, JJD\ = 0, if ff(supp/1)n(supp/2) = 0.
v2
Denote Hx(p) = 5?—>
I<= { 1 , . . . , n}. If g is such a canonical transfer 2
formation that for some t > 0 and I c { 1 , . . . , n} the mapping g^g has
no focal points for T < t, then properties (1), (2) imply that K(g) has the
kernel
^T°(x, £) = r-7c/2(-27u*70"(w+ft)/2 f

:exp
1

d*8(£,y)

1/2

X

{~i( Ä ( l ^ ) + ^^ ( ^"^ ) 2 }^' (1'7)

In the same way the canonical operator is introduced in the general problem
of asymptotics with respect to smoothness (Maslov, 1965, [103]) and for the parametrise (Maslov, 1967, [105]; Duistermaat and Hörinander, 1972, [38]; Hörmander,
1971, [56]). In the last case the canonical operator is often called the integral Fourier
operator. Moreover, the canonical operator is defined on a Lagrangian manifold
[103], which enables us to solve stationary problems.
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where y$ = rjj for j e I, and yi = mi for j $ I, and 8(£, y) is the producingfunction of the mapping jgjflr. Property (3) imphes, that K(g) can be
represented as a zero-dimensional operator cocycle on the Lagrangian
graph Ag of the mapping g: to any open set Q a Ag corresponds a local
kernel ctQ(x, £), XAg = X9(x9 £). This fact and the statement given
below enable us to give the local version of formula (1.7).
LEMMA. Any point aeAg is non-singular with respect to the projection
on a coordinate plane {p0 = 0; xi = 0, i el*,pi = 0, i $1}. If the point
aeAg is non-singular with respect to nI9 then for sufficiently small % > 0*
the point gsla eA_T is non-singular with respect to the projection % on

the plane {p0 = 09p = 0 } .
Let the point aeAg be non-singular with respect to utj. Then for
a sufficiently small neighbourhood Û of the point a the formula is valid,,
which is analogous to (1.7) :

*"n(*, I) = T-W^izihr^^e*

f d*S{i'y) I1/2-X
dSdy

xexp{-^(#(|,#) + ^ J ^ ^

(1.8)

jel

for (x9 £) close to n(a). Here y$ = r\$ for jel and y$ = xû for j $ I ; <p is
a "cutting" function equal to unity near rc(ö£*(a)); 8(k9y) is a local
producing function of the mapping fojgr; T > 0 is sufficiently small and
the real number y is defined by the Maslov index on the manifold Ag.
In the construction of the canonical operator one can use, instead
of g^j9 other canonical transformations. In the original definition (Maslov,
1965, [103]) the rotation through an angle of 7c/2 with respect to some
of the coordinates were used, i.e., ##2, where Éj(x9p) = i^(c^+p2)^
Hj

iel

More general canonical transformations were used in [56].
Formula (1.8) presents the method of calculating the asymptotical
Green function
G(x9 S91) ™ X t (x, |)
for equation (1.6). In the neighbourhood of the point a we have
a 6 »- 1 (aj 0 f5 0 )

where Q(a) is a small neighbourhood of the point a<m At .
OH
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The asymptotics of the Green function for the tunnel equation (1.6)
is given by the same formula as (1.9), where in the expression (1.8) for
cfQ the parameter h should be changed into ih and the phase factor éy
should be omitted, the parameter r should be chosen so small as to keep
the function 8(%,y) positive. Then the sum (1.9) is taken only at the
points a = {ë0,Zy[y(0),y(0),Ql
xQ, Ly[y(t),y(tQ),t]} eB^PQtXtP, where
L is the Lagrangian corresponding to the Hamiltonian Jiï, and y(-) run&
over the set of solutions of the variational problem
t

JL(y,y9T)dr->mï9

y(0) = £, y(t) = x.

o

The construction described here gives the asymptotics of the Green function uniform in t in the domain 0 < ô < t < T. The asymptotical solution
which is uniform in t on [0, T] has an essentially more complicated form.
The proposed method permits minimizing the number of integrals at
the focal point.
In the problem of the asymptotics of the Green function the focal
points arise only in the case of equations with varying coefficients. Asan example consider the Markovian chain
{(&, j) eZ+ xZ9 t = M, x

=jh},

where ulx is the probability of the chain being at time t in the state x9
^,

,,

,,

Pi =**!.-*»

v

<P+W

1

cos20

= 4 +-5—>

,

x

1

sin20

*-(») = T + — 2 ~ '

The following ^-pseudodifferential equation corresponds to this Markovian chain:
eW«!* = {e~Wdxcp+(x) +euldxcp-(x)}u,
its Hamiltonian having the form
JS(x9p) =ln{<p+(x)ep+<p-(x)e~p}.
This Hamiltonian is of the tunnel type. The focal point for g*u arises at time
t = 711/3/2.

4.3. Asymptotics of solutions of stationary problems. An altered construction can be used to obtain the asymptotics of the solution of station-
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ary problems, e.g., of the stationary Schrödinger equation

I ~A+Vw)n

= ****>

{ia0)

where ipk = yjk(x) eL2(Bn) is the eigenfunction, Xh is the eigenvalue corresponding to ipk, and V(x) is a positive smooth function such that \V(x)\
->oo for |#|->oo. This function is called potential.
In such problems characteristics of a different type may arise. For
example, consider the Schrödinger equation for the quantum oscillator
/

h* d*

x*\

where h is the number of eigenfunction. To such numbers &->oo that
hh-^ijco = const as h->0 correspond the classical characteristics Ak:
{p*+o)2x* = 2Xk}9 i.e., the closed curves in the phase space. The values
of Xk close to g are determined by the quantum condition (27UÄ)"1/p dq
= Xkl(coh) = it+1/2 and the eigenfunctions ipk are asymptotically equal
to the canonical operator constructed on the curve Ak and applied to the
function equal to 1.
On the other hand, to the vacuum state (the state for ifc = 0 and Xk
= cohß) corresponds the eigenfunction ip0 = exp(—cü#a/2Ä), whose logarithmic limit is equal to S(x) = —lim&lnw0 = cox*/2. The function 8(x)
is the characteristic corresponding to the Hamiltonian S = p*\2—cû*x*\2
with the potential V(x) = — co*x*j2, which is the "inverted" with respect
to the classical potential V(x) = co*x*/2. Thus the function ip0 can be
written in the form

^0 = exp I - - - J pdxh
where (p, x) is the solution of the characteristics equation p*—co*x* = 0
X

distinguished by the condition fpdx^

0.

o

In the general case the exponential asymptotics of the eigenfunctions
corresponding to lower energetic states of the Schrödinger equation (1.10)
is defined by the characteristic equation with the Hamiltonian H(x,p)
= p*l2—V(x). This Hamiltonian differs from the known quantum Hamiltonian (1.10) in "turning over" the potential. If the potential V(x)
has some points £0, | 1 ? . . . , | ? of the global minimum, then the logarithmic
limit of the eigenfunction corresponding to the vacuum state is defined
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by the solution of the following variational problem:
f (g2/2~-7(g)âT->mininfin£,
J

Jc

t

l

I = {g « q(x), x G [0, *]| q(0) = fki q(t) = «}.
Let the potential V(x) have two points £0> £1 of the global minimum and
be a function symmetrical with respect to, for example, the plane {x± = 0,
x2 = 0,..., a?w__! « 0}. Then the two lower (vacuum) eigenvalues X0 and
Xx differ by a value exponentially small with respect to the parameter h
(whereas the distance between the eigenvalues is a value of the order h).
Note that for AX = Xx— X0 there exists a logarithmic limit
—UmhinAX = min f pdq9
7«->0

?

(1.11)

/

where I = {p = #(£), q = 2(2)} is the solution of the Hamilton system
q^p}

p^Vx(q)

satisfying the conditions
The trajectories I minimizing the integral in (1.11) correspond to the
so-called instantons. The role played by instantons in the splitting of
energetic levels of vacuum states is intensively studied in physical literature at present ([171], [164], [11]).
Note in conclusion that the tunnel canonical operator can be applied
as well in nonlinear problems to the Boltzmann equation in the case of
weak collisions, to large deviations, to the system of equations of gas
dynamics with small viscosity, to the asymptotics of the shock wave
running far ahead, and to some other problems. However, the formation
of this asymptotics involves great mathematical difficulties.
5. Characteristics and global asymptotics as Ä->0 for equations with nonlocal nonlinearity. Equations of the Ylasov type for the propagation of
wave fronts of oscillations. Bicharacteristics defining canonical transformations. Now we consider the fifth generalization of the notion of characteristics. We consider the characteristics of nonlinear Ä-pseudodifferential
equations. Unfortunately, the equations which describe them are usually
more complicated than the Hamilton-Jacobi equations. On the other
hand, they usually correspond to well-known physical problems, though
15 — Proceedings...
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physically these problems are sometimes not connected with the original
equations at all.
We first consider an important class of nonlinear equations of the
following form. Assume that the symbol of a linear Ä-pseudodifferential
operator depends on the solution of the given equation in some special
way. Namely, it depends only on the square of its module, to which some
linear smoothing operator has already been applied.
In this case the original symbol for a wide class of solutions has a limit
as h tends to zero.
Owing to this fact it is possible to solve the preliminary problem of
the propagation of the wave front of oscillations. This problem in the
linear situation is similar to the problem of the Hörmander wave front
for the singular solution. Then the global asymptotical solution can be
constructed with rather general initial data. As an example we consider
an analogue of the bicharacteristics system for the nonlinear Schrödinger
equation with non-local interaction:

**"«" = " T ^ - v / ^ - f l W M ) ! 1 « « ,

(1.12)

where x = (xu ..., xn), § = (£19..., £n)9 h->0. Here the bicharacteristics
are defined by the systems of partial integro-differential equations
x. p. t)
'*' '• = S(x,p,t),
dt

Q(x,p,0)

= x,

d ^ y ^ = ffK'[Q(w,p, t)-Q(i, V, t))f0(S, n)d^bh
5{x,p,0)=p,

s s

p=(pu...,Pn)i

Q

={Qi,---,Qn),

s

=< > ->> * » - ( ! - ' - I B '

where fQ is equal to the weak limit, as Ä—>0, of the expression

i.e., of the density of oscillation of the function y|<==0.

(1.13)
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It turns out that the solution of problem (1.13) defines the canonical
transformation g(t): (x, p)-+(Q,E). In this case the f u n c t i o n / o ^ ) " 1 ^ , p))
is a solution of the classical Ylasov equation for a self-consistent field
([111]). The solution asymptotics for the initial equation (1.12) can be
calculated by the formula
V> =-£(0(*))vl*-o>
where K is the canonical operator defined on the Lagrangian graph of
the canonical transformation g(t) (Maslov, 1976, [111], [115])* The asymptotics of the solutions of spectral problems for equations with integral
nonlinearities are also calculated by means of the canonical operator,
in particular the asymptotics of soliton-like solutions for the Ukawa and
Ohoqward equations (Karasev and Maslov, 1979, [64], [65]; Ohernykh,
1982, [21]). In the case of the Ukawa equation the calculation of the
characteristics is reduced to the classical Blodchett-Langinur equation
for the spherical diode ([89]). In the case of the one-dimensional Ohoquard
equation the characteristics are defined by the well-known Dowson ([25])
solution of the equation for the self-consistent field.
Such equations with non-local nonlinearity show in the most complicated physical situation the advantages of the general operator approach
to the characteristics. The second part of the book "Algebras with general
commutation relations and their applications" by Karasev, Maslov, and
Nazailinskii, published in 1979, is entirely devoted to the operator approach
to equations of this type.
We have followed all the basic paths of generalization of the notion
of characteristics. The general definition contains complex characteristics,
which in the case of pure oscillations or in the case of pure damping turn
to be real. In general case one can consider an operator-valued ^-dimensional symbol and the w-tuple of non-commuting operators, which should
be substituted into this symbol. Besides, the symbol may depend, generally speaking, on the solution itself, which results in a nonlinear
equation.
Note that the characteristics contain more information than the
asymptotical behaviour of the solution of this problem. Just as the classical characteristics, they help to classify the problems and to specify the
problem itself, which is absolutely necessary when we consider a new
area in mathematical physics. For example, they help a great deal in
problems of microelectronics, optical electronics and other problems arising
in the electronic computer construction.
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Part I I . Characteristics of nonlinear equations
1« Linear equations with rapidly oscillating coefficients. Nonlinear wave
equations whose characteristics are equations of the dynamics of gases.
Characteristics equations for nonlinear wave superposition are equations
of the dynamics of a gap mixture. I t is well known that the consideration
of linear problems with unsmooth coefficients may sometimes give a start
to proving the existence theorems for nonlinear equations. For example,
penetrating investigations made by Bony, 1981, [15] into problems of
the parametrix construction for pseudodifferential equations with an
unsmooth symbol led him to the existence theorems for nonlinear equations. The parametrix for the problem with unsmooth coefficients is
closely connected with the problem of asymptotics for pseudodifferential
equations with rapidly oscillating symbols. The solution of the last problem is evidently an important phase in t h e investigation of oscillating
solutions of t h e semi-linear equations. There is no doubt that delicate
methods used by Bakhvalov, 1974, [9], De Giorgi and Spagnolo, 1973,
[26], Lions, 1980, [98], Oleinik and others ([15], [84], [104], [79]) in
problems of equations with rapidly oscillating coefficients will be used
in problems of semi-linear equations with a parameter. Here we consider
in the most general way the analogy between these two groups of problems.
First we deal with t h e solution asymptotics of the equations with
rapidly oscillating coefficients. For example, consider t h e Schrödinger
equation with the rapidly oscillating potential
dip

h* d*y)

dt

[2 dx*

/«^(ff)

0Ax)

\

where ^ G ö M , V(X±, . . . , xl9 x) eö 0 0 and V is 27r-periodic with respect
to the variables r = (x19..., rz). The solution of (2.1) can be represented
in the form
^TTlOx(x)
0Ax)
A
V = = T F
(2 2)
( Ä * ' - ' A " '*>*'*)'
'
where W(ri9..., xl9 x, t, h) is a 2rc-periodical function with respect to
its first arguments which, generaly speaking, depends irregularly on h
and satisfies the equation:

«Ä-(^.-.|^^)Vy t .„...^^. <M>
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It is an ^-differential equation with the operator-valued symbol, since
the small parameter appears by the derivatives with respect to part
of the arguments (such equations were considered in Part II.2). The symbol
of this equation is the operator

Z(x,p)^\p^2J'-^^)+V(xi,...,xl,x),
which is defined on the torus Tl for fixed x, p.
For example, let H(x,p) be the one-tuple eigenvalue of this operator
and let %(x,p, xt,..., Tj) be the eigenfunction corresponding to it. Then
the expression

W{gH)o%\(o,-Bjr1,...9x\^(x)\
L

\

*

/

j
J|r7— &j{x)lh

where ip0 e ö~ is the solution asymptotics for the initial equation (2.1).
The problem of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operator L(x, p)
was essentially simplified by Novikov, 1974, [133], and others ([59],
[36]) in the case where the gradients of the phase 019 @2, ..., 0l are
colinear and the function co = 7 ^

d0!
dx ,y

d02
dx

,...,j]

dx

, x\ is

the finite gap potential of the operator —dzldrj*+co for every x. Then
the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of the operator L(x9p) can be
expressed in terms of the Eiemann 0-function, and the solution asymptotics for the initial equation (2.1) has a beautiful geometrical interpretation.
Nonlinear equations with small dispersion also have rapidly oscillating solutions analogous to (2.2) (Whitham, 1965, .[165], [166]). Such
equations include, in particular, the nonlinear wave equation h*(d*u/dt2 —
~Au)+g(u,x) = 0 , the Korteweg-de Vries equation and others. The
difference from the linear case is that the functions 0j (phases) in (2.2)
are not given in advance, as can be shown on the example of the following equation:
I d*u
\
h* ( — - -Au\ +a(x)Bku = 0,

œ e B*9

a E G°°.

(2.4)

The function
u

-,[°ap.,.,u>)

(2.5)
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(8 eG™,f(%,x, t,h) e<7°° is a 27r-periodic function with respect to the
argument T) is the solution of (2.4) if
ft dB d

3f

rd8 d

d~\2)

m

Differing from the linear case, the asymptotical solution / of equation
(2.6) is regular with respect to the parameter h and hence, the leading
term f(x, x, t, 0) satisfies equation (2.6) (ordinary with respect to the
argument r) for h = 0. The function 8(x,t) and two "constants" of
integration (which are functions in variables x, t), on which the function
f(r, x,t,0) depends, can be obtained from the 27c-periodicity conditions
with respect to the argument x for the functions f(x, x, t9 0) and ——(x, x9
dh

t, 0). These conditions lead to the "clutched" system of equations, which
is equivalent to a system of relativistic hydromechanics equations without
whirls [107]. The asymptotical rapidly oscillating solutions and the corresponding equations of characteristics were studied and applied in Luke,
1966, [99], Zabusky, 1967, [168], Berezin and Karpman, 1966, [14], Miura
and Kruskal, 1974, [129], Povsner, 1974, [138], Scott 1970, [144], Ostrovskii, 1966, [135], Pelinovskii, 1982, [136], Gurevich and Pitaevskii, 1973,
[52] and others.
In the wave equations connected with the interference and interaction
of waves which arise, in particular, by reflection from the boundary there
exist multi-phase solutions which are nonlinear superpositions of solutions
(2.5). They have the form

where £F(x, x, t, h) is a smooth function with respect to the arguments
r = (xt,..., TZ), oc, t, being 27r-periodic with respect to each Xj and, generally speaking, irregularly depending on h. In this case the leading term
#"(T, x, t, 0) satisfies the equation with partial derivatives with respect
to the variables rx, ..., xl [1]. An effective solution of this equation became
possible after the papers by Novikov, 1974, [133] and other authors
[133], [59], [36], [78], [82], [90], [102], [125], [155], [131], which were
devoted to the finite gap almost periodic solutions. The connection between the finite gap almost periodic solutions and the function 3F(x, x, t, 0)
was investigated by means of the problem of the reflection from the
boundary for the nonlinear equation (2.4) (Dobrokhotov and Maslov,
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1979, [30], [31]). It turned out that in this problem the function S?(x, x, t,0)
is expressed in terms of the almost periodic finite gap solution of the
sine-Gordon equation d*vldrj*—d*vld£*+miiv = 0.
Thus the finite gap solutions define the "superpositions" of the asymptotical solutions of the multidimensional equations (2.4) with variable
coefficients and a small parameter. The same correspondence between
the finite gap almost periodic solutions and multi-phase asymptotics
was used for constructing the solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation
(Dobrokhotov and Maslov, 1980, [32], [34], Flaschka, Forest and McLaughlin, 1980, [40]).
Flaschka, Forest and McLaughlin have reduced the corresponding
system of characteristics to an elegant geometrically invariant form,
and Novikov and Dubrovin have recently shown that it is equivalent to
the equation of the dynamics of a gas mixture, and have constructed
for this system a beautiful Hamiltonian formalism.
The corrections of the leading term of the asymptotical solution of
the corresponding nonlinear equation (the higher terms of the asymptotical expansion) are defined from the linear equation (with different right
sides). Its coefficients are functions in the leading term of the asymptotical solution and oscillate rapidly. By applying the procedure given at
the beginning of this section, this equation is reduced to an equation
with an operator-valued symbol. Its eigenvalues for I > 2, as a rule,
change multiplicity, and for the construction of the solutions [34] the
methods developed by Kucherenko, 1974, [84], in problems of non-strictly
hyperbolic systems of equations are applied.
2. Nonlinear equations with complex characteristics. Wave superposition law and its analogy with the solitoli addition law. In the case where
the characteristics of nonlinear equations are complex, the nonlinear
WKB method (the Whitham method) together with the theorem on
complex germ leads to essentially simpler answers compared with the
case of real characteristics. The complex characteristics arise, in particular,
in the problem with the impedance boundary condition for the class of
elliptic nonlinear equations
n

h* y

fi
8
—-aij—-u

jLmmJ OX A

= g(u,x)9

xeQczBn,

(2.7)

OXA

where aij(x) e G°°, \\a{j\\ > 0, g(u, x) is a smooth function in the arguments
x and entire in the argument u, g(0,x) = 0, dgldu(0,x)>0
(such
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equations are known, in particular, in the theory of semiconductors [72],
[3]). I n this case the characteristics coincide with the characteristics of
the corresponding linear equation. For example, in problem (2.7) the
characteristics are the same for all the functions having the same part
gu(0, x)u linear in u. Highly interesting and general is the "law of nonlinear superposition" of the solution asymptotics, which can be formulated by using the results [93], [94] of the Dirichlet series theory: For
example, for equation (2.5) this law does not depend on the number of
variables x or on the nonlinear component with respect to ^he argument %
of the function g(u,x) (Dobrokhotov and Maslov, 1980, [33]). The application of this law enables us, by using the "one-phase" always complex
solutions f(8(x)/h,x)9
l m # > 0 , defined by one-dimensional Dirichlet
series for the function f(x, x), to reconstruct the "multiphase" already
both complex and real-valued solutions E[8x(x)lh, 82(x)jh,..., #j (#)/?&)•
They are defined by means of the multidimensional Dirichlet series for
the function E(x19 .-.,xl9x).
In the case of g = shw the Dirichlet series
are summed up, the function F(x19..., xl9 x) can be expressed in terms
of the multi-soliton solutions of the sine-Gordon equation, and the "superposition" formulas for the Dirichlet series turn out to be equivalent to
the "superposition" formulas for solitons (Dobrokhotov and Maslov,
1977, [113], [29]).
Though the complex characteristics of equation (2.5) coincide with
the characteristics of the corresponding linear equations, the nonlinear
effects in the solution asymptotics of these equations are essential. For
the equation of a semiconductor, for example, this results in a considerable increase of conductivity in the neighbourhood of some curve on
its surface [28].
I n conclusion, we give the solution asymptotics for a bundary problem
with the impedance condition for the equation of an electrically
neutral semiconductor h*Au=shu
in a half-infinite straight elliptic
cylinder
f
Q=\xeB*
They have the form [28]

x2
x2
ì
-^+-^<1>03>O|,

—
a<b\/2.
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where the characteristics have the form
v.2

«? = -s£ - V%-1 (x1+a+

ß
m+ ßli+1)))

?i = ^2 = T / ï + ^ + â ) ,

+^a,

* ~ ± , * zZ+,

0 =(-a+*l/ô2-a2)/&2

and
1

/

Ä2

/

2a?\\

is the impedance.
If in the formula for uk we set
«* = -Hyi + yz£+Vri)9
91 = 9?2 =

(i + 72)i/^

sk2 = - t ( i / i + 7«f-Fij),
** Œ

i7

'

7

^

const

>

then the function % modulo the factor i coincides with the soliton-antisoliton solution of the sine-Gordon equation.
3. Singularity propagation in nonlinear equations. Conditions of the Hugoniot type are the analogue of characteristics equations for this problem.
Singularities of branching type. Solutions with finite outliers at single points.
3.1. Singularities in nonlinear equations. In linear hyperbolic equations
the characteristics define the dynamics of the discontinuous part of the
solution. In modern educational literature this fact is described by means
of the theory of distributions and the so-called ray expansions. The solution substituted in the equation is of the form:
<Po+d(s)<p1 + sO(s)<p2+ ...,
where 0(x) is the Heaviside function, s = s(x,t) eG00, Vxs\8==Q^09
ft G ö0°°, the surface of zeros of the function defines the discontinuity
surface. The equations for the functions s and for the coefficients cpi = cpi (x, t)
of this series are obtained by equating successively to zero the coefficients
at the distributions ô(x), 6(x), xd(x)9 etc. This procedure is transferred
to the semi-linear hyperbolic equations, written in the so-called divergence form. The possibility of such generalization is based on the fact
that such a series forms a commutative algebra with respect to usual
multiplication. Consequently, the powers of this series are again a series
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of the same type, and the derivative of this series will again be a series
•of the same type (with the addition of <3-function only).
In the nonlinear case, however, the equations for the functions s
•and cpi do not split, but are pairwise recurrently clutched (with the same
"clutching coefficient" [116]). The first two of these equations are called
conditions of the Hugoniot type and are the generalization of the notion
of characteristics equation for the semi-linear hyperbolic equation.
However, such a generalization for the nonlinear case does not suit
arbitrary types of solution singularities, since the following two conditions should be satisfied for the corresponding series. Firstly, these series
should form a commutative algebra with respect to multiplication, secondly, the smoothness of the subsequent terms should increase by unity
(if the initial equation is a differential one).
It turns out that only two algebras satisfy these conditions in the
situation of "general position". If we admit the Ivanov concept, [60],
[61], about the multiplication of distributions, then only three algebras
are possible [122].
The first algebra corresponds to the solution describing shock waves,
the second corresponds to detonation waves, and the third describes
infinitely narrow solitons (which will be discussed below).
ÎTevertheless, when the nonlinearity in the equation has the character
of a power, then for special coefficients and solutions vanishing on one
side of the discontinuity surface (<p0 E= 0) algebras of the type 0(s)sa^sk(pk9
k>0
where a depends on the nonlinearity degree, are possible.
The propagation of singularities of this type is possible not only for
hyperbolic equations. In this case the leading terms of the series
after the substitution in the equation are defined not only by the derivatives but also by the powers of the unknown function. Then the equation
of the characteristics is of the Hugoniot type, and in this case it is nonstandard. Such propagation of singularities for nonlinear parabolic
equations has a physical sense and was considered in [169], [10].
ÏTote in conclusion that the same semi-linear differential equation
can be reduced to different divergence forms by multiplication by different powers of the dependent variable, which leads to different conditions
of the Hugoniot type for the same semi-linear equation. However, it
seems that there is a contradiction. Singular solutions arise as limits for
more exact solutions with a small parameter s by the linear differential
operator [57], [22], [58], [114]. Therefore to whatever distribution the
solution of this more exact equation converges as e->0, the summands
containing e tend in the equation to zero as distributions (in the weak
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isense). This property does not allow us to multiply the equation by the
powers of the dependent variable and to pass to another divergence
form.
Thus, from the point of view of singular solutions it is necessary to
write the semi-linear equation in the right divergence form. Then the
solution of the limit equation does not depend on the initial equation.
This fact is also valid for infinitely narrow solitons.
Nevertheless, the generalization of the characteristics responsible
for the propagation of the solution isingularities of semilinear equations
depends in general on the type of the equations with a small parameter
from which these semi-linear equations were obtained by passing to the
limit. Such limits were intensively studied in [57], [22], [58], [114]. They
are closely connected with the conditions of the Hugoniot type.
3.2. Infinitely narrow solitons. Infinitely narrow solitons are rather
unusual discontinuity solutions. They arise as limits of some solutions,
for example of the Korteweg-de Vries equation with a small dispersion h
du
dt

\-u

du
dx

\-h*

d3u
dx*

= 0,
'

where h->0. This equation has soliton solutions of the form
u = B+ A cosh-2 / C f ( g "" F ')\

(2.8)

where A, B, G, 7 are constants. As 7t->0 such a solution tends to the
function which is equal everywhere to B, but at one point x = Vt this
function is equal to B+A. We denote this function by Aô^x — Vt)+B
and call it the infinitely narrow soliton. Such solutions were not considered in the linear theory. We consider for the Korteweg-de Vries equation
the Cauchy problem with a one-parameter family of initial data (2.8),
where t = x and B = 0o(x) eöj°. The solution of this problem has the
form 0(x,t)+A(x,t)ô1[s(x,t)—x)
as ft->0. Here 0(x, t) satisfies the
limit equation, and s(x, t) and A(x, t) are connected by
ds

d<*

3 — +(A+30)~

=0,

d
— (A(x,t)+2&(x,t))

4 - 0 = (5/7,
(2-9)

= 0.
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These conditions are analogous to those of the Hugoniot type. I t
is natural to consider them as the equations of characteristics for the limit
equation, corresponding to the propagation of an "infinitely narrow
soliton" dx on a variable smooth background. The background
0(x, t) in the rapidly oscillating case was calculated by Lax, 1979, [91]*
Note that these conditions are applicable to the more general multisoliton case [119], [118], [123]. Like conditions of the Hugoniot type,.
they give a good qualitative and quantitative description of the initial
equation also for not very small h. Numerical experiments confirm this
fact [119]. The second expression in (2.9) essentially depends on the form
of the initial equation with a small parameter. Thus the second condition
should be obtained from the asymptotics. On the other hand, the consideration of solution asymptotics from this point of view enables us to
simplify essentially, and hence to substantiate ([119], [118], [123], [179]) the
asymptotical formulas obtained, for example, in physical papers [63]y
[75], [45], [136], [88], [69], [159], [132], [126]. In particular, even condition (2.9) has been unknown in physical Uterature.
This approach can be applied also to ft-pseudodifferential semi-linear
equations (in particular, to the Toda lattice equation, to difference equations, etc.). Considerations from the general point of view enable us to
transfer the results obtained for some equations to others. For example,.
the important results obtained by Eusanov and Bezmenov, 1980 [119]y
for difference schemes have been used in the problem on asymptotics
for nonlinear oscillations of a lattice (Maslov and Mosolov, 1983).
We have discussed the propagation of the singularities of solutions
of quasi-linear equations, singularities whose support is of codimension 1.
For the propagation of the singularities with the support at a point one
can also write conditions of the Hugoniot type, namely, the characteristics
equations. They well describe qualitatively, for example, some physical
phenomena which arise near the centre of the typhoon (the so-called eye
of the typhoon) if we consider the typhoon as the propagation of the
singularities for some complicated system of quasi-linear equations.
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is a (fundamental) unit in the field Q(]/l3). It has been known since
1837 that one can systematically produce units in real quadratic fields
(and hence produce solutions of Pell's equation) by trigonometric expressions of the above sort. 1
More generally, the circular units, i.e., Norms of
2717(2

1 _»

N
2ni

for relatively prime integers a and N, generate subgroups of finite index
in the group of units of number fields F which are abelian over Q. The
interest in circular units stems from the fact that they- are "sufficiently
many" explicitly constructed units, and also from the fact that their
"position" in the full group of global units (and in certain groups of local
units) bears upon deep arithmetic questions concerning F.
1
The discoverer of tliis method [11] remarks that it is far less efficient for numerical calculation than is the method of continued fractions (a sentiment we may easily
share by considering the displayed example above) and he rather envisions it "comme
nn rapprochôment entre denx branches de la science des nombres".
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By the work of [48], [49], [66]-[69], [60], we now have an analogous
set-up for number fields which are abelian extensions of quadratic imaginary fields (the theory of elliptic units).
It has long been observed that there are resonances between the
question of determining the group of units in a number field, and that
of determining the group of rational points of an elliptic curve B over
a number field. If K is a number field, the theorem of Mordell-Weil asserts
that B(K), the group of IT-rational points of E, is finitely generated.
The problem of producing by some systematic means, sufficiently
many explicitly constructed rational points in the Mordell-Weil group
B(K) seems, however, to be hampered from the outset by the fact that,
in contrast to the problem of units, the rank of B(K) is an erratic function
of K about which we know little.
Nevertheless, thanks to recent work of Coates-Wiles, Kubin, Greenberg, Gross-Zagier and Eohrlich, a fascinating picture is emerging in
the study of the Mordell-Weil group of elliptic curves, which reminds
one of the already established theory of elliptic units. The general problem
encompassing this recent work is that of understanding, for BfQ an elliptic
curve over Q,* the behavior of the Mordell-Weil group B(L) where L
is a (varying) abelian extension of a (fixed) quadratic imaginary number
field. In these Mordell-Weil groups one can produce an "orderly" and
systematic supply of rational points (Meegner points). The Heegner points
do not always account for the full rank of the Mordell-Weil group, but,
in some statistical sense, yet to be made precise, they may very well
provide the major contribution (the "dominant term") whose asymptotic
nature is succinctly describable. In consequence, the erratic nature of
the rank of B(L) for varying L would be due to the presence of an "error
term" whose fluctuations would be, perhaps, truly difficult to come to
grips with, but nevertheless comparatively minor in amplitude.
Since it is usually sound mathematical practice to deal with dominant
terms, before getting down to error terms, this deserves close study. What
makes this study even more attractive is the recent development of
new tools which might be brought to bear on these problems (#-adic
heights ; two-variable #-adic L functions, and a number of novel approaches to the handling of special values of classical L functions).
The object of this expository paper is to sketch the "emerging picture" much of which is still conjectural, and to describe recent advances
towards its development.
2

Which is assumed to admit a parametrization by modular functions.
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I. Arithmetic
1. Weil parametrizations. The Weil-Taniyama conjecture asserts that
any elliptic curve over Q can be parametrized by one of the family of
modular curves X0(N), for N = 1,2,... Eecall that the modular curve
X0(N)jQ is Shimuxa's canonical model of the Eiemann surface y^/ro(N),
the quotient of the upper half-plane by the action of the subgroup ro(N)
consisting of matrices

, in SL2(Z) with o s= Omod.F.

It has been abundantly clear for years that one has a much more
tenacious hold on the arithmetic of an elliptic curve EjQ if one supposes
that it is so parametrized. We will suppose so, and, moreover, with no loss
of generality, we suppose that we have a Weil parametrization: a nontrivial morphism <p: XQ(N)->E defined over Q which brings the holomorphic differential on E to a new form, and which brings the cusp oo to
the origin in E. The integer N for which this holds is an isogeny-class
invariant of FJ, called the conductor of E. See [40] for tables listing quantities of elliptic curves possessing Weil parametrizations. Any complex
multiplication elliptic curve over Q admits a Weil parametrization.
Bemark. If E admits a Weil parametrization by X0(N) and if d is
a divisor of N which is the product of an even number of distinct primes,
and is relatively prime to Njd, then by the work of Eibet and JacquetLanglands, E also admits a parametrization by a certain "Shimura
curve" attached to the quaternion algebra over Q which is nonsplit at
the prime divisors of d.
Por a more comprehensive study of "Heegner points" (cf. Section 4
below) on E, it may be useful to deal with the entire assortment of Shimura
curve parametrizations of E, and not only its Weil parametrization.
2. Mordell-Weil rank. Let LjK be a finite abelian extension of number
fields and E\K and elliptic curve over K. By the Mordell-Weil theorem
E(L) is finitely generated. We may decompose the complex vector space
E(L)®C as a direct sum:
E(L)®C = ®Y(E, x)
x
3

where %: Q&l(LIK)->C ranges through all characters, and V(E, %) is
the ^-cigensubspace in E(L)®C. The classical canonical normalized
3

For an exposition of this theory, see Chapter IV of [34].
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height pairing <,> gives E(L)®C and each V(E, %) a nondegenerate
Hermitian structure. Let r(E,L) denote the rank of E(L) and r(E, %)
the complex dimension of V(E, %).
One has hardly begun to achieve significant understanding of the
asymptotics of the function
%\-+r(E,%)
for fixed EjK. Two restricted types of "variation of / " come to mind:
horizontal variation, where one allows % to run through all characters of
fixed order, and vertical variation, where one considers all characters
whose conductors have prime divisors belonging to a fixed, finite, set
of primes 8.
In a series of papers ([14]-[16]), Goldfeld and co-authors have considered the problem of horizontal variation for quadratic characters %,
where K —Q. Goldfeld conjectures that the "average value of r(E, %)"
is 1/2. This is consistent with the partial results he has obtained, the
most striking being his theorem with Hoffstein and Patterson which
implies that, when JB/Q has complex multiplication, there are an infinity
of quadratic % over Q such that r(E, %) = 0.4 The conjecture is also in
accord with the qualitative results that are being obtained in the ease
of "vertical variation"; namely, that the bulk of the contribution to
the Mordell-Weil rank over abelian extensions of quadratic number
fields is of a size that would be given by the most conservative estimate
compatible with the parity restrictions forced by the functional equation
of associated L functions, via the conjectures of Birch and SwinnertonDyer. It would be interesting to experiment further with "horizontal
variation" (e.g., cubic characters) to get a broader view.
3. Anti-cyclotomic extensions. Let k C be a quadratic imaginary field.
An anti-cyclotomic extension of Tp is a finite abelian extension Ljk such that
LjQ is a Galois extension, whose Galois group is a generalized dihedral
group in the following sense : there is an involution a of L which induces
complex conjugation on Jc, and such that for every g e Gal(i/ifc) we have
ago"1 = gr 1 . An anti-cyclotomic character of h is a continuous homomorphism of Gal (Ä/ft) to C* whose Jc/Q conjugate is equal to its inverse. Thus
4

For more general results concerning the nonvanishing of the L function of
modular forms twisted by quadratic characters evaluated at the center of the critical
strip, see § 9 below, Waldspurger [63], and the exposition of Waldspurger's results
in [62].
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the anti-cyclotomic extensions of Jc are precisely those abelian extensions
of Jc all of whose associated characters are anti-cyclotomic.
Examples of anti-cyclotomic extensions are given by ring-class fields
over Jc: Eecall that for every positive number c, the order of conductor c,
<DC, in the full ring of integers 0 of Jc is the module Z+c@, immediately
seen to be a subring of 6 of finite index. Viewing Gc c 0 a Je c C as a lattice in the complex plane, and viewing the elliptic modular function j
as a function of lattices, one shows that j(0e) is a real algebraic number.
One defines Jffc, the ring class field of Jc of conductor c, to be h[j(Oe)) c C.
Class field theory establishes an isomorphism of groups
Gal(ffc/7<;)^Pic(0c)
where Pic(0 o ) denotes the group of invertible 0c-ideal classes. Taking
our involution a to be the automorphism of Hc induced by complex conjugation, one sees that Mc is an anti-cyclotomic extension of Jc. Moreover,
any anti-cyclotomic extension of Jc is contained in a ring-class field Hc
for some c. If % is an anti-cyclotomic character of Jc, and c is the minimal
integer for which % belongs to Hc then % is said to be primitive on JSC.
A character % on Gal (Q jQ) is anti-cyclotomic when restricted to Gal (k jJc)
if and only if % is quadratic.
4. Heegner points. These points were first discovered by Heegner [25]
and developed by Birch [4], [5]. They may be now seen as a particular
case of a quite general construction ("special points and cycles") on
Shimura varieties. Heegner points call attention to themselves by virtue
of their being a plentiful and orderly supply of points on modular curves
X0(N) rational over anti-cyclotomic extensions of quadratic number fields.
Given a Weil parametrization <p: X0(N)->E, the image of the Heegner
points will generate some portion of the Mordell-Weil group of E. The
marvelous result of Gross-Zagier gives us some idea of the portion generated. We sketch the definition of Heegner points. 5
If K is a field of characteristic 0, a pair (g, 0N) consisting of an elliptic
curve ê over K, and a cyclic subgroup of order N, GN c ê, rational over
K defines a JK-valued point of X0(N), which we shall denote j($, GN).
5

We restrict ourselves here to Heegner points on E arising from its Weil parametrization. This accounts for the restrictedness ol the Hoegner Hypothesis below.
As hinted in Section 1, it will be eventually necessary to consider the Heegner
points of E arising from its various Shimura curve parametrization as well. For this
theory, see [28], especially Chapter 3.
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ÎTow let Jc denote a quadratic imaginary field contained in C, $0 an
order of conductor G > 0 contained in the ring of integers of Jc.
Heegner Hypothesis. We say that the pair (&c, N) satisfies the Heegner
Hypothesis if there exists an invertible 0c-ideal / c ß ) ß such that GJJf
is cyclic of order N.
This is the case when, for example, N is prime to the discrimant of &c,
and every prime dividing W splits in the ring of integers of Jc. Suppose
now, that (&G, Jf) satisfies the Heegner hypothesis and choose an ideal Jf
as above.
Let y(Gc,Jf) denote the point j(CI&c, Jf1^)
in X0(N) (C). One
learns from the classical theory of complex multiplication that y(Oc,Jf)
is defined over the field Hc c C, and its full set of. Galois-conjugates over Jc
is operated on principally and transitively by Gal (#",,/&). We refer to
y(Qc, Jf) or any of its Galois-conjugates as basic Heegner points (of type
Let x(0c, Jf) denote the image of y(0c, Jf) under the Weil parametrization <p, in the Mordell-Weil group of E over Hc. We refer to the x(Qc, Jf)
and their Galois-conjugates as basic Heegner points on E.
If % is a primitive character on Qal(HcIJc), define
»(zi->n

-%%-\9Y®{®c^)a*y(%)-

One easily sees that, up to sign, x(%, Jf) is independent of the choice
of Jf, and hence depends only upon %.
We shall say that the pair (Je, E) satisfies the Heegner hypothesis (for
* the Weil parametrization) if the pair (0,N) satisfies the Heegner hypothesis,
as above.
II. The (O-valued) analytic theory
5. L functions. Let E be a Weil curve, i.e., E is an elliptic curve admitting
a parametrization by X0(N) over Q as in Section 1.
Let Jc be a quadratic imaginary field, % a finite Hecke character for Jc
of conductor f with values in C. If v is a valuation of Jc, let %v denote the
w-adic component of %.
The Euler factor Lv(EjJcv, %v, s) = Lv is defined for places t^JV-f -oo
by the formula:
i " 1 = l-av-xM&v-s+xl

(7iv)Nvl-2s
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where Nv is the cardinality of Jc(v), the residue field of v, nv is a #-adic
uniformizer, and av is that integer such that l+Nv—av = #/jB(7<;(fl))),
the number of rational points of the reduction of E to Jc(v).
For the remaining non-archimedean primes, JJV can be given explicitly
as a polynomial in Nv"8 and for the archimedean prime, Lv = (2TC)~2Sr(s)z,
where r(s) is the classical /'-function.
One defines the (classical) L-îunction L(E, %, s) to be the product
of all the Euler factors Lv (including v = oo). It is easily seen to be convergent to an analytic function in a suitable right half-plane. By Eankin's
method (cf. [26]), one knows that L(E, x, s) extends to an entire function
satisfying the functional equation:
L(E,x,2-s)

~e-A*~l-L(E,x~\s)

for e = e(E, %) e C and A = A(E, %), suitable constants.
Let us distinguish two cases:
The Exceptional Case. E/Q has complex multiplication by the field Jc.
TJie Generic Gase. Either E/Q has no complex multiplication, or its
field of complex multiplication is different from Jc.
In the exceptional case, the L function L(E, #, s) factors into a product of two L functions attached to Grossencharacters over Jc. Specifically,
M®,X,s)
=L(0,x,s)'L(0s,x,s),
where 0 is the Grossencharacter attached to E/Q and e is the quadratic
character belonging to Jc. Moreover, one has the functional equation:
JD(tf,Z,2-«)

=e^As'lL(0,x"1,s)

for suitable constants e = e(@, x)> A = A(0, #).
For anti-cyclotomic characters, the functional equation simplifies to
read:
L(E,x,2s)
=e'As~1'L(E,x,s)
and
L(0, x, 2—s) = e'A8~"1'L(0, %, s) (in the exceptional case),
where, in either case, the constant e is ± 1 .
6. Signs. If x is anti-cyclotomic, define the sign of (E, x) to be e(<p, x) in
the exceptional case and e(E, %) in the generic case. Thus the sign of
(E, x) determines the parity of the order of vanishing of L(E, x7$) at
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s = 1 in the generic case, and the parity of one-half that order in the
exceptional case.
The problem of calculating sign (E, x) has been studied extensively.
From a representation-theoretic point of view, we have Jacquet's [26],
Chapter V, which draws on the techniques of [27]. See also Weil's [65].
From a slightly different point of view, see Kureanov [32]. For calculations germane to our setting, see Gross [20] for the generic case and for
the exceptional case, Greenberg [17]. For the interesting question of signs
of elliptic curves over Q, see Kramer and Tunnell [33].
For later purposes we content ourselves with two formulas valid
in the generic case:
(a) Let N be prime to the discriminant of Jc. Let Xo be the principal
Hecke character over Jc, and s the quadratic Dirichlet character attached
to Jc. Then sign(ü/, #0) = — s(N) (e.g., if the pair (Je, E) satisfies the Heegner hypothesis of Section 5, then sign (25, Xo) = —1).
(b) If x is an anti-cyclotomic character of conductor prime to N, then
sign(JS/, x) = %(J0-signCS, Xo)7. Analytic rank versus arithmetic rank. Let Q(E, x) denote the order of
vanishing of L(E, x>$) at s = 1 (the "analytic rank"). Viewing x as
a Galois character via class field theory, we have the "arithmetic rank"
r(E, x) defined as in Section 2.
The conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer (weakened and
strengthened a bit) lead one to
The Rank Conjecture: Q(E,X)

= T(E, %).

8. The theory of Gross-Zagier. Gross and Zagier [22], [23] establish a magnificent formula which is, as they describe it, a new kind of Kronecker
limit formula. A version of (special cases of) this formula had been previously conjectured by Birch [4], [5] and Stephens with significant numerical evidence compiled in its support. We shall describe, below, a slightly
weakened version of the Gross-Zagier theorem.
Let
f(z)dz =

^aneMnzdz

(with at equal to 1 and not 2ni) be the new form on ro(N) associated
to E, in the sense that there is a holomorphic differential co on E, such
that 99* co =f(z)dz.
Let x b e an anti-cyclotomic character on k, primitive on Hc. Suppose
that c is relatively prime to JV", and the Heegner hypothesis holds for (0, N).
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Then the Heegner JiypotJiesis also holds for (Oc,Jf). Let oß(x,Jr) be the
Heegner point in V(E, x)> the #-part of the Mordell-Weil group as in § 2.
Let

Mz,s)\\* = <*(z,s),*(z,-*')>
be the square of the norm of x(x, Jf) in the Hermitian structure of V(E, x)
determined by the height pairing. This is indexoendent of the choice of Jf.
Under our hypotheses, we are in the generic case and the sign of (E, x)
is —1. Therefore L(E, #, 1) vanishes.
THEOREM

(Gross-Zagier). TJiere is a positive constant G sucJi tJiat
L'(E,x,D

=C-\\x(x,JS)\\*.6

The reader is referred to the forthcoming papers of Gross and Zagier
for a full account. One can read the formula in either direction, with
important consequences ensuing. Notably, by finding Heegner points
which vanish, Gross and Zagier manage to produce i-functions with
high order of vanishing at s = 1, which by the prior work of Goldfeld
[13] then provides an effective solution to the problem of listing quadratic
imaginary fields of class number < B for any bound B.
But also, in the context in which their theorem applies, if Lf(E, #, 1)
doesn't vanish, their formula shows that the Heegner point œ(x, N) is
nonzero and hence if Q(E, %) = 1, then r(E, x) > 1.
Gross and Zagier prove their formula by first providing just the right
(infinite sum) expression for each side of their formula. These expressions
have the virtue that there is a one:one correspondence between terms
on the left and on the right. To prove their formula, they must establish
an equality between corresponding terms and then deal with the highly
nontrivial convergence problems that stand in their way. The infinite sum
expression on the left comes naturally from Kankin's method for treating
L(E, X) $)• The infinite sum expression on the right comes from an expression for the archimedean contribution to the height in terms of Green's
functions as well as a finite sum coming from the nonarchimedean contributions.
9. Non vanishing of Q(E, x) : the theory of Waldspurger. The theory alluded
to has a number of deep arithmetic consequences. See Waldspurger's
6

G-ross and Zagier give an expression for 0 in terms of the Petersson inner product o f / w i t h itself, and elementary invariants. They can also work with certain Shimura curve parametrizations in place of the Weil parametrization to obtain a formula
for the canonical heights of "Heegner points" coming from these parametrizations as
well.
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account of this theory in the proceedings of this Congress. One corollary
of his work is :
There is an infinity of odd quadratic Dirichlet characters x
such that if kx is the (quadratic imaginary) field associated to %, then (kx, If)
satisfies the Heegner hypothesis cmd q(EjQ,x) = 0 .
THEOREM.

10. Evidence for the "rank conjecture". By the fundamental work of
Goates-Wiles [8], 7 as refined by Karl Eubin [54], we know that if E has
complex multiplication, then Q(E, %) = 0 implies that r(E, x) = 0 .
The result of Gross and Zagier tells us that if E/Q is an arbitrary (Weil
parametrized) elliptic curve, the Heegner hypothesis is satisfied for (0C, N),
and % is <*M> anti-cyclotomic character primitive on HG, then, Q(E, x) = 1
implies that r(E, x) > 1. H we are in the "exceptional case", the Heegner
hypothesis is not met. But by choosing an auxiliary quadratic imaginary
field, using results of Waldspurger § 9, [62], [63] one can show that Q(E, x)
= 2 implies that r(E, x) > 2.
11. Galois-conjugate characters, lì #: Gal(&/&)->C* is a
Q(x) denote the subfield of C generated by its values. If
is a field automorphism and %x the composition of r with
and xr a s Galois-conjugate characters. Since r(E, %) = r(E,
conjecture" would imply that

character, let
r: Q(x)->Qix)
%, we refer to x
%T), the "rank

CONJECTURE. 8

=Q(E,Xr)
and for even this weaker conjecture we have only fragmentary evidence.
Mamely: By some results of Shimura, or by the-theory of modular symbols, one knows that Q(E, X) vanishes if and only if Q(E, XT) does.
I t follows from the theorem of Gross and Zagier that if x is anti-cyclotomic, primitive on Hc, c is prime to N and the Heegner hypothesis holds
for (0, If), then Q(E, X) = 1 if and only if Q(E, %r) = 1, and in the exceptional case, Q(0, x) = 1 */ and onty if e(^? %r) = 1Q(E,X)

12. Vertical anti-cyclotomic variation and Greenberg's theory. In his beautiful paper [17] (see also the subsequent reference [18]), Ealph Greenberg
proved the first'deep general theorems about the vertical anti-cyclotomic
variation of Mordell-Weil rank. Greenberg works in the exceptional case,
7
8

See also [21], [59].
Compare Conjecture 2.7 of [10].
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and to prove his theorems he initiated an elegant method which blends
archimedean techniques (for estimating special values of L functions
attached to Grossencharacters) with p-adic techniques (where Greenberg
makes essential use of Yager's two-variable y-adic L functions for more
than one prime p and of Perrin-Biou's descent-theoretic study of the
jp-Selmer group [46]).
Subsequently, Eohiiich [50] discovered another approach to the same
vertical problem which has very surprising points of similarity and difference to Greenberg's theory. For example, the archimedean estimate
proved by Greenberg is a certain Abel mean summability property for
the special values L(02k+1, Xi &+1)- Greenberg shows that under the
appropriate condition of sign, the Abel sums taken over Jc in certain
arithmetic progressions are nonzero. To do this, he makes use of the (archimedean) Both's theorem. He then appeals to the theory of #-adie L functions, and deduces parts A of the theorem and corollary below as well as
a weaker version of part B of the corollary (rp(E, x) > 2).
Bohrlich, on the other hand, establishes a different type of convergence. He makes no use of jp-adic L functions, but does use the (#-adie)
version of Both's theorem in his theory. Is there a way of unifying the
two approaches?
13. Rohrlich9s theory of Galois-averages. Let us suppose that we are in the
exceptional case, with Grossencharacter 0. Fix a finite set of primes S
of Jc, and let Xs denote the set of anti-cyclotomic characters over Jc whose
conductor has prime divisors belonging to 8. Then Xs = X£ \\_Xg, where
Xg denotes the subset of characters x &>r which the sign of (E, x) is ± 1 .
Let
* ( * , {X}) = l/[0(%): QV

£

U(<P, x\ 1)

*6Gol(0(x)/0)

be the average value- of L(0, tf, 1) over the set of characters #T which
are Galois-conjugate to %. Bohrlich's remarkable discovery is that tJie
average values &(0, {x}) tend to a nonzero limit as x% rMi>ges througJi an
infinite set of characters in X% sucJi tJvat f(xi) divides f(Xi+i)>
Letting
x'{*,{z})

= il\Q(x)-- QV

%

^(<P,^,i)

TeGai(Q(x)/0)

denote the average value of the first derivatives, Bohrlich shows that
for any constant e e R there are only a finite number of % in X$ such
that \&'(cp,{x})\<c.
17 — Proceedings...
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Using known facts (as described in Section 11) concerning invariance
of Q(E, X) under Galois conjugation of %, Bohrlich deduces:
Suppose that we are in the exceptional case. Then for all hut
a finite number of characters x in Xs,
THBOEEM.

Q(E, X) = 0

if the sign of (E, x) is + 1

(A)

Q(E, X) = 2

if the sign of (E, X) is - 1 .

(B)

and

Using known facts (as described in Section 10), he then obtains:
COROLLARY. Suppose that we are in the exceptional case. Then for all
but a finite number of characters % in Xs,

r(E, x) = 0
r(E, x)>2

if the sign of (E, x) is + 1

(A)

if the sign of (E, x) is - 1 .

(B)

Briefly, the technique of Bohrlich's proof is to express the Dirichlet
series L(0, Xn 1) as a sum of two types of terms: those terms that are
visibly invariant under Galois-conjugation of x% (*ke "fixed" part) and
those that "vary" (the "varying part"). The fixed part can be expressed
as a nonzero multiple of L(s,l), that multiple being constant for large
enough /(&). The varying part is shown to have Galois-average tending
to zero, by an ingenious use of (the jp-adic version of) Both's theorem.
His treatment of L'(0, x%i 1) is similar.
In the light of some work of Asai [1], [2], it is tempting to conjecture
that the format of Bohrlich's theory carries over in the generic case as
well (although the techniques of proof may not).
Let

S2(E, {x}) = ll[Q(x): QV

L

^> %T> V

Z
reGal(£(jj)/0)

and

<Z'(E, {X}) = ll[Q(x): 0]-

2

L'lßtf, 1).

T6Gal(Ö(z)/0)

CONJECTURE. Suppose that we are in the generic case.
Let Xi fa <*> sequence of characters in X$ such that f(Xi) divides f(Xi+i)°
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Then
££(E, {xi})

tends to a nonzero limit.

Let Xi to an infinite sequence of characters in Xg. TJien
\S£'(E, {Xi})\ tends to infinity.
A consequence of this conjecture together with Bohrlich's theorem
is the following:
CONJECTURE.

For all but a finite number of cJiaracters in Xs

we

Jiave
Q(E, X) = 0

if the sign of (E, x) is + 1 ,

Q(E, X) ~ 1

if Me sign of (E, %) is - 1 ,
and we are in tJie generic case,

Q(E, X) = 2

if the sign of (E, %) is - 1 ,
and we are in the exceptional case.

14. Cyclolomic vertical variation. If E/Q is a Weil parametrized elliptic
curve, B a finite set of primes of Q and Y8 = the set of Dirichlet characters (over Q) whose conductors have prime divisors belonging to S9
is it true that there are no more than a finite number of characters % e Ys
such that Q(E,X) ^ 0 ?
Bohrlich has recently proved this to be true under the hypothesis
that no prime in S divides If, the conductor of E. He adapts his method
of Galois-averages to obtain this result. Using it, together with the work
of Eubin [54] complementing that of Ooates-Wiles [8], he obtains
THEOREM. Let EjQ be an elliptic curve of complex multiplication and
conductor equal to If. Let F be an (infinite) abelian extension of Q unramified at oo and outside a finite set of primes S, none of wJiich divide If.
TJien E(F) is finitely generated.

The above theorem would also be true for arbitrary Weil curves E/Q
if, for example, the rank conjecture (§7) were true. The reader is also
referred to the papers [55] and [56], where Bubin and Wiles prove something close to the above theorem by first showing certain moàp congruences between special values of L functions and Bernoulli numbers, and
then invoking the deep result of Washington [64] and their extension
by Friedman [12] to show that the Bernoulli numbers in question are
rarely congruent to zero moàp. For a general discussion on congruences,
see Stevens [61].
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15. Z^-extensions and#-adic logarithms over k. 11 K is a numberfield and
Ag/K* its idele class group, then any nontrivial continuous homomorphism
from Ag/E* to JB+, the additive group of reals, must factor through the
idele norm mapping A^IK*->R*I(±1). Consequently, to give such
a homomorphism is equivalent to giving a "logarithm mapping", i.e.,
an isomorphism B*/( ±l)^f -B+.
Define a p-adic logarithmic character over K (or a p-adic logarithm
over K for short) to be any continuous homomorphism
The space of jp-adic logarithms over K forms a finite-dimensional Qpvector space of dimension > r 2 + l 3 where r2 is the number of complex
archimedean places of K. A conjecture of Leopoldt asserts that its dimension is precisely r 2 + l ; this is known to be true for fields K which are
abelian over; Q, by the work of Brumer.
In the case where K ==Q, the space of #-adie logarithms is one-dimensional, with a natural choice of generator a determined by the prescription
that or restricted to Q^^A^ be log^, the standard #-adic logarithm. We
refer to a as the p-cyclotomic logarithm over Q ; for K any number iield,
the p-cyclotomic logarithm over K is the composition of a with the norm
mapping A*KjK*->A*QIQ*.
By Class field theory, any ^p-adic logarithm X over K determines (and
is determined by) a unique continuous homomorphism
AGal: G%1(KIK)->Q+.
If X is nontrivial, then the image of XQaX is pN -Zp for "some integer If,
and so the kernel of AGal has, as fixed field, a Z^-extension L/K^ i.e., a Galois extension such that Gal (i/IT) is isomorphic to the additive group Zp.
We refer to L\K as the Z^-extension of K cut out by X. The space of Zpextensions of K are then in one : one correspondence with the ^-projective
space of lines through the origin in the vector space of ^p-adic logarithms
over K.
If k is a quadratic imaginary number field, by an anti-cyclotomic p-adic
logarithm we mean a nontrivial logarithm over k whose kjQ conjugate
is equal to its negative. Ghoose such an anti-cyclotomic logarithm r. Then
any #-adic logarithm of k is a Q^-linear combination of a and r.
The theory of Z^-extensions was initiated by Iwasawa as a suitable
framework for the study of asymptotic questions concerning the rate
of growth of (p-primary components of) ideal class groups. For the arithmetic of elliptic curves, as John Coates once remarked, Z0-extensions serve
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as an invaluable tool: they provide an amenable setting for the study
of the #-adic vertical va.ria.tion problem (e.g., as described in Section 2),
a setting which is congenial to the method of #-power descent. Moreover,
via their associated jp-adic logarithms, Z^-extensions give rise to a theory
of ^p-adic heights (for p ordinary) and to a theory of jp-adic L functions
which, conjecturally, should mesh very well with the arithmetic theory
and provide a manageable computational handle on it.
16. The pro-^p-Selmer group. If one is to make use of jp-power descent
theory to study the Mordell-Weil group, it is natural to work with the
Z^-module
E(K)p d = lE(K)ltomi<m-]®Zp
rather than with E(K) itself. However, even this Z^-module is only indirectly approachable by descent-theoretic methods; for example, with
our present state of knowledge, it would be difficult to prove any regularity of the growth of the Z^-rank of E(Kn)p as Kn runs through the nth
layers of a Z^-extension LjK.
It has been traditional to replace E(K)p by the pro-^p-Selmer group
SP(E/K) for which such "growth regularity" theorems can be proved,
and which is conjecturally (via the Shafarevitch-Tate conjecture) equal
to E(E)P. We sketch the definition of the pro-jp-Selmer group.
Let K be any number field, E an elliptic curve over K and p a prime
number. Becall the classical p-Selmer group, defined to make the square
&elmerp(EIK) <=-+JP (Gal(^/JT), Efy00])

\i

J\>3

Jjl (EIK)[p*>-] ^H 1 (Gal(Z/JT), E[p«>])
cartesian, where i and j are the natural morphisms, and [p00] means the
union of the kernels of multiplication by pn for all n > 0. The Shafarevitch-Tate group of E over K is denoted \\[(EjK). It is defined to be the
intersection of the kernels
H1 (Gal(KIK), E)->Hl (Gal(KJKv), E),
where v runs through all places (archimedean and nonarchimedean) of K.
Therç is a natural mapping
E(K)®QpIZp<=->SelmeTp(EIK)
which is injective, and induces an injection on Tate modules. Note that
E(K)p=Tp(E(K)®QPIZp)=mm{QpIZp,E{K)®QplZp).
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Let SP(E,K)

stand for

Tp(mmerp(EIK))

= Kom(QpIZp,

Selmerp(E/K)).

The Shafarevitch-Tate conjecture implies that
CONJECTURE.

The natural

injection

E(K)p<=->Sp(E/K)
is an equality.
If rp(E,K)

denotes the Z^-rank of 8P(E/E),

r(E,K)^rp(E,K)

we have the inequality

'

(conjecturally an equality).
17. Zp-extensions and universal norms. Let K be a number field LjK, an
infinite Galois extension with Galois group J7 isomorphic to Zp. Let Kn
be the "w-th layer" of the extension L\K with Galois group Fn isomorphic
to Z\pnZ. Denote by A the Iwasawa ring

zp\\_v\ - h m z ^ r j .
n

By a system of J^-modules, An (n > 0) is meant a sequence of such
modules together with inclusions

i: A^Ak,

j<fc

and "norm" mappings
Nktj =N:

Ak->Aj,

k^j

compatible with jf-module structures such that the composition ilf: Ak
->Ak is given by the natural norm mapping 9 (from Fk to JJ).
Given such a system, define the subsystem of a universal norms by the
rule

UA^dlf^^czAj.
The natural injections i: Aj-+Ak preserve the submodules of universal
norms, as do the mappings If.
9

There is, perhaps, greater justification in referring to this as a trace rather than
a norm, but our prototype is class field theory where A is the multiplicative group
of a field.
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If the As are Z^-modules of finite type, then the norm mappings
N:

TJAh->VAi

are surjective. Let TJA stand for the projective limit of the UAk compiled
via the norm mappings above, and viewed as a /l-module.
18. Growth numbers. Using the theory of /t-modules and [36], Prop. 6.4,
one can show:
GROWTH NUMBER PROPOSITION. Suppose tJiat E Jias good ordinary
reduction at every place v of K of characteristic p. Suppose furtJier tJiat for
any v such tJiat the Néron model of E at v is geometrically disconnected, v splits
only finitely often in L.
TJien tJiere is an integer a (independent of n) sucJi tJiat the LjK universal
norm submodule USP(E, Kn) c SP(E, Kn) is a free An-module of ranJc a,
for all n.
We Jiave tJie following asymptotic behavior for tJie ranJcs:

rp(E,Kn)

=a-p"+en

(*)

u

where tJie error terms" en are nonnegative numbers monotonically increasing
with n and admitting a uniform upper bound.
We refer to the integer a = a(E, LjK) as the growth number of E
for the Z^-extension L\K.
Let us return to K = k a quadratic imaginary field and E\Q a Weil
parametrized elliptic curve. Compatible with the conjectures and results
quoted in Section 2, we have the
GROWTH NUMBER CONJECTURE. Let p be a prime number of good,
ordinary reduction for E. Suppose tJiat tJie Nfèron fibre of E is geometrically
connected at every place v of Jc at which the Zp-extension LjJc splits infinitely.
TJien:

a(E, L/Jc) = 0

if L\Jc is not the anti-cyclotomic Zp-extension, or the
sign of (E, Xo) is +1* (Here #0 is the principal
cJiaracter over Jc.)

If L\k is tJie anti-cyclotomic Zp-extension and tJie sign of (E, Xo) is —1>
then:
a(E,LIJc) p= 1 in tJie generic ease,
and:
a(E,LjJc) = 2
in the exceptional case.
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Remarks. (1) A more general growth number proposition could be
proved concerning %-eigenspaees for x a tame character (i.e., of finite
order prime to p) over k. We content ourselves here and in Sections 19,
20 and 22 below with statements for x = XQI *^e principal character,
although more general tame characters could also be treated.
(2) See Monsky [41]-[43] for an analysis of possible growth behavior
in Zp [[Z^]] modules for general Ä > 1.
19. Heegner points as universal norms. Let k c C be a quadratic imaginary
field, p a prime number, and JSf a positive integer prime to p, for which
there exists an ideal Jf in the ring of integers & of k, of norm N. Fix such
an ideal Jf. Let &n denote the order in 0 of conductor pn, and Jfn = Jfn <Bn.
Let Hn be the ring class field of &n, so that Hn = k(j(0n)). If H^ = \JHn,
n

then H^ is an anti-cyclotomic extension of k whose Galois group is isomorphic to Zp @F where F is a finite group ; consequently, there is a unique Zp-extension K^jk contained in H^. The Z^-extension K^fk is the
anti-cyclotomic Zp-extension of Jc.
Define
Kn = K^nHn
for aU n > 0.
Thus KQjk is a finite, cyclic, everywhere unramified extension of degree
a power of p, and KnIK0 is a finite cyclic extension totally ramified at
the primes dividing p, and of degree pn.
Sor

/ '

/

f

Jk

s2 —
* i

*o'

/

/
*•

Let 93: X0(jy)->JB be a Weil parametrization of an elliptic curve E/Q
(of conductor If).
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Define the submodule of Heegner points at tJie n-tJi layer
é(En) e [JSJ(#J®ZJ/torsion
to be the Z p -module generated by the trace to En of the basic Heegner
points of level pn. Thus, if
< = T r a c e H n / ^ { ^ ( ^ , Jfn)a},

ae

Q*l(HJk),

then £{En) is the Z^-module generated by the ean (for a e Qa>l(HnIE)) in
E ( En) ®>Zp /torsion.
Now let ap denote the integer 1+p — ^(E(Fp)), and let ßp)ßp denote
the two roots of X*—apX+p.
Suppose that p is ordinary for E, i.e.,
ap zß 0mod#, and that ßp is the jp-adic unit root.
Let e denote the quadratic character belonging to Jc, so that l+s(jp)
is the number of distinct primes of Jc with residue field Fp. Let Mp = ßp —
—l—s(p). Then Mp is never zero.
Using formulas expressing the action of the Hecke operator Tp on Heegner points, an elementary calculation yields:
Suppose tJiat ap is congruent to neither 0 nor 1 + e(p)
modjp. TJien working in tJie system of F-modules E(En)(&Zp/torsion, we Jiave
PROPOSITION.

^ovmKmlKtf(Km)

= $(En),

m>n>0.

More generally, if ap sß Omoäp, then 3£p-$(En) lies in the subspace
of E^jE^-universal
norms.
For simplicity we suppose, now, that ap =£ 0, or l-\-e(p)m.oäp. Define
the Heegner module
g(EJ

~lim£(En)
n

which is the analogue for our elliptic curve E of the ^.-module constructed
by taking the projective limit of the ^-completion of the space of elliptic
units in En, the limit being taken as n tends to oo.
One easily sees that the ^-module ^(E^) is cyclic, and since the
natural mapping ê(EOQ)^TJSp(EOQ) is nontrivial if ^(E^) ^ {o}, and the
latter -4-module is free, it follows that ^(E^) is a free ^.-module of rank
either 0 or 1. Clearly, if there exists some n ^ 0 for which en is nonzero,
then £(K„Ù is free of rank 1.
There is some n for wJiich en is nonzero', equivalently:
is a free A-module of rank 1.

CONJECTURE.

S(E^
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BemarJcs. (1) The theory we have just described can be generalized
with some modification to eigenspaces for some character x of order prime
to p. As suggested in Section 4, one should broaden the theory to include
Heegner points coming from the various Shimura curve parametrizations
of E as well.
(2) Kurcanov was the first to discover the possibility that Heegner
points account for unbounded Mordell-Weil rank in anti-cyclotomjc
towers. See [32] for examples of nontriviality of Heegner modules attached
to certain tame characters %.
(3) It is worth noting that although the ^-module structure of S(EJ)
is simple enough, the structure of the finite layers S(E^ can be quite
subtle and, invoking standard conjectures, can be seen to reflect properties
of the error term e„
in the formula
w
n
rp(E,En)=a-lEn:

k]+en.

20. ^p-adic heights. The classical height pairing on the Mordell-Weil group
of an elliptic curve involves the choice of an "B-valued logarithmic character"
^/E*->R+
although the use of the "natural logarithm" obscures this choice.
A general "theory of ^p-adic heights" for elliptic curves E IE would
yield a bilinear symmetric pairing
E(E)xE(E)->Qp,
(x, y)-><x, y\
dependent upon a choice of ^p-adic valued logarithm X over E (a canonical X-height pairing) which is ^-linear in X, functorial, and, of course,
satisfies the more elusive property of being an effective tool in the study
of the arithmetic of E.
We do not yet have such a general theory, but much progress towards
it has been recently made.
Say that a logarithm X over E is ordinary for E if for çvery nonarchimedean prime v of E at which X is ramified, either the Neron fibre of E
is of multiplicative type or the "Trace of Probenius" av is not congruent
to zero modulo the characteristic of the residue field of v. Say that X is
good for E if for every v at which X is ramified, E has good reduction.
Suggestions for a mo&p theory first appeared in [53]. For elliptic
curves of complex multiplication and for certain ordinary jp-adic logarithms,
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Perrin-Eipu [47] and Bernardi [3] developed an analytic theory. PerrinBiou also produced an arithmetic (i.e., "descent-theoretic") definition
in the same context and she established the equivalence of the two theories. More recently, Schneider [57] has given a general formulation of the
theory of arithmetic height, valid for general elliptic curves E and good10
ordinary logarithms for E. He also discovered another way of defining
the height under the same hypothesis and has shown that his two definitions are equivalent. We refer to this as Sclmeider's p-adic JieigJit. Néron
has yet another approach [44]. Gross and Oesterlé have a jp-adic height
for complex multiplication elliptic curves and good non-ordinary logarithms
for E. In [38], a theory of ^p-adic heights for general elliptic curves and
ordinary logarithms is developed; we refer to this as analytic p-adic JieigJit.
The Schneider A-height pairing has the desirable proi>erty that its
kernel contains the subspace of Z/IT-universal norms, where L/E is the
Zp-extension cut out by the logarithm X. The analytic height j>airing,
being "analytic", is amenable to numerical calculation. One can prove
that Schneider's theory coincides with the analytic theory for good,
ordinary, logarithms, but see the forthcoming [39] for a surprise in a more
general context.
Now choose a basis P±, ...,Pr for the Mordell-Weil group E(E) modulo torsion. Consider
Ô(X) =de%<P„P i > A ,
viewed as giving rise to an r-linear symmetric form (tJie JieigJit determinant
form) on the space of ^p-adic logarithms over 1c which are ordinary for E.
It would follow from the conjecture of Section 16 and the above discussion that if ô(X) 7^ 0, i.e., the A-height pairing is nondegenerate, then
the growth number of L/E, the Zp-extension cut out by X, vanishes.
What r-linear forms can arise as height determinant forms ? See forthcoming work of G. Brattström related to this question.
21. The (p-adic valued) analytic theory. If % is a Hecke character of finite
order over Jc, let Q(x) c C denote the subfield generated by the values
of %. By the recent work of Oogdell-Stevens [9], there is a nonzero complex
number QB (the period) such that the special values
A(E,x)^nL(E,xA)l®v
lie in the field Q(x)>
10

Schneider's theory also covers certain cases of had ordinary reduction.
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Now let A be any integer, p a prime of good, ordinary reduction for E
and GPtA the Galois group of the union of all abelian extensions of k of
conductor dividing pm • A for some m. Prom the work of Kurcanov, following that of Manin (See also Haran [24]), one sees that there is a Qpvalued measure fzPtA on GPtA (i.e., a distribution with bounded values) which
"p-adically interpolates" the special values A(E, %) in the sense that
we have a formula of the form:
/ X'^.A = <kj(-0, x)-A{Ef X)
Qp,A

valid in Q(x)®QPi where x i s a n y character of k of conductor dividing
p^A for some m (viewed on the left-hand side as a character on GPtA), and
where cPtA(E, x) is a nonzero "elementary term"; elementary in the sense
that its dependence on E is purely local: it can be expressed in terms
of the Euler factors Lv of E for v dividing pA.
For a fixed character x of conductor equal to A as above, and a p-adic
logarithm X, we may define the p-adic L function (in the X direction) as
the power series in Q(x)®QP[\.X]]:
oo

w=o

,

" QPtA

and, making use of our choice of cyclotomic and anti-cyclotomic p-adic
logarithms a and r, we define the two-variable p-adic L function by:

Clearly, the substitution S = aX, T = bX in the two-variable p-adie L
series yields the p-adic L series in the X = aa+br direction.
The results on p-adic interpolation are obtained by working with
modular symbols attached to lifts of the automorphic form determined
by the Weil parametrized elliptic curve E.
There has been an impressive output of work devoted to the establishment of a one-variable theory of p-adic i-functions (principally in the
cyclotomic direction but see [6], [7] for very interesting results in different directions). As for the two-variable theory, prior to the work of
Kurcanov and Haran, Katz [29], [30] and Manin-Visik [35] defined
a p-adic L function attached to Grossencharacters over a quadratic imaginary field, by interpolation of special values of certain Eisenstein series
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and Yager [66], [68], [69] provided an alternative approach to Katz's
i-functions by considering the images of elliptic units in local units.
If v denotes Zs/0-conjugation, since one can show that ^tA = fiPtA,
we have:
We also have the functional equation for characters % of conductor f
prime to If which can be written

LatAx\B,T) =e(E,x)-e*v(S-o(If))-x(N)'ZaM-1i

S,

-2)

for a suitable constant e(E, #). Combining the above two equations when %
is anti-cyclotomic gives:

LatX(x)S,T) =e(E,x)-<*v{S'*(N))-LatT(x;

-S,T)

again under the hyj>othesis that f is prime to If. The constant e(E, x) is
the sign of (E, %) in the generic case.
Prom the functional equation one readily sees that when the sign of
(E,x) is —1 (x anti-cyclotomic, f prime to If), the anti-cyclotomic L
series LT(x',X) vanishes identically. In this case, define the first derived
anti-cyclotomic L series by the formula:
In the exceptional case, when the sign is —1, the first derived anticyclotomic L series will also vanish and it is the second derived L scries
which will be of interest.
Concerning the two-variable p-adic L function, it would be very interesting to frame j3recise conjectures connecting it to the arithmetic of E
along the lines that have been explored in analogy with conjectures already
formulated in the one-variable theory.
Notably, one might hope for a "main conjecture" which relates the
locus of zeros of LüfT in a suitable ball to the divisorial part of the support
of an Iwasawa module built from p-primary Selmer groups. One might
hope for a "Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer-type conjecture" which would assert
that if the two-variable p-adic L series is written as an infinite sum

Sortii B,T)
i>v

where l£0T(#; S, T) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree j in the variables
S and T and l^r(x> #, T) is the lowest nonvanishing term, then v ~r(E, x)
and ZW is a scalar multiple of a suitable "height determinant form" (cf.
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Section 20). One might hope to pin down that scalar multiple. One would
expect a "theory of congruences modulo Eisenstein primes" along the
lines of the one-variable theory [37], [61].
22. p-adic valued Heegner measures. Let us return to the setting of Section
19. Choose a generator c^ of the Heegner module ^(E^). Let cn eS(En)
be the image of c^. Define a «^-valued measure vn on Fn by the rule:
Vn(9) = P*<°n><%>a7

where <, >ff denotes the p-adic valued height attached to a, the p-cyclotomic logarithm.
One easily checks that the (vn)n satisfy the distribution law

*n(0) =27*ii+i(0')
g'

where the sumation runs through all elements of rn+l projecting to g in rn.
Thus the (vn)n determine a distribution v on r, which can be seen (using
the results of [38]), to be a measure, i.e., v{Goo) eA®z Qp. Changing the
choice of generator o«, of (E^) changes v(Coo) by multiplication by a unit
in A.
Is there a p-adic version of the theory of Gross and Zagier, which
relates the first derived p-anti-cyclotomic L-iunction L'T(x0,X) to the
Heegner measure v^l
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Global Questions in the Topology
of Singular Spaces

During the last decade, several new tools have been found for the study
of the topology of singular spaces. Our object here is to review the part
of this work that relates to intersection homology.
When he introduced homology for the study of manifolds, Poincaré
made it clear that he was motivated by applications in three directions:
analysis (differential equations), algebraic geometry, and group theory
([68], p. 194). Each of these three fields leads to questions about singular
spaces as well. After developing some general theory, we will illustrate
its usefulness in three sections devoted to applications in these three areas.
The singular spaces that arise in applications are usually complex
algebraic (or analytic) varieties. In this report, we will restrict ourselves
to methods which apply to these. Even here, desire for unity, limitations
of space, and ignorance force the omission of many important subjects«
Eor example, we do not mention the rather well developed theory of
characteristic classes and Eiemann-Eoch (see [73], [59], [9], [10], [30],
[31], [32]).
§ 1. Stratifications. Perhaps the primary reason why the study of singular spaces blossomed at this time was the creation of stratification
theory [58], [80], [74], [62]. This illuminated the local structure of analytic
varieties.
Let X be a complex analytic or algebraic variety of pure complex
dimension n. Then X admits a locally finite decomposition into disjoint
connected nonsingular analytic subvarieties {Sa} of varying dimension
called strata, which satisfies a homogeneity condition along the stra»ta:
for any two points p and g on a stratum Sa, there exists a homeomorphism
of X to X, preserving all the strata and taking p to g. We denote the codimension of Sa by ca, i.e. ca= n— dim# a . The space E which is the union
of all 8a such that ca > 0 contains all the singularities of X. The strata
8a cz E may be thought of as loci on which X is "uniformly singular".
[213]
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This homogeneity of X along Sa is guaranteed by the Whitney conditions: (1) the closure Sa of Sa is a union of strata and (2) if a sequence of
points bj e Sß and a sequence at e Sa both approach the same point ceSß,
then the limit of the secant lines connecting ai to &-t is contained in the
limit of the tangent spaces at ai7 if both limits exist.
Intersection homology
§ 2. Motivation. One of the important properties of the ordinary homology
E4(M) of a compact oriented 2n real dimensional manifold M is Poincaré
d%iality :
(1) If i+j = 2n, then any pair of homology classes A eEt(M) and
B e Hj(M) have representative cycles a e A cmd b eB that intersect infinitely
many points.
(2) The number of these intersection points counted according to their
multiplicities is independent of the choice of a and b and is denoted Ac\B.
(3) If M is compact, the bilinear pairing E^M, Q) xE^M, Q)->Q
lohich sends (A,B) to AnB is nondegenerate. (See [53] for the definition
of intersection multiplicities.)
An obvious extension of E^M) to singular varieties X is the usual
homology group Ei(X). Part (2) of the Poincaré duality fails even for the
simplest singular space; the nodal cubic.

From the position of a and 6 in the picture, we would conclude that
AnB = 1 . However, b is the boundary of a chain c so B = 0; hence

AnB =0.^
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Another obvious extension of E^M) to singular X would be E2n"\X)
which coincidens with it in the nonsingular case. By viewing £T27l~*(.X) as
traces in X of bigger cycles in an ambient nonsingular space, one may
visualize JJ2n~?'(X) as the homology of a complex of chains which satisfy
a transversality condition with respect to the singularities of X (see [37]).
If X is the nodal cubic, a does not satisfy this condition, and neither does
the chain c. So E1(X) is one-dimensional, generated by B. Property (2) of
Poincaré duality holds but (3) fails since no class pairs nontrivially to B.
In the definition of intersection homology, we will restore Poincaré
duality to the singular case by placing conditions on how chains meet
the singular strata which are less strict than the transversality condition
for E2n~i(X). Por the nodal cubic, a will not be allowed but c will, so the
first intersection homology group is zero.
§ 3. Definition of intersection homology. Let X be an ^-dimensional complex analytic variety with a Whitney stratification {Sa}, and let ca be the
complex codimension of 8a. Denote by {Ü/(J$T)}, i e Z, the complex of
geometric chains on X. (Several choices for this work equally well. For
example, we can take O^X) to be the piecewise linear i-chains with respect
to some piecewise linear structure on X. An element c of Ot(X) would
then be a simplicial chain for some triangulation (depending on c) of X.
Another choice would be subanalytic chains [45].)
We define the complex of intersection chains {IG^X)} to be the subcomplex of {Oi(X)} consisting of those chains ceO^X) satisfying the
allowability condition ([39], [3]):
The chain c intersects each singular stratum Sa e E in a set of (real)
dimension less than i — ca and its boundary dc intersects each singular stratum
Sa e E in a set of dimension less than i — ± — ca. (Note that ca, the complex
codimension of 8a, is half the real codimension.)
Por some purposes dimension bounds other than i — ca and i — 1 — ca
are useful, and the chains described above are sometimes called middleperversity intersection chains in the literature. We will not use these otherdimension bounds here.
DEFINITION [39]. The ith intersection homology group of X, denoted
IEi(X), is the ith homology group of the chain complex {IO^X)}.
If X is nonsingular, then IEi(X) ~Ei(X). In general the groups
IHi(X) have many attributes of more familiar topological functors. They
depend only on the topology of 8 — in particular they are independent.
of the stratification {8a} used in their definition [4]. If X is compact, they
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are finitely generated. If TJ c X is open, there are relative groups lE^X, TJ)
which fit in the usual long exact sequence and satisfy excision. Over a field
F, they satisfy the Kunneth theorem
IE{(XxY',F)

=

0

Iff i (X;2F)®IJI Ä (r,.F).

'

They are not homotopy invariants, but they are both covariant and
contravariant functors on a class of maps called placid maps.
A map of a purely m-dimensional variety Ym to Xn is
placid if X can be stratified by strata {8a} so that for each a, dimcf~l(Sa)
< m — ca.
DEFINITION.

If / is placid, the homomorphisms
/ „ : IBt{T)+IBt(X)

and

f:IEi(X)-^IEH2[m.ni(Y)

are defined as usual, essentially by image cycles and transverse inverse
image cycles.
§ 4 . The Kahler package. The intersection homology IEt(X) of a singular
algebraic variety X satisfies a large part of the package of special properties
of the ordinary homology of a Kahler manifold. These results are all false
for Ei(X).
POINCARé DUALITY [3]. (1) If i+j = 2n, then any pair of intersection
homology classes AelEi(X)
and BelEj(X)
have representatives
aeA
and b eB that intersect only in X — En and in finitely many points.
(2) The number of these intersection points counted according to their
multiplicities is independent of the choice of a and b, and is denoted AnB.
(3) If X is compact, the bilinear pairing,

Ifft(ZiQ)xISJ(Z;Q)^Q
which sends A, B to AnB

in nondegenerate.

The corresponding pairing over the integers is not unimodular [38].
For general i and j , there is an intersection pairing lE^X)
xIEj(X)
-^Ei+j^2n(X)
but no ring structure on IE*(X).
[4], [41]. Let Xn be a closed subvariety of complex projective m-space CPm and let BT1"1 <= CPm be a generic
hyperplane. Then
LEFSCHETZ HYPERPLANE THEOREM

j,:

IHi[XnHiZ)-+IHilXiZ)
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is an isomorphism for i < n — 1 and is surjective for i = n — 1, lohere
j : X nEc~*X is the (placid) inclusion.
HARD LEFSIIETZ THEOREM [27], [12]. Let X be a closed subvariety of
CPm. Then intersecting with a generic hyperplane E c CPm induces a mapping
f] [E]: IEi(X)->IEi-.2(X), QMÜ for all h the iterated map

mn+h(X; Q)

U Iffn_,c(X; Q)

is an isomorphism.
CONJECTURE [26]. If X is compact and projective, then IEJc(X; C) has
a pure Eodge decomposition

IEk(X) C) = ©
with the following properties :
(a)Ifl- i f i (X)=ZH^(Z);
(b) If f: 3™->X* is placid, fJBitj(T)

IEitj(X)

= IEitj{X)

and

flS^Z)

(c) The usual relations with the Lefschetz map Ç\ [Jff] and the duality
pairing AnB hold) in particular the Eodge index theorem is valid.
§ 5. Interpretation of intersection homology. Since the thrust of the last
section (and the next two) is that IE*(X) behaves in many circumstances
exactly like the ordinary homology of a nonsingular variety, one might
well ask if IE*(X) is in fact the homology of an associated non-singular
variety. The answer is: Sometimes.
A small resolution X->X is a resolution for which X can be stratified
by strata {8a} such that iî p e 8a, then äimf"1(p) < Jc a , where ca is the
codimension of 8a in X. If vz: X->X is a small resolution, then % induces
.an isomorphism E^X) ^IEi(X)
(see [40]).
This observation leads to the following fanciful question: In such
a situation, how much of the topology of È can be read from that of JO
More precisely, what invariants I can be defined for all singular spaces
so that, whenever a small resolution X exists, I(X) = I ( X ) ? The list
includes E*(X) with its intersection bilinear form, the Wu class in E*(X)
[38], and the Ohern numbers of X for the signature, the Euler characteristic, and the arithmetic genus. But a bound on such speculation is provided by the fact that X may have two different small resolutions Xx
and X 2 . Examples exist where the intersection ring structures of Xx and
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X2 are not isomorphic and the Ohern classes are not correspondingly placed.
(This shows that there can be no natural ring structure on intersection
homology.)
§ 6. Stratified Morse theory. We present here what appears to be the correct analogue for singular analytic varieties of Morse theory for manifolds
[41]. Suppose X is embedded in a smooth complex analytic variety M
and is Whitney stratified by {8a}. For each stratum 8a, define the conormal
space G(8a) to be the closure in T*M, the cotangent bundle of M, of the
set of cotangent vectors which lie over 8a and annihilate all tangent vectors
in T8a, the tangent space to 8a. An X-critical point of a smooth function
/ : M->R is a critical point p e 8a of the restriction of / to some stratum
8a. The critical value of / at a critical point p is f(p). A smooth function
/ : M->R is called Morse for X if
(a) The restriction fj8a is Morse for all 8a c X.
(b) If p e 8a is an X-critical point, df(p) $ ö(8ß) for any ß # a.
-(c) The critical values of / are distinct.
The set of Morse functions for X is open and dense in the 000 topology j
Morse functions are 0° structurally stable on X [67]. For any number
s eR we denote by X<8 the set of « e l such that f(x) < s. If p e 8 a is
a critical point for the Morse function jf, we define the Morse index Âp
for / at p to be ca+ (the Morse index for f\ 8a at p).
THEOREM. There exists a unique set of abelian groups Aa one for each
stratum 8a, such that for any proper Morse function f: M->R
(a) if the interval [s, t) contains no critical values, then IEi(X<t,
X<s\
Z) = 0 for all i-,
(b) if the interval [s, t) contains the critical value v of one critical point
p G 8a, and Xp is the Morse index of f at p, then

{A.0

for i

M I

xp.

There is no analogous notion of a Morse index for ordinary homology
replacing intersection homology since Ei(X<t,X<8)
may be nonzero for
several i, even if [s, t) contains only one critical value.
The groups Aa are very difficult to calculate, but they are important
since they arise in a number of other contexts. If ma denotes the rank
of the free part of Aa, the algebraic cycle in T*M
eh(X)=]?maCi(8a)
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is called the characteristic variety of X. It will play a role in § 7 and § 11
below.
§ 7. Lefschetz fixed point theorem. 10 / : X~->X is a placid self-map, for
example a self-homeomorphisin, then the intersection homology Lefschetz
number IL(f) = £( -If trace (f^.IE^X, Q)-+IEi(X; Q)) has an expression which is localized at the fixed point set of /. More precisely, for each
connected component K of the fixed point set there is a Lefschetz index
IL(f, K) determined by the local behavior of / near K, such that the sum
of the IL(f, K) over all connected components K is IL(f). We give two
formulas for IL(f, K), both analogues of classical formulas for manifolds.
First we treat continuous placid self-maps / : X-^X and give a result
in the framework of [76]. Given any non-singular point p e X, the cycle
[pxX]eXxX
satisfies the allowability conditions of §2 and therefore
lies in the intersection homology group
IE2n(XxX).
THEOREM [42]. Let TJA and TJf be open regular neighborhoods of the
diagonal and the graph of f respectively in XxX. Then there are unique
intersection homology classes with compact support [Zl] eIE2n(UA; Q) and
[f]eIE2n(TJf;Q) such that [Zl]n[pxX] = 1 and [f]n[pxX] = 1 for
all non-singular p e X. Por these classes, we have

IL(f) = {A-\n\Jl
We may choose TJA and Uf so small that UA n TJf has a unique connected
component containing each connected component AnKxK
of AnX
graph /. In this way [A] n [/] may be considered as a sum of contributions
from each K, and we obtain a formula for IL(f, K) as well. For example, if
p is an isolated fixed point of /, then IL(f,p) is the linking number of
Ln[A] and Ln[f] in L = the link of pxp in XxX. (One can verify
that Unking numbers exist for disjoint (2w — l)-dimensional intersection
homology cycles in L.)
Second we treat integrals of vector fields and give a generalization
of the Hopf index formula. Suppose X is embedded in a smooth m-dimensional complex variety M, and let v:X->TM be a vector field on X,
i.e. a (possibly discontinuous) section of TM defined only over X, such
that if p e 8a, v(p) e T8a. We suppose that v can be integrated (i.e. there
is a one-parameter family ft:X->X of self-maps of X such that fQ is the
identity and djdtft(p) ~v(ft(p))) and that the fixed points of ft are
exactly the zeros of v for t e(0,1]. "Controlled vector fields" (see [62])
provide a rich supply of such v. Choose a continuous section si M->T*M
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of the cotangent bundle to M with the property that if p e X and v(p) ^ 0
then s(p)v(p) > 0 .
The image of s is a 2m-cycle with closed supports {s(M)] in T*M.
Another natural 2m-cycle in T*M is ch(X), defined at the end of §6.
"Now given a connected component K of the fixed point set of f19 pick
an open set TJ c M containing K but no other fixed points. The cycles
[s(M)~\ and ch(X) restrict to cycles [s(TJ)] and ch(X, TJ) with closed
support in T*(TJ). One can check that the condition s(p)v(p)>0 for
peTJ—K guarantees that the intersection of the supports of [s(TJ)1
and ch(X, TJ) is compact. Therefore the intersection number [s(Z7)]n
ndh(X, TJ) is well defined.
THEOREM.

IL(f, K) = [s(TJ)] n ch(X,TJ).

Applying this theorem to the zero vector field, we get
COROLLARY [29]. If lx is the intersection homology Huler characteristic
of X and Z c T*M is the zero section, I%= [Z] nch(X).

<§ 8. Enter sheaf theory. The functor which assigns to each open set TJ in X
the group IOf ( TJ) of intersection chains on TJ with closed support is a sheaf.
This observation is key for axiomatic characterization of intersection
homology as well as for most of its applications.
Because of the numbering conventions prevalent in sheaf theory, we
define ICf(U) to be l o g o f f ) ; if TJ' e TJ then the map ICi(U)->ICi(Uf)
is just restriction of geometric chains. Then IC* is a sheaf because the
allowability conditions of § 2 are local. The boundary map gives a map
of sheaves ô : IC*->ICm such that ôoô = 0 , so we have a complex of
sheaves IC\ As with any complex of sheaves, we can apply several cohomological functors. First is the cohomology sheaf functor H*IC =Ker(3:
i C ^ l C ^ / l i n a . - l C - ^ I C . This is a sheaf whose stalk H*(IC% at p is
IE2n_i(X,X—p).
Secondes the hypercohomology functor El(X, IC").
Since IC* is soft, for all i, the group Hi(X, IC") may be computed as the
global section cohomology keTdICi(X)->ICi+1(X)IImd:lCi~1(X)->ICi(X).
Hence IT(X,1C') = IEfn^(X) which we also denote IEl(X). Third is
hypercohomology with compact support IEl(X,IC) which-for the same
reason is IE2n_i(X).
If P' and Q" are two complexes of sheaves, a quasi-isomorphism from
P" to Q" is a diagram of complexes P"^-R*^Q' so that p and g induce
isomorphisms H ^ P ' Ä f f R ' i f f Q ' for all i, or equivalently if for all open
sets U,p and q induce isomorphisms JET*(17, Vy*-M*(U9 R')-*.B:i'(Z7,Q").
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If there is a quasi-isomorphism from P" to Q", then P" and Q" are called
quasi-isomorphic. This is an equivalence relation. Quasi-isomorphic sheaves
are interchangeable for all calculations with cohomological functors.
For any point p in X we choose a local analytic embedding of X near
p in Cm and call Bp the intersection of a small open ball in Cm centered
at p with X. It follows from stratification theory that the topology of
Bp depends only on p. Straight forward geometric arguments show that
the complex IC" satisfies the following four properties:
(0) Boundedness and construotibility : 10 = 0 if i< 0 or if i is large
enough; and for some stratification {8a} of X, IT'IC" \8a is locally constant
and finitely generated for all i for all a.
(1) Support: for all i>0,
àimc{xeX\
(2) Gosupport: For all

H*(BX; IC) ^ 0} <

n-i.

i>0,

dim c {x G X | fl*1"* (Bx ; IC) ^ 0} < n - i.
(3) Normalization: For some stratification {8a} of X, H*IC"/(X — E)
is zero for i ^ 0 and is the constant sheaf for i = 0.
THEOREM [4], The sheaf IC* is uniquely characterized up to quasi-isomorphism by the above conditions (0), (1), (2), and (3),

It is useful to consider also intersection homology with twisted coefficients. The coefficients will be a local system L (i.e. a locally constant
sheaf) on X — E. The group IE{(X, L) may be defined as in § 2 or we may
define the sheaf IC*(j&) directly as follows. The value of IC (L) on an open
set TJ c X is those 2n — i chains c with closed supports on
Un(X-E)
with coefficients in L satisfying the allowability condition: the closure
in TJ of the support of c intersects each singular stratum 8a e E in a set
of real dimension less than (2n—i) — ca and the closure in TJ of the support
of the boundary dc intersects each singular stratum 8a e E in a set of
real dimension less than (2n — i~l) — ca. The sheaf IC'(JL') may be characterized as in the above theorem replacing the normalization condition
(3) by
(3') normalization: H*IC"(Z/)|X — E is zero for i ^ 0 and is L for i= 0.
Conjecturally, if £ is a polarized variation of Hodge structure then
JP'(IC"(jL)) = IE*(X, li) has a pure Hodge structure. This is verified for
curves [82].
Sheaf theory enables one to give local expressions for some basic
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properties of intersection homology. For example Poincaré duality of
§ 2 becomes the statement that IC(Q) is quasi-isomorphic to its dual
(see [16] or [75]).
§ 9. Perverse sheaves. Intersection homology sheaves are objects in a beautiful Abelian category called the category P(X) of perverse sheaves
[12].
The category G of complexes of sheaves on X is deficient from the
point of view of homological functors because quasi-isomorphisms
PV-R'->Q' may not be morphisms in G, and even if they are (when
P'-P-P'-^Q*) they may not be invertible in G. This situation may be
remedied by introducing formal inverses of morphisms in G which are
quasi-isomorphisms [46], [34]. The resulting category B(X) is called the
derived category of the category of sheaves on X. The isomorphisms in
B(X) are exactly the quasi-isomorphisms. But B(X) is not Abelian t
instead it has the structure of a "triangulated category" which is quite
complicated [77].
- The category P(X) of perverse sheaves on X is the full subcategory
of B(X) whose objects satisfy the following slight weakening of the conditions characterizing the intersection homology sheaf IC*:
DEFINITION. A complex of sheaves K" on X is called a perverse sheaf
if it satisfies the following three properties:
(0) Boundedness cmd constructibility: K" = 0 if i< 0 or if i is large
enough; and for some stratification {8a} of X, E*K'\8a is locally constant
and finitely generated for all i and for all a.
(1) Support: For all i,
dimc{xeX\ H^B^IC)
^0}^n-i.

(2) Gosupport: For all i,
dim0{a? eX\ fl*,"*(BÄ; IC") # 0} <

n-i.

We now digress to show how intersection homology sheaves provide
a rich supply of perverse sheaves.
An enriched subvariety of X is a pair (V, L) wherç V is
locally closed, non-singular, equidimensional subvariety and L is a local
system of coefficients on V. Two enriched subvarieties (V, L) and (V, L')
are considered equal if VnV is dense in V and in V, and L\(VnV'}
= I/\(VnV').
An irreducible enriched subvariety (V, L) is one where V
is an irreducible variety and L is an irreducible local system on V. An
DEFINITION.
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enriched subvariety (V, L) gives rise to a complex IC'(F, L) on X called
the intersection homology sheaf of (V,L) by extending the complex
IC'(Z) on F by zero in X.
If A" is a complex of sheaves and c is an integer, we define A' [c] to
be the same complex with the numbering shifted by c. In otheu words,
the ith sheaf in A'[c] is AHc.
Comparison of the definition of a perverse sheaf with the theorem
of § 8 shows that if c is the codimension of V in X, IC" ( V, L) [ — c\ is a perverse sheaf on X. For example, if x e V, we have HCa(Bx-, IC"(7, X)[ — o])
= LX and Hl"-°«(Bx,W(V,L)l--c-])
= Lx.
THEOREM. The category P(X) of perverse sheaves onX is an Artinicmj
Abelian category whose simple objects are the complexes IC'(F, L)[ — c\
for irreducible enriched subvarieties (V, L) of X.
The category P(X) is important because of its applications (§11,
§13 and § 16). It would be interesting to understand its structure more
directly (see [60] and [35]).

Applications to analysis
§ 10. Ij cohomology. The I? cohomology of the nonsingular part X—E
of any compact analytic variety X, provided with an appropriate polyhedral
metric, was found to be finite-dimensional and to satisfy Poincaré duality
[24], [25]. This led to the question, resolved affirmatively, of whether this
I? cohomology was in fact intersection homology with real coeficients.
In this section we address the same question for metrics more naturally
associated with the analytic structure of X.
We define Q\2)(X — E) to be the space of smooth i forms co on X — 2
fiuch that
J a> A * co < oo,

f dco A *dco < oo.

We define the L* cohomology of X — E, E\2^(X—E), to be the ith. cohomology of the complex £ì\^(X—E). Since the operator * depends on the
Biemannian metric chosen on X—E, the group E\2)(X — E) also depend
on this metric. We are interested in two contexts which differ by the
ehoice of this metric:
Context I. The variety X is embedded analytically in a Kahler manifold
M ; the metric chosen on X—E is induced via this embedding from the
Kahler metric on M.
/
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Context II. The manifold X—E with its metric has finite volume and
is obtained as the quotient space of a discrete group acting properly on
a Hermitian symmetric domain; X is the Baily-Borel compactification

of

X-E.

The following conjectures may be summarized by the philosophy
that analysis on Q^2)(X—E) should be related to analysis on X where
X->X is a small resolution (see § 5).
CONJECTURE. E\2)(X—E)^IE2n_i(X-,R)
and [83] for context II).

(see [2Ç] for context I

CONJECTURE. Every class in E\2)(X—E) contains a unique harmonic
(closed and coelosed) representative. (This is well-known in context II
because the metric is complete.) A Hodge theory can be obtained by
splitting the L2 harmonic forms with values in C into their (p, q) pieces
and it satisfies the properties of the conjecture of § 4.

The index of the L2d complex is the arithmetic genus
of Jr where n : X->X is any resolution of singularities of X. More generally,
the K*(X) element obtained from this complex by the analytic procedure
of [8] coincides with the % pushforward of the K orientation of X [10].
Work on these conjectures has been difficult for lack of adequate
analytic methods to study £){2)(X—E) near a singularity of X and for
lack of adequate information on the metric structure of X near a singularity. Nevertheless, partial results are known. The first holds in context I
for metrically conical singularities [25] and for some surfaces [49] and
in context II for the case where E is a manifold [15] and for some rauk 2
cases [84], [23]. The third holds in context I for curves [47].
CONJECTURE.

§ 11. Relation to algebraic analysis. Holonomic 3D-modules are an important
and beautiful subject in their own right, but here we treat them only in
relation to our topological constructions. Suppose Jf is a non-singular
analytic variety. Let 2) be the sheaf of linear differential operators with
analytic coefficients. Then Î), as a sheaf of noncommutative rings on M,
is filtered by the order. The associated graded Gr J) is commutative; sections of it over TJ c M may be interpreted as functions on T*U. Suppose
50Ì is a coherent sheaf of 35-modules. Sol is called holonomic r.s. (for regular
singularities) if it has a filtration as a module over filtered 35 so that Gr 501
has support in T*Jf which is reduced and of pure dimension m. (This
definition provides no intuitive feeling for holonomic r.s. 3)-modules;
for this we refer the reader to [66], [13].) We denote by ch(lf) (for
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characteristic variety) the algebraic cycle in T*(M) determined by Gr 9ft.
Any 35-module 9ft determines a DeEham complex DE 9ft = SDÌ ® ß*
->• 9ft ® Ql i in the derived category B(M) (see § 8).
THEOREM ([63], [50], [18]). The category of holonomic r.s. ^-modules
on M is equivalent to the category P(M) of perverse sheaves onM. The equivalence is given by the BeBham functor DE.
Therefore the irreducible holonomic r.s. £>-modules correspond to
intersection homology sheaves of subvarieties of M. If DEß =IC'(X)
where X c M, then chß = ch(X) as defined in § 6.
There is a filtration of the D-module £ such that DEß =IC'(X)
which conjecturally gives rise to the Hodge filtration suggested in § 4
on IEi(X) [18]. The Fourier transformation, taking the category of
radially homogeneous holonomic r.s. 35-modules on Cn to itself, leads to
a similar operation on P(Cn) with interesting applications [22], [19].

Applications to algebraic geometry
§ 12. The decomposition theorem. The decomposition theorem says that
the pushforward of an intersection homology sheaf by a proper algebraic
map is a direct sum of intersection homology sheaves. It contains as
special cases the deepest homological properties of algebraic maps that
we know. It was conjectured in [36] and proved in [12].
THEOREM. (1) Let f: X->Y be a proper projective map of complex algebraic varieties. Then there exist a unique set of irreducible enriched subvarieties {(Va, La)} in Y(Va smooth in Y; La a local system of Q vector spaces
on Va) and polynomials {of = ^ + 95°^ + ...} such that there is a quasi-isomorphism

Uiv(X)

« eic-(Fa,La)[-i]®ö"?.

(**)

(2) The coefficients of <pa are palindromic around 1ca = dimX — dim7 a .
(i.e. tCa<pa(t~l) =<pa(t)) (md the odd and even degree terms are separately
unimodal (i.e. if i^ \ then <p"_2 < ç>°).
Applying hypercohomology to the above quasi-isomorphism, we get
Px(t)=£<pa(t)Pa(t);
a

x

where P is the Poincaré polynomial for IE*(X) and Pa is the Poincaré
polynomial for IE*( Va,La). If X is compact, the Va will also be compact
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so Px and Pa have the óharacter of the Poincaré polynomial of a smooth
projective variety. Part (2) of the theorem asserts that the of also have
this character (palindromicity m Poincaré duality and unimodality ä*
hard Lefschetz). So the theorem asserts that IE*(X) is a sum of terms,
each of which is like the intersection homology of the product of a fictitious fiber variety (with Poincaré polynomial of), and an enriched subvariety (Va, La) of Y. (Conjecturally, La should be a polarized variation
of Hodge structure.)
The quasi-isomorphism in the decomposition formula (**) can be
made canonical by the following procedure [28] given a factorization
of / as X c -> YxP m ->Y. The hyperplane class [jff] in E2(Pm) induces
a map r\: /#IC'(X)->/#IC"(JT) [2] essentially by transversally intersecting
cycles with [JT]. If we denote by Am(i) the sum of the right-hand side
of (*#) over a so (**) reads f^I(T(X) « © A'(i), then r\ decomposes into
i

pieces rjiji A'(£)->J/(£—j) [2]. Set %• = J£%. Then there is a unique
i

quasi-isomorphism in (**) satisfying (ad^o)*"""1^. = 0 for all i (where
adïjo! is rjoe—fyo).
If X-> Y is a resolution of singularities of Y, then one of the enriched
subvarieties in the decomposition will be ( Y, Q) and the corresponding
qf will be 1. Thus ZH**( Y) sits canonically in the cohomology of X given
a factorization of the resolution as in the last paragraph. Conjecturally,
this embedding determines the Hodge structure on JH"*(Y) from that
on X.
The decomposition theorem contains, for example, the invariant cycle
theorem and the degeneration of the spectral sequence for / in case / is
a topological fibration. See [40] for a discussion of some of its consequences.
It is also one of tike most powerful techniques for calculating intersection
homology (see [5]). At the moment, the only proof of it goes through
characteristic p algebraic geometry. (As a consequence, it is unproved
for proper analytic maps.) It would be very interesting to find an analytic
proof, either using 35-modules or using I? techniques.
§ 1 3 . Specialization. Suppose n:X->G is a map of an algebraic variety
to a smooth algebraic curve, o is a point in 0, and e e 0 is a nearby general
point (i.e. n is a topological fibration near c). There is a continuous map
called y) from Xc, the fiber over c, to X0 the fiber over o, which roughly
collapses points near a given stratum 8 in X0 to 8 [41]. There is also a map
fi : XC->XC with ipofi = ip called the monodromy which represents the
result of tracing paths over c as it moves once around o. Therefore there
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is a complex of sheaves ?/J*IC"(X0) on X0 called the nearby cycles of IC"
with an action of p* on it. Althouqh there is some choice in the specification
of ip and JU, the complex y)*lC'(Xc) and the action of p* are independent
up to quasi-isomorphism of the choice. (Moreover, they can be defined
purely algebraically [69].)
PROPOSITION

([41], [12]). The complex ip*lCm is a perverse sheaf.

Therefore we dispose of the Abelian category structure of P(X0) to
analyze the monodromy p*. There is a factorization JU,# =
P-(l+N),
where P has finite order and U is nilpotent. Then there is a unique increasing filtration ~Wl on y>*IC' such that N sends W1 to TP~2 and N* takes
Gr*IC" isomorphically to Gr~*IC, where Gr* is the associated graded to
the filtration W.
THEOREM ([33]). The graded pieces Gr^*IC'(X c ) are semi-simple in
P(X0). loi other words, they are direct sums of intersection homology sheaves
of irreducible enriched subvarieties of X0.

The study of y>*IG° can be generalized to the case where X0 is replaced
by an arbitrary hypersurface [78].
Applications to group theory
§ 14. Weyl group representations. Here and in the succeeding sections,
we will treat only the case of GL (7c, C). Lie theorists can imagine the
generalization to an arbitrary reductive complex algebraic group with
the aid of occasional parenthetical remarks.
Consider the variety Sft of all le x 1c complex matrices all of whose eigenvalues are zero. I t is singular, and it has a stratification {Sa} indexed by
partitions a of the number 1c. The stratum 8a consists of matrices whose
sizes of Jordan blocks are given by a. Let ca be the codimension of 8a in
STI. The variety Sft also has a resolution n: SR:->5Tl constructed as follows:
Let 93 denote the manifold of complete flags O c ^ c J P 2 c . , . c J?ic-i c @k
in Ck. Then 91 is the subvariety of SR: x 23 consisting of pairs (x, {Pj}) so
that xPj c PJ_J . The map % is t h e projection to the first factor. The
decomposition formula (§12) for A* = 7r*IC'(9t) may be computed as
follows :
PROPOSITION

([17]).

A'= ©IC(5.)[-o a ]®C.
a

19 — Proceedings...
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So A* is a semisimple perverse sheaf on SR. (For other reductive groups,
enriched strata will be necessary.)
The symmetric group on h letters, denoted W (the Weyl group of
GL(&)), acts on A" by automorphisms in P(SR), the category of perverse
objects on SR. This action, constructed first in [72], has several descriptions j
we follow [71]. We map (5, the space of all Jc xlc complex matrices, to Ck
by the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial. Then SR is the fiber
over 0, and if e e Ch is a nearby non-singular point, it turns out that A*
is y*IC*(©c). Just as in §13, the fundamental group of the complement
of the discriminant in Ck acts on A' by monodromy. This fundamental
group is the braid group on ifc strands ; its action factors through the quotient map to W.
PROPOSITION ([17]). The action of W on A* induces cm isomorphism
from the group ring of W to the endomorphism ring of A* in P(Sft).

I t follows that isotypical components IC"($ a )[ — ca)®Qva of A" correspond bijectively to irreducible representations of W. This correspondence
between partitions a and irreducible W representations Pa is that of Young*
•Applying hypercohomology, we obtain as another corollary the formula
that the multiplicity of pa in the standard action of W on E€(f8) is
dimlff- c "(£ a ) ([17], [54]).
§ 15. Representations of Hecke algebras. We sketch the contents of the
papers [51], [52], whose historical importance in stimulating the recent
development of the material of this'report cannot be overemphasized»
The form of our presentation relies on these later developments.
The variety 33 x SB, where SB is the flag manifold as in § 14, is stratified
by orbits S of the diagonal action of GL (ft, C). The orbits are parametrized
by elements a of the symmetric group W. A pair of flags {Pj}, {P^} e 23 x SBcorresponds to a e W if there is a basis e19 e2,..., ek of Ck so that Pj is the
span of ex, e21..., ej and Pj is the span of ea{1), ea{2),..., eaU).
The Hecke algebra § is the set of formal linear combinations of inter*
section homology sheaves J£^ a ,*IC'(/S a )[f] with integral multiplicities
mati. Addition is addition of multiplicities ; multiplication is obtained by
regarding the intersection homology sheaves as "sheaf valued correspondences" on SB XSB. That is A*-B' = # i 3 * t ò A B ®i?*3B') where p13, p12, and
#23 map SBxSBxSBtoSBxSBby f orgeting the factor not named. The Hecke
algebra is an algebra over Z [t, f 2 ] where t sends IC"(Sa) [i] to IC(Sa) li — 1].
(Por general reductive Lie groups, £ depends only on the Weyl group W?
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even though SB X SB and the singularities of the strata are not determined
by W alone.)
There is a positive cone ftcg consisting of actual complexes of sheaves
on SB x SB, i.e. 51 consists of formal linear combinations where all multiplicities mati are non-negative. Clearly 51 is closed under multiplication
in §. This defines a partial ordering < x of the elements of TT by a ^La'
if St'IC(Sa) contains an element where IC"(/!?a,)[i] occurs with positive
multiplicity. A left cell in TT is a <£ equivalence class of elements of W.
Any left cell 0 c W gives rise to a rejxresentation B(L) of the Hecke algebra
£> with 0 as a Z\t, f"1] basis as follows B(G) is a subquotient of the regular
representation of § ; say B(G) = S/£. Here S c g is generated over
Zlh *_1] "by IC(S a ) where {G} ^La and X is generated by IC(8a), where
{0}<La.
THEOREM. The representations B(G) are irreducible. All irreducible
representations of $ occur as B(0) for some left cell 0.

(This theorem does not generalize easily to other reductive groups.)
The main interest in this theorem is that the combinatorics of it can be
explicitly spelled out. The left cells 0 arise from partitions of 1c by the
Bobinson-Schensted algorithm. The representations^ B(C) may be written
with respect to the basis {IC(#a), a eL} using inductively computable
combinatorial objects called W-graphs. If t is specialized to 1, then £
becomes the group ring Z[TF] of W and the theorem gives the irreducible
representations of the symmetric group W with a basis with particularly
agreeable properties : for example, all elements are represented by matrices
with integral entries.
The methods of this section can be used to compute both the local
and global intersection homology groups of the Schubert varieties Sa.
A fascinating phenomenon is that these groups are all zero in odd degrees.
The same holds for the computations for toric varieties [5], nilpotent
varieties [17], and Kc orbits in SB [57]. One would like a general explanation
for this phenomenon.
§ 16. Lie algebra representations. In this section, we discuss the serendipitous entry of intersection homology into the study of infinite-dimensional
representations of Lie algebras.
Eecall that the TcxTc complex matrices under the bracket operation,
denoted ©, is the Lie algebra of the group of invertible Je x Jc matrices
under composition, denoted G. The sub-Lie algebra n + of upper triangular
matrices that are zero on the diagonal is the Lie algebra of the subgroup
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jy + of upper triangular matrices that are one on the diagonal. A (©, JV+)
representation F is a possibly infinite-dimensional representation of (5
such that the action of tt+ exponentiates to representation of JV+ and,
for all vectors v eV, N+v is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace
on which W acts algebraically. In order to focus on the part of the theory
where the transition from algebra to topology is fully understood, we
will consider only Gx the category of (©, N+) representations V satisfying
the following condition:
The space V has a finite decomposition into summands V{ on each
of which the center Z of £7((S), acts as it does on some irreducible finitedimensional representation Qì of (S.
Secali that U((&) is the universal enveloping algebra of (5. It is the
associative algebra containing © such that the embedding induces an
equivalence between the representation theory of ffi and that of U"((5).
Every element of its center acts on a finite-dimensional irreducible representation Q by a scalar.
The passage to topology proceeds in four steps :
Step I. The category G is the direct sum of the categories 0Q for Q a finitedimensional irreducible representation of (5, defined by replacing * by
the condition that Z acts on all of Y as it does on Q. So it suffices to understand &Q.
__
Step II. The categories GQ are all equivalent to each other by an algebraic process called coherent continuation [14]. So it suffices to understand
(9-L where 1 is the trivial one-dimensional representation.
Step III [21], [11]. The category 6X is equivalent to the category of
holonomic r.s. ID-modules on the flag manifold SB constructible with respect
to the stratification {8a} of SB by N+ orbits. (Saying that a holonomic
r.s. 3)-module S01 is constructible with respect to {8a} means that its characteristic variety ch(Sffi) is contained in the union of the conormal bundles
C(8a). The strata 8a are Schubert cells: they are restrictions to a slice
point x SB of the strata of SB X SB of § 15. So the 8a are again naturally
indexed by the symmetric group W.) The equivalence is given by associating to a D-module M the vector space of its global sections. This
is a representation of (5 because elements of (S give vector fields on SB
which are global sections of 35.
Step IVi As in § 9 the category of holonomic r.s. 35-modules on SB,
constructible with respect to the strata 8a is equivalent to the category
of perverse sheaves on SB constructible with respect to 8a. (A perverse
sheaf A* eP(SB) is constructible with respect to {8a} if all of its homology
sheaves ff(A') are locally constant on the 8a.)
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With the transition completed, we see that irreducible representations
in 6 correspond to intersection homology sheaves IC*($ a )[ — c a ]. Any
purely category-theoretic question about (9 can be answered topologically
using P(SB). As an example (the historically motivating one), the KazhdanLusztig conjectures [51], were proved this way [11], [21]. A Verma module
in & is a representation that is TJ(n~) free where rt~ is the lower triangular
matrices zero on the diagonal. I t corresponds in P(SB) to a sheaf whose
stalk Euler characteristic is 1 on one 8ß and 0 on all the other strata. If
L is the irreducible module in 0p corresponding to IC"(# a )[ — ca], it has
a resolution ...V2~^V1-^Vd~>L
where the Yi are direct sums of Verma
modules". The Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures state that JF( — 1)*% where
m{ is the multiplicity of the Verma module in 0p corresponding to 8, is
the Euler characteristic of the stalk homology of I C ( $ a ) [ — c j at a point
in 8ß. Given all of the above facts, the proof is an exercise.
There is an extension of the above theory to (©, K) modules whenever
K has only finitely many orbits on SB [11], [79]. This applies to HarishChandra modules. There are also two other similar but unproved conjectured relations between algebra and topology: one for representations
of ^p-adic groups [81] and one for modular representations [55].
§ 17. Other subjects. Only some subjects relating both to topology and to
complex algebraic geometry have been treated. This leaves out much
interesting work on intersection homology in the two fields separately.
In topology, there is an L class in E*(X) which relates to the intersection homology signature [3], [24]. There is a singular cobordism theory
for a class of spaces called rational Witt spaces which are the most general
on which rational Poincaré duality holds. The cobordism groups are the
Witt ring of Q in dimension 4w and 0 otherwise [70]. There is an integral
version of this [65] and an application of these ideas to the proof of the
Eauptvermutung [64]. There is a theory of intersection homology operations [38], and a theory of obstructions to immersion [44].
In algebraic geometry, there is a construction of IC*(X) in the Z-adic
topology for varieties in characteristic p. If X is complete, Frobenius P
acts on IEi(X) with eigenvalues of absolute pil2, so statements about
the number of points defined over F(pk) analogous to those of the Weil
conjectures are obtained [27], [12]. Por an algebraic group G defined over
P(pk), there is a collection of intersection homology sheaves on G such
that interesting characters of G are evaluated at p eG by taking the
alterna.ting trace of a particular automorphism of the sheaves in the stalk
over p [56].
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We close with a general remark on the enterprise of studying the global
topology of singular spaces. Usually a given concept in the topology of
manifolds such as homology or a characteristic class has several plausible
extensions to singular spaces. The art is to find the most useful one. When
this is done, it often happens that one finds new results about the nonsingular case. For example, results like those of [12] and [13] would not have
been anticipated five years ago, even when all spaces involved are smooth.
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ALEKSA^DEB PELOZY^SKI

Structural Theory of Banach Spaces and Its
Interplay with Analysis and Probability

I. Introduction
In this survey we consider Banach spaces as a branch of linear functional
analysis (some other branches are: operator theory in Hilbert spaces and
<3*-algebras, abstract harmonic analysis, Banach algebras, general theory
of linear operators, linear topological spaces). The purpose of this survey
is to give some idea what the modern theory of Banach spaces is about.
We shall concentrate mainly on the structural problems of the theory,
occasionally touching upon operator-theoretic aspects.
Eecent progress in Banach spaces is due to introducing new techniques :
function theoretic, probabilistic and combinatorial. In a few cases they
have led also to new applications of Banach space techniques in these
fields.
II. Historical remarks
The theory of Banach spaces is a legitimate child of the Polish Mathematical
School in Lwów. The date of its birth is not exactly known. For bureaucratic reasons the appearance of the French edition of Banach's "Theorie
des opérations linéaires" in 1932 is regarded as the date. The pioneering
work of Polish mathematicians (S. Banach, H. Steinhaus, S. Mazur,
W. Orlicz, J. Schauder) was abruptly stopped by the outbreak of the
Second World War. However, at that moment the usefulness of the language of Banach spaces had been recognized in various branches of modem
analysis: function theory, differential equations, harmonic analysis, approximation theory, summability theory. During the first 20 years after the
war Banach spaces were treated like an old member of the academy, who
deserves esteem for his merits but has nothing more to contribute. Attends?]
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tion was focussed on Banach algebras, locally convex spaces and abstract
harmonic analysis.
The fundamental papers of A. Grothendieck published around 1955
marked the rebirth of the theory. They gradually came to be understood
only in the late sixties. Among the mathematicians active already in the>
sixties who contributed to the renaissance of the theory one should mention
first of all E. C. James, M. I. Kadec, J. Lindenstrauss, A. Pietsch and
H. P. Eosenthal. Modern history starts with Enfio's solution of the approximation problem in 1972 (cf. Enfio, 1973) and with the Great French.
Eevolution in Banach spaces.
HE. Terminology and notation
Our notation is similar to that used in the monographs of Day (1973)r
Dunford and Schwartz (1958), Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri (1977), (1979).
"Space" means either a real or a complex Banach space; "nspace" means"^-dimensional space" (n = 1,2, ...,); "operator" means "bounded iinear
operator"; "projection" means "bounded linear projection"; "isomorphism" means a linear homeomorphism (onto!). X*,X**,... denote con*
secutive duals of a space X.
The Banachr-Mazur distance d(X, Y) between X and Y is
d(X, Y) ^infdlTHIIÎ7-1!!! T: X->Y isomorphism};
we adopt the convention inf 0 = + oo.
"X is isometric to Y" means "3T: X-+Y isomorphism with |[T|| WT^H
= 1"; "X is Jc-isomorphic to Y" means "d(X, Y) < h (l<ifc< +oo)".
A subspace E of X is h-complemented in X if it is a range of a projection
from X of norm < Jo. "JE is complemented in X" means "JS is îfc-eomplemented
in X for some A".
Let K be an unspecified field of scalars, either R —reals or C-complex
numbers. The finite-dimensional analogs of the classical sequence spaces.
lp (1 < p < oo) and cQ are the spaces 1% = (Kn, || ||p), where for œ = (tj) e Kn?
n

INt^fy^l*)1*
3=1

for

1<î<M

and

W 00 =max|^[
Kj<n

(n = 1,2,...). By an "absolutely convex body" we mean an "absolutely
convex closed bounded neighbourhood of zero in Kn".
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Eecall that a space X has the approximation property if the identity
«on X belongs to the closure of finite rank operators in a compact open
topology. A sequence (Cj) a X is a basis for X if for every x e X there
is a unique sequence of scalaras (cs) with x = ^c^.
If for every x eX
3

the series converges unconditionally, the basis is called unconditional.
Spaces with unconditional bases are isomorphic to Banach lattices (but
not vice versai). For definitions of real and complex Banach lattices cf.
Lindenstrauss and Tzafrixi (1979, Ohap. 1). This book contains an. excellent
^presentation of Banach lattices from the point of view of geometry and
structural theory of Banach spaces. For additional information the reader
may consult a survey by Bukhvalov, Veksler and Lozanovskii (1979),
books by Lacey (1974) and Schaefer (1974), memoir by Johnson, Maurey,
Schechtman and Tzafriri (1979) and recent papers by Pisier (1979), Bourgain and Talagrand (1981), Talagrand (1983).
IV. The frontier of Banach lattices
Banach lattices are by now the best understood, thoroughly investigated
•class of Banach spaces. Most of the function and sequence spaces have
t h e natural structure of a Banach lattice. However, sometimes the existence of a lattice structure is not obvious at all. This is the case as regards
the classical Hardy space S1 (D) = H1 and its analogues in several variables.
Eecall that Sl is the space of analytic functions in the open disc D such
that
s u p j ^ r 1 / 1/(^)1*1 o < r < i } < +oo.
0

Maurey (1980), using the so-called Banach space decomposition method,
proved that H1 is isomorphic to the space Martfl"1 ( = Martingale JT1).
The latter can be defined as the space of all functions / in Ll [0,1] whose
expansions J^C/fy "with respect to the Haar system (7^) converge unconditionally in L1 with the norm
l

111/111= sup[(|2V^H «, = ±1; j-1,2,...}.
0

Clearly, the Haar system is an unconditional basis for M a r t s 1 . Thus
S 1 has an unconditional basis. However Maurey's original proof was
practically non-effective and gave no information what an unconditional
basis in S 1 looks like. An unconditional basis was constructed by oarleson
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(1980). Later Wojtaszczyk (1982) proved that the classical Franklin
ortitonormal system forms an unconditional basis for S 1 . Wojtaszczyk
combined Oarleson's method with the estimates of individual Franklin
functions due to Oiesielski (1966) (cf. also Bochkarev, 1974). The coefficient
functional of the Franklin basis are in the space "VMO ( = functions
with the vanishing mean oscilation) — a predual of S 1 . Thus the spacesYMO, S 1 and BMO ( = the dual of S 1 ) are isomorphic to Banach lattices.
Let Bn and Bn denote the unit polydisc and the unit ball in Cn respectively. Using the purely formal argument that the natural ^-tensor
product of two subspaces of L1 with unconditional bases has an unconditional basis we conclude that the spaces H1(Bn) have unconditional bases.
for n = 1 , 2 , . . . (note that if n ^ rn then B}(Bn) is not isomorphic to
B}(Bm) (Bourgain, 1983b)). Much deeper is the fact that E1(Bn) has an
unconditional basis because Sx(Bn) is isomorphic to S 1 for n = 1, 2 , . . .
(Wojtaszczyk, 1983), Again Wojtaszczyk's proof uses th& decomposition
method; it also uses along with some other analytic ingredients A. B. Aleksandrov's (1982) and Low's (1982) result on the existence of non-trivia!
inner functions on Bn. However, we still do not know what the unconditional basis in B}{Bn) looks like. In particular, it is not known whether
there is an orthonormal system in S2(Bn) which forms an unconditional
basis for B}(Bn).
It seems interesting to decide whether the Sobolev space TFlfl(T2)?
consisting of periodic functions on 2-dimensional torus with the norm
j (\f\ + \Bxf\+\Byf\)dSdYj is isomorphic to a Banach lattice. In many
f£>2

aspects Whl(T2) behaves hkeS 1 . However, W1A(T2) has no unconditional
basis because it contains a subspace isomorphic to L1.
The following open problem is well known:
Is a complemented subspace of a Banach lattice isomorphic to a Banach
latticed
The answer is unknown even for Banach spaces with unconditional
bases and for complemented subspaces of i ^ [ 0 , l ] for l<p =£2< oo„
All known complemented subspaces of I^[0,1] have unconditional bases.
For every fixed p as above there, are at least uncountably many mutually
non-isomorphic subspaces of this kind (Bourgain, Eosenthal and Scheehtman, 1981; cf. also Bourgain, 1981). The proof of the latter result is delicate: it uses classical martingale inequalities due to Burkholder, Davis
and Gundi, and Stein combined with techniques borrowed from descriptive
set theory.
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V. Important classes of Banach spaces without a lattice structure
There are important Banach spaces with a rich additional structure which
are not Banach lattices. The next result exhibits some of them.
TKEOIUEM. The following Banach spaces and their duals are not isomorphic to complemented subspaces of Banach lattices:
(a) B(l2), and K(l2) — the spaces of all bounded, respectively all compact operators on I2 (Gordon and Lewis, 1974);
(b) the disc algebra A, and S°° — the spaces of uniformly continuous,
respectively bounded analytic functions in the open unit disc (Pelczyiiski,
1974);
(c) (jW(Tn) — the space of all 1c4imes differentiable periodic functions
of n-variables, & > 1 , w > 2 (Kisliakov, 1977; Kwapierï. and Pelczyiiski,
1980).

The proof is based on the fact, discovered by Gordon and Lewis (1974),
that 1-summing operators (cf. Section XII) from a Banach lattice factor
through L^/iJ-spaces. To prove the lack of this property in cases (a),
(b), (c) one has to use some special analytic properties of the spaces under
consideration. For instance for (c) one uses the boundedness of the Sobolev
embedding in a limit case and the fact that the orthogonal projection
from vector-valued L2(Tn) onto the natural representation of the Sobolev
space WK2(Tn) in that space is of weak type (1,1).
The theorem can be generalized in various directions. Oase (a) extends
to ö*-algebras which contain for all n uniformly complemented subspaces
uniformly isomorphic to the space B(l2n) of all bounded operators on Z* j
it also generalizes to various spaces of operators, unitary ideals and translation invariant spaces (cf. Lewis, 1975; Pisier, 1978; Kwapieoi and Pelczyiiski, 1980; Pelczyiiski and Schutt, 1981). Oase (b) extends onto a wide
class of uniform algebras, for instance all uniform algebras with at least
one non-trivial Gleason part; the following seems plausible:
GENERAL GLIGKSBERG CONJECTURE. A uniform àlgebra is isomorphic
to a Banach lattice iff it is self-adjoint (cf. Pelczyiiski, 1977).

Oase (c) extends to spaces of 7<;-times continuously differentiable functions on ^-dimensional differentiable manifolds (ft > 1, a > 2). One applies
a result of Mitjagin (1970) on the isomorphism of such spaces.
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VI. Banach spaces containing lv
The simplest infinite-dimensional Banach spaces are P (1 < p < oo) and
c0 spaces. Therefore it is natural to ask whether every infinite-dimensional
Banach space contains some of them. (We adopt the convention that
"X contains Y" means "X contains a subspace isomorphic to Y".) The
answer is in general negative; as we shall see later (cf. Section X), the
situation is entirely different in the case of lp spaces.
We have
THEOREM (Tsirelson, 1974). There exists an infinite-dimensional Bcmach
space X which contains no lv (1 < p < oo) and no c0; X is reflexive and has
an unconditional basis.

Figiel and Johnson (1974), inspired by Tsirelson, constructed similar
uniformly convex spaces.
We refer the reader to Schechtman (1979), Oasazza, Johnson and
'.Tzafriri (1984) and the survey by Oasazza [a] for further information.
Can one find a similar example among subspaces of infinite-dimensional
j/(v)-spaces (1 < r < oo) and <7(#)-spaces? This question — a fundamental
structural question of classical Banach spaces — has a long history and
is much older than the Tsirelson example. The last step towards a solution is
due to Aldous (1981). The answer is contained in the table (If= If [0,1];
^subspace" = infinite-dimensional subspace; here "contains V" has
A strong meaning: " V 8 > 0 3 subspace Y with d(Y, V) < 1 + e").
The result of Bretagnolle, Dacunha-Oastelle and Krivine (1966) is
based upon P . Levy's theory of ^-stable random variables. The result
of Aldous (1981) uses probabilistic ideas about domains of attraction
combined with an ingenious compactness argument; it is also based upon
the results from a remarkable paper by Eosenthal (1973).
Analysing Aldous' argument, Krivine and Maurey (1981) gave an
-alternative proof of his result: they introduced the concept of "stable
spaces" defined in terms of commutativity of certain iterated limits
with respect to ultrafilters. Every stable space contains lp for some p
JE [ 1 , 'oo); the class of stable spaces is hereditary with respect to subspaces;
_Z7 are stable f or 1 < r < oo. Using the technique of stable spaces, S. Guerre
and M. Levy (1983) improved the result of Aldous. They showed that if
X is an infinite-dimensional subspace of 1} then, for every s > 0, X contains
,a subspace Y with d(Y, lp{x)) < 1 + s where p(X) is the type index of X
(Gì. Section X for the definition).
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Answer
L00 contains isometrically all separable
Banach spaces

J}°°

References
Banach and Mazur
(1933)

C(S), ^-uncountable 0(#)contaiiisisonietricaUy all separ- , Banach and Mazur, cf.
compact metric
Banach (1932)
able Banach spaces
C(S), ^-countable
compact
r

L , 2 < r < oo

£2

Lr,l

every subspace oi C (S) contains cQ

Pelczyiiski and
Semadeni (1969)

every subspace either contains F or is
isomorphic to Z2

Kadec and Pelczyiiski
(1962)

I2 is contained in Lr

already known about
1920

every subspace is isometric to l%

< r< 2

Lp is isometric to a subspace of Lr for
p e [r, 2]

essentially P . Levy
(1937);Bretagnoll,
Dacunha-CasteUe and
Krivine (1966).

every subspace of Lr contains l& for
some p e [r, 2]"

Aldous (1981)

Kadec and Pelczyiiski
every non reflexive subspace contains I1 (1962)
JC1

every reflexive subspace of L1 is isomorphic to a subspace of L& for some
p e [1, 2]

Rosenthal (1973)

VII. Infinite-dimensional subspaces of general Banach space; the main
problems
Say that a Banach. space X satisfies James trichotomy, in symbol X e JT,
if X contains either Z1 or cQ or an infinite-dimensional reflexive subspace;
X has the unconditional basic sequence property, in symbol X e UBSP,
if X has an infinite-dimensional subspace with an unconditional basis.
The fundamental problems about infinite-dimensional subspaces are:
P.l. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. Bo we have X e JT?
P.2. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. Do we have
.X e UBSP? (Mazur, about 1955, unpublished).
20 — Proceedings..
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By a classical result due to James (1950), Z e T J B S P ^ J e J T .
X e UBSP provided that either (a) X is a subspace of a space with an
unconditional basis (Bessaga and Pelczyûski, 1958), or (b) X is a subspace
of a "nice" Banach lattice, e.g., an order-continuous lattice (Figiel, Johnson
and Tzafriri, 1975). Moreover, X e JT provided X** is separable (Johnson
and Rosenthal, 1972). An example of Maurey and Eosenthal (1977) of
a normalized weakly null sequence which does not have unconditional
basic subsequences indicates that the answer to P.2 might be negative.
In connection with P . l we note that there are many examples, starting
from James' quasi-reflexive space (cf. James, 1951), of non-reflexive
spaces which do not contain Z1 or c0. Among the more recent ones is the
example of Bourgain and Delbaen (1980) of a space which does not contain
CQ but whose dual is isomorphic to Z1.
Essential progress towards the solution of P . l was made thanks t o
the Eosenthal dichotomy criterion:
THEOREM (Eosenthal, 1974). Every bounded sequence in a Banach~space
either contains a subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basic of I1 or contains
a wealc Cauchy subsequence.

Originally Eosenthal established the result for real spaces. An additional
trick to extend his proof to the complex case was given by Dor (1975)o
Eosenthal's proof uses a technique of infinite combinatorics. Parahat
(1974) simplified the proof by using the so-called Eamsey property of
analytic subsets of 2N.
Por a further generalization of Eosenthal's theorem we refer to Odell
and Eosenthal (1975), Eosenthal (1977), Bourgain, Fremlin and Talagrand
(1978); the last paper gives a delicate result on compactness, with respect
to pointwise convergence of sets of functions of the first Baire class. We
refer to the excellent surveys by Odell (1980) and Maurey (1983) for additional information.
YIII. Other infinite-dimensional problems
A. Isomorphic classification of complemented subspaces of IP = Lp [ 0 , 1 ]
( 1 < # < oo) and 0 = (7[0,1]. The case l<p<
oo has already been
mentioned at the end of Section IV. All known complemented subspaces
of L1 are either isomorphic to L1 or isomorphic to Z1 or finite-dimensional j
if X is complemented in L1 and X has the Eadon-Nikodym property
(in particular, if X is isomorphic to a subspace of a separable dual) then
either X is isomorphic to Z1 or X is finite-dimensional (Lewis and Stegall?
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1973). Every complemented subspace of L°° is either isomorphic to Jv00
or finite-dimensional (Lindenstrauss, 1967). All known complemented
subspaces of 0 are isomorphic to C(fl)-spaces for 8 compact and metric;
if X* is complemented in 0 and X is not separable, then X is isomorphic
to G (Eosenthal, 1972). There are exactly Cü2 mutually non-isomorphic
ö(#)-spaoes for S compact and metric (Milutin, 1966; Bessaga and
Pelczyiiski 1960), whereas there are exactly two different types of isomorphisms of spaces of all continuous scalar-valued bounded functions
on a non-compact separable complete metric space (Etcheberry, 1975;
Khmieleva, 1981). Por an infinite-dimensional separable Banach space
X the following properties are equivalent: (i) X is isomorphic to
c0, (ii) every subspace of Ö isomorphic to X is complemented in Ö, (iii)
every subspace isomorphic to X of any separable Banach space Y is
complemented in Y; the implications (i)=>(ii) and (i)=>(iii) are due to
Sobczyk (1941), the others to Zippin (1977); cf. also Alspach (1978) and
Benyamini (1978).
B. Find a complemented subspace of a Banach space with a basis which
fails to have a basis.
This problem is parallel to that of complemented subspaces of a Banach
lattice mentioned in Section IV. Note that a Banach space is a complemented subspace of a Banach space with a basis iff X has BAP, i.e. if
there is a sequence (Tn: X->X) of finite rank operators with limila (a?)-n

— »||= 0 for all x e X (Pelczyiiski, 1971; Johnson, Eosenthal and Zippin,
1971).
This problem is also related to the following question in harmonic
analysis. Let Q be a subset of all integers. Let GQ denote the subspace
of 0(T) generated by the characters {eint: neu}. Has Ga a basis? By the
Péjer theorem, 0Q has BAP.
C. The hyperplane problem of Banach. Is every infinite-dimensional Banach
space isomorphic to its subspace of codimension oneì
Johnson, Lindenstrauss and Schechtman (1980) conjecture that the
space constructed by Kalton and Peck (1979) provides a counterexample.
D. The
Does X
Por
Tzafriri

distorted norm problem. Let X be isomorphic to lp (1 < p < oo).
contain for every e > 0 a subspace YB with d(Y6, lp) < 1 + «Ï
more information concerning D we refer to Lindenstrauss and
(1973), (1977), and Maurey (1983).
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E. The three space problem and the semi-embedding problem for L1.
(a) Let X be a subspace of L1. Is it true that either X or I?\X contain
a subspace isomorphic to Ll6l
(b) Assume that there exists a one-to-one operator from L1 into a Banach
space Y which takes the unit ball of L1 into a closed subset of Y. Boes Y
contain a subspace isomorphic to Llfì
Problems (a) and (b) are closely related. For more information we refer
to Bourgain and Eosenthal (1983), Bourgain (1983), Eosenthal (1983), [a],
Ghoussoub and Eosenthal [a].
IX. A few introductory words on the local theory
Starting from this section until the end of our survey we deal with the
so-called local theory. This is at present the most vigorous area of activity
in Banach spaces,
The local theory of Banach spaces is concerned with the asymptotic
behaviour of properties of finite-dimensional spaces and operators acting
between them; asymptotic as the dimension of the spaces tends to infinity.
I n particular the theory deals with those isomorphic invariants (of infinitedimensional spaces) which can be expressed in that way.
We shall try to illustrate what the local theory is about on a few selected
examples. For comprehensive discussions of various aspects of local theory
we refer to surveys by Maurey (1983) and Figiel (1984), and reports by
Pisier (1932), (1984). General references for operator aspects of the theory
are the seminar reports Sem. (1972/73), (1973/74), (1974/75), (1975/76),
(1977/78), (1978/79), (1979/80), (1980/81) and the books by Pietsch (1978),
(1982); special topics are presented in the lecture notes of Pelczyiiski
(1980).
X. Type, cotype, and almost isometric lp subspaces of a Banach space
One of the central problems of the local theory is to determine which
infinite-dimensional spaces contain, for a given p e [1, oo], all lp.
To present results it is convenient to adopt the following slang:
"X contains lp uniformly" means "for fixed p e [ 1 , oo] there exists
G < oo such that for every n there is an w-space B c X with d(B,lp) < G";
"X contains lp almost isometrically" means "for fixed p e [1, oo] for
every e > 0 and for every n there is an w-space U c X with d(JE, lp) < 1 + s.
Now we are ready to state the following fundamental
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THEOEEM (Dvoretzky, 1959, 1961). Bvery infinite-dimensional Banach
space contains l2n almost isometrically.

Another important result is
THEOREM (Krivine, 1976). An infinite-dimensional Banach space
which contains lp uniformly contains lp almost isometrically.

We shall return to Dvoretzky's theorem in Section XV. Concerning
Krivine's theorem we note that the special cases p = 1 and p = oo were
discovered by James (1964) and Giesy (1966), the proof in those cases is
elementary. For 1 < p ^ 2 < oo Krivine's proof is difficult, combinatorial
in nature; some techniques borrowed from model theory are used. An
alternative proof is due to Eosenthal (1978).
How to determine that given Banach space X contains, for a given
p ^2,lp almost isometrically? To give the answer we recall the important
concepts of type and cotype of Banach spaces introduced in Hoffmanj0rgensen (1972), (1974).
DEFINITION. Let 1 < # < 2 < # < oo. A Banach space X is said to
bo of type p (resp. of cotype q) if there exists a constant tp (resp. ca) such
that for all sequences (x$) c X

(Ayerage||2^.|r) 1 / 2 <^(i;^rr

<D

resp.
(Ayerage|| £ e^ff'2 > tf (% |[ % ||f *.

(2)

The numbers
inf {tp\ inequality (1) holds for all (œs) eX},
inf {cq\ inequality (2) holds for all (ty) e l }
are called the type p and the cotype q constants of X respectively.
It is not hard to prove that every Banach space is of some type p
with 1 < p < 2 and of some cotype q with 2 < q < oo.
Following Maurey and Pisier (1976), we next introduce the type and
the cotype indices of X,
p(X) =wl{p: X is of type p),
q(X) = sup{#: X is cotype q}.
(îfote that a space X need not be of type p(X) or cotype q(X).)
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How we are ready to state a result which gives a satisfactory answer
to our question.
THEOREM (Maurey and Pisier, 1976). Every infinite-dimensional Banach
space X contains almost isometrically lp^X) and Ijf2) cmd X does not contain
uniformly 1% for q > q(X) and lp for p <p(X).

The indices p (X) and q(X) measure in some sense how much Xresembles
a Hilbert space. Pirst we have
THEOREM: (Kwapieii, 1972). A Banach space is of type 2 and of cotype
2 iff it is isomorphic to a Hilbert space.

Next we note the following:
Let 1 < r < oo. Then p(Lr) = min(2, r), q(Lr) = max(2, r); moreover,
27 is of type p(Lr) and of cotype q(Lr) (essentially Orlicz, 1933).
We end this section by mentioning a few remarkable examples of
Banach spaces related to the concepts of type and cotype.
1. There is a non-reflexive space of type 2 and finite cotype (James, 1978).
2. If X is a Banach space such that every subspace of X has the approximation property, fh.eiip(X) = q(X) = 2 (essentially Szankowski, 1976,
1978). On the other hand, there is a space X of type 2 and cotype q for
all q > 2 such that every subspace of every quotient of X has a basis but
Z2 is not isomorphic to a subspace of a quotient of X (Johnson, 1980).
3. If X is a Banach space such that there is an exact sequence
0->E->X->X/E->0 with E and X\E isomorphic to Hilbert spaces, then
p(X) = q(X) = 2 (Enfio, Lindenstrauss and Pisier, 1975).
On the other hand there is a space X non-isomorphic to-any Hilbert
space which has a subspace E such that E and X\E are isomorphic to Z2
(Enfio, Lindenstrauss and Pisier, 1975); for another example cf. Kalton
and Peck (1979).
We refer the reader to the book by Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri (1979,
Chap. 1, e, f, g) for additional information.
The next two sections are devoted to the "historical roots" of type
and cotype.
XI» Vector random series and probability in Banach spaces
Hoffman-Jorgensen (1972) originally introduced the concepts of type
and cotype of a Banach space to study random series in Banach spaces.
Note that
Average \ £ y * ! ' - * ^ < 5 ^ f ,
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where E denotes the mathematical expectation and (6j) is a sequence
of ±l-valued mutually independent random variables each of mean
zero. The condition that a Banach space X is of type p is equivalent t o
the statement that if (Xj) c X and J^II^-IP3 < + ° ° then the random series
£ôjXj converges almost surely. Similarly one can restate that X is of
i

cotype q. Now one replaces (fy) by another sequence of mutually independent equally distributed random variables (e.g. normal Gaussian variables,
2?-stable variables, etc.) and investigates the induced random series and
corresponding concepts of type and cotype. This program has been implemented by Hoffman-J0rgensen (1974) and Maurey and Pisier (1976).
There is a natural question how to extend onto Banach space valued
random variables the classical limit theorems like the central limit theorem,
the law of large numbers and the law of t h e iterated logarithm. Again
the "right answer" is given in terms of type and cotype. For example
we have
THEOREM (Hoffman-J0rgensen and Pisier, 1976). A Banach space X
is of type 2 iff the central limit theorem holds for all sequences of identically
distributed X-valued independent random variables of mean zero with a finite
second moment.
The first result of this nature goes back to Beck (1962). Por further
information we refer the reader to surveys by Hoffman-J0rgensen (1977),
Woyczyiiski (1978) with a comprehensive literature until 1977, the memoir
by Marcus and Pisier (1981) and the book by Arajuo and Gine (1980).
XII. Absolutely summing and hilbertian operators
The following important concept is due to Pietsch (1967):
DEFINITION. An operator u: X -> Y is r-summing (0 < r < oo) if for
some G > 0 and all sequences (x$) c X

2 > W < ° r supf^^^rr^eZ*, H*l <l}.
i

The property of r-summability of an operator is a rather restrictive
one ; for instance : if X and Y are Hilbert spaces then u : X-+ Y is r-summing
for some r iff it is r-summing for all r and iff it is of the HUbert-Schmidt
type (Pelczyiiski, 1967); the composition of at least [r] + 2 operators
which aro r-summing is a nuclear and therefore compact operator (Pietsch,
1967). The following result is important both for the theory of absolutely
summing operators and for many applications, including Sobolev spaces
and Hardy spaces.
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THEOREM (Pietsch, 1967). Let X be a subspace of a G(8)-space and Y
an arbitrary Banach space and let r ^ l . Then cm operator u: X->Y is
r-summing iff it is bounded ivith respect to some Lr(fz)-norm — precisely7
iff there is a probability Borei measure ft on S such that for some G > 0

\\u(x)\\r < Gr J \x(s)\rd[t for all xeX.
- s
The next result links r-summing operators with the type and cotype s
THEOREM (Maurey, 1974). Every boumded operator from a G(S)-space
into a Banach space X of cotype q is r-summing for all r >q; moreover, it
is 2-summing if q — 2. The order of summability is sharp.

Special cases of Maurey's theorem X = L1 and X = I? go back to
Grothendieck (1956) (the case X = L1 is equivalent to the famous Grothendieck inequality). It is not hard to extend Grothendieck's result to the
case X =IP(v) for l<p<2
(cf. Lindenstrauss and Pelczynski, 1968).
Next, Schwartz (1969) andTKwapien (1970) discovered the important
special case of Maurey's theorem for X = Lp(v), p > 2 . Maurey's work
was directly inspired by Eosenthal (1973).
Kislyakov (1976) and independently Pisier (1978a) extended Maurey's
theorem by replacing a ö(#)-space by its arbitrary subspace with a reflexive
annihilator in [0(#)*]*; Bourgain (1983a) (cf. also Bourgain [a]) showed
that the assertion of Maurey's theorem remains valici if the ö(Ä)-space
is replaced by the disc algebra. This is in fact a deep result in function
theory.
Por further information we refer to Maurey (1974), (1975), Krivine
(1974), (1979), Pisier (1978b), Eosenthal (1976), the books by Lindenstrauss
and Tzafriri (1977), (1979), Pietsch (1978).
Next we pass to hilbertian operators introduced by Grothendieck
(1956).
DEFINITION.

An operator %\X->Y

is hilbertian if it admits a linear

factorization

«:

X^H^Y

through some Hilbert space H.
Working with hilbertian operators, one can use additional tools of
the operator theory of Hilbert spaces. Por instance let Y = X. Consider
the operator

Ü:

E^>X^E
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defined on the Hilbert space H. It appears that u shares some properties
with u, in particular u and u have the same spectrum. The importance
of this simple but useful trick was recognized by Pietsch (1963). He also
observed that every 2-summing operator, and therefore every r-summing
operator for 0 < r < 2, is hilbertian.
These simple facts combined with the composition formula for various
classes of operators and the Pietsch theory of s-numbers (cf. Pietsch,
1979,1982; the first abstract scheme goes back to Mitjagin and Pelczyiiski,
1967) have been used to obtain various deep results concerning eigenvalues
of ^-summing operators and its relatives, abstract analogs of the classical
Weyl and Horn inequalities and important new composition formulae
(cf. Johnson, König, Maurey and Eetherford, 1979; König, Retherford
and Tomczak-Jaegermann, 1980 ; Pietsch, 1980, 1982 ; Kaiser and Eetherford, 1983).
Again the type and cotype turn out to be useful for hilbertian operators.
THEOREM (Maurey, 1974). Every operator from a space of type 2 to a space
of cotype 2 is hilbertian.

This result generalizes both Kwapieii's theorem (cf. Section X) and
the fact that if o o > # > 2 > g > l then every operator from Lp(/u.) t o
Lq(v) is hilbertian (Lindenstrauss and Pelczyûski, 1968).
A natural and important generalization of Hilbertian operators are
operators which admit factorizations through an .^(/^-space for fixed
j p e [ l , oo) (cf. Kwapieii, 1972a; Krivine, 1974; Maurey, 1974; Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri, 1979; Pietsch, 1979, 1982).
Absolutely summing operators and their relatives have proved to be
useful in several fields of analysis. Here are some references : Pisier (1978c),
Kwapieii and Pelczyiiski (1980) (harmonic analysis), Bourgain (1983a),
[a], Pelczyiiski (1977) (spaces of analytic functions and uniform algebras),
Varopoulos (1974), Eingrose (1975), Tonge (1976), Bennett (1977), Peller
(1983) , Haagerup (1983) (operator algebras, <7*-algebras), König (1977),
Pietsch (1979) (Sobolev embeddings), 0rno (1976) (real variables).
XIII. Recent results on hilbertian operators
The Grothendieck inequality mentioned in Section X I I yields the following
THEOREM (Grothendieck, 1956). Every operator from a G(S)-space
into an L1(fi) space is hilbertian.

A far-reaching common generalization of this result and Maurey'»
theorems mentioned in Section X I I is
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THEOREM (Pisier, 1980). If X* and Y are of cotype 2 then every finite rank
operator u: X-^Y admits a factorization u: X^>E^> Y with |[t?|[|[w|[< G
tvhere the constant G depends only on the cotype 2 constants of X* %md Y.
COROLLARY. If in addition either X or Y satisfies the approximation
property then every operator from X into Y is hilbertian.

The main ingredient of Pisier's proof is the technique, which he develo p e d , of vector-valued Eiesz products on dyadic groups. It is combined
^with the extrapolation technique used in the proof of Maurey's theorem
(the first mentioned in Section XII).
•Comments. 1° Example (Pisier, 1983a; cf. also Pisier, 1984). There is a Banach space X such that both X and X* are of cotype 2 but the identity
operator, id: X->X, is not hilbertian", equivalently X is not isomorphic
to a Eilbert space.
— This example shows that-in-Pisier^ theorem some assumptions on the
approximation property are in general necessary.
2° B(l2) fails the approximation property (Szankowski, 1981) ; however,
every operator u: B(H)^[B(E)~f
is hilbertian (Haagefup, 1981). Note
that [B(E)]* is of cotype 2 (Tomczak-Jaegermann, 1972) hence the main
assumption of Pisier's theorem is fulfilled.
3° I t is not known whether H°° has the approximation property.
However, every operator u: (,H"0O)->(fl'00)* is hilbertian (Bourgain [a]).
The deep result that (fl"00)* is of cotype 2 is due to Bourgain (1983a).
4° Kote that if X is of type 2 then X* is of cotype 2, and compare
Tisier's theorem with Maurey's theorem (the second one in Section XII),
where no approximation property assumption is needed.
We end this section with open problems. •
(a) What reasonable additional assumptions are needed to extend Pisier's
theorem to all operators^
(b) Is every operator u: (P-[1?)-+[CI1{T*)']* hilbertian^
XIV. Local theory and classical operators
IVe begin with some examples :
(i) The Fourier Transform &:

&(f) =(2n)-112

L2(R)->L2(R),

J f(t)e~itsdt.

(1)
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How we are given a Banach space X. Por a "nice" X-valued test
function / e L2(R, X) we define &x(f) by (1). Here the symbol L2(R, X)
denotes the space of all Bochner square-integrable X-valued functions
on R. It is natural to ask for which Banach spaces X one obtains in this
way a bounded linear operator &x\ L2(R, X)->L2(R, X).
The answer is provided by the following
THEOREM (Kwapieii, 1972). &m is a bounded operator iff X is isomorphic
to a Eilbert space.

(ii) The Paley projection <3\ L2(T)->L2(T),

*(/)(«) = 27<2')<^'

îovfeL2(T),

(2)

3= 1

where
/(ft) = (27T)-1 / f(t) e~iMdt

(ft = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , .. .)•

0

Given a Banach space X and a "nice" function f eL2(T, X), for
instance / being a trigonometric polynomial
n

/=

2 x}e~ijt,

WjeX, j = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , ±n, n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .

we define S^x(/) e JL2(T; X) by (2). Again we ask for which Banach spaces
the operator defined in this way on a dense subspace of the space L2(T; X)
of all Bochner square-integrable X-valued functions extends to a bounded
operator &x: L2(T; X)->L2(T; X). The answer is far from being obvious;
it is given by the following
THEOREM

(Pisier, 1982a). <&x is bounded iff X has a type > 1.

In other words, by the Maurey-Pisier theorem (cf. Section XI), &x
is bounded if X does not contain uniformly lln. Oombining Pisier's theorem
with a result due to Pigiel and Tomczak-Jaegermann (1979), we obtain
the following
COROLLARY. @X

is bounded iff X is n-Euclidean.

Eecall that a Banach space X is said to be n-Euclidean if there is
% X > 0 such that for every h = 1, 2, ... there is a <p(Jc) > 0 such that
every w-space E c X with n ><p(h) contains a 7c-dimensional subspace
which is 2-isomorphic to l\ and A-complemented in X (Pelczyiiski and
Eosenthal, 1975).
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(iii) The ffilbert transform &-. L2(R)->L2(R),
+ 00

1

&(f)(s) ^p.v.n-

J f(s-t)r1ât=

limit-1

-oo

*->0

J /(«-*)*- 1 «.

(3)

|<|>(,

Given a Banach space X and a "nice" test function
feL2(R;X),
2 m
one can define #?x(f) eL (R ,X) by (3). Por which Banach spaces X
does the operator defined on a dense set of "nice" test functions extend
to a bounded linear operator Jfx: L2(R;X)->L2(R;X)ti
The answer is
of a different nature from those in the cases previously discussed. We
shall need the following
(Burkholder, 1966). Given a Banach space X, we write
X G HMD if for every p G (1, oo) there exists a constant cp > 0 such that
for all (xj) c X
DEFINITION

i

i

âi

sup /12" whwX < °p}\\S ^wf
8J=±1Q

j

g

àt

>

(3a>

a

(hj) denotes the Haar orthonormal system.
In other words, X G UMD if the decomposition of L2([0,1]; X) with
respect to the Haar system is unconditional. It is not hard to show that
if X e HMD then inequality (3a) holds for all martingale difference sequences (ds) (i.e., we replace in (3a) (h5) by (d§)). Thus we can say that
X has the unconditional martingale difference property, which justifies
the notation "X G HMD". The following result answers our question:
THEOREM. For every Banach space X the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Xx\ L2(R;X)->L2(R',X)
is bounded,
(ß) X G T J M D ,

(y) there exists a symmetric biconvex function £ on XxX
1(0, 0) > 0 ana !(#, y) < \\x + y\\ whenever \\x\\ < 1 < \\y\\.

satisfying

The equivalence (ß)o(Y) is due to Burkholder (1981); the implication
(ß)->(oc) is due to Burkholder (1982) and (oc) => (ß) is due to Bourgain (1983c).
The proofs involve both probabilistic and analytic techniques dealing with
singular operators. Note that the proof of the implication (<x)=>(ß) (for
X = R) provides a new argument for the classical result of Paley and
Marcinkiewicz on the unconditionally of the Haar system in IP [0,1].
The Hilbert transform in (a) can be replaced by many other singular
operators (for instance by the Hilbert transform on the circle). The descrip-
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tion of this class of operators is not clear at present. Por additional information we refer the reader to Aldous (1979), Bourgain [b], Maurey
(1975a), Pisier (1975).
The examples discussed above suggest the following general scheme.
Given an operator J / : L2(ft)->L2([t) and a Banach space X. Denote
n

by &$®idx the operator which acts on finite combinations z = J£ fj'ty,
fjeL2^),

XJGX

(j = 1,2,..., n, n =1,2,...)

as follows:

i«i

j/<g)idx

= Ì •*(£)%•
i-i

Let Brf be the class of all Banach spaces X such that the operator
^®ìàx extends to a bounded linear operator stx\ L2(ft; X)->L2([i\ X)
(L2 (fi ; X) denotes the space of Bochner square integrable X-valued
functions).
The examples indicate that the investigation of B^ may lead to a better
understanding of the geometry of Banach spaces as well as of classical
operators.
A slightly different scheme is considered in Pigiel (1984).
XV. Dvorelzky's iheorem on nearly Euclidean subspaces
The Dvoretzky theorem (cf. Section X) is a purely finite-dimensionalfact. It is essentially equivalent to the following geometric statement:
Given h natural and e > 0, there is an n(lc, e) > 0 such that if n > n(h, s)
then every absolutely convex body in Rn (resp. Cn) has a 7c-dimensional
hyperplane section through the origin which is (1 + e)-spherical, i.e., the
ratio of the radii of the Euclidean balls centred at the origin, circumscribed
on the section and inscribed into it is < 1 + e. A satisfactory quantitative
estimate of the function (h, e)->n(h, e) is due to Milman (1971) :
(DV) There is a function e-^c(e) for e > 0 such that every n-space has
a subspace E with dim.® = 7c > c(e)logn and d(E, l2c) < 1 + e.
The estimate is sharp (for fixed e):
If E is a subspace of l™ with d(E, l2k) < 2 then Jc < clogn where c is an
absolute constant.
The above observation contrasts with the following
THEOREM (Pigiel, Lindenstrauss and Milman, 1977). There is an absolute
constant c > 0 such that for every T ^ 1 every n-space whose cotype q constant
is < x has a subspace E with h = äimE ^ cr"2n2la and d(E, lfc) < 2.
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Call a subspace E a X c-large (0 < c < 1) if äimE ^ cdimJST. The
theorem in the particular case q = 2 says that every w-space with cotype
2 constant < r has cr"2-large 2-Euclidean subspaces. Independently Kashin
proved an even more surprising fact:
THEOREM (Kashin, 1977). There is an absolute constant c> 1 such
that for all n there is a subspace E of l^ with dim E == [nj2] such that \\x\\x
< VV&IMIg < c\\x\\x for every xinE and for every x in the orthogonal complement
of E with respect to the usual scalar product in Rn (resp. Cn).

Szarek (1978) found an elegant proof of this result ; it uses the estimation of the volume ratio of the unit balls of lln and Z*. Further generalizations were obtained by Szarek and Tomczak-Jaegermann (1980).
Eecently Johnson and Schechtman (1983) have shown that if
1 < P < q< 2 then for every e > 0 there is an absolute constant c^q such
that lp has a enlarge subspace En with d(En, 1%^-m ) <l + s. Pisier (1983)
-generahzed-thisresult^replacing Z^'s by"any sequence of ^-spaces whose
so-called p-stable types behave as ^-stable types of lp.
All these results on the existence of "large" subspaces are obtained
by more or less probabilistic methods. No constructive examples are
known!
Por a comprehensive discussion of nearly 1% ( 1 < # < oo) subspaces
of finite-dimensional spaces, as well as of various techniques used with
regard to this subject we refer to surveys by Maurey (1983) and Pigiel
(1984). The paper by Pigiel, Lindenstrauss and Milman (1977) plays a fundamental role.
Dvoretzky's theorem has a few applications to infinite-dimensional
spaces. It was used to show that a Banach space whose all subspaces are
complemented is isomorphic to a Hilbert space (Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri,
1971) and that for every s > 0 every separable infinite-dimensional Banach
space has a total fundamental biorthogonal system bounded by (1 + e)
(Pelczynski, 1976). It was Dvoretzky (1961) who already observed that
his theorem yields the following characterization of Hilbert spaces: an
infinite-dimensional Banach space X is isometric to a Hubert space iff
for some Jc ^ 2 allfc-dimensionalsubspaces of X are isometric. The following
finite-dimensional analogue of this result is not yet solved:
Let n>Jc^2. Is an n-space isometric to a Eilbert space assuming that
all Jc-subspaces of the space are isometrici Equivalently, is an absolutely
convex body in Rn (resp. Cn) an ellipsoid assuming that all Jc-dimensional
sections of the body through the origin are affinely equivalenti
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The problem goes back to Banach and Mazur, cf, Banach (1932),,
p. 214. The answer is known and is "yes" in the following cases: real
spaces — Jc even, Jc<n; Jc odd, Jc<n~ 1, complex spaces — Jc even,.
Jc < n; Jc odd, 27<; < n. The result is due to Gromov (1966), who used the
algebraic topology technique of principal fibre bundles. The real case
n = 3, Jc = 2 goes back to Auerbach, Mazur and Ulam (1935). The simplest
open case is n = 4, Jc = 3.
XVI. The Banach-Mazur distance between ^-spaces
The Banach-Mazur distance is a multiplicative metric (i.e., logd!(-, •) is
a usual metric) on the space Bn of all classes of isometries on ^-spaces.
Under this metric Bn is a compact space called the n-th. Banach-Mazur
compact. In this section we present some results concerning the diameter
and the centre of Bn.
We begin with the following
THEOREM (John, 1948). If 3 is tJie ellipsoid of maximal volume inscribed
in an absolutely convex body W in Rn (resp. Cn) tJien a c f c A s ,
COROLLARY

1. For every E e Bn, d(E, l2n) < Vn.

Kote that d(V£,l2n) =Vn,
Corollary 1 yields
COROLLARY

hence the inequality is sharp. Obviously

2. d(E,F) < n for all E eBn and E e Bn.

What is the exact value of the diameter of Bn% Stromquist (1981)
proved that the diameter of real B2 is 3 /2 ; the unique pair of real 2-spaces
whose Banach-Mazur distance is 3/2 consists of If and the 2-space whose
unit ball is the regular hexagon. This substantiates a conjecture of Asplund
(1960). The diameter of J53 is unknown. The right question to ask seems
to be: what is the asymptotic order of the diameter of Bn as w->oo? Solving
the problem which was open for a long time, E. D. Gluskin ingeniously
proved the following
THEOREM (Gluskin, 1981). There exists a c> 0 such that for w = 1, 2 , . . .
tJiere are n-spaces Xn and Yn witJi

d(Xn,Yn)>cn.

(4)

Briefly about the proof. The spirit is probabilistic. A class An of "random" ^-spaces is constructured; a vast majority of pairs of the spaces
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satisfy (4). An consists of all ^-spaces (Rn, \-\A) where A = A(x19 x%,...
..., xin) is an absolutely convex body generated by the coordinate unit
vectors and in "random" points xke 8n_l = {x eRn: \\x\\2 = 1} (la
= 1,2,..., en) and \-\A denotes the gauge functional of J.. In the
sequel we identify A with the space (Rn, \-\A). The probability Pn
on An is the transport via the surjection (xx, x2,..., x4n) ->A (xx, x%,..., a?4J
of the Haar measure of the product 8%LX. Kote that on Bn there is no
natural probability; in this way the difficulty is overcome!
Let \\E\\A.B = \\T: A->B\\ denote the operator norm of a T: Rn-*Rn.
Por a > 0 put
W(a, n) = {(A, B) e An x An: 3T: Rn->Rn, \\T\\A3B < a]/n, detT = 1}
<detT is the determinant of the matrix representing T in the natural
unit vector basis). ïfext for a B e An we put
<ttB(a,nl=_{A eAn: (A,B) eW(&,M)}.

- (*)

The essence of the proof is to show
3a > 0: lim Pn(Ws(a, n)) = 0 . uniformly for B.

(*)

n—oo

Clearly (*) implies that, for large n, Pn xPn[ôU(a, n)) < 0.5. Hence there
-are A, B e An such that (A, B) §§ <%(a, n) and (B, A) $ °U(a, n). Thus, for
overy 8: Rn->Rn and TeRn->Rn with d e t # = d e t T = l , \\T\\AtB\\8\\BiA
> a*nm, in particular this holds for 8 = T~\ Hence d(A, B) > a2n.
The delicate proof of (t) is based on an estimation of the cardinality
of e-nets of some sets of operators in the space B(ll). In the final stage
it reduces to a precise estimation from above of the ratio of the volumes
of the unit ball of B(lD and the unit ball of Z22 (cf. Saint-Raymond [a],
for the evaluation of the first volume).
The results of John and Gluskin indicate a possibility that l2n is asymptotically the unique centre of Bn. Precisely:
Given a sequence Xn with Xn eBn (n = 1, 2,...) and \mxd(l2n, Xn)
^

n

= + oo. Does there exist a sequence Yn with Yn e B n (n = 1, 2,...) such
that iimd(Xn, Yn)n~112 = +oo?
n

The answer is unknown even for Xn ^ln(p^ 2).
Recently Tomczak-Jaegermann (1984) proved that if X and Y are
symmetric ^-spaces then d(X, Y) < 2 2 V /2 . (An w-space is symmetric if
it has a basis such that all permutations of the elements of the basis and
their multiplication by ± 1 extend to isometries of the space.) The same
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paper contains a generalization to symmetric bases of the classical fact
t h a t d(lp,Vn) =0(nalp>% where a(p,q) = min (J, | l / p - l / f f | ) for l < j p ,
# < o o (Gurarii, Kadec and Macaev, 1966). For other results on the BanachMazur distance we refer the reader to Benyamini and Gordon (1981),
Lewis (1978), Pelczyiiski and Schutt (1981), Tomczak-Jaegermann (1978).
Powerful Gluskin's technique has recently been used to obtain sharp
estimates for so-called basis constants of w-spaces (Gluskin, 1981a; Szarek,
1983 ; cf. also the report of Pisier, 1984), and symmetry constants of ^-spaces
(Mankiewicz, 1984). The sharp estimates for factorization constants of
w-spaces through spaces with unconditional bases (and therefore, by
a result of Lindenstrauss (1972), through symmetric spaces) were earlier
obtained by Pigiel, Kwapien and Pelczyiiski (1977) (cf. also Pigiel and
Johnson, 1980).
XVII. Some omilled topics
One can view Banach spaces as a mountain range. We have done a few
excursions there. There are others equally beautiful. We shall now mention
some topics of the theory of Banach spaces in which an essential progress
has been achieved in the last decade but which are not discussed in this
survey. The references are far from complete.
1. Theory of vector measures, integral representations of convex sets, the
Radon-Nikodym and the Kxein-Milman properties. A book by Diestel
and "Uhi (1977) presents the state of art until 1977. For more recent information see Diestel and Uhi (1983) and the lecture notes of Bourgin (1983)
with a comprehensive bibliography; let us mention also a very recent
paper by Bourgain and Pisier [a], which is not in the bibliography.
2. Some aspects of the geometry of the unit ball of a Banach space, (i) Uniform convexity and smoothness. The book of Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri
(1979) and the lecture notes of Diestel (1975) and Bourgin (1983) cover
the basic material. We also signalize a recent paper by Davis, Garling
and Tomczak-Jaegermann (1984) in which the concept of complex modulus
of convexity (introduced by Globevnik, 1975) is studied.
(ii) Benorming tJieorems. Diestel's lecture notes mentioned above
presents the state of affairs until 1975. Of the many recent papers we only
mention Davis, Ghoussoub and Lindenstrauss (1981), Fabian, Whitfield
and Zizler (1983), Godefroy, Troyanski, Whitfield and Zizler (1983) and
21 — Proceedings...
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(iii) Other topics: Ss survey by Edgar and Wheeler [a] with an extensive
list of references, papers by Godefroy (1981), Kunen and Rosenthal (1982),
Larman and Phelps (1979), Ruess and Stegall (1982).
We do not feel competent to provide a suitable selection of references
concerning the theory of non-separable Banach spaces, in particular
weakly compactly generated (=WCG) spaces and their relatives, nonseparable 0(8) and L'(JU) spaces, and various examples of non-separable
spaces with curious properties. There is a need for a synthetic treatment
of this subject.
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Turbulent Dynamical Systems

Kecent developments in the dynamical theory of the onset of turbulence are reviewed,
.and some historical and j>hilosophical aspects of the subject are discussed.

Introduction
The phenomenon of hydrodynamic turbulence constitutes one of the great
puzzles of theoretical physics, and deep studies have been devoted to it,
over a long period of time. In recent years a conceptual clarification of
some essential points has been obtained. Yet, other essential points remain
obscure, and we do not have to-day a general theory of turbulence.
From an operational point of view it is easy enough to agree that certain
flows are turbulent. Since the phenomenon is ubiquitous, and accessible
to everyone for inspection, a number of theoretical interpretations have
been proposed. Von Neumann [82] has given a lucid review of the early
theories of turbulence. Many good ideas are contained in these theories,
but they fail to explain the phenomenon. In brief, this failure can be
understood as follows. The basic equations of hydrodynamics are nonlinear
partial differential equations; their mathematical study is hard, and so
is their numerical treatment in the turbulent regime. Experimental studies
are also much more difficult than one would think, when precise quantitative information is desired.
The recent improvement of our understanding of the nature of turbulence has three different roots. The first is the injection of new mathematical
ideas from the theory of dynamical systems. The second is the availability
of powerful computers which permit, among other things, experimental
mathematics on dynamical systems and numerical simulation of hydrodynamic equations. The third is the improvement of experimental techniques (in particular, Doppler measurements of velocities by use of a laser
beam, and then numerical Eourier analysis of the time series obtained).
[271]
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The discussion of hydrodynamic time evolution from the point of
view of the qualitative theory of dynamical systems has had a profound
impact. This was at first not due to the proof of any deep theorem, but
rather to the réévaluation of accepted ideas. In the present review we
shall analyze the somewhat complex evolution of ideas on the onset of
turbulence, and the related problem of sensitive dependence on initial
condition. Our discussion will thus emphasize historical and philosophical
aspects.1 I am aware of the difficulties of such an enterprise, but feel
that the articulation of mathematics, physics and computer work in to-day's
science deserves study, and that an imperfect discussion is better than no
discussion at all.
Hydrodynamic time evolution as a dynamical system
A reasonable description of fluid dynamics is given by the Havier-Stohes
equation (1) and the ineompressibility condition (2) irrd! dimensions"(^^^3
normally, but d = 2 is also much studied) :
dvt
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vn

dvi

dp

*y

Ì= l

y
i

ï = 0.

(2)

J

In these equations (ty) is the velocity field of the fluid enclosed in a region
i2, v is the viscosity coefficient, p the pressure (divided by the density),
and (Çi) describes an external force. By projecting (1) on a space of divergence free vector fields, one takes (2) into account, and the pressure term
is eliminated. The fluid sticks to the boundary. This boundary condition
is imposed by writing vt = v° =v°+wi where (w^ belongs to a functional
space $? of vector fields vanishing on 8Q. One has thus an evolution equation
of the form

T-W

(3

>

where the right-hand side is assumed to be time independent, and p is
a parameter describing the intensity of external action exerted on the
fluid through the force (&) or the boundary condition (v°).
1

For reviews of the same subject from a different viewpoint see KueUe [69], [71].
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The derivation of (1) involves a "linear response" approximation,
and the Navier-Stokes equation is thus essentially less exact than the
equations of celestial mechanics for instance. In the two-dimensional
case (d = 2) there is a good existence and uniqueness theorem (Leray,
Ladyzhenskaya). For d = 3, existence and uniqueness can be proved
for small times, and a "weak solution", introduced by Leray2 may have
singularities and not be unique. In fact it is not known at present if singularities actually occur.3 One knows, however, that the set of singularities
cannot be too large. The study of this point has been initiated by Leray
and pursued by Scheffer [76] and Gaffarelli, Kohn and Nirenberg [5],
In [5] it is shown that the set of singularities in 4 dimensional space time
has Hausdorff 1-dimensional measure 0. The low dimension of the singularities (they cannot form a curve) implies that they may not be very
conspicuous, if they are present. It also implies that they probably do
not have much to do with the physical phenomenon of turbulence (see
below the discussion of intermittency).
The physical problem of turbulence, thus, is related in ways which
have not yet become clear to the mathematical problem of understanding
the Navier-Stokes equation. In what follows we shall take the region Q
to be bounded, and we shall assume that the evolution equation (3) defines
a dynamical system. By this we mean that there is a bounded open set
Ü in the space of square integrable w's, such that (3) has a good solution
fw for t > 0 and initial conditions w eU, and fw e U for sufficiently
large t. In particular we have the semigroup property
fof
=/s+<
(4)
If d = 2 the existence of TJ can be proved (under suitable regularity conditions for 8Q, (g{) and (v°)). When d = 3 it is not known if U exists in
general. (It may then be physically required to replace the Navier-Stokes
equation by another evolution equation, but we do not discuss this possibility here). If the dynamical system (/*) exists, it has nice properties:
(J, w)->fw is real analytic, and / ' is compact (it sends bounded sets to
relatively compact sets, the derivative Dwf is a compact linear map).4
2

Leray [39] treated the case Q = B 3 , Hopf [24] later discussed the case of bounded Ü.
3
The solution of a time evolution equation with "good" initial data may become
"bad" in the sense that the evolution equation is no longer a useful physical approximation. Whether the problem occurs here or not is unknown but, as stressed by Leray,
the question is of general relevance for the equations of mathematical physics.
4
For Navier-Stokes theory see the monograj)hs by Ladyzhenskaya [32], Lions
[41], Serrin [77], Temam [81]. See also the excellent review by Foias and Temam [16],
and Euelle [70] where the dynamical systems viewpoint is discussed.
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QUESTION. Can one define a dynamical system with weak solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equation? In other words can (4) be made to survive
when singularities are present (d = 3 ) ?

Strange attraetors
I n equation (3) the parameter ^ > 0 is a measure of the external forces
acting on the fluid. I n practice p is often the Beynolds member (or the
Bayleigh number in convection experiments, where the temperature is
introduced). If p, = 0 (no external force) the fluid goes to rest, and for
small p, tends to a steady state. For somewhat larger action, a periodic
oscillation may appear. I n terms of dynamical systems, the occurrence
of periodic solutions is explained by the Kopf bifurcation [22]. Both Landau
[33], [34] and Hopf [23] have suggested that, as p is increased, more and
more frequencies appear, and that a quasiperiodic motion is obtained:
w(t) = Ficojj...

cokt)

where co 1 ? ..., cok are the frequencies (for a certain value of p) and F is
periodic of period 2-n in each argument separately. The quasiperiodic
motion must occur on an attracting ft-dimensional torus in the infinite
dimensional phase space of the fluid (the open set TJ of the last section).
When Jc is large enough, the time dependence of w is quite complicated,
and Hopf and Landau propose that the fluid is turbulent. If this view is
accepted, every independent frequency of the system requires one dimension
of phase space. Furthermore the system does not depend sensitively on
initial Condition. This means that a small change dw0 in initial condition
does not grow exponentially with time.
From a mathematical point of view, there is something wrong with
quasiperiodic motions on a'&-torus, ft ^ 2 : these motions are non generic.
This means that quasiperiodicity may be replaced by something else
under a small perturbation of the evolution equation (3). Takens and
myself [75] proposed in 1971 that "something else", which we called
strange attraetors, should describe turbulence. The prototype of strange
attraetors which we had in mind were the "Strange" Axiom A attraetors
introduced by Smale [80], and which can appeat by perturbation of
quasiperiodic motions on the Ä-torus for h > 3 (see [52], in [75] we needed
fc > 4). The advantage which we saw to strange attraetors over quasiperiodicity is that a continuum of frequencies can be produced with a motion in finite dimensional space (thus involving a finite number of degrees
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of freedom only). In physical language, the nonlinear interaction between
three "modes" already produces "continuous spectrum".
Although the ideas expressed in [75] were less completely new than
we thought (see below), they were the first proposal, made explicitly and
in print, of a general interpretation of hydrodynamic turbulence, in the
framework of dynamical systems, rejecting the quasiperiodic dogma.
The reaction of the scientific public to our proposal was quite cold. In
particular, the notion that continuous spectrum would be associated
with a few degrees of freedom was viewed as heretical by many physicists.5
Finally, around 1974-1975, the problem was settled by the hydrodynamical
experiments of Ahlers [1], and Gollub and Swinney [19], and the computer
experiments of McLaughlin and Martin [48], [49]. These experiments
(and many others which followed) show that continuous spectrum appears
fairly suddenly hen the parameter p (Eayleigh or Eeynolds number)
is increased. This is in agreement with the strange attractor picture, and
contradicts the idea that new frequencies are added one after the other,
as in Landau theory.
We must now come back to an important paper [42] published in
1963 by Lorenz in a meteorology journal, and which largely escaped the
attention of mathematicians and physicists for a while. This paper became
justly popular after a note by Guckenheimer [20] (published in 1976)
brought attention to it. Lorenz does not discuss turbulence in general,
but considers a simple evolution equation of the type (3), with x e # 3 ,
which is a rough model for hydrodynamical convection. (As a meteorologist,
Lorenz is interested in turbulent convection in the atmosphere). The
numerical study of the Lorenz equation reveals a new strange attractor
(not of Axiom A type). Sensitivity to initial condition is exhibited, and
Lorenz takes argument of this to explain why meteorologists cannot
accurately predict the weather long in advance.
It seems that some Eussian mathematicians were also unhappy with
Landau's quasiperiodic theory of turbulence. V» Arnold informs me that
the subject was discussed in Moscow6 and that he mentioned it in a seminar
in Paris in 1965. Such preoccupations motivated Arnold's well-known
paper [2]. Unfortunately, no non trivial result about the qualitative dynamics of Navier-Stokes was proved, and the ideas mentioned by Arnold
remained unpublished. In fact, while the impact of the new mathematical
6
As Monin [50] remarks in 1978: "it was tacitly assumed only ten years ago
that only stationary points and closed or quasiperiodic orbits could be attraetors
for the phase paths".
,
6
Letter dated 1980.
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ideas on turbulence has completely changed the subject, we still have
no hard theorem on the existence of strange attraetors for the NavierStokes equation.
In the discussion (below) of sensitive dependence on initial condition
we shall find other precursors of the modern ideas on turbulence.
The onset of turbulence
After the experiments of Ahlers, G-ollub and Swinney, and the numerical
work of McLaughlin and Martin mentioned earlier, a number of studies
on the onset of turbulence followed. The onset of turbulence is the region
of low, values of p (Eeynolds or Eayleigh number) where the fluid starts
to exhibit weak turbulence. I t has now become apparent that a weakly
turbulent viscous fluid behaves —- as a dynamical system — like a generic
dynamical system on a low dimensional manifold. Experimental studies
(largely based^onr the frequency spectrum) exhibit periodicity, (with 2f
sometimes 3 basic frequencies), strange attraetors with sensitive dependence
on initial condition, and some curious phenomena like the Feigenbaum
bifurcation (see below).
One can prove (Mallet-Paret [43]) that, at finite p, the Navier-Stokes
time evolution is attracted asymptotically to a set of finite (Hausdorff)
dimension. I t is thus reasonable that weak turbulence appear finite dimensional. I t may be more surprising that a viscous fluid behaves very much
(from the dynamical viewpoint) like the solution of a randomly chosen
equation (3) on a finite dimensional manifold.
Extensive computer studies of low dimensional dynamical systems have
shown that sensitive dependence on initial condition is quite common,
but mostly appears in systems for which we have no good mathematical
theory (non Axiom A). We don't even have a very good mathematical
definition of strange attraetors. An attractor is a set such that the orbits
of nearby points tend to it. This may be complemented by an irreducibility
condition (see Euelle [72]). The attractor is strange if it exhibits sensitive
dependence on initial condition, i.e., exponential growth of small perturbations of initial condition. A precise definition involves the choice
of an ergodic measure on the attractor (see below: ergodic theory). Unfortunately we do not know in general what ergodic measure to select.
One great success of the theory of the onset of turbulence is the observation of the Feigenbaum bifurcation. This is a new codimension 1-bifurcation first discovered numerically. As the bifurcation parameter /z is increased, an attracting periodic orbit of period T is successively replaced at
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values p19...,
pk9 ... of p by attracting orbits of period & 2fcT, and pk
tends to /*„ so that {{i]c — Pao)l(f*k+i— /**>) tends to a universal constant.
Beyond /z^, "chaotic" behavior with sensitive dependence on initial
condition is observed (although not yet proved to exist in general). The
Feigenbaum bifurcation is beautifully visible in the frequencs^ analysis
of the experimental data of Libchaber and Maurer [40] among others;
it cannot possibly be mistaken for something else. The theory of the
Feigenbaum bifurcation lias started with the deep analysis of Feigenbaum
[13], [14], [15] based on the physical idea of the renormalization group.
This analysis involves looking for a fixed point in a functional space,
and has been made rigorous by Landford's work [35] taken in conjunction
with that of Gollet, Eckmann and Koch [9] (see also Oampanino, Epstein
and Euelle [7], [6]). Lanford's proof is remarkable in that it makes rigorous use of the computer to obtain numerical estimates which would
be exceedingly painful to do by hand.
Many sequences of bifurcations lead to turbulence. Eckmann [12]
calls them scenarios. Three main scenarios have been investigated. The
quasiperiodic scenario (Euelle, Takens and Newhouse [52], [75]), involves
the creation of a quasiperiodic 2-torus and its destruction with appearance
of a strange attractor. The period doubling cascade scenario is the Feigenbaum bifurcation. The intermittent 7 scenario of Pomeau and Manneville
[60] corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation and manifests itself as
"turbulent bursts" in an apparently periodic background. The three
scenarios have all been clearly recognized experimentally, but their theoretical study is still quite incomplete.
Strange attraetors in general dissipalive systems
Our discussion of the onset of hydrodynamic turbulence has made no
use of the hydroctynamic equations. A "turbulent" behavior may therefore
be expected in all kinds of natural systems. I t is convenient to exclude
here conservative (i.e. Hamiltonian) systems because of their special
(non generic) character: conservative systems may show sensitive dependence on initial condition, but cannot have attraetors because of the conservation of Liouville measure. We are thus left with the idea that dissipative
(i.e. non conservative) systems exhibit turbulence. For instance, it is
predicted that homogeneous chemical reactions may exhibit aperiodic
7
The temporal intermittency "winch occurs here seems to be unrelated to the
spacial intermittency discussed elsewhere.
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oscillations (Euelle [63]).8 This chemical turbulence is indeed seen experimentally, and has provided the first example of a strange attractor reconstructed from experimental data (see Eoux, Eossi, Bachelart and Vidal
[62]). All kinds of electromechanical systems also exhibit turbulent time
evolution, described as deterministic noise, which can now be correctly
•identified and studied, and may play a significant practical role.
- Sensitive dependence on initial condition for dissipative systems has
come to be called chaos. The chief requirement for a nonlinear system
to exhibit chaos is that its phase space have at least 3 dimensions.
Strange attraetors and chaotic behavior should also occur in biological
systems. The case of ecological models has been discussed by May [47].
Aperiodic cycles are also expected in macroeconomics [69]. Since the
experimental conditions in ecology and economics cannot be precisely
controlled, precise predictions are also not expected, but it is at least
of philosophical interest to perceive the dynamical causes of chaos in these
disciplines.
Sensitive dependence on initial condition
By differentiating (3) we obtain the evolution equation for tangent vectors :
dW
— = {D^FJW,

(5)

where D denotes the derivative. Sensitive dependence on initial condition
arises if W grows exponentially with time.
I t is part of popular wisdom that, for certain particular initial conditions w0 of the time evolutions which occur in nature, a small change may
lead after a while to very different situations. (A pebble at the top of
a mountain may fall on one side or the other). I t is less obvious that for
some dynamical systems there is an exponentially growing W for every
initial wQ. That this is so for the geodesic flow on a surface of negative
curvature was shown by Hadamard [21]. There are thus natural systems
for which no precise prediction can be made, because any small imprecision
on the initial condition will result in a large uncertainty for the future
behavior. In 1906, P. Duhem [11], referring to Hadamard's work, stressed
the philosophical importance of this fact for the problem of predictability
8

While such a prediction may seem trivial in retrospect, things did not appear
so at the time, and reference [63] shared with [75] the fate of not being accepted by
the first journal to <which it was submitted for publication. Experimentalists are,
by the way, absolutely right in treating "new theoretical ideas" with great caution.
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in physics.9 In 1908, H. Poincaré [59] also emphasises the importance
of sensitivity to initial condition in a discussion of chance. He already
considers meteorology and recognizes the reason why weather predictions
are imprecise (see [59], p. 69). He also gives the example of a gas, wttere
a little change in the initial data for one molecule will be amplified by
collisions until a molecule which should have hit another one now misses
it, so that the microscopic dynamics of the gas has now become completely
different. M. Berry10 has estimated that it would take only 50 collision
times to reach this result, if the initial perturbation was the gravitational
action of one electron located at the limit of the known universe!
Our understanding of developed turbulence is quite imperfect, but
nevertheless gives us the possibility to estimate the growth of fluctuations
in a system like the earth's atmosphere. This problem has been studied
by Lorenz, Kraichnan and Leith, relevant times are of the order of a week
or two. In the kind of turbulence present in air above a radiator it may
take of the order of one minute for molecular fluctuations to be amplified
to the macroscopic level. (This estimate uses Kolmogorov's model of
turbulence, see Euelle [68]). Putting these facts together the reader is
left to imagine how the gravitational effect of an electron at the edge
of the universe may affect his fate and change the course of his life. Even
if we suppose that the deterministic laws of classical mechanics govern
the evolution of our universe, we see that the introduction of chance and
probabilities is a necessity in the practice of physics and in everyday life.
It may occur to the reader that, among other things, the position
of the planets in the sky may influence his life. Does this justify the claims
of astrology ? On the contrary, the arguments which show how the planets
may influence human fate also indicate that such influences are, for all
practical purposes, unpredictable.
Ergodic theory of differentiable dynamical systems
Although Hadamard, Duhem and Poincaré understood the origins and
implications of sensitive dependence on initial conditions, a quantitative
treatment of this notion came much later. The relevant concepts belong
to ergodic theory, they are the entropy (invariant of Kolmogorov [28]
and Sinai [78]) and the characteristic exponents (or "Liapounov" exponents,
defined in general by Oseledec [54] only in 1968). A dynamical system
9

The relevant section of Duhem's book is entitled "Exemple de déduction mathématique à tout jamais inutilisable". It was kindly pointed out to me by E. Thorn.
10
Private communication.
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known with finite precision acts as a random number generator, and the
entropy describes the rate of information production by the system. The
characteristic exponents describe the rate of increase of the perturbations
of the initial condition. The time rates involved in these definitions are
defined with respect to a measure Q invariant under time evolution (Q
is the ergodic measure corresponding to time averages). The brilliant
work of ÏT. S. Krylov [31] anticipates the notions of entropy and characteristic exponents, but also confuses them as noted by Sinai.
The idea to study differentiable dynamical systems almost everywhere
with respect to invariant measures was developed by Pesin [55], [56],
[57] (and later Katok [25], etc.) and turned out to be retiiarkably fruitful.
In particular, the construction of stable and unstable manifolds almost
everywhere can be extended to the infinite dimensional situation of hydrodynamics (Euelle [67], [73], Mane [46]).
An important conceptual problem arises now: what are the invariant
measures p which describe turbulence l-In-classicaL-mechanica_thene^is_
a natural measure because of unique ergodicity. But a strange Axiom
A attractor has uncountably many different ergodic measures. Which
one is physically relevant? I.e., which one reproduces time averages?
Perhaps the one which maximizes entropy? This guess is wrong I It is
natural to look for measures which are invariant under small stochastic
perturbations (Kolmogorov) but this does not solve the problem. A satisfactory answer has been obtained first in the Anosov case (Sinai [79]),
then in the general Axiom A case (Euelle [64], Bowen and Euelle [4],
Kifer [26]). There, the time averages for almost all initial conditions
with respect to Lebesgue measure in the.neighborhood of an attractor
yields the same measure p on the attractor, and this measure is stable
under small stochastic perturbations. The measure p has conditional
measures on unstable manifolds which are absolutely continuous with
respect to Lebesgue measure, and its entropy is the sum of the positive
characteristic exponents. I believe that this situation has some generality (see Euelle [65], [Qß]). At present there are both counterexamples
(Bowen, Katok [25]) and deep positive results (Pugh and Shub [61],
Ledrappier [37], [38]). General results on the Hausdorff dimension of attraetors are also known (Mane [45], Douady et Oesterlé [10], Ledrappier [36], L.-S. Young [83]).
Developed turbulence
For completeness we deal here very briefly with the vast subject of developed turbulence. Of central importance is the Kolmogorov [27] theory
(discovered by Kolmogorov, Oboukhov, Onsager, etc.). This physical
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theory describes the energy cascade from large spatial structures (where
energy is injected) to small "eddies" (where energy is dissipated by viscosity). As noted by Landau [34], Kolmogorov theory is essentially a consequence of arguments of dimensional analysis. This explains why it is
robust and successful. However, this theory does not take into account
the important phenomenon of intermittency, i.e., the fact that most of
the vorticity and dissipation is found in a small subset of physical space.
Intermittency in 2 dimensions was noted by Poincaré [58] (existence
of localized vortices, visible at the surface of a river for instance). Poincaré
tried to give an explanation based on stability of the motion arguments.
Onsager [53] proposed an explanation based on the statistical mechanics
of vortices, and using negative temperatures. This explanation has been
challenged recently (Fröhlich and Euelle [18]). Three-dimensional intermittency can be modelled (see Frisch, Sulem and Nelkin [17] and references
given there) and numerical experiments give a coherent picture (see in
particular Ohorin [8]) of a self-similar structure (see Mandelbrot [44]).
The associated self-similarity dimension is numerically ™ 2.6, which is
much larger than the dimension of the set of possible singularities of solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation. (The existence of such singularities
is thus apparently unrelated to intermittency). Elements of an ergodic
analysis of Navier-Stokes time evolution have been given (Euelle [74]).
However, a deductive theory of developed turbulence does not exist, and
a mathematical basis for the important theoretical literature on this
subject is still lacking. (See the monographs of Monin and Yaglom [51],
Batchelor [2], the papers1 of Kraichnan [29], [30], etc.).
Conclusion
The application of non trivial mathematical ideas has given us some
understanding of the onset of hydrodynamic turbulence, and changed
our notions on turbulence in general. It is good to assess — without epistemologica! prejudice — the articulation of mathematics and physics
in this example. First it must be admitted that the success obtained here
did not depend on the proof of some very difficult and deep theorem (even
though non trivial theorems have been proved in the course of the study).
Does this mean that the important new fact was the revelation of a general
philosophical principle like sensitive dependence on initial condition?
In fact no : Duhem and Poincaré had a perfectly clear understanding of
the principle of sensitive dependence on initial condition, and of its consequences. But the principle was not embodied in mathematical theories
of turbulence.
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If one looks at the conceptual framework of the modern theory of the
onset of turbulence, one finds mathematically sophisticated objects like
strange attraetors, characteristic exponents, or the Feigenbaum bifurcation.
I t is important that these objects become useful before their mathematical
status is completely elucidated. In other words our understanding of
phenomena is made possible by the use of pieces of sophisticated mathematical reasoning, connecting experimental data, computer evidence, and
physical assumptions. A purely deductive analysis starting with the
Navier-Stokes equation is not attempted: it does not appear feasible
at this moment, and might be inappropriate because of the approximate
nature of the Navier-Stokes equation.
Looking back at the history of science, we would see that the kind
of close interaction which we find here between mathematical ideas and
experimental facts has been a regular feature of the evolution of physics.
This interaction is of considerable mathematical and philosophical value:
I t gives us a glimpse, different from intuition, into mathematical reality
which is not yet mathematical theory.
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YUM-TONG SIU

Some Recent Developments in Complex
Differential Geometry

We survey here some recent results in the theory of complex manifolds
obtained by the methods of global differential geometry. These results
stemmed from attempts to generalize to the higher-dimensional case the
uniformization theorem for Eiemann surfaces. A simply connected Eiemann
•surface must be either the Euclidean plane, the Eiemann sphere, or the
open unit disc in the Euclidean plane. In the higher-dimensional case
there is no such simple classification of simply connected complex manifolds, even with the imposition of very strong curvature conditions. A slight
perturbation of the open unit ball in Cn f or n > 1 will in general give us
a new complex structure (not biholomorphic to the ball) [9], where the
jBergman metric is still complete and has sectional curvature very close
to that of the ball [16]. We will discuss the various results in higher dimensions for the parabolic, elliptic, and hyperbolic cases, generalizing those
lor Eiemann surfaces. At the end we mention some recent results on K3
surfaces.
'§ 1. Parabolic case
The problem concerns the characterization of Cn as a Kahler manifold
with sufficiently fast decay of curvature. The first result of this kind
was obtained by Siu and Yau [55] in response to a question posed by
•Greene and Wu [18]: A simply connected complete Kahler manifold of
complex dimension n^2 with 0 > sectional curvature > — JL/(l + r2+6)
(where A, e > 0 and r is the distance from a fixed point) is biholomorphic
to Cn. The method is to use the L2 estimates of d to produce n holomorphic
functions of nearly linear growth which are local coordinates at one point.
The map from the manifold to Cn defined by these n functions is a local
[287]
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biholomorphism, because the growth of the Jacobian n-torm is related
to the growth of the volume of its zero-set. Moreover, the map is proper,.
because the manifold is Stein and the power series obtained by expanding
any global holomorphic function in terms of these n functions at any
point converges uniformly on a n y compact subset of the manifold. The
curvature condition is used to get suitable weight functions for the I?
estimates and to get sup norm estimates for holomorphic functions and
w-forms with weighted I? bounds. Later Greene and Wu [19] made some
quantitative improvements pn the assumption of the decay order of the
curvature.
Eecently Mok, Siu and Yau [36] showed that under the above assumption the manifold is actually biholomorphically isometric to Cn. Moreover,.
if the curvature condition is replaced by [sectional curvature] < AJ(1 + r2+8>
(where Ae is a positive number depending on e) and the exponential m a p
at the fixed point is a diffeomorphism, then the manifold is still biholomorphic to Cn. In the case of positive curvature of fast-decay, if the-scalar
curvature is < A / ( l + r 2 + e ) and the volume of the geodesic ball centered
at the fixed point of radius s is > Cs2n (G being a positive constant), then
the manifold is biholomorphically isometric to Cn when the sectional
curvature is non-negative or when the bisectional curvature is non-negative
and the manifold is Stein. These two isometry results are obtained as
follows. One solves the equation ddu = Eicci either by the I? estimates
of d or by solving first Au = scalar curvature and applying the Bochner
technique to A \ ddu — Bicci | 2 and then one proves that u must be constant.
The isometry results in Mok, Siu and Yau [36] prompted the conjecture
for similar results in Eiemannian geometry. Such results in Eiemannian
geometry were afterwards obtained by Greene and Wu [20] and alsa
independently by Gromov [21].
An open problem about the characterization of Cn is whether a complete
non-compact Kahler manifold with positive sectional curvature is biholomorphic to Cn. The case n = 2 under some mild additional conditions was
recently proved by Mok [35] together with some other partial results. Greeneand Wu [17] showed that such a manifold is Stein. (Under the weaker assumption of positive bisectional curvature such a manifold is conjectured to
be Stein. Though it is easy to produce global holomorphic functions separating points and giving local coordinates, the conjecture remains unproved.)*
There is another kind of characterization of Cn. It is by the existence
of an exhaustion function satisfying a certain Monge-Ampère equation.
This characterization works not only for Cn but also for bounded balls.
in Cn. So it is also a result in the hyperbolic case. Suppose M is an w-dimen-
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sional complex manifold with a strongly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function u: Jf-»-[0, r2) (0 < r < oo) such that {ddlogu)n *= 0, V^l ddlogn > 0,
and (oology)"1"1 ^ 0. Stoll [59] proved that M with the Kahler metric
whose potential is u is biholomorphically isometric to the ball of radius
r in Cn with the metric induced from the Euclidean metric of Cn. Alternative proofs and some generalizations were given by Burns [7]. Another
alternative proof was given by P.-M. Wong [65]. The idea is to consider
complex curves in M whose tangent spaces are the annihilators of ddlogu
and to show that the space of all such curves is Pn-i. One then establishes
the isometry by using the tautological line bundle of P n _ x .
§ 2. Elliptic case
The problem concerns the curvature characterization of the complex
projective space or, more generally, irreducible compact Hermitian symmetric manifolds. Erankel [14] conjectured that a compact ^-dimensional
Kahler manifold with positive sectional curvature is biholomorphic to
Pn. He and Andreotti [14] gave a proof for % = 2. Mabuchi [33] proved
it for n = 3. Mori [37], using the methods of algebraic geometry of characteristic p > 0, proved the general case with the weakened assumption
that the tangent bundle is ample. Siu and Yau [56] gave a differentialgeometric proof for the general case with the assumption that the bisectional curvature is positive.
The differential-geometric proof of the Erankel conjecture makes use
of harmonic maps. The energy E(f) of a map / : N-+M between two
Biemannian manifolds is the 1} norm over N of its differential df. The
maj) / is harmonic if it is critical for the energy functional. In particular,
it is harmonic if it minimizes energy among all maps in its homotopy class.
Hartshorne and Kobayashi and Ochiai [28, 29] observed that a compact
Kahler manifold M with positive bisectional curvature is biholomorphic
to P ft if a generator of S2(M, Z) can be represented by a rational curve.
On the other hand, by the result of Sachs and Uhlenbeck [44], one can
represent in this case a generator of H2{M, Z) by a finite sum of harmonic
maps f{: P1-^M so that ^ IS (fi) is minimum among maps in the homotopy
class of 2jfi* By using the second variation of the energy functional,
one concludes from the positivity of the bisectional curvature that each
ft is either holomorphic or antiholomorphic (see also [47]). There can be
only one fi, otherwise we have one holomorphic f{ and one antiholomorphic
fj and, by the positivity of the tangent bundle of M3 the images of f{ and
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fa can be holomorphically deformed until they touch at some point and
one can then modify fa +fj n#ar the point of contact to produce a map
in the homotopy class of fi+fj with smaller energy. Thus a generator
of S2{M, Z) is represented by a rational curve.
The above method was refined in Siu [49] to yield the following curvature characterization of the complex hyperquadric. A compact Kahler
manifold M of complex dimension ^ 3 with non-negative bisectional
curvature is biholomorphic to either the complex projective space or the
complex hyperquadric if at every point there exista no tangent subspace
V of complex dimension 2 such that the bisectional curvature in the
direction of any two vectors always vanishes when one of them is in V.
The general problem is to determine whether a compact Kahler manifold
with non-negative sectional (or bisectional) curvature and positive definite
Eicci curvature is necessarily biholomorphic to a compact Hermitian
symmetric manifold. Moreover, if it is biholomorphic to an irreducible
^compact Hermitian^ symmetric manifold _of rank at least twQ, one wants
to know whether the Kahler metric with non-negative sectional (or bisectional) curvature is necessarily an invariant metric.
In Siu [52] the following weak partial result on the above problem
was obtained by using the Bochner-Kodaira technique and holonomy
groups. Let Jf be a compact Kahler manifold whose cotangent bundle
with the induced metric is seminegative in the sense of STakano [41].
Assume that at some point/of M it is not possible to decompose the tangent
space of M into two non-zero orthogonal direct summands such that the
bisectional curvature in the direction of two vectors with one in each
summand must vanish. Then either M is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric manifold with respect to the given Kahler metric or its cohomology
ring with real coefficients is isomorphic to that of the complex projective
space of the same dimension. This partial result is unsatisfactory, because
seminegativity in the sense of Kakano is a curvature operator condition.
Eecently Bando [4] proved that a three-dimensional compact Kahler
manifold of non-negative bisectional curvature whose Eicci curvature
is semipositive everywhere and positive definite somewhere is biholomorphic to the complex hyperquadric or a product of complex projective
spaces. His proof makes use of the methods of Siu and Yau [56], Siu [49],
the classification of compact Kahler surfaces of non-negative bisectional
curvature by Howard and Smyth [25], the work of Howard, Smyth and
Wu [26] and Wu [67] on the splitting of Kahler manifolds of non-negative
bisectional curvature, and Hamilton's method [22] of solving evolution
equations to increase the positivity of curvature.
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For this problem, if the Kahler metric is assumed to be Einstein, then
the result of Berger [5] and Gray [15] tells us that a Kähler-Einstein
metric on a compact complex manifold is locally symmetric if its sectional
curvature is non-negative. It is unknown in dimension at least four whether
in this result one can replace sectional curvature by bisectional curvature.
§ 3. Hyperbolic case
The problem is to produce non-constant bounded holomorphic functions
on a simply connected complete Kahler manifold whose sectional (or
bisectional) curvature is bounded from above by a negative number,
with the goal of embedding it into a bounded domain. Very little is known
about this problem. Wu [66] observed that in the case of negative sectional
curvature the manifold is Stein. It is an open problem whether the manifold
is Stein in the case of negative bisectional curvature. I t is even unknown
whether such a manifold is necessarily non-compact. Eecently B. Wong
[64] constructed a simply connected compact complex surface with ample
cotangent bundle. This would be a negative answer to the last question
about non-compactness if the ampleness of the cotangent bundle could
be replaced by the negativity of the bisectional curvature of some Kahler
metric. On the other hand, in the corresponding situation in Eiemannian
geometry, Anderson [1] and Sullivan [61] recently succeeded in constructing non-constant bounded harmonic functions on any simply connected
complete Eiemannian manifold whose sectional curvature is bounded from
above by a negative number. (Earlier Prat \0.B. Acad. Sei. Paris 284 (1977),
pp. 687-690] did the real 2-dimensional case under additional conditions.)
Later a very simple construction was given by Schoen [46].
Even when one confines oneself to the special case of manifolds which
are the universal covers of compact Kahler manifolds with negative
sectional (or bisectional) curvature, one still doesnot know how to construct
non-constant bounded holomorphic functions. For a long time, for lack
of examples, it was believed that every compact Kahler manifold with
negative sectional curvature is covered by the ball. This belief was reinforced by the result of B. Wong [63] characterizing balls as smooth bounded
(strongly pseudoconvex) domains admitting compact quotients and by
Yang's result [68] that a bidisc cannot cover a compact Kahler surface
with negative bisectional curvature. Finally an example was constructed
by Mostow and Siu [40] of a compact Kahler surface with negative sectional
curvature not covered by the ball. Actually its curvature is even strongly
negative in the sense of [48]. The manifold is constructed by using an
almost discrete subgroup of the automorphism group of the ball generated
23 — Proceedings...
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by three complex reflections [39] and the metric is obtained by piecing
together the Bergman metrics of the ball and a domain ramified over
the ball along a complex line. For this construction one can also use the
almost discrete subgroup constructed from the extension by Deligne
and Mostow [11] of a method of Picard [43].
It is not known whether requiring the Kahler metric to be Einstein
would force the universal cover of a negatively curved compact Kahler
manifold to be the ball. A partial result in the surface case was obtained
by Siu and Yang [54]. This question is related to the problem of obtaining
conditions under which the Kähler-Einstein metric constructed by Yau
[69] has negative sectional curvature.
Compact Kahler manifolds of complex dimension at least two with
suitable negative curvature conditions enjoy the property of strong rigidity.
In the Biemannian case Mostow [38] obtained the following result on
strong rigidity. Two compact locally symmetric Eiemannian manifolds
otnon-positive sectional curvature are isometric (up to normalizing constants) if they are of the same homotopy type and they do not admit closed
geodesic submanifolds of real dimension < 2 which are locally direct
factors. In the complex case one has a stronger kind of strong rigidity.
A compact Kahler manifold is said to be strongly rigid if any compact
Kahler manifold of the same homotopy type is either biholomorphic or
antibiholomorphic to it. Siu [48] proved that a compact Kahler manifold
of complex dimension at least two is strongly rigid if its Kahler metric
makes its cotangent bundle positive in the sense of ÏJakano (or if the weaker
condition of strongly negative curvature in the sense of [48] is satisfied).
The idea of the proof is as follows. Let M be the compact Kahler manifold
with strongly negative curavture and let W be a cpmpact Kahler manifold
of the same homotopy type as M. By Eells and Sampson [13], there exists
a harmonic map / : N-+M which is a homotopy equivalence. By applying
the Bochner-Kodaira technique to d/, one obtains the vanishing of a term
involving df, df, and the curvature of M. The curvature condition on M
forces the vanishing of df or df at points where the rank of df over R is
at least 4. The proof can be regarded as a quasilinear analog of the vanishing
theorem of Kodaira for negative bundles in which df takes the place of
a harmonic form.
This method of proof can be used to obtain the holomorphicity of
harmonic maps and strong rigidity in more general cases [52]. Let Jf be
a compact Kahler manifold whose cotangent bundle with the induced
metric is non-negative in the sense of Nakano. Suppose for some positive
integer p the bundle of (p, 0)-forms on M with the induced metric is
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positive in the sense of ÎTakano and suppose at every point of M it is not
possible to find two non-zero complex tangent subspaces 7, W such that
the sum of the complex dimensions of F a n d TT exceeds p and the bisectional
curvature in the direction of one vector of V and one vector of W always
vanishes. Then any harmonic map / from a compact Kahler manifold to
M must be either holomorphic or antiholomorphic if the rank of the differential df of jf over JB is at least 2p + 1 at some point. In particular, M is
strongly rigid if the complex dimension of M exceeds p. As a consequence,
one concludes that a compact quotient of an irreducible bounded symmetric
domain of complex dimension at least two is strongly rigid [48, 50, 52].
For a compact quotient of an irreducible bounded symmetric domain
Siu [50, 52] and Zhong [70], by using the results of Oalabi and Vesentini
[10] and Borei [6], computed the smallest p for which the above conditions
hold.
The above result on the holomorphicity of harmonic maps enables one
to construct complex submanifolds in a compact Kahler manifold with
suitable negative curvature conditions and also it leads to results on the
relationship between the Kuranishi deformation space [30] and the Douady
deformation space [12] for a submanifold of a manifold with suitable
negative curvature conditions (see Kalka [27] and Siu [52]).
It is possible to obtain strong rigidity results in the case of non-compact
manifolds of finite volume (Siu and Yau [58]). Morevoer, Siu and Yau
[57] proved that a complete Kahler manifold of finite volume whose
sectional curvature is bounded between two negative numbers can be
compactiiied by adding a finite number of points so that the compactification can be blown up at the added points to become a projective algebraic
variety. This generalizes the result on the corresponding locally symmetric
cases by Satake [45] and Baily and Borei [3] (see also Andreotti and
Grauert [2]).
§ 4. K3 surfaces
One of the most interesting applications of the methods of global differential geometry to the theory of complex manifolds are the results recently
obtained on K3 surfaces. A K3 surface is a simply connected compact
complex surface with trivial canonical line bundle. Let X be a smooth
manifold diffeomorphic to one (and hence every) K3 surface. Let V be
H2(X, Z) endowed with the quadratic form defined by the cup product
and let Q be the set of all real 2-planes in V®R on which the quadratic
form is positive definite. A marking on a K3 surface J f is an isomorphism
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between H2{M, Z) and V compatible with the cup product. The period
of a marked K3 surface is the element of Q spanned by the elements of
H2(M,R)
corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of a non-zero
holomorphic 2-form on M via the de Eham isomorphism.
There are two important questions concerning K3 surfaces. One is
whether the period map for marked K3 surfaces is surjective, i.e. whether
every element of Q is a period of some marked K3 surface. Another is
whether every K3 surface is Kahler. These questions were recently answered
in the affirmative by using Yau's proof [69] of the Calabi conjecture
(Todorov [62], Looijenga [31], Siu [51, 53]). Prior to Yau's proof of the
Calabi conjecture, Hitchin [24] observed that from a Kähler-Einstein
metric on a K3 surface one can construct a family of complex structures
parametrized by the Eiemann sphere. Thç surjectivity proof depends on
this construction of Hitchin. The Kahler property of K3 surfaces follows
from a refined version of t h e surjectivity result, the Torelli theorem for
algebraic or Kahler K 3 surfaces [8, 32,-42], and the existence of a real
closed 2-form with positive (1, l)-component on any K3 surface obtained
by Sullivan's trick [60] of using the separation theorem for locally convex
linear topological spaces. The simpler surjectivity proofs given in [31, 51]
are mainly technical streamlining of the original surjectivity proof of
Todorov [62].
The Kahler property of K3 surfaces completes the proof of t h e conjecture of Kodaira that every compact complex surface with even first
Betti number must be Kahler. The other cases were already verified by
Miyaoka [34]. An alternative proof of Miyaoka's result was recently given
by Harvey and Lawson [23] as an application of their newly obtained
intrinsic characterization of Kahler manifolds.
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Totally Categorical Structures

§ 1 . Introduction
If an axiomatic theory T has a unique model (up to isomorphism) of
a given cardinality «, it is said to Tbc %-categorical, and if this is the case
for all infinite H, then the theory is said to be totally categorical. Thus the
theory of dense linear orderings having no first or last element is K0categorical, the theory of algebraically closed fields of specified characteristic is Nx-categorical, and a slightly non-trivial example of a totally
categorical theory is provided by the theory A(p2) of abelian groups of
exponent p2 in which every element of order p is divisible by p.
These three examples are known to be typical in many respects, though
the full story is by no means known. As a simple example, it is well known
that for any countable model Q of an K0-categorical theory, the automorphism group G of Q has only finitely many orbits on Qn (for any n). This
in fact characterizes K0-categorical theories; but the analysis of «-categorical theories for % uncountable is more elaborate (as the natural example
suggests).
Good results on totally categorical theories in general have only become
available quite recently, and the picture is still quite incomplete. The
main results are:
I. A totally categorical structure1 A has tlw finite submodel
property: any first order property of A is also a property of some finite substructure of A.
THEOREM

THEOREM II. Any totally categorical structure A can be coordinatized
by a collection of geometries {affine, projective, or degenerate).
1
By a convenient abuse of terminology, this means, "a model of a totally categorical theory".

[301]
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A precise version of this is in §2. When A is (Z/jp2Z)(co), and 0(pi)
(i = 0 , 1 , 2) are the orbits in A under Aut A (elements of order p*), then
0(p) becomes a projective geometry after factoring out an equivalence
relation with finite classes, and 0{p2) is fibered over 0(p) by affine geometries. The example is typical.
The proofs outlined in § 2 depend indirectly on the finiteness of the
set of sporadic finite simple groups. This can be avoided (§ 3).
In the remainder of the paper, I use customary model-theoretical
terminology.
§ 2. The structure theory
This outline follows [2], .with terminological deviations. All structures
will be Xo-categorical and K0-stable.
Terminology. An infinite Jordan geometry is a set 8 equipped with a permutation group G such that for every finite subset X £ 8:
(J) The pointwise stabilizer G(X) of X in G has finitely many orbits,
exactly one of which is infinite.
jEœample. If 8 is a strongly minimal tt0-categorical structure and G = Aut 8,
then (8, G) is an infinite Jordan geometry.
Jordan geometries are indeed geometries: one can define the closure
<JC> of a finite set X as the union of the finite orbits of G(X), and take
the closed sets as subspaces. The.geometry is primitive if points are closed,
and any geometry can be made primitive by removing <0> and passing
to. a quotient.
PROPOSITION 1. Infinite primitive Jordan geometries are affine,' projective, or degenerate.

The proof is easy, since such a geometry is a limit of finite geometries
with a doubly transitive automorphism group, and all large doubly transitive finite groups are known as a consequence of the finiteness of the set
of sporadic finite simple groups. (For references see [1] or [2].)
A strongly minimal set associated with a projective or degenerate
primitive geometry will be called modular. Two strongly minimal sets
contained in a given structure M are orthogonal if the introduction of
constants naming the elements of one set has no effect on the geometry
of the other (as substructures of M). The following result is very powerful,
since orthogonal strongly minimal sets are easy to handle.
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PROPOSITION 2. There is a 0-definable bijection between the elements
of any two nonorthogonal strongly minimal X0 categorical primitive modular
structures.

Formulated as a slogan, this becomes : All difficulties are caused by affine
.geometries.
More
1.
2.
by A

terminology (cf. the example following Proposition 3):
The structure Jf is transitive if Aut Jf is.
If Jf, A s Jf* with M and A transitive, then Jf is coordinated
(in Jf*) if:
V®6 Jf

< » r U T^0.

(*)

3. A is attached to M if there is a structure Jf* O-interpretable in Jf
•such that J l f u l g Jf *. (The underlying set of Jf * is a 0-definable subset
of Jfn for some n, taken modulo a 0-definable equivalence relation.)
PROPOSITION 3. Any ^-categorical, ^-stable, transitive M of finite
Tank n can be coordinatila by a rank one set attached to it.

{Example. Let Jf be the set of all unordered pairs of distinct elements
of a set 8, equipped with the binary relation E defined b y : \Pinp2\ = 1.
Then E e Jf2? and the equivalence relation JE7 on E defined b y : ({px, p2),
(PsiPt)) eÜ7 iff PxdPz = # 3 n # 4 is easily seen to be definable from E.
E/D is a strongly minimal set attached to and coordinatizing Jf ; it can
"be identified with 8.)
This is a key result. For the proof, pick a rank (n — 1) set 8 whose
definition involves parameters ci. We may assume 8 is normalized in the
sense of [3], and varying the parameters get a transitive family A of such
sets, with Q A = Jf. The main point is then that rank A = 1 (which is
perhaps unexpected) and it then follows easily that A coordinatizes Jf.
(It is routine to attach A to Jf.)
Using this result, one proves:
PROPOSITION

I. If M is ^-categorical and Unstable, then Jf has finite

rank.
Theorem
Theorem
minimal set
subset of Jf

I I follows.
I can be derived using Theorem I I . If B £ Jf is a strongly
and I s D is nonempty, an envelope B(X) is a maximal
independent from D over X.

PROPOSITION

5. If M IF y and X is large enough, J3(X) 1= y.
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PROPOSITION 6. If X is finite then rank B{X) < rank Jf. By repeated
application of these results, we arrive at Theorem I, generalized to H0-categorical
^-stable structures.
The proof of Proposition 5 consists of an appropriately modified
Tarski-Vaught test. If Jf N ip(a) where the (few) parameters of y> all he
in JEì{X), one can proceed by induction on rank (a/2?(X)), to find a similar
element in H(X). Theorem II is used here.

§ 3 . Historical remarks
It was conjectured in ancient times that a complete ttrcategorical theory
is never finitely axiomatizable. The conjecture decomposes as follows:
(A) A totally categorical theory has the finite submodel property.
(B) An Ki-categorical theory which is not X0-categorieal is never
finitely axiomatizable.
Peretyat'kin refuted (B) in [10]; subsequently both Morley and Parigot
came up with noticeably simpler variants (unpublished). The conjecture
(A) was proved by Zil'ber in [12] modulo a serious gap caused by oversimplifying the application of Lemma 5.1. The gap can be filled by a numbertheoretic argument. (As far as I know, Zil'ber has not yefc published this
correction.)2 Much of the material in [13] was already in [12], in less elegant
form (the Parisian viewpoint [6, 7] was taking* root in the meantime).
The work in [2] began when the gap in [13] still seemed serious. Lachlan
had pointed out the relevance of certain incidence geometries called
pseudoplanes to some conjectures about X0-categorical theories [3], and
Zil'ber established their relevance to the classification of strongly minimal
K0-categorical structures in [16 I]. The model-theoretic form of Proposition
1 was conjectured in [16 I], and proved in [16 II, III] by a direct method
using a, lot of model theory. This last work dates to summer 1980.
1 studied [13] in 1980 during Model Theory Year at the I.A.S. in
Jerusalem. In the fall I noticed the truth and relevance of Proposition 1,
having just heard of the completion of the classification of finite simple
groups. As I was very conveniently surrounded by model theorists at the
time, it didn't take very long for the picture presented here to come into
focus. (A graduate student' in logic at Wisconsin noticed the truth of
Proposition 1 about the same time [9].)
My exposition slights the detailed theory of envelopes [2, § 7], which
has been pushed further in [8]. The notion was introduced in [13]. Lachlan
came upon a particularly transparent special case in his study of stable
2

See Note 2.
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structures admitting elimination of quantifiers in a finite relational language [4], a special case of "disintegrated" structures (X0-categorical,
K0-stable, with all coordinatizing geometries degenerate). In particular,
the fundamental conjecture that X0-categoricalfcsYstablestructures should
be infinite analogs of certain finite structure can be made entirely precise
in this context, giving the main conjecture of [4], proved for binary languages in [5].
Öontinuing this historical outline into the near future, a proof of this
conjecture based on finite permutation group theory of the type outlined
in [1] is under construction (January 1983). If successful, it should provide
further evidence of the usefulness of group-theoretic methods in this area
of model theory.
The geometric analysis of sets of rank a inside a set of rank a + 1,
which dominates the proof of Proposition 3, is being pursued by Buechler.
Finally, the classification of the primitive geometries associated with
strongly minimal K0-categorical structures yields a classification of the
structures themselves if singletons are algebraically closed (the primitive
case). In the imprimitive case, the Galois group of the underlying field
may act on the blocks of imprimitivity causing complications which are *
not understood, but is it conjectured that strongly minimal K0-categorical
structures in which the Galois group does not act (i.e. field elements are
named) should be classifiable. (This is true when the quotient is degenerate.)
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The ß-Rule

1. Background: the /3-rule
1.1. Among the contributions of Poland to mathematical logic, one of
the most original and far-reaching is the theory of so-called ß-models,
introduced by Mostowski in the early 60's: A j3-model of the second order
arithmetic is a model where well-foundedness is absolute, i.e.
M N W.F[Ö] <-> {(w, m)\M¥ nom is well-founded}.
This notion (together with the concept of co-model) is one of the
genuine improvements of the concept of model, closely related to the
concept of transitive model in set theory. A famous result of Mostowski
and Suzuki states that we cannot by any means reduce /?-models to
co-models.
1.2. In analogy to the well-known completeness theorem of Orey for
co-logic, Mostowski raised the question of characterizing validity in all
/?-models by a system of axioms and rules : the ß-rule. The answer is by
no means trivial: truth in all models is incomplete, truth in all
co-models is Z7j[-complete and truth in all /?-niodels is ilg-complete;
hence we must find, if we want to solve Mostowski's problem, a notion
of proof drastically different from the finitary trees and the well-founded
co-branching trees which answer the completeness problem for the usual
models and the co-models respectively. In the middle 70's, Apt was able
to show that no solution is possible without introducing a completely
new idea.
1.3. A more general notion of /9-model is the following: if T is a denumerable theory in a language L containing a distinguished type 0 for
[307]
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ordinals, and a binary relation < on that type, a /?-model of & is a model
of «T such that \M\ = (M(0), M(<)) is an ordinal. ( Jf (0) = 0 is allowed.)
Mostowski's notion is easily reduced to the new one, so we shall now only
deal with that one. Assume that the formula A is true in all the ß-models
of &* such that \M\ = x. I t follows immediately (at least when x is denumerable) that A has an a?-proof in 3", i.e. a proof making use of the x-rule :
r | - * 4 [ 5 ] , A ...F\->A]z\,
r\-+YcPA\a\,

A ...aU
A

z<x

So, the truth of A in all /S-models of 3~ implies the existence of a family
{ttx)xe0n such that for all ordinals x, nx is an œ-proof of A m&~. Such a family
can be considered as a /?-proof of A in F. However, as it stands, our solution
is both trivial and ridiculous: a proof must be a "syntactic" object, i.e.,
it must be finitarily graspable in some way ! A family of infinitary proofs,
indexed by the class of all ordinals (or even by denumerable ones) is by
no means graspable. But the solution would not be ridiculous if we were
able to generate our family (nx) from a reasonable denumerable set of data,
and to do this in an effective way !
1.4. If x, x' G On and f GI(X, X') (i.e., / is a strictly increasing function
from œ to x'), if n is an œ'-proof, then one can (in certain cases) define
an inverse image f~1(7t) of TV under f'7f~~1{7c) will be an #-proof. This process
is called mutilation and runs in two steps:
(i) In TV delete all sequents occurring above any premise of any index
s ^ r g ( / ) of any a/-rule.
(ii) If in the remaining "proof" all ordinals which occur are in rg(/),
then replace systematically parameters f(z) by z.
A ß-proof of A in F is a family {nx)xe0n such that:
(i) For all x, TCX is an œ-proof of A in 3~,
(ii) For all x, x' and / e I(x, a?')/~ / (^) = nx.
An alternative formulation is to present a ß-proof as a functor from
the category OÏT of ordinals into a category DEM^- of ordinal-branching
proofs. Then one easily checks that such a functor preserves direct limits
and pull-backs; and, since any ordinal is a direct limit of integers, the
subfamily [nn)n<(a determines the complete family [nx)x<07^ and does this
1

But given any family (nn)neOn such t h a t / e l(n, m)->/- i (?r m ) = nn, the extensions (7tx)XBpn need not be well-founded for all x e On; similarly an analytic function
defined on a neighbourhood of 0 may have no extension to the disc |#| < 1 (but the
extension, if it exists, is uniquely and effectively determined).
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in a completely effective way. Since the proofs nn are obviously finite,
it makes sense to speak of a recursive family {nn)neon: w e c a r i therefore
define the concept of a recursive /?-proof, and we have obtained a reasonable
syntactic notion.
1.5. I introduced the concepts of 1.4. in 1978 and i>?oved completeness:
A is true in all /{-models of y iff there is a /?-proof of A in&~. Furthermore,
when & is recursive, the /?-proof can be chosen recursive. The result gave
a complete solution to Mostowski's problem, and had a lot of apj)lications
in generalized recursion. The reason for these applications is quite simple:
in many situations of admissible set-theory, the structure we are dealing
with is the only /?-model of a finite theory ^\ combining completeness
with cut-elimination techniques, I was able to reduce generalized recursion
over reasonable successor-admissible ordinals to usual recursion. These
results were simplified and/or improved by Masseron, Bessayre, Van
de Wiele, Normann, Vauzeilles, Jäger, Buchholz,...
1.6. Because of its interesting semantics and its nice syntax, ß-logic is
the most natural generalization of co-logic. We are dealing with large
objects (the ordinals x in nx are arbitrarily large), but we keep a finitary
control (by means of the wn's). Among the important formal properties
of /Mogie, let us mention:
(i) Interpolation: an interpolation theorem was obtained by Vauzeilles;
similarly to co-logic, we must enlarge the language: it is necessary to
introduce Lß03 where the formulas themselves are functors; in other terms,
we allow conjunctions of variable lengths.
(ii) Gut-elimination: Lßa) enjoys a reasonable form of cut-elimination.
Ferbus obtained bounds for the cut-elimination process by means of the
functorial version of the Veblen hierarchy.
(iii) The underlying structure behind /?-proofs, when endowed with
the familiar Kleene-Brouwer ordering, leads to the concept of a dilator,
fundamental in Ill-logic, i.e., in the theory of all notions related to ^-proofs
and their applications. There is a close connection between syntactic
operations on /?-proofs and the natural properties of dilators.
1.7. However, /?-logic, as it stands, is not completely satisfactory ; in particular, we would like to make a /?-proof appear as a (well-founded) succession
of rules, the usual ones plus a specific one, the /9-rule. The need for a specific
/S-rule arises from the fact that the most advanced techniques on the
subject consist in cut-elimination theorems for theories of inductive
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definitions, in which a presentation of the deductive framework by means
of axioms and rules is simply crucial. I t is possible to find such a presentation for ß-logic (see [1] and also the unpublished Oh. 2 of Vauzeilles
Thèse d'Mat) ; but the solution thus found is not completely satisfactory.
1.8. Q-logic is the last word (?) on Mostowski's problem: by replacing the
category ON by the wider WF, we obtain a greater flexibility (for instance
W F has direct sums), and in particular a very satisfactory specific ,0-rule.
(We have chosen "Q" to stress both the analogy with and the difference
from the case of co-logic.2) The theory of the underlying structures behind
ß-proof s is very rich : these objects are called gerbes and seem to be an
adequate framework for a general geometry of ordinals.
2. The languages LBtd
2.1. In the rest of the paper, L is a fixed first order language; we shall
save space by assuming that the formulas of L are built from atomic
ones by means of the unique operator QxAB (whose intended meaning
is Vx( r^A & ~B). The usual connectives and quantifiers are easily defined
from Q.
2.2. W F is the category of well-founded orders:
B e |WF| iff JB is a binary relation (defined on à set .|JS|) which is irreflexive, transitive, and well-founde<l: there is no sequence (an)neNm \B\
such that an+1Ban for all n eN.
Q e WF(J2, S) iff Q is a function from |J2| to \S\ suchthat aBb~*Q{a)SQ(b).
F I N is the full subcategory of WF consisting of finite orders.
2.3. A direct system* (Bt, QIH) admits (B, Qt) as its direct limit in WF iff:
(i)
QleWF(Bt,B),
(Ü) l<K->Qt

=

Q„QlH,

(iii) If a e |jß|, then a erg(&) for some index i,
(iv) If aBb there are some index i and some a', V e \B\ s.t. a = &(&'),
b = Qt{b') and a'Bfi'.
From this we see that every object of WF is the direct limit of a direct
system in FIST. But most of direct systems in FIN" have no direct limit
in WF. In order to get a category containing W F and closed under direct
2

The "ß-rule" considered here has no known relation to the rule of the same
name considered by Buchholz.
3
A "direct system" means an inductive system indexed by a nonvoid directed
ordered set.
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limits, one must introduce the category OE of strict orders, i.e., drop
the well-foundedness condition in 2.2,
2.4. (i) If B E |WF|, we define B+l by \B+1\ = \B\u{B};aB+lb
iff aBb
when a, b e \B\; aB+lB
when a e \B\. When Q G WF(JB, #), we define
8+1) by e+2(a) « g(a) for a e |E|, e + i ( 5 ) = 5.
e + I EWF(B+1,
(ii) If B G |WF| and { e \B\, we define JB** by \B*i\ - |JB|u{j} (with
j $§ |JB|) ai2*i& iff aBb when <x G |JB|, b G |.B|, jB*ia iff i s= ct or îKa. If
j e W Î ( B , flf), if t G |J2| and &5e(t), we define e*ib e WF(JB*t, JST> b y :
e*i6(a) =* e (a)

for a G |JS|,

g*i&(j) = b.

2.5. If JT G |WF|, we define the category W F K by:
|WF K | = {(JB, d); ö 5 G W F ( J T , J S ) } ,
W E * ( J B , d; fif, e) = {Q G WF(JB, fi); e = gä}.

2.6. Assume that (JS, d) e IWF^I ; we then define the language LRid inductively :
(i) If J. is an atomic formula of L, then A G LRtd,
(ii) If A, B G L R d and x is a variable of L, then QxAB eLRtd,
(iii) If î G |JBL|, assume that (-A&)&Bd(^ is a family of formulas, JLÔ eLRtdHb,
such that only finitely many variables are free in the whole family; then
(iv) The only formulas of the languages LRid are those given by (i)—(iii).
2.7. Assume that Q G WF K (J2, d-, B', d') and that A'elJR,td,\
define ç""J(J.') ELR%0I by mutilation:
(i) g " 1 ^ ' ) = i / if J.' is atomic,
Q-^QXA'B'^QXQ-^A^Q-^B'),
(iii) ç"" ( y& AL) = TîAL g"" 1 ^'™): here we remark

then we

(ii)

jf

that

Q G W P ^ ' [B, d*ib; JB', d'*ie(&)).
2.8. Example. Assume that J [a?, 2/] is a formula of D; we introduce, for
B G |WF| and a E \B\, the formulas:
Acc{B, a, F, x) =dGÎ W Vy[F[yi
Acc{B,F)

=def W _
bR+lR

œ]->Acc{B, b, F, y)\,
VxAcc{B,b,F,x).
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When F is an order and B is a well-order, then Acc(F, B) means that
F is a well-order and ||.F|1 < ||JB||. If \K\ = {0} and da{o) = a then
Acc(B, a, F, x) e l ^ , . If Q EWF(B,
B'), then
Q"1[Acc(Br, Q(a),F, x)) = Acc(B, a, F, x).
Acc{B,F)ELR+lt0

and, if Q e WF(JS, B') then
Q+r1(Acc(B/,

F))

=Acc{B,F).

2.9. If KE |WF|, the category F O E ^ is defined by:
IFOE^I = {(B, d, A); (B, d) E \WFK\
K

QElFOJà (B,d, A',B',

K

d', JL') iff Q EWF (B,

and A

ELRSCI},

d-, B', d') and

Q"\A')^A.

2.10. The functor type: t(B, d, A) = B, t(g) = Q preserves and reflects
direct limits: this means that
(B, d, A-, ft) = lim(Bt, dt, At-, eJ m (%,ft)=Umf-B,, ft*)—>
->
But this functor does not create direct limits: the existence of lim(JB4, Ql3i)
->
in W F is not enough to ensure the existence of lim(iüt, dt, At ; & J in FOE*1.
—>
,
However, the direct limit will exist in a wider category F O E ^ , defined
as F O E K , LRd being replaced by LRd: the formulas of LBd can be viewed
as trees ; these trees are characterized by local conditions (on the branchings)
and a global one, well-foundedness. LRd is obtained by keeping the local
conditions and dropping well-foundedness ; the elements of LRd are called
preformiäas.
2.11. The category E E P is defined by: |EEP| = |WF|, Q G E E P ( J S , 8)
iff Q is replete, i.e., Q is surjective and, for all a E \B\, Q maps {&; bBa}
onto {&';&'#£(a)}. .
2.12. Let us denote by 6A the tree associated with a formula A ELRtdm, if
A = Q~1(At), then one easily builds a function 6e EWF(6A,
0A,)m, this
function is injective when Q is injective, and is suxjective when Q is replete.
2.13. Assume that If is a structure for JO. Then we easily define the notion
of validity of a closed formula A ELRd in M, denoted by MVA. One
easily checks that, if Q G E E P ( J S , jß'j and A = Q-2(A'),
then M N A
iff M ir A'. This illustrates the extreme importance of replete morphisms.
2.14. Given B E |WF|, there are two main replete morphisms connected
with B:
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(i) the canonical morphism from B to ||i2||,
(ii) if TR denotes the tree of non void descending sequences of B, ordered
by the extension relation, the function Q G E E P ( 2 7 Z ? , B):
e((0o> •••,*»)) =œnIn particular, in the functional languages Bn>j3d, the meaning of
0(B) will only depend an ||22||, so $ ( . ) only speaks about ordinals, and
there is no real gain of expressive power w.r.t. ß-logic; on the other hand,
when x is an ordinal, the formula @(TX) has nicer geometrical properties
than 0(x)...
3. The calculi LhRt8id
3.1. In the sequel we shall work with the following stock of axioms and
rules :
I. AXIOMS.

A\->A
II. LOGICAL

{A atomic).

RULES.

^-introduction

r,A\-+A

Q-elimination

A,B\->n

r,A\->QxAB,A,n

r\-+A[tlx],A
TK

r,QxAB

^-introduction
r\-+Ah.A
r\->lA.Abìb'

\->A

r\-+B[t/x],A
y

r,QxAB\-*A

^-elimination

AA ^
A rJ&JEba

r,Ab0\-+A
,A. „
r,_ \A ]&A
° ' b,\->A lI&,Bb0a

bRa

bRa

In (lM.Bb0a), b0Ba.
III. STRUCTURAL RULES. These rules are the usual ones : weakening
(rW) and (IW), exchange (rF) and (IF), and contraction (rO) and (IC).
TV. CUT RULE.

r\-»A,A
A9A\-*n
r,A\->A,n
3.2. Assume that B E |WF| and that d E W F [K, B+l)-, then we define
the sequent calculus LftRtd: the sequent s are expressions r\->A, where
4

x is not free in r, A\-+A,

II.
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r and A are finite sequences of formulas in LR+Jtd. The proofs are defined
inductively by iterating the rules and axioms given in 3.1; the rules
for M. deserve special mention:
(i) If for all b such that bBd(i), nb is a proof of T |-> Ab, A mLkRtdHb,
then we can form a new proof rcof r\-> JA. Ab, A mLkRd.
bRd(i)

*

(ii) Assume that jKi; then from a proof X of F, Ad^
we can construct a proof n of T, JA Ah |-> A in LJcRd.

|-> A in LTaRtd

(iii) The remaining clauses are all of the following form: assume that
7t1,...,7tk are proofs of rt \->At,...,
rk |-> Ak in LJcRtd and that the
rule or axiom (0) applies to these sequents, and yields r\->A', then we
cuan form a new proof n of the sequent F\-> A in IikBiSid.
3.3. Assume Q G WF(J2, B') and that d' = Q+ld; then, with each proof
n' in BJcR>fd> we associate a proof
in BhRid, on the model of 2.7, using the function Q + 1. If the conclusion
of rc' is J" |-> A' ( = A'19..., A'n |-> An+1,...,
A'm), then the conclusion of
rcis g-'CT' | - > J ' ) ( = A1,...,AJ^An+1,...,Am,with
A^Q+l-HA'i)).
3.4. We can form a category DEM^ of proofs. Its objects are 3-tuples
(B,d,n),
with 7ZELJcRtd, and g G D E M K ( J ï , d, TC',B', d', n') iff
Q+1
_J
K
EW¥ (B+1,B
+ 1) and a = e V ) 3.5. The functor "type": t(JB, d, n) =B,t(q)
= Q, preserves and reflects
direct limits; but it does not create them. I t is easy to see that the
analogues of Eemarks 2.10 and 2.12 hold for DEM Z .
/
4 . The calculi J0QtSid

4.1. Assume that

-E,#G|WF|;

122001

then we define B®8

by:

={O}X\B\VJ{1}X\S\,

and
(i, a)B©8(j,

b) iff i =j = o and aBb or i = j = 1 and a8b.

If Q E WF(JS, B'), and if a E WF{8, 8'), we define
Q®(ïEWF(B®S,B'®8')
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by
Q®a(o, a) = (o, Q(a)),

Q®a(l, a) = (1,

e(a)).

Obviously, © is a direct sum in the category WF.
We make the following notational conventions:
(i) We consider that © is associative and that the void order 0 is
neutral for ®.
(ii) If dEMVF(K,8) and e is the only element of W F ( 0 , I 2 ) , then
(e®d)+lEV\rF((0®K)+l,(B®8)+l).
By (i) we have
0®K~K.
We shall use the notation d +1 instead of (e ®d) +1, hence
d+1

EY!F(K+1,(B®8)+1).

4.2. Assume that 8 E |WF| and d E WF(2T, 8); then we define the language
LQ)Std as follows: the formulas are functors 0 from W F to FOB*1"1"1 such
that:
(i) 0(B)
={(B®8)+l,d+l,0R),
(ii) 0(Q)
=(Q®iä8)+l,
(iii) If 1R is the canonical surjectionfrom (B®8®8) +1 to (B®8) +1,
then AR2(0R) = $R@s- (Observe that hR is replete.)
4.3. The formulas of LQt8td preserve direct limits (they also preserve
pull-backs and kernels). In particular, such functors are completely and
effectively determined by the values 0(B) for B E \ETE\. When 8 is itself
finite, then these formulas are finite.
4.4. The calculus ItJcfì8td is defined as follows : the proof sare functors II
from WF to D E M s + i such t h a t :
(i) 77(12)
=(B®8)+l,d+l,nR),

(ii) n(Q) =(Q®i<i8)+i,
( i i i ) ^ (27(22)) = 27(22© 8)
4.5. For proofs in Llcfìt8id, remarks analogous to 4.3 are obviously true.
4.6. If the conclusion of 27 is AR, ..., A^l^A^1,
.<., AR then one can say
that the conclusion of II is the sequent 01, ..., 0n |-> 0n+2, ..., 0m with
0R = AR. One easily checks that the 5>*'s are formulas of BQs8)d.
4.7. A structure for the language BQt8td is a pair (Jf, 22), where M is a structure for L and 22 G |WF| ; if 0 is a closed formula of LQt8fd, then (M, 22) 1= 0
means that M 1= 0R.
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4.8. Let & be a denumerable set of closed formulas of LQt8id and let (31, B)
be a structure for LQi8td, then ( Jf, 22) is a model of & iff all formulas of 9*
are true in (Jf, 22). Proofs in 9~ + LkQi8id are defined exactly as in 4.4,
except that proper axioms 0R (0 E 9) are allowed in IIR.
4.9. SOUNDNESS PROPERTY. Assume that the closed sequent |-> 0 has a proof
in ^ + BhQt8td and that ( Jf, 22) is a model of 9; then (M, B) N 0.
4.10. COMPLETENESS THEOREM. Assume that K is denumerable and that
d E R E P ( 2 ì L , 8)', if the closed formula 0 holds in all models of 9+ BkD8jd,
then it has a proof in 9* + LkQi8id; this proof is recursive in the data.
Proof. If 22 G |WF|, we build a preproof IIR of |-> 0R by starting with
t h e conclusion, and going upwards from premise to premise; it is possible
to arrange a strategy in such a way that all possible rules are tried infinitely often... Assume that we have obtained the "hypothesis" r\-> A,n
steps above the conclusion \-> 0R, and that this sequent belongs to
I*k(mS)+i,d'+i w i t ] l d' eWE{K',R@S),
|iC'| — 1-ET| finite. Among the possibilities to go upwards we have:
(i) The case of a rule (rJA), typically when A = JA Aa, A'. We
ae\R@S\

then put just above r |-> A all sequents f |-> Aa, A with a E \B®8\, and
these new "hypotheses" belong to Bh(R®s)+iid'*Ka+i(ii) The case of a rule (IJA), typically when j 1 = f , JA Aa. Assume
ae\R®8\

that \K\ = \J\KP\9 with card(JK^) =p and assume that [\K'\-\K)\u
\Kn\
is equal to {ij, ..., ik)) then we can form a finite sequence of rules (IJA)
and (10) leading from r, Ad,{il),...,
Ad,{ik)\-> A to
r\->A.
(iii) The case of a cut: the cut formula must be taken from among
subformulas of TRu{AR} in the language^i ( K @ S ) + / j ^ + i ; these subformulas
can be enumerated into a sequence (JSg,..., 2?^,...), and the enumeration is "functorial", i.e., ( e Q i d ^ + i - ^ B g ) = B^ when
Q®id8 E WFK'(B2®8,

tfjiBQS,

d'y,

also ÙRHBR) =Bms- Then, by a big family of cuts on B°R, ...,B%r
we can infer r \-> A from 2n sequents
r,BR,

..., B^ \->BR, ..., J5j|, A.

(iv) If T'and A have some atomic formula B in common, or if A explicitly contains an axiom of 9R, i.e., a formula B^ (see (iii)) which is, by definition, the gfch axiom of 9~B, with q>n, then the process stops.
The preproofs ( T ^ ^ J ^ I satisfy properties 4.4(i)-(iii), except perhaps
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well-foundedness. STow, if for some 22 G |WF|, 27^ has an infinite branch
(JJ, |-> An)neN, one easily shows that the set of terms occurring in these
sequent, equipped with the truth definition: Jf N A when A E \jTn,
n

Jf 1= r*uA when A E \jAn

defines a model Jf of TRt + ~0Bfi

where 22'

n

is the restriction of 22 to the set of all a E \B\ which occur in some of these
sequents. So ( Jf, 22') 1= ~0 and is a model of 9", contradiction. •
5 . The ß-rule
5.1. Our task is now to reformulate our results in a more natural language,
where formulas are built from the atomic ones by means of connectives
and quantifiers (and similarly proofs are obtained from the axioms by
means of rules).
5.2. Let 0 be a formula of LQ)8td with dE WF(7f, 8)',
(i) If 00 is an atomic formula A, then 0R == A for all 22, and we can
therefore identify 0 with the atomic formula A.
(ii) If 00 begins with Qx, then 0R =QxWR6R for some (^R)ReiwF\
and (0R)RelWFl; it is immediate that (WR) and (0R) define formulas W and 0
of LQ8d: so we shall represent 0 by the notation: 0 = QxWd.
(iii) If 00 begins with
JA
with i^K, then d(i) E \8\, so we can
V

'

»

*

7

a(0®S)+ld(i)

v

"

write without excessive abuse of notations: 0R = JA WR. For all aE\8\
aSd{i)

such that aSd(i), the family (^fR)Re]Wip\ defines the formula Wa of
so we shall represent 0 by the notation: 0 = JA Wa.

LQi8tdHa:

aSd{i)

(iv) If 00 begins with

JA

_ , then one can write 0R = JA.

a(0®S) + ld+l(K)7

^R

ae\R®8\

(with little abuse of notation); observe that WR Gi( B@Ä)+J?jd+ ^*^ a andthat
when Q G W F ( 2 2 , 2 2 ' ) we have (dQid^+l-^Wp)
= !P£. Now, take any
J2 G |WF| and define 0R £ l f l j B + I e ^ by 0f = WTQR+I (&'is t J l c extension
of d to K@{j} defined by d'(j) = 5). Here we represent 0 by:
0

=VBEW¥6B.

5.3. We have so far succeeded in associating with any formula 0 of Büt8td
an expression of that formula from other formulas (which will be styled
the subformulas of 0) and (generalized) connectives and quantifiers.
(Observe that in the case 5.2(iv) the subformulas involved form a proper
class : this means that the expressions found in 5.2 are by no means small;
however, for obvious direct limit reasons, the family (* R ) ä G |WFJ i s c o m "
pletely and effectively determined by its restriction to |FIN|.)
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Two questions remain:
(Ql) Given the expressions found for 0 in 5.2, can we recover 0 (unicity)6!
(Q2) Do all similar expressions correspond to a formula (existence)?
(i) I n the case 5.2(i) : (Ql) obviously the atomic formula A determines0. (Q2) any atomic formula of L leads to some 0.
(ii) I n the case 5.2(ii) : (Ql) from &R = QxWRdR it is clear that we can
recover 0 from ÎPand 0. (Q2) given any W and 0 we can build 0 = QxlF&
using the equation 0R = QxWR6R.
(iii) I n the case 5.2(iii): (Ql) using 0R = JA. ^R, one can recover 01
aSd(i)

from the family (Wa). (Q2) Given such a family (^a), it is clear that we can
define 0 by 0R = JA Wl.
aSd(i)

(iv) I n the case 5.2(iv) : (Ql) we use the following property of replete
morphisms: if Q is replete, then Q"2(A) determines A uniquely. ITow take
aE\B©8\;
if a E\B\, define Ba by restricting 22 to {6; 622a}; then there
is a replete morphism a GEEP(22©22 a +2, 22) such that a(Ba) = a, and
so we get 0|« = (ff®id Ä )+2~ 2 (¥^); if a E \8\, define XR as in 4.2(h), and
let b be the element of ^({a}) in the first copy of 8 (in B®8®8)-, then
^R®S = W î P g ) . (Q2) Given any family (6R)RiW¥\ suchthat 6E E LfìiR+1@8td,
there is no way of constructing a functor like 0 unless some inner solidarity
is requested between the formulas 0R. In general, when A E LQt82td2 and
Q E WF K (/S i , ät\ 82, d2) we can define Q~2(A) by
Q-1(A)R =

(iàR®Q)+r1(AR).

The family (dB) found in 5.2(iv) enjoys the solidarity condition:
(SOL) if QEWF(B,B'),

then ((e + l)®^)-1^')

= 6R.

I t is not hard to see that given any family (dB) enjoing this property, the
answer just given to (Ql) leads to a 0 such that 0 = F22 E W F 0 B .
5.4. We have therefore obtained an alternative description 5 of the language
LQ9J3id in terms of connectives and quantifiers. In fact, this description
would be free from any category-theoretic considerations if we were able
to formulate the condition (SOL) not for formulas viewed as functors,.
but for the analytic version of formulas, by means of connectives and
quantifiers: this amounts to defining directly (T1 on analytic formulas^
and this offers neither surprise nor difficulties. Observe that the sub5

"analytic" version, by opposition to the concepts of 4., which are "synthetic".
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formula relation is well-founded, but that the subformulas of a given
formula form in general a proper class. We can therefore perform induction
on the subformula relation, such induction being much powerful than
usual transfinite induction.
5.5. 3STow we try to find an analytic version of proofs: assume therefore
that 27 is a proof in L7cQf8td.
(i) If 270 is an axiom A\-±A or \->B0 (BE X), then 27 can be represented by the axiom A |-> A or the axiom \->B.
If 270 is not an axiom, let (0) be the name of the last rule of 27 0 ; then,
for any 22 G |WF|, the conclusion rR |-> AR of 27^ follows by means of the
same rule (0) from a family of premises AR \->3lR(i EIR), each of these
premises being itself proved by a subproof ZR.
(ii) (0) = (UQ), (12Q), (rO), (10), (rW)} (IW), (rE), (IB): for instance
{0) = (12Q). Then IR = {o}, rR=r'R,
QxWR6R and A°R \^E°R is
r^\-+6R[tlx],AR,
obviously we can say that 27 has been obtained by means of the rule

r\->d[tix-],A
r,QxW0\->A
applied to S°, £° being the proof in BhQ8d

UQ
corresponding to the family

(iii) (0) = (rQ), (OUT)-, then IR = {o, 1} and, if one defines proofs
H°, Z1 in Lliùt8ìd by the families (ZR), (ZR), one can say that 27 is obtained
by means of

i^lK^M.,^

4,, 4 K 3, *i

1

applied to U° and E .
(iv) (0) = {r&) and A = ^

Wa, A'. Then I B = {b',b8d(i)\. If

beIR

aSd{i)

then AbR = rR, 3bB = WR, A'B; if we define Zb by the family (SR), then
£b is a proof of r |-> Wb, A', and we can apply the rule
... r |-+ ¥*, A'... all bSd(i)

to the family of proofs (Eb)bS^

with Zb eLkatBaHbi

to obtain II.
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(Y) (0) = (lj&) and r = r , i& Wa;\ then I B = {o}, and
A°R = r^, îpff»
5 ^ = AR. If we define a proof S° in i f t ß ^ of T', Wd^ \~> A by the family
(2R), then it is clear that the rule

r,W^\-^A

,1A

JAW \->A IJA
a

r,

aSd{i)

enables us to pass from H° to 27.
(vi) (0) = (rJA) and A = VB E W F 0 B , ZT; then the indexing set 7 R
equals |22©#| and, for a E \B\, AR= rR and 3%= W%, AR. Now define # ß b y
Zp = £T®R+ì ; it is immediate that ZB is a proof of r \ -^ dR, A ' in LJcütR+le8td, 9
and so we can say that 77 is obtained from the family (ZR)Remm by applying the rule
... r\->dR,

A' ... all

22G|WF]

_

^
r£j

r |-> VBeWFdB,
A'
This rule is also called the Q-rule.
(Yii) (0) = (IM.) and r = r , VBeWPdR; then J B = {0} and

3R = AR. We would like to make WjjP appear as something in terms
of the family (functor!) ( O ^ ^ W F I - First observe that d(i) e \8\. Given
any a E \8\, we can form 0a, which is QSa, with 8a = 8{b\b8a}. 6a m
a fornLula in LQj8 +i@8td and if ga is the canonical morphism from
8a+l®8
to 8 (Qa is replete), then the unique solution 0a of Q~1(0a) = 0a
is denoted by (0Ä).ße|w:F|M- I* i s c l e a r *ha*
/ßtfft) __ \pd{i)
R

R 9

as a consequence of 4.2(iii). Hence we can obtain 27 from the proof
Z° defined by the family (SR) by means of the rule
A(e^iwFiW)]l->^L0
r',F22GWF0B|->Zl
5.6. IE we now ask the questions of unicity and existence for the analytic
proofs in a way similar to 5.3, then we obtain an answer similar to the
one found for analytic formulas. In particular, a solidarity condition,
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then (( e +2) ©id Ä )-'(#*') = £ Ä ,

is requested in case (vi).
5.7. Finally, the ß-rule is very close to the quantifier rules of usual logic:
(rQ) behaves like a rule (rV), the functorial dependence being the generalization of the dependence upon a variable. More precisely, we see that
eigenvariables are replaced in the context of the ß-rule by the arguments
E in |WE11 upon which our proof functorially depends.
(IQ) behaves like a rule (IV) : we have defined the notion of substitution
of a "constant" (i.e., substitute 8a for the eigenvariable 22), namely when
we form (0B)ße|wiri M - The change of #in passing from a proof to a subproof
simply reflects the fact that some eigenvariables of 27 become constants
in the subproof, similarly to the fact that a variable not used as an eigenvariable (i.e., not "closed") is a constant. I t would be notationally convenient to represent families (0R)Re]WF] enjoying solidarity by the notation
0[£], £ being a symbol for a "variable of type W F " . . .
5.8. If we look at the underlying structure behind formulas and proofs,
we see that these structures are trees depending functorially on 22, Q in WF.
Such trees, equipped with the familiar Kleene-Brouwer ordering, turn
out to be gerbes, a concept which is central to the geometry of ordinaJs.
The most typical property of gerbes is the preservation of repleteness,
which has deep consequences. A typical use of gerbes in connection with
ß-logic would be to add function symbols, i.e., instead of having variables
and constants (see 5.7) to have terms which are gerbes of their "variables".
5.9. With the usual ß-vule, I obtained in 1979 the first full cut-elimination
result for inductive definitions, with the applications mentioned in 1.5.
The method goes through the iterated case, but stumbles on the case „of
the first recursively inaccessible ordinal, essentially because of the awkwardness of the analytic /?-rule. It is likety that the ß-rule will provide
an adequate framework for a cut-elimination for the first recursively
inaccessible ordinal. The treatment of n\ comprehension stumbles on the
same question (the other principles seeming quite clear), and so the ß-rule
may have a large number of applications in the near future.
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P E T E B A. LOEB

Measure Spaces in Nonstandard Models
Underlying Standard Stochastic Processes

1. Introduction
In working with, stochastic processes, one often lias in mind a formally
finite process with, infinitesimal increments or time changes. For example,
the Poisson process can be thought of as a random distribution of an
infinite number of unit masses into an infinite number of intervals of
infinitesimal length. Brownian motion can be thought of as a random
walk with infinitesimal steps. Such a cognitive experiment can be realized
in a nonstandard model of the real numbers in the sense of Abraham Eobinson [33]. We will show how that nonstandard cognitive experiment
can be transformed into a standard probability space (still based on the
nonstandard point set) that can be used as a probability space for the
standard process.
- Bobinson's discovery is applicable to any infinite mathematical structure. A simple nonstandard model of the real numbers can be constructed
by fixing a free ultrafilter A on the natural numbers N. Two sequences
of real numbers {rj and {sJ are equivalent if 9\ = si for all i in an element
TJ of A. The equivalence classes form the nonstandard real numbers *B.
The constant sequence ri = c represents the standard real number c,
while the sequence ri = i represents an infinite element of 22 and the
sequence ri=^X\i represents a nonzero infinitesimal. In general, a property
holds for *22 if for the representing sequences it holds on some TJ in A.
An element Q of *22 is finite if \Q\ is smaller than some standard c in 22
and Q is infinitesimal if | Q\ is smaller than every positive c in 22 ; the elements
of *22 that are not finite are called infinite. The internal subsets of *B
correspond to equivalence classes of sequences of subsets of 22; the element
of *22 represented by {rj is in the set represented by {A{} if and only if
[323]
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ri E Ai for all i in some TJ in A. Kot all subsets of *22 are internal. Those
that are not are called external. Some internal sets, called hyperfinite sets,
have all of the formal properties of finite sets. Such a set A is represented
by a sequence of sets A{ s B with. Ai finite for all i in some TJ in A. The
"internal" cardinality of A is represented by the sequence {Card(JL4.)}
with. 0 replacing infinite cardinals in the sequence.
I t is usually better to ignore any particular construction of nonstandard
models and think only of the properties they satisfy. In general one starts
with a set theoretic structure V(8) where 8 is a set containing B and
V(8) consists of all the sets one can obtain from 8 in a finite number of
steps using the usual operations of set theory. For example, the set of
all Lebesque measurable sets is in V(8) as is the set of all Borei measures
on 22. Let A be a formal language for V(S); A contains a name for each
object in V(8), variables, connectives (i.e., "1? v, A , ->,<-), quantifiers,
brackets, and sentences formed with these symbols. Eobinson [33] has
shown that there is a (not unique) structure V(*8) built from a set of
individuals *8 with the following properties :
(1) Every name of an object in V(8) names something of the same type
(i.e., constructed with exactly the same operations) in V(*8). We write
*JL for the object in V(*8) with the same name as A in V(8); A is called
standard and *A the (nonstandard) extension of A.
(2)- (Transfer Principle) Every sentence in A that is true for V(8) is
true when interpreted in V(*8); quantification, however, is over "internal"
objects in V(*8).
(3) If A e V(8) is a set, then there is a "hyperfinite" set B which is
a member of the extension *PF(A) of the set of all finite subsets of A such
that for each a E A, *a E B. Thus B contains the extension of each standard
element of A.
The extension of any individual s is usually denoted by s instead of
*s; one thinks of a set A s 8 as being imbedded in *A. Internal objects
in V(*8) are those objects which are members of the extensions of standard
objects; the noninternal objects in V(*8) are called external. The finite
natural numbers N form, for example, an external set in the nonstandard
natural numbers *JV. (If not, there would be a first infinite element of *JV,
i.e., a first element of *N — N, and thus a last element of N.) Hyperfinite
sets are internal sets in internal one-to-on^ correspondence with an initial
segment of *2V. Such sets have the forntal combinatorial properties of
finite sets. If co is an infinite element of *N, then the initial segment
{n E *N: 1 < n < co} of *N is a hyperfinite set containing every element
of N.
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The set of nonstandard real numbers *B contains infinite positive
and infinite negative elements. Any other element Q of *22 is infinitely
close to a unique standard real number r E 22; that is, ç — r is infinitesimal.
We write Q c^r and also Q — r c^t 0 in this case; we also say that r is the
standard part of g. The standard part of Q is denoted by st(g) or °Q. The
set of all points infinitely close to r E B is called the monad of r and is
denoted here by m(r). As an example we note that a function jf is continuous
on [0,1] iff for aU Q in *[0,1], */(e) ^ / ( s t ( e ) ) . Moreover, a set A s 22
is compact iff for each Q E *A there is a standard a in A with ac^ Q (see [33]).
One can construct a hyperfinite set X as the set of elementary outcomes
in a cognitive experiment in the "nonstandard world". For example, for
coin tossing one considers internal sequences of 0's and l's of length co
where co is an infinite element of *Ar. The set sé of all internal subsets of
X forms an internal cr-algebra but also an algebra, in the usual sense. One
obtains a finitely additive probability measure P on (X, sé) by setting
P(A) equal to the standard part of the internal probability of A for each
A in sé. At this point we need to assume that our superstructure is "denumerably comprehensive" or, equivalently, "Kx-saturated", as will be
the case if we construct it via an ultrafilter as indicated above. What this
proj>erty means is that any ordinary sequence {Ai : i EN} from an internal
set B is the initial segment of an internal sequence {A{ : i E *N} from B.
If, therefore, an ordinary sequence {A{: i E N} from sé is pairwise disjoint
and [J Ai equals some internal A in sé, then all but a finite number
isN

of the AJB are empty. This follows from the fact that after extending
t
{Ai: ìEN}
to {Ai', i E*N},
the internal set {ae*Jf: A c [J A{}
contains every infinite element of *N and therefore must contain some
finite element. The condition one checks to apply the Oarathéodory extension theorem to (X, sé ,B) is thus vacuously satisfied, and so P has a aadditive extension to the smallest cr-algebra £ generated by sé. We now
have a standard probability space (X, E,P) on the hyperfinite set X.
One can use a measure space approach to develop the properties of this
probability space (see [18]) or, as in [25], one can start from scratch with
a functional approach. We will take the latter course.
2. A functional approach to nonstandard probability theory
Throughout the rest of this note, X will be an internal set in an ^-saturated
enlargement of a structure containing the real numbers 22. We let L denote
an internal vector lattice of *22-valued functions on X with l e i , and
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we let I denote an internal (not necessarily order continuous) positive
linear functional on L with 1(1) finite. Here we are using the pointwise
ordering for the lattice operations. In the previous section, for example,
L might consist of all j^-simple functions on X and I might be the integral
with respect to P . Another example is obtained by starting with a compact
Hausdorff space Y and the set G( Y) of all continuous real-valued functions
on Y> For this example X = *Y, L = *(7( Y), and I is an internal positive
linear functional. The Eiesz representation theorem for 0(Y) will be
a simple corollary of what follows if I is the extension of a standard or functional.
DEFINITION 2.1. The class of null functions LQ is the set of all internal
and external *22-valued functions h on X such that for any s > 0 in 22
there is a <p E L with \h\ <<p and I(cp) < e. The class B1 consists of all
real-valued functions / on X such that for some cp in L and some h in L0,
f = <p + h.

2.2. The sets LQ and Lx are vector lattices over 22. Iff is in
Lt toith f = <p + h for cp EL and, h EL0, then I( \<p\) is finite. Iff is also in
Lx withf—(p+h
for $EIJ
and heL0,
then (fvf) — (<pv$) EL0 cmd
( / A / ) —(ç>Ap) E L0. Moreover, iff ==/, thencp—cp EL0 lohence °I(<p) = °I((jp).
PROPOSITION

Proof. We will show that I( \cp\) is finite and leave the rest to the reader.
Fix ip in L with \h\ < tp and I(ip) < 1. Then <p — y < / < <p + ip. Since / is
real-valued, the internal set {ne*N: <p — ip^:n} contains every infinite
element of *JV and thus some finite element. Similarly, <p + y)^ —n for
some n in N. I t follows that I(\<p\) is finite.
We now obtain a well defined positive linear functional J mapping
B1 into 22 by sptting J(f) = °I(<p) when f = cp + hELx with cp EL and
AeJ/ 0 . It follows from ^-saturation that J already has the monotone
convergence property.
THEOBEM 2.3. If {fn: nEN} is an increasing sequence in Lx with real
upper envelope!1 and sup J(fn) < +oo, then F EL1 and J(B) = Mm J(fn).
neN

ra->oo

Proof. By replacing fn with fn—fx, we may assume that each fn > 0.
By Proposition 2.2, we may fix cpnEL and hn E L Q for each n E N SO that
fn = <Pn + \ an< * 0 < <pn < cpn+1. By the ^-saturation of our enlargement,
there is a ^ e i with cpm ^<pn for each n EN and °I(<p0i) = lim °I(<pn).
neN

We need only show that B—cp(aEL0. Fix e > 0 in 22. Choose1 for each
n EN a y>nEL with \h\ < ipn and I(y>n) < ej2n. By ^-saturation, we may
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extend the sequence {y)n: n E N} to an internal sequence {ipn; n E *N} C JO.
We may choose y E *N—N so that ipn > 0 and I(y>n) < e/2n when 1 < n < y
in *JV. Setting ip = J£ V?u w e have J(v) < *• Now for each w e J?".

SO

(?n-Vœ) - V <

F

-f*

<

e(

Pa> + {1 + e)V> -

The rest is clear.
We next exhibit the close relationship between the internal lattice
L and the external lattice Lx. Given an *22-valued function g on X, we
will let °g be the extended real-valued function on X defined by setting
°g(x) = °(g(x)) for each x in X ; °(jr (a?)) equals + oo or — oo if g(x) is infinite
in *22.
2.4. .A real-valued function f on X is in Lx if and only if for
each e > 0 in B there exist functions fx and ip2 in L with y)± < / < y)2 and
I(y)2 — y)x) < e, in which case, °I(f1) < J(f) ^°I(y)x) +e.
THEOB-BM

Proof. Assume that / is an arbitrary real-valued function on X for
which there exists an increasing sequence {yin: n e N} a L and a decreasing sequence {ipn: n EN} C L with y)n < / < y)n and I(y>n — y)n) < 1/n
for each n EN. By ^-saturation, we may extend both sequences to *N
and choose a ya E L with ipn < ipa < y n , whence y>n—ipn < / — y» < y n — V»
for each w e Jf. I t follows that /— ipa EL0 and thus f ELX. The rest is left
to the reader.
PROPOSITION 2.5. If cp EL with cp(x) finite in *22 for each x EX, then
°cpELx, cp~°cpEljQ, and J(°cp) =°I(y).

Proof. The result follows from the fact that for each e > 0 in 22,
|ç? —°çjI < e, so cp— °cp EI/Q.
2.6. Let M+ denote the set of nonnegative, extended realvalued functions g on X such that for each QIEN, gAoiELx, and set
J(g) = gup J(gAn) for each g in Jf + . Let M = {gr: grv 0 e Jf + and
DEFINITION

?ieiV

— 0V 0 e Jf + }. For each g in Jf, set J(g) = J ( # v 0)— J ( — gv 0) if at
least one of the right hand values is finite. Let Z = {A ^ X: %AE M},
and for each A in 2 let pi(A) = J ( ^ ) .
We will show that (X, 27, ^) is a standard measure space and that
J(g) = j gap for each g E Jf + . Note that in Definition 2.6, we may replace
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the truncations g A n with truncations g A f f or arbitrary elements / of L^
since g A f = sup gAfAn.
neN

2.7. Pix a sequence {gn: n EN} C Jf + and an a > 0 inB.
Then gx + g^, agx, gxv g2 and gxAg2 are in Jf + . Moreover, J(gx+g2)
= J(9i) + J(92), J (agi) = aJ(9i), anä ifSi < 9% Men J(gx) < J(g2). If gn/r G
then G E Jf + and J(G) = sup J(gn).
PROPOSITION

neN

Proof. Given n EN, (gx+g2)An = [(gxAn) + (g2A n)JA n e L x , and for
a > 0, (agx) An = a[gxA (n/a)) ELX. The additivity of J follows from the
inequality
J{(9i+9^)^^)

= J(9i^n)+J((gx

+

g2)An-(gxAn))^J(g1)+J(g2)

<J(9i + 92)The rest is clear.
THEOREM 2.8. The collection S is a a-algebra in X, and p is a complete,
countably additive, finite measure on (X, S).
THEOREM 2.9. A nonnegative extended real-valued function g on X is
Z-measurable if cmd only if g E Jf + in which case J(g) = / gap.
x
Proof. Fix g in Jf + and a>0 in 22; let A = {g > a}. To show that t h e
characteristic function %A is in L19 we may assume that a = 1 since
A = {a~1g>l}. L e t / = (gA2)-(gAl).
T h e n / e L x and ^ =lim(lA%/)

e2ji. The case a = 0 follows from Theorem 2.8, so gr is 27-measurable.
The converse and the equality J(g) = f gdpt, follow from the correspond-4
x
ing facts for finite sums J£ ai%A-i
A4E2.
I t follows from Proposition 2.5 that if cp E L then °cp e Jf. Following
Anderson [1], we call cp 8-integrable if I(\cp\) is finite and J(°q>) = °I(^).
The reader will recognize Proposition 2.10 as an application of the usual
procedure for extending integrals from bounded functions to unbounded
functions. Proposition 2.11 shows t h a t an element of Jf can be "lifted"
to an element of L.
PROPOSITION 2.10. A function cp in L is 8-integrable if cmd only if for
each COE*N — N, I(|ç>| — \<p\Aco) ~0.

Proof. We may assume cp^O. By the definition of the integral and
Proposition 2.5,
J(°(p) = S U p J ( ° ç ? A W ) = SUp°I(^AW).
neN

neN
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Since °I(cp) = 0I(cp—cpAn)+°I(cpAn) for each nE*N,
follows.

the proposition

PROPOSITION 2.11. Given g^O in Jf, there is a cp^ 0 in L such that
for each n EN, (gAn) —(cpAQI) EL0, whence

J(g) = sup J(gAn) = $wp°I(cpAn) = °I(cpAco)
neN

7ieN

for some co E*N — N.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we may choose sequences {cpn: nEN} and
{y)n: n EN}ìIIL
SO that 0 < cpn < g An < y)n, cpn < <pn+1 and I(y>n — cpn) < Ifn
for each n e N. Given h > m > 72, in Jf, ^m A n ^ flrAn ^ % A ^ ^ 99mA^- By
Ki-satm^ation we may choose a 99 e 2> so that for every m and n with m > w
in N, \pmAn?zcpAn^cpmAn.
Olearly, gAn—cpAn E L0 for each nEN.
Example 2.12. Let sé be an internal algebra (or cr-algebra) in X and
let v be an internal finitely additive (or c-additive) measure on (X, sé).
Let I be the ^-integral on the class L of internal j^-*simple functions and
assume that 1(1) is finite in *22. For each A in sé, let v0(A) = °(v(A)).
Then v0 is a finitely additive measure in the ordinary sense on the algebra
sé and (X, E, [/,) is a measure space in the ordinary sense that extends
(X, sé, v0). If B E S and e > 0 in 22, then from the existence of functions
yx and y>2 in L with Vi *^ ZB ^ V2 and I(y>2 —Vi) < fî> w e obtain sets
Ax = {tpx > 0} and JL2 = {ip2 ^ 1} üi **• Olearly Ax ^ B ^ A2 and V(J42 —
-J.1)<I(^2--y1)<£.
Example 2.13. The set of standard real numbers can be obtained by
taking the finite nonstandard rational numbers modulo the infinitesimal
nonstandard rational numbers. Similarly, a standard Banach space Ê
can be obtained from a standard Banach space B by taking the elements
of *25 with finite norm modulo the elements of *E with infinitesimal norm.
The space Ê is called the nonstandard hull of 23; Ê ^ B if E has infinite
dimension. Extensive work on this subject has been done by W. A. J. Luxemburg, 0. W. Henson and L. 0. Moore, Jr. (e.g., [26, 5, 10]) who have
suggested the following modification of work by Lester Helms and the
author on vector integrals: Let I(cp) take its value in an internal Banach
lattice *E and J(f) in the nonstandard hull Ê. The results of this section
hold provided Ê satisfies any condition of Theorem 4.3 of [5]. A simple,
stronger condition is that when v > u > 0 in *J0 and \\v\\ c^ \\u\\, then
||0 —M|| C^O.
Extensions of the results of this section to the case that either 1 ç§ L
or 1(1) is infinite can be found in [18], [21] and [25].
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3 . Internal functional on continuous functions and weak convergence
I n this section we consider a set Y witlr a compact Hausdorff topology
F in an enlargement of a structure containing Y and 22. We assume
that the enlargement is X-saturated with K ^ ttx and Ü > Card (&~). The
consequences of this assumption will be noted below; the reader may
consult [21] or [35] for the general definition. Since *Y is compact and
Hausdorff, each point x in *Y is in the monad m(y) of a unique standard
point y in Y, where m(y) = p) *U-, we write y = st (a?). With each
yeUe&~

extended real-valued function gr on Y we associate the function g on
* Y where g(x) = g(st(x)). With each subset A of Y we associate the subset
A = {J m(y) of *Y, so that #~ = jjf on *Y. Finally, we fix an internal
VeA

positive linear functional I on *Ö(Y) with 1(1) finite, and we apply our
previous results and notation to the case that X — * Y and L = *ö( Y).
PROPOSITION

3.1. Por each compact K s Y, KsS

cmd if

a^=inf{°I(*/):/60(Y),^</<l}
then p(K) = aK.
Proof. I t follows from X-saturation that there is a cp EL with
%*K<<P< %% and °I(cp) = a K . Given any fEÖ(Y) with %x < / < 1 and
given e > 0 in 22, we have cp < #~. < (1 + e)*/. I t follows that %~. — cp ELQ,
Xè e i i > a n d A*(Jf) = ^(afe) = ° J (^) = <%•
THEOREM 3.2. Let SY = {B^Y: BES},
and let pY(B) =/*(J5) /or
each B EZY. Then SY ^8 a a-algebra in Y containing the Borei a-algebra,
and [Ay is a complete regular measure on (Y, EY). A function g on Y is
Ey-measurable if and only if g is H-measurable on *Y, in which case, if
g^O then j gdfiY = J gdpt. Por each fe(J(Y),
/ fdpY = °I(*/).
Y

*Y

Y

Proof. To show tJiat pY is regular, choose B E2Y and y) EL with
0 < y> < %g> Let K = (st(#): ip(x) > 0}. By Luxemburg's Theorem 3.4.2
of [26], K is compact. Since K e B and ftY(K) = p(K)*z °I(y>), it follows
from Theorem 2.4 that pT is regular. If/ G 0( Y), then */ e L,f = °(*/) G 2^,
a n d / - * / G 2 } 0 , whence / /<fy*r = / fdpt = °I(7)- The rest is clear.
Y

*Y

Example 3.3. If Y = [0,1] and I is the extension of the standard
Biemann integral on Y, then a real-valued g on Y is Lebesgue integrable
if and only if g =cp + h where cpE*G(Y) and hELQ. I n this case, the
Lebesgue integral of g equals the standard part of the internal Eiemann
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integral of cp. A bounded g is Eiemann integrable if and only if °(*g) E LX
(result with A. Oornea).
In [19], the author gave a nonstandard construction of representing
measures for harmonic functions using the standard part map. Later,
a connection with weak convergence of measures was established by the
works of Anderson [1], Anderson and Eashid [3], Bashid [31], and the
author [19] [22]. In brief, if the functional I of this section is the internal
integral with respect to an internal Baire measure v, then /ir is the standard
part of v in the weak* topology. That is, \iY can also be obtained by applying
the Biesz representation theorem to the functional / - > 0 /
*fdv,fEÛ(Y).
*Y

Anderson and Bashid's paper [3] indicated the importance of the coincidence of these two methods for obtaining [iY and led the author to consider
the following standard corollary of the construction in [19].
Example 3.4. By a theorem first established by F . Biesz [32] but usually
attributed to G. Herglotz [11], there exists for each positive harmonic
function h on the unit disk B in the complex plane a representing measure
vh on the unit circle G. Note that vh is both a measure on 0 and on the
functions of the Poisson kernel P(z, «), ZEG. Let ffx denote harmonic
measure for x on the circle Gr of radius r; e.g., //0 is normalized Lebesgue
measure on Gr. One obtains vh as the weak* limit as r->l of the product
h/^. I t follows that if {A\} is a finite partition of Gr into intervals and
ôyr is unit mass at some point y\ in A\, then vh is also the weak* limit
of the measures £ih(yii)f/Q(Ari)ôJ.ras&r->l and the intervals Ar{ get smaller.
The result continues to hold, however, if we replace the unit mass 6,.r
with unit mass ôl on the function which equals the harmonic function
pbu(Ai)lpi,l(Al) inside Gr and equals 0 on and outside Gr. All these measures
including the weak* limit vh are regular Borei measures on the product
space [0, + oo] 0 . With appropriate modifications, this form of the EieszHerglotz theorem holds for both a Brelot harmonic space [20] and a Bauer
harmonic space [24].
Extensions of this section's results to locally compact spaces can be
found in [25]. If (Y,&) is a completely regular Hausdorff space then
Anderson and Bashid's results [3] on tightness and weak convergence
can be formulated by extending internal functionals to *C(Z) where Z
is the Stone-Oech compactification of Y. Tightness corresponds to having
%Z-Y G ^° * n W ^ C -' 1 case > ^ G % so Y E Sz and
pz( Y) =
sup iiz(K) - fiz(Z).
K compact
KcY
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4. Applications to probability theory
Applications of the above theory in [18] include coin tossing and the
Poisson process- For coin tossing, fix rj E*N-~N and let X = {—1, l p
in Example 2.12. The algebra sé consists of all internal subsets of X, and
for each A e sé, the internal probability assigned to A is the internal
cardinality of A divided by 2V. Let (X, U, P) denote the standard complete
probability space derived from the internal space as in Example 2.12.
Anderson [1] constructed Brownian motion on the space (X, Z, P)
as follows: For each COEX and each &<??, let cok = co(h) E { — 1,1}.
Let % denote the hyperfinite random walk defined by setting
m
%(t,co) = l / ^ [ ^ o > i + ( ^ - - M ) û ) M + 1 ]
for each * e *[0,1] and each co EX. Here, [rji] denotes the largest element
of *N less than or equal to rjt. Let ß(t, co) =°x{t> o>) for each (t, co) e [0,1] x
x X. Anderson showed that ß is a Brownian motion on (X, 27, P), and for
almost all co e X, ß( -, co) is a standard continuous function on [0,1].
Let X' denote the set of co for which /?( -, co) is a continuous function
on [0,1]. Even without compactness, the standard part map sending co
or rather %( -, co) onto ß( •, co) is a measurable mapping from X! onto G[0,1]
(with the sup-norm topology) and thus induces, as in Section III, a standard
measure on G[0,1]. Anderson showed in [1] that the measure obtained
in this way is Wiener measure, and his construction gave a simple proof
of Dônsker's theorem for Brownian motion. Anderson also obtained a construction of the Ito integral as the standard part of an internal pathwise
Stieltjes integral. For a number of applications of this construction see
the works of Outland [6], Keisler [15], Lindstem [16], Hoover and Perkins
[12], Perkins [30], and the book of Stroyan and Bayod [34]. One immediate
advantage of this approach is that the internal formula (d%f = dt takes
the place of the heuristic standard formula (dßf = dt, giving, among other
things, an easy proof of Itô's lemma in [1].
For some of the further work in this area, the reader is referred to
the following: (1) The forthcoming monograph by H. J. Keisler [15] in
which a new strong existence theorem is obtained for stochastic differential
equations. (2) The papers of E. Perkins [27] [28] [29] on local time in
which, for example, a classical theorem of Levy is strengthened by combining exceptional sets of measure 0 which depend on a space variable x
into a single exceptional null set which works uniformly in x. (3) O. W. Hen-
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son's paper characterizing analytic sets [9]. (4) T. Lindstram's paper on
the theorems of Prohorov, Sazanov and Gross [17]. (5) F. Wattenberg's
paper on avoiding pathological sets [36]. (6) E. M. Anderson's paper on
representations of measure spaces [2]. (7) L. Arkeryd's paper on the
Boltzmann equation [4]. (8) T. Kamae's paper on the ergodic theorem
[14]. (9) Papers on infinite particle systems and thermodynamic limits
by A. E. Hurd [13] and L. L. Helms and the author [7] [8]. (10) The
extensive literature in mathematical economics by a number of researchers
including E. M. Anderson, D. J. Brown, H. J. Keisler, and S. Bashid.
(11) The recent article by H". J. Gutland in the 1983 Journal of The London
Math. Soc. (pp. 130-140) on internal controls and relaxed controls.
(12) The forthcoming survey paper of E. Perkins [30] and book by
K. Stroyan and J. M. Bayod [34].
Notes added in proof: (1) Leif Arkeryd has recently announced an extension of his work in [4] with a solution of the Boltzmann equation corresponding to specified periodic boundary conditions and quite general Ll
initial conditions that are appropriate to the physical setting. (2) The
reader may wish to peruse in addition to [34] the recently announced
book by S. Albeverio, J. E. Fenstad, B. H0egh-Krohn, and T. Lindstem
titled "Nonstandard Methods in Stochastic Analysis and Mathematical
Physics" and the recently announced introductory text by A. E. Hurd
and P. A. Loeb titled "An Introduction to Nonstandard Beai Analysis",
Both books will be in the Series on Pure and Applied Mathematics published by Academic Press. (3) This research was supported in part by
a grant from the U.S. National Science Foundation (MCS-8200494).
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BIOHABD A. SHOBE*

The Degrees of Unsolvability: The Ordering of
Functions by Relative Computability

The "basic notion in recursion theory is that of effective or algorithmic
computability. We say that a function / : N->N is recursive or computable
if there is a program for a Turing Machine (or equivalently for any nontrivial computer) which allows the machine to calculate f(x) for each
input x. The machine model for computability was introduced in Turing
[30]. Many seemingly different approaches to defining effective computability had been and were later proposed by other workers including Church,
Kleene, Markov and Post. All the proposed definitions however were
eventually proved equivalent but it is Turing's approach that, at least
from our current computer oriented view of calculability, seems the most
convincing.
Once one has a formal definition of computability, one can attempt
to prove that some problems have no algorithmic solutions. Thus for
example we have the famous results on the algorithmic unsolvability of
the word problem for groups, the halting problem for computer programs,
Diophantine equations and many others. These results, of course, all
show that there are non-recursive or non-computable functions. Once we
know that such function exist a natural question is whether one can distinguish different levels of complexity among them. There are of course
various ways to define relative complexity or computability but again
the most general notion is based on Turing machines "and was introduced
in Post [17]: A function f is (Turing) computable from (or recursive in) g,
written f^Tgf, iff there is some program for a (Turing) machine which, when
the machine is equipped with a blade box subroutine (called an oracle) which
* The preparation of this paper was pa.rtially supported "by a grant from the
National Science Foundation.
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computes g(y) in a single step for any input y, allows the machine to compute
f(x) for any input w. I t is this fundamental notion of relative recursiveness
and the associated ordering on functions that will be the subject of this
talk. Additional information, proofs and references can be found in Shore
[27] and more completely in Lerman [14].
To be precise we must actually define an equivalence relation on functions; / EESy g when / < y g and g < y / . The equivalence classes under this
relation are called the degrees of unsolvability, Turing degrees or simply
degrees. They are. naturally ordered by the induced relation ^.T. Thus
it is the structure S of these degrees under < T which we will analyze.
We will denote individual degrees by boldface letters f, g , . . . , and their
elements by lightface ones f Eî, g Eg, ... We identify a set A EN with
its characteristic function and so may write A e a as well. Thus for example
we have a least degree 0 containing 0 and all the other recursive functions.
As there are only countably many possible programs for a Turing
machine, there are at most countably many functions recursive in a given/.
As there are 2**o many functions we see that there is no maximum degree.
Indeed as S is an upper semi-lattice, it has no maximal elements either.
(f vg = degree of f@g where (f@g)(2n) =f(n) and (f®g)(2n + l) = g(n)).
We can in fact for any degree f find a natural example of a degree strictly
above f by "relativizing " the halting problem to f. Thus the halting problem
is coded by the set 0 ' ^ {(x, y}\q>x halts on input y}, where <px is the #-th
possible Turing machines program. More generally given f we can run the
programs for machine equipped with an oracle for some / e f and so define
f = {(x, yy\cpfx halts on input y}. This operation, called the pimp, is well
defined on degrees and so gives us a degree f which by a diagonal argument
is always strictly greater than f(h(x) = oj{c(x)+l if (x, #> e / ' and 0 otherwise is clearly computable from / ' but not from / as it cannot be cpfx for
any x.)
Our picture of & now contains 0 and an increasing sequence of degrees
0', 0", 0 ( 3 ) , . . . . This sequence can be continued into the transfinite by
taking infinitary joins at limit levels, e.g., 0(o>> = {(x, y}\x e0 (2/) }. Even
then we are far from having exhausted @. Our goal now is to fill out our
picture of @ by describing some of its first order and local structure.
We will then apply these results to analyze some of its second order and
global properties.
We begin with some results from the fundamental paper of Kleene and
Post [10].
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THEOREM 1. Every countable partial ordering can be embedded in @.
(In fact they can be embedded in 3 « 0'), the degrees below 0' and by relativizing the proof, i.e. replacing cpx by cpfx, also in S [f, Î'] for any degree f ).
Prom the post-Cohen viewpoint the proof consists of building by
finite extensions countably many mutually generic functions. This enables
us to embed the countable atomless Boolean algebra which is universal
for countable p.o.'s in 2. That the embedding can be done below 0' follows
from the facts that it suffices to insure genericity for one-quantifier arithmetic and that such sentences can be decided recursively in 0'.
This result suffices to decide the 1-quantifier theory of 3 i.e., the truth
in 3 of sentences with only existential quantifiers followed by a quantifier
free matrix.
COROLLARY 2. For every f any existential sentence is true in
2(^î),
the degrees above f, iff it is consistent with the axioms for a partial ordering.
Thus the 1-quantifier theory of @ (> f) is decidable and independent off.
Once we have such an embedding result the next step up in analyzing
the local structure of 3 is to ask about possible extensions of embeddings.
Again a result from Kleene and Post [10] (Theorem 2.1) easily supplies
some information:
THEOREM 3. If Px e p 2 are finite upper semi-lattices such that no
element of P2—JP1 is below any element of Px and F: P1->3 is an order
preserving embedding, then there is an order preserving G: P 2 - > ^ which
extends F.

The obvious question raised by this result is whether the restriction
that no new elements be put below any old ones is necessary. In the simplest case this asks if there is a minimal degree, that is a non-computable
function / such that any non-trivial reduction in its information content
produces a recursive function. This question was answered affirmatively
in Spector [29].
THEOREM 4. There is a minimal degree f > 0, i.e., one such that (0, f)
= 0 . Indeed by relativizing the proof, every degree g has a minimal cover f, i.e.,
(g,f)=0.
The proof, again from a later set theoertic point of view, procèdes by
forcing with recursive perfect trees. As it there suffices to decide 2-quantifier
sentences one can always find a minimal cover f of g below g". Considerable
elaborations of this technique produced many difficult results describing
the possible initial segments of 3. We cite three examples.
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THEOREM 5 (Lachlan [11]). Every countable distributive lattice L with
0 and 1 is isomorphic to an initial segment of 3. In fact if L is presentable
recursively in f then it is isomorphic to initial segments of 3 [f, f" ] and

#«f").
THEOREM 6 (Lerman [13]). Every finite lattice is isomorphic to initial
segments of 3 « f") and 3 [f, f"] for every f.
THEOREM 7 (Lachlan and Lebeuf [12]). Every countable upper semilattice with 0 is isomorphic to an initial segment of 3(^ f ) for every f.

ïTow Theorem 6 shows that the hypothesis in Theorem 3 is necessary
and so together they determine which extensions of embedding are always
possible. As every V ... V3 ... 3 sentence about 3 can be reduced to
a finite set of such problems we can decide the 2-quantifiers theory of
THEOREM 8 (Shore [21] and Lerman [14]). For every f the 2-quantifier
theory of3 (> f) is decidable and independent oft.

On the other hand Theorem 5 together with the undecidability of the
theory of distributive lattices shows that for each f, Th [3 (> f)) is undecidable (Lachlan [11]). I n fact we have
THEOREM

theory of 3(^f)

9 (Schmerl, see Lerman [14]). For each f the 3-quantifier
is undecidable.

We now want to characterize the complexity of Th(3) as was first
done in Simpson [28]. The key missing ingredient is another result from
Spector [29] characterizing the countable ideals of 3 as the intersections
of principal ones. ( J c S i s an« ideal if it is closed downward and under join.)
10. For every countable ideal 1^3 there are degrees x and y,
called an exact pair for I, such that I = {z| z < x cmd z < y}.
THEOREM

The proof is by forcing with infinite-coinfinite conditions. Infinite
extensions are used to code representatives fi of the degrees f^ of I and
finite ones guarantee that if g < x, y then g < © f4 for some m. The cali<m

culation of the needed genericity shows that one can find such x and y
recursively in ® ( © f4ym
An important first order consequence of the theorem is a fact first
proved in Kleene and Post [10].
THEOREM 1 1 . 3 is not a lattice as no exact pair for the ideal generated
by any strictly ascending sequence of degrees can have a least upper bound.
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This result on exact pairs also shows that some second order quantification (over countable ideals in 3) can be expressed in a first order way
in 3 (by quantifying over pairs of degrees). Together with the representation of all countable distributive lattices as initial segments of 3 given
by Theorem 5, this result shows that the theory of countable distributive
lattices with quantification over ideals is interprétable in the first order
theory of 3. îferode and Shore [15] then shows that quantification over
symmetric irreflexive binary relations (and so over all predicates) on
a countable domain is interprétable in this theory of lattices. This completes
a new proof that Th(3) is as complicated as posisble.
12 (Simpson [28]). Th2(N)^1_lTh(3),
that is there is an
effective procedure F for transforming sentences cp of second order arithmetic
into first order ones cpF about 3 such that JV N cp iff 3 N cpF. In fact for any
f and cp, 3\=cpF if 3 (> f ) 1= cpF and so Th2(N) ^_± Th(3 ^ f ) as well.
THEOREM

As Theorems 5 and 10 are true of many other degree orderings this
argument also proves that Th2(N) is 1—1 reducible to their theories.
The applications include 1—1, m— 1, tt, wtt and arithmetic degrees. As
all of these theories, including that of 3, are clearly 1—1 reducible to
Th2(N) they are all in fact 1—1 equivalent to Th2(N) (IJerode and Shore
[15]).
Calculations based on the local version of Theorems 5 and 10, i.e., the
fact that one requires at most two jumps to find the desired degrees,
allow us to apply these methods to arbitrary jump ideals # e 3 (i.e.,
ones closed under jump).
THEOREM 13 (Nerode and Shore [16]). If ^ ^ 3 is a jump ideal then
Th(<£) is 1-1 equivalent to the second order theory of N with set quantification
restricted to those sets with degrees in (ß.

As formally the interpretation is independent of c€, we can distinguish
between various jump ideals by noting differences in the corresponding
theories of second order arithmetic.
14 (îsTerode and Shore [16]).
(1) For every « > 0, Th(3n) ^ Th(3) where 3n is the class of degrees
of Aln sets.
(2) Th(30)
^Th(3x).
(3) IfV=LorT?T>
holds then Th(3n) =£ Th(3m) for n ^ m.
COROLLARY

Elaborations on these ideas using the methods of Shore [24] distinguish
between the theories of degrees corresponding to different reducibilities.
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THEOREM

15.

(1) (Shore [25]) The theories of the Turing and truth-table degrees are
distinct.
(2) (Shore [26]) The theories of the Turing cmd arithmetic degrees are
We will now consider three types of questions about the global structure
of 3 like those first systematically raised in Bogers [19] and [20].
(1) Automorphisms. What restrictions are there on possible automorphisms of 3%
(2) Homogeneity. The trend of all the results mentioned so far is that
every property established for 3 is also seen to be true of 3 (> f ) for every
f simply by relativizing the original proof. This suggested the homogeneity
conjecture that 3 ( ^ f ) ^ 3 for every f.
(3) Definability. Which degrees or relations on degrees are definable
in 3 i.e., solely in terms of the ordering of Turing reducibility?
Besults on such questions for the structure 3' augmenting 3 with the
jump operator appear in Peiner [2], Yates [31] Jockusch and Sölovay [9],
Bichter [18], Epstein [1], Jockusch and Simpson [7] and Simpson [28]
among others. For 3 itself the first restriction on automorphisms appears
in îferode and Shore [16]; the homogeneity conjecture is first refuted
in Shore [22] and [24] j^ and definability results first appear in Harrington
and Shore [4]. The best results to date however are based on those in
Jockusch and Shore [6] some of which we will now describe.
The relevant results center on the problem of deciding which degrees
are minimal covers. Jockusch and Soare [8] showed that for every n < co
0(w) is not a minimal cover and in fact 0 (n) vf cannot be minimal over f
for any f. On the other hand by Jockusch [5] every sufficiently large
degree is a minimal cover while by Harrington and Kechris [3] Kleene's
G is sufficiently large. These two results both use game theoretic (determinacy) methods. A new approach relating A\ operators and the difference
hierarchy to iterated generalizations of the jump (the BEA operators)
together with the appropriate completeness theorem gives a proof that
in fact every degree above 0(o)) is a minimal Cover (Jockusch and Shore
[6]). More crucial to our purposes is the stronger result proved there that
if f is not arithmetic, i.e. Y^(f^0 ( w ) ), then there is a g > f such that
f v0(û,) is a minimal cover of g. Combining this with the result of Jockusch
and Soare [8] we see that the class of degrees of arithmetic sets is definable
in 3.
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16. For every f the class of degrees above f and arithmetic in

f ù
<&* n= {g > f| 3(^ f ) N 3h > g Vfc (k vh is not a minimal cover of fc)}.
As every countable distributive lattice arithmetic in f is an initial
segment of ^ f by Theorem 5 and no others are by a simple quantifier
counting argument and there are such lattices of every degree we can
give a strong refutation of the homogeneitjr conjecture.
THEOREM 17. If 3 ( > f ) ^ 3(^ g) then f m%d g are in the same arithmetic
degree, i.e., f < g(n) and g < fW for some n.

The analysis used to prove Theorem 13 gives us even more.
THEOREM

18. If Th(3(^f))

*= Th(3)

then f is arithmetic.

We can prove this elementary equivalence version of Theorem 17 in
general only if g is definable in second order arithmetic. Otherwise it
depends on set-theoretic assumptions. I t is true for every g if V = L but
not if PD holds.
Our definition of the arithmetic degrees in 3 can now be combined
with general results from Nerode and Shore [16] to show that almost
everything possible is definable in 3.
THEOREM 19. Any relation R on degrees which is invariant under joining
with an arithmetic degree is definable in 3 iff it is definable in second order
arithmetic. Thus for example the following relations are definable in 3 :

f z=T g(û)),

f is A\ in g for M > 0,

f ^T &g,

f is constructible in g

and f =^T g*.
Turning finally to automorphisms of 3 we immediately note that
Theorem 17 shows that if cp is an automorphism of 3 then cp(x) and x are
of the same arithmetic degree for all x. One can however get an even
stronger result by applying the methods used in the original refutation
of the homogeneity conjecture (Shore [22]).
THEOREM 20. If cp: 3(^i) - > ^ ( > g ) is an isomorphism then there are
h andfcarithmetic in I and g respectively such that cp(x) = xfor every x > f vg.
In particular any automorphism of 3 is the identity on every degree above all
the arithmetic ones.
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A. O. SLISENKO

Linguistic Considerations in Devising Effective
Algorithms
In commemoration of S. Yu.

Maslov

The topic of this talk concerns some computer science aspects of interosculation of two basic notions originating in mathematical logic, namely
calculus and algorithm.
Here I would like to pay tribute to the late S. Tu. Maslov (who tragically died in an auto smash in the summer of 1982) for his enthusiasm
to use calculi as instruments of investigation of various logical, algorithmic,
biological and social phenomena, and for his contribution to this field of
research.
Perhaps, it will not be out of place to mention here that both the basic
notions mentioned above played a key role in classical problems of mathematical logic, e.g., the Hilbert problems related to them; and as the classical problems were exhausted more than 10 years ago, one can hardly find
impressive works on algorithms or calculi produced in mathematical logic
in recent years (one may even get the impression that logicians have not
noticed the obvious impoverishment of the research area). On the other
hand, both notions have become the theoretical foundation of computer
science, where they have been enriched and developed.
But some crucial problems originating in computer science seem to
be more in the spirit of mathematical logic and to need for their solution
a conceptual clarification of their logical essence which can provide good
algorithmization. As straightforward examples of such problems one can
take computer theorem-proving or computer operation with texts in
natural languages. Both problems seem to be closer to each other than we
thought some time ago, and may be advanced more on the ground of
clever data bases than of fast algorithms. This viewpoint is conventional
in computer analysis of natural language texts but is not developed in
[347]
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the area of more or less general computer theorem provers. The extent
of my knowledge does not permit me to remain any longer on the attractive
but rather boggy soil of natural language analysis; I can afford only to
touch upon,one point of theorem proving.
Mathematical logic provides us with tools to represent any mathematical proof by using only a small number of very elementary steps. However, such a formal proof makes it practically impossible to understand
and especially to explain what mathematician calls the "idea" or "general
framework" of the proof. After the experiments with general computer
theorem-provers accomplished in the sixties and many other, more theoretical attempts to formulate Gestalt mathematical considerations within
the traditional notions of mathematical logic, it became clear that these
means do not suffice to design effective algorithms for automatic theorem
proving. Speaking about computer theorem-proving I only mean proving
more or less routine mathematical theorems; such a possibility is consistent
with our concept of mathematics and, what is more important, with
mathematical practice.
A routine mathematical problem may look as follows. At one pole
we have the problem itself (e.g., to find an explicit solution for some
equation) and at the other pole we have some nontrivial mathematical
results (identities, transformations, theorems). And we wish to reduce
our problem to these nontrivial results according to some known ideas
or some known scheme. In the simplest case such a schedule of reduction
may prove to be an algorithm. In more interesting cases (with respect
to this context) it resembles and may prove to be a calculus with rules
"if you see a subformula of this or that type try to apply this or that transformation". So, to find a reduction under consideration is to find a kind
of derivation in the calculus mentioned above. And the latter problem
seems to be algorithmically not hard for routine mathematics, though I
shall not insist on this assertion and prefer to treat it cautiously as a conjecture to be analysed for a large experimental material. The first obstacle
I met when trying to accomplish this analysis was the absence of proper
material. Boutine mathematics remains outside good mathematical books
or articles, even when it is a starting point for them. At the moment I
am not able to give quite relevant illustrations for the considerations
under discussion, and will try to outline some aspects of the situations
which may probably appear within this approach.
One can easily see that within the framework described above, though
speaking about mathematical reasoning, we deal not with logic in the ordinary sense but with some high-level operational (or procedural) semantics
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for sentences with the usual logical syntax. And this semantics, at least
from a technical point of view, has, at first sight, nothing in common with
traditional logical semantics — cf. Tseytin [9]. But this first impression
may sometimes prove to be erroneous. Eather an extreme example is
given by a programming system PEIZ developed by E. Tyugy and his
group (Institute of Cybernetics, Tallin) — see [4], [10]. The system is
•designated for solving simple mechanical, geometrical and similar problems
and permits the user to formulate them in some natural way without
any explicit use of logic. The designers of PEIZ did not have in mind
any formal logic when working out the system. The core of PEIZ is an
algorithm which transforms an input description into a schedule for compiling a program to be executed to get a solution for the input problem.
As was shown by G. Mints [13], this scheduler is an algorithm for seeking
a proof of a formula (which is easily constructed from the input text) in
a fragment of intuitionistic propositional logic. This result surely entailed
a lot of useful theoretical and practical consequences, including drastic
improvement of the speed of the scheduler. Unfortunately, purely logical
considerations do not show practical ways for further development of
such systems, because logic does not sustain its reasoning with good algorithmes.
Coming back to the idea of using certain calculi to find efficient algorithms in difficult situations, we can formulate the question in a general
setting: how to use a calculus to describe simply solvable (say, in polynomial time) subclasses of difficult problems? The problem of good theoretical treatment of efficiently solvable subclasses of difficult problems
arises not only and not so often in the automation of reasoning in the
spirit of computational logic, but also and even more often in such areas
of computer activity as artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, discrete
optimization, automation of programming, and so on. Surely, I cannot
give an all-embracing answer to the question; I shall only illustrate the
idea of using calculi by an example from my paper [8].
We consider the Hamiltonian circuit problem, which is known to be
USTP-complete even for planar graphs [3], (By the way, one can treat it
in the spirit of theorem proving.) So, for simplicity one can keep inlnind
only planar graphs. In any case, graphs are assumed to be connected,
may have multiple edges and labels on nodes and perhaps on edges. Now
we would like to find and precisely describe some set of graphs with
a lucid structure that could help us to solve the Hamiltonian circuit
problem. Among the simplest structures of this kind are those that permit
a decomposition reducing the initial problem to smaller ones. And to
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such data one can try to apply procedures of dynamic programming type.
Let us fix this plan. A decomposable or hierarchical structure can be
presented, for example, as a parsing in a grammar of a context-free type.
It is not quite clear what is a context-free graph grammar because from
the string-data point of view any such nontrivial grammar will, be contextsensitive. So we would like to devise some type of grammars with weak
context sensitivity which have a rather effective parsing (let it be polynomial time), which could be used for checking the property of being
Hamiltonian with the help of some kind of dynamic programming.
We introduce the following type of context-free graph grammars
(briefly: CFGG). A CFGG is defined by two alphabets (terminals and
nonterminals), an axiom and a list of productions. The two alphabets
are disjoint and used for labelling nodes of graphs. The axiom is of a fixed
form: a single node labelled with a fixed nonterminal. Productions are
defined by pairs of the form (A, G), where A is a nonterminal and G is
a graph. Such a production permits the following substitution: take any
node labelled with A, replace it by G and connect all the edges incident
to the node to arbitrary nodes of G (the number of these edges remains
unchanged). The language L(T) determined by a CPGG F is defined, as
usual, as all those graphs that can be derived from the axiom and contain
no nonterminals.
LEMMA. For any CPGG r there is a polynomial-time algorithm for
recognizing L(T) and for parsing the graphs of L(T).

The lemma can be proved similarly to the case of usual string contextfree grammars. The crucial observation is as follows. The degree of all
the graphs generated by a fixed grammar r is bounded (from above)
by a constant. So any graph contractable by a backward derivation to
a single node is determined by its "boundary edges" whose number is
bounded by the same constant. For details see [8].
This lemma gives grounds for proving the following
THEOREM. JPor any CFGG r the Hamiltonian circuit problem for graphs
in Z(JT) has polynomial time complexity.

The main object which is analysed to find a succint representation
of all the Hamiltonian circuits in a given graph G arises in the following
manner. Suppose that G is planar (planarity is assumed only for lucidating
the geometrical images), G e i ( r ) for some CPGG r and G is drawn on
the plane. We take some parse tree for G in r which gives us a series of
contractions shrinking G to the axiom. Let us consider an arbitrary con-
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tractable graph S of the type mentioned above, and let us look at the
trace of a Hamiltonian circuit in S. In this situation we get some path
eovering of JS. Suppose that S begins to contract in some backward derivation of G. Then the paths of the covering begin to glue but only at nodes.
i3o, we have only to analyse some type of path coverings, and in fact their
number for any contractable graph can be restricted by the number of
such coverings for graphs from the right-hand sides of productions of r.
Thus the information to be transferred from the sons of a parse tree to
their father is bounded by a constant and this makes dynamic programming
fairly effective — see [8].
The class of CFGG described above is rather weak. By no such grammar
can one generate all the graphs or all the planar graphs or any set of graphs
containing an infinite number of "rectangle grids" (though for such grids
the Hamiltonian circuit problem is trivial).
The whole construction of the algorithm for the Hamiltonian circuit
problem gives a hierarchy X1 £ X2 £ ... of all the graphs, where for every
elass Xi the Hamiltonian circuit problem has polynomial time complexity.
And every Xi is generated by a CFGG. So one can easily build a "universal"
algorithm for solving the problem within this framework. This algorithm
tries to find a parsing of a given graph in more and more powerful grammars, and having got a parsing it will solve the Hamiltonian circuit problem
with the time complexity close to the size of the parse tree.
The languages of graphs generated by the grammars under consideration are, in a sense, stable with respect to deleting edges. If of is such
a language, and we add to JT any set of graphs obtained from the graphs
of cf by deleting edges (and maybe take away some old graphs), then the
new set of graphs will also have a polynomial-time algorithm for the Hamiltonian circuit problem.,
The same idea can be applied to other difficult, say NP-complete
problems. But even within the restricted dynamic programming framework,
to devise an appropriate type of grammars one needs to make some nontrivial research. As an example let us take the clique problem. Here an
appropriate type of grammars looks as follows. The axiom is the same as
above and any production has the.form (A, G), again as above, but the
corresponding substitutions are different. ÎTamely, let x be a node labelled
by A. Divide the edges incident to x into two sets, say JSf and E. Connect
the edges from B' to arbitrary nodes of G. Let J0 = {(x, xx), ..., (x, xm)}.
Suppose that, in the whole graph where we replace x by G, the nodes
œ1, ..., xm are in some complete subgraph X (otherwise, the situation is
not admissible for the production). Then we take any set of nodes of G,
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say 8, and form a complete graph from 8 and x17..., xm-, it will be some
jfm+z, where I = card($) (another way is to form a complete graph from
8 and Jf).
Hew types of difficulties are created l)y difficult problems not concerning graphs, e.g., by the propositional satisfiability. All the propositional
formulae clearly constitute some context-free language. So, on the one
hand, we need a grammar generating formulae and, on the other handy
this grammar must take into account special considerations concerning
Some way of testing satisfiability. I shall not discuss here the details.
Up to now we have considered grammars suitable for dynamic programmingj This method seems to be one of the simplest methods that
can be incorporated in the grammar approach if we speak about classes
of grammars. Other methods are waiting to be investigated.
To conclude this discussion I would like to note that the idea of using
grammars for devising effective algorithms is not new. In a well-known
book by Fu [2] one can find many examples in which, starting with a description of inputs by an ordinary context-free grammar or a similar grammar, one arrives at a fast practical algorithm. Ordinary, i.e., string generating, context-free grammars are not the only type of grammars which
have been used in such situations. Various graph grammars give more interesting examples.
The problem of job scheduling under constraints is known to be HPcomplete. But when the constraints form a general series parallel digraph
the problem can be solved efficiently (one of the fastest known algorithms
is due to Valdes, Tarjan, Lawler [12]). A general series parallel digraph
is a directed acyclic graph whose transitive reduction is a minimal series
parallel graph. The latter graphs are generated by the following graph
grammar. The axiom of the grammar is a trivial single node graph whose
node is both an input and an output node. The grammar has two dual
productions: a parallel composition and a series composition. Having as
premises two acyclic digraphs, one can simply put them together without
any connections (parallel composition) or connect all the outputs of the
first to all the inputs of the second (series composition). Though the whole
grammar, including partial transitive closure, can hardly be treated as
context-free, there is a linear time parsing for it [12]. •
Graph grammars are also used to devise effective algorithms for global
data flow analysis of programs, e.g., see [1], These grammars are rather
special and as a rule have the "finite Ohurch-Eosser" property.
On the whole the problem of polynomial-time parsing even for contextfree graph grammars under traditional treatment (the class of our CFGG
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is much smaller) seems to be hopeless. G. Turân [11] showed that a grammar
belonging to a rather restricted class of monotone node label controlled
grammars can generate an NP-complete language.
What other general algorithmic ideas could be exploited within the
framework of the grammar approach to devise effective algorithms?
Geometrical or continuity considerations are worth attention when dealing
with graphs originating in a straightforward way from geometrical problems. But here I would prefer to dwell upon one more developed method
which resulted in fast string-matching algorithms and looks very linguistic.
It might also give some hints what other types of grammars could be
used in certain situations. The method I mean could be named the method
of identifier trees omd their approximations, though I do not insist even on
calling it a method.
String-matching is, so to speak, a classical problem in computational
complexity. Its formulation is very simple. For any input string of the
form J7*7, where TJ and V a,re strings in a fixed alphabet without *, determine whether F is a substring of TJ. The part of the input where an occurrence is looked for, is called a text (in our case it is TJ), and the part where
the occurrence is checked is called a pattern (in our case it is V). The order
of text and pattern in the input is essential when we speak about real-time
algorithms. A real-time algorithm is, as usual, an algorithm which solves
the problem for any meaningful, prefix of the input (without seeing the
remaining suffix part), spending on the processing of every new occurrence
of a character a number of steps not greater than some absolute constant.
It was noticed in the sixties that the string-matching problem cannot
be solved in real-time on any Turing machines, or more generally, on any
machines with polynomially accessible storage. I shall not dwell upon the
history of the problem (one can find it in [7]), but only say that, after
several steps made by different authors beginning from the late sixties,
the complete solution was obtained by me somewhere in 1976-1977,
for a detailed exposition see [7], where several related problems were also
solved, including a rather difficult problem of finding in real time all the
periodicities in a string (of course, in some succinct form). As for stringmatching, it was shown in [7] that there is a random access machine whose
registers have the length not greater than logw + const, where n is the
length of input, which in real time gives correct answers about the occurrences of a current pattern in the text. Here we have a rather rare case
(probably the most nontrivial) when the question about the time complexity
of a concrete problem has a complete theoretical solution.
The starting point of this solution is a comparatively simple concept
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of identifier tree which has a considerable linguistic spirit in the sense
of the present context. (For some problems of string-matching type
the first published explicit description of the concept seems to be due to
P . Weiner [14].) For our situation we shall take the following definitions.
By W(i) we denote the character at the ith. place in the string W,
1 < i < \W\, where \W\ is the length of W. Let W(i) = X for i < 0 and
| W\ < i, where X is not in the alphabet of W. We denote the empty string
by A. W[i,j] is W(i)W(i+l)
... W(j) if i^j and is A otherwise. We
assume that A has | W | + 1 distinct occurrences in W; these occurrences
are defined by the segmets [ 1 , 0], [ 2 , 1 ] , . . . , [|TF|+1, \W\~\.
A segment \i, j ] is a repetition in Wif TF[1, max{i, j}] has two different occurrences in W[i,j], (This property of a segment, as well as the
properties defined below, does not depend on the part of W which lies to
the right of the segment.) A segment [*, j ] is an unextendable (to the left)
repetition in W if it is a repetition in W[0, j ] , and [i— 1, j] is not. For
example, [ 1 , 0] is a repetition in TT[0, 0]. A segment [i,j] is an identifier
in W if it is not a repetition in W and [i, j —1] is an unextendable repetition. For example, [1,1] is an identifier in any W.
We transfer the notions just introduced also onto strings in the following way: a string is an identifier in TT if it has an occurrence [i,j] in W
which is an identifier, and so on.
Let W be a string. We define for it a rooted tree of strings, i.e., a tree
whose nodes are labelled with characters of the input alphabet. Thus
a certain string-is ascribed to any branch starting at the root and ending
at a node, say x\ i.e., this string can be ascribed to x. The degree of the
tree will not exceed the number of characters in the input alphabet.
When describing a tree ^ we use the following notations. A is the set
of nodes of Se, r is its root, pd is the father link (i.e. pd(a?) is the father of
t h e node x), sue is the son link (it has two arguments), ch ascribes a character to any node of A\{r}. Certainly, if pd(#) = pd(#) and x 7e y then
ch(a?) ^ ch(2/). The string ascribed to a node x is denoted by co(x), and œ
is the inverse of co.
Firstly we define a tree which represents exactly identifiers and unextendable repetitions in W. Then we append to it some new leaves : if Va,
where a is a character, is a substring of W and the node W(V) is not a leaf,
then we append m(Va) to D if it is not in B.
For representing W we introduce the set r = { 0 , 1 , . . . , |W|}, rr\A = 0 .
Let ch(i) = W(i), pd(i) = max{0, i—1}, suc(i, a) : = if ch(i+l) = a
then i+1 else X, co(i) = W [ l , *].
The structure described above has the following properties concerning
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identification of substrings in W:
(i.l) if 7 is a substring of W and TJ is the longest prefix of V represented
in S and |Z7| < \V\, then W(TJ) is a leaf of S>\
(i.2) for every leaf x in Si there exists the only node z e P u A with
minimal |a>(0)| such that any occurrence of co(x) in W which is not a suffix
of W is a suffix of some occurrence of w (z) in W.
For any leaf x let ext(x) be the node z from (i.2). Then either \co(x)\
<|eo(ext(as))| or o>xt(x) e T. How define EXT (a?) =ext*A;)(a7) where ext (i)
is the ith iteration of ext and Jc is the minimal i for which ext^(x) is not
a leaf.
The whole construction permits checking whether a given TJ is a substring of W, as follows. Embed TJ m S-, on reaching a leaf go along EXT
and continue embedding. I n the case of successful embedding TJ is a substring of W, otherwise not.
The size of S can easily be shown to be linear. The updating of Si can
also be done in linear time with moderate effort. Besides S and EXT we
shall build a function len such that len(#) = |o>(a?)| and link-functions
ins and loc on Fu A : ins is a node ze A such that z ^ x, co(z) is a suffix
of co(x), the longest one among the suffixes of this type; loc (a?) e I 7 and
loc (a?) is the end point of the first occurrence of œ(x) in W. After the
construction of a node x representing an identifier, the link ins permits
us to find the node representing the unextendable repetition which is
a suffix of this identifier. This is done by calculating zi = ins (i) (pd(#))
up to getting zi such that suc(^, ch(a?)) ^= X. For further details see [7],
An important feature of the construction outlined above is an interaction of two trees, namely of S which can be defined by ( z l , r , p d )
and of (A, %, ins). The first one represents substrings (including identifiers),
the second — their relations. The first one corresponds to a kind of grammar, the second one sustains the exploiting and updating of the first one.
The ideas sketched above do not suffice to construct a real-time algorithm even for string-matching, not to speak about more difficult
problems, e.g., the problem of finding a nontrivial periodicity. One can
hardly build a full identifier tree in real time. Luckily, some approximation
to an identifier tree have proved to be sufficient to get real-time algorithms
for the problems mentioned above. For example, in the case of real-time
string-matching one needs, in some sense, only identifiers and unextendable repetitions of the length of the pattern to be represented correctly.
And the length of pattern grows on slowly enough. One can easily make
our identifier tree correct (a.part from rather complicated technical details)
for well-separated identifiers and repetitions using a kind of recursive
27 — Proceedings...
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doubling. But in a situation with strongly overlapping strings we stumble
upon some essential difficulties. In [7] they are overcome by extending
identifier trees to trees containing also periodical substrings of the input
string. And for these periodicities the new extended tree has some special
structure of mutual embeddings of the periodicities.
A similar idea of treating overlapping substrings by using periodicities
arising when two occurrences of the same string strongly overlap was used
by me in [5], where I solved the problem of real-time palindrome recognition on multihead Turing machines, having disproved the widely spread
conjecture about the impossibility of real-time multihead Turing machines
for palindrome recognition.
Coming back to the idea of identifier tree one can see that taken formally, it is applicable in various situations, cf. [6]. But such straightforward
generalization does not usually lead to efficient algorithms. And here
several ways to apply linguistic considerations in order to get good algorithms remain open. Sometimes even a superficial analysis of bad behaviour of identifier trees shows for what type of inputs the trees can be
made more efficient^andrthe type of inputs can be expressed ina grammar
form. From the theoretical point of view another possibility is more
attractive. In some cases it is evident that an identifier tree can be compressed by using some compact representation of more or less "regular"
parts of the input structure; in the case of string-matching such "regular"
parts were periodicities, though there they were used not for compression.
In more complicated structures, e.g., plane pictures, some kinds of grammars seem to be needed within this framework. But at the moment we
are at the very beginning of investigation along these ways, and chances
for success remain unclear.
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B. I. ZIL'BER

The Structure of Models of Uncountably
Categorical Theories

0. Introduction
The natural notion of categoricity, as it was discovered in the 1930's,
is degenerate for first order languages, since only a finite structure can be
described up to isomorphism by its first order theory. This has led to a new
notion of categoricity.
A theory is said to be categorical in a power if it has a model of this
power which is unique up to isomorphism. Morley has proved, answering
the well-known question of îioê, that for the spectrum of the infinite
powers in which a given first order theory is categorical, the only possibilities are:
(i) all infinite powers,
(ii) all uncountable powers,
(iii) «o,
(iv) empty.
Theories having (i) or (ii) as the categoricity spectrum are called
uncountably categorical. Totally categorical theories are those corresponding
to (i) only. The same terms are used for models of such theories.
The countable N0-categorical structures are characterized by the
Byll-Nardzewski-Svenonius-Engeler theorem as those structures M for
which there are only finitely many orbits under the action of Aut M on
JHn, for every n. This is in fact the only general theorem known in this
case and there are no grounds for expecting a good general theory.
We have an entirely different situation in the uncountably categorical
case. Natural examples here are an algebraically closed field, a simple
algebraic group over an algebraically closed field [19], a vector space
[359]
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over a (countable) division ring (with a unary operation for each scalar),
the natural numbers with the successor operation.
These examples are very typical as present day theory shows.
1. Structural categoricity theory
Baldwin and Lachlan [2] were the first to demonstrate the role of strongly
minimal subsets of uncountably categorical structures considered together
with an algebraic closure operator.
An infinite definable subset of a structure M is called strongly minimal
if it cannot be divided into two infinite parts by a definable subset of any
elementary extension of M.
The algebraic closure aclX of a subset X of a structure M is the union
of all finite subsets of M that are definable by means of parameters from X .
The algebraic closure equips a strongly minimal set with a dependence
relation in the sense of Van der Waerden's "Moderne Algebra", which
generalizes both the notion of linear dependence in vector spaces and the
algebraic dependence of elements in fields. Such dependence systems are
also called pregeometries or geometries, provided that every singleton is
closed and acl 0 = 0 [1].
Also, Baldwin noted that when the whole structure M is connected
"rigidly" with a strongly minimal subset 8 (i.e., M =s a c l # ; M is then
called almost strongly minimal), many properties of M are determined by
properties of 8. Thus, a way has been outlined how to deal separately
with global properties of uncountably categorical structures and their
local properties, namely properties of their strongly minimal subsets.
i

2. Global properties
The essence of what we know about global properties of uncountably
categorical structures is contained in the Theorem 2.1 below, whose implicit
proof can be found in [22], [18].
Throughout this paper by X-definable sets in M we mean the sets of
the form N/JE where JV is a subset of Mn and U is an equivalence relation
on JST and both are definable in M by means of parameters from X. An
X-definable structure in M is an X-definable set with X-definable relations,
or a structure isomorphic to it. An X-atomis an X-definable set which
is minimal (with respect to inclusion). There is a natural construction
which attaches to M any set X-definable in M and which preserves categoricity in power. So we work in a large structure including M and any
given X-definable set in Jf.
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THEOREM 2.1 (The Ladder Theorem). For every uncountably categorical
structure Jf there is a finite sequence Jf 0 ,..., Mn of M-definable sets such
that
(i) M0 is strongly minimal, Mn = Jf ;
(ii) for every 7c < n and an Mk-atom A £ Jffc+1 the group Gral(JL/Jf7c)
of all Mk-elementary permutations of A is Mk-definable. The action of
Gal (A JMk) on A is definable by means of parameters from JLu Mk.

Obviously, if all t h e groups Gal(A/Jf Ä ) are finite, then Jf/c+1 s acl JfÄ.
Hence, if M is not almost strongly minimal, then some of those groups are
infinite. If Gal(J./Jf7c) is abelian, then the group action on A is definable
by means of parameters from Mk only.
A positive answer to the following question would simplify a great
deal in the categoricity theory.
PROBLEM A. Is any uncountably categorical structure a projection of
an almost strongly minimal onci

3 . Local properties
Associate with a strongly minimal structure 8 and its subset O a geometry
whose points are acl(Ö, a) and whose ^-dimensional subspaces are
a>cl(G, al7..., an+1) where ac§acl(0) and a1,..., an+l are algebraically
independent over Ö. We call 8 projective if t h e geometry associated with
8 over 0 is isomorphic to the geometry of a projective space over a division
ring. We call 8 locally projective if the geometry associated with 8 over
any non-algebraic element is projective. We call 8 disintegrated if acl(Xu Y)
= acl X u a c l 3T for any X , Y g 8.
Lachlan introduced in [7] a notion of a pseudoplane that turned out
to be of great significance in the structural theory. A pseudoplane is an
incidence system of "points" and "lines" satisfying the following: every
point (respectively, line) is incident to an infinite set of lines (points);
two different lines (points) are incident in common to a finite number of
points (lines).
THEOREM 3.1 (Trichotomy Theorem). JFor every imcountably categorical
structure M one cmd only one of the following holds :
(1) in every strongly minimal structure definable in M, a pseudoplane
is definable;
(2) every strongly minimal structure definable in Jf is locally projective',
(3) every strongly minimal structure definable in M is disintegrated.
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Eor the totally categorical case this theorem was proved in [24]. I t
can be proved that (1) is equivalent to the definability of a pseudoplane
in Jf. I n [21] it is shown that the pseudoplanes in (1) are in fact uncountably
categorical.
Each of those three types of uncountably categorical structures needs
a separate treatment. As all known structures satisfying (1) arise from
algebraically closed fields, we shall call them field-like structures. Typical
examples of (2) are uncountably categorical modules studied in [17].
The structures satisfying (2) will be called module-like. The structures
satisfying (3) will be said to be of disintegrated type.
4 . Field-like structures
The main hypothesis about this class is :
CONJECTURE B. Every uncountably categorical pseudoplane is definable
in an algebraically closed field, cmd the field is definable in the pseudoplane.

A trivial illustration of the conjecture is an affine plane over an algebraically closed field. Much more interesting is the following
Example. Let P be a fc-dimensional algebraic variety over an algebraically closed field F, k > 2. It is well known that algebraic curves o n P of
a given degree can be coded by points of some algebraic, set. Let n ^ k
and let L be an ^-dimensional algebraic set of irreducible curves on P .
I t can be shown that in the incidence system ( P , L) an uncountably categorical pseudoplane is definable.
I t would be interesting to verify Conjecture B for this pseudoplane
and in particular to show that in the incidence system (P, L) the field F
is definable.
The problem stated by Conjecture B seems to be very difficult. Even
the following special case is still unsolved.
CONJECTURE C. Every uncountably categorical affine plane is desarguesian and hence is an affine plane over an algebraically closed field.

Conjecture B, if proved, will clarify a great deal.
The following is of much interest from the point of view of modeltheoretic algebra, and is significant in connection with the Ladder Theorem.
CONJECTURE D. Any uncountably categorical simple group is.an algebraic
group over an algebraically closed field.
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Conjecture D was stated independently by the present author [19]
(in question form) and by Oherlin [4]. Oherlin proved Conjecture 0 in the
special case of groups of small Morley rank. One can prove:
THEOREM 4.1. Conjecture B implies that any uncountably categorical
simple group is definable in an algebraically closed field.

The following theorems are also known :
4.2 (van den Dries [6]). A group definable in an algebraically
closed field of characteristic 0 is algebraic over the field.
THEOREM

THEOREM 4.3 (Thomas [14]). A locally finite simple uncountably categorical group is algebraic over an algebraically closed locally finite field.

We conclude the section with the following theorem, which will be
discussed later.
4.4 There exists no totally categorical pseudoplane. In other
words, no totally categorical structure is field-like.
THEOREM

5. Module-like structures
THEOREM 5.1. (i) Any group G definable in a module-like structure M
is abelian-by-finite.
(ii) If an infinite G has no proper infinite subgroups that are definable
in M, then G is abelian and strongly minimal in M.

The theorem is proved by a direct construction of a pseudoplane in
G if either of the above assertions is false.
Theorem 5.1 implies the following specification of the Ladder Theorem:
THEOREM 5.2. For every uncountably categorical module-like structure
M there is a finite sequence of sets N0, ...,Nk definable in M and such that
(i) NQ is strongly minimal, acl Wk 2 M;
(ii) max rank(<x, JY^) = 1 for every i < k.

In other words, in the module-like case the ladder can be constructed with
steps of height 1.
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1 combined with Theorem 4.4 is the well-known Baur-Oherlin-Macintyre theorem [3].
THEOREM

5.3. A totally categorical group is abelian-by-finite.
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Theorem 4.4 on the non-existence of totally categorical pseudoplanes
combined with the Trichotomy Theorem and some fairly simple combinatorical arguments implies:
5.4 (Classification Theorem). A geometry associated with
a strongly minimal set in a totally categorical structure is either affine or
projective of infinite dimension over a finite field, or else an infinite set with
the trivial closure operator.
THEOREM

The theorem implies the non-existence of totally categorical pseudoplanes modulo the Trichotomy Theorem. A sketch of the proof of Theorem
5.4 is to be found in [25]. The complete proof will appear in Siberian Mathematical Journal.
Cherlin [5] has obtained the Classification Theorem independently
as a consequence of the classification of all finite doubly transitive groups
(which is based on the classification of all finite simple groups). The result
follows from the observation that the automorphism group of any finite
subspace of the geometry here considered is a doubly transitive finite
group. We proved Theorem 5.4 studying pseudoplanes by model-theoretic
methods and using no other deep theory. We hope that this method can
be fruitful in the investigations of groups with some special transitivity
conditions, including the cases in which the finite groups classification
is inapplicable.
The main tool in our proof of Theorem 4.4, which is the key theorem in
our situation, is
THEOREM 5.5 (Polynomial Theorem). Let F be a definable subset and
8 a strongly minimal subset of an ^-categorical structure and F e acl 8.
Then there exist a polynomial PF(x) over the rationals cmd a natural number
nQ such that, for every finite algebraically closed subset X,ifn = \8nX\ > nQ
then |PnX| = PF(n). The degree ofPF is equal to the Morley rank of F.

Thus, to some extent, the polynomial PF can be regarded as the "number
of elements" of F. As we can now operate with the "number of elements"
of definable subsets of a totally categorical pseudoplane, we apply the
combinatorial methods traditionally used for finite incidence systems.
This, in the final analysis, leads to a contradiction.
On the other hand, the correspondence F->PF is a kind of a rank
function ranging in the ring of polynomials. îTote also that the classical
Morley rank is a derivative of this rank. A rank of such a kind can be
considered in a more general case. This works in the following situation.
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The definable closure dclX of a subset X of a structure is the union
of all X-definable singletons. Obviously, dclX e aclX.
We say that a structure M is almost rationally equivalent to a structure
N if M — d c l 0 = N—dcl0 and the set of all relations on J f — d c l 0
definable in M without using parameters coincides with that of N.
THEOREM 5.6. A strongly minimal structure in which algebraic and definable closures coincide is almost rationally equivalent to one of the following
structures:
(i) a vector space V over a division ring with a subspace V0 of constants',
(ii) an affine space associated with a vector space V and expanded by the
translations from V0; ,
(iii) a set with a group of unary invertirle operations each having no fixed
point.

Marczewski [9] introduced algebras admitting a special dependence
relation. Later, Narkiewicz [10] extended this class and introduced v*algebras.
A structure in a language without predicate symbols is called a v*algebra if it satisfies the following:
For any terms jf, g and independent elements al,..., an (which means
that no a{ belongs to the subalgebra generated by all the others) we have
f(a19 ..., an) = g(at, ...,an) iff / = g is an identity.
Urbanik described all such algebras of dimension greater than 2 as
the algebras (i)—(iii) of Theorem 5.6 [15]. Urbanik's Theorem for infinite
dimension was essentially exploited in model theory to describe equational,
Horn and universal Horn theories categorical in power (see the survey
[11]), since strongly minimal subsets of the models of these theories are
iy*-algebras. Applying the same methods as in the proof of Theorem 5.6
we have obtained a new proof of Urbanik's Theorem for w*-algebras of
dimension greater than 2 including the case of finite algebras.
6. Structures of disintegrated type
The Ladder Theorem in this case collapses to the following.
THEOREM 6.1. For any structure M of disintegrated type no infinite
group is definable in M, hence M is almost strongly minimal.

The structure of strongly minimal disintegrated sets is described only
in the totally categorical case.
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THEOREM 6.2. A disintegrated strongly minimal totally categorical structure is definable by means of parameters in a trivial structure (a set without

Cherlin has recently obtained a more explicit description of such
structures.
7. Finite axiomatizability problem
Most of the structural theory above was developed in an attempt to solve
the finite axiomatizability problem for totally categorical structures.
The finite axiomatizability problem for uncountably categorical theories
was posed, as far as we know, in Vaught's survey [16]. The problem divides
into two parts:
(1) Does there exist an uncountably categorical finitely axiomatizable
theory which is not ti0-categorical?
(2) Does there exist a complete totally categorical finitely axiomatizable
theory?
Peretjat'kin answered "yes" to (1), constructing an example [12].
The answer to (2) is "no", which results immediately from the following
THEOREM 7.1. Any sentence cp which is true in a totally categorical structure M is true in some finite substructure of Jf.

Since the proof of Theorem 7.1 had several iterations, it is worthwhile
to make some historical comments.
The first step to the theorem was made by Makowsky [8], who proved
Theorem 7.1 for almost strongly minimal totally categorical Jf. He observed
that in this case any substructure of Jf with the underlying set of the form
aclX is a finite model of cp for any finite sufficiently large X.
I n 1975 I gave a proof that Theorem 5.1 (ii) for totally categorical Jf
implies Theorem 7.1 (published in [18]). In 1977 it was proved that Theorem 4.4 implies a version of the Classification Theorem 5.4 and Theorem 5.4
implies Theorem 5.1 (ii). The result was announced in [20], the complete
proof was published in [21]. Thus in 1977 it was discovered that
4.4 => 5.4 => 5.1(h) => 7.1.
I n 1979 during my six-months' stay at the Wroclaw University I
succeeded in proving Theorem 7.1. The proof was based on a more conceptual version of [18]. I n particular, a notion of an envelope E(X) of
a subset X was introduced, being already implicit in that paper. The
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properties of E(X) are similar to those of both aclX and the elementary
substructure prime over X, In particular, for sufficiently large finite X
the envelope E(X) is a finite model of a given cp. The key new point of
the proof was the Polynomial Theorem.
The proof was published in [22] and its Russian version in [23]. Unfortunately, the published proof contained an error caused by an inaccuracy
in the formulation and applications of the Polynomial Theorem. (It was
pointed out to me by Oherlin, in the autumn of 1980.) The error could
easily be corrected by a direct application of Classification Theorem 5.4,
which was known to Oherlin and me by the time. Oherlin, Harrington
and Lachlan [5] applied the Classification Theorem and the notion of
envelope to give a new proof of Theorem 7.1 in the more general situation
of Xo-categorical K0-stable structures. (The paper also contains other
strong results on such structures based on the Classification Theorem.)
However, there was another, more direct way to correct the proof,
preserving the whole scheme of [22]. This way was to specify the Polynomial Theorem for the case where F is an abelian group. This was done
in [24] by using a deep number-theoretic result about exponential diophantine equations [13]. In fact, the corrected proof is the first version of my
proof of 1979; it was clear to me at the time that for the case where F
is an abelian group the Polyniomal Theorem could be specified, and Professor Markiewicz kindly informed me of the results of [13]. Unfortunately,
subsequent "simplifications" of the proof reduced it to an incorrect one.
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The Sporadic Simple Groups and Construction of
the Monster

I. The finite simple groups
1. Introduction. At the last International Congress of Mathematicians,
Daniel Gorenstein described the advanced state of our efforts to classify
the finite simple groups. A number of problems remained, including some
component problems and work on groups of characteristic two type, the
characterization of the Bee groups and the construction of two of the
sporadic simple groups. By February, 1981, these points had been settled
and so a proof of the classification of finite simple groups was completed!
While, on one hand, things seemed to be winding down, a remarkable
and unexpected link between the sporadic groups and modular forms was
discovered and promises to stimulate a great deal of research.
I wish to talk mainly about the sporadic simple groups and some
recent developments in the theory of finite simple groups. Since Gorenstein's enthusiastic account of the classification has appeared [25], I shall
say little about that. I shall present some information about the finite
simple groups and make a few comments.
2. The classification of finite simple groups. The lengthy proof of the classification of finite simple groups exists in a combination of published
articles and preprints. The finite group theory community is confident
in the program. Though we expect to find errors as the proofs are reexamined, we feel that the well-established techniques will suffice to straighten
out the problems which arise. I refer to Gorenstein's book [25] and Feit's
review [17] for two discussions of this point. My thoughts on this are generally compatible with theirs. However, I am not sure that the list of simple
groups will remain unchanged by future examinations of the arguments.
The proof is incredibly long and delicate.
[369]
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The following table is taken from [25]. For a group of Lie type, the
order of the "simply connected" version is given. The "adjoint version"
(simple in all but a few cases) is obtained via factoring by a central subgroup of order d, given in the right column.
The finite simple groups and their orders
Group G

d

Order of G

Groups of Lie type
(«+1,2-1)

£n(a)
Bn(q),n>

1

(2,2-1)

Gn(g),n>2

<t2 n (s^-i)
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24
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2

2
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3

1
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- 1 ) ( 2 9 + 1 ) ( 2 8 - 1 ) ( S 6 - 1 ) ( 2 5 + 1 ) ( 2 2 - 1)
J-Zferwa^'»^ groups
*(«!)
Sporadic groups

•^22

Jf23

1
1

(3,2-1)
(2,2-1)
24
20
18
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8
2
1
2 1 2 0 te 3 0 - 1 ) (<z - 1 ) (a - 1 ) (<z - D (2 -1) (2 - 1 ) to - 1 )te -•1 )
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*4(ff)

JMff)
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12

(4,2"-l)

7920= 24-32-5-ll
95040= 26-33-5-ll
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244823040 = 2 1 0 - 3 3 - ö - 7 - l l - 2 3
175560 = 2 3 - 3 - 5 - 7 - l l - 1 9
27-33-52-7
27-35-5-17-19
221-33-5'7-ll3-23-29-31-37-43
29-32-68-7-ll
27.36.53.7-11
213.37-ö2-7-ll-13
214.33.53.7.13.29
210.33.52.73.17
2ß-37-56-7-ll.31-37-67
29-34-5-73-ll-19-31
221.39.54.72.11.13.23
218-36-ö3-7-ll-23
2io. 3 7 . 5 3 . 7 . n . 23
217-39-52-7-11-13
218.313.52.7.11.13.17.23
221.3I6.52.73.H.13.17.23.29
215.310.53.72.13.19.31
214.36.56.7. n . 1 9

•#2

24i.

*1

2 46.320.59.76. n 2 . 1 3 3 . 1 7 . 1 9 . 2 3 . 2 9 - 3 1 - 4 1

313.56.72. n . 1 3 . 1 7 . 1 9 . 2 3 . 3 1 - 4 1 - 4 7

47-59-71

3. Sporadic simple groups. The term "sporadic simple group" comes from
a. remark of Burnside in one of his famous books on finite group theory
[4], page 504. He meant, by the term, a finite simple group not in one
of the naturally defined infinite families. He knew of five sporadic groups,
the Mathieu groups [50]. Since Burnside's day, further infinite families
of simple groups were discovered, but none which contained the five
groups already declared sporadic. See the papers of Ohevalley [5], Eee
[58], [59], Steinberg [62] and Suzuki [63] (but note that Dickson knew
of the groups of type G2 [14] and E6 [15], defined over any field).
The picture of the known simple groups changed radically in the 1960's.
Janko's paper [38] describes a finite simple group, usually denoted Jl7
of order 175560 = 2 3 -3 -5 -7 -11 -19. I t was encountered as a solution to
the problem of determining simple groups which have abelian Sylow
2-groups and which contain an involution whose centralizer is isomorphic
to Z 2 x PSL (2, q)} for odd q > 3 ; the groups of Bee type occur for the case
q -= 3 2 n + 1 , n > 1 [41] and Jt occurs for q = 5 [38]. The discovery of this
group marked the beginning of a decade of discoveries of further sporadic
groups. Evidence for the twenty sixth and last group was, appropriately
enough, announced by Janko in the spring of 1975 [39]. Naturally, the
possibilities of further simple groups were most exciting. Many candidates
for centralizers of involutions in simple groups were subjected to the
28 — Proceedings...
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rigors of "local analysis". By far, most of the candidates led to contradictions, but a very few special ones did not. Other ways sporadic groups
were found were in studies of graphs and their automorphisms, especially
"rank 3 graphs" [35], [36], groups generated by classes of co-transpositions
[18], [19], and automorphisms of lattices, mainly the Leech lattice and
its sublattices [7], [8]. As with the centralizer of involution method, many
possibilities in these areas were tried as sources for new groups. Suffice
it to say that the successes were beautiful but small in number.
ÏÏ. Recent developments
4. The Ree group problem. I have already mentioned the centralizer of
involution problem associated to the simple groups of Eee [40]. The early
work on this problem led to a group order and a lot of internal information,
but not to the uniqueness of its isomorphism type. Thompson worked
quite hard on this, eventually producing a set of algebraic equations over
FQ, q = 32n+l [68]. He had already shown that the isomorphism type of
the group depended only on an automorphism a of this field, and he felt
that these equations should determine or, i.e. should force a2 = 3. This
problem resembles those of Suzuki [63] and O'STan [56], but is vastly
more difficult owing to the fact that the nilpotence class of the relevant
Syïow group is 3 (it is 2 in the other cases). The final step in settling the
problem was taken by Bombieri [1], who applied classical elimination
theory to study the equations and force the correct answer. The small
fields were troublesome, and had to be handled separately by machine.
Andrew Odlyzko and David Hunt independently checked the relevant
cases. Thompson's work on this problem stretched over a decade, a real
act of perseverance! The work of both Thompson and Bombieri were
displays of considerable insight and technical power!
5. Connections with modular forms. This was very dramatic. John McKay's
observation that 196884 = 1+196883 started it all. I n the mid 1970's,
we knew that the putative simple group, E± (see Section 6), had the following property: a nonprincipal irreducible matrix representation had
degree at least 196883 = 47-59-71. I conjectured that this number was
indeed a degree [30] (see also [9]); it is, but more on this later. McKay
noticed that the elliptic modular function j(r) had a very interesting
coefficient in its series expansion with respect to the variable q = e2rdt:
j(r) = g- 1 + 744 + 196884g + 21493 760g2 + . . .
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In late 1978, Thompson [67] suggested that the coefficients may be
simple positive integral linear combinations of irreducible degrees for J?t
and that we ought to replace them by one of the representations which
this process suggests. Oonway and Norton [9] studied the list of conjugacy
classes of J?x and a list of function fields of genus 0 and found that there
was, roughly speaking, a bijection between the rational conjugacy classes
of J?x and a list of these function fields. The correspondence may be expressed this way. There are class functions Mn7 n^ 1, such that

g^Tg: =gTl+2Hn(g)f,

to*geFlf

n-l

gives the above correspondence. The object
»i=i

with coefficients Hn in the ring of class functions, is called the Thompson
series. By definition, its evaluation on a group element gives, up to the
addition of a constant, a Hauptmodul, i.e., a normalized generator of
one of the aforementioned function fields. Thompson's suggestion was
converted to the following conjecture: the Sn are characters of representations of Ft. Assuming the validity of the character table of Fx [21],
A. O. Atkin, Paul Pong and Steve Smith verified the conjecture in 1979,
using arguments which combined analysis of coefficients of the Hauptmoduln, group theoretic methods and computer programming.
So many questions are raised by this contact between finite groups
and modular forms! It is widely felt that something very deep is going
on here. An explanation of why and how the simple groups involved in
Fx are related to the genus 0 function fields will be a challenge to mathematicians for years to come.
Another "numerology" result linking sporadic groups with number
theory was obtained by Geoffrey Mason [49], He finds that the conjugacy
classes of Mu are more-or-less in bijection with a family of cusp forms
which have an Euler product expansion.
Eecent developments in the theory of infinite dimensional Lie algebras
(see [43] and [47] for example) have included explicitly described graded
spaces whose generating functions are modular forms. When the story
about the Thompson series began to get around, several mathematicians
defined spaces which had essentially q-j(r) as the generating function [23],
[42], [47]. Further spaces have been defined. It seems likely that an appropriate graded structure would help us to understand the relationship
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between sporadic groups and modular forms. In October, 1983, Frenkel,
Lepowsky and Meurman announced the construction of a graded JF^module with q'{j(r)— 744) as its generating function [71].
6. Construction of the largest sporadic simple group. In November, 1973,
Bernd Fischer and I independently produced evidence for the existence
of a finite simple group of order
246.320.69.76.112.133.17.19.23.29-31-41-47-59-71

=

808,017,424,794,512,875,886,459,904,961,710,757,005,754,368,000,000,000.
We shall refer to any finite simple group of this order as a group of
type Fx; see [27], [25]. I n early 1980, I constructed a finite simple group
of type Fx. There is a uniqueness result, due to Thompson [66] and Norton
[53], By combining it with results from the classification theory, we may
assert that a group of type Fx is unique up to isomorphism.
I like the optimistic name "Friendly Giant" for this simple group.
However, the name "monster" has been around for a while and continues
to grow more popular. Accordingly, I have decided to use it.
'In the years following the discovery of FX7 there were some doubts
about the possibility of a construction [26] because of the sort of constructions made for sporadic groups in the past. For example, the< biggest
subgroup of JV'we know of is 2-.F 2 , a perfect central extension of the
Fischer group F2. The index is about 10ao, So, if one were to describe Ex
as a group of permutations, it would be necessary to define permutations
on about 1020 symbols and be able to compute useful things with them.
This is probably beyond what one can do with computing machines at the
present time.
My method was to construct an algebra, B, of dimension 196884 over
Q, which is commutative and nonassociative, then describe a group <?
of algebra automorphisms. Techniques from the classification of finite
simple groups were invoked to prove finiteness of G and identify G as
a finite simple group of the correct order. Let B0 be the 196 883 dimensional
module with unique (up to scalar multiplication) algebra structure invariant under <?; it is derived from B by projecting products onto J3 0 .
J. Tits has recently proved that Aut(C®J5 0 ) is finite and, by invoking
arguments from [28], concludes that Aut(C®BQ) = G.
Two basic ingredients to my construction should be singled out : extraspecia} 2-groups [24], [37] and the Leech lattice [45], [46]. A finite #-group
Q is extraspecial if and only if Q' =Z(Q) ^ Zp (' denotes the commutator
subgroup). Such a group has order p1+2n, for some integer n > 1, p linear
characters and p —1 nonlinear characters, each of degree p and forming
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a complete algebraically conjugate set. The Leech lattice L is a remarkable
rank 24 lattice. I t is the only one of the 24 rank 24 even unimodular lattices
[52], [69] with no vector of squared length 2; the minimal vectors have
squared length 4. Though no reflection on R®L preserves Z, Aut(£) is
a remarkable finite group, called «0 ("dot zero"). Modulo its center {±1},
it is the simple group -1 of Conway, of order 2 2 1 -3 9 -5 4 -7 2 -ll-13-23 [7],
[8]. Essential to understanding the Leech lattice and the Conway groups
are the Mathieu groups [50], especially M27 and its Steiner system
8 = # ( 5 , 8 , 2 4 ) . The simple group Jf24 has order 2 1 0 -3 3 -5-7'll<23 and
operates as a 5-transitive permutation group on Q, a set of 24 letters.
I t may be defined as the set of permutations on Q which preserve 8,
a collection of 8 element sets, called octads, which have the following
property: exactly one octad contains any given five points. Such a sj^stem
exists and is unique up to isomorphism [70]. Easily, we count ( j /[ J = 759
octads. In the power set on ß , a vector space under symmetric difference,
the octads span a 12-dimensional space, called the Golay code or the cé-sets.
The cardinalities of sets in this space are 0, 8, 12,16 and 24 and there are
1, 759, 2576, 759, and 1 such sets, respectively.
I shall give a brief description of B. In Fx, there is an involution z whose
centralizer G has shape 2 1+24 -(-l). There is no problem giving an abstract
construction of G and understanding its representation theory well enough
to write down a module for G: B = U@V@W, where TJ@Y is the 1
eigenspace of z and W the —1 eigenspace, and where TJ = 82(H), where
JEL = Q®L and 0 operates on TJ via the natural quotient 0->-l;
V has basis corresponding to all pairs {X, — X}, where X is a short
vector in L (i.e., (X, X) = 4) and Ö operates monomially with respect
to this basis;
W = £T®T, where the covering group G of G operates on the two
factors, inducing -0 on S and a linear group on T (dimension 212) which
extends the natural faithful action of an extraspecial group 2 1+24 on T
and, like <7, is an extension 2 1+24 -(-l).
We have dimU = 300, d i m 7 = 98280 and dim W = 98304. Both V
and W are irreducible, while TJ has constituents of dimension 1 and 299;
call them Qd and Z70.1 described all (7-maps X x Y->Z, where X, Y and Z
range over these four irreducibles, and I chose a system of these maps to
define an algebra structure on B. My choices were motivated by a wish
to make the algebra structure invariant under some linear transformation
a which satisfies o~lza ^ z. The definition of a suitable a was the biggest
single problem here.
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The group G (see three paragraphs before) is, by definition, the group
generated by G and a.
The Leech lattice L may be defined as the lattice in 24-space spanned
by its minimal vectors, L2, which may be partitioned into sets L\, L\ and
L\ as follows (I omit a scale factor of 1//8) :
L\ = all vectors of shape (42022), (2£\é = 1 1 0 4 i n number;
L\ = all vectors of shape (28016) with support an octad and an even
number of minus signs, 759-128 = 97152 in number;
L\ = all vectors obtained from ( — 3 , 1 , 1 , . . . , 1) by changing signs
at all #-sets (the —3 is allowed at all coordinate positions), 24-4096
= 98304 in number.
The total is 196560 = \L2\. The decomposition of B was refined as
follows:
TJ = Bu®B216m, the subscript indicates the dimension and Bu is the
span of all a?2, i e Q, and J3276 is the span of all a ^ , i ^ j in JQ;
V = -B4® B2 ®I?3, where Bk is the span of all the 1-dimensional spaces
indexed by {X, —X}, X e Z * ; furthermore, JS4 = 2?^® 2?^, where Bf,
Bî is the span of all v+v', v — v', respectively, where v7 v' range over all
pairs of the canonical basis vectors corresponding to pairs (X, —X},
{Y, - Y } w i t h X = ( 4 , 4 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) , T ==(4, - 4 , 0,..., 0), both supported
at the same 2-set.
W = H® (37(1) ©37(2)), where the right hand factor is a decomposition
of T into 1 and —1 eigenspaces for a noncentral involution of the extraspecial group 21+24.
An explicit description of the "extra automorphism" a was made
using the bases associated to the above refinement. I must refer to [27],
[28] for details, but can suggest its definition:
a preserves all the 64-dimensional spaces in B2 which correspond to
octads ;
a = ± l ' s on a canonical basis for fl"®T(2);
a:
BB*^Uïï®T(l).
It is possible to modify the definition of B given in [27], [28] to keep
G as algebra automorphisms and make d act as the identity (this may be
done in more than one way). Arne Meurman pointed out that TJ may be
made to look like the Jordan algebra of 24 by 24 symmetric matrices in
a suitably modified B. However, B is not a Jordan algebra. A linear homo-
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geneous identity satisfied by B in commuting, nonassociating variables
has not been found; one must exist and have degree at least 6 [72]. Other
descriptions and analyses of B have been made by J. Tits and by I. Frenkel, J. Lepowsky and A. Meurman. One would like to know things like
the linear identities satisfied by JB, properties of idempotents, etc. However, "classical" questions seem unnatural (so far) because of the way B
came to exist, as a "minimal object" needed to display a group.
Although B is not a classical nonassociative algebra, one can point
to a few similarities. For example, if Y = © Yi is a decomposition using
the above basis, we have dim74- = 1 and TJ- V{ = Yi9 so that the Yi look
like "root spaces" for TJ. There are several reasons for thinking of W as
a "spin module".
It is amusing to note that B (the version which makes TJ a Jordan
algebra) contains a linearly independent set 8 of 48 vectors with the
property that if JB s 8, the linear span of TJ and R is a simple subalgebra
of dimension 300 + |JS|. This strikes me as rather unclassical.
7. Consequences. From the existence of Fv we may derive the existence
of other sporadic simple groups as sections (quotients of subgroups). In
Fx, one finds twenty of the twenty six sporadics as sections (I call these
the "Happy Family"). Five sporadics are not involved in Fx (these are
the "Pariahs"). Whether Jx is a section in Fx is not settled.
Since we used G heavily in the construction and Oj02(G) = -1, we cannot claim new existence proofs for the groups involved in G. What we get
are new (and almost trivial) existence proofs for the Fischer groups F229
F2S and .F24; also, the group F2 of Fischer, F3 of Thompson, F$ of Harada
and Norton and Fn of Held. It is a simple matter to name elements œ e G
so that 0#(#)/<#> is one of JF^? Sl29 -^s? -^s a n ^ -^7? on® may see F22 and
F2% as sections within F'u. Constructions of these last four groups had
been done one by one, with computers. The first three groups had been
constructed by Fischer in his beautiful and important work on 3-transposition groups [18], [19]. My existence proof is in a completely different
style and it is a great pleasure for me to see the two points of view make
contact here. The groups F7 and F2 had been constructed as permutation
groups on the cosets of subgroups isomorphic to Sp(4, 4) -2 and 22 • E6 (2) -2,
respectively, while F3 and F5 had been constructed as linear groups in
dimensions 248 and 133, respectively (despite the numbers, these representations do not embed these groups in EB(C) and E7(C), respectively;
however, by reducing the representation of FB modulo 3, we get an embedding in E,(3)).
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Uniqueness results are available for all these groups, but none resulted
from my work. I t is quite reasonable to expect uniqueness results from
a study of various low-dimensional representations of these groups, say,
in the style of [22] or [66].
1
The existence of Fx also implies the nonvanishing of certain cohomology
groups. See item 5 in the last section for some remarks on this.
8. Variations and generalizations. This algebra provides examples of many
finite groups acting on (non) associative algebras. If 8 is a subgroup of F
and A is an #-submodule of J?, we get an algebra structure on A by projecting products onto A and 8 operates on A as algebra automorphisms.
Other examples of finite groups (essentially simple) as automorphisms
of nonassociative algebras are available, most notably the groups of Lie
type and their Lie algebras. Besides these, there are families of commutative
nonassociative algebras derived from permutation groups [54], [61], We
sketch the example associated to a 3-transposition group. Let D be a class
of 3-transpositions generating the finite group G and let {œd: de D} be the
usual orthonormal basis for the permutation module. Define a product *
on the module by declaring xd*œe to be xf if {d, e,f} are the involutions
of a dihedral group of order 6 and 0 otherwise. One can then take a nontrivial constituent A of the module and project products onto it, thus
making A an algebra; usually A -A ^ 0. Finally, I mention the recent
construction by Frohardt of a 170 dimensional algebra and a group of
automorphisms isomorphic to Js [22]. The group is small, compared to
Fx, but is relatively hard to construct in this manner. In the construction
of Fx, one had to choose 6 parameters to give a C-map which makes B
have the right algebra structure. The corresponding number for this
construction of J 3 is 51. Other work along this line is in progress. Infinite
dimensional examples are being considered too. I expect a theory to take
shape in time.
9. The construction of Janko's fourth group. The group J 4 , conjectured
to exist by Janko in 1975 [39] and having order 221 • 3 3 • 5 • 7 • l l 3 • 23 -29 • 31 •
•37 • 43, was constructed by Simon Norton with the assistance of E. A. Parker, J. H. Oonway, D. J. Benson and J. G. Thackray. Details have not
been circulated although an outline has appeared [55]. Let G bè a finite
simple group satisfying Janko's hypotheses [39]. The smallest degree of
a nonprincipal complex irreducible representation is 1333. Thompson
suggested that G might have a representation of degree 112 over F2. In
any case, G must contain subgroups of shape 2 1+12 3-Jf 2 2'2 and 2 n Jf 24 .
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Matrices in GL(112, 2) generating two such subgroups were defined. Pure
group theory and computer work determined that these two subgroups
generate a group satisfying Janko's hypotheses [39]. Many properties
of the Mathieu groups were used throughout the analysis. A PSU(3,11)
subgroup of G was also important. A uniqueness result (that G is unique
up to isomorphism) was obtained.
III. The present moment
At this time, the most dramatic challenge is to explain the connection
between Fx (the "Friendly Giant", or the "Monster", as you prefer) and
the modular forms associated to groups of genus zero. I have already
discussed this and related matters. Many other questions and observations
about the sporadic simple groups tantalize us. I give a brief sample, chosen
mainly to exhibit variety. (I do not want to give the impression that I
am an authority on the areas I mention below.) A more thorough account
of how we currently see the relations of finite simple groups to other
areas of mathematics may be found in the proceedings of last summer's
group theory conference in Montreal [51].
1. What sort of interesting connections are there between invariant
forms of degree 3 or more and internal properties of simple groups ? For
instance, neat formulas giving cubic forms may be associated to 3-transposition groups [54], [61]. In the notation of the previous section, a cubic
form on A is defined by (yd9 ye9 yf) = (jfo* yfl, yf), where ( , ) is the usual
bilinear form and the #'s are the projections of the #'s onto A ; note that
the right side really is symmetric in d, e, f. Also, note that the algebras
used to construct F2 and J3 have invariant cubic forms, due to the fact
that the bilinear forms are associative. It is not known whether the forms
are nonsingular.
2. We have had a classification of finite irreducible real and complex
reflection groups for some time, and their connections with invariant
theory are well-known. A nonsolvable composition factor of such a group
is an alternating group or is on a short list of classical groups over small
finite fields. Eecently, A. Cohen [6] classified quaternionic reflection
groups. A few more composition factors occur, including the sporadic
group S J of Hall and Janko [32], [40], The finding of SJ in this "classical"
setting seems to challenge the meaning of "sporadic"!
3. John McKay furnishes the following observation. Take an involution
from the conjugacy class 2A in Fx. The centralizer G(œ) acts by conjugation
on this class. Let xX9 x29... represent the orbits distinct from {x} and define
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the integer % = \xxt\. Then it seems (though I am not sure that it has
been rigorously checked) that the nt may be arranged as follows:
2 4 654 3 2
3
This displays the coefficients of the highest root in EB\
4. Bernd Fischer has studied a diagram

with the property that the corresponding reflection group, W, maps onto
Fx in such a way that the reflections corresponding to the nodes map to
involutions in the class 2A. Let K be the kernel; K is not a "congruence
subgroup" [31].
Diagrams of the above general shape (three branches, single bonds
only) are familiar objects in algebra, e.g. [2], and in algebraic geometry,
particularly in the theory of singularities [10], [11], [16], [48]. It is natural
to wonder if the sequence 1->K-+W->FX->1 is connected to some interesting algebraic geometry.
5. McLaughlin's observation. It is curious that sporadic groups are
associated to so many examples of nonvanishing cohomology. The existence
of Fx implies the existence of a number of nonsplit extensions, hence
nonvanishing degree 2 cohomology. For example, 38-0~~(8,3) and 2-F2
occur as subgroups (since H2(0B(n93)9F%) is almost always zero [44],
the nonsplit extension 38- 0~(8, 3) is regarded as "exceptional"). There
are lots of examples involving trivial and nontrivial modules. GentraKzers
of involutions are a central concept in the classification of simple groups,
and one finds in sporadic groups exceptional coverings of groups of Lie
type and central extensions of sporadic groups as centralizers of involutions.
Here is an example involving nontrivial extensions. Define dn
= dimJff2(GL(n, 2), F%). Work of Dempwolff [12], [13] and others shows
that dn = 1 f or n = 3, 4, 5 and is 0 otherwise. Let En be the relevant
nonsplit extension for n = 3, 4, 5. Then EZ9 EA and E5 occur as maximal
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2-locals in G2(q) for q odd, -3 and F59 respectively. The extension Es is
usually called the JDempwolff extension. It is connected with a nonstandard
decomposition of the Lie algebra EQ [64] and has index 210 in a maximal
finite subgroup of the group EB(C) [29], [64].
6. Is there a structure theory of sporadic simple groups which would
allow one to make efficient and uniform arguments (as with the groups of
Lie type) and would provide new insights ? Work on automorphism groups
of algebras and on finite geometries (e.g., [3], [60]) both touch (nearly
all) the sporadic groups and may eventually give us sopaething along this
line. At the moment, we are not even close to formulating useful axioms.
IV. Concluding remarks
I have concentrated on aspects of finite group theory of special interest
to me and will not t r y to detail all the current work. The classification
is being revised and reexamined. Improvements on the odd order theorem,
the dihedral and semi dihedral papers and the sectional 2-rank 4 theorem
should be mentioned. Eepresentation theory is quite active. There have
been results on Galois groups and permutation groups.
Though finite group theory has been permanently changed by the
classification of finite si mple groups, it continues to show strong character.
The future will be rich in excitement and mysteries, as was the past.
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MIKHAEL GEOMOV

Infinite Groups as Geometric Objects

i.
Let a group P faithfully and isometrically act on a metric space X. We
are interested in those algebraic properties of P which are reflected in the
geometry of X and the action of P on X.
Examples. 1. A. The word-melric. If yx , ..., yu is a finite system of generators of P, then there is a unique maximal left-invariant metric on r for
which dist(e, yfl) = 1, i = 1 , . . . , h9 where e is the identity element in P.
This is called the word-metric and r acts o n I = (P, dist).
1.À'. If JT is f.p. (finitely presented), then there exists a closed manifold
V of any given dimension n > i9 such that r & nx(V). Indeed, take a 2dimensional cell complex P for which utx(P9 p0) ^ P, then embed P <=~*Rn9
n^59 and take the boundary of a regular neighborhood of P in JRn for V.
By fixing a Eiemannian metric in V we obtain the induced metric on the
universal cover X' = V and P acts on X ' by isometric deck transformations.
These examples are tied together with the following
l . B . Definitions. The dilation of a map f: X-+X1 between two metric spaces
is
dil/ = supdist(/(a?),/(2/))/dist(â7, y).
The distance between two maps fx and f2 is
cliBt(/i>/>) = BUpdiBtf/xtfll),/,(»)).

A map r: X->X is called a tranlation if dist(r, id) < oo. For instance,
central elements in P are translations for the word-metric.
[38Ö]
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A m a p / : X - > X ' is called v.L. (virtually Lipschitz) if there exists a translation r: X->X such that dil(/or) < oo. We c a l l / quasi-isometry (q.i.) if
there is a v.L. map g: X'->X9 for which fog and gof are translations.
Every isomorphism / : r~+r' between finitely generated groups
obviously is a quasi-is.om.etry for arbitrary word-metrics in P and P'.
The orbit map / = /g^ P - > F for / : y->y(v) for the above deck action
of P = 7tx(V) on F clearly is a quasi-isometry for all v e F and for all
compact manifolds V.
Let P and P ' be discrete finitely generated subgroups in an arbitrary
locally compact group G. Suppose P a n d P ' are cocompact in G which means
the existence of a compact subset B c G such that T-B = P'-D = 0 .
Then there exists a map / : r~>Ff9 such that /(y) e y - D for all y e P ,
and every m a p / w i t h this property clearly is a quasi-isometry F-+r'.
2.
Many (algebraic) properties of f.g. groups are q.i. invariants of the wordmetric as the following examples show.
2.A. If a torsion-free group P is quasi-isometric to a (nontrivial) free product,
then P itself is such a product.
Indeed, a famous theorem of Stallings [14] provides a quasi-isometry
invaricmt description of free products:
A torsion free group P is a (nontrivial) free product if and only if F has
infinitely many ends.
11 P is finitely presented and so r ^snx(V) for a compact manifold
F, then ends of P correspond to ends of the universal covering V of V
and Stallings' theorem takes the following geometric form suggested by
Matthew Brin [3].
2.A'. If V is disconnected at infinity, then there exists a closed hypersurface
H a V with the properties:
(a) The complement V\JS contains at least two infinite components.
(b) If yS c V meets S for some y e P, then yH = S.
Proof of 2A'. The isometric cocompact action of P on V insures the
solvability of Plateau's problem in V. Thus one gets a hypersurface S of
minimal volume which satisfies (a).
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It is well known (and easy to prove) that no two codimension one
(connected normally oriented and absolutely minimizing) solutions to
Plateau's problem intersect unless they coincide (to grasp the idea look,
for example, at minimal non-contractible closed geodesies in an infinite
cyclic covering of the 2-torus T2 with an arbitrary metric on X2) and so
M satisfies (b) as well.
Remarle. This proof also applies if V admits a (possibly noncompact)
fundamental domain U c V for which Volumen_1(ôDr) < oo. Therefore
the f .p. condition can be relaxed to f .g. Also notice that the above geometric
proof can be translated to the algebraic language and then one comes
back to the original argument of Stallings.
2.B. If an f.g. group P is q.i. to a nilpotent (for example an abelian) group,
then there is a nilpotent (correspondingly abelian) subgroup P ' c P for which

r/r is
Indeed, virtually nilpotent groups are characterized by the polynomial
growth property (see [8]) which is q.i. invariant.
2.C. If a torsion-free f.g. group P is q.i. to a cocompact lattice in 0(n91),
n > 2, then P is isomorphic to such a lattice.
The proof depends upon the conformai structure on the ideal boundary
of P (see [12], [11], [9] and a forthcoming paper by Tukia) and it probably
generalizes to arbitrary lattices in all semishnple Lie groups.
3. The Euler characteristic and cohomology with estimates
It is unknown whether the sign of the virtual Euler characteristic %(P)
(whenever defined, see [13]) is a q.i. invariant. However, #(P) can be
expressed by the i2-cohomology of P (see [1], [5]) and vanishing of this
cohomology is q. i. invariant. This leads to geometric criteria for vanishing
(and sometimes nonvanishing) of #(P) (see [4]).
Example. Let a contractible polyhedron X admit a cocompact isometric
action of a group P and let %i: X-+X, i = 1, 2 , . . . , be an infinite sequence
of translations such that dilr^ < const < oo for all i and dist(rz-, id)->oo
for i->oo. Then one easily sees that the Z2-cohomology of X vanishes
and so %(F) = 0 in case Pis discrete. This generalizes a theorem of Gottlieb
[7] (which was brought to my attention by S. Eossete) on the vanishing
of %(V) for groups with infinite centers.
29 — Proceedings...
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In fact, it is usually more useful to have %(P) =£0, but no general
geometric condition insures nonvanishing of the relevant JC2-cohomology.
However, there is a closely related invariant, called the simplicial volume,
which can be defined with bounded cohomology of P (see [10]) and which
is known to be nonzero for certain hyperbolic groups (see below).
4. Hyperbolic spaces
A metric space X is called hyperbolic (coarse hyperbolic in the terminology
of [9]) if there exist three positive constants Gx, G2 and G3 with the following
properties :
(a) Take two arbitrary balls of radii Bx and R2 around some points
xx and x2 in X. Then the diameter of their intersection satisfies
a~Gx < Diam[£(»!, Rx)r\B(x2, JB,)]< G2(ô + Gx):
where à = Rx,-\-R2 — dist(^1? x2).
(b) Take three balls in X of radii Ri9 i = 1, 2, 3, such that every two
of them have nonempty intersection. Then the intersection of the three
concentric balls of the respective radii Ri + G3 is nonempty.
Here we are interested in hyperbolic spaces X with "large" isometry
groups P operating on them. Since the hyperbolicity is a q.i. invariant
(easy to show), the hyperbolicity of X amounts to that of P with the
word-metric, in case of X\F compact.
Examples. 4.A. Let X be a tree with some "singular Eiemannian" metric,
such that the distance equals the length of the shortest path between two
points. Such an X obviously is hyperbolic (for Gx = 0, G2 = 1 and C3 = 0)
and so every f.g. free group (with the word-metric) is hyperbolic.
4.B. Noncompact symmetric spaces of rank X are hyperbolic. In fact, the
whole conception of hyperbolicity is an attempt to encompass the basic
properties of symmetric spaces and their groups of isometries (in particular arithmetic and ^-arithmetic groups) into a general geometric framework. Notice that the definition of hyperbohcity needs a nontrivial
modification in order to include symmetric spaces of rank ^ 2 and their
combinatorial counterparts which are called Bruhat-Tits buildings.
4.C. Complete simply connected manifolds X of strictly negative curvature,
IT < — s < 0, are hyperbolic. One may even allow such an X to have a boundary, provided the boundary is convex. Furthermore, one may extend
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the notion of curvature to spaces with singularities, and then again K
< — e < 0 implies hyperbolicity (see [9]). Here are specific examples which
explain the meaning of "singular negative curvature".
4.C. Start with a complete noncompact manifold Y of constant curvature
—1, such that Vol Y < oo. A submanifold 0 of full dimension in Y is
called a cusp it the universal covering of 0 is (isometric to) a horoball B
in the universal covering Y of Y. (A horoball by definition is a union of
an increasing family of balls of radii jß-^oo, B = \J B(R), such that the
B-»oo

boundary spheres dB(R) have a common point for all R, i.e. P) dB(R) ^ 0).
It is well known that by choj)ping away finitely many disjoint cusps in
Y one obtains a compact submanifold Y0 of full dimension in Y whose
boundary 8Y0 consists of finitely many smooth closed connected hypersurfaces Hi c Y, i = 1, ..., h = the number of cusps in Y. (Notice, that
every Hi is covered by a horosphere and so the induced metric in H{ is
Eiemannian flat for i = 1, ..., h.) Let us attach the unit cone to each
Hi9 i =1, ...,1c (this can be done by taking first an isometric imbedding
of each H{ into the unit sphere 8N~X c RN for large N and then by taking
ordinary cones from the center) and consider the resulting singular space X.
One can show (with appropriate definitions) that this X has negative
curvature under the following geometric condition
every closed curve in dY0 of length < 27r is contractible.
(*)
]=ren.ce, the fundamental group nx(X) is infinite hyperbolic, provided (*)
is satisfied. (Since the fundamental group 7tx(YQ) = nx(Y) is residually
finite condition (*) is always satisfied for sufficiently large finite
coverings of Y0. Thus one obtains many manifolds of constant curvature
—1 to which the above applies.)
4.C". Fix integers Ic^ß and Z>2. Then there exists a unique simply
connected 2-dimensional polyhedron X whose all 2-cells are plane regular
Zo-gons and such that
(a) The intersection of any two ife-gons in X is (if nonempty) a common
edge or a vertex.
(b) Every edge in X has I adjacent 7c-gons.
(c) Every vertex in X has Z+l adjacent edges (and hence Z(Z+l)/2
adjacent 7c-gons).
In other words, the Unie of every vertex in X is the complete graph
with Z vertices. This X has nonpositive curvature and K < 0 for h ^ 7.
The isometry group is cocompact on X.
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4.C"\ There is a unique simply connected 3-dimensional polyhedron X
whose 3-cells are regular dodecahedra and the link of each vertex is the
2-skeleton of the Z-dimensional octahedron (for a given fixed Z = 3, 4,...).
This X has K < 0 and the isometry group is cocompact. (If 1=3, one
gets the hyperbolic 3-space JÏ3 paved by dodecahedra).
4.D. Ramified covers. Take a totally geodesic submanifold VQ of codimension
2 in a compact manifold V of negative curvature. There is a unique simply
connected space X and a map X->V which is a covering over VW0 and
which ramifies at V0 with a prescribed ramification number Q = 1 , 2 , . . . , oo.
The induced singular metric in X has K < 0 and the isometry group is
cocompact on X. If Q = 1, this is the ordinary universal covering V. If
Q = oo, then X is the (not locally compact) completion of the universal
covering 7 \ T V Furthermore, this construction applies to an arbitrary
locally convex subset V0 in V (compare [9]).
4.E. Small cancellation spaces. There are combinatorial criteria for hyperbolicity in terms of suitable covering of X by "small" subsets. These are
systematically studied in the combinatorial group theory for the simplest
case dimX = 2 . For example, \ -groups are combinatorially hyperbolic
and, hence, hyperbolic (for the word-metric). Many high-dimensional
examples come from Goxeter groups (see [2], [6]). Let, for instance, V0
be a compact oriented manifold of dimension n with a non-empty boundary.
Then one can obtain (using an appropriate "sufficiently fine" triangulation
of dV0, see [6]) the following objects:
(i) A compact oriented w-dimensional manifold V without boundary
and an embedding a: V0->V such that the fundamental group nx(V0)
injects into nx(V).
(ii) An aspherical compact oriented ^-dimensional pseudomanifold W
without boundary and a degree one map 6 : V->W such that the fundamental group nx(W) (being a finite index subgroup in a Ooxeter group)
is hyperbolic and the composed homomorphism (6oa)#: 7tx(Vo)-+tt1(W) is
zero.
(iii) If, furthermore, V0 is aspherical, then V also is aspherical. Moreover, if 7tx(V0) is hyperbolic, then nx(V) is hyperbolic as well.
4.F. There is a certain amount of surgery one can perform over hyperbolic
spaces (like shrinking cusps in 4.0', see [9]) and then starting with 4.A-4.E
one has a huge amount of hyperbolic spaces and groups. The main problem
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is to classify them up to quasi-isometry. An important invariant of a hyperbolic space X is the ideal boundary dX, on which all isometries (and even
quasi-isometries) of X act by homeomorphisms (see [9]). Most algebraic
properties of hyperbolic groups (in particular, of small cancellation groups)
Pare immediate (see [9]) from (hyperbolic) dynamic behavior of the action
of P on dr. There are, however, more subtle questions (such as evaluating
the simplicial norm on H*(r), see [10], or the determination of all quasiisometries of Pmodulo translations) which need additional ideas. Important
results were announced (a private communication) by I. Eips (Jerusalem).
His results would imply, for instance, nonexistence of a map V->V of
degree d > 2, where V is an aspherical pseudomanifold without boundary
with utx(Y) hyperbolic (compare [10]). This, in fact, can be verified for
the above examples with the techniques of [10].

In the limited space we could only mention a few geometric aspects in
infinite groups. More examples can be found in the following references.
Finally, I wish to thank Mcolaas Kuiper for a careful reading of the
first draft of this paper and for his many critical remarks and suggestions.
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J. 0. JANTZEÏT

Einhüllende Algebren halbeinfacher Lie-Algebren*

1. Es sei g eine endlich dimensionale, komplexe Lie-Algebra. Wir bezeichnen
ihre universelle einhüllende Algebra mit U(Q) und deren Zentrum mit
Z(§). Auf dem letzten Kongreß hat J. Dixmier [9] erläutert, warum man
sich für die Struktur gerade dieser Einge interessiert, insbesondere für
den Baum SC der primitiven Ideale in TJ(§)9 und einen Überblick über
die bis dahin gefundenen Ergebnisse gegeben. Hier möchte ich über neuere
Entwicklungen berichten, wenngleich gewisse Überschneidungen mit [9]
unvermeidlich sind. Ich werde von nun an annehmen, daß g halbeinfach
ist, mxà will vor allem Zusammenhänge mit der Darstellungstheorie von
g und von g x g ansprechen, während A. Joseph in seinem Vortrag auf
diesem Kongreß voraussichtlich mehr die ringtheoretischen Aspekte der
Theorie betonen wird und auch auf den Fall, daß g beliebig ist, eingehen
wird.
2.1. Ein Ideal in TJ(Q) ist offensichtlich dasselbe wie ein Un terbi modul
für die natürliche Struktur von Z7(g) als (17(g), T7(</))-Bimodul. Wir
fassen stets einen (Z7(g), ?7(gf))-Bimodul X auch als (gxg)-Modul auf
(und umgekehrt) : Für (a, b) e g x g und x e X setzt man (a,b)x = ax — xb.
In g x g ist ï = {(a9 a)\ a GQ} eine Unteralgebra, die wir stets unter
a\->(a, a) mit g identifizieren. Bei der Operation von g x g auf U(Q) oben
gilt dim U(ï)x < oo für alle x e Z7(g), d.h. daß 17(g) ein lokal endlicher
ì7(ì)-Modul ist. Wir wollen hier allgemein einen (g x g)-Modul X einen
Harish-Ohandra-Modul nennen, wenn er (a) lokal endlich als ?7(ï)-Modul
ist und wenn (b) dim0Homf(JE/, X) < oo für alle endlich dimensionalen
ï-Moduln E gilt. Für ein Ideal I von U(Q) erfüllt U(Q)/I stets (a), aber
(b) nur dann, wenn InZ(Q) endliche Kodimension in Z(Q) hat (vgl. [8],
chap. 8).
* Auf dem Kongreß wurde der Vortrag unter dem Titel "Enveloping algebras
of semisimple Lie algebras" auf English gehalten.
[393]
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2.2. Für jedes I e SC gibt es einen zentralen Charakter %:Z{Q)->G von
17(g) mit InZ(Q) = Kern(%) ; nach 2.1 ist Ï7(g)ß daher ein Harish-OhandraModul. Dies gilt auch für ï7(g)/ï7(g)Kern(%); auf diesem Modul operiert
nun #(gxg) ~Z(Q)®Z(Q)
durch einen Charakter. Aus Sätzen von
Harish-Ohandra folgt, daß jed<tf Harish-Ohandra-Modul mit einem zentralen Charakter endliche Länge hat. (Ein rein algebraischer Beweis
steht in [4].) Man findet also alle primitiven Ideale unter den Untermoduln
der (g x g)-Moduln endlicher Länge ï7(g)/u"(g)Kern^, wobei % die Homomorphismen Z (g)-> C durchläuft.
2.3. Für jeden (Z7(g), Z7(g))-Bimodul X bezeichnen wir mit LAnn(Z)
= {u e 17(g) | ux = 0 für alle x eX} seinen Linksannullator und analog
mit EAnn(X) seinen Eechtsannullator. Für ein Ideal I von U(Q) gilt
offensichtlich I = LAnn(Z7(g)/Z) = EAnn(ï7(g)/I). Für primitives I hat
17(g)/I endliche Länge; da I prim ist, muß es daher Kompositionsfaktoren
X und X' von U(Q)ß mit
I - LAnn(X) = EAun(X')

(1)

geben. (Man kann sogar für X und X' den Sockel von tf(Q)ß nehmen
[10].) Eine Klassifikation der einfachen Harish-Chandra-Moduln führt
also zu einer Beschreibung von SC.
2.4. Es sei X ein Harish-Chandra-Modul, der endlich erzeugbar über
Ï7(g x g) ist. Wegen 2.1 (a) kann man einen endlich dimensionalen Teilraum EaX mit X = Z7(gxg)JE? und 17(1).» = E finden. Dann folgt
X = U(Q)E =EU(Q)-9 somit ist X als Links- und Eechtsmodul über
Z7(g) endlich erzeugbar, also auch noethersch. Wir erhalten einen surjektiven Homomorphismus [27]
U(Q)IBAim(X)-»El®X9
(2)
von (gxg)-Moduln, wenn wir ein (a, 6 ) e g x g auf E so wie (a9a)el
operieren lassen. (Daß wir diese Operation betrachten, soll durch die
Notation El ausgedrückt werden.) Tensorieren wir die Abbildung in (2)
mit JS* und betten C als CidE in Endc(^7) = E*®E ein, so erhalten wir
einen injektiven Homomorphismus von (g x g)-Moduln [27]
tf(g)/EAnn(X) <=-> X® (E*f.

(3)

Für zwei endlich erzeugbare Harish-Chandra-Moduln X, Y folgt nun
[27], daß EAnn(X) c EAnn(T) genau dann gilt, wenn es einen endlich
dimensionalen f-Modul E gibt, sodaß Y zu einem Subquotienten von
X®El isomorph ist. (Gilt EAnn(X) c EAnn(T), so hat man eine Sur-
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jektion J7(g)/EAnn(X)-* 17(g) /EAnn(Y) und wendet (2) auf Y sowie (3)
auf X an j die Umkehrung ist trivial.)
3.1. Nach 2.3/4 führt eine Klassifikation der einfachen Harish-ChandraModuln und die Bestimmung der Kompositionsfaktoren in deren Tensorprodukten mit endlich dimensionalen Darstellungen zu einer Beschreibung
von SC als geordneter Menge. Die einfachen Harish-Chandra-Moduln hat
zuerst D. P. Èelobenko klassifiziert. Mit anderen Methoden geschieht dies
in [4] und [20], denen ich hier folge, sowie in [11].
3.2. Für g-Moduln Jf, N ist Hom 0 (Jf, N) unter ((a, b)<p) (m) = a<p(m) —
—cp(bm) für alle a, b e g, <p e Hom c ( Jf, N)f me M ein (g x g)-Modul. Dann
bilden die tp e Hom 0 (Jf, N) mit dim 0 U(ï)<p < oo einen (g x g)-TJntermodul
&(M,N) von Hom 0 (Jf, N). Nach Konstruktion erfüllt Se(M9 N) die
Bedingung 2.1 (a) ; um 2.1 (b) nachzuprüfen, muß man
Hom,(J5J, SS(M, N)) =[Hom,(JE7, Hom0[(Jf, N)) ~ Homfl(E® M, N)
~Homô(Jf,.B*®.»r)

(4)

für alle endlich dimensionalen g-Moduln E untersuchen. Man sieht leicht,
daß JS? ein Funktor ist, linksexakt in beiden Argumenten, und daß 3? ( M, M)
für jeden g-Modul M ein Eing ist, wenn man die Verknüpfung von Abbildungen als Multiplikation nimmt.
3.3. Haben die g-Moduln M, N endliche Länge, so ist Sß (M, N) ein HarishOhandra-Modul endlicher Länge ([22], III). (Wegen der Linksexaktheit
von Sß muß man nur einfache M und JV betrachten. Da dann Z(Q xg)
durch einen Charakter auf J2?(Jf, N) operiert, muß man nach 2.2 nur
zeigen, daß -S?(Jf, N) die Bedingung (b) in 2.1 erfüllt. Dies folgt aus (4)
und elementaren Eigenschaften der Gel'fand-Kirillov-Dimension sowie
der Multiplizität (auch Bernstein-Grad genannt) von g-Moduln.
3.4. Aus diesem Satz und den Bemerkungen zu Anfang von 2.4 folgt
für jeden g-Modul Jf endlicher Länge, daß der Eing &(M,M) noethersch
ist. In diesen Eing ist ï7(g)/Ann(Jf) als Teilring eingebettet. Kostant
hatte gefragt, ob diese Einbettung für einfaches Jf ein Isomorphismus
ist. Zwar gilt dies im allgemeinen nicht [7], [23], doch hat man in vielen
Fällen immerhin einen Isomorphismus der totalen Quotientenringe [19].
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3.5. Ein Vergleich mit U"(g)/Ann(Jf) ist in jedem Fall wünschenswert,
weil sich die Struktur von J§?(Jf, Jf) häufiger bestimmen läßt als die von
Or(g)/Ann(M). Man nehme zum Beispiel eine parabolische Unteralgebra
p von g sowie einen einfachen, endlich dimensionalen p-Modul E und
bilde den induzierten g-Modul MJE) = 77(g)® .27. Dann ist &IMJE),
U(P)

Mp(E)) prim; sein totaler Quotientenring ist ein Matrixring vom Grad
äim(E) über einem Weylschen Schiefkörper [16], [18]. Dagegen braucht
Z7(g)/Ann(Jfp(B)) nicht prim zu sein; ist es dieses doch, so hat man keine
so präzise Information über den Quotientenring wie eben.
4.1. "Um alle einfachen Harish-Chandra-Moduln zu klassifizieren, führen
wir einige Dotationen ein. Es seien b eine Borel-Unteralgebra und | c b
eine Cartan-Unteralgebra von g. Wir bezeichnen das Wurzelsystem von
g mit B =H(Q,J)) und die Menge der positiven Wurzeln mit iü+ = JB(b, Ï)),
die durch B+ festgelegte Basis von B mit B und die halbe Summe der
positiven Wurzeln mit Q. ES sei W die Weylgruppe von g relativ §; für
alle XeJ)* und w e W schreiben wir wX = W(X + Q) — Q.
4.2. Jedes X efy* läßt sich durch A([b3 6]) = 0 zu einer eindimensionalen
Darstellung von 6 = Ì) © [b, 6] fortsetzen. Es sei Jf ( X) der davon induzierte
g-Modul; dies ist der Verma-Modul mit höchstem Gewicht X. Der Faktormodul L(X) = Jf (A)/radJf (X) ist einfach. (Man beachte, daß diese Moduln
häufig als M(X + Q) und L(X + Q) bezeichnet werden.) Auf jedem M(X)
operiert Z(Q) durch einen Charakter, den wir mit %K bezeichnen wollen;
für X, fj, eï)* ist %x = Xu zu P e W'X äquivalent. Jedes M(X) hat endliche
Länge; seine Kompositionsfaktoren haben die Form L(fi) mit [ieW*X
(vgl. [8], chap. 7). Die Multiplizität von L{p) als Kompositionsfaktor in
einem g-Modul M endlicher Länge bezeichnen wir mit [Jf : L(ft)'].
4.3. Für alle l e | * ist I(X) = Ann(Z(A)) ein primitives Ideal in 0"(g).
Nach [4], [20] ist jeder einfache Harish-Ohandra-Modul zu einem J§?( Jf (^),
L(X)) mit X, pe Ì)* isomorph. Für JS?(Jf(^), L(X)) ^ 0 gilt offensichtlich
LAnnjSf (Jf (^), L[X)). = I(X), also erhalten wir den Satz von Duflo [10]:
SC = {I(X)\ Xelf}.

(5)

Die Fasern der Abbildung IWIni?(g) von S£ auf das maximale Spektrum
von Z(Q) sind daher die Xk *= {I(wX)\ w e W} mit X e|>*.
4.4. Für alle a e li sei cT die duale Wurzel; wir setzen P(B) = {Xeì)*\
< l , a v ) e Z für alle a e B}. Die Struktur von 3CX hängt nur davon ab, für
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welche a e B die Zahl <A, a v > zu Z gehört und wann sie gleich 0 ist [14].
Wir beschränken uns hier auf den Fall X eP(B), wo die SCX am kompliziertesten, die Notationen am einfachsten sind. Dazu betrachten wir die
Kategorie 0 der g-Moduln endlicher Länge, deren Kompositionsfaktoren
alle die Form L([i) mit p eP(B) haben und die als t)-Moduln gleich der
direkten Summe ihrer Gewichtsräume sind. (Dies ist nur ein Teil der in
[3] eingeführten Kategorie.)
4.5. Wir bezeichnen die Menge der dominanten Gewichts mit P(B)++
= {/* e I)*| <>, a > G N für alle a e B+}. Dann ist - Q +P(B)++ ein Fundamentalbereich für die (um Q verschobene) Operation von W auf P(B).
Für X eP(B)++ ist Jf(A) ein projektives Objekt [3] in 0; daher ist der
Funktor Jf +*•+££ (Jf (X), Jf) von 0 in die Kategorie der Harish-ChandraModuln exakt. Man kann sogar zeigen, daß er eine Äquivalenz von Kategorien zwischen 6 und der Kategorie der Harish-Chandra-Moduln X
endlicher Länge mit Kern(^) c EAnn(JC) induziert [4]. Für alle /* eP(B)
ist &{M(X),L([JL))
einfach [4], [20].
Es seien X, p eP(B)++
und w e W. Während nun die Gleichung
LAnnJSf (Jf (X), ~L(w^)) = I(w-/*) klar ist, benötigt man für EAnnJS?(Jf (X),
L(îV(Z))
=I(w~1* X) mehr Theorie [17]. Man zeigt leicht, daß Se[M(X), Jf ®
®J57) c^.se[M(X), Jf)®J0z für alle Jf in 0 und alle endlich dimensionalen
g-Moduln E gilt. Aus 2.4 folgt nun leicht: Für w, w' G W ist I(w~l*X)
c I(w'~l*X) dazu äquivalent, daß es einen endlich dimensionalen g-Modul
E mit [L(w[i)®E: L(w''fi)] ^ 0 gibt [27], [1].
5.1. Nach den letzten Sätzen ist klar, daß man SCX für X eP(B) mit einer
vollständigen Kenntnis der Kategorie & beschreiben kann. Wir betrachten
daher 0 genauer und bilden insbesondere ihre Grqthendieck-Gruppe. Für
jedes Jf in 6 sei [ Jf ] seine Klasse in dieser Gruppe ; es gilt also [ Jf ] = Jj [ Jf :
L((j,)][L(fi)]. Neben den [L(/i)] mit (ieP(B) bilden auch die [M(/z)]
mit jbi, eP(B) eine Basis dieser Gruppe. Für alle X eP(B)++ und w,w' eW
gibt es aWtW, (X) e Z mit [£(w-A)] - % *».*(*)[.&{«>'* X)l
w'eW

5.2. Für jeden g-Modul Jf und alle ju, elf ist Jf„ = {m e Jf| für alle z
eZ(Q) gibt es n G N m\t(z--%IA(z)l)nm = 0} ein Untermodul von Jf ; gehört
Jf zu &, so ist Jf die direkte Summe der Mß mit ^ G — £ + P ( E ) + + . Für
alle X, ft e — Q+P(B)'VJr definieren wir einen exakten Funktor Tßx von G
in sich durch Tßx(M) = (3IX®E)(X, wobei wir für E den endlich dimensionalen, einfachen g-Modul mit höchstem Gewicht in W(ft — X) nehmen.
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F ü r w G W setzen w i r r (w) = {aeB\w(a)e
— J2 + }, für^G — g + P ( J 2 ) + +
setzen wir B°ß ={aeB\<fz + Q, cf> = 0}.FüralleA G P ( J 2 ) + + und/« G - £ +
+ P ( i 2 ) + + gilt nun TßxM(w*X) ~M(wp)
für aUe weW9
un(lT^L(wX)
ß
~L(W'X)î&r r(w) => B^, aber T xL(w»X) = 0 sonst [13]. Insbesondere folgt
a
w,wW = ttw.wift) ïï*1 a l* e A , ^ G P ( J S ) + + und w,w'eW;
wir schreiben
kurz aWjt0, für diese Zahl.
5.3. Die aWtV3. werden in [2] und [6] bestimmt. Es gilt aWtW, = det(ww') x
x
^w0iü>0iü(l)j wobei w0 e Wdas Element mit W 0 (JB + ) = — B+ ist. Ferner
ist PWtW, für alle w, w' G W ein in [24] konstruiertes Polynom in einer
Veränderlichen T, das sich <Jurch Iteration berechnen läßt. Es gilt auch
[M(wX): L(w'.X)] =P W j t ü ,(l) für alle XeP(B)++ und w,w' eW.
Für alle w e TT sei I(«o) die Anzahl der a G B+ mit w(a) £ B+. In [14]
wird in jedem Verma-Modul Jf (p) eine endliche Filtrierung Jf (fi) = Jf (p) 0
=D J f ^ h =3 ... konstruiert; wir setzen Jf^(^) = Jf(ia)JJf(/M)î-+1. Nach
unveröffentlichten Arbeiten von Beilinson und Bernstein gilt nun [25]
PWtW, = £ [M^wX):

L(w'-X)iTMwWw)-M\

(6)

Man benutzt dazu die Ergebnisse von [12] und zeigt auch [28]
pww,

= J £ d i m c E x 4 ( J f (w-X), L(w'*X))T«W-lM-M\

(7)

5.4. In 5.2 hängt Ann(2T5Jf) nur von Ann(Jf) ab; daher erhält man so
auch eine Abbildung auf gewissen Idealen von Ï7(g). Für X eP(B)++ kann
man eine Abbildung r von SCX in die Potenzmenge von B durch r(I) = r(w)
für alle w mit I = I(w*X) definieren. Ist dann p, e — g + P ( i 2 ) + + , so ist
SCß als geordnete Menge zu {Ie3TA| T(I) =J Bj} unter I(w*p)h->I(wX)
für x(w) => JBJ, isomorph [5].
Es sei X G P ( E ) + + . Man kann einem I e9£x neben r(I) auch eine verallgemeinerte r-Invariante zuordnen [26], mit deren Hilfe man elementar
zeigen kann, daß die Abbildung w\-±I(w*X) für g = sl^ eine Bijektion
{w G W\ w2 = l } - ^ i s t t 26 ]? [lß]> e * n Ergebnis das zuerst mit komplizierten Hilfsmitteln in [18], I I bewiesen wurde.
6.1. Nach 4.5 ist klar, daß wir die \L(wX)®E\ L(w'*X)] mit p eP(B)++
und w,w' eW kennen müssen. Lassen wir E die endlich dimensionalen
g-Moduln durchlaufen, so erzeugen die [(i(w«/*)®JE7)iM] in der Grothendieck-Gruppe von @ dieselbe Untergruppe wie die j£ üWtVf[tM(w'wl*fi)'}
w'eW

mit w2 G TT.
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Wir setzen aw = £ aWtW,w'~l e C[W]. Die aw bilden eine Basis von
WeW

C[W]m, für alle fe G\W] gibt es daher eindeutig bestimmte [/: aw] e C
mit / = J£ [/: aw]aw. Es ist dann J} aWtWf[M(w'w1»p)'] = JJ {W{law:
a

WeW

WeW

w'eW

w'il^(wl'•/*)]• D a li e r gilt I(w"1*[j() cz I(w'"l*[j) genau dann, wenn es
ein w1eW mit [ w ^ : aj\ ^ 0 gibt [21], [27]. Da stets aWjW, = aw-ifW'-i
ist [20], [4], gilt I(w»(Jt) c: I(wf*p) genau dann, wenn es ein wteW mit
[ d ^ : <v] 7^0 gibt.
6.2. Es sei p eP(B)+i'. Für jedes leSC^ bilden nach 6.1 die aw mit I c I(w*fi)
die Basis eines C[TT]-Eechtsuntermoduls Fj von C[TF]. Teilt man 7 j
durch die Summe der Vj mit J eSC^ und «7 $ I, so erhält man einen
Faktormodul VI9 der als Basis die Eestklassen der aw mit I = I(w»fi) hat.
Dann ist C[TT] zur direkten Summe der Vj mit IeSC^ isomorph. Für
g = %\n ist jedes 7X einfach, im allgemeinen ist die Situation komplizierter
[23], [1].
Man nennt für ein w e W die Menge {wf e W\ I(w»p) = I(w'»p)} die
linke Zelle von w. Diese Zellen bilden eine disjunkte Zerlegung von W9
dem entspricht eine direkte Zerlegung der regulären Darstellung von W
(in die VI{Wtll)). Dabei gehört zu jeder Zelle eine Darstellung, deren Grad
die Mächtigkeit der Zelle ist. Die Einteilung in die Zellen kann man mit
Hilfe der PWtW, leicht beschreiben [24].
6.3. Aus 6.1 und den bekannten Eigenschaften der PWiW, folgt, daß es
einen involutorischen Antiautomorphismus a von SCß mit a[l(w*/i))
= I(WW0*JLL) für alle w e W gibt [22] III, [1], Es ist dann F0(J) kanonisch
zu F|®det für alle I e SEß isomorph [1].
6.4. Der Zusammenhang zwischen primitiven Idealen und der Darstellungstheorie der Weylgruppe wird vertieft, wenn man Goldie-Eang-Polynome und assoziierte Varietäten betrachten. Dazu möchte ich auf den
Vortrag von A. Joseph auf diesem Kongreß verweisen.
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Primitive Ideals in Enveloping Algebras

1. Introduction
1.1. A basic problem in the theory of Lie algebras is to determine up to
equivalence all irreducible representations of a given Lie algebra g. Here
we shall always assume that g is finite-dimensional over a field Jo which
is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero. For finite-dimensional
representations the problem quickly reduces to the semisimple case where
the results are classical. For infinite-dimensional representations even
the simplest non-commutative Lie algebras admit an enormously complicated representation theory. Now, the problem is equivalent to determining
up to isomorphism all simple modules of the enveloping algebra Ï7(g) of g.
However, this latter viewpoint allows us to define a primitive ideal of
Î7(g) to be the annihilator of a simple Z7(g) module and then to classify
the set Prim J7(g) of all primitive ideals of Ï7(g) which is better behaved.
This procedure turns out to be rather like selecting out only the continuous
representations of the corresponding Lie group and there is a remarkably
similar but not quite precise correspondence between these two theories.
1.2. Dixmier [8] first drew serious attention to the study of Prim Ï7(g)
and the early work was inspired by Kirillov's orbit method used in classifying unitary representations of real nilpotent (and subsequently solvable)
Lie groups. Let G denote the algebraic adjoint group acting on the dual g*
of g. Assume that g is solvable. Then, by an appropriate application of
Mackey's theory of induced representations and some further ideas from
ring theory and algebraic geometry, one can construct a map /*-> J(f) of
g* onto Prim Ï7(g) which factors to a bijection of the orbit space g*/<? onto
Prim Ï7(g). Por appropriate topologies this map is known to be continuous
and even a homeomorphism for g nilpotent [6]. The possible bicontinuity
for g solvable is still unresolved and involves delicate questions pertaining
to inclusion relations between primitive ideals. The main part of this
[403]
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work was already completed by 1974 and has been fully described in [4, 8].
For more recent results see [36].
1.3. Already in 1978, Dixmier reported [7] on the considerable progress
made in the classification of Prim 17 (g) for arbitrary g. We are now in
a position to describe a complete classification theory at least for g algebraic.
This consists of two parts : the semisimple case, and the reduction to the,
semisimple case. I t is convenient to describe the two cases quite separately,
as they follow a rather different philosophy. The former requires a quite
new approach, whereas the latter still involves the method of induced
representations ; but is more subtle than the orbit method, and in particular, the relationship to g*/(? becomes blurred. For example the intersection theorem of algebraic geometry carries over by bicontinuity to the nilpotent case, whereas it fails for g semisimple (with respect to Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension). Again, even disregarding the complication involved with the
Goldie rank, an orbit in g* may give rise to more than one primitive ideal [20].
1.4. Eeturning to the question of describing all simple U(Q) modules we
let An denote the Weyl algebra of index n. I t is the (non-commutative)
algebra generated by the differential operators djdx19 djdxz,..., djdxn
over the polynomial ring Sn =h[x1, x2,..., a?w]. The representation theory
of An is much simpler than that of an arbitrary enveloping algebra ; but
even this can be very complicated. Given g nilpotent and J e Prim Z7(g),
one has U(Q)IJ = An (where 2n = dimGf given J = J(f)). This reduces
the study of simple ?7(g) modules with annihilator J to the study of simple
An modules. In particular, 8n is a simple An module in an obvious fashion
and leads to a simple Z7(g) module with annihilator J. Moreover, this
module lifts in a suitable sense to a unitary representation of G and this
construction gives rise to a bijection of Prim 17(9)' onto the unitary dual
G of G. Though this is only a very simple example, it indicates the existence
of a general principle, which is beginning to be more precisely formulated.
Finally, for physicists, we remark that An is just the algebra of canonical
commutation relations for n degrees of freedom and the above module
was the one used by Heisenberg in describing the harmonic oscillator.
There are many further correspondences and thus possibly room for
application of the classification theory of Prim 27(g) in physics.
2 . The semisimple case, preliminaries
2 . 1 . The semisimple case is far too rich even to just describe all the results
here. Consequently-we shall concentrate on just one aspect of the classiti-
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cation theory, which was formulated in ([17], 7.4), a conjecture which
has now been fully resolved. For a broader outlook we refer the reader
to the review given in [23] and to Jantzen's forthcoming book [15].
2.2. Assume g is semisimple. Let g = n+ ®i) ©rt~ be a triangular decomposition ([8], 1.10.14) with B = B+uB~ being the corresponding decomposition
of the root system B. Let Q e if denote the half-sum of the positive roots.
For each a e B set a : = 2 a/(a, a) and let sa e Aut I)* denote the reflection
X\->saX s= X — (oT, X)a. The group W generated by the sa, a eB, is called
the Weyl group (for the pair g, Ï)). It plays a fundamental role in the representation theory of g.
2.3. A highest weight module of highest weight X— gel)* is any J7(g)
module generated by a vector ex (called a highest weight vector) satisfying
Xex = 0, VX ert + and JHex = (X—Q,ff)ex, \/M el). For each X elf there
exists a unique universal highest weight module M(X) of highest weight
X~Q, and this admits a unique simple quotient L(X). We set J(X)
= AmiL(X), which is a primitive ideal.
2.4. Let Z(Q) denote the centre of Z7(g). According to Duflo ([10], II,
Thm. 1) the map X^J(X) of If into PrimZ7(fl) is surjective% Composing
this with the map J"H* JC\Z(Q) of Primï7(g) into MaxZ(g) we get, by a result
of Harish-Ohandra ([8], 7.4) a surjection of I)* onto Max#(g), which factors
to a bijection fy*/TF^Max#(g). Consequently, Prim U(Q) is sandwiched
between I)* and IfjW and its classification reduces to describing the fibres
of these maps.
2.5. Let P(B): = {X elf\(a", X) eZ, Va eB} denote the lattice of integral weights. For expository purposes it is convenient to limit attention
to this portion of I)*. In general similar results hold under appropriate
modifications; but this is a subtle phenomenon and it is a good test of
a proof if it works without this restriction. Set P(B)+ = {X eP(B)\(a, X)
> 0, Va e B+}. It is a fundamental domain for the action of W on P(B).
Set P(.K)++ = {XeP(B)+\(a,X) ^ 0, VaeB}9 which forms the set of
so-called regular elements of P(B)+.
2.6. Fix X eP(B)+ and let X denote its image in ifjW. Then Annz(fl)ilf (wX)
is a maximal ideal Z% of Z(Q) independent of the choice of w e W. From
this it is relatively easy to show that M(wX) has finite length with composition factors amongst the L(yX): y e W. Let b(w,y): = [M(wX): L(yX)]
denote the number of times L(yX) occurs in the composition series for
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M(wX). These numbers are independent of the choice of X eP(B)++ (with
some well-defined degeneration for X eP(B)+). They play a fundamental
role in the representatiok theory of g, and in particular in the description
of Prim Z7(g). Moreover, it was partly in an attempt to understand this
role that led Kazhdan and Lusztig to formulate [27] their famous conjecture about these coefficients and which eventually led to their description in purely combinatorial terms. This work was reviewed by Jantzen
in his talk at this congress [14]. It suffices to say that the b(iv, y) may be
considered as known and, with respect to the Bruhat order, they form
a matrix which is upper triangular with ones on the diagonal. It hence
admits an inverse with integer coefficients which we denote by a(w9 y).
Set
a w

i ) = y!a(wiy)yli

wew.

yeW

These form a basis for the group ring ZW.
2.7. Take J ePrimZ7(g). By Goldie*s theorem, Z7(g)/J embeds in its
ring of fractions, which is isomorphic to a matrix ring over a division
algebra. The Goldie rank rk(ür(g)/J) of 17(g)/J is defined to be the rank
of this matrix ring. It is an important invariant of J. For example if J
= AnnJf for some simple finite-dimensional module M, then rk?7(g)/J
= dim-M" and yet rk Ï7(g) /J is finite even when dimJkf is infinite. In view of
Duflo's parametrization of Prim 17(g) discussed in 2.4 it is natural to define
for each w e W the function pw on P(B)+ by
pw(X)=^iiU(Q)IJ(wX)).
We shall see that each pw extends to a polynomial on If. These polynomials not only lead to a classification of Prim Ï7(g), but also to a remarkable connection with W.
2.8. By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, U(Q) admits a filtration
whose associated graded algebra identifies with the algebra of polynomial
functions on g*. Then tot each J e Prim Z7(g) we can consider the variety
93 (gr J) c g* of zeros of gr J. We shall see that this variety is always irreducible and we describe it explicitly. (Irreducibility fails for g solvable;
but by a general result of Gabber [28] one always has equidimensionality).
For this, let us identify g* with g through the Killing form and call X e g
nilpotent if adgJST is a nilpotent endomorphism of g. The set 5ft of all nilpotent
elements of g is, of course, ff-stable and forms a finite union of G orbits
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called nilpotent orbits. Through étale cohomology Springer [35] defined
an injective map ß: 9t/#->lT. We shall see that this leads to a link with
the correspondence described in 2.7, a totally unexpected and remarkable
fact, which in its turn inspired a simpler version [21] of Springer's construction.
3 . Semisimple case, results
3.1. Fix w e W. The primitive ideals J(wX), X eP(B)+, are pairwise distinct
because their intersections with Z(Q) are distinct maximal ideals (2.4).
By the Borho-Jantzen translation principle ([5], 2.12) the inclusion relations in the fibre Xx: = {J(wX): w e W} over Z% are independent of the
choice of X eP(J5) + + (with some well-defined degeneration for X eP(JB) + ).
We might therefore guess that these relations can be described purely
combinatorially in terms of W. Indeed, for any subset 8 <= ZW let [8]
denote the subset of {a(y): y e W} which occur with non-zero coefficient
in the expansion of some s e 8 as a linear combination of the a(y) : y e W.
PROPOSITION.

Assume XeP(B)++.
J(wX) => J(yX)oa(w)

Por each pair w,yeW

one has

e [a(y)W].

This question was formulated and the implication <= was established
in [18]. The conjectured reverse implication was established by Vogan
[37]. I t shows that the a(w) completely determine the inclusion relations
between primitive ideals, which in view of Kazhdan-Lusztig's theorem
can be described purely combinatorially. Lusztig [29] used this result to
establish an isomorphism between a Hecke algebra derived from W and
the group ring Q(t)W. This was a purely combinatorial question which
needed Prim Z7(g) for its solution!
3.2. Fix w e W. Since Q is regular, one easily checks that a(w)Qm cannot
vanish for all m eN. Let n denote the least non-negative integer with
this property. Define pw as in 2.7. Then ([19], I I , 5.1, 5.5)
For each w,y e W, one has
(i) pw = a(w)qn, up to a scalar.
(ii) Suppose XeP(B)++. Then pw(X) =py(X)<*J(wX)
THEOREM.

-=J(yX).

The determination of the scalars in (i) has not yet been fully completed.
I t is a delicate question which involves in part the construction of sufficiently many completely prime, primitive ideals (i.e. for which the quotient
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algebra has Goldie rank one). Apart from this, we see that the a(w) determine the Goldie ranks of the primitive quotients, which by (ii) separate
the elements of Xx> This separation is better than that given in 3.1, which
is highly implicit; for example, it allows one to calculate card Xx (see 3.3).
One can have# w (A) = 0 if X eP(B)+ and this exactly describes the degeneration of the fibre Xx alluded to in 3.1.
3.3. A deep consequence of 3.1 and 3.2 is that QWpw is a simple W module
Px say of type r e W. Set (%x)t = {J(wX)\pw ePT}. ïTote that this is actually
a partition of W into so-called double cells. Then ([19], I I , 5.5)
THEOREM. The distinct py: J(yX) e (X%)rform a basis for PT.
if X eP(JB) + + then c a r d ^ ) , = degr.

Inparticular

This result may be restated by saying that basis vectors for certain
irreducible representations of W classify Xx and hence Prim ?7(g). These
bases are implicitly determined by 3.2(i); but their explicit description
is still an interesting open question. Except for type An9 not all irreducible
représentations of W occur as a P T . Those that do occur are again implicitly
determined by 3.2. From this and by some case by case analysis, Barbasch
and Vogan [1, 2] showed that these representations are just the special
representations in the sense of Lusztig, whose definition is given in terms
of the classification of irreducible representations of finite Chevalley
groups. This remarkable coincidence is not yet fully understood.
3.4. Eecall the definition of the map ß (2.8).
THEOREM. Take % eW occurring as a Pt. Then r e Im/? and for each
J e (Xx)x, 93(gr J) is the Zarishi closure of / ^ ( T ) .

In particular, S3(gr J) is independent of X eP(B)'h and J G (XX)Z> This
was proved in ([16], 2.6). From this, by the result for induced ideals and
some case by case manipulations, the above theorem was established in
the present so-called integral case by Borho and Brylinski [3]. A general
proof was given in [24]. I t was based on Gabber's equidimensionality
theorem (2.8) and a reinterpretation of Springer's construction formulated
in [21] and established by Hotta [13]. The proof uses a deep separation
theorem of Gabber ([25], Sect. 7). I t is worth noting that not all nilpotent
orbits occur in the integral fibres Xx > X eP(B)+. However if one takes the
union over all possible fibres X%, Xeif, then one expects to find all the
nilpotent orbits. This does not seem to have yet been checked but in any
case has no elegant proof.
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3.5. A more delicate question than the above is to be able to associate
a completely prime primitive ideal to each nilpotent orbit. This is an
open problem; but it is known that one can sometimes have two ([20],
Sect. 4). A further open problem is to determine the composition factors
of primitive quotients considered as t7(g) — U(Q) bimodules. One expects
the answer to be determined by the a(w), see [22].
3.6. Returning to the question raised in 1.4 we remark that the Oonze
cmbeddnig [26] of Z7(g)/Annlf(X) into An with n = cardB + makes An
flat left i7(g)/AnnJf (X) module for X regular. Combined with work of Hodges
and Smith this eventually ,gives gldimZ7(g)/AnnJf (A)< cardiï for X
regular. Yet gldimï7(g)/Ann.M"(A) = oo for X non-regular.
4. Reduction to the semisimple case
4.1. It is assumed that g = Lie(ö) where G is a connected linear algebraic
group. This is a slight restriction, which can probably be overcome without
much extra difficulty. Note that G acts by automorphisms in Ï7(g) and
because 6? is connected, any ideal of #(g) or any two-sided ideal of Z7(g) is G
stable ([4], 12.3).
4.2. Let u be an ideal of g. If J G Prim £7(g), then Jn U(u) is prime ([8],
3.3.4) but it need not be primitive. I t is therefore useful to be able to
recognize, which prime ideals are primitive. This is provided by the fol- '
lowing result established by Dixmier ([9], Thm. 0) for Jc = C and by
Moeglin ([30], Sec. 4) in general.
The following two conditions are equivalent
(i) J r GPrimD r (g).
(ii) Je Spec U(Q) and (Fract TJ(§)jJ)° is reduced to scalars.

THEOREM.

4.3. Let ii be an ideal of g and take J e Prim Ï7(g). By 4.2 it easily follows
that (Fract U[u)IU(vL)riJ)& = ft. In the commutative case this would,
imply the existence of a unique dense G orbit in the subvariety of u* of
zeros of Jnï7(u). The non-commutative case was first studied by Dixmier
[9] and later completely analysed by Moeglin and Eentschler [32]. One
has the following
1

Talee J e Prim Ï7(g).
(i) ([32], (2)). There exists K e Prim U(u) such that JnU(u)

THEOREM.

=

O ^ geQ
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(ii) ([32], (1) bis). Any two primitive ideals of TJ(u) satisfying (i) are
conjugate under G.
4.4. Preserve the notation and hypotheses of 4.3. Set B = {b e G\bE = X}.
This is an algebraic subgroup of G which need not be connected. Set
6 == Lie(B) = { Z e g | [ X , K \ c K}. If I is a two-sided ideal of 17(5) we
set I n d ( I , bfg) = f)g(U(Q)I)- Again by Moeglin and Eentschler [32, 33]
geG

we have the following
(i) ([32], (3)) There exists I e Prim 17(b) such that I n U(u) = K
and J = Ind(Z, bfg).
(ii) ([33]) Any two primitive ideals of U(b) satisfying (i) are conjugate
wider B. In particular there are only finitely many of them.
THEOREM,

4.5. From now on we take u to be the unipotent radical of g. Since K
ePrim?7(u), we can write K =J(u) for some weu* (see 1.2). As a consequence of 4.3 (ii), the G orbit of u in ut is completely determined by J.
Set I) = Stabfl(w) : = {X e §\Xu = 0 } = { l e Q\u([X, U]) = 0}. One has
& =^-|-U ? and obviously I contains the two-sided ideal TJ(b)J(u). Set

A.= E u®)(x-u{X))
XefynU

which is again a two-sided ideal of Z7(Ij). According to Duflo ([8], 10.1.4,)
we have
PROPOSITION.

There is a canonical algebra isomorphism

-D« of U(b)IU(î))J{u)

onto

U(l))ILu®kU(u)IJ(u).

4.6. Apart from a cohomology obstruction (here it is needed that u([l), u])
= 0), the existence statement in 4.5 results from thefactthat Ï) acts by derivations on U(v\)[J(u), which, (1.4) being a Weyl algebra An, admits only
inner derivations ([8], 4.6.8). Again An is central simple, and so Du sets
up a bijection (which we shall also denote by D J from the set of twosided ideals of U(h) containing U(h)J(u) onto the set Prirowï7(5) of twosided ideals of U(l)) containing Lu. This takes primes to primes and so,
by 4.1, primitives to primitives. Furthermore, Blattner's criterion ([8],
5.3.6) gives
THEOREM.

e Prim Z7(g).

If

JxePTimuU(l)),

then

JQ: = IndfJD"1 (Jx), bfg)
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4.7. In the above manner the classification of Prim ?7(g) is reduced to
that of Primï7(J)) for some, usually smaller, subalgebras I). Indeed, for
a given J e Prim 17(g) this process gives a sequence 14 j =u,u 2 >..-? of
unipotent Lie algebras, of linear forms ux = u, u8, ..., % e u*, of algebraic
groups 2?! = B, J?2, ..., of algebraic groups JBTQ = G, ffx, ..., of primitive
ideals J0 = J, Jx, ..., Ji e Prim U(fy) and of primitive ideals Ix =1,1%, ...
..., If ePriml7(b<), where J5^ = Stab^.__l(J(%)), b4- = Lie(JBt-)> S* îs thö
identity component of StabH< (#<), l)i =Lie(fl"i), ui+1 is the unipotent
radical of 1^, ui+1 et£ +1 is in the unique fl^ orbit determined by J{ (recall
4.5), I{ is in the unique 2^-orbit (4.4) determined by the pair [J^19 J(u{))
and Ji = Du.(Ii). The process stops when ^ n ^ is complemented in l)t
by a reductive Lie algebra r (Levi factor). Set rt = 2X> \ = l)t, p = I+n.
Observe that rt is the unipotent radical of p. From the above construction
it follows that there exists nerf such that w|^—ty. Then the above
process may be collapsed to give J = Ind(D~ 1 (JJ, pfg) ([12], Ohap. IV,
Sec. 9). Here Jt differs very slightly from Jt (just with respect to the centre
of r). This difficulty may be overcome by replacing Ind everywhere by
Ind~ (see [11] for definition and subtleties involved).
4.8. We now describe the parametrization of Prim Ï7(g) which results
from the above reduction. Take g e g* extending n e n*. Observe that
we can recover the sequence ï)0 = g, l)191)2,..., by setting fy = Stabr)._ (g\u.)
where ut- is the unipotent radical of I ) ^ . Then, with p, rt, I, r as above
we note that g ([I, rt]) = 0. Furthermore, one checks, with respect to the
form (X, Y)i-*g([X, ¥]) defined by g, that p 1 c l)x-9 continuing inductively
we obtain p i c l ; so, in particular, p is co-isotropic. Let Q(g) denote the
kernel of this form and define I) (h) (h : = g |$) and u (u) similarly. An elementary
calculation gives l)(h) = Q(g)+u(u), which applied inductively gives
1(Z) c â(âO + tt (where I = g\x). Finally, assume that we have taken the
extension g of n to satisfy g(x) = 0. One easily checks that t c 1(1) and
so p = ß(flf)+n.
4.9. Given g e of, we define (following Duflo [12], I. 8) a subalgebra peg
to be of strongly unipotent type with respect to g if p is algebraic, coisotropic with respect to g and p =g(gr) + n where rt is the unipotent
radical of p. We define g e g* to be of Duflo type if
(i) There exists a Levi factor r of Q(g) satisfying g(t) = 0. (If this
holds for one factor, it holds for all of them since they are conjugated
under G(f): = Stab^ff).)
(ii) There exists a subalgebra p of g of strongly unipotent type with
respect to g.
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We have seen that g in 4.8 is of Duflo type. Again if g e g* is of Duflo
type then g\^ is of Duflo type ([12], Lemme 17). This is used to show that
if g e g* is of Duflo type then the p constructed canonically in 4.8 is of
strongly unipotent type with respect to g. Finally, Duflo ([12], Prop. 26 (i))
showed that if g e g* is of Duflo type and p is of strongly unipotent type
with respect to g, then g is determined up to conjugation under G by its
restriction to p.
4.10. Let gj denote the subset of linear forms on g of Duflo type. Let
p, rt, I, n be as defined in 4.8. Let xg be a Levi factor of g(#) (we remind that
they are all conjugate under G(g))\ it is also a Levi factor of I. Given
P G Prim U(x), let Q be the unique primitive ideal of Z7(I) containing

K-

S

V(l)[X-n(X))

Xelnn

such that QnU(x) = P . Set J(g,P) = I n d ^ D ^ ^ p t g ) . Then
THEOREM, (i) Every J e Prim U(Q) talces the form J = J(g,P) for some
g e çfD, PePvimU(xg).
(ii) Given J(g9P) = J(g'9P')9 there exists seG such that sg=g'9
SXg

===

Xg'f

SJu =2 Jr •

This means that the map (g,P)*->J(giP) factors to a bijection of
U {P e Prim U(xg)}/(? onto Primür(g). Surjectivity is due to Duflo
([12], IV, Thm. 7) and injectivity to Moeglin and Eentschler [33]. For
injectivity the crucial part was 4.4 (ii).
4.11. Eetain the notation of 4.10. It is easy to see that ik(U(xg)IP)
> r k ( 17(g)/J(gr,P)), \fg eQ#,P ePrimU(xg)',but it is not quite obvious
if equality holds. Again for each geQp the map P\-*J(g,P) factorizes
to an order isomorphism of (G(g)PnmU(xg))lG(g) onto its image in
Prim Z7(g). Here the order is defined by inclusion. It is not yet clear what
might be the order relations with respect to the different g eQp, though
one should expect these to be expressible, at least partly, in terms of the
inclusion relations of the Zariski closures of the orbits Gg. For g solvable
such a result would be equivalent to the bicontinuity of the map
çf/G-r Prim U(Q) (recall 1.2) and this is still an open question.
Section 4 is based on a talk of Eentschler given at Oberwolfach [34]
in January 1983. I should like to thank Eentschler for explaining the
results he obtained in collaboration with Moeglin [32, 33] and the work
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of Duflo [12]. Eentschler has recently reported that the restriction on
g being algebraic can be removed and has described the modifications
that ensue.
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A. YU. OL'âANSKIÏ

On a Geometric Method in the
Combinatorial Group Theory

The purpose of this report is to draw attention to a fruitful geometric
method of the infinite group theory which has led the author to solving
a number of group-theoretic problems. Among these are: the problem
of O. Yu. Schmidt about the existence of an infinite non-abelian group
in which all proper subgroups are finite [8]-[10], the problem on the
existence of a non-amenable group without free subgroups [12] attributed
to John von Neumann [2] and the construction of the 'Tarski-monster'
[14]. We will also mention a new relatively short proof of a theorem due
to ïTovikov-Adyan [13] and some other results.
The progress of topological investigations was one of the main stimuli
for studying groups given by generators and defining relations. First
connections of questions of the combinatorial topology with group-combinatorial ones were established by H. Poincaré, M. Dehn and other mathematicians on the eve of this century. First problems of the combinatorial group
theory originate in geometry and topology.
Traditionally, many algebraic systems arose in connection with classification of geometric objects. But the situation when topological ideas help
to answer a question in algebra is rare. Therefore, the simple but important
observation of van Kampen [18] has perhaps been overlooked by many
authors. The essence of the van Kampen lemma is a clear geometric
interpretation of deducibility consequences of defining relations. Before
we pass to precise definitions we illustrate a simple case; for example,
the equation
a2ba-*b2ab-1 a'H-1 a-H"1 = 1
follows from relations a3 = 1 and aba~lb"1 = 1, i.e., ab = ba (Fig. 1).
We read one of the defining relations by going around any region and
L415]
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we read a consequence by going around the boundary of the map (passing
the inverse edge gives the inverse letter).
The universal character of the van Kampen lemma makes the geometric
approach to studying group presentation very natural. This approach
yields an attraction of elementary facts in the combinatorial topology
(first of all, the Euler formula and the Jordan lemma) for solving some
problems arising in algebra. In the middle of the' sixties the van Kampen
lemma was discovered and successfully applied by a number of mathematicians to the Small Cancellation Theory, the central ideas of which are
treated in the book [5] of E . Lyndon and P. Schupp.

Fig. l

Following [5], we give some definitions. Let R2 denote the Euclidean
plane. For a subset S £ R2 we denote the boundary of S by dS, and the
closure of S by S. A map iff is a finite collection of vertices (points of fi2),
edges (bounded subsets homeomorphio to the open unit interval) and
cells (bounded subsets homeomorphio to the open unit disk) that are
pairwise disjoint and satisfy the following conditions : (i) if e is an edge
of Jf, then there exist vertices a and b such that ë = eu{a}u{&}, (ii) the
boundary 377 of each cell IIof M is êjjë2u...u\
for some edges ex, ...,en
of M. Edges of maps will be viewed as having two possible orientations.
Let {a±, a29...} be an alphabet and let a group G be defined by its
presentation:
(fl19 a2, ...| -ßi = 1, -B2 — 1? •••X
(1)
where {B^^ = 01 is the set of defining words of G. By a diagram A over
M we mean an oriented, connected, simply connected map M and a function
<p such that (i) the function <p assigns to each oriented edge e of A one of
the letters af1, afl,...
(the label of e) and <p(e~l) ==<p(e)~'1, (ii) if e1...en
is the boundary path of some cell II of A, then <p(e±) ... <p(en)'öE is
a cyclic shift of some Bfl, i = 1 , 2 , . . . (o denotes graphical equality).
The statement of the van Kampen lemma is almost obvious : a relation
W = 1 is a consequence of (1), iff there exist a diagram A over (1) with
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the boundary path e1...em of A such that <p(e^<p(e?)...<p(em)'5W [5].
Moreover, one may assume that A is reduced, i.e., there is no pair of cells
/Zi, II2 with a common edge e £ dü^dü^ such that for boundary paths
e
Pn v~lP2l oi ni9 U2 the equation <p(Pt) = (p(p2) holds in the free group.
It is convenient to define 0t as a set of cyclic shifts of words B±l e 01.
A common initial segment of two different words of 0k* is called a piece.
The most popular condition G'(X) of the Small Cancellation Theory says
that if TJ is a piece and B o UV e 01*, then |JT| < A|JB|.
Throughout this paper, a maximal subpath p of the boundary path
of a cell II such that p"1 is a subpath of some cell XT' or p"1 is a subpath
of the boundary path of A will be called an arc of II. The number of arcs
of II will be called a decree of II. The condition (7'(X) means that the degree
of every interior cell of a van Kampen diagram is greater than A"1. If
X is small, then Euler's formula proves the existence of a cell II with
a 'long' external arc p (for instance, \p\ > i|3Z7|). It is clear that we have
a basis for Dehn's equality algorithm: a non-trivial cyclic reduced word
W equals 1 in G iff W contains a cyclic subword U of some B e 0t* and
| J7| > J|JB|. M. Dehn applied the algorithm for the fundamental groups of
compact Eiemann surfaces of genus g > 1 (then the condition 0' (1 /(4gr —1))
holds).
Many important and typical results of Small Cancellation Theory are
exibited in [5]. Contributions to this theory are made by V. A. Tartakovskij, M. D. Greendlinger, J. L. Britton, H. Schiek, E. Lyndon, C.
M. Weinbaum, P. E. Schupp, 0. Lipschutz, A. I. Gol'berg and some others
(see [5]).
Many important groups, however, have no presentation with O'(X)
for small A, or similar conditions. Firstly, the groups with small cancellation
conditions contain free non-cyclic subgroups and many normal subgroups.
Secondly, we have the following example. In order to construct a nontrivial finitely generated periodical group it is natural to try to define
the set 0b of defining words as follows. Let Bx o ofi, where % is a sufficiently large number. Having defined Bt,..., B^ e0t, let Ai be the
shortest word of infinite order in Gi_l = < % , . . . , am\ Bx = 1, ...,12^!
= 1>. We put Bt o A^i. It is clear that the presentation gives a periodical
00

group if 0t — [J {BJ. But it is impossible to use any G'(X) condition for
proving the group being infinite. Indeed, if BjO UV and \U\ & i\Rj\9
then it is possible that for some i > j , Ai o UV', i.e., U is a piece.
We develope the above geometric method for constructing groups
with completely new properties. Thus, we obtain answers to the questions
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whose appearance was very natural in the period, when the group theory
was passing from finite to infinite objects. Their solutions required the
introduction of new concepts. We formulate at first the theorems concerning
the existence of groups with a very simple subgroup structure.
A Noetherian group is a group with no infinite ascending chain of
subgroups, i.e., each of its subgroup is finitely generated. The following
question of Baer is well known: Does an arbitrary Noetherian group G
possess a finite series {1} = G0 <J G1 0 ... <\ Gn = G, where each factor
oW0*-i is a finite or a cyclic group? (The converse is obviously true.)
THEOREM 1 ([8],[9]). There exists cm infinite simple Noetherian group
G. Moreover, (i) G is effectively defined and there exist equality and conjugacy
algorithms for G, (ii) each proper subgroup of Gis infinite cyclic, (iii) extraction
of roots in G is unique: Xn = Yn (n ^ 0) implies X = Y for X, Y eG.

An Artinian group is a group without infinite descending chains of
subgroups. A group containing a subgroup of finite index which is a direct
product of finitely many quasicychc groups is called a Chernikov group.
It is obvious that any Chernikov group is Artinian. Is the converse true
(see [3])?
2 ([8],[10]). There is an infinite group G in which every proper
subgroup has a prime order and any two suhgroiips of the same order are
conjugate. G can be effectively presented with two generators in such a tvay
that there exist algorithms for recognizing both equality and conjugacy in G.
THEOREM

Thus, of course, a positive answer to the problem of O. Yu. Schmidt
is obtained (see [3]) about the existence of an infinite group in which all
proper subgroups are finite and which is different from the quasicyclic
groups. It disproves the conjecture [4] on the finiteness of a group with
both increasing and decreasing chain conditions. It produces a negative
answer to the question of A. G. Kurosh and S. 2ST. Chernikov [4]: Does
the minimum condition for subgroups imply the local finiteness of a group ?
The existence of uncountably many non-isomorphic groups like those in
Theorems 1, 2 is proved in [11]. It also gives answers to some problems
about the structure of a lattice of subgroups (see [16]) and to number of
other questions raised in the group theory.
One of the features of author's papers is the proof of a large number
of lemmas by simultaneous induction on a natural parameter i which,
following the example of [7], we call the rank. The construction of the
groups results from successive addition of defining relations of new ranks.
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The group G, whose construction is the goal, is defined by a certain infinite
sequence of defining relations, G = (a, b\ Bx = 1, ...>, where the lengths
\Rt\ increase very rapidly as £->oo.
For the definition of the word Bi we choose [8], [9] the, in a sense,
minimal pair of words {A, B} in the alphabet a±l, 6 ±1 such that AB ^ BA
in (?<_! = {a, b\ Bx = 1 , . . . , JS^.j = 1>, and t h e subgroup gp{A, B} is
proper in G ^ . In accordance with A < B or B < A the word B{ has the
form (we simplify slightly the correct definition [8])
B{ o aBA1'1'*0BAki>1 B ... Aki>hi
lH

ki 1

B{ o bBA >° BA > B...

ki

A >\

or
(2)

where \ j } \ are some rapidly increasing parameters. In [8], [10] the
definition of the word J2t- is similar to (2) for even i. If i is an odd number
then B{ o Off, where Oi is the minimal, in a sense, word whose order in
tì^ is infinite, and pi is a certain large prime number. I t is not very difficult
to show that every proper subgroup of G is abelian (and that G is a periodical group in Theorem 2). But why is G a non-abelian or even a non-trivial
group ?
An important technical tool in proving this is using diagrams with
long periodic words written on their boundaries. A periodic word with
the period 0 is a subword of a certain power Gn of word Ö. We note that
the study (without connections with combinatorial topology) of periodic
words and relations was started by V. A. Tartakovskij in the forties. The
powerful elaboration of new combinatorial ideas for the investigation of
transformations of periodic words was obtained by P . S. ISTovikov and
S. I. Adyan [6], [7] in solving the restricted Burnside problem for sufficiently large odd exponents n, n > 665 [1].
As a rule, we study periodic words with simple periods, called simple
if they are cyclically irreducible and not proper powers in the free group.
Two partitions X'öX^X^,
and Y'ôY^T^
where \X\, \Y\ > \A\, of
periodic words with a period A will be called A-consistent if X and Y
are the subwords of a certain power of A such that Ak ö G1tXD1 ö <72 • YD2
and the difference [C^^ — I C ^ i l is a multiple of \A\. The following
properties of periodic words with simple periods are almost obvious:
(i) If \X\>\A\
and Ako G1XD15 OzXD2, then G1-XD1 and
(72-XD2 are the ^.-consistent partitions.
(ii) If | Z | > 1-4.1+ |B| and X is both A- and JB-periodic, then B is
a cyclic shift of A.
(iii) If X is both A- and JL^-periodic word, then \X\ < \A\.
31 — Proceedings...
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As a matter of fact, these properties of periodic words in the free group
can be transferred with a modification to any group Gt. Among the new
geometric ideas an important role is played by the idea of a band, that
is, a 'narrow' aû.d 'long' diagram with periodic boundaries:
H

A

»

[

£->

A

1

I.

3»

-*

A

h

»

I

^ *

•

A

>

I

qi
(

Pi*

B

B

/
f

B

fP2

B

B

B

B

qa

Fig. 2

Suppose pxqxp% Ï 2 i s tlie boundary path of the reduced diagram A of rank i
(i.e. over the presentation G^), (p(qx) is an JL-periodic word, <p(q2) is a J3periodic word, and \px\, \p2\, \A\, \B\ < \qx\, [ga|, where A and JB are simple
in rank i, i.e., words which are minimal in their conjugacy classes of Gt
and are not proper powers in G<m Then:
(i) If A o B"1, then the paths qx and q% have a common vertex o,
which gives ^.-consistent partitions of q>(qx) and q>(q2).
(ii) JB is conjugate to J . - 1 in ^ .
(iii) A ^B in Gt.
Our considerations of diagrams of rank i (a lot of details are avoided
here) show that either a certain long subword of some defining word occurs
in the boundary label of A or there exist two cells II19II2 of the same rank
whose boundary paths have many common edges. I n the second case
there exist bands 'between' IIX and II2. But the periodic structure of definig
relations and the above properties of bands lead to a conclusion that the
pair IIX, II2 does not satisfy the condition in the definition of the reduced
diagram. Thus, as in the Small Cancellation Theory, one deduces the
existence, in any cyclically reduced consequence of Bx, ..., Bi9 of a long
piece of rank j < i. This enables us to prove, for example, that 0, is infinite,
hence also G is infinite.
Other properties of G follow from a study of diagrams on a sphere or
a torus. For instance, the nonexistence of reduced diagrams on a torus
is used in the proof that any subgroup of G generated by two commuting
elements is cyclic. I t is known also (P. E. Schupp, see [5]) that conjugacy,
as well as equality, has a natural geometric interpretation (with the help
of annular diagrams). For the inductive proof of Theorems 1, 2 it is convenient to consider diagrams with an arbitrary number of 'holes'. The main
additional difficulty in the proof of Theorem 2 is connected with the
search, made geometrically, of elements of infinite order in the nonabelian
subgroups of Gj,.
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Becently G. S. Deryabina has made some alterations in the proofs of
Theorems 1, 2. An infinite nonabelian group with finite proper subgroups
is called a Schmidt group. No 2-group is a Schmidt group (O. Yu. Schmidt
[17]). However, for any prime p > 3, G. S. Deryabina has proved the
existence of uncountably many non-isomorphic Schmidt ^-groups with
isomorphic lattices of subgroups (to appear). All the proper subgroups
in these examples are cyclic and the maximal subgroups of the same
order are conjugate.
There exist many equivalent definitions of the amenable group (see
[2]). John von Neumann proved [19] that every locally solvable group
is amenable and a group containing a free noncyclic subgroup is not
amenable. The conjecture that any group without noncyclic free subgroups
is amenable is attributed by Greenleaf [2] to John von Neumann [19].
We disprove it in [12].
3. There exists a nonamenable group G such that every proper
subgroup of G is cyclic.
THEOREM

The proof is based on geometric estimations of the growth of the
numbers dn of words W with |W| = n in the kernel of the presentation
of Theorem 1 or 2.
As we have remarked above, the restricted Burnside problem for
sufficiently large odd exponents has been solved in [7]. However, the
considerable size and a complicated logical structure are the real obstacle
to studying their parper. In [13] we succeeded in producing a new, relatively
short, proof of the well-known theorem of Novikov-Adyan. It should
be mentioned that our estimate for the exponent n is worse than that
in [1].
4. For any m > 1 and any n > 1010 there exists an infinite
m-generator group of exponent n (i.e. with the law xn E= 1).
THEOREM

A natural presentation of the given free Burnside group [13] can be
described as follows. To define the ith relation we choose the shortest
word Qi9 in the alphabet af1,..., a^1, of infinite order in the group
<%,..., am\ B± = - l , . . . , B < _ 1 = 1>. Then we put Bt o CÇ.
Unlike [9], [10] the growth of |JSJ cannot be arbitrarily rapid as i->oo.
Moreover, the law xn s= 1 causes the logarithmic growth of \Bt\. Therefore
we have to find more delicate methods of dealing with bands. In place
of this notion some other notions have appeared in [13]. Thus, we introduce the inductive notion of the contact diagram and the notion of a smooth
section. An important Lemma 4.2 [13] states that the length of a smooth
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section of a path can be compared with another path between the same
vertices.
The term 'Tarski-monster' appeared before the corresponding group
was constructed in [14]. The problem lay in the existence of an infinite
group in which every proper subgroup has the same prime order. The
example [14] combines two strong finiteness conditions : it is the Schmidt
group of restricted exponent.
5. For every sufficiently large prime p (p> 1075) there exists
an infinite group G such that every proper subgroup of G has order p.
THEOREM

New obstacles in [14] concern proving the cyclicity of every proper
subgroup. Avoiding the details here, we note only that in [8]-[12] it is
easy to achieve \Aki'j\ > |J3| in relations (2) (even in the case \A\ <^ \B\)
by choosing Jcifj sufficiently large. But it is obvious that in [14] all parameters should be bounded. The proof of Theorem 5 is based only on [13],
although we use some ideas of [8], [9].
As the traditional Small Cancellations Theory, the author's method
can be applied to relations additionally imposed on free products. For
instance, starting from the group JL*JB, where \B\ = 3 , G. S. Deryabina
(unpublished) has proved that every finite group A of odd order can be
embedded in a Schmidt group with a number of additional properties.
In papers [8]-[14] we construct aspherical presentations (although
in [13], [14] our notion of asphericity is weaker than in [5], the latter
being connected with stronger restrictions for the reducibility of diagrams).
Using the asphericity of presentations under consideration, we prove
that F/JV-module NI[N, N], F being a free group and JSf the kernel of
presentation (1), has no nontrivial relations (I. S. Ashmanov, A. Tu. 01'sanskiï, unpublished). This fact enables us to construct abelian, in particular central, extensions of the above groups. For example, replacing
the relations Bx = 1, B2 = 1 , . . • of the group in Theorem 4 by Bx = B2 =. •.
leads to the known group A(m,n) due to S. I. Adyan, which answers
a number of questions (see [1]). In particular, a factor-group of it is an
answer to a problem of A. A. Markov on the existence of a countable
nontopologized group [15]. A similar central extension of the group in
Theorem 5 (now the centre is of order p) gives an answer to a known
question of P. Hall (see, for instance, [21]) : Is it true that the finiteness
of a verbal subgroup 7 of a Noetherian group G implies finiteness of the
index of the corresponding marginal subgroup 7*? The word that disproves
the conjecture is xp where p is the number in Theorem 5.
Thus, the new method has shown its power in constructing groups with
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a priori unknown but desired properties. There is no doubt that this method
will also be used for solving some other group-theoretic problems. Finally,
we mention an interesting paper of E. Bips [20], in which the theory of
defining relations with special conditions has been elaborated. These
conditions generalize the usual small cancellation hypotheses. For presentations with these conditions, B. Bips solves the word problem. The author
©f [20] has promised to apply, in the future, his theory to constructing
groups solving some particular group-theoretic problems.
The author is grateful to Yu. A. Bakhturin for discussions during the
writing.
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CLAUS MICHAEL BINGEL

Indecomposable Representations of
Finite-Dimensional Algebras

Let 1c "be a field and A a finite-dimensional 7c-algebra (associative, with 1).
AVe consider representations of A as rings of endomorpliisms of finitedimensional 7c-spaces, and thus JL-modules, and we ask for a classification
of such representations. More generally, we may consider the following
problem: given an abelian category # and simple ( = irreducible) objects
F(l),...,
B(n) in #, what are the objects in # of finite length with all
composition factors of the form jßf(l),..., 22/(w). Problems of this kind
arise naturally in many branches of mathematics, in particular, classification problems for linear representations of other algebraic structures
(groups, Lie algebras, etc.) may be reinterpreted in this way. We will
always assume that we know the simple -A-modules B(i), 1 < i < w, and
also their first extension groups Ext 1 (5/(i), F(j)), and thus the modules
of length 2, and our aim is to study the indecomposable modules of greater
length. Note that any (finite-dimensional) A-module can be written as
a direct sum of indecomposable modules, and the Krull-Schmidt theorem
asserts that these indecomposable direct summands, as well as their
multiplicities, are uniquely determined. Besides the semisimple algebras
(with all indecomposable modules being simple), there are other algebras
with only finitely many (isomorphism classes of) indecomposable modules
(they are said to be representation finite). However, there will usually be
large families of (pairwise non-isomorphic) indecomposable modules,
indexed over suitable algebraic varieties. As Drozd [16] has shown, for
representation infinite algebras, there is a strict distinction between the
tame and the wild representation type, the tame algebras being characterized by the property that there are at most one-parameter families of
indecomposable modules. Por a wild algebra, it seems difficult to obtain
a complete classification of all indecomposable modules, since it would
involve the (unsolved) problem of classifying pairs of square matrices
[425]
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with respect to joint similarity. A typical tame problem is the classification
of all matrix pencils, which was solved by Kronecker in 1890. This result
was needed for classifying pairs of symmetric bilinear forms, but it is
also of interest for solving differential equations. Eote that matrix pencils

[

Tc Jc2

For simplicity, we will usually assume that Jc is algebraically closed.
Also, let A be connected (without central idempotents ^ 0,1). Given
a finite-dimensional algebra A, we denote by K0(A) the Grothendieck
group of all finite length J.-modules modulo all exact sequences. The
equivalence class in K 0 (J.) of an ^.-module M will be denoted by dimM
and called its dimension vector. 'KQ(A) has a canonical basis given by the
elements dimF(i), 1 < £ < M , and, in this way, we may identify K0(A)
n

with Zn. Evaluating dimM = J* midimB(i),

we see that the integer

mi = (dimM)t is non-negative, it is just the Jordan-Holder multiplicity
of F(i) in M (the multiplicity of E(i) in a composition series of M ; the
invariance of mi is usually called the Jordan-Holder theorem). If all mi
are positive, M is called sincere, and A is called sincere provided there
exists an indecomposable sincere A -module. The Cartan matrix CA has
as the (i, j)th entry the number (dimP(j)) i , where P(i) is a projective
cover of F(i). If GA is invertible (for example, if gl.dim. A < oo), consider
the bilinear form <x,y)> =xG2TyT on K0(A). The quadratic form %(x)
= (x,xy is called the Fuler characteristic of A. BTote that if X, Y are J.modules with proj.dim.X< oo or inj.dim. Y < oo, then
< d î m X , d i m r > == J £ ( - l ) M i m E x * ^ X , Y).
I t turns out that for some classes of algebras A the indecomposable Amodules are controlled by %. The first result of this kind was Gabriel's
theorem on hereditary representation finite algebras [17, 7]. In the same
way, the hereditary tame algebras were first considered by GelfandPonomarev, Donovan-Ereislich and JSTazarova [18, 15, 23, 14], and those
which are wild by Kac [22]. We are going to outline that at least the
representation finite and the tame cases can be well unterstood by considering the corresponding Auslander-Eeiten quivers, and at the same time
we want to consider some classes of tame algebras of global dimension 2.
1. The Auslander-Reiten quiver F (A) of A
The present representation theory is based on some fundamental concepts
due to Auslander and Eeiten. These concepts are incorporated in the
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notion of the Auslander-Beiten quiver T(A) of A. We are interested in
the set of isomorphism classes [Jf] of indecomposable -4-modules M, and
we consider it as the set of vertices of a translation quiver F(A), with an
arrow [Jf]->[J7"] provided there exists an irreducible map M->N, and
using the Auslander-Beiten translation r.
1.1. (Auslander-Beiten [3]). For any indecomposable JL-module Z, there
exists a map g : Y->Z (unique up to an isomorphism) with the following
three properties:
(i) g is not split epi,
(ii) if gf: Y'->Z is not split epi, then there is an r\\ Y'->Y satisfying

9' « m
(iii) if f : Y->Y satisfies g = lg, then £ is an automorphism.
Such a map g: Y->Z will be called a sinlc map for Z (Auslander-Beiten
used the term "minimal right almost split map"). Dually, for any indecomposable J.-module X, there exists (again unique up to an isomorphism)
a source map f: X~> Y'.
A niap h: M->N is said to be irreducible provided Ji is not a split map
and has only trivial factorizations (i.e., 7i = h'K" implies that li' is split
mono, or %" is split epi). Let M, N be indecomposable. Let rad( M, N)
be the set of non-invertible maps M->N9 and
rad 2 (Jf, N) - £ r a d ( l f , X)rad(X, N)
where X runs through all indecomposable modules. Then li:
M->N is irreducible if and only if h erad(Jf, N)\mà2(M, N). We
call Irr( M, N) = rad( M, JV)/rad2( M, N) the bimodule of irreducible mapB.
If Y~>N is a sink map, or M-^Yf a source map, then dim7cIrr(Jlf, N)
measures the multiplicity of M in a direct decomposition of Y into indecomposable modules, and also the multiplicity of N in such a decomposition
of Y'.
There is a strong interrelation between sink maps and source maps:
1.2. (Auslander-Beiten [3]). Let Z be an indecomposable -4-module, and
g: Y->Z a sink map. Then, either Z is projective, Y is its radical, and g
the inclusion map, or else g is epi, rZ: = Ker(#) is indecomposable, and
the inclusion map %Z->Y is a source map.
We see that for Z indecomposable and not projective, we obtain (uniquely) an exact sequence

0^rzUY^yZ^0
with xZ also indecomposable, / a source map, g a sink map. These sequences
are now called Auslander-Beiten sequences (Auslander-Beiten used the
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term "almost split sequences".) There is a direct recipe for constructing
xZ for a given Z. Let P x -^P 0 ->^->-0 be a minimal projective presentation
of Z, and let v = DHom( —, AA), then xZ = Ker(^p). In case the Cartan
matrix G of J. is invertible, the dimension vector of xZ is given as follows :
dimxZ = ( d i m ^ ) 0 ~ ( d i m K e r ^ ) ^ + d i m ^ ,
with 0 = —C~~TG. Thus $ measures the change of dimension vectors
under the Auslander-Beiten translation [2].
Since .T(J.) is locally finite, any component of r(A) is either finite
or countable, and finite only in case A is representation finite:
1.3. (Auslander [1]). Assume that r(A) has a component containing only
modules of bounded length. Then A is representation finite and r(A) is
connected.
This result of Auslander strengthens a theorem of Bojter which had
established the first Brauer-Thrall conjecture. On the other hand, it also
yields a method for showing that a given finite list of indecomposable
.A-modules is complete.
We will consider the possible shapes of components in the next sections.
A component ^ of T(A) will be Said to have a trivial modulation provided
dim Ä Irr(X, Y) < 1 for all indecomposable modules X, Y in ^.
There are several ways of considering T(A) as a two-dimensional
simplicial complex, with O-simplices the vertices of r(A). Following
Gabriel and Biedtmann, we take as 1-simplices both the pairs ([Jf], [JV])
with [M]-> IN] in r( A) and the pairs ( \xZ~\, \Z~\) where Z is indecomposable
and not projective, and as 2-simplices the triples ([xZ], [Y], \Z~\), again
for Z indecomposable and not projective, and [3T]->[#] in r(A). In this
way, we may speak of the underlying topological space of r(A). As an
example, the Auslander-Beiten quiver of the algebra of all upper triangular
n xw-matrices over ft is just a large triangle, it will be denoted by @(n).
2. Directing modules and preprojective components
A cycle in the category J.-mod of A-modules is a finite sequence M0, Mx,...
. . . , Mn = MQ of indecomposable modules satisfying rad(ilf£_1, M^ ^ 0
for 1 < i < n. Of course, any cyclic path in T(A) gives a cycle in A-mod;
however, there may exist additional cycles in A-mod, both containing
modules composed of a single component and containing modules of
different components. An indecomposable module M not contained in
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Sb cycle is called a directing module. An element x of K 0 (A) will be called
a root if %(x) = 1 and a null root if %(x) = 0.
2.1. If M is a directing module, then dim M is a positive root, and M is
uniquely determined by dimilf.
2.2. The existence of a sincere directing A-module implies that gl. dim. A
<2.
2.3. A component ^ of r(A) containing no cyclic path and such that
any module in # is of the form x~%B for some indecomposable projective
module P and some t > 0 is called a preprojective component. The modules
belonging to a preprojective component are all directing modules, and they
can be constructed inductively from the indecomposable summands of the
radicals of the indecomposable projective modules as iterated cokernels.
Given a preprojective component #, its orbit quiver is a quiver with labelled
arrows: its vertices are given by the x-orbits in (ê, or, equivalently, by
the indecomposable projective modules in #, and the number of arrows
from P(i) to B(j) with label t is nijt, where radP(i) = 0 ( r ~ ' P ( j ) p ' .
In case ^ is a preprojective component not containing indecomposable
injective modules, then the full subcategory of all modules belonging to #
is uniquely determined by ft and the orbit quiver. (There is a general
notion of preprojective modules due to Auslander and Smal0 [4], the
modules in a preprojective component being always preprojective.)
2.4. If A is a (finite-dimensional) hereditary algebra, then A is the path
algebra of some finite quiver A (A). In this case, A has a unique preprojective component, and its orbit quiver is just A (A), with all labels being 0.
2.5. A representation finite (connected) algebra A is called directed provided there is no cycle in J.-mod, or, equivalently, the indecomposable
JL-modules form a preprojective component which is finite. A quadratic
form g on a free abelian group with a distinguished basis is said to be
integral provided q takes only integer values, and q takes the value 1 on
the elements of the distinguished basis; and q is said to be weaJcly positive
provided q takes positive values on positive elements. If A is a directed
algebra, then the Euler characteristic %A is obviously an integral quadratic
form on K0(A). In addition, if A is sincere, then %A is weakly positive,
and dim furnishes a bijection between the indecomposable A-modules
and the positive roots of %A [20]. (Actually, as Bongartz [9] has shown,
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in dealing with directed but not necessarily sincere algebras, one may
replace the quadratic form % by some truncated form %' which is always
weakly positive, integral and with dim defining a bijection between the
indecomposable modules and the positive roots.) Now, an interesting
theorem of Ovsienko [24] asserts that, for a positive root x = (x19..., xn)
of a weakly positive integral quadratic form on Zn9 all the coordinatessatisfy Xi < 6, thus we see that the Jordan-Holder multiplicities of an
indecomposable module over a directed algebra are bounded from above
by 6. (A different proof of this bound was given by Bongartz in [8].) It
will be possible to classify the sincere directed algebras. In [8], Bongartz
determined all such algebras with more than 336 simple modules: there
are 24 different series of them, and its is interesting to note that for these
algebras the Jordan-Hölder-multiplicities of the indecomposable modules
are bounded even by 3. There are only finitely many additional sincere
directed algebras, and the corresponding list should be furnished with
the help of a computer. Finally, let us note that the possibilities for the
orbit quivers of sincere directed algebras are rather restricted: the orbit
quivers form a tree (Bautista-Larrion-Salmeron [6]) with at most four
end-points (Bongartz [8]).
2.6. An algebra A is said to be minimal representation infinite provided A is
not representation finite, but for any non-zero ideal! the algebra A\I is representation-finite. The minimal representation-infinite algebras having a
preprojective component have been classified by Happel and Vossieck [21].
The underlying graph of the orbit quiver of the preprojective component
is a Euclidean diagram (An9 Dn, E69 E79 or JB8). In case An, the algebra is
hereditary, in case Dn, there are 4 different series of them, and the numbers
of the isomorphism classes in the cases JB6. E19 JE8 are 56, 437, 3809, respectively.
/
The minimal representation infinite algebras with a preprojective
component will be called concealed algebras.
3. Representation finite algebras
3.1. Given J., representation finite, one may construct the universal covering r(A) of r(A), say with the covering group G (A) and the covering
map n: F(A)->r(A). Bongartz and Gabriel [10] have shown that F(A)
itself is an Auslander-Beiten quiver, although usually not of a finite^
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äimensional algebra, but only of a locally bounded algebra Ä9 called the
universal cover of A. Given an indecomposable A-module M9 we choose
some indecomposable Jt-module M with n([M]) = [Jf] and consider
the support algebra Ä(M) = Äj(e = e2 eÄ\eM == 0>. Then Ä(M) is
a directed algebra with M being a sincere J[(i&)-module, and many properties of the JL-module M can be dealt with considering Jf as an Ä(M)module. Note that the silvie J!( Jf)-modules are partitioned into subsets
which correspond to the simple JL-modules so that the Jordan-Holder multiplicities of a simple JL-module in Jf is given by the sum of the JordanEölder multiplicities of the simple Jl(Jf)-modules in the corresponding
subset. Since Bretscher and Gabriel [12] have shown that Ä and G(A)
3an be constructed directly from A as soon as its quiver and a set of
relations are known, one may use Ä efficiently in order to determine
r(A). Namely, we construct P(A) inductively, using one-point extensions
[note that this construction leads rather quickly to a periodic behaviour
with respect to G(A) since (dirnJET^. < 6 for indecomposable M and any i),
and we obtain r(A) from r(A) by factoring out the operation of G(A) on
r(A). We remark that Bongartz and Gabriel [10] have shown that G (A)
is always a free (non-abelian) group.
5.2. There is a general result concerning the Auslander-Beiten quiver of a
representation finite algebra A. According to Bautista and Brenner [5],
my element x of T(A) has at most four direct predecessors and at most
LOUT direct successors, and the number four occurs only if one of the four
•nodules is projective-injective. This may be rephrased as a statement
concerning subquivers of T(A) of form D4, and is a special case of a more
renerai statement dealing with subquivers of r(A) which are Euclidean
liagrams: namely, one can determine a universal bound for their "replication length".
J.3. As a special case one obtains the following result of Biedtmann
[25] : an indecomposable JL-module Jf is called periodic provided r*Jf w Jf
cor some t > 1. The translation subquiver of T(A) consisting of all periodic
aiodules will be denoted by rp(A). Then, for a representation finite A,
jhe components of r(A) are of the form ZAjG, A being a Dynkin diagram
[An, Dn, E6J ET, or Ea) and G being a group of automorphism of ZA.
Por a representation infinite algebra A, it was shown in [19] that there
s only one further possibility, namely A = A^. We recall the construction
Df Z0 for an arbitrary quiver 0: we start with disjoint copies of 0 indexed
by Z, say with elements (z9 i) where zeZ, and i is a vertex of (9. Then
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we add arrows (x,i)->(y, i+1) for any arrow y->x and any i, and define
riyy x(z,i) = (#, i— 1). If the underlying graph & of 0 is a tree, Z0 only
depends on 0 .
4. Separating tubular families
A component of F(A) with trivial modulation is called a fajfee provided
it contains a cyclic path and its underlying topological space is of the form.
jS1 x R£ (where 8l is the 1-sphere, and R£ the set of non-negative real
numbers). The regular tubes of rank r (where r > 1) are the components
of the form Z J. 0 0 /<T' , >. We want to outline a procedure for obtaining families
of tubes F(X) with X e PxJc. With any family of positive integers % (X e I),
we associate its type: form the disjoint union of diagrams Anx (A e I),
choose in any A^ one end-point and identify these end-points in order
to form a star. The type of the sequence n19 ...9nr will be denoted b y
Anv...,n • Given a family of tubes, its type will be the type of its rank
function. A family of tubes &(X)9 A e I, will be said to separate 0* from
3,, provided the remaining indecomposable A -modules fall into two classes
&, SL such t h a t Hom(.S,^) ==Hom(^, &*(X)) = Hom(«r(A), @) = 0 for
all 1, and, moreover, such that, for any X any map from a module in 0>
to a module in St factors through a direct sum of modules in &~(X).
We consider an algebra A which is a one-point extension of an algebraA0, say A = J. 0 [JS]: = I ft ° ,

where B is an J. 0 -module. The JL-modules.

can be written as triples (X0, Xm ,y),Xoi being a &-space and y : B ®
X^XQ,
being an J. 0 -linear map. The indecomposable J. 0 -module WQ is said to be
a wing module provided it belongs to a component with trivial modulation
and such that any arrow #->[W 0 ] in r(A0) is contained in a full convex
translation subquiver 0Q (a "wing") of r(A0) isomorphic to some 0(nx)r
[TF0] being the projective-injective vertex of 0X. The type of W0 is t h e
type of the function nx. A wing module WQ is said to be separating provided
the indecomposable J.0-modules not belonging to the wings fall into two*
classes ar, 9 with H o m ( ^ , X) = H o m ( ^ , W0) = Hom(W 0 , X) = 0, and
such that any map from a module in X to a module in <$f factors through
a direct sum of copies of W0. Finally, W0 is said to be dominated by B,.
provided dimJB = (dimW r 0 )(2 7 -^- 1 ) and, for any 0 ^ Q: JB->TF0, t h e
J. 0 [i2]-module W'0(g): = (WQ, Jc, Q) satisfies proj. dim.TF0(e) < 1.
4 . 1 . Let W0 be a sincere separating wing J. 0 -module of type A dominated
by B. Let A = AQIB], let w = dimW 0 +dim(0, Jc, o) in K0(JL), and let
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iw — <w, —>. Let 0>w, ^w, Mw be the sets of indecomposable ^.-modules
satisfying ^(dimjf ) < 0, = 0, > 0, respectively. Then ^w is a P^-family
of regular tubes of type A separating &w from lw. Also, Tw is controlled
by the restriction of %A to Ker^ (for Jf in &*w9 dimJf is a root or a null
root; conversely, given a positive root a in Ker^, there is a unique indecomposable Jf with dimJf = a, and given a positive null root a in Ker vw,
there is a one-parameter family of such modules).
4.2. If A is neither a Dynkin diagram, nor a Euclidean diagram, then
both @w and &w are wild. Note that one may use (4.1) to construct tubular
families of arbitrary type A.
4.3. Assume A0 is a directed algebra and Jf a sincere maximal indecomposable module. Then Jf is dominated by some projective module B. Thus,
if the T-orbit of Jf is the only possible branching point in the orbit quiver,
then we can apply (4.1) to W0 = Jf.
In particular, if A0 is hereditary and representation finite, then A0
is directed and has a unique maximal module Jf, and we may apply (4.1)
to WQ = Jf. Let Jf be dominated by B. Then A = J.0[i2] is hereditary,
too. The orbit type of A0, and therefore the tubular type of A, is a Dynkin
diagram A. In this case @>w is a single component, namely the preprojective
component of A, and its orbit diagram is the corresponding extended
diagram A. Similarly, £lw is the preinjective component of A, also with
the orbit diagram A. In this way, we obtain a full classification of the
representations of a tame hereditary algebra [15, 23, 14]; actually, one
may consider in the same way also the general case of an arbitrary base
field as considered in the joint work of Dlab and the present author [14],
A similar structure theory holds for all concealed algebras. The indecomposable modules 8 belonging to the mouth of a tube (thus those with
Hom(r#, 8) = 0) are said to be simple regular.
4.4. Let A0 be a concealed algebra with a tubular family ^0(X) of rank
r0(X), and 8 a simple regular -40-module in some f0(e). Then A = A0[8]
is called a simple tubular extension of A0. The extension type of A is, by
definition, the type of the function rA: PJc-^N with rA(X) = r0(X), for
X ^ Q, and rA(g) = r0(g) +1. Inductively, one may define arbitrary tubular
extensions, and their extension types (see [13, 27]). Note that all those
algebras have global dimension < 2. The dual construction is that of
a tubular coextension.
Let A be a tubular extension of a concealed algebra A09 and let A
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be the extension type of A. If A is neither Dynkin nor Euclidean, then
A is wild. If A is Dynkin, then A has a preprojective component &, namely
the preprojective component of AQ. It has also a preinjective component
SL containing all indecomposable injective modules with the orbit diagram
A, and the remaining indecomposable modules form a PjMamily of (not
necessarily regular) tubes separating & from SL. Also, .A-mod is controlled
by %. Thus, it remains to consider the case of a Euclidean A, so that
à = Ani nr, with ( % , . . . , nr) = (2, 2, 2, 2), (3, 3, 3), (4, 4, 2) or (6, 3, 2).
4.5. Let A be a tubular extension of a concealed algebra A 0 of the Euclidean extension type A. Then A is also a tubular coextension of a concealed
algebra A^. Let w0 be the minimal positive null root of A0, and w^ that
of AQQ9 and define ^ = <,awQJrßwQQ9 —>. We have the following components of r(A):
(1) a preprojective component ^ 0 ( = the preprojective component
of A0)9
(2) a separating tubular P1Ä-family &~Q (obtained from the tubular
family of A 0 by ray insertions),
(3) for any y e Q+9 a separating regular tubular P^-family fY of type
A consisting of all indecomposable modules X with iatß(dimX) = 0 ,
where y = ßfa,
(2)* a separating tubular Pxifc-family S*^ (obtained from the tubular
family of A^ by co-ray insertions),
(1)* a preinjective component SL^ ( = the preinjective component of
Also, the category A-mod is controlled by %.
4.6. One may use this in order to obtain a corresponding result for subspace
categories of vector space categories, in particular for the non-domestic
partially ordered sets of finite growth. In fact, for these posets, the oneparameter families of indecomposable representations have been determined
before by Nazarova and Zavadskij [30], and Zavadskij has independently
constructed the remaining representations. The algebras considered here
were studied by Brenner-Butler [11] and in [26]. The proof of the results
in 4. are outlined in [27], they will appear in [28].
5. Addendum
We have tried to outline the use of the Auslander-Beiten quiver F (A)
for classifying indecomposable A-modules, and for getting some insight
into the module category A-mod. Along these lines we have reported on
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some of the advances in representation theory in recent years. However,
we should stress that this paper covers only a small portion of the present
theory. For earlier results, we refer to the report of Bojter at the Helsinki
Congress 1978 [29]. In the discussion of the material presented here, we
have avoided the more technical notions (such as tilting functors) even
if we are sure of their usefulness for a better understanding. Also, we have
not discussed at all some of the major recent developments which would
have justified a separate report. We only want to mention Biedtmann's
classification of the representation finite selfinjective ( = quasi-Frobenius)
algebras, and the work of Bojter, and Bautista, Gabriel, Salmeron on the
existence of a multiplicative basis for representation finite and minimal
representation infinite algebras. In fact, it follows from the above work
that for a basic representation finite algebra A, the Auslander-Beiten
quiver r(A) uniquely determines A, provided the characteristic of Jc is
different from 2.
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OHEISTOPHE SOULÉ

K-théons et zéros aux points entiers
de fonctions zêta

Borei a montré que le rang des groupes de if-théorie de l'anneau des
entiers d'un corps de nombres est donné par l'ordre des zéros aux entiers
négatifs de sa fonction zêta. Par ailleurs, Birch et Swinnerton-Dyer ont
conjecturé que le rang du groupe des points d'une courbe elliptique B
sur Q est l'ordre du zéro de sa fonction L en son centre de symétrie. Gomme
K0(F1) = Z©E(Q)Ç&Z, Bloch s'est demandé s'il existe un énoncé (conjectural) qui englobe ces deux situations [2]. Ceci a été réalisé par Beilinson [1]. On propose ici une version légèrement différente de celle de Beilinson, qui relierait le zéro au point entier j de la fonction zêta d'un schéma
quasi-projectif sur Z à la caractéristique d'Euler-Poincaré de la partie
de poids j (pour les opérations d'Adams) de la iT-théorie des faisceaux
cohérents sur ce schéma.
Je remercie B. Gross, S. Lichtenbaum et J.-L. Loday pour leur aide.
1. Les "poids" de la ur'-théorie d'un schéma
1.1. Soient 8 un schéma régulier noethérien irréductible de dimension de
Krull finie, et ^ la catégorie des schémas quasi-projectifs sur 8. Si X est
un objet de "T, on note dim(X) sa dimension de Krull et M(X) la catégorie
exacte des ^-modules cohérents. Quillen [19] associe à M(X) une catégorie
QM(X) dont les objets sont ceux de M(X) et dont les flèches sont définies
à l'aide des suites exactes de M(X). Si BQM(X) est l'ensemble simplicial
classifiant de cette catégorie, il pose
K'm(X) = utm+1BQM(X),

m > 0.

Si X r e d est le schéma réduit associé à X, on a K'm(X) = Kfm(Xïe^j.
[437]

Quand
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X est régulier, on a K'm(X) = Km(X), où Km(X) est défini comme K'm(X)
en remplaçant JM" (X) par la catégorie P ( Z ) des 0^-modules cohérents
localement libres.
Supposons que X->M est une immersion fermée de X dans un schéma
de y lisse sur #. On pose
* Ï W

= ^ m + 1 (fibre (^P(Jlf)^BQP(Jlf - JT))).

On a, d'après [19], un isomorphisme canonique K'm(X) c^K*(M). Brown
et Gersten [7] ont montré par ailleurs que-B^-M") est le groupe de cohomologie à support:
Kl(M)
où ZxBGL+

= Hxm(M, Z

xBGL+),

est le faisceau simplicial associé au préfaisceau
U^ZxBGL{r(U,

@M)+)

(pour la définition de BGL(A)+ pour un anneau unitaire A, voir [18] et
[16]).
1.2. Le produit tensoriel de modules induit un produit
K*(M)xKf(M)->KX+n(M).
Les opérations de puissances extérieures fournissent des applications
Xk:

Kl(M)->Kl(M).

Celles-ci s'obtiennent en associant aux puissances extérieures des endomorphismes du faisceau ZxBGL*.
On définit les opérations d'Adams
wk, Jc > 1, par la relation de récurrence
v?(x) = A ^ a O Y ^ a O - A » ^ ) ^
+(-l)k-1Mk(x),
si xeKf(M),
et par wk(x) ^ (-l)k"lUk(x),
si xeK*(M)
et m > 0 .
Ce sont des endomorphismes de l'anneau gradué ©K*(M), qui vérifient
m

la relation wko wk' = wkk\ Si i est un entier positif, on désigne par K*(M)®
le soùs-espace de K*(M)® Q où toute opération wk agit par multiplication
par ft\ On montre qu'on a alors une décomposition en somme directe

*ïw®o =

wi+dim(ilf)

e Kim™.
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1.3. Supposons que le schéma M est irréductible. Si j e Z, on désigne par
K'm(X){j) le sous-espace de K'm(X) ®Q correspondant à
K^(M)^m^-j)
par l'isomorphisme K'm(X)®Q ~Kfv(M)®Q. Un théorème de EiemannEoch, analogue à ceux de [14], [12], et [20], montre que Kfm(X)^ ne
dépend pas du choix du plongement X->üf comme ci-dessus, et que ce
groupe est covarianti (resp. contra variant) pour les morphismes projectifs
(resp. étales) de rT.
Si Y->X est une immersion fermée de *V et U = X— Y, on a une
suite exacte longue
.. .->#;( Y){j)^K;n(X)U)->K'm( Z7) w ^z;_ x ( D W - * . ..
1.4. Quand 8 est le spectre d'un corps, on montre que Kf0(X)^ coïncide
avec OJKj(X)<g)Q, où OSj(X) désigne le groupe d'homologie de Chow
[11] des cycles de dimension j modulo l'équivalence linéaire. Dans [15]
Landsburg introduit des groupes de Chow supérieurs GHi(X, m) (égaux
à OHi(X), si m = 0). Quand X est affine et lisse sur un corps de caractéristique strictement supérieure à deux, on peut montrer que Km(X)^
= OEi(X,m)®Q.
2. Fonction zêta
2.1. On suppose désormais que 8 = Spec(Z). Soient X un schéma de
*T et d = dim(.X) sa dimension de Krull. Notons \X\ l'ensemble des points
fermés de X, et N(x) l'ordre du corps résiduel de a? G |X|. La fonction zêta
de X est définie par le produit infini
ccelJXTJ

Ce produit converge-pour tout nombre complexe s tel que Re (s) >d.
C'est une conjecture "standard" que Çx(s) admet un prolongement analytique à tout le plan complexe.
2.2. CONJECTURE. Soient X un scJiéma quasi-projeetif sur Z et j e Z un
entier. Alors
(i) le groupe K'^X)^ est nul pour presque tout entier m,
(ii) la dimension de Kfm(X)^ sur Q est finie,
(iii) Vordre du zéro de Çx($) au point s = j est égal à

£(-ir+làimQK'm(X)U).
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La conjecture (i) a été faite indépendamment par Beilinson, (ii) est
dû à Bass. Dans (iii) un zéro d'ordre négatif est un pôle.
2.3. Si j > d, la conjecture est vraie (les deux termes de l'égalité sont
nuls). Si j = d, elle est également vérifiée: la fonction Çx(s) admet un
prolongement analytique au demi-plan Ee(s) >d — (1/2) et possède en
s = d un pôle d'ordre le nombre de composantes de X de dimension d
[21], i.e. le rang de K'0(X){d) = OHd(X)®Q. Par ailleurs, K'm(X){d) = 0
si m > 0.
Si j = d— 1 et si X est régulier et irréductible, on a K^X)^^
=
= S'(X, Gm)®Q,K'l(X\d__l) =H°(X,
Gm)®Q,ebK^(X)l&_1)=0tAm>2.
La conjecture 2.2 dans ce cas a été formulée par Täte ([26], B S D + 11).
Elle implique celle de Birch et Swinnerton-Dyer.
2.4. On a Çx(s) = £xred(s)> d ° n c * a conjecture 2.2 ne dépend que du schéma
réduit associé à X. Par ailleurs, si Y->X est une immersion fermée de if
et U = X— Y, on a Cx(5) = £Y{S)ÇU(S)- E e n résulte (grâce à 1.3) que
si la conjecture est vraie pour deux des schémas X, Y et U, elle ôst vraie
pour le trpisième. En particulier, si la conjecture est vraie pour les schémas
réguliers, elle est vraie pour tous les schémas de "T.
3. Variétés sur un corps fini
3.1. Soit X un produit de courbes et de variétés abéliennes sur un corps
fini. Si dim(X) < 3, la conjecture est vraie [23].
3.2. Quand X est lisse, projective et irréductible sur un corps fini, Tate a conjecturé que l'ordre du pôle de t>x(s) en s = d — i est la dimension 'des classes
de cycles algébriques de codimension i en cohomologie Z-adique [26]. Dans
les quelques cas décrits en 3.1 on montre, outre cela, que Km(X)®Q = 0
si m > 0 et que l'équivalence cohomologique implique l'équivalence linéaire
(modulo torsion).
4. Variétés sur Q, approchetr anscendante
4.1. Soit V une variété projective lisse de dimension d—1 sur Q. À cette
variété est associée une fonction Çv(s) qui est un produit alterné
Ä=2eZ-l
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Chaque fonction L1ù__l('V98) est définie par un produit eulérien à partir
de l'action de Qal(QIQ) sur la cohomologie de V®Q en degré Jc— 1 [22],
On pense (loc.cit.) que ce produit converge et est non nul quand Ee(s)
> (7c+l)/2, et que L^^V, s) admet un prolongement analytique au plan
complexe et une équation fonctionnelle reliant ses valeurs en s et Je —s.
Supposons que V admet un modèle régulier complet X sur Z: V
= X®zQ- Alors l'image de Km(X)® dans Km(V)® est indépendante du
choix de X [1]. On la note Km(Vz)®. Beilinson conjecture que si Jc < 2i,
la dimension sur Q de JTm(yz)W est égale à l'ordre du zéro de Lk_1(Y9 s)
au point s = Jc — i.
Ceci est compatible à 2.2, au moins dans le sens suivant. Supposons
que V est irréductible. Les facteurs eulériens des fonctions Çv(s) et Çx(s)
sont égaux à Çx<s>p (S) quand X est lisse en p. Par suite, l'ordre du zéro
de Çv(s) et de Çx(s) est le même en presque tout point entier s. Il en est
de même de i A - i ( F , «) et Lu_k_1(V9 s + d — Jc) (dualité de Poincaré).
Par ailleurs, on tire de 1.3 la suite exacte

... -+x'm(X)U)-+Km( vzf-»-> e C i (* ® jg (j) ->iC-i (*)«,-. • •
D'après 3.2, on peut penser que, pour presque tout entier j , les groupes
K'm(X®Fp){j)
sont nuls, donc K'm{X)U) = Km(Vz)(d~j)
(c'est vrai sid < 2). Donc (du moins si d < 2), 2.2 et la conjecture de Beilinson ci-dessus
sont équivalentes pour presque toutes les valeurs entières de s.
4.2. Soit V(C) l'ensemble des points complexes de 7 . îTotons Hk~l(V®
®R, R(i —1)) la partie du groupe de cohomologie singulière Sk"1[ V(C), ß )
où la conjugaison complexe opère (via son action sur V(C)) par multiplication par (— I)*""1. Soit ç^ l'application composée:
H%-B1(V®R)-+E%â(V<g>C) =Mk-l{V{C),

C)^Ek-l{V{C),

R),

où a{ est donnée sur les coefficients par la partie réelle (resp. imaginaire)
multipliée par ut*"1, selon que i est impair (resp. pair). L'image de ^ est
JXk-l(V®R,R(i-l)).
On pose:
EitJc = Hk~1(V®R,

R(i-l))jcPi(FiE1^(V®R)),

où JF* désigne la filtration de Hodge.
Bloch dans le cas des courbes [2] et Beilinson dans le cas général ont
défini, pour Jc < 2i— 1, des mprphismes régulateurs
Qttk:

E2i_Jc(Vf^Bi9k.
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La dimension nitk de l'espace vectoriel réel BiJc est égale à l'ordre du zéro
de Lk^x(Y, s) en s = i — Jc, tel qu'on peut le prévoir par les conjectures
sur l'équation fonctionnelle [22}. Beilinson pense que gitk induit un isomorphisme de K2i_h(Vz)® avec une Q-forme de Bitk.
Par ailleurs, Ek~1(V®R,
R(i-1)) et F{M^(V®R)
ont une 0-structure naturelle, et on peut donc calculer le volume de
Qì^^ì-JÀ^Z)^)
par rapport à cette structure: c'est la classe d'un nombre réel modulo
la multiplication par un élément de Q*. Si e(i, Jc) est le premier coefficient
non nul du développement de Taylor de L^^V, s) en s = Jc — i, Beilinson
conjecture que le volume ci-dessus est la classe de c(i, Jc) (modulo Q*)
si Jc < 2i —1. Ceci peut aussi s'exprimer comme un résultat sur le nombre
J/ Ä _ 1 (F, i) (on notera que i est dans le demi-plan de convergence).
4.3. Les conjectures 2.2, 4.1, et 4.2 sont prouvées par Borei [5], [6], quand
V est le spectre d'un corps de nombres. Il en résulte que 4.1 est vrai pour
une surface rationnelle ou une variété de Severi-Brauer.
4.4. Quand V est une courbe elliptique à multiplication complexe (resp.
une courbe modulaire), Bloch [2] (resp. Beilinson [1]) exhibent dans
K2(VZ){2) un sous-espace Q tel que dim(ß) ^ n2t2. De plus, le volume de
Q2J2(0) est la classe de c(2,2).
Des calculs numériques de Bloch et Grayson pour des courbes elliptiques sans multiplication complexe ont mis en évidence qu'il est crucial
de considérer Ku_k(Vz){i)
et non pas K2i_k(V){i). D'autres exemples ont
été étudiés par les auteurs cités et par D. Eamakrijshnan.
4.5. Beilinson [1] et Bloch [3] pensent que l'ordre du zéro de L^^V,
s)
en s = i est le rang du groupe des cycles de codimension i sur V qui sont
homologiquement triviaux, modulo l'équivalence linéaire. La valeur de
c(i9 2ï) ferait intervenir une généralisation de la hauteur donnée dans
[1] et [4]. Pour i = 1 on retrouve l'énoncé de Birch et Swinnerton-Dyer«.
Eappelons que Tate ([26], §4) pense que L2i(s) a en s =i+l un pôle
d'ordre égal au rang des cycles de codimension i sur V9 modulo l'équivalence homologique; pour la valeur de c(i,2i — 1) et c(i,2i+l),
voir [1].
Enfin la théorie s'étend, comme dans [9], des variétés sur Q aux motifs
à coefficients dans un corps de nombres [1].
^
5. Variétés sur Q, approche j?-adique
5.1. Soient p un nombre premier et X un schéma quasi-projectif régulier
sur Z (ce qui suit s'étend, comme au paragraphe 1, au cas singulier). Un
approche plus indirecte du hen entre la if-théorie de X et sa fonction zêta
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consiste à relier ces deux notions à la cohomologie jp-adique de X'
= X®Z[llpl
Le lien entre fonction zêta et cohomologie jp-adique est bien connu
quand X est défini sur un corps fini (de caractéristique différente de p;
Grothendieck, Deligne). En caractéristique zéro il est donné par la théorie
d'Iwasawa [8], et n'est totalement compris que dans le cas où Y est le
spectre d'un corps de nombres totalement réel abélien sur Q (MazurWiles).
Un lien entre jST-théorie et cohomologie p-adique est donné par des
classes de Chern
ci$ktn: Km(X, Zlp«f)->Ekt (X', Zlp-(i)),

m + Jc=2i,i>

1,

où Km(X, Z}pn)^ désigne la partie des groupes d'homotopie à coefficients
Zjpn de BQP(X) où les opérations d'Adams y* opèrent par multiplication
par Jc\ Notons Km(X, Qp]zp)® (resp. Hk[X'9 Qp/Zp(i))) la limite inductive
sur n des groupes Km(X9 Z/pn)W (resp. Ek{Xf9 Zjpn(i))) et citk la limite
inductive des morphismes oithan.
Si A est un groupe de ^-torsion, appelons aìmpA la dimension sur le
corps à p éléments du noyau de la multiplication par p dans le sous-groupe
divisible maximal de A. Si Km(X) et Km_x(X) sont des groupes de type
fini, on a àïmpKm(X9 QJZJ® - àimQKm(Xf\
5.2. On peut montrer que, pour p fixé, on a
äimpEk(X',QpIZpW)=niJe
pour presque tout entier i [24]. En combinant les résultats de [10] et [27],
on peut montrer que, si i est assez grand, le conoyau de
Km(X', QpIZpf^Mk{X',

QPIZp{i)),

m + k = 2i,

est d'exposant fini. La conjecture de Lichtenbaum-Quillen [18] impliquerait que, si i est assez grand, ces deux groupes ont même dimp.
5.3, Quand V est le spectre d'un corps de nombres et i > 2, le noyau et
le conoyau de cifk sont des groupes finis [25]. Il en résulte, grâce au théorème de Borei (4.3, [5]), que
d i m ^ r , QpIZp(i)) = nitk,

i > 2,

un résultat que, à ma connaissance, on ne sait montrer sans if-théorie
que dans le cas d'une extension abélienne de Q.
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5.4. Merkurjev et Susiin ont montré que le symbole galoisien
e2i2tn: K2(F, Zlp"f)-*E2(F, Z/p»(2))
est un isomorphisme pour tout corps F (contenant 1/p) [17]. Si X est le
modèle de Heron régulier complet d'une courbe elliptique V à multiplication complexe sur Q, on en déduit (en prenant F = Q(V)) que
dimpK2(X, QpIZpf) = dim^H2 {X'9 Qp/Zp(2)).
Quand V = A( —p) est une des Q-courbes de Gross [13] ou quand p est
régulier au sens de Tager [28], on montre que
dim^S 2 (X', QPIZP(2)) = 1 ( = n2t2).
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Combinatorial Applications of the
Hard Lefschetz Theorem

1 . The hard Lefschetz theorem.
l e t X be a smooth irreducible complex projective variety of (complex)
dimension n (or more generally a Kahler manifold), endowed with the "classical" Hausdorff topology. Let H*(X) »=
H°(X)®S1(X)@...®H2n(X)
denote the singular cohomology ring of X with complex coefficients.
(Any field of characteristic zero would do just as well for the coefficient
group. I n fact, for the most part we could work over Z, but this is unnecessary for our purposes.) Since X is projective we may imbed it in some
complex projective space PN. Let M denote a (generic) hyperplane in PN.
Then XnJH is a closed subvariety of X of real codimension two, and thus
by a standard construction in algebraic geometry represents a cohomology
«lass co ejE2(X), called the class of a Jiyperplane section.
n—i

Let 0 < i < n. TJie map H\X) -—>
S2n~i(X) given by multiplication by ayn~i is an isomorpJiism of vector spaces.
This result was first stated by Lefschetz in [18], but his proof was not
entirely rigorous. The first complete proof was given by Hodge in [15],
using his theory of harmonic integrals. The "standard" proof today uses
the representation theory of the Lie algebra sl2(C) and is due to Chern
[4]. Lefschetz' original proof was only recently made rigorous by Deligne
(see [22]), who extended it to characteristic p. Other references include
[5], [13], [17], [32].
T H E HARD LEFSCHETZ THEOREM.

* Partially supported by the National Science Foundation.
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2. Unimodality
Since mn-l\ E1 (X)->M2n-1 (X.) is bijective for all 0 < i < n, it follows t h a t
co: JBi(X)-^Si+1(X)
is infective for 0 < i < n—1 and surjective for n < i
< 2w—1. Thus if ft = ft(X) = dimS"*(X) denotes the i-th Betti number
of X, then the sequences ft>, ß2, ..., ß2n and ft, ft, . . . , ftw_j are symmetric
and unimodal, i.e., ft < ft < ... < ft[W/2] and ft = ft^__^, and similarly
for ft, ft,..., ft^_i. This consequence of the hard Lefschetz theorm was
well known from the beginning.
There are several examples for which ft has a combinatorial interpretation. The archetype is the Grassmann variety X = Gdn of rô-planes in
Cn. I t was rigorously known since Ehresmann [8] that ß2i+1 = 0 and
t h a t ß2i is the number p(i,d,n — d) of partitions of the integer i into
< d parts, with largest part < n — d. The unimodality of the sequence
p(0, d, n — d), p(l, d,n — d),...,p[d(n
— d), d, n — d) was first proved by
Sylvester [31], and several subsequent proofs have been given. Perhaps
the simplest is [28, Cor. 9.6], but no purely combinatorial proof is known»
Such a proof would involve an explicit injection from the partitions counted
by p(i, d,n — d) to those counted by p (i + 1 , d, n — d), for 0 < £ < [%d(n —
More generally, take X to be a generalized flag manifold (?/P, where
Q is a complex semisimple algebraic group and P a parabolic subgroup.
The hard Lefschetz theorem then yields the unimodality of the number
of elements of length i in the quotient Bruhat order WJ = W/Wj, where
W is the Weyl group of G and Wj of P ([26, § 3]).
IsTow let g be a complex semisimple Lie'algebra and i A an irreducible
finite-dimensional g-module with highest weight L Let m^(^) denote the
multiplicity of the weight fi in Lx. The height ht/* of ju, is the number of
simple roots which need to be added to —A to obtain p. The polynomial
m
t,A
•PA(î) = S x(p)<t
was first shown by Dynkin (see [7, p. 332]) to have
unimodal coefficients; see also [25]. Eecently Lusztig [19] has computed
the (complex) intersection cohomology H*(^A), as defined by Goresky
and Macpherson [10], [11], of certain Schubert varieties &x (in general singular). îfamely,
^dimfl<(^)a<=Pi(î«).
i

(See [19, Cor. 8.9]). IsTow the intersection cohomology H*(X) of any complex
projective variety, considered as a module over the singular cohomology
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H*(X), satisfies the hard Lefschetz theorem. Hence Dynkin's result may
be regarded as a consequence of the hard Lefschetz theorem for intersection cohomology. I t would be interesting to investigate what other
sequences of combinatorial interest arise as Betti numbers in intersection
cohomology.
3. McMullen's ^-conjecture
Let & be a ^-dimensional simplical convex polytope ([14], [21]) with
/tf ^-dimensional faces, 0 < i ^ d —1. We call the vector f(&>) = ( / 0 , . . . , fd^)
the f-vector of 0*. The problem of obtaining information about such vectors
goes back to Descartes and Euler. In 1971 McMullen [20], [21, p. 179],
drawing on all the available evidence, gave a remarkable condition on
a vector (/ 0 , ...,jfa-i) which he conjectured was equivalent to being an
/-vector as above.
To describe this condition, define a new vector Ji(&) = (Ji0, ..., Jid),
called the Ji-vector of &, by

*-2(£J) t - 1 ) M AJ*F=0

where we s e t / _ ! = 1. The Dehn-Sommerville equations ([14, §§ 9.2, 9.8],
[21, §§2.4, 5.1]) assert that Jiq. = hd_i. McMullen's conditions, though he
did not realize it, are equivalent to the Dehn-Sommerville equations
together with the existence of a graded commutative C-algebra B = B0 ©
©JB X © ... where B0 = C,B is generated as a O-algebra by Bx, and dim0-Bt.
= Jii — Ji^j for 1 < i < [Ö/2], In particular, hQ < Jit < ... < Ji[d^, and we
are led to suspect the existence of a smooth ^-dimensional complex projective variety X{&) for which ß%i(X(d>)) = J\. If moreover &*(X(0>))
is generated by H2(X(0>)), then we can take B = H*(X(0>))l(œ), where
(co) denotes the ideal generated by the class of a hyperplane section, to
deduce the necessity of McMullen's conditions. In [6] varieties X(0>) are
constructed (after some assumptions on 9 irrelevant for proving McMullen's conjecture) with all the desired properties except smoothness
(despite the misleading statement in [6, Emk. 3.8]). Although X(@)
need not be smooth, its singularities are sufficiently nice that the hard
Lefschetz theorem continues to hold [30]. Namely, X(&*) is a V-variety,
i.e., locally it looks like CnjG where G is a finite group of linear transformations. Thus the necessity of McMullen's condition follows [27]. Sufficiency was proved about the same time by Billera and Lee [1], [2], For
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further information see [29]. Some recent work of Kalai [16] suggests
that a more elementary proof may be possible, and perhaps an extension
to more general objects (such as shellable triangulations of spheres or
even triangulations of homology spheres).
4. The Sperner property
Let P be a finite poset ( = partially ordered set). We say P is graded of
ranJc n if every maximal chain of P has length n (or cardinality n+1).
We then define the rank Q(X) of x e P to be the length I of the longest
chain x0 < œ± < ... < œl = x. Let Pi = {x e P : Q(X) = i}. An amXichain is
a subset A of P of pairwise incomparable elements. Thus each Pi is an
antichain. We say that P has the Sperner property if no anfcichain is larger
than the largest Pi. This terminology stems from the theorem of E. Sperner
[24] that the poset of subsets of an w-element set, ordered by inclusion,'
has the Sperner property (see also [12]).
If now X is a complex projective variety, we say X has a cellular decomposition if there exists a (finite) set # == {019. -., G{} of pairwise disjoint
subsets Of of X, each isomorphic as algebraic varieties to complex affine
space C% such that \jÇi= X and the closure Gi (in the classical or Zariski
topology) of each Oi is a union of O/s. We then define a poset Qx = Qx(%)
to be the set <£ ordered by reverse inclusion of the closure of the C/s. If X
is irreducible of dimension n, then Qx is graded of rank n.
1 ([26, Thm. 2.4]). If X (as above) is smooth and irreducible,
then Q has the Sperner property.
THEOREM
x

The crucial step in the proof is the use of the hard Lefschetz theorem,
and indeed the theorem remains true for any irreducible X (with a cellular
decomposition) satisfying the conclusions of the hard Lefschetz theorem.
The conclusion to the above theorem is not the strongest possible; see [26]
for further details.
The main class of varieties to which the above theorem applies (indeed,
the only known class for which the Sperner property of Qx is non-trivial)
are the generalized flag manifolds X =G/P mentioned above. Here the
Qx are the quotient Bruhat orders WJ. For certain choices of G and P
the posets Qx have a special combinatorial significance. In particular,
taking G = SO (2n + 1 , C)'and a certain maximal P , the Spernicity of the poset
Qx can be used to prove the following number-theoretic conjecture of
Erdös and Moser [9, eqn. (12)].
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THEOREM 2. Let 8 be a finite subset of R, and for Jc e R let f(S,Jc) denote
the number of subsets of S whose elements sum to Jc. Then for \S\ = 2 Ï + 1 ,
we Jiave

f(S,Jc)<f({-l,-l+l,...,l},0).
For further information in addition to [26], see [23] and the references
therein.
It would be interesting to discover other properties of the posets Qx
of Theorem 1 (in addition to the Sperner property). In particular, if A
denotes the simplicial complex of chains of Qx, where Qx denotes Qx
with the bottom and top element removed, then is the geometric realization \A\ always a sphere or cell? (It may uot even be necessary to assume
X is smooth.) This is true when d i m X < 2 or when X = GfP. Eor the
latter case see [3].
In [25, Problem 2] it is asked whether some posets arising from irreducible representations of the Lie algebra B1(W, C) have a "symmetric chain
decomposition", which is stronger than the Sperner property. In fact,
even the Sperner property is open. Perhaps there is a "cellular decomposition for intersection cohomology" of the Schubert varieties 0A discussed
in Section 2 which would yield a proof of the Sperner property.
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On the Theory of Jordan Algebras

Jordan algebras were introduced in the joint paper of P. Jordan, J. von
Neumann and E. Wigner On tJie algebraic generalization of tJie quantum
mecJianical formalism. In the usual interpretation of quantum mechanics
the observables are hermitian matrices of hermitian operators in the
Hilbert space. The set of hermitian matrices is closed with respect to linear
combinations ax + ßy (with real coefficients), but not with respect to the
matrix multiplication xy. However, it is closed with respect to the symmetric multiplication xoy = \(xy-\-yx). The author's idea has been: (1) to
formulate the basic algebraic properties of hermitian matrices in terms
of operation o; (2) to study all algebraic systems which have those properties. Maybe in this way it would be possible to find something which
is not exactly the system of hermitian matrices but is similar to it in its
algebraic properties.
Eor the basic properties the author has chosen two identities which
are satisfied by o:
(JI) xoy — yox (commutativity),
(J2) x2o(yox) = (x2oy)ox (Jordan identity),
Now, linear algebras over the field & (of characteristic not equal
to 2) which satisfy (JI) and (J2) are called (linear) Jordan algebras.
Let us consider the most important examples of Jordan algebras [14].
(1) Eor any associative algebra B let us replace the multiplication xy
in B by the symmetric multiplication xoy = \(xy + yx). The structure
we get on B is a Jordan algebra, denoted by IÜ(+).
(2) Let *: B->B be an involution in the associative algebra B, that
is, such a linear operator that (a&)* = b*a*, (a*)* = a for any elements
a,b EB. Then the set of ^-symmetric elements H(B, *) = {a EB\ a* — a}
is a subalgebra of Bi+).
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(3) Let/: V x V->0 be a symmetric bilinear form in a vector space V
over a field 0. Define on the direct sum of vector spaces 0 © V the multiplication (a®a)(ß®b) = (aß+f(a,b))@(ab + ßa). It equips 0®V with
the structure of Jordan algebra, which is called the Jordan algebra of
a symmetric bilinear form.
(4) Let C be a Oayley-Dickson algebra over a field 0 with canonical
involution ~: C->C (cf. [12], [31]). Consider the 3x3-matrices over G
and the involution #: CZB (x^)-^(xH). The subspace H(C3) = { i e C3|
A* = A} is a Jordan algebra with respect to the symmetric product.
M(CZ) is a simple algebra and dim0JS"(C3) = 27. Together with algebras
JS(CB) we consider all their forms, that is, those algebras which become
isomorphic to algebras of the type S(CZ) under a suitable scalar extension.
We call the algebras from examples (l)-(4) classical Jordan algebras.
In [14] it was proved that any simple finite-dimensional formally real
i]Exi = ° =* œi = 0) Jordan algebra is classical.
A Jordan algebra is called special if it is embeddable into iü(+) where B
is some associative algebra. Otherwise, it is called exceptional. It is easy
to see that all the algebras of examples (l)-(3) are special. In 1934 A. Albert
[1] proved that the algebras of type (4) are exceptional.
Thus, the formulation and the axiomatic studies of the algebraic
properties of the hermitian matrices led us to 4 comparatively small
classes, only the 4th of them being essentially new. Here the authors
expressed their hope that the pass to the infinite-dimensional case would
bring us new types of Jordan algebras. More exactly, it may be formulated
as follows:
PROBLEM

1. Do there exist any nonclassical simple Jordan algebras?

A. Albert and ÏÏ". Jacobson proved that any simple finite-dimensional
Jordan algebra is classical. In 1966 IS". Jacobson [11] extended this result
to the important class of infinite-dimensional Jordan algebras which
satisfy the minimality condition for inner ideals. The notions and methods
he introduced there had a major influence on the subsequent development
of the structure theory. It was shown that inner ideals play the role that
one-sided ideals perform in associative algebras. By an inner ideal of
a Jordan algebra J we mean such a subalgebra B that for any elements
b eB, a e J the element {6, a, 6} also lies in B; here {x, y, #} = (ayy)8 +
-\-x(yz) — y(xz) is a Jordan triple product. The role of semiprime associative
algebras is played by nondegenerate Jordan algebras, that is, those algebras
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J which contain no elements J ^ 0 with {b, J, b} = 0. Such elements are
called absolute zero divisors of J.
Using the powerful coordinization theorem, ]ST. Jacobson proved the
following analogue of the Wedderbern-Axtin theorem: any nondegenerate
Jordan algebra with minimality condition for inner ideals is a finite direct
sum of simple ideals wJiicJi are eitJier classical or Jordan division algebras.
The smallest ideal M such that J/M is nondegenerate is called the
Mcörimmon radical of J.
In 1977-1978 the author proved that (1) the radical of a Jordan algebra
which satisfies either maximality or minimality condition on inner ideals
is finite-dimensional and nilpotent [32]; (2) any Jordan division algebra
is classical [34], thus finishing the classification of Jordan artinian algebras.
It appears that in the theory of infinite-dimensional associative algebras
there were two outstanding problems which essentially stimulated the
development of structure methods : (1) the study of algebras with finiteness
conditions, and (2) the Burnside-like problems. The same (in even greater
degree) is true for the structure theory of infinite-dimensional Jordan
algebras.
The Burnside-like problem (or Kurosh problem, cf. [20]) for a class
K of algebras is formulated as follows: Is any algebraic algebra AeK
(for any element a e A there exists such a polynomial f(x) e 0\x\ that
f(a) s= 0) locally fini te-dimensional?
In 1956 A. I. Shirshov [25] proved by the beautiful combinatorial
methods that any special Jordan algebra which satisfies the identity
xn == 0 is locally nilpotent. More generally, A. I. Shirshov proved that
the Kurosh problem has the positive solution in the class of special Jordan
algebras which satisfy an essential polynomial identity (cf. [25], [31]).
In this connection he raised the question (cf. [26], [31]).
PROBLEM 2 (A. I. Shirshov). Is any Jordan nil-algebra of bounded
degree locally nilpotent?

Later it became clear that this problem is equivalent to the following
one:
PROBLEM 2'. Does the McOrimmon radical of a Jordan algebra always
lie in its locally nilpotent radical?

and that without the solution of Problems 2, 2' it would be impossible to
solve Problem 1.
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1. Connection with Lie algebras
I n spite of the 'physical' origin of Jordan algebras they owe the attention
of mathematicians mostly due to their startling connections with geometry,
analysis, other classes of algebras but first of all with Lie groups and
algebras. I t was discovered (N. Jacobson, [9]) that the exceptional Lie
algebras G2 may be realized as the differentiation algebras of CayleyDickson algebras, algebras F4 may be realized as the differentiation algebras
of Jordan algebras S(CS) and their forms (M. L. Tomber, [30]). Finally,
J. Tits ([28], [29]) used Jordan algebras to construct the models for exceptional algebras B6, 2?7, Ea. Then I. L. Kantor [15] and M. Koecher [16]
imbedded an arbitrary Jordan algebra into the Z-graded Lie algebra
K(J) = & = £'_1+£,0+£>1,&i
= 0 f o r \i\ > 1 .
Conversely, in any Z-graded Lie algebra Jâf = «£?__!+«£70+«£\. the operations (Seai £e_a, &a) s (aa, b_a, ca)->[[aa, &_*], CJ> <* = ± 1 are very close to
a Jordan triple product. In particular, if we fix the element a_Y e l ^ ,
;then th$ operation LXY.LXB
(X17 y1)->[[x1, a^], y j defines the structure
of Jordan algebra on SP^. Thus any Jordan algebra may be treated as
ungraded Lie algebra with short ^-grading and vice versa.
2. The weakened Burnside problem. A. I. Kostrikin's theorem
The weakened Burnside problem sounds as follows : does there exist such
a function f(n, m) of natural arguments m^ 1, n > 1 that the order
of any finite group which has n generators and satisfies the identity
xm = 1 , is < / ( w , m)?
For groups of prime exponent m — p this problem was solved in the
affirmative in 1958 by A. I. Kostrikin in his fundamental paper [18]
(cf. also [19]). At first the group theoretical Burnside problem was reduced
to the following problem about Lie algebras : is it true that any Lie algebra
of characteristics p which satisfies the Engel identity [x, yv~1] = [x, y,...
...,y~] = 0 is locally nilpotent? Then in the subsequent study of Lie
algebras the key role was played by the thin sandwich envelopes (or the
2nd order elements) introduced by A. I. Kostrikin. An element a of a Lie
algebra 3? is called an envelope of the thin sandwich if [[JSP, a~\, a] == 0
The following proposition was an important step in the proof of A. I. Kostrikin.
PROPOSITION (A. I. Kostrikin, [18], [19]). A Lie algebra of characteristics p which is generated by a finite collection of thin sandwich envelopes
and satisfies the identity [x, yp~1'] =0 is nilpotent.
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3. The Burnside-like problems in Jordan and Lie algebras
Suppose that a Jordan algebra J is generated by its absolute zero divisors.
Let us consider the Tits-Kantor-Koecher construction on it, K(J)
= jr(J)_ 1 + Z"(J) 0 + .K'(J)x. The L*e algebra K(J) does not a priori satisfy
any Engel identity but it is generated by its thin sandwich envelopes.
We have used the techniques of A. I. Kostrikin's paper [18] and the
Jordan origin of the Lie algebra K( J) to prove its local nilpotency which
is equivalent to the local nilpotencjr of the algebra J.
This has solved in the affirmative Problem 2', and hence A. I. Shirshov's
Problem 2.
THEOREM 1 ([35], [37]). The McCrimmon radical of a Jordan algebra
lies in its locally nilpotent radical.
THEOREM 2 ([35], [37]). Any Jordan nil-algebra of bounded degree
is locally nilpotent.

The Kurosh problem in. the class of Jordan Pi-algebras has also got
the positive solution.
THEOREM

S ([37]). Any algebraic Jordan Fl-algebra is locally finite-

dimensional.
As we have noted before, the connection between Jordan and Lie
algebras is two-sided. In fact, Lie algebras with short Z-gradings naturally
arise when the thin sandwich envelopes or elements with algebraic adjoint
operators are involved. So we have used the Jordan techniques to "reverse"
the proof of Theorem 1 and to strengthen the above-mentioned proposition
of A. I. Kostrikin.
THEOREM 4 ([36]). A Lie algebra over tJie ring of scalars 0 3 1/6 wJiicJv
is generated by a finite collection of thin sandwicJi envelopes is nilpotent.

As usual, by ad (a), a e 3? we denote the commutation operator with
an element a; ad(a): J5? 3 x~>[x, a~\. We say that J5f is an algebra with
algebraic adjoint representation if for any element a E 3? there exists such
a polynomial f(x) E 0[X] that /(ad(a)) = 0.
The Jordan techniques (and Theorem 4) proved to be useful for the
solution of one more Burnside-like problem for Lie algebras.
THEOREM 5 ([40]). A Lie algebra witJi algebraic adjoint representation
over the field of oliar acteristic 0 wJiich satisfies ilie polynomial identity is
locally finite-dimensional.
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Eemark that A. IST. Grishkov [7] used Theorem 4 to prove that in
a Lie algebra of characteristic zero the thin sandwich envelopes generate
the locally nilpotent ideal.

4. The classification theorems for Jordan algebras
After a positive solution of Problems 2 and 2', it has become possible to
solve in the affirmative Problem 1.
6 ([39]). Any simple Jordan algebra is isomorphic to one of
the following algebras: (1) JB(+) where B is a simple associative algebra;
(2) M(B, *) where B is a simple associative algebra with the involution *:
B->Bm, (3) the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form
in a vector space V over some extension T of the basic field 0, dim r V > 1 ;
(4) the simple exceptional Jordam, algebra which is 27-dimensional over its
centre.
THEOREM

Conversely, if B is a simple associative algebra, then by I. ÎT. Herstein's theorems (cf. [8]) Jordan algebras of types (1) and (2) are simple.
We call an algebra prime if the product of any two of its nonzero ideals
is nonzero. Any nondegenerate Jordan algebra may be approximated by
prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras. That is why from the ring-theoretical
point of view it would be useful to determine not only simple algebras but
all prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras. By "to determine" we mean to
find out to what extent they are close to the classical Jordan algebras.
The following two theorems show that they are fairly close.
A prime Jordan algebra J is said to be an Albert ring if its centre Z( J)
is nonzero and its central closure Z(J)~XJ is a simple exceptional algebra
of dimension 27 over its centre ^(J r )"" 1 Z(J).
7 ([39]). A prime nondegenerate Jordan algebra is either
special or an Albert ring.
THEOREM

THEOREM 8 ([39]). Let J bea special prime nondegenerate Jordan algebra
Then one of the following assertions is valid:
(I) the centre Z(J) is nonzero and the central closure Z(J)"XJ is a Jordaw,
algebra of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form over the field Z(J)~~lZ(J).
(II) J contains the nonzero ideal I which is invariant under all automorphisms and all differentiations of J and either
(ILI) I c^ JB(+), B is a prime associative algebra and B^<\J
s Q(Bf+)
where Q(B) is a Martindale quotient ring ofB (cf. [22]), or
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(II.2) I c^H(B, *), B being a prime associative algebra witJi involution
and M(B, *) < J s B[[Q(B), *).
Gonversely, algebras of types (I), (II) are prime and nondegenerate.
5 . Lie algebras with finite grading
Lie algebras An, Bn, Gn, Dn and also the exceptional algebras D6, JE7 are
equipped with the nontrivial short Z-grading ££ = äf_1-i-^0+^1.
Lie
algebras with a short grading may be constructed also from an arbitrary
Jordan algebra (Jordan pair, Jordan triple system, cf. [21], [24]). Algebras
<72, F4, JS8 do not have a short grading but they have a slightly longer
if-grading & = ^ f _ 2 + ^ - i + ^ 0 + ^ 1 + ^ 2 - For the construction of these
algebras the so-called J-temary algebras were introduced and studied
{cf. [2], [5]). However, in certain considerations connected with infinitedimensional Lie algebras or finite-dimensional Lie algebras over nonclosed
n

fields there occur Z-gradings 3? = ]? &% oi arbitrary finite length. In fact,
under certain restrictions on the characteristics of the basic field, the
theory of Lie algebras with finite grading has turned out to be "parallel"
to the Jordan theory. This parallelism is not formal: the most
important notions and methods of the theory of Jordan algebras admit
natural analogues for Lie algebras with finite grading. That is why Lie
algebras with finite grading may be by right included in the Jordan theory
as its most general object (so far). This ideology has made it possible
to classify the simple (infinite-dimensional) Lie algebras with finite grading.
n

THEOREM

9 ([38]). LetSP = J£ SPi be a simple Z-graded Lie algebra

over a field of cJiaracteristic p^A.n+1
(or 0), J£ J^. ^ 0. TJien one of the
i¥=0
following assertions is valid:
n
(1) Hier e exists a simple Z-graded associative algebra B = J} B{ sucJi
iiiat ££? ca [B^~\ B^1\Z,

wJiere Z is tlie centre of the commutant \B^~\

B^],

n

(2) there exists a simple Z-graded associative algebra 1 2 = ^ ^

with

i——n

involution *: B->B, B* = Bi9 such tJiat & ca \8, 8]IZ([B, 8])nBQ (wJiere
8 — 8(B, *) = {aEB\ a* = — a}) is a Lie algebra of *-sJcew-symmetric
elements,
(3) ^f is isomorpJiic to the Tils-Kantor-KoecJier construction of tJie
Jordan algebra of a symmetric bilinear form over some extension of tJie basic
field,
(4) ^ is of one of the types G2, JP4, E6, JE77, EBt JD4.
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The isomorphisms in (1) and (2) are isomorphisms of graded algebras.
In the proof of the theorem the cases n = 1 and n > 1 should be treated
separately. However, the more difficult case n = 1 was considered earlier
in terms of the Jordan pairs [37].
One may consider an even more general situation: A is a torsion free
abelian group, 3? = £ S£K, a yl-graded Lie algebra, the set {A|J^A =£ 0}
teA

is finite. Then under certain restrictions on the characteristic of the basic
field the analogue of Theorem 9 is valid.
For other aspects and results in Jordan systems and their relations
see monographs [4], [8], [12], [13], [17], [21], [24], [27], [31] and surveys
[3], [23], [261
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A. ST. ANDEIANOV

Integral Representations of Quadratic Forms by
Quadratic Forms: Multiplicative Properties
1. Introduction
Modular forms with respect to congruence subgroups of the integral
symplectic group rn = SpJZ) were introduced as a generalization of
theta-series of integral positive quadratic forms and have allowed us to
clarify a number of their properties. The corner stone of the magnificent
progress of the theory of modular forms of one variable during last two
decades was laid by E. Hecke by his discovery that all Fourier coefficients
of a modular form can be expressed through eigenvalues of a multiplicative
family of invariantly defined linear operators. If n > 1, it seems that the
Hecke operators are insufficient to provide a similar result, although
certain relations between their eigenvalues and the Fourier coefficients
of eigenfunctions were obtained (see § 3 below). Hence the situation in
the general case looks worse than the classical one. However, a modular
optimist can argue that the opinion is due to a too narrow approach,
which is based exclusively on the ideology of the one variable case. It
seems there is no other way to find an adequate approach but to go back
to perhaps the only observable kind of modular forms of many variables,
namely to the theta-series and to look what Hecke operators can
do with them and with their Fourier coefficients. In this report we are
going to present some results, observations and conjectures in this direction.
2. Modular forms, theta-series, Hecke operators
À modular form of order n, integral weight Jc and Dirichlet character x
modulo g with respect to the congruence subgroup
I»(g) = {jf = [ £ * ] e 7™; C = 0 (modg)}
[465]
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of the group Fn = Spw(Z) is a function F(Z) of n(n +1) /2 complex variables
which is holomorphic on the Siegel upper halfplane of order n
Hn = {Z=X

l

+ iTeMn(C)i

Z = Z, Y > 0 } ,

e.F0w(g) satisfies the functional equation

which for each matrix

F((AZ + B)(OZ + D)-1) = ^(detJ9)det(C^ + I>)fcJP(^)
and which, if w = 1, is holomorphic at all vertices of the group r\(q).
All such functions form a linear space W^(g, %) over C. A modular form
F e Wk(g, x) c a n be expanded in a Fourier series of the form

F(Z) =

£f(B)exV(<MG(BZ)),

where 9ln is the set of all symmetric, integral and semidefinite matrices
of order n with even diagonal elements and a(BZ) is the trace of the matrix
BZ. The Fourier coefficients /(B) satisfy the relations
/(TJBÏV) - a(det Ï7)(det U)kf(B)

{U e GL„(Z)).

For each matrix Q e SR* = {B e SRm; B > 0} and n = 1 , 2 , . . . the
theta-series of Q of order n is defined by

dn(Z, Q) =

ex

J»?

P [nw^MQMZ))

MeMmin{Z)

=

£r(Q,B)exp(nia(BZ)),
Remn

where Z e Sn and r(Q, B) is the number of solutions in integral (m x n)matrices X of the equation lXQX = B, i.e., the number of integral representation of the quadratic form with matrix B by the form with matrix Q.
I t is proved in [1] that for even m = 2ft we have
dn(Z,Q)emnk(g,xQ),
where q is the level of Q and %Q is the character of Q.
Let ifcf = I ^

n

be an integral (2n x 2w)-matrix which satisfies the

conditions

<Jf[ J , ^]jf = < w [ _ ^ f],

0(M)>0, (d(M), q) = 1,
0 s 0 (modg),
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where E = Bn is the unit matrix of order n. Then the operator
T{M): F^JP\k>xT(M)
= ô(M)nk-n^n+1^£ x{àGtA')à.Qt{0'Z+I)')-le^{{^'Z + B'){u'Z+D')-%
vhere the sum is taken over

[tf D'JGi° (q)\rZ(q)Mr?(q),
maps the space Wl(q, %) into itself. Finite linear combinations of operators
T(M) with constant coefficients are called the jiïecJce operators. A Hecke
operator J^a^f-M*) is called a square-operator (resp. a p-operator, where
2? is a prime) if <5( Jf^) are squares (resp. are of the form #*<). We also define

T(l) =

27

^W*

where

(2iî)=l-

w

(r0 (prfto)),ô(jif)=/

All Hecke operators on W£(q, %) (resp. all square-operators, all jp-operators)
form a commutative ring L = L(n,Jc, q, %) (resp. i sff , J^).
A space 30^(2, %) ]'s spanned by eigenforms [2], i.e. by the forms
F eW£(q, x) which satisfy
F\kfXX = AF(X)F
for all XeL.
3S a n
If F eWfc(q, x)
eigenform and p is a prime, the map X->AF(X)
gives us a representation of i ^ into C. The representation can be obtained
in the following manner [3]. For each M of the form described above
with ô(3I) = pd all representatives M' from the different left cosets
r%(q)M' c jTy(g)Jf.r*(g) can be chosen in a triangular form:
JP

jr-pY'-'S], *™ *

1

*

o

/;

•0

0

...

/TCj

Then there exist non-zero complex numbers c^ = a^p, F) (i = 0,1,...,%)
such that
XP(T(M)) = a* £ fl (ajP-1fi,

[T(M) e Lp).

The numbers a0, a 1? ..., an, which we shall call the p-parameters of the
eigenform F, are determined by XF and p, uniquely up to the action of
the Weyl group of Sp?l. They satisfy
ala1...an=pnk-^n+l)l2x(pn)'
34 — Proceedings...
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3. Fourier coefficients of eigenforms and eigenvalues
Let F e W^(q, %) be an eigenform with the Fourier coefficients f(B)
(B e 5RJ and the eigenvalues hF(X) (X eL). Since the eigenvalues hF(X)
have certain multiplicative properties, it is natural to try to express f(B)
through XF(X). If n = 1, this was done by Hecke. If n > 1, only some
relations between the Fourier coefficients and the eigenvalues were obtained. The only type of relations which was found for all n is given by
1 [4]. Let F e W^(q, x) &# an eigenform with the Fourier coefficients f(B) (B G 9tJ. Then for any fixed matrix B e 5R+ and any completely
multiplicative function ip on positive integers which grows nop faster than
a polynomial and satisfies the condition
THEOREM

'

ip(p) = 0

if p is a prime, p\qàetB7

the following identity is valid, provided the real part of the complex variable s
is sufficiently large:
£

y(à<òtM)f(MB tM)(AßkM)1"k-8

JfeSL n (Z)\M+(Z)

= f(R){L(S+nl2mBX) | 7 L(2s+2i, yY)}" 1 ^*, v)
1=0

if n is even, and
= f(B){fl

L(2s + 2i,y>Y)}~1l>F(s,V)

f n is odd, where M+(Z) is the set if all integral matrices of order n with
positive determinants,
L(t,co)
Xu is the character of B and

co(n)
n

=2J~-J-,
l
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where p runs througJi all prime numbers and for eacJi prime p witJi (p, q)= 1,
a{(p, F) are tJie p-parameters of F.
In [5] the restriction f(p) = 0 if p divides gdetJS was replaced by
\p(p) = 0 if p divides q. In this case the factor f(B) on the right-hand side
of the identity should be replaced by a finite sum. Eelations of a different
kind were obtained earlier in [6], [7] but, unfortunately, only for n = 2.
All attempts to extend them have failed.
The identities of Theorem 1 not only give the multiplicativity of certain
linear combinations of the Fourier coefficients of an eigenform F but
. also allow us to investigate some analytical properties of the associated
Euler product I>F(s,y)), where ip is a Dirichlet character: The Dirichlet
series on the left-hand side of the identities can be obtained from F by
means of an integral transformation. It allows us to prove that DF(s, y)
has an analytical continuation over the whole s-plane and in some cases
satisfies a functional equation [8].
4. Action of Hecke operators on theta-series
The first question on the way back from general modular forms to thetaseries was whether Hecke operators transform theta-series again into
linear combinations of theta-series. A positive answer was obtained in [9]
for all square-operators and, in some cases, for all Hecke operators. More
specifically, the ring L of all Hecke operators on W£(q, x) *s generated
by the square-subring Lsa and by the operators T(p) for all prime p such
that (p, q) = 1. Let Q e SR^ and 6n(Z, Q) e SDtJfà, %). I t was proved that
the form 6n(Z, Q)\ul%T(p) is a linear combination of theta-series if XQ(P) = 1
or
XQ(P) = — ! a n ^ w > Jc. It is still unknown whether this is true if
XQ(P) = —1 and 1 < n < Jc.
In all cases mentioned above it was proved that for Q e 5R;k and

6n(Z,Q)e(mi(q,x) we have

On(Z,Q)\icXX = j j a(Q,Qi;X)dn(Z,

Q,)

i

where Ç* runs through a system of representatives of all classes {Q'}
= {lUQ'U; TJ e GL27c(Z)} with d e t # ' = detQ. At first no formulae for the
coefficients a(Q,Qi; X) were obtained. Such formulae were found in [5].
Another approach was proposed later in [10]. Although explicit, the
formulae have not clarified the arithmetical meaning of the coefficients.
The clarification was made, in some cases, in [11] and [12]. We shall
state here the corresponding results only in the case n = Jc.
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THEOREM: 2. Let Bm(D) be a system of representatives of all primitive
classes {Q}G5R^ toith detQ = D (primitivity means that d~xQ G 9^ for
d eZ implies d = 1). Suppose that m =2Jc, p is a prime and (p,D) = 1.

fl*(^,0)UfXTCp)=

2 1 eiQT'HQiPQ^o^ZiQ'),

(i)

Q'eB m (D)

wÄere $ eBm(B), x = #Q = >to> r(Qi #i) *s **0 member of integral representations of the quadratic form Q± by Q and
e(Q') = r(Q', Q').
Suppose that m = 2, I is an integer and (Z, _D) = 1. Then
6^Z,Q)\lt%T{l) = ^eiQY^iQJQ'iO^Z^').

(2)

Q'eR

If would be interesting to extend formula (1) to a more general type
of Hecke operators.
5. Relations between numbers of integral representations
The fact that the numbers of integral representations of quadratic forms
by the forms of the same order appear as elements of matrices of representation of Hecke operators on the spaces of theta-series allows" us in
principle to find for them some multiplicative relations of the same type
as for the corresponding operators. For example, if m = 2, it follows from
formula (2) and from the classical formulae for the products T(i)T(li)
that
d\l,lx

where D > 0 , (ll1} D) = 1, BD{1) = (<?(&)-V(&, Ify)), Qlf...,QB is some
ordering of Bt{D) and Xn = %Q^ [12].
But the formulae can give more than that. Consider, for example,
formula (1). By direct computation one can find the relation
P(Z, Q)\kt%T(p) = £ rp(Q, .B)exp (*io(RZ)),
where
h

rP(Q,B) =2%^)^-^
i=0

2"

B} = d i a g t l ^ . ^ , ^ . ^ ) ,
k-j

r{Q,f-*DR+D),

Z)e8L A (Z)\(X» f c _ i ),DB i Z>e^3l f t

j

(D,) = SLk{Z)Dt SLk{Z).
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Comparing the Fourier coefficients of the series on both sides of (1), we
get the relations
H

rp(Q„ B) = ^e(Qjr1r(Qi,pQj)r(Qj,
where Be$lk, (Q19...}QH) = B2k(B),
following conjecture is true.
CONJECTURE

D>0.

B),

(3)

I^et us assume t h a t the

1. TJie theta-series
Q*(ZìQ1)ì...ì0*(ZìQH)

of order Jc, wJiere (Qx,...,

Qn) = B2ÏC(L>), Je, D > 0, are linearly independent.

Then there exist matrices Bx, ..., BH e 5R7+ such that
det(r(Q,,2y) ^ 0.
Therefore it follows from (3) that the following matrix relations are true:
[*(Qi)-lr(Qi, pQi), ..., e(QHrlr(Qi9

pQn))

- (r(Qi9 Btt1

(rp(Qi, Bi), -,rp(Qi9

BH)),

where i == 1, 2, ..., S. The relations express the numbers of integral
representation of certain matrices of order 2Jc by matrices of order 2Jc
through the numbers of integral representations of some matrices of order
Jc by the matrices of order 2Jc. One can hope that there exist more relations
of this kind. If Jc = 1, more explicit relations were obtained unconditionally
in [12].
6. Linear independence of theta-series and degenerations of Hecke operators
Conjecture 1 is true if Jc = 1 (it follows, for example, from the fact thab
each ideal class of a subring of the ring of integers of the imaginary quadratic field Q (}/ — D) contains infinitely many prime ideals). If Jc>%
it has a number of numerical and theoretical supports. Some of them are
provided by the theory of Hecke operators. For example, the following
statement on degenerations of the action of Hecke operators on thetaseries is a direct consequence of Conjecture 1:
THEOKEM 3. Let F e Wk(q, A), where 1 < Jc < n < 2Jc, be an eigenform
whicJi is a linear combination of tJieta-series 6n(Z, Q) e Wk(q, x) w^1 Q e tkTJien for eacJi prime p wJiicJi does not divide q, n — Jc of tJie p-parameters
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an(p, F) of F have fixed values:
<*i(P,F) ^P^xiP)

(*=l,...,w-fc).

On the other hand, the theorem was proved unconditionally in [13]
in virtue of explicit formulae for the action of Hecke operators on thetaseries.
7. Duality in Siegel's theorem and the genus operator
It is essential for applications of Hecke operators when other invariant
operators commute with Hecke operators. For example, the role of Jarkovskaya's commutation relations for the Siegel operator 0: W?c(q, x)
-» WìTl(q, x) is well known. A hypothetical operator of the kind emerges
from a duality in Siegel's theorem on the mean number of integral representations of a quadratic form by a genus of another form. The theorem
gives an expression for the sums of the form
H
1

oAQ, B) = MQ)' ^e(Qir1r(Qi,

B),

where Q e ^ , 22 e 91+, Q19 . . . , $ H is a system of representatives of al
classes in the genus [Q] of Q and

is the weight of the genus [$], through the numbers of solutions of the
corresponding congruences. It is only natural to ask whether it is possible
to say something about the dual sums
h

* • ( $ , B) = MB)-l^e(Bjr1r(Q1

fy,

where JS X ,..., Bh is a system of representatives of all classes in the genus
IB] of B and p(B) is the weight of the genus [22]. It is proved in [14] that
ax(Q, B) - a2(Q, B)

if

m=n.

(4)

Relations (4) can be formulated in another form. We shall say that
the genus operator F->[F] is defined for a modular form
F(Z) = ]?f(B)exV(nio(BZ))

eWk(q, x),
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where n < 2Jc if there exists a modular form
IF](Z) = £ [/](22)exp(7rfff(22Z)) e Wk(q, X)
such that
h(R)

lfi(B) = p(B)-1JT e(Bjr1f(Bj)

for all B e «+,

i-i

where Bx, ..., Bh is a system of representatives of all classes in the genus
[22] and fi(B) is the weight of the genus. Since the space W^c(q, x) does
not contain singular forms, provided that n < 2Jc, the form [JF] is uniquely
defined if the genus operator F->\F] is defined. Eolations (4) for even
m = 2Jc mean that the genus operator is defined for each theta-series
F(Z) = 62k(Z, Q), where Q eBfk, and has as the image

IF](Z) =MQ)-12e(Q<r1öz"(z,Q<)
(the notation is as above).
Moving towards a generalization of the relations (4) to the cases where
m ^ n, one can propose the following
2. The genus operator is defined for each tJieta-series
6 (Z, Q), wJiere Q e SR^ and n < 27c.
n

CONJECTURE

More generally one can propose
CONJECTURE 3. TJie genus operator is defined for each modular form
F e W}6(q, x)i wftere l^n^2Jc,
# > 1 , and x is ^e DiricJilet cJiaracter
fc
module q, #( — 1) = (— l) .

To start the study of the genus operator, the following theorem is
proved in [14]:
THEOREM 4. Suppose that tJie genus operator is defined for a modular
form F->Wk(q, %), where n < 2Jc, and X is a EecJce operator on %Rk(q, %).
Then tJie genus operator is defined for the form F\kiXX and
[F\k>xXl = [F]| f c I X
It follows from the theorem that if the genus operator is defined for
an eigenform JF which is defined by the corresponding eigenvalues up to
a constant factor then the following alternative holds:
IF] = JF or [JF] = 0.
If would be interesting to verify (or to disprove) it by numerical computations of Fourier coefficients of modular forms.
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JEAN-MAKC FONTAINE

Représentations ^-adiques

On sait que, lorsque l'on étudie les représentations Z-adiques du groupe
de Galois d'un corps de nombres, les places premières à l jouent un rôle
très différent de celles qui divisent Z. Tout Part est dans la manière d'utiliser simultanément les informations fournies par les unes et les autres.
Ici, bien au contraire, nous nous limitons à passer en revue quelques
résultats sur ce que l'on peut dire lorsque l'on ne considère qu'une seule
place p, supposée en outre diviser Z.
Aussi le contexte est le suivant: on fixe un corps K de caractéristique 0,
complet pour une valuation discrète, à corps résiduel parfait Jc de caractéristique p > 0; on choisit une clôture algébrique K de K et on pose
(S = Gal(j£/IT). Une représentation p-adique est un Qp-espace vectoriel
de dimension finie muni d'une action linéaire et continue de ©.
Comme le groupe (S n'est pas très "explicite", l'un des objectifs est
d'associer à une représentation ^p-adique des invariants plus tangibles.
Le plus naturel est le couple (V, Gv) formé du Qp-espace vectoriel sousjacent V et du sous-groupe (fermé) Gv de GL(7) qui est l'image de 05.
On obtient un objet plus maniable en remplaçant Gr
— soit par son algèbre de Lie, JAeGv (comme tout sous-groupe fermé
de GL(F), Gv est un groupe de Lie jp-adique),
— soit par sa clôture de Zariski GVf8big, i.e. le plus petit sous-groupe algébrique de GL(7) qui contient Gv (d'après un résultat classique de Cflievalley, Lie6rr>aig est la plus petite sous-algèbre de Lie algébrique de gl(7)
qui contient Lie(? F ).
Ubus allons associer à certains types de représentations d'autres
invariants et, dans certains cas, voir quels renseignements la connaissance
de ces invariants fournit sur L i e $ F ou sur GVtfûg.
Dans ce qui suit, mis à part quelques résultats sur les variétés abéliennes et les groupes ^-divisibles, on a laissé de côté toutes les questions
où intervient la géométrie algébrique (problèmes de comparaison entre
[47Ö1
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différentes cohomologies #-adiques, voir [2], [3], [14], [7] App., [9], bien
que ce soit celle-ci qui "motive" beaucoup des définitions données.
Bemarque. Beaucoup des catégories abéliennes que nous allons rencontrer sont des ®-catégories, i.e. sont munies d'un produit tensoriel,
d'un Horn interne et d'un objet-unité satisfaisant à des propriétés convenables (cf. [18]); pour alléger l'exposé, nous avons renoncé à donner
les définitions, presque toujours évidentes, de ces structures; une sous®-catégorie d'une ®-catégorie abélienne est une sous-catégorie pleine
stable par sous-objet, quotient, somme directe, produit tensoriel, hom
interne, contenant l'objet-unité; un ®-foncteur (resp. une ®-équivalence
de catégories) est ce que l'on pense (voir [18] ou [4] pour des définitions
précises).
1. Représentations non ramifiées
On sait depuis longtemps que leur étude se ramène à un problème d'algèbre linéaire. Commençons par fixer quelques notations:
— si A est un anneau commutatif contenant F^, W(A) est l'anneau des
vecteurs de Witt à coefficients dans A et F: W(A)->W(A) le Frobenius
(cf., par exemple, [22], chap. II, §6);
— on pose 17 == W(Jc), KQ = FracW et on note a le Frobenius agissant
sur Jc, W et K0;
— on note W[F] (resp. K0[F]) l'anneau (non commutatif si h ^Fp)
engendré par W (resp. K0) et un élément F, soumis aux relations FX
= a(X)F, pour tout l e W (resp. K0); si A est une fc-algèbre, W(A) est,
de façon naturelle, une TF-algèbre et un T7[J?T]-module; si A est parfait,
c'est même un W{F, P^-module.
Par définition, une représentation non ramifiée est une représentation
sur laquelle le sous-groupe dHnertie ©0 de © opère trivialement. Si h désigne
le corps résiduel de K, k est une clôture algébrique de Jc et ©/©<, s'identifie
à © :=Gal(ï/*).
Le groupe © opère sur P : = Frac W (S) de façon compatible avec
sa structure de uT0-algèbre et de KQ\F, p-^-module. Si 7 est une représentation #-adique non ramifiée, BP(V) : = ( P ® Q 7)® est un module
de Bieudonné de pente 0 sur K0, i.e. un K0 [P]-moduïe, de dimension finie
comme if0-espace vectoriel, contenant un TT-réseau sur lequel l'action
de F est bijective. Le foncteur BP définit une (^-équivalence entre la catégorie des représentations p-adiques non ramifiées et celle des modules de
Bieudonné de pente 0. Un quasi-inverse'est le foncteur 7 P qui, à un tel
module B, associe le sous-Qi3[©]-module de P®K B formé des éléments
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fixés par F (ces résultats se démontrent sans difficulté, par exemple en
utilisant [23], III, A.l).
2 . Une "description" des représentations ^-adiques (voir [12], [13], [27],
[28] pour des démonstrations et d'autres résultats)
Soit x: ®-^Z* le caractère cyclotomique, défini par
ge = e*W, pour

g e ©, « 6 ^ ( 1 ) ;

soient § le noyau de ©, r = ©/# et JJ = E*. Il se trouve que $ s'identifie
au groupe de Galois d'un corps parfait de caractéristique p.
Pour toute extension F de K contenue dans E, notons BE l'ensemble
des suites (a?n),leN formées d'éléments du complété Ê de F, vérifiant a?^+1
= xn, pour tout n. Si l'on pose
m-»-oo
WnèN"(yn)fiéN = {^nVfùnaSi

J2 S devient un corps parfait de caractéristique p. C'est même un corps value
complet (on obtient une valuation de BE en choisissant une valuation v
de F et en posant v[(œn)neii) = fl(a?0)) dont le corps résiduel s'identifie
au corps résiduel JcE de F (bien sûr BE = 7% si JE/ est une extension finie
d'une extension non ramifiée).
Le corps BL a une structure très simple: c'est le complété de la clôture
radicielle d'un corps local bien défini, le corps des normes XK(L) de l'extension L/K ([28]), qui est donc un corps de séries formelles en une variable ut
à coefficients dans JcL. Le groupe abélien P opère continûment sur XK(L)
ot BL et cette action est facile à décrire (lorsque p est une uniformisante
de K, i.e. lorsque K = K0, on peut choisir ut pour que g(l + ut) = (1 + ut)x{0\
pour tout g e ©).
Si maintenant F est une extension finie galoisienne de L, BE est une
extension finie galoisienne de BL et Qnl(BEIBL) sHdentifie à Gal(2?/.L);
<m outre la réunion B~ des BE, pour F parcourant les extensions finies
de L contenues dans E est une clôture algébrique de BE.
Si 7 est une représentation jp-adique, et si PR = FracTF(jB^), on voit
que BPR(V) : = (PR<8)Q 7 ) S est un "T-module de Bieudonné de pente 0",
i.e. un module de Bieudonné de pente 0 sur FracT7(jRjr,), munie d'une
action continue de P, semi-linéaire par rapport à son action naturelle
sur FracT7(JSi). On obtient ainsi une (Si-équivalence entre la catégorie de
toutes les représentations p-adiques et celle des r-modules de Bieudonné de
pente 0.
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3. Décomposition de Hodge-Tate et théorie de Seri ([26], [24], [21]}
Si 7 est une représentation ^-adique finie (i.e. telle que © opère à travers un
groupe fini), la trivialité de B}\%, GLn(E)), pour tout n, implique que
(Jr® Q 7)® est un JT-espace vectoriel de dimension finie égale à celle de 7
sur Q p . Plus généralement tout Z-espace vectoriel 7, de dimension finie n9
muni d'une action de G, semi-linéaire par rapport à son action sur Ef
continue pour la topologie de Krull de G et la topologie discrète de 7, est
isomorphe à En.
L'idée fondamentale, qui est à la base de toute la suite de cet exposé,
et que Tate a été le premier à utiliser dans ce contexte [26], est que, pour
les représentations ^p-adiques quelconques, il faut remplacer K par son
complété G = Ê (et donc i P f ® , GLjZ)) par J2"*0nt(®> GLJC)), la topologie de GLn(C) étant la topologie p-adique). Autrement dit, dans u n
premier temps, au lieu d'étudier les représentations #-adiques, on va
s'intéresser aux G-reprêsentations de ©, i.e. aux O-espaees vectoriels de
dimension finie, munis d'une action semi-linéaire et continue de ©.
Le premier résultat, dû à Tate, est le suivant : si i* est une C-représentation de ©, et si, pour tout i e Z, on note "P* le sous-IT-espace vectoriel
de ir formé des v vérifiant
gv = xi(g)'/0j

pour tout g e ©,

alors ([24], prop. 4), Vapplication évidente

est injective. Si elle est surjective, on a alors une décomposition canonique de ir, la décomposition de Hodge-Tate

ir = © C ^ ' ,
et on dit que f est du type Bodge-Tate. L'un des intérêts de cette notion
est que l'on conjecture (Tate) que la cohomologie étale ^-adique fournit,
par extension des scalaires à G, des exemples de U-représentations du type
Hodge-Tate.
Une classification pratiquement complète des (/-représentations a été
obtenue par Sen ([21]): La théorie de Sen associe, à toute O-représentation
i~ de dimension n, un L-espace vectoriel HT de dimension n muni d'un endomorpJiisme q>, dont les facteurs invariants sont à coefficients dans K. La
connaissance de <p détermine ir à isomorphisme près ; si Jc est algébriquement
clos, tout couple (W', (p) provient d?une O-représentation. En termes de
cocycles continus, cela revient à construire une application injective
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(bijective si Jc est algébriquement clos) de S"oont(® ? ^51^(0)) dans l'ensemble
Mn(E) des classes de similitude des matrices (n,n) à coefficients
dans K. La construction de (HT, <p), qui se fait en trois étapes, est
instructive :
1° étape: L'ensemble Elont(^, GLn(0)) a un seul élément. Gomme en
outre (7S s= L (le complété de L = i£ $ ), pour toute (7-représentation y
de ©, l'application naturelle de ö ® ^ 7 ^ dans 7 est un isomorphisme;
on est donc ramené à l'étude "des ^-représentations" de P.
2° étape: Il suffit en fait d'étudier "les P-représentations" de P, i.e.
les P-espaces vectoriels de dimension finie munis d'une action semi-linéaire
et continue de P. On peut en effet "décompléter" la .^-représentation
i^ : si HT désigne le sous-P-espace vectoriel de y * , réunion des sous-Pespaces vectoriels de dimension finie stables par P, il est lui-même de
dimension finie et l'application naturelle de L®Ln/P dans y * est un isomorphisme.
3° étape: Choisissons une base e1} ez, ..., en de HT sur L. Il existe une
extension finie K' de K contenue dans P telle que le sous-üT'-espace vectoriel if de HT engendré par les ej est stable par P. L'action de Gal(P/J£')
sur if est alors linéaire et l'on en déduit facilement l'existence d'un
unique P-endomorphisme cp de HT tel que
yw =exp(p-logjj(y))(w),

(*)

pour tout w e if et tout y appartenant à un sous-groupe ouvert suffisamment petit de P. Il est clair que cp ne dépend pas de la base choisie,
parce que la formule (*) reste vraie pour tout w eiV et tout y appartenant à un sous-groupe ouvert convenable (dépendant de w) de P. On
montre alors que l'on peut choisir une base sur laquelle la matrice de q>
est à coefficients dans K.
Bemarques. 1. Une O-représentation est du type Hodge-Tate si et
seulement si cp est semi-simple, et à valeurs propres dans Z.
2. L'endomorphisme cp ne dépend que de la restriction de l'action
de © à un sous-groupe ouvert du groupe d'inertie: Le foncteur qui à y
associe le couple (if', cp) est un ®-foncteur exact et fidèle de la catégorie
des (/-représentations dans celle des P-espaces vectoriels de dimension
finie, munis d'un endomorphisme; mais, bien que (nIV,cp) détermine y
à isomorphisme près, il n'est pas pleinement fidèle. Si Jc est algébriquement
clos, il l'est "presque": il induit une ®-équivalence entre, d'une part,
la catégorie dont les objets sont les ö-representati ons et les morphismes
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les applications C-linéaires qui commutent à l'action d'un sous-groupe
ouvert suffisamment petit de © et, d'autre part, la catégorie des couples

4. Représentations linéaires de Lieo [(24], [20], [21])
Si 7 est une représentation p-adique, on peut appliquer la théorie de
Sen à la O-représentation V0 = 0®Q 7 et V0 est muni d'un O-endomorphisme <pVQ (c'est l'extension (/-linéaire à V0 de l'endomorphisme P-linéaire
cp de HT\ on prendra garde que, bien que V0 = C®Q 7 = 0®LnfT, en
général HT est distinct de P®Q 7). D'où la question: que peut-on dire
de l'action de © sur 7 si l'on connaît seulement cpVQ% La réponse, conjecturée par Serre dans le cas où V0 est du type Hodge-Tate, a été obtenue
par Sen: la connaissance de cpVQ est équivalente à celle de l'action de
l'algèbre de Lie du groupe d'inertie. Bn particulier, si Von suppose Jc algébriquement clos, JÀeGy est la plus petite sous-algèbre de Lie (ou le plus
petit sous-Qp-espace vectoriel, il se trouve que cela revient au même)
de gl(7) défini(e) sur Qp, dont Vextension des scalaires à G contient (pVçr
Bemarques. 1. Supposons toujours Jc algébriquement clos et soit g
= Lie© :== limLie(©/3)j pour 3 parcourant les sous-groupes fermés
invariants de © tels que ®/5 èst un groupe de Lie #-adique de dimension
finie. Soit QG = <7®Q g :== limü®Q Lie(©/3). H existe un unique élément
<pSen G Qç tel que, pour toute représentation #-adique 7, cpVa soit l'endomorphisme qui donne l'action de <p8en sur Vc. Le résultat ci-dessus signifie
que g est la plus petite sous-algèbre de Lie d'elle-même, fermée, définie
sur Qp, et dont l'extension des scalaires à G contient <pSen.
2. On sait peu de choses sur ce que peuvent être les facteurs invariants d'un cpVo provenant d'une représentation jp-adique 7. Il ne paraît
pas impossible de pouvoir les calculer en termes du P-module de Dieudonné de pente 0 associé à 7.
5. Représentations de Hodge-Tate, de de Rham et cristallines ([6], [7]>
[9H11L [16], [29])
Posons QjP(l) =Q_p®z lim A« ^(E)s pour tout ieN, soit Qp(i) la i-ième
puissance tensorielle de Qp(i) et Qp( —i) le dual de Qp(i). Pour i G Z, Qp(i)
est un Qp-espace vectoriel de dimension 1 sur lequel © opère à travers #*.
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Notons P H T la 0-algèbre graduée ®<7®Q %(i) (si t est un élément non
nul de %(1), tout élément de P H T s'écrit, de manière unique, sous la forme
J ^ f , avec les c{ e G, presque tous nuls).
i* 6 Z

Pour toute représentation p-adique 7, soit BnT(V) = ( P H T ® Q TO*5D'après les résultats de Tate rappelés au n° précédent, c'est un jE>esi)ace
vectoriel gradué de dimension finie inférieure ou égale à la dimension
de 7 sur Q^ ; on dit que 7 est de Modge-Tate si ces deux dimensions sont
égales (ce qui revient à dire que V0 est du type Hodge-Tate). On montre
facilement que les représentations de Hodge-Tate forment une sous-®catégorie de celle des représentations #-adiques et que, par restriction,
P H T induit un (^-fondeur exact et fidèle de cette catégorie sur celle des
K-espaces vectoriels gradués de dimension finie.
Soit B l'anneau des entiers de B& (cf. n° 2, B^ est le complété de B°~)
et soit WK(B) = K®WW(B). Si a ~ (a0, a1, . . . , am,...) e W(B), chaque
am est une suite d'éléments (amtn)néS d'éléments de l'anneau des entiers
V0 de (7; l'application 0°: W(B)~>@0i qui à a associe Spmßm>m9

est un

homomorphisme surjectif de 17-algèbres, qui induit un épimorphisme,
encore noté 0°, de la JT-algèbre WK(B) sur G-, son noyau est donc un idéal
maximal m de WK(B) et on note B D R le corps des fractions du séparé
complété de WK(B) pour la topologie m-adique. C'est un corps complet
pour une valuation discrète, dont le corps résiduel s'identifie à 0; on
montre que Q^(l) se plonge canoniquement dans le groupe additif de
2?DR et que tout élément non nul de Qp(l) est une uniformisante de P D R ;
il en résulte que l'anneau gradué associé à P D R (pom.' la filtration définie
par les puissances de l'idéal maximal de l'anneau des entiers de P D R )
s'identifie à P H T Pour toute représentation #-adique 7 , soit P D R ( 7 ) = ( P D R ® Q T7)*5Domine gr'Pi) R = PHT? °' e s * u n -K-espace vectoriel filtré de dimension
finie inférieure ou égale à la dimension de 7 sur Q^; on dit que 7 est de
ïe BJiam si ces dimensions sont égales; s'il en est ainsi, 7 est aussi de
Eodge-Tate et g r P D R ( 7 ) s'identifie à P H T ( ^ ) Ici encore les représentations de de Eham forment une sous-®-catéjorie des représentations de Hodge-Tate et, par restriction, D D R induit
m ® -foncteur exact et fidèle de la catégorie des représentations de de BJiam
mr celle des K-espaees vectoriels filtrés de dimension finie (cette dernière
a'est pas abélienne, mais on a toutefois des notions de suite exacte courte,
produit tensoriel, ...).
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Bemarque. S'il est clair qu'il existe un homomorphisme de la If-algèbre
G dans l'anneau des entiers de J? DR qui composé avec la projection de cet
anneau sur J3 DR induise l'identité, je ne vois pas de raison pour que l'on
puisse choisir un tel homomorphisme compatible avec l'action de ©.
On peut donc penser qu'il existe des représentations de Hodge-Tate qui
ne sont pas de de Eham; les extensions non triviales de Q^(l) par Q^, semblent de bons candidats, mais je ne sais pas le montrer (les extensions de Qp
par Qp(l) sont en revanche non seulement de Hodge-Tate mais aussi
de de Eham).
Soit Wnp(B) le séparé complété pour la topologie ^-adique de l'enveloppe à puissances divisées de W(B) relativement au noyau de 0° (choisissons un œ = (xn)neJ!i eB tel que œ0 = p et posons [x] = (x, 0, 0, ...),
* = M - * , WKQ(B)

^K,®WW(B),

yn(S) =^®^%

<* Y*iW) = ^ ®

®[xn], pour ^ e N ; alors 17(12) [[yn(ê))nex] = W(B) [(yn(lx]))neN] et
WDP(B) est le séparé complété de cette algèbre pour la topologie
jp-adique).
L'homomorphisme évident de WK (B) dans WK(B) se prolonge de
manière naturelle en une inclusion de W§P(B) : = KQ^WWDP(B)
clans I? DR
que nous utilisons pour identifier W^P(B) à un sous-anneau de J3 D R . On note
JBoris la sous-T7êP(jB)-algèbre de J3 DR engendrée par f 1 , où t est un élément
arbitraire non nul de Qp(l).
Il est clair que Bovis est stable par ffi. On montre en outre
(i) que l'action de F sur W (B) s'étend naturellement à JB0Pis,
(ii) que l'hom.omorphisme évident de E®^0-BOriS dans B D R est injectif.
Pour toute représentation jp-adique 7, soit
B0ria(V)=(BGTÌS®QpV)®.
L'injectivité de K®KoBOTÌa dans -BDR indtiit une injection de E^K BQrìB(V)
dans BBn(V) et J> oris (7) est donc un jBT0-espace vectoriel de dimension
finie inférieure ou égale à celle de 7 sur Q^; on dit que 7 est cristalline
si ces dimensions sont égales.
Si 7 est cristalline, 7 est aussi de de Eham et BBn(V)
s'identifie
à K®KBcvi8(V).
S'il en est ainsi, BoviB(V) est un module de Bieudonné
filtré faiblement admissible au sens de [13]; autrement J dit, c'est un
JBT0-espace vectoriel B de dimension finie muni
(i) d'une action o,-semi:linéaire de F (induite par, l'action de F sur
-^cris/7
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(ii) d'une filtration de BK = K®K B (la filtration naturelle de BBn( 7)),
vérifiant certaines conditions (voir [6], § 4 et [16], § 1).
La catégorie MFj^ des modules de Dieudonné filtrés faiblement admissibles est abélienne. On dit qu'un module de Dieudonné filtré est admissible s'il est isomorphe à un B0ViB(V), pour une représentation cristalline 7
convenable, La catégorie MF% des modules de Dieudonné filtrés admissibles est une sous-catégorie pleine de MP^ stable par sous-objet et
quotient.
On montre que la restriction de BOTiB à la catégorie des représentations
cristallines est pleinement fidèle et induit une (Si-équivalence de cette catégorie
sur M F g .
Le défaut de cette théorie est que l'on ne connaît pas de description
explicite de MF^; mais, en fait, on conjecture que faiblement admissible
équivaut à admissible et on sait le démontrer dans de nombreux cas
particuliers ([15], [16], [11], [10]).
Bemarques. 1. L'anneau B0TiB construit ici diffère légèrement de celui
construit dans [7] qu'il contient. Mais cela ne change pas le foncteur
D c r l s . Si % désigne l'anneau des entiers de E, WDP(B) s'identifie (cf.
[10]) à
#üris(%) : = liniH°((Spec(^/^^)/17 n (&)) o r l 8 , faisc. struct.).
2. Si S est un groupe de Barsotti-Tate sur l'anneau des entiers de K,
VP(M) =Q i? ®z linaiT n ( % ) est une représentation cristalline de poids
c {0,1} (i.e. YQ ^ 0=>i G {0,1}); inversement, si e = [K:
K0]^.p—1,
toute représentation cristalline de poids c {0,1} provient d'un groupe
de Barsotti-Tate ([17], [5], [16]); on conjecture que cela reste vrai si
e > # ( o n le sait dans des cas particuliers, voir [15], [10]).
3. Si A est une variété abélienne sur K, VP(A) =Q i 3 ® z limJ. n(E)
est de Hodge-Tate de poids c {0,1} ([26], [1], [8]) et même de de Eham.
Elle est cristalline si (et probablement seulement si, c'est en tout cas un
théorème si e < p —1) elle a bonne réduction.
4. Il serait agréable de savoir reconnaître si une représentation
jp-adique est de Hodge-Tate, de de Eham ou cristalline en termes de son
jT-module de Dieudonné de pente 0. Il serait agréable d'avoir aussi une
description terre à terre du foncteur qui associe à tout module de Dieudonné filtré admissible le P-module de Dieudonné de pente 0 de la représentation cristalline correspondante. Les anneaux PracT7(JB^) et BGTiB
sont suffisamment "voisins" pour que cela paraisse possible.
35 •— Proceedings...
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6. Le groupe Gr alg pour les représentations de Hodge-Tate
[20], [21], [28], [29])

([23]-[2Ö],

On suppose maintenant Jc algébriquement clos.
Soit 7 une représentation ^-adique. Si (pv<y est semi-simple et si le
Q-espace vectoriel engendré par ses valeurs propres est de dimension < 1,
le sous-(7-espace vectoriel de 01(7^) engendré par cpVQ est une sous-algèbre
de Lie algébrique et Lie GVtSLlg — Lie(? F (en particulier, Gv est ouvert
dans
GVt^(%)).
C'est le cas lorsque 7 est de Hodge-Tate. Soit alors hv: G m ->GL(7 0 )
l'homomorphisme défini par Jiv(X)-x = ÏÏx, si a? G 7#; Vimage de hv est
contenue dans ö F j a l g ® G et la classe de conjugaison <ßv de Jiv dans GVfGlg est
définie sur K. On a donc un triplet (G, <&, TJ) (avec G = GVt8,is, <£ = # F ,
TJ =z V) formé d'un groupe algébrique G défini sur Q p , d'une classe de
conjugaison # de sous-groupes à un paramètre de G, définie sur K et
d'une représentation linéaire TJ de dimension finie de G. Si on suppose
que 7 est à poids c [j,j'] (i.e. que Yl0 # 0 implique j < i^j'),
le triplet
(G, V, U) vérifie

m»*

(i) la composante neutre G0 de G est le plus petit sous-groupe
algébrique de G, défini s%ir Qp, contenant <të,
(ii) TJ est une représentation fidèle de G et les poids de Vaction de
<ê sur TJ sont compris entre j et j ' .

On peut tenter de classifier de tels triplets, au moins lorsque l'on
suppose G réductif. Cela a été fait par Serre ([25]) pour MT[Q1] : il montre
en particulier que les facteurs simples de G0 sont, dans ce cas, de type classique (An, B w , Cw, Dn) et que leurs poids dans TJ sont des poids minuscules.
Soit (G,%, TJ) un triplet vérifiant MTyj^. Existe-t-il une représentation 7 de Hodge-Tate telle que (GVt&lg, <ßy, 7) ~ (G, <ë, U)? On dispose
de méthodes pour attaquer ce problème si l'on exige en plus que 7 soit
cristalline. Le groupe G doit alors être connexe ([6]), mais ce n'est pas
suffisant. Si G est réductif connexe, les résultats partiels dont on dispose
laissent penser que la réponse pourrait être oui.
Supposons e =1, i.e. K = K0 (c'est le seul cas où les résultats sont
significatifs). Un travail de Wintenberger ([29]) permet d'associer, à tout
module de Dieudonné filtré faiblement admissible B, un triplet (GD, <êD, TJD)
(vérifiant MT[jtf] si gr~*Z) = 0 implique j < i < j ' ) . Lorsque B est admissible, si B ~ i>oris( 7), le fait que D cria définit une ®-équivalence de catégories implique que les triplets (GVt&ìg, <ßv, 7) et (GD, <#D, UD) sont
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des "formes intérieures" l'un de l'autre et deviennent isomorphes après
une extension finie non ramifiée de Qp.
Dans [30], Wintenberger montre que, quelque soient j et j ' , tout triplet
(G,<ê, TJ) vérifiant MT[jtJV avec G réductif connexe, est isomorphe à un
(Gjy, #£,, TJD), pour un B faiblement admissible convenable.
Comme on sait ([11]) que tout B faiblement admissible, tel quHl existe j
avec Y\VB = Bet ¥i\j+pB = 0, est admissible, cela implique que, si y —j < p,
tout (G,%>, TJ) vérifiant MT^^, avec G réductif connexe, est isomorpJie
à une forme intérieure du triplet associé à une représentation cristalline de
poids c [j,jf] convenable.
Bemarques. 1. Ces résultats joints à ceux de Serre pour MT[0ti] et à la
remarque 2 du n° 3 permettent, lorsque e = 1, de caractériser, à une forme
intérieure près, les triplets (G, <€, TJ) avec G réductif, que Von obtient à partir
des représentations p-adiques de la forme VP(A) = Q P ® Z lim-4. n(E), où
A est un groupe p-divisible ou un scJiéma abélien sur les entiers de K (cf.
[30]).
2. Cela fournit un moyen pour montrer que n'importe quel groupe
réductif connexe peut se réaliser (à torsion par une forme intérieure près)
comme GVtB}g d'une représentation cristalline 7, du moins si p est assez
grand; par exemple SL2 (si p > 3) et (Serre) G2 (si p > 3), E 8 (si p > 5);
il est intéressant de noter qu'aucun de ces trois groupes n'est le GVtQiig
d'une représentation appartenant à la ®-catégorie engendrée par les
modules de Tate des groupes p-divisibles et leurs duaux (cf. [25], th. 7).
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Finding Primes by Sieve Methods

At the 1978 International Congress Professor Iwaniec mentioned, as an
application of the linear sieve, the fact that the difference between consecutive primes pn satisfies
JPii+l-fti <Pn
(1)
for any # > | J . This result is due to Heath-Brown and Iwaniec [3]
and improves an earlier theorem of Iwaniec and Jutila [6] which covered
the range # > § only. These results were obtained by combining sieve
methods with the existing machinery of the Riemann Zeta-function and
zero density estimates. The earlier methods culminated in Huxley's
proof [4] that
x°
7
(so that (1) holds for ê > ~, a fortiori). The constant ^ is still the limit
for such an asymptotic formula ; the ranges ê > ^, # > § arise from
lower bounds
ut(œ + œ°)-7t(oo)^G(ê)-

of

Ioga?

(2)

with 0 < 0(0) < 1.
The purpose of this lecture is to examine recent developments in this
circle of ideas. Iwaniec [5] and Pintz [7] independently have extended
the range of (1) to # > £ [ =0.5483..., but I shall not go into this;
it was already known in 1978 that some improvement on §J = 0.55
must be possible. I shall be concerned with an analysis of the sieve principles involved in such methods and with their applications ot other problems.
Let us first consider the method of Heath-Brown and Iwaniec. One
starts with the sets sé = {n; œ < n < œ + œ% sék = {n e sé-, 7c|w}, and
[487]
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considers the sieve function
S(séh,z)

= #{ne

sék',p\n=>p^4.

Then iS(sé,xk) is essentially the number of primes in sé. The Buchstab
identity yields
S(sé, é) = #sé-

%8(séa,

q),

(3)

where q runs over primes. Gareful use of the linear sieve, employing Iwaniee's bilinear form for the remainder sum, allows one to give upper bounds
for S(séa, q). This produces an estimate of the form (2), valid for | | < #
< 1. The constant <7(#) is a continuous function of #, but unfortunately
satisfies
G(ê)

- o (#>JL),

cf W <o(#<A).

To get a positive constant G(ê) one takes a range Q± < q < Q2 in (3) and
replaces the sieve upper bound for S(séa, q) by an asymptotic formula.
This improves the overall result by Gf(&)œ&(logoo)"1, where G'(&) is continuous and positive. I t follows that G(ê)+G'(ê) > 0 on some interval
^— < 5 < # < 1 . When & < ~ there are only certain special ranges
Qi < 2 < Qz in which asymptotic formulae are at present available.
I t is natural to try to develope (3) by repeating the Buchstab identity
on those terms S(séq, q) which have not been estimated asymptotically.
This would produce
S(séq,q)

=#séa-£S(séQr7qr).
r<a

Again one could deal satisfactorily with certain particular ranges of q
and r. The remaining terms, which now have positive sign, may either be
bounded below by zero or iterated further. The process is precisely the
same as t h a t used to produce the Rosser sieve.
Olearly it is important to identify those sums ^S(séd,
z) for which
d

an asymptotic formula can be given. (Here Jj' means that d runs over
d

those integers whose prime factors pi lie in certain specified intervals
Pi < Pi ^ 2Pj. ) The method for handling these sums is such that if J£' 8( séd, z)
d
can be dealt with then so can
J£'(#•<*-2>(<a,ï)).
q<z
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By repeated iterations of Buchstab's formula it therefore suffices to consider J?' # ^d- Vaughan's identity may be used for the sum over pi,
d

Pi<pi^:2Pi,
but cannot help when P^- < OJ(1~ö)/2. One should therefore
start from the identity
OO

n>z

j

k=l

n(s) = [J(i~p~s),
p<z

with z s= a?*1"""^2, and pick out terms with oo < n < oo + œP. The right hand
side produces ]£ Jc~1( — l)h~l8k(sé,z),
say, while the left hand side is
/c

essentially 7t(œ + xa) — 7c(a)). If one applies the Buchstab iteration to
8k(sé, z) rather than S(sé,z) one always has P^ < aß-W*, so that Vaughan's identity is unnecessary.
If 3 is the set of d for which £' # sfä can be estimated accurately,
d

the question of bounding 8(sé,z) from below may be formulated as a general sieve problem: maximize
de®

subject to

d\n,üe9

[^9

n > l .

Since ^ is difficult to identify, no individual case of this sieve problem
has been solved. None the less, for | < # < ^ , some fairly sharp bounds
for 7t(x-\-œ&) — n(x) are available. Specifically, when \ < # < ^, one
ean give asymptotic formulae for

S(*,tf) +

^#{(pli...,p6);

ft^û^-W, ft.-.fterf}

(5)

and
i8f(j/,«*)-ì #{(i»lf...,ft);
2>i, .• •, P*< »2(1-*)/5,

JPs < »4(1-fl)/5,

A . . . A 6 J*}.

(6)
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Thejse lead to
1X

'

logo?

£ w(fl7 + 0 * ) - w ( 0 ) £ •

'

Ioga?

with
0,(0)
lV ; = 1

7s / 7
288 \12

\4
0j,
/'

146 / 7
GL(tf)
2K J = 1 +
1440 \12

\5
01.
/

I n particular 0$) == 0.999980, 0a(f) 4= 1.00000125. The expression (5)
arises from (4), taking z = œ1/7. For jfc > 7 we have 8k(sé,z) = 0 , and for
& < 5 we can give asymptotic formulae for Sk(sé,z). There is also part
of 86(sé,z) that can be dealt with, and the expression (5) reflects what
is then left. For (6) the argument also.starts with (4) but is more complicated. These ideas also yield new information.at ê = ~. We have

A second application of this circle of ideas concerns intervals (x, x + x9]
which "almost always" contain a prime. By this we mean that the set
of œ < X for which the interval does not contain a prime has measure
o(X) as X->oo. It follows from Huxley's work [4] that if # > | then
there will almost always be asymptotically ^(loga?)"*"1 primes in the interval. Using sieve methods combined with ideas from the theory of zero
density estimates it is now known that for & > ^ the interval (x, x + xê]
almost always contains > (0-15)0* (logo?)""1 primes. Let us see how this
comes about.
Let sék be as before. From the Buchstab formula we have
8(sé,x*)=S(sé,x*)-

2

S

(*P>P)

xv<p<x^

xv<a<p<x^

If ê > ^ and <p = ~ then one can give asymptotic formulae for the
first two terms of (7) for almost all x, and the third term may be bounded
below by zero. One can then conclude that
n(x + x»)-7t(x)

>
iogx
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for almost all x. Unfortunately O(^) == —0.007. It is therefore necessary to examine the discarded terms 8(sém, q) to see what one can salvage. In fact there are substantial ranges of p, q that can be dealt with
satisfactorily, to produce a saving of at least 0.16 in O(^).
Thus far I have not mentioned how the asymptotic formulae referred
to may be obtained. I shall illustrate the process by considering
#{(yiM-»P*)i-P<<ft<2P i ,ii 1 .. t p Ä 6 sé} = N,
say. We write

fn(*) =

E

P~U>

Pn<p<2Pn

and use the fact that for y > 0, y # 1 "we have
1
2izi

T

I^-»T~B^+0{T^ï)'

<8>

where E(y) = J (y >1) or = — \(y < 1). Then

M - - L f «.+^-0/,M.../,(i)i + o ( « ) .
Here we choose 2* = ^""^(loga?)2*, so that the error term becomes negligible. In the range \t\ < (logo?)2* we can replace (x-\-xû)u — xu by
x»
a?(loga?)= " { ( • + ö S S F ) " - - " }

with negligible error. Then, using (8) in the reverse direction, we see that
the range \t\ < (log#)27c relates N to the number of solutions of px .-.pk
e (x, x + xQogxy*1*]. The latter may be calculated via the prime number
theorem, and produces the main term of the asymptotic formula for N.
There remains the interval (loga?)2& < |f | < T, and it is here that the size
and number of the P{ is important. Since
(x + x^f-x** < \t\a>*~l9
the relèvent contribution is
T

<®*~1

f
(logœ) 2 A !

l/i(*).••/*(*)!*>

(9)
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which we wish to be 0(x(logx)~2k), say. We can now use two tools from
the theory of zero density estimates, namely the mean value theorem for
Dirichlet polynomials and the Halâsz lemma. These may be applied to
a number of different products of the/^-, producing various sets of conditions on the Pi under which (9) is sufficiently small. A further discussion
of this may be found in Heath-Brown [2].
I n conclusion I would like to mention one other problem where sieve
methods have been successfully applied, namely Diophantine approximation with primes. Let a be irrational and let fi be any real number.
Vinogradov showed that if e > 0 then
\\ap+ß\\<p8-1,S
(10)
for infinitely many primes. (Here ||a?|| is the distance from x to the nearest
integer.) This was improved by Yaughan who showed that one can take
jp -i (logjp) 8 on the right. In both cases the number of relèvent primes in
the appropriate interval was estimated asymptotically. By applying
a sieve method in conjunction with Vaughan's estimates, Harman [1]
has recently shown that one can take p~3110 on the right of (10). Here
one uses bounds for exponential sums as opposed to the Dirichlet polynomial techniques of the previous problems. The bound p~* is beyond the
scope of these methods.
Evidently there are many more potential applications of sieves in
locating primes, and much work remains to be done. For example, it is
not yet clear that the bound pn+i— pn<P*+S is out of reach. I feel that
the significance of these ideas is not yet fully appreciated, nor is their
power fully exploited.
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Zero Estimates on Group Varieties

1 . Introduction
'The aim of this article is to give an account of a class of estimates that
have in recent years been found useful in the theory of transcendental
numbers. As our space is limited, and the estimates are quite technical
in nature, wç can provide no hints of proofs, and we prefer to illustrate
the results with examples rather than supply full statements. We also
mention some of the applications.
One basic method in transcendence theory can be described in general
terms as follows. Suppose it is desired to establish a certain proposition.
Usually it will be possible to associate with the problem a collection of
meromorphic functions ft, ...,fnm
such a way that assuming the falsity
of the proposition imposes strong arithmetical conditions on the functions.
These enable us to construct a polynomial P =P(x1, ..., xn) such that the
function (f> =P(f1, ...,fn) is not identically zero but has a large number
of zeroes. By means of analytic interpolation arguments it can then be
«deduced that ^ takes many small values, and by using once more the
.arithmetical conditions we conclude that (/> has even more zeroes than
initially arranged. But often merely knowing upper bounds for the degree
of P leads to upper bounds for the number of zeroes of ^, and if we are
lucky these yield the contradiction that proves the original proposition.
In this article we shall limit attention to the last stage of this argument, as it is here that the most interesting recent progress has taken
place. A simple example will suffice to illustrate the sort of estimates
involved. To show that w and ew cannot both be algebraic for w ^ 0,
suppose they are. Then we end up with a non-zero polynomial P = P(x,y),
of degree at most L > 1 in x and of degree at most Jf ^ 1 in y, such that
the function
</>(z) = P(s,<f)
(1)
[493]
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has a zero of order at least T at the points 0, w,..., 8w for some 8. I t
is not hard to prove (see for example [7]) that if
TS>àLM,
T>2M,
(2)
then in fact P = 0. Thus if we can make T and 8 so large as to satisfy (2),.
we obtain our desired contradiction.
We shall refer to the above type of statement as ^ zero estimateIn the last few years such results have been systematized and put into
a general context, whereas before this, many ingenious ad hoc arguments,.
often involving manipulation of determinants or Kummer theory, were
found necessary to finish the proofs.
The essential tool in the recent developments has been commutative
algebra. This was introduced in the fundamental paper of ISTesterenko
[25]. His results were designed to apply to Siegel E-îunctions, and so
they treat the case when/ 1? ...,jfw are functions of a single complex variable satisfying linear differential equations over C(z). Later on Brownawell and the author [8], following the broad outline of [25] but changing:
the details somewhat, were able to treat non-linear differential equationsover C (see also Brownawell [6]). All this work is directed essentially
at bounding the order of a single zero of <f>.
2. Bounds without multiplicities
If instead we want to estimate the number of zeroes of ^ on a given setcounted without multiplicity, then provided the set has suitable translation properties, it is appropriate to consider translation formulae rather
than differential equations. A general context (though not the most general) where such formulae are available is that of group varieties. In
this case f 1 9 . . . , fn are more or less the coordinates of the associated exponential map, so it is possible to work directly on the group variety without
mentioning meromorphic functions. In the paper [19] of Wüstholz and
the author the following situation is studied.
Let G he sb commutative group variety of dimension n > 1, assumed
embedded in projective space PN of N ^ 1 dimensions, and let P be a finitely generated subgroup of G. For each integer r with 1 < r < n define
pr =*pr(r9Q) =minrank(P/rnfl"),
where the minimum is taken over all algebraic subgroups S of G of dimension n—r (with pr = rankP if no such PL exists). Let
p. =}i(r,G) = min (prlr).
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Let yx,..., ym be generators of P and for 8^ 0 write r(8) for the set of
linear combinations s ^ H - ... +sOTym as s19..., sw run over all integers
with 0 < 5X, ..., s m < #. The main theorem of [19] states that there is
•a constant e, depending only on G and the embedding, with the following
property. If P = P(XQ, ..., XN) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
P ) > 1 vanishing on P(#) with
(8jnY>cD
(3)
then P vanishes identically on <?. The exponent [i in (3) can be shown to
be best possible for any given G and P.
We should note here that Moreau [23] has given a much shorter version of the proof of this result, using geometric arguments in place of the
-commutative algebra (see also [24]). But it is not clear if his work extends
to multiplicities.
When G = A is an abelian variety defined over Q, this result has
been used in [18] to prove certain lower bounds for the Néron-Tate height
on the set of points of A defined over Q. When G = 6?™ is the n-ìold product of the multiplicative group Gm, it has been used by Waldschmidt
[37] to prove some generalizations of certain transcendence results on
numbers of the form euv (see also [39]). In particular these answer questions of Serre and Weil on characters (see [38]), and they have interesting
•consequences for ^p-adic regulators (see [40] and [41]).
We illustrate the above zero estimate when G is the product of Gm
by the additive group Ga. First of all embed G in P2 as the set of points
(x0, xt, a?2) with x0x2 ^ 0. If (y0, yx, y2) is another such point, their group
sum is (xQy0, x0y1 + x1y0, x2y2). The constant c of [19] turns out to be 1.
If P is generated by the point y = (1, w, ew), it is not difficult to see that
ju,(r,G) =1/2 provided wj2ni is irrational. So in this case let P(x,y)
be a polynomial of total degree at most B > 1 such that the function (1)
vanishes at the points 0, w,..., 8w for
#>2D2.
Then the homogeneous polynomial
P(X0, Zl9 X2) = X^P(X1IX0, X2/X0)

(4)

vanishes on r(8), and we conclude that P = 0.
Similarly by considering G = 6?^ in Pn we can obtain zero estimates
for (f>(z) =P(e w i 0 ,..., eunz). Sometimes these can be proved by means
of Tijdeman's powerful analytic methods [33], [35], which by virtue of
their simplicity and elegance have very often been found indispensable
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for problems involving exponential polynomials. But the strength of thealgebraic method lies in its generality; for example, if p(z) is a Weierstrass elliptic function we can obtain zero estimates for
P[p(%xz),...
..., p(Una)) simply by considering G = Mn for an appropriate elliptic
curve B. Such estimates were used in [20] to establish elliptic analogues
of some algebraic independence results for numbers of the form euv. Thus.
if p(z) has algebraic invariants and no complex multiplication, and u19..+
...,un as well as vx,...,vm
are complex numbers linearly independent
over Q, then provided
mn^2m

+ én

(5)

at least two of the numbers
p(^iVj)

(l<i<w,l<j<m)

(6)

are algebraically independent. The exponential analogue of this had.
been obtained independently by Brownawell [5], Smelev [32], WaldSchmidt [36] and Wallisser (see also Tijdeman [34]).
By suitably refining these zero estimates similar results can be given
for larger transcendence degrees. Thus Wüstholz and the author show
in [21] that, with mild linear independence measures on ux, ...,un and
^u-'-j^mj *^ e condition
mn^2k+1(Jc

+ 7)(m + 2n)

is enough to ensure that at least Jc of the numbers (6) are algebraically
independent. This is an analogue of a result of Ohudnovsky [9] (see also
Warkentin [42], Eeyssat [31], Philippon [27], Endell [11] and JSTesterenko
[26]).
3 . Multiplicities in a single direction
So far we have considered two types of zero estimate: those for a single
high order zero, and those for many zeroes without multiplicity. In [22]
these are combined (see also the announcements in [19]). For functions
of a single complex variable the natural concept is that of a one-parameter
subgroup of a group variety G. This is a non-zero analytic group homomorphism A from C to G. If as before G is embedded in PN and
P =P(X0,...,
XN) is a homogeneous polynomial it is easy to define
for any g in G the order of vanishing of P at g along A. With the notation
above, one of the results of [22] can be stated as follows. There is a constant c, depending only on G and the embedding, with the following prop-
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erty. If P has degree D > 1 and vanishes at each point of P(#) to order
at least T along A with
>cDr

(1 < r < n),

(7)

(8jnfr > cDr~l

(1 < r < n),

(8)

T(8/nfr

then P vanishes on g+ A(C) for some g in (?. The conditions (8) are not
natural and they reflect a technical difficulty in the proof. Note also that
the conditions (7) for T — 1 reduce essentially to (3).
As an example, take G = Ga x Gm in P 2 as above, and put A(z)
= (l,z,e*).
For a homogeneous polynomial P = P ( X 0 , X 1 ? X a ) and
a point # = (x0, x19 x2) on (? the order of vanishing of P at g along /I turns
out to be simply the order of zero at z = 0 of the function P(x0, w0z +
+ xlf xzez). Thus if the function (1) has a zero of order t at z = sw for some
integer s, then the polynomial P defined by (4) vanishes at sy to order t
along /l, where sy = (1, sw, esw). Hence we obtain multiplicity estimates
for such functions.
The elliptic analogues lead to corresponding generalizations of the
above algebraic independence results. For example, the condition (5)
may be relaxed to mn ^ 2m + 2n as long as we adjoin the numbers u19 ...
..., un to (6). If p(z) has complex multiplication over a quadratic field Jc,
the same result holds provided now ux,..., un are linearly independent
over Jc. A corollary is that if ß is cubic over Jc and u ^ 0 is such that p (u)
is algebraic, then p(ßu) and p(ß2u) are algebraically independent. This
is the elliptic analogue of Gelfond's result on a? and aß%.
The work of [22] includes some other refinements. Firstly the results
are stated for multihomogeneous polynomials; this allows us to have
different degrees in different variables, as in the original example (1).
Secondly, a more delicate measure of the distribution of P with respect
to algebraic subgroups is introduced; for example, if P consists only of
torsion points then px = ... = pn = [i = 0 and so the conditions (3),
(7), (8) are too restrictive. This last refinement is especially valuable
because Wüstholz has shown how in certain circumstances it can be used
to eliminate the technical conditions (8). Furthermore in [43] he deduces
the following remarkable consequence for an elliptic function p(z) with
algebraic invariants and complex multiplication over Jc; if
a19...,an
are algebraic numbers linearly independent over Jc, then p(ax),...,
p(an)
are algebraically independent. This is of course the analogue of the celebrated Lindemann-Weierstrass theorem of 1885. I t had previously been
proved by Ohudnovsky [10] for n = 1 , 2 , 3 .
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We should also mention that at about the same time Philippon [29]
found a different though related approach to this result, still using zero
estimates. Furthermore in [28] (see also [30]) he obtains slightly weaker
results for the numbers p(u), p(ßu), ..., p(ßd~1u); nevertheless these
are still far in advance of the known exponential analogues.
4. Arbitrary multiplicities
We end by discussing briefly the most exciting recent developments;
namely, the extension by Wüstholz [44] of the multiplicity estimates
to several variables. If G is a group variety of dimension n, and d is a fixed
integer with 1 < d < n, a ^-parameter subgroup of G is an analytic group
homomorphism A from Cd to G whose Jacobian is not identically zero.
The main result of [44] then directly generalizes, the earlier multiplicity
estimate to such A.
Now when this result is interpreted in terms of meromorphic functions,
it involves partial differentiation with respect to d variables. The case
d = n —1 is especially important, since it corresponds to Baker's method
in transcendence theory. For example, with G = G^ embedded in Pn
as the set of points (x0,..., xn)*vnth. xQ...xn ^ 0 , let ßx9*.*9ßn-i be
algebraic numbers with 1, ßx,..., ßn__1 linearly independent over Q, and
take A(zx,..., V-i) = (h e% •••* a*1"1» eß&+"+ßK-i*n-i). Let ax,..., an_x
be non-zero algebraic numbers with logarithms lx,..., ln„x not all zero.
If a£i... ofc[i is algebraic, Baker's method [1] yields a non-zero polynomial P =P(xx,..., xn), of total degree at most JD>1, such that the
function
<f>(zx, ..., V-l) = P ( A ..., <?n~\ eßl*l+~+ßn-lzn>-l)

has zeroes of order at least T at the points
(%,..., zn_x) =s(l1,...,ln_1)

(0<s<#)

with
Tn-18>cDn,

T>cD

for any large constant c. The main result of [44] then implies that P = 0.
Hence afi... a&Li1 is transcendental.
But now the generality of the algebraic approach means that the
analogues for any commutative group variety can be proved in the same
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way. Some of these are worked out in [45] (see also [46]); for example,
if p(z) has algebraic invariants and ax,..., a n _ n ß19...,
ßn„x are as above,
it is shown that a?*... aßntr^eVlUl... ev™v™ is transcendental for any algebraic yx,...,
ym and any complex numbers ux, ...,um such that p(ux), ...
..., p(um) are algebraic. In terms of linear forms, this result mixes ordinary logarithms with elliptic logarithms.
By refining his zero estimates to deal with torsion points, Wüstholz
settles two other linear forms problems that seemed hopeless a few years
ago. The first of these was raised by Baker [1]. Let px(z), ..., pn(z) have
algebraic invariants, and let £x(z),..., £n(z) be the corresponding Weierstrass zeta functions. Pick periods co19..., con of px(z), ..., pn(z) respectively, and put
Vi = ft(* + û><)-W»)

(1 < * < « ) .

In [47] it is shown that any linear form in cox, . . . , con, r\x, ..., r\n and
2ni with algebraic coefficients is either zero or transcendental. This was
previously known only for n = 1 , 2 . Furthermore Wüstholz determines
when such a linear form can vanish; this had nofc even been settled for
n == 2 (see [16] for a more detailed history). The proofs involve the group
G =G'xGm,
where G' is an extension of a product of elliptic curves
by Ga.
The second problem was raised by Bertrand [2], Take now a single
pair of functions p(z), £(#) and numbers co, rj as above. Write A (a) == coÇ(z) —
— riz, and let ux,..., un be such that p(ux),..., p(un) are algebraic. Then
in [48] it is shown that any linear form in co, ?y, X(ux), ..., h(un) with
algebraic coefficients is either zero or transcendental, and again the two
possibilities can be distinguished. For n = 1, 2 these results had been
proved by Laurent [14]; see also the very interesting related work of
Bertrand [3] and their joint article [4]. This time the group G is an extension of an elliptic curve by 6?™ x Ga. As a consequence, one can now decide
whether a period of an arbitrary differential on an elliptic curve is transcendental or not, provided both are defined over Q.
Finally the techniques of [44] also lead to quantitative results good
enough for applications to diophantine problems. For example, when
combiued with a method of Lang [13], they provide a new proof of Siegel's theorem for arbitrary curves. Furthermore, the only ineffective step
in the proof consists of the determination of a basis of the corresponding
Mordell-Weil group. Previously this approach could only be made to
work in the case of complex multiplication [15].
36 — Proceedings...
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KENNETH A. EIBET*

Congruence Relations between Modular Forms

1. This article is concerned "with, the notion of congruence primes in the
theory of modular forms, as in the work of Doi and Hida [1], Doi and Ohta
[2], and Hida [3], [4], [5]. Our main aim is to point ont how the explicit
calculation of such primes, in a particular example involving forms of
weight 2, leads to a non-trivial problem concerning finite subgroups of
Jacobians of modular curves.
Let lc > 2 and N > 1 be integers, and take 8 to be either the complex
vector space of holomorphic modular forms or the vector space of holomorphic cusp forms of weight lc on one of the classical modular groups
r0(N) or rx(N). We denote by 8(Z) the lattice of forms in 8 with integral
g-expansion, and by Tn (for n > 1) the nth Hecke operator on 8.
Suppose that we are given a direct sum decomposition
8=X@Y

(1.1)

in which X and Y are both stable under the Tn and both generated by
their intersections with 8(Z). A prime number p is a congruence prime
relative to this decomposition if there is a non-trivial mod^ congruence
linking I t o T: there exist
feXnS(Z),

geYn8(Z)

such that
/ E= g moàp8(Z),

/ ^ 0 modp8(Z).

For example, taking 8 to be the space of weight-Zs modular forms
on SL(2, Z), we may choose X (resp. Y) to be the space of Eisenstein
series (resp. cusp forms) in 8* The congruence primes are those prime
numbers which divide the numerator of the constant term of the normali* Eesearch partially supported "by the National Science Foundation (USA).
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zed Eisenstein series of weight lc, i.e., the fraction Bk/21c, where Bh is the
lcth Bernoulli number. Thus congruence primes are irregular primes, and
the congruence link between X and Y may be used in studying the arithmetic of cyclotomic fields. Doi has asked whether, more generally, one
can characterize congruence primes and interpret the link between X
and Y in terms of arithmetic.
In his articles citied above, Hida discussed these questions of Doi,
the first quite generally, and the second in reference to cusp forms with
complex multiplication. Especially, the articles [3] and [4], together
with the author's [10], give an interpretation of congruence primes in
terms of parabolic cohomology. Here we assume that 8 is a space of cusp
forms and use the well known Shimura isomorphism to realize 8 as a certain
parabolic cohomology group V constructed with real coefficients. Via
this isomorphism, 8 is endowed with a second integral lattice V(Z), the
image in V of the analogous cohomology group made with integral coefficients. Eeplacing 8(Z) by V(Z) in the definition of "congruence prime",
we obtain the alternate notion of cohomology congruence prime.
1.2 ([4], [10]). Uvery cohomology congruence prime is a congruence prime. Conversely, if p is a congruence prime not dividing (h—l)llf,
then p is a cohomology congruence prime.
THEOREM

This theorem shows that the two notions of congruence prime are
essentially equivalent. On the other hand, one feels that the set of cohomology congruence primes may be precisely calculated in certain contexts.
(For example, Hida showed in some cases how the cohomology congruence
primes are the prime divisors of a rational integer which may be interpreted as the "algebraic part" of a determinant of periods of forms in X.)
2. To test this idea, we are going to work out an explicit example. Since
it is more pleasing to consider congruences between eigenforms for the
Hecke operators, rather than congruences between arbitrary forms, we
begin by reviewing the notion of primes of fusion. These will be maximal
ideals of the Hecke ring associated to 8 whose residue characteristics are
precisely the congruence primes.
We let T be the subring of End(#) generated by the Hecke operators
Tn acting on 8, and we similarly define Tx and T r by replacing 8 by X
and Y. Then Tx and T F are naturally quotients of T, which in turn is
a subring of the direct sum T X © T F . A prime of fusion is a prime ideal
of T containing the conductor of the ring extension
Tc-Tx@Tr.
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If ^ is such a prime, its image in Tx (resp. T F ) *s a prôae ideal 0>x (resp.
^ r ) of Tx (resp. T r ). We again refer to &x and 0>Y as primes of fusion,
and we note the canonical isomorphisms
T^X~T/^~TF/^F.
Especially, we view the isomorphism between extreme terms as a congruence between eigenvalues of the Tn on X and on Y (cf. [3], Th. 7.1).
Conversely, suppose that feX and geY are eigenf orms for the Tn,
with eigenvalues an and bn (n > 1) respectively. Let & be the ring of integers of the number field generated by all the an and hn. Then there are
unique homomorphisms
<f>x: Tx-+®, tyi TF->0
such that <f>x(Tn) = an and ç M ^ J = K ^ or a ^ w- Assume now that X is
a maximal ideal of 0 such that
an E= &w modA
for all w. Then one sees immediately that 0>x = fô^(A) a i l d 0V = 0FX(A)
are primes of fusion in Tx and T F . The corresponding ideal & of T is obtained by pulling back either 0*x or SPY to T.
If SPX is an ideal of Tx which one suspects to be a prime of fusion, one
can prove that 0>x is indeed such a prime by exhibiting a Tx-module Q,
whose support contains &x, which satisfies the following condition: if
we view Q as a T-module via the natural surjection T->TX, the resulting
homomorphism
T->End(ß)
factors through the surjection T->TF as well. In Proposition 1.11 of [10],
the author showed that a certain T-module L/L detects in this way all
primes of fusion which do not divide the level N of the space 8. In other
words, one can find essentially all primes of fusion by calculating the
support of this module.
We now come to the specific problem alluded to above. We will consider
only weight 2 cusp forms (and especially newf orms) on groups of the form
T0(N). We first take a ilewform

en ro(N) and then consider a prime number M which is prime to JSfm
Suppose that X is a prime ideal in the ring of integers of a sufficiently
large finite extension of Q in Q whose residue characteristic I is prime to
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MN. Suppose that

is a weight 2 newform of level divisible by M and dividing NM for which
we have the congruence
ap s bp mod A

(2.1)

for all prime numbers p in a set of primes of density 1. Then the mod X
representations of Gal(Q/Q) defined by / and g have isomorphic semisimplifications. By considering the restrictions of these representations
to the decomposition group Gal(QM/QJkf) for M in Gal(Q/Q), we obtain
the congruence
aM E= bM(l+M)

laodX.

Since bM is either + 1 or —1, we find
a*M =(1+M)2
modX.
(2.2)
Our problem is to determine whether or not the converse holds: if the
congruence (2.2) is verified for a specific prime MtN9 need there be a form
g satisfying (2.1)?
We can rephrase this problem in terms of primes of fusion by considering a suitable decomposition (1.1) of the space 8 of weight 2 cusp
forms on rQ(NM). Hamely, we take X to be the subspace of old forms
offi»which is associated to ro(N), so that X is naturally isomorphic to the
direct sum of two copies of the space of cusp forms of weight 2 on ro(N).
We then take Y to be the orthogonal complement to X under the Petersson
inner product on 8. Thus Y is the intersection of the kernels of the two
natural trace maps from 8 to the space of weight 2 cusp forms on rQ(N).
Our problem^ will be to show, under hypothesis (2.2), that a certain ideal
&*x °* T i *s a prime of fusion.
To define 0>x, our inclination would be to proceed as before, using /
to define a homomorphism $x, and using $x to pull back X to T x . A technical complication arises, however: / is no longer an eigenform for the
Hecke operator TM acting on X. To surmount this, assuming that we
have
aM = ± ( 1 + J f ) modA,
we introduce

f=^anq^M^anqMneX.
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Then / ' is a mod A eigenform for TM with eigenvalue ± 1 ; it is also an
eigenforni for the Tn such that (n, M) = 1, with eigenvalue an. Thus / '
defines a homomorphism TX-*F, where F is the residue field of X, such
that the image of Tn for each n > 1 is the eigenvalue of Tn acting on /',
modulo X. Its kernel is a prime ideal 0*x of T x ; pulling back to T we obtain
a prime ideal 8P of T.
The problem stated above now amounts to determining whether or
not & and @x are primes of fusion. We will write r\ for the operator T2M —1,
viewed either as an element of T or an element of Tx. Then we wish to
study
PROBLEM 2.3. Suppose that &x is a prime ideal of Tx which contains
rj. Is 0>x necessarily a prime of fusion?

It is easy to see that the answer to this problem is, in general, negative.
For example, taking N = 11 and M = 7, one can prove that the ideal
(TM+1) of Tx is a prime ideal containing T2M — 1 which is not a prime
of fusion. In this case, the residue field of our ideal is the field with 5 elements. We will see, however, that Problem 2.3 has an affirmative solution
if we impose on &x a suitable additional condition, for example that @x
be prime to the order of the Shimura subgroup S of J0(N) (as defined

m

in § 4 below). If N is a prime number, this group has order n = num.

(cf. [7], Oh. II, § 11); if N = 11, this group has order 5. Notice especially
that the Shimura subgroup of J0(N) depends only on N, and not on the
prime number M.
3. Our result arises from the study of a certain T^-module Q, which is
closely related to the group L/L mentioned above. Its support contains
only primes of fusion, and in fact contains all such primes which do not
divide the integer NM. We shall exhibit a Tx-module A, whose support
consists precisely of the primes containing ?y, which is furnished with
a filtration
A «= M0 => Jlfx ^ M2 3 Mg = 0
such that Mi/312 is isomorphic to Ü and such that the quotients M0/M1
and M2/M3 have the same cardinality as S. Any prime ideal of T^ which
contains rj and which is prime to the cardinality of S is consequently in
the support of Û and is therefore a prime of fusion.
Eecall ([8], §2a) the two natural "degeneracy" maps
BX,BM: X»(NM)-*X,(N)
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which correspond, respectively to the identity map and the map %\-*M%
on the Poincaré upper half plane. By Pic functoriality they induce maps

*?,B5r: Je(JSWoCra)
from which we obtain a homomorphism
a: J0(N) xJ0(N)->JQ(NM)
by adding these two maps together. Thé kernel of a is a ceratin finite
subgroup 2 of J0(N)*, which we will study below. The image of a is an
abelian subvariety A of J0(NM) which n a t u r a l l y corresponds to the
subspace X of 8. For example, when we view T as a subring of End ( J 0 ( NM))
in the usual way we find that T preserves A and that its action on A factors through Tx.
Similarly, we consider the transpose
a':

J0(NM)->J0(N)xJ0(N)

of a; it corresponds to the two degeneracy maps induced by Bx and BM
using Albanese functoriality of the Jacobian. Its kernel is not necessarily
connected; in fact, it is an extension of a finite group, canonically isomorphic to the Oartier dual of Z, by an abelian subvariety B of JQ(NM).
The variety B analogously corresponds to Y, so that the action of T
on B factors through T F . The intersection
Q = AnB
is a finite subgroup of J0(NM), stable under T, such that the action of T
on Q factors through both rings Tx and T F . Therefore any prime in the
support of Q is a prime of fusion; and as mentioned above one can show
that all primes of fusion occur in the support of Q, with the possible exceptions of those whose residue fields are of characteristic dividing NM.
BTow let L be the line bundle on A arising from the canonical "theta
divisor" on JQ(NM) and the inclusion i of A in JQ(NM). Then L induces
an isogeny
<f>L:

A->A",

where A" denotes the abelian variety dual to A. We will denote by K(L)
the kernel of this map. It is easy to check the equality
Q =K(L).

(3.1)

Indeed, B is quickly seen to be the kernel of the composite i" o<f>, where <j>
is the canonical autoduahty of the Jacobian J0(NM). This gives that Q
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is the kernel of
which is just another way of writing $L. From (3.1) we obtain a slightly
different way of viewing Q, as follows. Let ß denote the isogeny
J»(N)xJ0(N)->A
for which a = ioß. Pulling L back to J0(N)2 via ß, we obtain a line bundle
ß*L, whence a finite subgroup K(ß*L) of J0(N)2. This subgroup, which
we call A, contains S and is endowed with a canonical non-degenerate
alternating Gm-valued pairing. Let EL be the orthogonal to S relative to
this pairing; this subgroup of A contains E, and we have the formula
, Q =r±/i7,

(3.2)

in view of [9], § 23, Lemma 2.
On the other hand, we can check that A is just the kernel of a'o a.
Viewing this endomorphism of J0(N)2 as a 2 x2 matrix of endomorphisms
of JQ(N), we find the formula
VM+1 T
a oa

[r

1

M+iy

where r is the usual Hecke operator TM on J0(N)2. In other words, we have
A = {(co,y)eJ0(N)2\ reo = -(M+l)y

and xy = - ( i f +l)œ}.

2

We now claim that T^ acts on J0(N) as a subring of endomorphisms
of this abelian variety. By this we mean that, for each each ft > 1, the
quantity
T'n~ß~loTnoß,
a priori an endomorphism of J0(N)2 up to isogeny, is in fact a genuine
endomorphism of J0(N)2. This assertion is clear indeed if n is prime to M ;
in that case, T'n is nothing but the usual Hecke operator Tn on J0{N),
acting "diagonally" on the product J0(N)2. Thus the general case follows
from the explicit formula

^"[-1 oj'
In what follows, we will omit the superscript ' and write Tn for T'n.
3.3. The group A is the Icemel of the endomorphism ^
T2M-lofJ0(N)\

PROPOSITION

=
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This proposition is proved by a short calculation, which we omitj
the reader can verify that we have more precisely the identity

n

" [ o -l]°<°' 00 >-

Because of (3.3), we can view A as a T^-module. Its support consists
of all prime ideals of Tx which contain the annihilator I of A in Tx. We
have
I = {T ETLX\ T =8r] for some s eEnd(J 0 (JV) 2 )},
i.e.,

I=BvnTx,
where
B = (T x ®Q)nEnd(J 0 (^) 2 ).
Now JS is a finitely generated abelian group, so certainly finitely generated
as a Tx-module. Hence if &x is a maximal ideal of Tx we have
^

=R&>xriïx.

This formula shows that we have &x 3 I if and only if &x contains rj.
Hence we get:
3.4. The support of A consists precisely of those primes
of Tx which contain r\.
PROPOSITION

This proposition may be viewed as a partial solution to Problem 2.3.
I t fails to be a complete solution because of the group E, which is the
obstruction to the equality between A and Û. We will determine E in the
next section.
4. Our analysis of E is based on results contained in Ihara's article [6]. 1
We will find, in studying E, that the analogue of this group is 0 in the
situation where rQ(N) is replaced by either of its subgroups r±(N) or
r(N).
For definiteness in what follows, we shall regard these groups as
subgroups of PSL(2,Z), rather than SL(2,Z). We will let X±(N) and
X(N) be the modular curves associated with these groups and let Jx(N)
and J(N) be, as usual, the Jacobians of these curves.
1

The author wishes to thank J.-P. Serre for bringing Ihara's results to his
attention.
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coverings of curves
a: X(N)->XX(N),
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and JP^JV) a ro(N)
n:

correspond to

X1(N)->XQ(N).

Prom these maps we obtain, by Pic functoriality, maps
ut*: J^N^J^N),

<r*:

JX(N)->J(N).

The kernel of ut* is a finite subgroup S of J0(N) which is known as the
8himura subgroup of J0(N). It is isomorphic to the Gm-dual of the covering
group of the maximal abelian unramified covering of X0(N) which is
intermediate to X1(JVr)->X0(JVr). The kernel of a* is trivial, because there
are no unramified coverings of XX(N) intermediate to X(N)->X1(N):
the standard cusp "oo" of Xt(N) is totally ramified in this covering.
If r is one of the three groups r(N), rx(N), rQ(N), we will let T' be
the intersection of F with r0(M). We use the symbol ' in writing the
corresponding modular curves and their Jacobians. Thus J'0(N), for
instance, is J0(NM). We then have a pair of commutative diagrams
J(N)2Uj'(N)
n

Jt(N)2^J[(N)
J0(N)2^J'0(N)

JiW^j;w

in which the horizontal maps are the obvious degeneracy maps. We shall
admit for the moment the following result:
THEOREM

4.1. The /cernei of y is trivial.

Then, by the above discussion, we certainly have:
COROLLARY 4.2. The

Tcernel of ß is trivial. The /cernei E of a is a subgroup

ofSxS.
More precisely, we will prove
THEOREM

4.3. The group E is the subgroup
T ={(œ,y)ESxS\œ

+ y =0}

o/SxS.
To prove Theorem 4.3 we first will show that E contains T. Let
B: J0(N)-> J0(NM)
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be the degeneracy map B*. Then the degeneracy map B^ is the composition WMoB, where WM is the indicated Atkin-Lehner involution of
JQ(NM). The inclusion E^ T thus means that WM acts on the group
J3(S) by multiplication by + 1 . Now the Atkin-Lehner involution W^
on JQ(N) acts on S by multiplication by —1 (cf. [7], Chapter II, Proposition 11.7), which gives that the Atkiti-Lehner involution WN of J0(NM)
acts on B(S) by multiplication by —1. But since B($) is a subgroup of
the Shimura subgroup of J0(NM), we find that WNM acts on B($) by
multiplication by —1. Since WM = WNMoWN, we get that E contains T*
In view of this inclusion, the assertion E = T amounts to the injectivity of B on S. In fact, B has kernel 0 because the covering Bt: X0(NM}
->X0(N) is ramified and such that there is no non-trivial covering of X0 (N)r
other than Bx, which is intermediate to B±.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We must show, for all prime numbers I, the
injectivity of the map
H^XiN), Z/IZ)@S1(X(N), Z/IZ^H^X^N),

Z/IZ)

resulting from the two degeneracy coverings X'(N)ztX(N). We may
view B1(X(N), Z/ZZ) as classifying unramified Galois coverings of X(N)
with structural group Z/IZ, and the problem is to show that there is no
non-trivial pair of such coverings which become equal after pullback to
X'(N) by the two different degeneracy maps. However, this is just a special
case of Lemma 3.2 of Ihara [6], which asserts that the system
X'(N)
/

X(N)

\

X(N)

is "simply connected". (See also the remarks at the beginning of § 3.4
of [6].)
Alternatively, we may obtain a slightly more direct proof of Theorem
4.1 from the ingredients used in the proof of Ihara's Lemma 3.2. Here
we view Theorem 4.1 as asserting the surjectivity of the natural map
S^X'iN),

^ 1 , ( 1 ( 1 ) , Z ) © f f / ( I ( J ) , Z).

In terms of subgroups of PSL(2, Q), we have corresponding inclusions
of the group
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in the two groups

we wish to prove the surjectivity of
MX(A, Z)->E1(G1, Z)/Pb(G1)®H1(G„ Z)/Pb(<?2) •

(4.4)

(Here Pb(G<) denotes the subgroup of Sx(Qi9 Z) generated by the set of
parabolic elements of the group Qi9 for i = 1 , 2 . )
Let r be the principal congruence subgroup of level N (i.e., the analogue of r(N)) in PSL(2,Z[l/lf]). Then the inclusions of Gx and G2
in Tare well known to induce an isomorphism of the amalgamated product
öi*^ffa with r (see, e.g., [11], Oh. II, §1.4). Accordingly, by the exact
sequence of Lyndon (see, e.g., [loc. cif], page 169), the cokernel of the
map
E1(A,Z)->H1(G1,Z)@E1(G2,Z)
may be identified with Ex(r, Z). Let A be the subgroup of J1 generated
by the commutator subgroup of r and by the parabolic elements of Gx
and G2. Then the cokernel of the map (4.4) may be identified with the
quotient F/A.
Since F is generated by its parabolic elements, the surjectivity of (4.4)
thus means that all parabolic elements of JP lie in A. As on page 178 of
[6], we now note that if y is a parabolic element of J7, then yMn lies in Gx
for some positive integer n. It is easy to deduce from this that y lies in A
(loc. cit.).
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WOLFGANG M. SCHMIDT

Analytic Methods for Congruences, Diophantine
Equations and Approximations

Our present methods for estimating the numher of solutions of congruences, equations
and inequalities have a number of common features. In particular, these methods
involve exponential sums.

1. Congruences and exponential sums
Consider a system of congruences
^i(œx,...,œ8) = 0 (rnodm) (i = l , . . . , r )
(1.1)
where each ^ is a polynomial with integer coefficients. We are interested
in the number N = N(%x,..., 2fp) = Nffi) of solutions, and more generally
in the numher N^ = ^©(Sf) of solutions x = (osx,..., œs) lying in a given
subset 3) of (Z/mZ)8. It is well known that

Nv=m~r

£

Es)(<*m,

(1.2)

a(modm)

where a = (ax,..., ar), ag = «i3fi+ ••• +ar3v>

an(

l

a?e3)

with e (z) = e2niz. Progress has recently been made in estimating 13%
and N$.
First of all, the fundamental work of Deligne based on algebraic geometry continues to have applications. Suppose that m = p, a prime, and
that gf is of degree d with p\ d, and such that the homogeneous part of gf
of degree d, call it $d\ is nonsingular. It had already been shown in 1974
[10] that under these conditions

mm < ( d - w / 2 ,
37 _ proceedings...

[616]

(1.4)
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where E is the "complete sum", i.e., the sum U^ with 3) = (Z/pZ)s. Many
other important and general results were proved by Deligne and Katz.
I may refer, e.g., to the exposition [12] of Katz.
Yery recently [24] I could prove novel results by "elementary"
methods. Still let m = p, a prime. Let gf be a polynomial over the field
Fp = ZjpZ of degree d > 1 with homogeneous part $d). Write h = ft(5)
= h($d)) for the least integer such that g(<2) may be written' as
^)=3ri581+... +9TÄ,

(1.5)

where the 2^,33* are forms of positive degrees with coefficients in Fp.
Then
\m)\ <$*-*

(1.6)

where K = h/yj(d) with yj(2) = 2, y(3) = 4, ^(4) = 24, y(5) = 208, and
with ip(d) < 3d -dl in general. The constant in -^ here depends only on s
and d. The first nontrivial case, namely d =±= 3, is due to Davenport and
Lewis [9]. I expect that eventually (1.6) will be improved quantitatively,
by replacing yj(d) by a smaller function, and perhaps qualitatively, by
replacing h by other invariants.
Suppose now that 3) is a box 23 = 3i x ... x 3>s, where each ^ is an
interval, i.e., the set of residue classes of integers in ctj < a^ < bi9 say.
We will say that 23 is a box of size < P if fy — ßy < P (j — 1 , . . . , s), and
a box of size > P if fy — a, > P (j = 1 , . . . , s). As was pointed out by Serre
[25], the estimates of Deligne on complete sums give nontrivial results
for incomplete sums over boxes of size < P , provided P is somewhat larger
than plf2. When d > 2, the elementary methods allow much smaller
boxes. If gr and h are as above, let 23 be a box of size < P where P = pa
with d'1 < ô < 1. Then
|fl»(8f)l « P - " » " 1 " ,

(1.7)

where
H(à)

= ( d - f T 1 ) ( d - l ) - 1 * = (d-d"1)

(d-l)-1y)(dr1h,

where s > 0, and where the constant in <4 depends only on s, d, <5, e.
2. Small solutions of congruences
The above results may be used to show that certain rather small boxes
contain solutions of systems of congruences. Using (1.4), Myerson [16]
showed that a system (1.1) with m = p has a solution in every box SB of
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cardinality
|931 > ((1 + fi) ( 2 d - 2 ) ) y 8 « + r
for e > 0 and p >cx(s, d, r, e), provided that: (A) the polynomials of
the pencil of g = (3fi> • • • ? 3v)? ^-e-> "k^16 polynomials ag with a e JF£\0, have
degrees between 2 and ö, (B) the homogeneous part of highest degree of
each ag is nonsingular, and (0) gfx = ... =gfr = 0 defines an absolute
variety of dimension s —r. In particular, under these assumptions, there
is a solution with
0 < wi < 2 (1 + aJpCW+CM

( j = 1, ..., s).

(2.1)

The exponent here may be improved, at least in certain cases. E. 0. Baker [4] has shown for a single congruence g (x) = 0 (modm) that there
is a solution x ^ 0 with
I®, | < mmHH2s-2He

(j

=

i ? . . . ? 5) ?

(2.2)

provided that the reduction of g modulo each prime factor p of m is a nonsingular form of degree d > 1, and that e > 0 and m > cz(s, d, e). He further has shown that for m > c3(s,ri!,e), a diagonal congruence
axxf+ ... +asxd E= 0 (modm)
has a nontrivial solution x with (2.2).
Further applications of the results from algebraic geometry were made
by Hooley. I may refer to his contribution to the present volume.
On the other hand, the elementary estimate (1.7) has the following
consequences. Let the modulus m again be a prime p. Let g = (g 1 3 ..., g r )
be an r-tuple of polynomials with coefficients in Fp such that every polynomial in the pencil has a degree between 2 and d. Let
n = 7*(g)
signify the minimum of 7&(g) over the polynomials g of the pencil. Now
if 23 is a box of size < P = pd with d"1 < ö < 1, then
•ff« (8) =P~-rm+0(P8-»+B)

(2.3)

for e > 0, with a constant in 0 which depends only on s, d, r, S, s. In particular, every box 23 of size > pô contains a solution, provided that
h >r(â-l) (cM-irXä),
aüd that j? > c4(s, d!, r, ô, e).

(2.4)
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I t may be deduced that when g x , , . . , g,. are arbitrary forms of degree
< d, then the congruences (1.1) with m —p have a solution x =£ 0 with
|<a,| <,«»>+•
(j « i , . . . , , ) ,
(2.5)
provided s > 0 and 5 > c5(ri!, r, e) and # > c6(d, r, e). The 1/2 in the exponent here is clearly best possible for forms of even degree, but it (the 1/2)
may be removed altogether (see § 4 below) when all the forms are of odd
degree.
Very likely, a result like (2.5) is true for arbitrary modulus m. This
is in fact fairly easy to see for a single quadratic form (Schinzel, Schlickewei and Schmidt [17]), and was established for systems of quadratic forms
by E. 0. Baker [3]. Baker proved a weaker result for a quartic form
and arbitrary modulus.
Added in proof: (2.5) was extended to an arbitrary modulus by the author :
"Small solutions of congruences in a large number of variables" (submitted). (2.5) with prime modulus holds for a quadratic form and s > 4, as
shown by D. E . Heath-Brown.
3. j?-adic equations
Suppose now that m = pl where j» is a fixed prime. As is well known, the
solubility of our system (1.1) for I = 1, 2 , . . . is equivalent to the solubility of the system of equations
8f<(0i>-.-i0.) = 0
(* = 1 > •••>*•)
(3.1)
in ^p-adic integers xx,..., xs. Moreover, when each g^ is a form, the existence
of a primitive solution of (1.1), i.e., a solution a? with x =£ 0 (mod#), for
I = 1 , 2 , . . . , is equivalent to the nontrivial solubility of (3.1) in #-adic
numbers.
E. Artin had conjectured that r forms of degree d in more than d2r
variables always have a nontrivial ß-adic zero. Put differently, the conjecture was that vdtr < d2r, where vdtV is the least number such that any r
forms of degree d in more than vdtT variables possess a nontrivial #-adic zero
for each prime p. Since it may be seen that vdtT > d2r,the conjecture could
be restated as vdtT = d2r. I t is true for v2tl, v2>2, v3tl. But Terjanian [26]
disproved it for %tl, and more recently [27] he even showed that w4fl > 20.
For a while some people thought that perhaps vdtl may grow not faster
than d3. But Arhipov and Karacuba [1] demonstrated that for e > 0
and some arbitrarily large values of d we have
vdtl>e^losd^+e.
This was improved independently by Arhipov and Karacuba themselves
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[2], as well as by Brownawell [6], and by Lewis and Montgomery [15], to
vdil>edlQ°*d)l+'.

(3.2)

So far, no counterexample to Artin's conjecture has been found with odd
d. Hence for all that we know, the conjecture may still be true for odd d.
As for upper bounds, the best that is known seems to be my estimate [22]
*« < e*d'dl,
(3.3)
valid for d >d0.
It is perhaps a little easier to keep d fixed and to bound vdtV as a function of r. Leep [13] has shown that v2tr < 2r2 -\-2r — 4 when r > 2. Extending Leep's elementary diagonalization method, Leep and I [14] established that vSir < (81/2)r4, and in general that
%,r<c>i{ä)r*d-\
(3.4)
In the case where d = 3, I used heavy machinery to establish [20] the
stronger bound
v3tr <^ r*.

Now let 0j be the number of solutions of (1.1) with m = pl. The limit
lim^/^ s - r ) ,
Z->oo

when it exists, is called the p-adic density of zeros of g. Conditions for the
existence of this limit and estimates for this limit were given in [19]
when g is a system of quadratic forms, and in [20] when g is a system
of cubic forms.
4. Diophantine equations
Consider now a system of equations
8f<(*i> •••>*.) = °

(* = 1 , • • . > ' )

K- 1 )

where each g^ is a polynomial with integer coefficients. Given a finite
set 3) of integer points, i.e., a finite subset of Z8, write M$ = -Mj>(g)
for the number of solutions of (4.1) with x e 3). We have
•*»=

fB*(*mäm,

(4.2)

u
where a = (ax, ..., ar), «g = a13f1 + ... +a,.g,., the integration is over
the unit cube U: 0 < c ^ < l (i =l,...,r),
and 8% is the exponential
sum

W) = JX^))cceîD

(4-3)
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The well-known formula (4.2) corresponds to (1.2), and it is the basis of
the Harcly-Littlewood "Circle Method".
In classical work the formula was applied in cases where the polynomials gj were diagonal forms. In 1957 Birch [5] used a diagonalization
process to show that a system of r homogeneous diophantine equations
of odd degree d has a nontrivial solution if the number s of variables
exceeds a certain tnimber wdiV. More recently [18] I gave the following
refinement: When s > 0 and the number of variables exceeds iodtT(s), then
there is a nontrivial solution with \œ3>\ < FB (j = 1, ..., s), where F is the
maximum modulus of the coefficients of the forms g4».
In Birch's result it is of course necessary to suppose that d is odd. In
the case of an indefinite quadratic form, i.e., a form with a nontrivial real
zero, we know by Meyer's Theorem that a nontrivial integer zero does
exist if the number of variables is at least 5. No corresponding result
holds for quartic forms. For the form
(œl + œl+...

+xî_1f-2a>î

has no nontrivial integer zero, no matter how large s is, even though it
has a nontrivial real zero, and, when s ^ 6, a nontrivial ^p-adic zero for
each prime p.
Now let wdtV be the smallest number for which the assertion in Birch's
Theorem holds. Since a form g of odd degree I < d may be replaced by
the form (x\+ ,.. +a^)((2""Z)/2g of degree d, this number wdaT is smallest
possible such that every system of r forms of odd degrees at most d in more
than wdtT variables has a nontrivial zero. It is possible in principle to derive
upper bounds for wd§r by Birch's method. But the bounds so obtained
would be extremely poor, and it remains a task of considerable interest
to find reasonable bounds.
In a series of papers beginning in 1959, Davenport applied (4.2) directly
to a general cubic form. In [7] he showed that w3fl < 15. It is known that
w3jl ^ 9, and it is generally believed that w3tl = 9. Heath-Brown [11]
in deep work which uses Deligne's estimates of exponential sums, and
which has a number of novel features, proved that a nonsingttlar cubic
form in more than 9 variables possesses a nontrivial zero. On the other
hand, I proved [21] that w3tV ^ r5, more precisely that w3f2 < 5139 and
w3ti. < (10r)5. I conjecture that in analogy to (3.4) we have
wdtr<c8(d)rc^
for each odd d. But for d = 5 we do not even know] whether ws$r < ecior;
we only know [23] that loglogw5fr <^ r.
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We end this section with comments about the "density" of solutions.
Put
Jf P = Jlf P (g)=Jlf a ) ( p ) (g),
where 35(P) is the cube of points x with \wj\ < P (j = 1 , . . . , s). Under
suitable conditions on g one may derive an asymptotic formula for MP.
For simplicity suppose that r = 1 and that g is a form of degree d > 1.
Define h = 7&(g) much as in § 1, i.e., as the least number such that g may
be written as g = ^SBx + ... +%J&h ^ t h forms %, 934- of positive degrees
with rational coefficients. Now if
7i> co(d)
where co(2) = 4 , co(3) = 1 6 , co(4) = 1 4 4 , and in general co(d) ^ 3d-dì,
then [23]
J!fp(g) = ftPs-d+0(P8-d-0)
(4.4)
where ô > 0 and p, depend only on g. Here ju is the product of ^p-adic
densities as defined in § 3 and a suitable real density. Moreover, /A > 0
if h > a>*(d) for a certain function co* and if the manifold of real zeros of g
has dimension s —1. This last condition is always fulfilled when d is odd.
By using a generalized version of this result, one can show that there
is a constant w* = wdtV such that every system g of r forms of odd degrees
at most d has
Jfp(g) > P8'™*
(4.5)
when s > to*. The constant in > here depends only on g.
This is another refinement of the Theorem of Birch. An analysis of
Davenport's method gives -Mp(g) > p8~15 for a cubic form g. We have
Wd,r^wd,ri a i l < l a * present our knowledge of wdtV is as good (i.e., as bad)
as our knowledge of wdtV.
5, Diophantine inequalities
We now turn to systems of inequalities

I8f,(a0l<«

(<=l,-.-,r),

(5.1)

where each gt- is a polynomial with real coefficients. Given a finite set
3) s Z89 let -Es(g, e) be the number of solutions x e Î) of (5.1). As a matter
of fact, it is more convenient to deal with modified functions 1$, Lty.
Here L$ counts not only solutions of (5.1), but also solutions of |g*(aO| < Bt
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with weight 2~h if the equality sign holds in Jo of these relations. On the
r

other hand, 1$ counts the solutions of (5.1) with weight J7 (1 — e*"1 Ig*(x)\).
4=1
Since
1 when
|0| < 1,
, ^ I sin2Tca \
da = 0 when
|0|>1,
/
1 when
|6|=1,
it is not difficult to see that

with

On the other hand, since

/H^M;

- —10|

when
when

|8|<1,
|0|>1,

one has

These formulae now take the place of (1.2) and (4.2).
It usually is difficult to compute L%\ and there are almost no instances
where we know asymptotic formulae for LP = I/^p) * I* is easier to
estimate 1$9 and since L^ ^ Z$, this gives lower bounds for L%. Beginning
with work of Davenport and Heilbronn [8] in 1946, a number of results
were established by this method, usually involving diagonal forms.
In [18] I proved: Given r forms g^ with real coefficients and of odd
degree < d, the inequalities (5.1) can be satisfied for each s > 0 by a nonzero
integer point x, provided only that the number of variables exceeds some
number %dr. More precisely, let udtr be the smallest number with this property. We mentioned above that w3iT < r5, but we' do not know whether
%3%r < rcn for some cXX9 we do not even know whether u3r <^ er, or whether
^3,r ^ *?• Nor do we know the analogue of (4.5), i.e., whether there exists
an u* = ud%r such that
LP >

PS~U:
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On the other hand, it is known that when g = (g 1 ? ..., g%) is a system
as before and in s >udtf,(c) variables where c> 0, then not only does (5.1)
have infinitely many solutions, but there are infinitely many integer
points x ^ 0 with
\%i{x)\<\x\-

(<«l,...,r),

(5.2)

where \x\ = max(|%|,..., |08|).
I close with another conjecture. Write ||a|| for the distance from a real
number a to the nearest integer: Given a form g of degree dins > olz(d9 e)
variables, there are infinitely many nonzero integer points x with
IBf(«OII < M

-2 + e

Por odd d this (and much more) is true in view of (5.2). The only other
known case is when d = 2 [17].
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J.-L. WALDSPUEGEE

Correspondances de Shimura

On donne ici im aperçu sin1 les articles [11] et [13], consacrés à l'étude
des correspondances entre formes automorphes sur SL2 et formes automorphes sur PGL 2 (ou une de ses formes tordues). On signale aussi quelques applications extraites de [10] et [12].
Le sujet remonte à Shimura ([8]). Les idées utilisées dans les travaux
précités sont largement inspirées de l'article [9] de Shintani.
La démonstration des résultats ci-dessous est très sinueuse. Dans un
souci de clarté, on les présente sans se soucier de l'ordre dans lequel ils
sont démontrés.

Soient F un corps de nombres, A son anneau des adèles, Ax son groupe
des idoles. Si v est une place de F, on note Fv le complété de F en v.
1.1. Notons SL2(JL) le groupe métaplectique, revêtement de degré 2 de
SL 2 (il) (cf. par exemple [2]), {1, £} le noyau de la projection SL 2 (4)
-+$L2(A). Il existe une section unique SL2(JP)-^SL2(il). Identifions SL2(.F)
et son image. Pour toute place v de F, on définit de même SL2(FV).
Remarque. Le groupe métaplectique n'est pas un groupe algébrique.
Pour toute place v arehimédienne de F, on choisit un sous-groupe
compact maximal de $L2(FV). On définit alors pour toute place v l'algèbre
de Hecke jfc(Fv) de SL2(JPV), puis l'algèbre globale éfc (A). Soit J / 0 l'espace
des formes automorphes paraboliques sur SL2(JF)\SL2(JL), impaires
(i.e. pour jfe J0 et ae§L2(A)9
on a /(fer) = -/(cr)). C'est un
k(A)module, qui se décompose en somme directe de sous-modules irréductibles.
On note un tel sous-module (vi, M): Ê est le sous-espace de J / 0 et St la
[525]
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représentation de 3tf(A) dans S. Si (Si, É) est un tel sous-module, on peut
définir pour toute place v de F une représentation admissible irréductible
7cv de Ji?(Fv)9 de telle sorte que ä C ü ® ^ (produit tensoriel restreint)*
1.2. Soient M une algèbre de quaternions définie sur F, déployée ou non,.
G =PMX (groupe adjoint du groupe des éléments inversibles de M).
Pour toute place archimedienne v de F, on choisit un sous-groupe compact
maximal de G(Fi}). On .définit alors l'algèbre de Hecke JP(G9 A), et l'espace*
##Q(G) des formes automorphes paraboliques sur G(F)\G(A),
orthogonalesaux caractères. Ces objets vérifient des propriétés analogues à celles décrites ci-dessus (1.1). On adopte des notations analogues.
1.3« Soient ip: A/F->CX un caractère continu, y) ^ 1, H l'espace des.
éléments de M de trace nulle. Il est muni de la forme quadratique q(x)
= — N(x)9 où N est la norme (réduite) de M/F. Le groupe G agit sur 3
par conjugaison et s'identifie à SO ( S , q). On définit alors une représentation de Weil œv de SL2(JL) xG(A) dans l'espace de Schwarte £f(H(A))
(cf. [14], ou [2]). On se restreint à un sous-espace Û"v = <yv(H(Aj), en
imposant des conditions aux places archimédiennes ([11], p. 4). Il n'est
pas invariant par cov, mais l'est par la représentation de Ji? (A)®2tf(G, A)
déduite de œv.
Si / e ïfy9 on définit une série thêta dVtf sur S L ^ J I ) xG(A) par
xeH(F)

C'est une'fonction invariante à gauche par SL2(JF) xG(F).
1.4. De la même façon, on définit des séries thêta sur SL 2 (_F)\SL 2 pl)
associées à l'espace F muni de la forme quadratique q(x) = co2. Ce sont
des formes automorphes. On note J / 0 0 l'espace des éléments de ^/ 0 orthogonaux (pour le produit de Petersson usuel) à toutes les séries thêta construites ainsi (en faisant varier ip). C'est un Jf (^l)-module.
1.5. Notons Äm, resp. A0(G)9 l'ensemble des sous-modules irréductibles
de J3f00, resp. jfQ(G). On note J L : AQ(G)->A0(PQL2)
la correspondance
de Jacquet et Langlands ([4], §15). On note de même ses analogues locales.
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2

Eevenons à la situation du 1.3.
2.1. Soit (n, E) EA0(G).

Pour qj e F, f e ^ v , a eSL2(^4), posons
0{F)\G(A)

«où dg est une mesure de Haar fixée. La fonction 0V}/>Ç3 appartient à J/ 0 Notons 6 (F, yj) l'espace des fonctions 0Vf/;çj quand /décrit 5^v, et <p décrit F.
1. Si 0(F, y>) est non nul, c'est un sous-module irréductible
de J00. (Cf. [11], p. 80; [13], prop. 20).
PROPOSITION

2.2. Soit (Si, Ë) e Ä0Q. Pour ç5 e J , / e£^v9g e G(A)9 posons
BL2(F)\8h2(A)

La fonction 0^Aj appartient à jtf0(G). Notons 0(Ë9ip9G) l'espace des
fonctions 0Vj/>5 quand / décrit £fv et tp décrit J0.
PROPOSITION 2. Si
ductible de J / O ( 0 ) - (Cf-

®(Ë,ip,G) est non nul, c'est un sous-module irré[U]» P- 98 5 [13]» P ro P- 2 0 )-

3

Les applications Fh^6(F,y>) et Ë\-+&(É9y)9G) sont de nature locale.
Décrivons la situation locale.
3.1. Soit v une place finie de F. On note ici G' le groupe adjoint du groupe
de quaternions non déployé sur J?vi AV(G') (resp. ^„(PGLg)) l'ensemble
des classes d'isomorphie de représentations admissibles irréductibles de
G' (resp. et de dimension infinie de PGL2(.ï\,)). Notons Av l'ensemble des
classes d'isomorphie de repésentations Siv admissibles irréductibles de
&ïi2(Fv) telles que: (a) Siv ne se factorise pas par SL2(.FV), i.e. Siv(Ç) = —id,
(b) Siv n'est pas une représentation de Weil "élémentaire" (analogue
jö-adique des représentations de la série discrète holomorphe de poids 1/2,
ou antiholomorphe de poids —1/2, du cas réel). Soit %: FV->CX un
caractère continu, ipv ^ 1. On définit comme d'habitude la notion de
modèle de Whittaker de SiveÄv9 relativement à ipv. Un tel modèle est
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unique s'il existe, mais n'existe pas toujours. Notons Äv(y>v)9 resp. Ä'v(ipv)7
l'ensemble des nv e Äv pour lesquelles ce modèle existe, resp. n'existe pas.
3.2. Par une construction locale analogue à celle du n° 2, on définit des applications
A,(PGL2)
>AM,
AiVv)
>AV(PGIJ2).
Ce sont des bijections réciproques. De même, on définit des applications
Ce sont des bijections réciproques (cf. [13], th. 1 et prop. 14, et l'article
fondamental [7]).
3.3. Via les bijections ci-dessus, la correspondance de Jacquet et Langlands définit une injection
B(-,y)v); Ä'v(yv)->Äv(y)v).
Notons M la relation d'équivalence dans Âv qui rend équivalentes Stv e
eÄ'v(y)v) et son image B(Siv9 %). Elle est indépendante de y>v. Les classes
d'équivalence sont de la forme { ä J avec Siv eÄv(yjv) — ImJS(-? ipv)9 ou
{Sil, iïlh a v e o ™l e Ä'v(ipv) et Sil = B(Sil9 ipv). On note dans ce cas Si] = ât5iîf
Sil =^St\. Ces deux représentations ont des caractères centraux différents (le centre de BIL2(FV) est l'image réciproque de celui de 8L2(FV),
il a 4 éléments).
3.4. On définit ime application
0o(.,%):I^^(PGL2),
égale à 0(-,%,,PGL2) sur Äv(ipv) et à JLo0(-, y)v9 G') sur Ä'v(ipv).
3.5. Des résultats analogues sont vrais en une place v archimédienne,
en considérant des gr-IT-modules, au lieu de représentations des groupes.
4
Eevenons à la situation globale.
4.1. Soient (n, E) eA0(G), JJ(TC,$) la fonction L habituelle de n, s(n, s)
son facteur s. Si 0(E9 ip) ^ {0}, notons Q(E9ip) la représentation de jp (A)
dans cet espace. ,Notons Q(Wù9^) la représentation ®0(nv9ipv) de yf(A)
(cf. 3.2).
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1. (1) O (E, y)) i=. {0} si et seulement si L (n, 1/2) ^ 0.
(2) Si &(E,ip) ^ {0}9J(E,f)
et 0(7t,%p) sont isomorphes.
(3) Il existe (Si, F) EA00 tel que Si et Q(%, y>) soient isomorphes, si et
seulement si e(rc, 1/2) = 1. (Cf. [11], th. 1; [13], prop. 22; [G], th. Al).
THéORèKE

4.2. Soit (Si, Ê) e i 0 0 . Si 0(E, y, G) ^ {0}, notons 6(Ë, y), G) la représentation de Jf (G, A) dans cet espace. Notons 6Q(Sc, y>) la représentation
® 0°(Sii), %) de ^ ( P G L 2 , A) (cf. 3.4), et L(Si, y), s) sa fonction L (elle est
"automorphe" en vertu du (3) ci-dessous).
THéORèME 2. (1) 0 (É,f,G) ~£ {0} si et seulement si les trois conditions
suivantes sont vérifiées:
(i) L(Si9 y>9l/2) ^ 0 ,
(ii) pour toute place v de F où M(FV) est déployée, Siv eAv(ipv),
(iii) pour toute place v de F où M(FV) n'est pas déployée, Siv eA'v(y)v).
(2) Si0(Ë9ip9G)^
{0},les représentations 0(Ë,y),G)et®Q(Siv7
yv9G(Fv))
v
sont isomorphes9 et JL(0(É9y)9G)) = 0°(Si,y)).
(3) Il existe (n,E) e J. 0 (PGL 2 ) tel que % et 0°(rc, y>) soient isomorphes.
(Cf. [13], prop. 21. La démonstration de ces théorèmes utilise les résultats
de Flicker [1]).

4.3. Les applications E\->0(E, y)) et É\-*0(Ë, y), G) sont des bijections
réciproques entre les sous-ensembles de AQ(G) et Ä0Q où elles ne s'annulent
pas. On note que si G T ^ P G L 2 , le diagramme suivant n'est pas commutatif

^ 0 (PGL 2 )^(-. V )

7

(les applications 0 sont restreintes aux sous-ensembles ci-dessus...)
5
On donne ici des applications des résultats précédents à l'étude de

A00.

5.1. THéORèME 3 (de multiplicité 1). Soient (Ä<,2^) e Ä00, pour i = 1 , 2 ,
Supposons Si1 et Sk2 isomorphes. Alors Ex = E2. ([11], p. 131).
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5.2. Soient (Ski, Ë4) eAm, pour i = 1, 2. Qn dit que Äi et Si2 sont proches
si nhv aï Si2tV pour presque toute place v de F (cf. [3], § 6). Cela définit
dans Ä00 une relation d'équivalence, dont on £eut décrire les classes.
Pour (Si, Ë) G JL 0 0 , notons Z~ l'ensemble des places v àe F telles que la
classe d'équivalence de Siv (pour la relation M, cf. 3.3) a 2 éléments. C'est
aussi l'ensemble des places v telles que 6°(Siv, y)v) est dans l'image de l'application JL, où y)v est un caractère quelconque. L'ensemble Z% est fini.
4. Sait (Si, Ê) eÄ00.
(1) Soit (Si', É') e Ä00. Supposons Si et Si' proches. Alors il existe un sousensemble U c 27- tel que
(i) U a un nombre pair d'éléments,
(ii) si v est une place de F, on a SÏV ~Siv si v $ S, Si'v £=f âlSiv si v e S.
(2) Soit E c £% , vérifiant (i). Il existe (Si', E') e AQ0 vérifiant (ii) ([13],
cor. 2 à la prop. 19).
THéORèME

On donne ici des applications arithmétiques des résultats précédents.
Le point central est le (1) du théorème 1, plus exactement sa démonstration
qui utilise le calcul des coefficients de Fourier des fonctions Qvjttp* '
6.ÎL T H é O R è M E 5. Soient (n, E)eA0(PGJj2}, S un ensemble fini de places
de F. Supposons e(n, 1/2) = 1. Alors il existe un caractère quadratique %
de FX\AX
tel que
(i) L(n®%,lß)
#0,
(ii) pour toute place ve29 xv = 1 (P-3]? *h- 4).
6.2. Supposons désormais F = Q. On peut calculer les coefficients de
Fourier des formes modulaires holomorphes de poids demi-entier. Des
valeurs de fonctions L interviennent dans les formules obtenues (cf. [12]
et aussi [5] qui utilise d'autres méthodes).
6.3. Vignéras en a déduit le théorème de rationalité suivant. Notons oo
la place réelle de Q. Soit (n, E) e-4.0(PGL2), tel que ut^ soit de la série
discrète de poids h (h pair S* 2). Notons Q(n) le sous-corps de C engendré
par les valeurs propres des opérateurs de Hecke Tp agissant dans E, pour
presque tout p. C'est une extension finie de Q totalement réelle. Soit
S„ la réunion de {oo} et de l'ensemble des places finies p de Q telles que
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açp soit ramifiée (i.e. n'admet pas de vecteur invariant par le sous-groupe
compact maximal standard de PGL2(Ö3,)). Si % est un caractère quadratique de Q*\AX9 on note Dx le discriminant de l'extension quadratique
de Q associée à %.
THéORèME

6. Soient %Y, %2 deux caractères quadratiques de

QX\AX.

Supposons
(i) Xi,v = X2,v pour toute place v e S„9
(ii) L(n®%2,lfi)
=£0.
Alors U existe qeQ(n) tel que
L(tt®Xl,1/2)D«<-W

« q*L(vz®X29 l/2)2)g-1>'»

([10], p. 333).
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S. Y. OHENG*

On the Real and Complex Monge-Ampère Equation
and Its Geometric Applications

§ 0. Introduction
Let u be a real-valued Ö2 function on an open set in Rn or Cn. Then we
-, ^r , . T &u 1 .
,
, r d*u 1
can form its Hessian matrix,9 ^ .. „ 3 . m Althe real case and
, . , |
Idx'dx ]
I dz%dz3 J

r d2u i

r d2u i

m the complex case. —:—r is a symmetric matrix and
^. ,
is Hermitian symmetric. The Monge-Ampère operator, denoted by M(u),
is the determinant of the Hessian matrix. An equation of the form M(u)
= F(x,u, Vu) is a nonlinear second order partial differential equation.
It is called elliptic if the Hessian matrix of u is positive definite. This
means that u is strictly convex in the real case and strictly plurisubharmonic in the complex case. Monge-Ampère equations of elliptic type
arise naturally from geometric problems. In what follows we describe
some of these problems.
§ 1. Real Monge-Ampère equation
One of the classical geometric problems which give rise to a real MongeAmpère equation is the Minkowski problem about recovering an ovaloid
from its Gauss-Kronecker curvature. This problem was studied and solved
by H. Lewy, L. Nirenberg and A. Pogorelov. The reader may consult
[10] for an exposition of this problem.
Affine differential geometry is another source from which MongeAmpère equations arise naturally. Eoughly speaking, affine differential
* Kesearch partially supported by an NSP grant.
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geometry consists in studying properties of convex hypersurfaces invariant
under unimodular transformations and translations. In affine differential
geometry there is no distinction between an ellipsoid and a sphere. Let Jf
be a piece of a strictly convex hypersurface in JBW+1. Then one can define
a Eiemannian metric, called the affine metric on M, invariantly. To express
it explicitly, suppose that M = {[x, u(x))\ is the graph of a function u.
Then the affine metric on M is given by ds% = ^(det(%J.))"1/(?l+2)%i^öa?i.
One can also define a normal, called the affine normal, invariantly. Let
M be the boundary of a convex body M and let xQ e M. The affine normal
of Jf at xQ is the tangent vector to the curve described by the center of
gravity of the intersections of M with parallel translates of the tangent
plane of M at xQ. If all the affine normals of M meet at one point or at
infinity then Jf is called an affine sphere. There are three possible cases.
The first case in the elliptic case and the model is the ellipsoid. In this
case all the affine normals meet at the convex side of the hypersurface.
The second case is the parabolic case and the model is the paraboloid.
In this case all the affine normals meet at infinity, i.e. are parallel to
each other. The third case is the hyperbolic case. In this case all the affine
normals meet at the concave side. The hyperboloid is an example. Naturally one would like to conjecture that a strictly convex hypersurface
which is closed w.r.t. the Euclidean topology and annaffine sphere must
be a hyperquadric. In order to show this, a. cubic tensor called the FubiniPick form is very useful. If the hypersurface is the graph of a function /
then its Fubini-Pick form is essentially composed of the 3rd derivatives
of jf. The Fubini-Pick form vanishes identically iff the hypersurface is
a hyperquadric. The length of the Fubini-Pick form satisfies a very useful
differential inequality. Let M be an affine sphere such that S is the length
of the Fubini-Pick form and A is the Laplacian w.r.t. the affine metric.
E. Calabi [1] computed AS and obtained that
ASXn+l)(S3+HS),
where H is positive, zero or negative according as M is an elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic affine sphere. A local computation also shows that
the Bicci curvature of affine spheres are bounded from below. Thus if M
is an elliptic or parabolic affine sphere which is complete w.r.t. its affine
metric then S ss 0, i.e. Jf is a hyperquadric. ïTow it remains to show that
if Jf is an elliptic or a parabolic affine sphere which is closed w.r.t. the
Euclidean topology then Jf is complete w.r.t. the affine metric. The
elliptic case is solved by E. Calabi. In the parabolic case Calabi proved
this for n < 5 and A. V. Pogorelov proved this for general n. In [3] a different proof of completeness is given by a gradient estimate. The case
of hyperbolic affine sphere is different. E. Calabi [1] constructed examples
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of hyperbolic affine spheres which are not hyperquadrics. For example,
any component of x1... xn+1 = 1 in Rn+1 is a hyperbolic affine sphere.
E. Calabi [1] then proposed to prove that
(i) Every complete hyperbolic affine sphere is asymptotic to a convex
cone.
(ii) Given any convex cone there is a hyperbolic affine sphere asymptotic to it.
THEOROM 1.1 [3]. Every complete hyperbolic affine sphere is asymptotic to a convex cone.

(ii) is equivalent to the following boundary value problem of a real
Monge-Ampère equation on a bounded convex domain Q
f

det(fty) = 1
u = 0

X

\ n+2

1
on S ß ,

on Q,
(1.1)

(%)>0.
Solution of (1.1) follows from the paper [4] concerning the solution of
general boundary value problems for equations of the form det(wtf)
= F(x9u).
THEOREM

1.2 [4]. There is a unique solution of (1.1) in 0°°(Q) n C°(Q).

Equation (1.1) also arises from another geometric problem. This is
the problem of construction of a Eiemannian metric on Q invariant under
pîojective transformations. Loewner and Nirenberg [9] showed that,
if u is a solution of equation (1.1) then VI——\dx i dx j is such a metric.
To study the properties of u near the boundary we can use the following
THEOREM 1.3. Let Q be a bounded strictly convex domain with smooth
boundary. Then there exists u eöoo(Q)nö0(Q)
satisfying (1.1) and such

that VI——\dx i dx j defines a complete metric on Q which is invariant
wider projective transformations and its sectional curvatures are asymptotically equal to —1 near ôQ.
So far, the real Monge-Ampère equation arises from extrinsic geometry.
I t also arises naturally if Jf has some special geometric structure. One
example is that Jf has an affine flat structure 3 i.e. Jf is a dilferentiable
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manifold which admits an atlas of coordinate charts such that the change
of coordinates are given by affine transformations. In [6], a metric dsz
on an affine flat manifold Jf is called a Kahler affine metric if on each
affine flat coordinate charts (x1, ...,xn) there exists a convex function
such that ds% = V—-,— T3dx i dx j . In this case Jf is called a Kahler
£* dx'dx
affine flat manifold. Then the techniques of parabolic affine spheres can
be generalized, leading to the following

Jf

THEOREM 1.4 [6]. Suppose that Jf is compact affine flat manifold which
carries a parallel volume. Then Jf admits a Biemannian flat structure,

§ 2« Complex Monge-Ampère equation
The complex Monge-Ampère operator
r d*u 1
= det

i

M(u)

is defined

by

Jf(^)

. I. In the complex case Jf (u) is a very natural operator, in the

sense that if (2* ,..., z*n) is another set of analytic coordinates then

uri x

^A

dHv

1

I d^W J

d u

*

1

M(u) = det —-7—71 = — ; r det
-.—T .
Therefore, a deep understanding of Jf (u) will be very useful in complex
analysis. In the case of compact Kahler manifolds, S. T. Yau [11] showed
that solving complex Monge-Ampère equations on compact Kahler
manifolds has many important consequences in differential geometry
and algebraic geometry. Let us only quote one of the results in [11] which
is relevant to our discussions here.
THEOREM 2.1 [11] (S. T. Tau). Suppose that Jf is a compact Kahler
manifold tvith ample cannonical class. Then,

( -l)ncr2(M)-c2(M) ^ ( -±r—^c*(M),

(2.1)

2(w+l)
where n = dim c Jf. Equality in the above inequality holds iff M is covered
by the ball biholomorphically.
The method of the above theorem is to show that the assumption on
the canonical class gives rise to a Kahler metric which can be deformed
to an Einstein-Kähler metric by solving a complex Monge-Ampère
equation. Inequality (2.1) then follows from representing Chern classes
by the curvatures of the Einstein-Kähler metric. .
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I n the rest of this section we will discuss the problem of constructing
complete Einstein-Kähler metrics on noncompact Kahler manifolds.
Let Q be a bounded smooth strictly pseudoconvex domain. Let q>
be a defining function of Q, i.e. such that Q = {cp < 0}, dcp ^ 0 on dQ
and (q)i}) > 0 o n û . Then ^g^dédì?

= JT*— ^ ^ - j

& W defines

a complete Kahler metric on Q. A computation shows that the holomorphic
sectional curvatures of this metric is asymptotically equal to —1 near
dQ. Also det[&j] =e{n+1)aeF for some FeO°°(Q). Olearly, this metric
is close to Kähler-Einstein near dQ. All we have to do is to perturb this
metric to an Einstein-Kähler one. This follows from solving a MongeAmpère equation on Q of the form
det \_gß + % ] = ^ - ^ é T ^ d e t [ ^ ] ,
l

(2.2)

such that Àr (gifj <(gi-j + ui-j)<A(gif) for some positive constant
Also notice that v = —log(—q>)-\-u satisfies

A.

d e t [ ^ ] =e<n+1)%
v = oo

on dQ9

(2.3)

(vi3)>0.
C. Fefferman [7] showed that (2.3) is equivalent to
J(y>) = ( - ! ) » det
f = 0

VPi m l
on 3 ß ,

M

if y = e" . He constructed an approximate solution y) to (2.3) in the sense
that J(ip) = l + 0 ( y s ) , s < w + 2. His work on the boundary behaviour
of Bergman kernel shows that, in general, y cannot be more than n + 2
times differentiable on Q. In [5] we proved that there exists ip e 0°°(Q)r\
nCn+*l2-ô(Q) satisfying (2.4) for any ô e (0,1). Lee and Melrose [8] showed
by using different methods that y e 0oo(Q)r\0n^"ö(Q)9
<5e(0,l). Summarizing, we have
2.2. Let Qbe a bounded pseudoconvex domain in Cn. Then there
exists a unique solution v satisfying equation (2.3) suchthat ytvßdzidz3 defines
a complete Einstein-Kähler metric on Q which is invaricmt under biholomorphic transformations. When Q is assumed to be smooth and strictly
pseudoconvex9 then e"v eC^(Q)r\Gn+2"ô(Q)
for <5e(0,l) and the holoTHEOREM
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morphic sectional curvature of ^Vßdsfdz* is asymptotically equal to —1
near dQ.
In the above case the Ohern forms of the Einstein-Kähler metric are
not integrable and so we cannot expect to obtain results similar to Theorem 2.1. We have to restrict ourselves to the case when the infinity is
rather small. The model for this case is the punctured disc and the Poincaré metric [dfe|2/|0|2(log[3|a)a. This direction is motivated by the work
of P. Griffiths and J. Carson [2]. Let V be a compact Kahler manifold
and J? be a divisor with normal crossing such that cl(Kv) + cl(L) > 0 ,
where L is the line bundle corresponding to B. Griffiths and Carson then
constructed a volume form on V to study holomorphic maps into V.
We can use similar methods as before to construct a complete EinsteinKähler metric on V\B. The Chern forms of this Einstein-Kähler metric
are integrable. Its integral represents logarithmic Chern classes c^logB)
of B, i.e. Chern classes of the cotangent bundle over V whose sections
are given by
k

i

fc

n
8

y «i(s)— + 2i M*)* *

when B is given by Jj ê = 0.

So we get an inequality similar to (2.1). In this case, if an equality
holds, it still does imply constant curvature. However, we know explicitly that this is impossible if c1(Kv) + c1(L) > 0 on V. We know that
actually cL(Kv) + c1(L) vanishes on B. However if we assume cx(L) < 0
on a neighborhood of B then we can still have a complete metric which
we can perturb to an Einstein-Kähler metric.
Summing up we have
THEOREM 2.3. Let V bea compact Kahler manifold with complex dimension n and let B be a divisor with normal crossing. Let L be the line bundle
corresponding to B. We assume that either
(i) c1(Kv) + c1(L)>0 on V
or l
(ii) c1(Kv) + c1(L)>0 on V\B,c1(Kv) + cl(L) = 0 on B9
and that c^L) < 0 in a neighborhood of B.
Then there exists a complete Einstein-Kähler metric on V\B which is
invariant under biholomorphic maps. Moreover, for the logarithmic Chern
classes of B we have
cr2(logB)-c2(logB)

^—^—c^logB),

equality holding iff V\B is a quotient of the ball.
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§ 3. Boundary value problems
In our approach to the solution of Monge-Ampère equations in the previous sections we use interior estimates. Eecently, L. Oaffarelli, J. J. Kohn,
L. Nirenberg and J. Spruck obtained the boundary estimates and hence
solved the boundary value problem. This will have important applications to nonlinear partial differential equations and geometric problems
related to Monge-Ampère equations.
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K J. HITOHIST

The Geometry of Monopoles

§ 1. Introduction
When, five or six years ago, pure mathematicians found themselves using
geometrical techniques to construct solutions to the Yang-*-Mills equations,
the emphasis was on "instantons". These were solutions in JB4 with finite
action, and they could be tackled by means of a conformai compactification of B 4 to # 4 . There is another class of solutions, however, the
"magnetic monopoles", which resisted attack until more recently. In
the past three years new techniques have been applied to construct solutions. These reveal basic geometric structures, linking up with nonlinear
equations like the KdV equation which themselves have received a great
deal of attention in recent years. The "magnetic monopoles" are solutions
to the Bogomolny equations. The basic data consist of a principal ö-bundle
with connection on B 3 and a section O of the associated bundle of Lie
algebras : 0 is known as the Miggs field. The equations are
B0 = *F,

(1)

where B denotes the covariant derivative and E the curvature of the
connection. These are particular solutions of the second order YangMills-JIiggs equations with zero potential term:

B*B0=O,
B*E = [B0,0].

'
K }

The appropriate boundary conditions [8] imply that 0 should approach
(in a suitable gauge) a constant value-in radial directions as r->oo. This
provides a reduction of the bundle at infinity to the stabilizer K of an
element of the Lie algebra, and hence a map from the sphere at infinity
to G/K. There is thus a topological invariant in n2(QlK) which is generally
referred to as a "magnetic charge" [5].
[541]
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If G = U(l), then the equation (1) becomes simply
grad^ = curlA.
The fact that A should be regarded as a connection form, and not
as a vector field, is already latently evident in Dirac's paper of 1931
(see [15]), so the differential-geometric approach is well established.
The first nonabehan example, for G = SU(2), was found in 1975
([2], [11]) and has spherical symmetry. The magnetic charge (an element
of rc2(SU(2)/U(l)) g*Z) for this solution is ft = 1. Solutions for higher
charge were unknown until Jaffe and Taubes' existence theorem in 1980
[8]. Then quite rapidly Ward [14] and Forgâcs, Horvâth and Palla [4J
discovered explicitly a charge 2 solution, Prasad and Eossi [12] extended
the method to axially symmetric higher charge solutions and Oorrigan
and Goddard [3] realized a (4&—l)-parameter family of solutions of
charge Jc. The author [6] gave a geometrical treatment of Ward's twistor
approach, but throughout problems of nonsingularity remained, even
forcing recourse to computers.
A new viewpoint, due to Hahm [10], but based on the ADHM construction of instantons dealt well with questions of nonsingularity and reduced the equations to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
At the moment these two approaches play complementary roles,.
each in its own way adequate to describe the solution [7], but each emphasizing a different aspect. I shall describe them in this lecture. The methods*
of Foïgâcs et al., relying on Bäcklund transformations, constitute a third
and not unrelated approach.
§ 2. The twistor method
Ward's approach was based on the complex twistor geometry of Penrose.
The Bogomolny equations may be considered as the self-duality equations
in B4, which are in addition invariant under translation in the a?0-direction.
It follows that a solution is determined by a holomorphic vector bundle
É on the quotient space of CP^/CP1 by an action of( C induced from the
translation.
The quotient space is naturally the tangent bundle TP1 to CP1 and
geometrically may be thought of as the space of oriented straight lines
in JR3: to each straight line we associate the (unit) direction^u, and the
vector x which realizes the shortest distance to the origin. Since x-u = 0>
x is a tangent vector to S2 at u and we thus obtain TP1.
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The direct method to define the vector bundle É is to set
% = {s e T(ye, E)\ (Va-i0)s

= 0},

where yz is the straight line corresponding to z e TP1 and JE7 is the rank 2
vector bundle on B 3 associated with the given SU (2) principal bundle.
Thus the fibre at z is the space of solutions of an ordinary differential
equation along the line.
This much requires no boundary conditions, but considering the asymptotic condition

0 =Ì

-I- •
0

2r

-1+ ±
2r

+0(r~*)

one may find a distinguished 1-dimensional subspace L+ c JBn of solutions
"to (Vn — i0)s = 0 which asymptotically decay as t-> + oo like e~H7cl2.
As z varies, these subspaces describe a holomorphic line bundle over
TP1 which is moreover isomorphic to L(—Jc) = L®0(—Jc), *where L
is a natural SL(2, C)-invariant line bundle on TP1, and 0(h) the pull-back
of the standard bundle of degree lc on CP1.
It follows that JE1 is an extension of line bundles and is thus given by
an extension class in the sheaf cohomology group Kl[TP1,L2(—2h)).
There is also another line bundle L" ^ L*( —7c) consisting of solutions
which decay as t-> — oo, which means that É is likewise expressible by
an extension class in Sl(TPilf I/~2(—2&)).
The two subbundles coincide over an algebraic curve 8 e TP1, in the
linear system |0(2fc)|. Since L+ = L~ on 8, there is the fundamental constraint L% ^ Os on 8. The curve S is called the spectral curve of the monopole. In fact, it determines completely the holomorphic bundle B, and
consequently the solution to the Bogomolny equations, via the coboundary map
C s* S°(8, L2)-^El[TPl,

L2(-21c)).

Thus every solution of charge lc is determined by a curve in the linear
«system |0(2ft)|. If we take coordinates i], £ on TP1 by
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then 8 is a curve of the form
*f + <h(C)*f~1 + ... + %(£) = 0,
where ty(£) is a polynomial of degree 2Z.
§ 3 . Nahm's construction
To understand Hahm's construction, recall the ADHM construction of
finite action self-dual STJ(2)-connections on B 4 as given, for example,
in [1]. To construct a connection on # 4 with Ohern class — Jc, one takes
a (Jc +1) x Je quaternionic matrix
A(x) =

Ax+B

depending linearly on the quaternion x e H ^ B 4 , and of maximal rank»
Then A defines a map
/ : H->HPk,

f(œ) = ker^*(tf)

and the pull-back of the quaternionic Hopf bundle is self-dual if A* A
is real for all x e H.
îTahm replaces this finite-dimensional matrix with an infinite-dimensional one — a differential operator

à(x)f = *f+i^+i]? ?>(*)¥
acting on functions / : [0, 2~\->Ck®C2. The operators e19 e2, e2 consist
of left multiplication on the quaternions C2 by i, j , Jc and the Tfs are
JcxJc matrices. If the 37/s satisfy suitable reality conditions, A (x) may
be thought of as a quaternionic operator, and the condition that A* A
is real gives:
Tj = -T*,
dTx
=
dz
dT2
dz

[T2,T3],

= \rz, ay,

dT3
=
dz

iTx,T,-\.

(3)
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These equations have themselves a considerable geometrical content.
They occur, moreover, spontaneously in a number of areas of mathematics, for example in Euler's equations for a spinning top, or in Schmidts
work on the variation in the period matrix of a degenerating family of
algebraic varieties.
If one writes

A[Q -

(T^iT,)-2iT^+(Tx-iT,)^,

for an indeterminate £, then Nahm's equations (3) become
dz - L A ' A + J It follows from this Lax form that
debil+A) = i?* + fli(t)i?*"1+... +a*C)
is independent of z, and äet(rj+A(t;)) = 0 describes an algebraic curve 8
in TP1. Not surprisingly, this is the spectral curve of the twistor construction [7].
As (rj, t) vary on 8, ker(rç+-a.(f)) describes a holomorphic line bundle
on 8. As z varies, the line bundle describes a curve in the Jacobian of 8.
The basic reinterpretation of Nahm's equation, in a context which is
used to generate solutions to the KdV equations and many others, is that
this curve is a straight line in the direction determined by the bundle L
on TP1. In order to obtain the correct boundary conditions for Nahm's
construction, the curve must be periodic and pass through the origin.
This is the condition L% = Os.
Thus a single curve 8 determines in radically different ways a solution
of the Bogomolny equations.
§ 4. Further developments
The twistor approach has been used by Murray [9] to analyse monopoles
for arbitrary simple Lie groups G, where the reduction at infinity is to
a maximal torus T. Since
n*(GIT) g±Zl

(I =rank<?),

there are I magnetic charges (7^,..., 7^). One obtains then I spectral curves
defined by polynomials in rj of degree 7^.. There is one for each vertex
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of the Dynkin diagram for G, with compatibility conditions' on their
points of mutual intersection whenever the vertices are adjacent. The
monopole is generically determined by the spectral curves by repeated
extensions.
The spectral curve approach is also useful in analyzing instantons
on RïxS1, i.e., periodic in the œ0-variable. With appropriate boundary
conditions these can be thought of as monopoles for the loop group of G,
and the formalism of the general simple Lie group passes over, so that
one finds an extra spectral curve corresponding to the highest root. In
the case of SU(2), this now parametrizes the "jumping lines" for a bundle
on a 3-dimensional twistor space. To recover the bundle from the curves
requires Ext groups rather than simply cohomology groups, as in the
monopole case.
Perhaps the most tantalizing question to be dealt with in the future
is the construction of Taubes' non-self-dual SU(2) monopoles [13]. These
satisfy the second order equations (2). Of all the analogous equations
(Einstein, Yang-Mills, Yang-Mills-Häggs) these provide perhaps the
greatest chance of finding geometrical constructions which are not restricted to self-duality.
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Fewnomials and Pfaff Manifolds

The ideology of fewnomials implies that real varieties, defined by "simple"
(not too complicated) sets of equations, must have a simple topology.
Of course, this is not always true. The fewnomial ideology, however, is
helpful in finding a number of rigorous results.
The classical Bézout theorem states that the number of complex
solutions of a set of lc polynomial equations in Jc unknowns can be estimated in terms of their degrees (it equals the product of the degrees).
This report is concerned with the real and the transcendental analogues
of this theorem: for a wide class of real transcendental equations (including all real algebraic ones) the number of solutions of a set of Jc such
equations in Jc real unknowns if finite and can be explicitly estimated in
terms of the "complexity" of the equations. A more general result involves a construction of a class of transcendental real varieties resembling
algebraic varieties.
These results provide new information about polynomial equations
(see Sections 1 and 11) and level sets of elementary functions (see Sections 2
and 10).
1. Real fewnomials
The topology of geometric objects determined by algebraic equations
(real algebraic curves, surfaces, singularities, etc.) gets more and more
complex as the degree of the equation increase. As recently found complexity of the topology depends only on the number of monomials contained
in the equations rather than on their degrees : the following Theorems 1
and 2 assess the complexity of the topology of geometrical objects in
terms of the complexity of equations determining the object.
We begin with the following well-known
[549]
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The number of positive roots of a polynomial
in a single real variable does not exceed the number of sign alternations in
the sequence of its coefficients (null coefficients are deleted from the sequence).
DESCARTES

EXILE.

COROLLARY (the Descartes estimate). The number of positive roots of
a polynomial is less than the number of its terms.

A. G. Kushnirenko proposed to call polynomials with a small number
of terms fewnomials. The Descartes estimate shows that independently
of the degree of a fewnomial (which may be as large as we wish) the number of its positive roots is small.
The following Theorems 1 and 2 (see [9]) generalize the Descartes
estimate to the case of systems of polynomial equations in multi-dimensional real space.
Denote by q the number of monomials appearing with nonzero coefficients in at least one of the polynomials of the system.
THEOREM 1. The number of non-degenerate solutions of a system of Jc
polynomial equations in Jc positive real unknowns is less than 2a^"1)l2(Jc+l)q.
THEOREM 2. The sum of Betti numbers of a non-singular algebraic manifold defined in Bk by a non-degenerate system of polynomial equations is
not greater than an explicitly expressed function of Jc cmd q. The number
of connected components of a singular algebraic variety cam, also be estimated
from above in terms of Jc and q.

The known estimates of the sum of Betti numbers and of the number
of connected components in Theorem 2, as well as the estimate of the
number of roots in Theorem 1 contain an unpleasant factor of order 2q2f2.
Apparently, these estimates are far from being exact.
The arguments proving Theorems 1 and 2 are not only useful in algebra. Let us state a result related to the theory of elementary functions.
2. Level surfaces of elementary functions
We begin with definitions. Here is a list of principal elementary functions:
the exponent, the logarithm, trigonometric functions (sin, cos, t a n , cot)
and their inverse functions. The function defined in a domain in Bn which
can be represented as a composition of a finite number of algebraic functions and principal elementary functions is called elementary. An elementary
manifold is the transversal intersection of non-singular level surfaces of
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several elementary functions. A map of degree < m of an elementary
manifold in En is the restriction to the manifold of such a map of Rn into
Rk that all its components are polynomials of degree < m.
Ohoose a compact subset K in some Zs-dimensional elementary manifold.
In any regular value in Rk of a map of degree m of a Jc-dimensional elementary manifold, the number of points in the inverse image
contained in K is less tJian Gmr. In tliis estimate the constant r depends only
on the elementary manifold, while tJie constant Ö depends on tlie choice of
tlie set K as well.
THEOREM.

This theorem may be applied to complex level surfaces of elementary
functions in several complex variables and to the intersections of such
surfaces. The theorem has various generalizations. For example, it remains
valid if instead of level surfaces of elementary functions we consider level
surfaces of functions which can be represented in quadratures.
TJie number of isolated intersection points of a compact
arc of the graph of an elementary function in one variable with a plane algebraic curve of degree m is no greater tJian ömr. If for a compact arc of tJie
grapJi of a certain function f there exists a sequence of algebraic curves of
degrees mn, whose number of intersection points witJi tlie arc increases faster
than any power of tJie numbers mn, then tJie function f is necessarily nonelementary.
COROLLARY.

A similar situation is known in the theory of numbers : according to
the Liouville theorem algebraic numbers have only "slow" approximations by rational numbers, so that if for some number there exists a.
"rapid" approximation, then this number is necessarily transcendentalNote that elementary functions have special properties also as multi
valued functions of a complex variable [5].
3. Pfaff curves
There exists a wide class of real analytic manifolds whose properties are
similar to those of algebraic manifolds. It is precisely this fact that the
theorems of the previous section are based on.
Now we pass to the simplest variant of this theory. Consider a dynamic
system on a plane given by a polynomial vector field. The trajectories
of such a system may differ drastically from algebraic curves. There is
no analogue of the Bézout theorem for such lines. Thus, for example,
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the trajectory of the system winding around
number of points in common with any straight
The following constraint on the topology of
properties and makes them similar to those of

a cycle, has a countable
line intersecting the cycle.
the trajectory affects its
an algebraic curve.

An oriented, smooth (possibly disconnected) curve in
a plane is said to be a separating solution of a dynamic system if (a) the
curve consists of one or several trajectories of the system (with natural
orientation of trajectories) ; (b) the curve does not pass through the singular points of the system; (c) the curve is the boundary of a certain plane
domain equipped with a natural boundary orientation.
DEFINITION.

'Examples. (1) The cycle of a dynamic System is always its separating
solution: It is oriented either as the boundary of the interior domain
with respect to the cycle, or as the outer domain boundary. (2) A noncompact trajectory tending to infinity for t-> + oo and for t->—oo is
a separating solution. (3) A non-critical level line of a function S(xx, x2)
= c, oriented as the boundary of the domain JET < c, is a separating solution of the Hamiltonian system xx = —dïïldx2, x2 = dB/dx1.
DEFINITION. A curve on a plane is called a Pfaff curve of degree n if
there is an orientation of the curve for which the curve is a separating
solution of a dynamic system, given by a vector field whose components
are polynomials of degree n.

Smooth algebraic curves of degree n +1 are the Pfaff curves of degree n
(see Example (3)). Thus the Pfaff curves can be viewed as generalizations
of plane algebraic curves.
THEOREM (The analogue of the Bézout theorem for Pfaff curves). (1)
Restrictions of a polynomial of degree m to a Pfaff curve of degree n have at
most m(n+m) isolated roots. (2) Two Pfaff curves of degrees n and m have
at most (n + m) (2n + m)+n+l
isolated intersection points.

Let us consider the direct corollaries of this theorem.
COROLLARIES., (1) All cycles of a dynamic system with polynomial field
of degree 2 are convex. (2) Restrietions of a polynomial of degree m to a Pfaff
curve of degree n have at most (n + m— 1) (2n + m— 1) critical values on this
curve. (3) A Pfaff curve of degree n has at most n +1 non-compact components
and at most (3n—l) (in—1) inflection points.

Of course, these estimates, both in the theorem and the corollaries
are not the best possible (this is indicated, in particular, by the asymmetry
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with respect to n and m in the second statement of the theorem). However,
these estimates are not so bad. Thus, for any m and any n > 0 it is easy
to construct examples where the number of roots in the first statement
of the theorem is not smaller than one third of the respective estimate.
The estimate of the number of non-compact components is sharp and the
estimates of the number of compact components and of the number of
inflection points have the same order of growth for n->oo as the sharp
estimates for algebraic curves of degree n + 1 .
We now pass to the multidimensional case.
4. Separating solutions and Rolle's theorem
Let M be a smooth manifold (possibly disconnected, non-oriented and
infinite-dimensional) and let a be a 1-form on it. Of great significance
for the sequel is the following generalization of the separating solution
of dynamic system on a plane.
DEFINITION. A submanifold of codimension one in M is said to be
a separating solution of the Pfaff equation a = 0 if\a) the restriction of the
form a to the submanifold is identically zero; (b) the submanifold does
not pass through the singular points of the equation (i.e., at each point
of the submanifold the form a does not vanish on the tangent space);
(c) the submanifold is a boundary of a domain in M and its coorientation
defined by the form coincides with the coorientation of the domain boundary (i.e., on the vectors, applied at the submanifold points and outgoing
from the domain, the form a is positive).

Example. The surface S = c of a non-singular level of the function H
is a separating solution of the equation dPL = 0 (it bounds the domain

S<c).
A Pfaff Jiypersurface in Rn is a separating solution of the equation
a = 0 where a is a 1-form in Rn with polynomial coefficients. An algebraic
hypersurface is a Pfaff hypersurface (see the example). The Pfaff hypersurface resembles an algebraic one in many ways. Suppose ß is the restriction of the 1-form with polynomials coefficients to the Pfaff hypersurface.
A separating solution of the equation ß = 0 on the Pfaff hypersurface
also possesses properties similar to those of an algebraic manifold. This
process may be continued. We obtain a wide class of manifolds resembling
algebraic ones. The formal definition of this class is given in Sections 5, 7.
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Here we will dwell on a certain property of separating solutions. For
such solutions we have the following multidimensional variant of Eolle's
theorem.
BeUveen two intersection points of a connected smooth
curve with a separating solution of a Pfaff equation there is a point of contact,
i.e., a point at wMch the tangent vector to the curve lies in hyperplane a = 0.
PROPOSITION.

The proof is especially easy in the case where the curve intersects the
separating solution transversally. In this case, at the neighbouring points
of intersection, the values of the form a on the tangent vectors orienting
the curve have different signs. Therefore, the form a vanishes at a certain
intermediate point.
To demonstrate the significance of Eolle's theorem, we consider a
simple transcendental generalization of the Descartes " estimate.
PROPOSITION

(Laguerre). The number of real roots of a linear combinaa

tion of exponents ]? ^exp(d^) is less than the number of exponents q.
The Descartes estimate of the number of positive roots of a polynomial follows from the Laguerre proposition by substitution x = exptf.
The proposition is proved by induction. Let us divide the linear combination by one of ïts exponents and differentiate the quotient. The
derivative contains fewer exponents. According to Eolle's theorem, the
number of zeroes of the function does not exceed the number of zeroes
of the derivative plus 1.
Pfaff manifold theory is something of a multidimensional generalization of this simple argument (unidimensional generalization can be found
in [4]).
5, Simple Pfaff manifolds
Let X be a real analytic manifold and A — a certain finitely generated
ring of analytical functions on it.
DEFINITION. The following set of objects is called a simple realization
of the pair (X, A): (a) an embedding %\ X->Rn such that ring A coincides with the image of the polynomial ring under ut*-, (b) a chain of embedded
submanifolds in Rn, Z 0 ZJ J X D ... D Xq in which every manifold is a hypersurface in the preceding one, the first manifold XQ coincides with Rn and
the last manifold Xq contains the image of X under the embedding n as
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one or several of its connected components; (c) a chain of polynomial
1-forms ax, ..., aq in Rn such that each manifold Xi in the chain is a separating solution of the Pfaff equation ai = 0 on the preceding manifold
DEFINITION. A pair (X, A) is called a simple Pfaff A-manifold (briefly,
ui-manifold) if a simple realization for it exists.
DEFINITION. The complexity of a simple realization of the pair (X, A)
is the set of degrees of all the polynomials which are the coefficients of
all 1-forms a{ appearing in its simple realization. By the degree of a fmiction
from ring J. at a simple realization we mean the minimal degree of the
polynomial sent to this function by ra*.

In the following two examples, the pair (X, A) is defined simultaneously with its simple realization. The manifold X is defined as a transversal intersection of q non-singular hypersurfaces fi = 0 in Rn, the ring
A as the restriction to X of the polynomial ring and the i-th manifold
in the chain as the intersection of the first i hypersurfaces (i.e. X^ is determined by the system f = . . . = / , = 0).
Examples. (1) Consider algebraic hypersurfaces f = 0 (the functions
f{ are polynomials). The chain of forms is ai = df. The complexity of
realization is determined by the degrees of equations fi = 0 defining the
manifold X. (2) Take hypersurfaces defined by equations / 2 - = ^ —
—exp<%, t} (here Rn = Rk xRQ, t sRk, a{ eRk* and y{ is the i-th component of the vector y e Ra). Por the chain of forms, we take the forms
a{ = dyi — yi^ai, dt}. The complexity of the realization is determined
by the number q of exponents exp<a i? t} appearing in the definition of
the manifold X.
THEOREM (Bézout theorem for simple Pfaff manifolds). On a simple
A-manifold of dimension Jc tJie number of non-degenerate solutions of a system
(px = ... = cph = o, wJiere q>i^A, is finite. TJie number of solutions is
explicitly estimated by the complexity of any realization of tJie pair (X, A)
and in terms of tJie degrees of tJie functions cpi at tJie realization.

Let us quote an example of an explicit estimate. Suppose that for
a certain realization of the pair (X, A) the codimension of X in Rn equals q,
that the degrees of all polynomial coefficients of the forms at do not exceed
m, and the degrees of functions <px,..., yk are equal to p1, ..., pk.
ESTIMATE.

Under the above conditions, tlie number of solutions in our
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theorem does not exceed

Indeed, our proof results in a more accurate but more awkward estimate (the difference is especially significant in the case where the coefficients of different forms at have different degrees or have higher degrees
but smaller-volume Newton polyhedra)". However, there is an unpleasant
factor of the order 2ff2/2 inherent to our technique (improvements relate
to the second factor which grows slower).
Let us consider a set of lc equations PY = ... = Pk = 0 in lc unknowns
(tx, ...,tk) =t in which Pj is a degree p3- polynomial in Jc + q variables
(t, y), where y = (y17..., ya) and yi = exp<X-, *>•
THEOREM. The number of non-degenerate real solutions of the system
considered is finite and does not exceed

2^-^p1:..-pk(^pi+lf.
To prove it, it suffices to apply the previous theorem to the manifold X
from Example 2. Theorem 1 is a corollary of the formulated theorem
(derived from it by the substitution of coordinates xi = exp^-)«
Let us now proceed to general Pfaff manifolds obtained by glueing
simple manifolds.
6. Finiteness theorems
I n the sequel we shall give definitions of a class of Pfaff real analytic
manifolds, functions, forms and maps. A notion of a realization is introduced for each of these objects (one object has many different realizations).
To each realization we assign a set of integers called its complexity.
(analogue of the Bézout theorem). The number of points
in a Pfaff zero-dimensional manifold is finite and is explicitly estimated
in terms of the complexity of any of its realizations.
THEOREM

A Pfaff manifold is called affine if it holds at least one Morse-Pfaff function defining its proper map into the straight line JR1. The choice of such a
function together with its realization is called the realization of the
affine manifold.
PINITENESS THEOREM. A Pfaff affine variety has the homotopy type
of a finite cellular complex. The number of cells is explicitly bounded from
above in terms of the complexity of any of its realizations.
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COROIXARY. TJie sum of Betti numbers of an affine Pfaff
manifold
is finite and explicitly bounded in terms of the complexity of any of its realizations.

Let us proceed to defining the category of Pfaff manifolds.
7 . Pfaff manifolds, functions, forms, and maps
We call a ring of analytic functions on an analytic manifold a base, if:
'(a) the ring is finitely generated; (b) for any two different points of the
manifold there is a function from the ring having different values at
these points ; (c) differentials of the ring function generate cotangent spaces
dn each j)oint of the manifold.
A Pfaff cover of a manifold X with the base ring A is, by definition,
&, representation of X as a finite sum of open sets X = [J D^ together
-with the rings Ai of analytic functions in the domains TJi such that (a)
•the ring Ai contains all the functions that are restrictions of functions
Irom the ring A to the domain Ui9 (b) all pairs (Ui9 A^ are simple Aç
inanifolds.
DEFINITION. A pair (X, A) is called a Pfaff A-manifold if it has a Pfaff
eover. A function y on the manifold X is called a Pfaff A-function if there
is a Pfaff cover for which the restrictions % of y to the domains TJi lie within
the rings A^.
PROPOSITION. Let B be any base ring consisting of A-functions on an Amanifold X. Then X is a B-manifold. Moreover, classes of A-functions
and B-functions coincide.
DEFINITION. A manifold with a function ring K is called a Pfaff manifold and functions of the ring K are called Pfaff functions if for a certain
(and hence for any) base ring of functions A c K the manifold is an
.A-manifold and the ring K coincides with the ring of A-functions.
Tlie differential forms lying in the exterior algebra generated by the
Pfaff functions and their differentials are referred to as Pfaff forms.
A mapping <p: X->Y of Pfaff manifolds with rings Kx and KY is
called a Pfaff map if <p*Kr £ Kx.

Stoppose that the Pfaff functions {/J generate a base ring
on the manifold Y. Tlie map 99: X~>Y is a Pfaff map\ if and only if the
functions {<p*/J are Pfaff functions on X.
PROPOSITION.
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8. Realizations and their complexity
By a realization of a Pfaff manifold with a ring K we mean a choice of
a base ring A £ x, a Pfaff cover {D^., A J and simple realizations of pairs.
TJi, Ai. The set of complexities of these simple realizations is called t h e
complexity of the realization.
A realization of the function cp e K is such a realization of the manifold
that the restriction cpi of the function <p to each domain TJi is in the ring
At. The complexity of a realization of a function cp is the complexity of the
realization of the manifold together with the set of degrees of functions
cpi for the respective simple realizations of pairs TJi, A4-.
By a realization of a Pfaff map cp\ X->Y we mean a choice of a base
of Pfaff functions {/J on Y together with the choice of realizations of
functions {/J on Y and functions {<?*/*} on %..
A realization of a Pfaff form is a choice of its representations in termsof Pfaff functions and their differentials together with the choice of the.
functions' realizations.
Finally, by the complexity of a realization of a map or of a form we
mean the set of complexities of the realizations of the functions involved.
9. Operations on Pfaff manifolds
PROPOSITION 1. On a smooth real algebraic manifold (affine or projective)
there exists only one function ring containing a ring of non-singular rational
functions on the algebraic manifold and transforming it into a Pfaff manifold. The corresponding algebraic maps are Pfaff maps.
PROPOSITION 2. Let an analytic manifold be embedded in 'a Pfaff manifold. Then, there exists at most one function ring on the analytic manifold
transforming it into a Pfaff manifold for which the embeddding is a Pfaff
map.

If the ring under the conditions of Proposition 2 does exist, then t h e
manifold together with that ring is called a Pfaff sub-manifold.
I n each of the following cases 1-4, the domain in a Pfaff manifold
is a Pfaff submanifold (subdomain).
1. The domain consisting of one or several connected components»
of the manifold.
2. The domain defined by the inequality / =fi 0, where jf is a Pfaff
function.
3. The domain defined by the inequality / > 0, where / is a Pfaff
function.
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d-. The domain being the complement to the zero set of a certain Pfaff
form.
In each of the following cases 5-6 the submanifold is a Pfaff manifold.
5. The submanifold being an inverse image of a regular value under
a Pfaff map.
6. The submamifold being a hypersurface and a separating solution
of a Pfaff equation a = 0 for a certain Pfaff 1-form a.
Here are two more operations on Pfaff manifolds.
7. The product of a finite number of Pfaff manifolds is a Pfaff manifold. To be exact, the product has a single function ring transforming
it into a Pfaff manifold such that the projections onto the factors are
Pfaff maps.
8. Let a manifold X, equipped with a function ring A, be covered by
a finite number of domains, Ui9 and let %{\ TJ^X be the embedding
maps. If all the domains Ui are (^r*A.)-manifolds, then X is an A.-manifold.
For all cases 1-8 realization of all the manifolds constructed can be
•explicitly obtained from any realizations of the objects determining the
•construction. Its complexity is explicitly bounded from above in terms
of the realization of the objects involved.
Note that affine and projective (!) real algebraic manifolds are affine
Pfaff manifolds, and that operations 1-7 leave the manifolds inside the
elass of affine manifolds.

10. Properties and examples of Pfaff functions and Pfaff manifolds
1. Pfaff functions form a ring.
2. If a Pfaff function / does not vanish anywhere, then f"1 is a Pfaff
function.
3. If wt and w% are Pfaff forms of a higher degree and w2 does not
vanish anywhere, then w1lw2 is a Pfaff function.
4. Let a domain in Rn be a Pfaff domain. Then the Pfaff functions
in this domain form a differential ring (all partial derivatives of Pfaff
functions are Pfaff functions).
5. Superpositions of Pfaff maps are Pfaff maps. In particular, the
class of Pfaff functions is closed with respect to superposition.
6. If a vector function y = (y19..., yk) satisfies a non-degenerate set
of equations F(x, y(x)) = 0 where E = E19..., Fk are Pfaff functions,
then y19..., yk are Pfaff functions.
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The most important property of the class of Pfaff functions is that
it is closed with respect to the solution of Pfaff equations. Let us formulate
this property more precisely.
Let Mn+1 and Mn be (w+l)-dimensional and ^-dimensional Pfaff
manifolds, let ut: Mn+1->Mn and y: Mn+1-^Rl be a Pfaff map and a Pfaff
function, a be a Pfaff 1-form on Mn+1, r <z Mn+1 a separating solution
of a Pfaff equation a = 0 o n Mn+1 and let k be the restriction of the map
ut to r.
If the projection n is a bijective bianalytic correspondence
between F and Mn, then the function y o wT1 : Mn->R1 is a Pfaff functionon Mn.
PROPOSITION.

COROLLARY. Sîtppose that the function y(t), defined on a finite or infinite interval of a straight line, satisfies the differential equation y' = F(t,y),
where F is a Pfaff function in the plane or in its domain. Then y is a Pfaff
function.

I t follows, from the corollary that functions exp* and arctan* on t h e
straight line, In* and t on t h e ray t > 0, arc sin* and arc cos* on the interval —1 < t < 1 are Pfaff functions. The functions sin* and cos* are not
Pfaff functions on the straight line as they have an infinite number of
zeroes. However, they are Pfaff functions on any finite interval a<t<b+
On the interval 0 < * < rc/2 the functions sin and cos satisfy the equation
y' = \/l — y\ The complexity of the minimal realization of these functions.
on t h e interval (a, b) is proportional to the integer part of the number
(& — a) jut.

The collection of Pfaff functions on an algebraic variety is much wider
than that of algebraic functions. Here are examples of Pfaff functions t
exp cp, arctany, Inf, fa, arc cos gr, arc sin gr, sin ft, cos A where cp, f, g, h a r e
algebraic functions, and / > 0, —1 < g < 1 and a < h < b. The polynomials in the above functions are again Pfaff functions; exponents (etc.)
of these polynomials are again Pfaff functions, etc. (see [10]).
Non-singular level surfaces of a Pfaff function on algebraic manifold
provide non-trivial examples of Pfaff manifolds. A more general example
is given by the intersections of level surfaces of different functions. The
finiteness theorem reveals t h a t the sum of Betti numbers of such manifolds can be estimated by the complexity of realizations of functions.
determining them.
Let us return to the algebra.
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11. Complex fewnomials
Complex roots of an elementary binomial equation zN—l = 0 of degree
JSf-^oo are equi distributed with respect to arguments. The theorem formulated below shows that a similar phenomenon is observed for a fewnomial system of equations in Jc variables. The real fewnomial theorem (see
Section 1) is one of the manifestations of this.
First, recall some definitions. The support of a polynomial ]?Oaza depending on Jc complex variables is the set of degrees of monomials it
contains, i.e., the finite set of points a in the integer lattice of space Rk
for which the coefficients Ga are not equal to zero.
The Newton polyJiedron of a polynomial is the convex hull of its support.
We shall denote a non-degenerate set of lc polynomial equations in lc
complex unknowns by P = 0. Denote by Tk = (cp19..., <pk) moà27: the
torus arguments of space Ok (the j-tln coordinate z$ of vector z e Ok is
Zj = Ifylexpity). Let G be a domain in Tk. We are interested in the number
N(P, G) of solutions of the set P = 0 for which all coordinates are nonzero, and their arguments lie in the domain G. In the case G = Th this
number is determined by Bernstein's theorem (see [3], [6-8], [13]): it
equals the mixed volume of the Newton polyhedra of the equations multiplied by hi. Let us denote by 8(P, G) the number from Bernstein's
theorem multiplied by the ratio of the volume of G to the volume of Tk.
Por a certain number II(A, dG) depending only on the domain G and the
Newton polyhedra of the equations, the following theorem holds.
THEOREM: ([11]). TJiere exists a function cp of Jc and q sucJi tJiat for any
non-degenerate system P = 0 of equations in Jc unlmowns containing q
monomials the following relation Jiolds :

\N(P,G)-S(P,G)\<<p(Jc,q)II(A,ôG).
Let us present the definition of the number II(A, dG). Let A be a domain in Rk determined by the set of inequalities {|<a, <p}\ < 7u/2} corresponding to a set of integer vectors a lying in the unions of the supports
of the equations. The number JJ(A, dG) is the least number of parallel
translates of the domain A needed to cover the boundary of G. As corollaries we obtain two old theorems: (1) Bernstein's theorem is obtained for
G = Tk, since in this case II(A,ôG) = 0 ; (2) Theorem 1 (Section 1) on
real fewnomials is obtained when G contracts to the point 0 e Tk; in this
case n(A9 dG) = 1, 8{P9 G)->0.
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For sets of equations with large Newton polyhedra, the number S(P,Q)
exceeds, in order of magnitude, the numberII(A, dG) (see [11]). Therefore,
the theorem suggests a uniform distribution of roots of a fewnomial equation with respect to arguments.
A few words about proof of the theorem. First, it is shown that the
average number N(Q,G) coincides with the number S(P,G). Averaging
is performed for all systems Q = 0 whose equations have the same supports as the equations of the original set P = 0. This part of the proof
is considerably clarified by the Atiyah paper on momentum mappings
under almost periodic simplicial actions of the torus ([1], [2]). Then it
is shown that numbers N(Q,G) for different systems do not differ much.
This part of the proof is based on the theorem from Section 5.
12. Some problems
1. The problem of A. G. Kushnirenko : Find an exact estimate of the
number of real roots of a fewnomial system. Give an example of a fewnomial
system with the largest possible number of roots. (The investigation of fewnomials originated with Kushnirenko's problem. The first result is due
K. A. Sevastianov: he estimated the number of zeroes of a fewnomial
on an algebraic curve. The first multidimensional result is the theorem
on real fewnomials in Section 1.)
2. According to the Descartes rule (see Section 1) a polynomial with
a large number of terms has few positive roots if the sign in its coefficient
sequence rarely changes. Find a nmltidimensional analogue of the Descartes
rule (compare [12]).
3. Is there any analogue of the Seidenberg-TarsJci theorem [14] for Pfaff
manifolds 1 Probably there exists such an analogue for a narrow class
of varieties including the class of algebraic varieties. (Added in proof: see [21].)
4. Sow can one extend the class of Pfaff manifolds and yet retain the
finiteness theorems? (Added in proof: see [15].)
5. Here is a more specific problem. Let co be a 1-form in the plane
whose coefficients are polynomials of the n-th. degree. Cosider the integral
J of the form co with respect to a compact component of the level line
S = c of a polynomial È of the (n+l)-th degree. When the parameter
c ranges over intervals on which the integration curve is not restructured,
the integral is an analytic function of the parameter. The problem (of
V. I. Arnold) is : to estimate the member of the isolated integral zeroes as
a function of the parameter in this interval. The Arnold problem is a linearization in the neighbourhood of Hamiltonian systems of Hubert's sixteenth
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problem about the number of limiting cycles of polynomial dynamical
systems in the plane. (Equation J(o) = 0 is the linearization of the cycle
birth condition from the level line S = c of the Hamiltonian H under
a perturbation of the Hamiltonian system by the vector field ej(co), where
e is a small number and j is the isomorphism between cotangent and tangent spaces induced by the standard simplicial structure in the plane.)
(Added in proof: This problem was studied in [16], [17], the latter
paper considerably advances its solution.)
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Spectral Geometry and Non-Compact
Riemannian Manifolds

1. Introduction
Let X be a smooth oriented Biemannian manifold, and let Ap = dd* + d*d
denote the Laplacian acting on the space of p-iorms. Ap is one of the most
useful differential operators in geometry. But many of the applications
require the assumption that X is compact or even closed. In this report we "want to survey some results concerning the theory of the Laplace
operator on certain non-compact Biemannian manifolds. Spectral analysis
on complete Biemannian manifolds is an active research topic. However,
we cannot discuss all these results here. The reader interested in a more
detailed treatment should consult the articles cited at the end. Our point
of view is that the study of the Laplacian, in particular of its spectrum,
on a certain natural class of non-compact Biemannian manifolds might
have some useful applications. Consider a complex projective algebraic
variety M c Pff and let X = ilf —27 be the complement of its singular
set, with the metric induced by the inclusion X c P ^ . Analysis on this
space would be very interesting. On the other hand, one can consider
manifolds which generalize locally symmetric spaces. For example, if
we change the metric o l l e Pff near E as in [26] to get a complete Biemannian manifold, then this should be a manifold of this type. In both
cases, the simplest examples are Biemannian spaces with cone-like singularities and Biemannian manifolds with cusps. The cone-like case has
been studied in detail by Jeff Oheeger. Manifolds with cusps have been
considered by the author. We discuss both cases because, on the one hand,
they are closely related, but on the other hand they show up essential
differences.
[565]
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2. Singular Riemannian spaces
I n recent works [5], [6], [7] Jeff Oheeger has extended the theory of the
Laplace operator on compact Eiemannian manifolds to certain Biemannian spaces with singularities. The simplest example is that of a metric
cone. If Nm is a Biemannian manifold, then the metric cone G(Nm), on
JSfm, is the space R + xN™ with the metric dr2+r*g. Here g is the metric
on N. A space Xm+1 is called a Biemannian space with an isolated conical
singularity if there exists p e X such that X— £p} is a smooth Biemannian
manifold and p has a neighbourhood V such that U—{p} is isometric
to G0tU(Nm) = {(r, co) e G(Nm)\ 0<r<u},
for some u and Nm. By defim+1
nition, analysis on X
is analysis on the incomplete Biemannian manifold X— {p}. Local analysis outside the singularity is as in the nonsingular case. Global analysis on X can be reduced to global analysis on the
cone G(Nm). By using the method of separation of variables, global analysis on the cone is equivalent to the functional calculus for the Laplacian
on the cross-section. Consider the Laplacian Ap restricted to the space
of jp-forms Ap with compact supports. If p # m/2 or 2p = m and HP(N; R)
= 0, then there exists a natural self-adjoint extension Äp óf Ap to L2AP.
If m = 2p and Hp(N2p; R) ^ 0, one has to choose ideal boundary conditions (cf. [5]). The Green operator is compact. Thus Äp has a pure point
spectrum consisting of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity: O ^ ^ ^ ^
< . . . - > o o . The heat equation I——\-AAu = 0, with u\t=sQ = uQ, has
a fundamental solution I^.(#, #', J). The trace of the heat operator is
given by j trj!^(#, z, t). I t has an asymptotic expansion, as J-»0, and
x
it is of the form
r to+i)/2+i/2 +
bilogt+w{(N).

s

The coefficient ^(F) is a non-local spectral invariant of the cross-section
If. Moreover, in the non-smooth case an extra term logt appears. The
role of the De Bham cohomology is now played by the i 2 -cohomology
spaces Ê\2)(X). They differ from the usual Z2-cohomology S\2)(X) at
most for i =Jc, Jc+1, where dim.F = 2Jc. This is due to the ideal boundary
conditions one has to choose if Hk(N2k;Jl) ^ 0. Let «^|2) = k e r ü i be
the space of inharmonic i-forms. Then one has the Hodge Theorem:
2^\2)(X) =Ê\2)(X).
The space H*2)(X) does not give the topological
cohomology of X. However, Ê*2)(X) is dual to the middle intersection
homology IH*(X) introduced by Goresky and Mac Pherson (cf. [8]).
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Suppose that X = Mm+1uOQtl(Nm).
S\2)(X)
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If m = 2 f t - 1 then

Hl(M),
Ini(ff*(ilf, N^B^II)),
[H*[M9N),

i<Jc,
i = Jc,
i> Jc.

For m = 2Jc one has a corresponding description. An application of the
heat equation method to the signature complex gives

sign(Z) - fL(p) + riN(0),
x

where L(p) is the Hirzebruch i>olynomial in the Pontryagin forms of X
and Q](0) is the Eta-invariant of N introduced by Atiyah, Patodi and
Singer in [2], Thus, Gheeger recovers the result of Atiyah, Patodi and
Singer. In the same way one gets a Gauss-Bonnet formula. By inductive
arguments J. Oheeger extends his results to -^-dimensional pseudomanifolds. Becall that an ^-dimensional pseudomanifold Xn is a finite simplicial
complex such that every point p is contained in a closed ^-simplex and
every (n— l)-simplex is the face of at most two n-simplices. The metric g
cmXn is such thatZ ? l — En~2 is flat in the sense that every ^-simplex is
isometric to the interior of some linear ^-simplex. Oheeger considers also
more general metrics which are only piecewise smoothly quasi-isometric
to g (cf. [7]). Thus, he can study the Laplacian on simplicial manifolds.
Under certain topological conditions the i 2 -cohomology M\2)(X)
~ H\2)(X-Z:n-2)
coincides with the space #e\2)(X) ={JieL2\dJi
= oh
= 0}. Moreover, JT^ is naturally isomorphic to the dual of the middle
intersection homology IB*(X). The heat operator ex-p(—tAi) is again
of trace class and its trace has an asymptotic expansion as t->0. This
expansion contains extra negative half powers of t but no positive power
of t. Thus, this is quite different from the smooth case. Using this asymptotic expansion one gets generalizations of curvature invariants of smooth
manifolds to piecewise linear manifolds. The Lipschitz-Killing curvatures are of particular interest here. In both the smooth and the p . 1.
cases it turns out that the Lipschitz-Killing curvatures are given by (the
same) specific linear combinations of the coefficients in the asymptotic
heat expansion on ^-forais. Let Xn be an ^-dimensional pseudomanifold.
Let aj be a simplex of X and let cf cz aj be any of its faces. Let |V, oj]
denote the normalized dihedral angle at the face a1 of aj. This is the angular measure of the unit normals to a* at p e a1 which point into aj.
We consider the scalar curvature Bt, which is one extreme case. To define
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the p. 1. expression we introduce the the angle defect
ô(Gn~2) = 1 -

.J£

[<rw-2,(Tw].

ffn-2Cff»

Then Bx is given by
E,=

£

o(on-2)Y0l(on~2),

(1)

where Yol(on~2) is the volume of an~2. The corresponding formulas exist
for the other Lipschitz-Killing curvatures. The expression (1) has been
proposed by T. Begge [22] as the analogue of the total scalar curvature.
Let Xf be a suitable sequence of p:ecewise flat approximations of a smooth
Biemannian space Mn. Then the conjecture that the expression (1) converges to the total scalar curvature of Mn seems to be a very natural
one. I t turns out that the corresponding statement is true for all Lipschitz-Killing curvatures. This has been proved in joint work of J. Oheeger,
W. Müller and B. Schrader [9], [10]. Using his method, J. Oheeger can
derive a local formula for the signature of a pseudomanifold. Let X4,1 be
a closed oriented Biemannian pseudomanifold with piecewise flat metric
which satisfies an additional condition reflecting that X has negligible
boundary (cf. [6]). Then
sign(X40=^(£(er%
where r\(L(a0)) denotes the Eta-invariant of the link of ex0. Another very
interesting aspect of this is a local formula for the ü-classes of p. 1. manifolds. Let Xn be a closed, oriented pseudomanifold with piecewise flat
metric. For each Jc, define an n—éJc chain by

c»-4* = £

y{M°n-ik))ón-ik.

an—4>k

Then the chains cTO_4& are cycles whose homology class Ln_4k depends only
on the p . 1. structure.
In this report we could only touch some of the highly interesting
results proved by Jeff Cheeger.
3 . Riemannian manifolds with cusps
Let S be a Biemannian symmetric space of noncompact type and let G
be the group of motions of 8. Let r be a discrete torsion free subgroup
of 0 such that r\S has finite volume. A very important problem is to
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•study the spectrum of the Laplacian on r\8 (or, more generally, of the
algebra of ^-invariant differential operators D(8)). If JT\8 is noncompact
one has, besides the discrete spectrum, one or more continuous spectra
which make the situation much more complicated than in the compact case.
The whole subject originated with Selberg's famous paper [23]. Our point
of view is that only the metric structure near infinity of the locally symmetric space r\8 is important to get all results about the spectral resolution of the Laplacian. Thus we give up the assumption that the manifold
is locally symmetric and we consider complete Biemannian manifolds
of finite volume with additional conditions near infinity reflecting the
presence of "cusps". We think that this approach can be even helpful
to solving problems in the locally symmetric case. A suitable class of such
manifolds should cover both locally symmetric spaces of finite volume
and the examples discussed in the introduction. The simplest case is what
we call a manifold with cusps. This conception generalizes locally symmetric spaces of finite volume and with constant negative curvature.
By a slight modification one can cover all R-rank one locally symmetric
spaces of finite volume (cf. [18], [19]).
A manifold with cusps is a Biemannian manifold X which has a decomposition into a compact manifold XQ with boundary dXQ and a finite
number of ends X{, i = 1 , . . . , m, called cusps. Each Xi is a manifold
with boundary dX{ = T{ such that X0r\Xi = Y{, i > 1. Moreover, the
X{% i^l, are Biemannian warped products. This means that each X{
is diffeomorphic to R + x Yi} where Yi is a closed Biemannian manifold
and the metric ds2 on Xi may be written as ds* == dr2 + e"2rgi. Here gi
denotes the metric tensor of 3^.. Let P be a discrete torsion free subgroup
of SL(2, R) with finite covolume and let H be the upper half-plane with
the Poincaré metric. r\H is an example of a manifold with cusps. Analysis
on manifolds with cusps is divided into (1) Analysis on the cusp, (2) Analysis on the compact piece X0. By using the method of separation of
variables one can reduce global analysis on the cusp to the functional
calculus for the Laplacian on the cross-section. Since X is complete, the
Laplacian Ap acting on the space of compactly supported p-forms has
a unique self-adjoint extension^ to 1}AP. One essential difference from
the cone-like case is that the Laplacian Ap has now a continuous spectrum
of finite multiplicity. We discuss first the Laplacian J 0 acting on functions.
The heat equation (ôlôt+A0)u = 0 with u\t = u0 has a "good" fundamental solution B(z, z', t) ("good" in the sense of [19]). Via the Laplace
transform one gets an expression for the resolvent kernel which is valid
in a certain half-plan e Be (A) < 0. Then we apply methods of perturbation
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theory to study the resolvent in a neighbourhood of the spectrum. I t
turns out that almost all results about the spectral resolution of the Laplacian on locally symmetric spaces of R-rank one can be extended to
Biemannian manifolds with cusps. Another method has been developed
by Golin de Verdier e [11], [12]. He has extended the approach of Lax and
Phillips [16]. The spectrum of ü 0 consists of an absolute continuous spectrum and a point spectrum: The absolute continuous spectrum is the
interval [N2I4:, oo), If = dimX— 1, with multiplicity equal to the number
of cusps of X. The point spectrum consists of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, with infinity as the only possible accumulation point. Since 2T0
has a continuous spectrum, the heat operator exp(— £J0) is not of trace
class and the integral of the heat kernel E(z, z, t) over X does not exist.
For simplicity assume that X has a single cusp Xx = R + x Y. One can
modify the heat kernel by subtracting the constant term jH[(r,y), z', t) dy.
Y

Let E0(z,z',t)

be the resulting kernel. Then j BQ(z,z,t)dz exists. This
x
integral has an asymptotic expansion, as £->0, of the form j£ Vnl2+jl2 +
+ 6(4^r 1 / 2 log* + (4^)- 1 / 2 i(C'(0)--(C(0)--l)y)+O(l). Here ? ( s ) is the
zeta function of the Laplacian on Y, y is Euler's constant and the ajj2
are locally computable. This expansion can be extended to an arbitrary
order. Thus, there appears a term £'(0), which is a non local spectral
invariant. There is also a logarithmic term which is absent in the compact
case. Let A be the restriction of 210 to the subspace L\(X) c L2(X) spanned
by the eigenfunctions. Then e~iA is trace class and Tr(e~^)
= /UQ(Z, Z, t)dz+C(t), where G(t) is the contribution of the continuous
x
spectrum to the trace formula. Very little is known about the function
C(t). For example, the existence of an asymptotic expansion as t->0 is
in general unknown. Even for X = J P \ H , f c SL(2, R) discrete and of
finite covolume, one does not know much about G(t). Only for very special
subgroups of SL(2,R) (ro(N), r(N) for example) one has sufficiently
good results. This is related to the fact that the behaviour of the discrete
spectrum of 2IQ is completely different from the compact case. Since the
continuous spectrum consists of the interval [If212, oo), almost all eigenvalues are embedded into the continuous spectrum. But embedded eigenvalues are very unstable. Thus the existence of infinitely many eigenvalues can be considered as an exceptional case. More precisely, let us
fix a metric g0 on X and consider conformai perturbations of gQ on a compact subset K cz X with non-empty interior. Then the set Ji of all / e CQ° (K)
for which the perturbed Laplacian Af has no eigenvalues X^N2j4: is
a residual set in the sense of Baire. This result has been proved by Colin
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de Verdiere [12] in the 2-dimensional case. His method can easily be extend
ed to the higher dimensional case [20]. This result should be seen ineontrast with the Boelke conjecture (cf. [25]) which claims that the Laplacian on J \ H , r as above, always has infinitely many eigenvalues. Thus,
at least generically, there exists an asymptotic expansion of C(t) as t-^0.
In the compact case one has WeyPs formula for the asymptotic number
of eigenvalues. For manifolds with cusps one has an asymptotic upper
bound for the maximal possible number of eigenvalues. For X > 0 let
H(K) be the number of eigenvalues of 2T0 (counted with multiplicity)
which are less than %. Then N(X) is finite for each X > 0 and

where n = dimX. In the 2-dimensional case this has been proved by
Colin de Verdiere [12], by using the Lax-Phillips approach. For locally
symmetric spaces of R-rank one, (2) was proved by Donnelly [13]. He
then extended his own results to locally symmetric spaces of arbitrary
rank, but N(A) had to be replaced by the number of such eigenvalues
that correspond to cuspidal eigenfunctions [14]. For Biemannian manifolds with cusps one can use the trace formula combined with Neumann
bracketing to prove (2) (cf. [20]). Everything that we have described
for the Laplacian on functions can be extended to the Laplacian on pforms. Assume that X has a single cusp X x = R + x Y. Every 0 effp(Y)
defines a jp-forin.E(ö>, z, s) and a (^+l)-formB (drA@, z, s) onX, depending on s G C. These forms are generalized eigenf orms of the corresponding Laplacian. The continuous spectrum of Zp is non-empty iff J^P(Y)@
®jfp"l(Y) T^O. If WP(Y) =jf*- 1 (Y) = 0 then e x p ( - ^ ) is of trace
class and its trace is given by JtvJEp(z, z, t) where Dp(z, z', t) is the heat
x
kernel on #-forms. In the asymptotic expansion again there appear logarithmic terms and non-local spectral invariants of the cross-section Y.
Let 2/Pf2) (X) be the space of square integrable harmonic p-îorms and let
Bf2) =kerd p /ranged P ^ be the i2-cohomology (cf. [27]). By Kodaira
we have an injection j : 3tf'p2)->BP2). It turns out that j is an isomorphism
if p^N/2+1,
J \ r = d i m X - l . Moreover, if If =2Jc then
B]$l(X)
1
= ^ | ( X ) i f f ^ ( T ) = O.If #*{T) ^ 0 then B\^(X) is infinite-dimensional. jf*2)(X) is again dual to the middle intersection homology IB*(X)
of the one point compactification of X. For example, let If = 2Jc. Then
B»(X),
p<Jc,
,
p
= lc,
#f 2) (X)
Im(fl»(X)-*.BP (X)),
p >&•
#£W,
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Here BP(X) is the cohomology with compact supports. Let dimX = 4Jc.
If we apply our method to the signature complex then we obtain

sign(X)=

JL(p)-v(0),

x
where L(p) is the Hirzebruch polynomial in the Pontryagin forms of X
and r](0) is the Eta-invariant of the cross-section Y. Thus, we recover
the result of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [2], The role of the non-local
boundary conditions on XQ in their work corresponds to the Z2-eondition
on X in our case. The heat equation method can also be applied to the
calculation of the Euler characteristic. The result is %(X) = J P ( ß ) .
x
Here P(Q) denotes the Ohern-Gauss-Bonnet form of X. Of course, this
can also be proved by different methods.
It would be very important to extend the results of [18], [19] to the
ease where X = r\GlK, r a rank one lattice in G. At the moment we
do not know how to do this. What we can do is to study Biemannian
manifolds which outside a compact set are isometric to the complement
of a compact set in r\GjK. Thus, we keep the locally symmetric structure
near infinity fixed, but we can alter the metric on a compact set and even
change the topological type of the manifold arbitrarily. We can do spectral
analysis on such spaces, because global analysis on the "cusps" is reduced
to harmonic. One application of this is a proof of the Hirzebruch conjecture
[15, p. 230]. Investigating Hilbert modular surfaces, Hirzebruch discovered a very interesting relation between the signature defect associated
to a cusp of a Hilbert modular surface and the value at s = 1 of certain
Jj-series. Based on this result, Hirzebruch conjectured that for higherdimensional Hilbert modular varieties the signature defects of cusps
should still be given by values at s = 1 of corresponding i-series. The
attempt to prove the Hirzebruch conjecture was one of the main motivations for the work of Atiyah, Patodi and Singer on spectral asymmetry
[2]. The idea is to apply the results of [2] to the boundary of a neighbourhood of a cusp. A proof of the Hirzebruch conjecture along these
lines has been developed by Atiyah, Donnelly and Singer [1].
Our proof of the Hirzebruch conjecture is a consequence of a certain
Z2-index theorem for manifolds as above. For example, consider the
Hilbert modular group. Let JF/Q be a totally real number field of degree n
and class number one. Let 0F be the ring of integers and consider the Hilbert modular group T = SL(2, GF). r\Hn has a single cusp. Let M =0F
and V = Op. The cusp is of type (M, V). Let A*(r\W) be the space
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of T-invariant differential forms on W1 and consider the signature operator
B = d + d*: /1*-K4* . It has a well defined JkMndex which is equal to
sign(r\H n ), Using the heat equation method combined with Selberg's
trace formula, one can compute the iMndex in a different way. Let
zx,..., zm eH n be points which represent the quotient singularities of
jT\H n and let ô(zj) be the cotangent sum associated with it [15, §3],
Then
m

,n

sign(r\IP) = yd(zJ) + -^rdiM)L(Mt 7,1),
where d(M) = (Bmf2

and L(M, V, s) =

£

(3)

signJV(^)/|JV(^)|s. If

fie(M-0)lV

wc compare (3) with Hirzebruch's formula for sign(r\Hn n ) in [15], we find
i
that the signature defect ô( oo) of the cusp oois equal to—-d(M)L(M, 7,1).
7Z

This is the Hirzebruch conjecture in this case.
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RICHAED M. SOHOEN

Minimal Surfaces and Positive Scalar Curvature

An old idea in differential geometry going back more than 100 years
is the idea of tlie interplay between curvature and geodesies via the second
variation of arclength. This idea was used by Bonnet to bound the diameter of a surface with positive curvature, and this bound was extendedi3o higher dimensions by B. Myers under the assumption of positive Eicci
•curvature. It was used by J. L. Synge to discuss the fundamental group
of manifolds of positive sectional curvature. Moreover, much of the modern theory of Eiemannian geometry is based on delicate refinements
of this idea. Up until the present it has not been possible to use goedesic
methods to get information concerning the geometry and topology of
manifolds with positive scalar curvature. Strong restrictions on such
manifolds were found by Lichnerowicz [7] who combined the index theorem of Atiyah-Singer with a vanishing theorem for solutions of the Dirac
equation to show that such metrics do not exist on compact spin manifolds with nonzero „1-genus. IST. Hitchin [5] then observed that the vanishing theorem of Lichnerowicz implies vanishing of other K-0 characteristic numbers.
In the late sixties the positive mass problem in general relativity was
posed to differential geometers. A special case of this problem involved
understanding properties of three-dimensional manifolds of positive scalar
curvature. The question of whether the ^-dimensional torus admits a metric
of positive scalar curvature was posed by Kazdan and Warner [6] in 1975.
At that time it was not known how to apply the Lichnerowicz argument
to manifolds such as Tn. Finally in 1977, S. T. Yau and the author [8, 11]
solved the positive mass conjecture. The proof was based on the use
of minimal hypersurfaces and relied heavily on the second variation of
area. Since that time we have refined these arguments (see [10, 12, 13])
to gain a considerable understanding of manifolds of positive scalar curvature.
[Ö7Ö]
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Our first results [13] concerned three-dimensional manifolds where
we showed that if M is compact and nx(M) contains a subgroup isomorphic to nx(S) for a closed two-dimensional surface S of genus at least
one, then M cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. This
gave a rather good understanding of the three-dimensional case; in fact,
it shows that a compact three-manifold of positive scalar curvature must
be a connected sum of copies of S2 x S1, manifolds with finite fundamental
group, and K(B, 1) manifolds where n contains no surface group. It is
a conjecture in topology that this last class of manifolds is empty. A short
time later we were able to show directly that the If (17, 1) factors do not
occur, and hence every compact three-manifold with positive scalar curvature is a connected sum of copies of B2 x Sl and copies of compact manifolds with finite fundamental group. (The removal of the topological
assumption mentioned above was also observed by Gromov and Lawson
[4] using the spinor method.) It is also a topological conjecture that
a compact three-manifold with finite fundamental group is the quotient
of Sz by a finite subgroup of SO(4), and hence admits a metric of constant
positive sectional curvature. If this is true, then the structure of compact
three manifolds with positive scalar curvature will be completely understood because a simple construction (see [10], [2]) shows that the connected
sum of manifolds of positive scalar curvature also admits such a metric.
In [13] we used stronger rigidity results for minimal surfaces obtained
by D. Fischer-Oolbrie and the author [1] to extend our program to complete
noncompact three manifolds. In particular, we have shown that they
are connected sums of S2 x S1, manifolds of finite fundamental group,
B 3 , and handlebodies. It can be seen that handlebodies admit complete
metrics of positive (but not uniformly positive) scalar curvature. In
particular, the only remaining question in three dimensions is whether
a compact Jf3 with ZZ"X( Jf) finite necessarily admits a metric with positive
scalar curvature.
In the autumn of 1978 we extended our methods to higher dimensions
where we were able to establish [12] the positive action conjecture of
S. Hawking. Again, as a byproduct of this investigation we were able to
obtain substantial information about higher-dimensional manifolds of
positive scalar curvature. In [10] we showed that a large class of manifolds, including Tn, cannot carry metrics of positive scalar curvature.
The condition required in [10] was that the manifold have enough intersecting codimension one homology classes. The main new idea of [10]
which enabled us to get results in higher dimensions was the idea of using
the first eigenfunction of the second variation operator on a stable mini-
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mal hypersurface £n~~l c Mn to conformally deform the induced metric
of 2 to a metric of positive scalar curvature. We could then work inductively to prove the results. We did require in [10] the restriction n < 7
due to the possibility of singularities in high-dimensional area minimizing
hypersurfaces. In the meantime we have been able to remove this technical
condition and hence to apply our program in all dimensions. A short time
after our results of [10], Gromov and Lawson [3] were able to extend the
Lichnerowicz method to get results in all dimensions for a class of manifolds closely related to those considered in [10]. Over the past three years
we have improved and localized the method of [10] (see [13] for the threedimensional case) to prove a local theorem for positive scalar curvature
which is analogous to the Bonnet-Myers5 theorem. The result says that
a manifold Mn of uniformly positive scalar curvature can be large in at
most n—2 directions. A special case of this shows that compact enlargeable manifolds (note that this is the notion of enlargeability defined
in [4] and does not require the fundamental group to be residually finite
as considered in [3]) do not admit metrics of positive scalar curvature.
The method can also be modified to show that a compact Mn which represents a homology class in a complete manifold If of nonpositive curvature cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. This result was
proven under the assumption that M is spin and If is compact by Gromov and Lawson [4]. An extension of this result shows that given a map
/ : Mn-^If and a real cohomology class a eBh(N, R) such that J*(a) is
nonzero in Bk(M, R), there exists a submanifold M1l~k c M which intersects the dual homology class of jf*(a) nontrivially such that M1 has a metric
of positive scalar curvature and has trivial normal bundle in M.
Added in proof: Eecently the author and S. T. Yau have extended
then1 method to show that a compact four-dimensional K(n, 1) manifold cannot carry a metric of positive scalar curvature. We expect that
more technical refinements of the same arguments will show this theorem
to hold in arbitrary dimensions.
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LEON" SIMON

Recent Developments in the Theory
of Minimal Surfaces

In this article we describe recent (within the past 4 or 5 years) results
in minimal surface theory, with particular emphasis on the existence
and regularity theory. For a more general survey, including some technical background discussion and a more comprehensive bibliography,
the reader is referred to [30].
Throughout the article «?fk will denote ÄJ-dimensional Hausdorff measure
(in Euclidean space or in a general Eiemannian manifold) and J5^(|)
(often denoted simply JBe(£)) will denote the ball in Rn with radius Q > 0
and centre f.
For convenience we break our discussion into several sections, although
naturally there is some overlap between these.
1« 2-dimensional existence and regularity results
There have been a number of interesting recent developments in existence and regularity theory for 2-dimensional minimal surfaces in 3-dimensional manifolds.
First we want to describe the main regularity result of [5] concerning
sequences {Mk} of embedded discs in Ä3 (the extension from JR3 to a general
Eiemannian 3-manifold is explicitly discussed in [18 §4]), where {Mk}
is minimizing in the sense that there is {elc} ! 0 with stf2(Mk) < 3tf2(M) + ek
whenever Jc > 1 and M is an embedded disc with BM = dMk. In [5] it
is proved that if f e B3, if
liminf jf2[HknBà(Ç)) > 0

Vó > 0,

k-+oo

UmBwpjf2(3IknBa(^)) < oo
ft-*-00

41 ~ Proceedings...
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for some c > 0 ,
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and if
liminfdist(£, dMk) > 0 ,
then, near £, some subsequence {Mk) of {Mk} converges to an integral
multiple of a smooth embedded minimal surface 2 in the sense that
lim / / = » / /
Mk>

V/e(7 0 (5 T (|))

S

for some integer n > 1 and r > 0.
This theorem has a number of very interesting consequences — it
was originally proved (in [5]) to discuss existence of embedded solutions
of the fixed genus Plateau problem (see [17] for another approach to the
genus 0 case). More recently there have been other applications. For
example the result is central in the work [18], where it is proved that
one can find least-area representatives for the isotopy class of a given
2-dimensional surface (of any given genus) in a compact Eiemannian
3-manifold. Another application is in the recent proof [29] (see also [27])
that there always exists an embedded minimal 2-sphere in the 3-sphere
equipped with' an arbitrary metric! Actually the work of [29] uses also,
in a very essential way, modifications of the mini-max existence techniques of J. Pitts [19] (see § 2 below). The work of [29] has been extended
to a higher genus setting by Pitto and Eubinstein [21]. Independently
of [29], B. White [36] was able to establish that there are at least ê distinct minimal 2-spheres in case the metric of S3 is sufficiently close to the
standard metric.
Concerning other 2-dimensional existence work, we want to mention
particularly the work [13], in which it is proved that if 27 is an incompressible surface with least area in its homotopy class (see [26], 122], [17]
concerning the existence of such least area representatives) • and if the
homotopy class of 2 contains an embedded surface, then E itself is embedded.
Concerning other regularity results, we mention the work [24] on curvature estimates and Bernstein Theorems for simply connected embedded
minimal surfaces in 3-manifolds (assuming an a priori area bound), and
the work [11], [23] concerning similar results in the stable immersed
case (assuming no a priori area bound).
Finally we mention the very interesting work of Choi and Wang [9] on
Poincaré inequalities and area bounds for embedded minimal surfaces in
3-manifolds. Using, in part, these results, Choi and Schoen [8] have proved
the family of embedded minimal surfaces of a given genus is compact in the
smooth topology. This leaves open whether or not such a family is finite.
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2. Regularity of stable embedded hypersurfaces and the existence theory
of J. Pitts
fc.

Suppose TJ is open in JRn+1 and M is a stable embedded minimal hypersurface in TJ with (singJf)nZ7 (s= (closure (M ^ M)r\TJ)) having zero
(w~-2)-diinensional Hausdorff measure. Schoen and the author [25] were
recently able to prove, for such hypersurfaces, a regularity theorem analogous to the basic regularity theorems of De Giorgi [10] and Allard [3],
but without any assumption requiring that the hypersurface be locally
close in the appropriate measure tJieoretic sense to one copy of the n-dimensional disc; in [25] it is merely required that the hypersurface be locally
sufficiently close in the distance sense to an w-dimensional disc. Using
this result in combination with standard arguments from Geometric Measure Theory, the authors in [25] were able to obtain curvature estimates
for M in TJ in case n < 6 (extending previous work of Schoen, Simon and
Yau [28]). For n > 7 it is also proved in [25] that singJfn TJ has Hausdorff
dimension at most n — 7, and a compactness theorem for sequences of
such hypersurfaces is proved in all dimensions w > 2.
The above results are important in the recent very striking work of
J. Pitts [19] on existence of codimension 1 minimal submanifolds of
oriented Eiemannian manifolds. Pitts' method was first to use a mini-max
technique on non-trivial paths representable by discrete homotopies in
the space of w-dimensional integral cycles (equipped with the flat metric
topology), in combination with a very clever local deformation argument,
in order to prove existence of stationary integral varifolds having a strong
"almost minimizing" property in sufficiently small annular neighbourhoods
of each point of their support. Using this almost minimizing property
in combination with the curvature estimates of [28], Pitts was then able
to prove regularity of his almost minimizing varifolds, thus proving the
required existence result, in case n < 5. Using the new regularity and
compactness results referred to above, Schoen and the author [25] were
able to extend Pitts' work to arbitrary dimension n. (For n = 7, the
corresponding minimal hypersurface may have only isolated singularities
and for n > 8 there may be a codimension 7 singular set.)
3. Almgren's work on regularity of arbitrary codimension area minimizing currents
Eecently in [2], F. Almgren announced the very important result that,
away from the support of its boundary, an ^-dimensional area minimizing integral current (of arbitrary codimension) has a singular set of
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Hausdorff dimension at most n — 2. Prior to this a regularity theory in
higher codimension was available only for mod2 minimizing currents
(which, roughly speaking, do not necessarily carry an orientation and are
minimizing relative to both oriented and non-oriented comparisons.)
(See [12], [21].)
Almgren's work relies on some very interesting new ideas and constructions ; in particular he has developed a notion of multi-valued Dirichlet
minimizing functions and a strong regularity theory for them.
The complex varieties in Cn show that Almgren's work is best possible
for its type. The actual structure of the singular set is still open — for
instance it is not even known whether or not the singular set always has
integer Hausdorff dimension.
4 . The tangent cone problem
Concerning the tangent cone problem, there have been 2 recent developments. First, B. White [34] in his Princeton thesis proved uniqueness
of tangent cones for 2-dimensional area minimizing integral currents.
Secondly, the author [31], in general dimensions, proved uniqueness of
tangent cones for a general stationary varifold when at least one of the
tangent cones is multiplicity 1 (and regular) away from 0. Almgren and
Allard [1] had previously established this under an additional restriction,
(unfortunately difficult to check and not generally satisfied) concerning
"integrability " of Jacobi fields of the intersection of the cone with the unit
sphere.
The work of [31] relies on a new (and quite generally applicable) theorem
concerning a class of second order non-linear evolution equations of elliptic
or parabolic type. (The same general theorem can be used to discuss, for
example, uniqueness of tangent maps for harmonic mappings.)
5. The Plateau problem
B. White [35] recently made the important observation that if n ^ 3,
if Tis an (n — l)-dimensional compact submanifold of Rn+l diffeomorphic
to 8n~l and if M (not necessarily diffeomorphic to a ball) is a smooth area
minimizing solution of the unrestricted topological type oriented Plateau
problem with boundary JT (see [15] for discussion of the existence of
such M), then there is a sequence {Mk} of immersions of the ball with
dMk = r Vft and such that {Mk} converges weakly (in the sense of
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currents) to M and ]im3tfn(Mk) = jf n (Jf). This seems to essentially dash
any hopes of developing a "fixed topological type" theory for the Plateau problem in dimension greater than 2.
Concerning the non-parametric Plateau problem, we mention the
recent work [32] in which it is shown that solutions may have discontinuities at the "exceptional" boundary points where the mean curvature
of the domain vanishes even if the given data is smooth. (For previous
regularity work concerning this problem see [33].)
6. Examples of minimal submanifolds
Apart from the new examples already referred to above, we here want
to mention the work of Anderson [4] concerning complete minimal submanifolds in hyperbolic space having specified boundary in the sphere at
infinity, the new equivariant examples of Hsiang [16] (including some
which are embeddings of 8n into 8n+1), and the examples of (none-cone)
minimal submanifolds with isolated singularities [7], including some
codimension 1 minimizing examples [14].
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KAEEÏT K. UHLENBEOK

Variational Problems for Gauge Fields

This talk will be a brief survey of recent results in the study of elliptic
systems of partial differential equations of gauge field theory. The equations of this talk are the classical Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding
to current quantum field theory models. It is not clear to what extent
any of these results is interesting in physics; however, these equations
coming from physics are now very important in mathematics itself. At
the Congress in 1978, Arthur Jaffe gave a talk on gauge theories which
included some classical theory [11]. Progress in the last five years can be
measured by reading his article. The main progress has been the step
from considering special, scalar forms of the equations to handling the
full gauge theory. Even more remarkable are the applications which are
turning up in pure mathematics. Special note should be made of the
contributions of Clifford Taubes and Simon Donaldson to the subject,
The Yang-Mills-Higgs equations are the Euler-Lagrange equations
for an action integral

8(0, A) = ^ J(\FA\2+\BA0\2 + V\0\2)dp.
M

Here M is a Eiemannian n-dimensional manifold, and the objects which
are variable are the connection J. in a fixed principal bundle P over M
with compact structure group G and a section 0 of an associated vector
bundle rj =PxGB (0 is called the Higgs field). The curvature of A is
J?A9BA *S the covariant derivative induced by A on rj, V: R+->R is
a potential function (which is usually taken to be V(cr) = h(l — o)2). The
Euler-Lagrange equations are of the form
P*AFA=J

=

[BA0,0],

B*ABA0 + V'(\0\2)0 = 0.
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The important technical aspect of gauge theory is its invariance under
the group of gauge transformations. This is the group of sections ^
= G°°(M7PxAeLGG). This must be divided out in some way, in each
subject — geometry, partial differential equations and in physics —
before gauge theory problems can be understood. Section 1 describes how
this has been done successfully for partial differential equations. Section 2
describes results on the pure Tang-Mills fields over compact Eiemannian
manifolds, and in Section 3 we outline the monopole problem (M = JB3,
G = SU(2) and V = 0).
§ 1 . Gauge problems
The group of gauge transformations plays the role in gauge field theory
analogous to the diffeomorphism group for Einstein's equations. Luckily
the gauge group is much easier to handle technically. The optimal local
gauge fixing theorem is proved by a standard argument on openness and
closedness of solutions to a non-linear PDE. Here 1% denotes the Sobolev
space with Jc derivatives in 17. Also Ba(œ) = {y e M : ô(œ, y)^ a}.
THEOREM 1

[30]. If Bna s M S Rn and A e £?/2(B2) and j \FA\nl2 dx
\x\<a

< &(n, G), where sis a constant depending on the underlying domain dimension n and the group G, then the connection A can he written in local coordinates as d + a, where
(a) diva = 0,
(b) (a\dB%) normal = 0,
(c) / \g£^da\nl2dx^K(n,G)
j \FA\nl2dœ.
\x[<a

\x\<a

In other words, the curvature alone can be used to locally control
the connection form, provided it is small enough in the Lni2 norm. There
are a number of elegant global slice theorems as well as this local theorem
[2], [16]. Such a theorem in itself is not important, but its consequences
are basic first steps in understanding gauge fields. We find immediately
that every solution to the Yang-Mills equations with A e Lf2 is gauge
equivalent to an analytic solution. This holds for coupled equations under
suitable restrictions on the Higgs field [12], [16], [23].
Another corollary of the local gauge fixing theorem is a global compactness theorem.
THEOREM 2 [30]. If M is compact, then the set of connections in Lf
with f \FA\pd/Lù < B for p > n/2 is weakly compact.
M
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Interesting phenomena occur for p = nß [21] and when M is noncompact [27]. Further gauge-fixing theorems are special to the removeable
singularities theorems. See for example Uhlenbeck [28], [29], Parker
[16] and Sibner [22], [23]. Global methods of constructing a gauge satisfying d*a c= 0 without the curvature condition are given in work of E.
Schoen and myself [20].
§ 2. The Yang-MUIs equations
The most spectacular application of gauge theory in mathematics occurred
last year when Simon Donaldson used gauge theory to prove a theorem
in four manifold topology. Over a four manifold, the second order YangMills equation BABA = 0 is a consequence of a first order system of partial
differential equations *1?A = BA, called the self-dual Yang-Mills equations. (This is defined only on a four manifold, since *BA is usually an
(n—2)-form and BA a 2-form.) In a beautiful series of papers [25], [26],
Clifford Taubes has shown in detail how to use approximate superposition and the implicit function theorem to construct solutions to this
equation over any four manifold (twistor theory works over special four
manifolds). Simon Donaldson was able to use Taubes5 construction and
the ideas behind the compactness theory to study the moduli space of
solutions to the self-dual equations Jt = {A: BA = *FA}IG. The dimension
of M is computed via the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [2].
3 (Donaldson) [4, 7]. For M4, smooth, compact, simply connected and f WAW^O for w a closed 2-form on Jf4, we have
THEOREM

(a) Bor generic metrics Jt — {pii".,Pi} is a smooth, oriented, nonempty five manifold wJiere I = dim.B2(31, Z).
(b) In a neighborhood of pa9 M is a cone on OP2.
(c) Ji Jias a collar Jf4 x (0, A) Jt and JV—M4, X (0, A) is compact.
The striking result is the corollary. Using Ji as a cobordism, he shows
that for such manifolds, the unimodular bilinear form (given by fw/\w)
which maps B2(M, Z)->Z is diagonal. This result and Ereedman's recent
solution of the four-dimensional Poincaré conjecture [8] show there are
many topological four manifolds which cannot have smooth structures.
This is the basis of the discovery of the "fake B 4 " [7].
There are many more interesting results on Yang-Mills equations.
The compactness theorem shows the existence of many solutions to the
Yang-Mills equations over compact two and three manifolds. Atiyah
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and Bott have shown the usefulness of these equations over Eiemann surfaces in studying the moduli space of stable vector bundles [1] and it
seems likely this can be done over compact Kahler manifolds of any
dimension [6], [13]. Discovering a use for the Yang-Mills equations over
three-manifolds remains a challenge.
The pure Yang-Mills equations are remarkably similar to the equations
for harmonic maps, with dimension two special for harmonic maps and
dimension four special for Yan^-Mills fields. Both have relationships with
other conformally invariant problems and "borderline" phenomena which
are currently very much studied [3], [15]. It seems very likely that there
are many analogies between the theorems on harmonic maps in two dimensions and those on Yang-Mills fields in four dimensions. In particular, Sedlacek [21] shows that direct minimization techniques work to
obtain minima for the Yang-Mills functional with the topological invariant a(P) eB2(M4>, 7txG) prescribed, rather than complete data for P.
This compares to the theorem on minimizing the energy on maps s : M2->N,
with ^(s) prescribed, which was proved by Lemaire [14], Schoen-Yau
[20] and Sacks-Uhlenbeck [18]. We expect further partial existence results
of this sort to become standard in the geometric calculus of variations.
§ 3 . Monopoles
Many new and interesting ideas, problems and phenomena in partial
differential equations occur in studying the Yang-Mills-Higgs functional
on Rn. For n = 2, G = S1 and B =0 solutions of Yang-Mills-Higgs
equations describe certain super conductors and for n = 3, G = SXT(2)
and E = su (2) = jß3, they give equations thought to describe monopoles.
{Again, the relevance of the mathematics to actual experimental physics
is unclear.) Taubes has done extensive work on these equations for very
•special Y. The study of the equations for other choices of V remains
completely open. Since we did not do justice to his work on self-dual
Yang-Mills equations, we give a brief outline of some of his work on
monopoles.
This can be described without bundles. Here
8(A,0)

=-

f\FA\2

+ \BA0\2 +

l(l-\0\2)2dx,

where
A =(A1,A2,A3):

B3->^l1(B3)xsu(2),
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VA® = \^f* + lA» 0^: -R3->su(2)}.
Boundary conditions are given by
linx |0(a)| = 1 ,
]a5j->oo

degree I—— : {x: \x\ = a} = Äj-^Ä2} = Jc for o*> aQ.
Spherically symmetric solutions for Jc = ±1? A > 0, have been known
to physicists for some time. The zeros of the solution Higgs field 0 of the
Yang-Mills-Higgs equations locate the position of monopoles (if degree +)
and anti-monopoles (if degree — ) which have been superimposed according
to a non-linear superposition principle into a single solution.
The parameter A = 0 is special, since then the second order YangMills-Higgs equations are consequences of a set of first order equations
*FA = ±BA0. By using an approximate superposition principle and an
implicit function theorem, Taubes obtained the first existence theorem.
The sign of Jc can be reversed by reversing orientation on U3.
THEOREM 4 [12]. For Jc> 0 there exists a smooth 3Jc parameter family
of solutions to FA = BA0 witJi Jc zeros located exactly at xa e B 3 , 1 < a < Jc,
provided \xa — xß\^d for a ^ ß.
Later Taubes was able to show that the zeros and relative gauge
positions give a full parameter space for the solution space (modulo the
gauge group) as long as the zeros (monopoles) are widely separated. Twistor
theory also later gave more complete information a full parameter space
of solutions, but with less geometric information on the widely spaced
momjpole solutions [10, 31].
One should note that solutions to *FA = ±PA0 are minima of S
for topological reasons. For Jc = 0, Taubes was able to show by a direct
minimax argument the existence of saddle (non-minimal) critical points
for S [27]. This work was extended by Dave Groisser to cover A > 0 but
small [9]. For A = 0, it is conjectured by Taubes that a full Morse theory
holds, which would imply the existence of many solutions to the YangMills-Higgs equations. Many more open problems, expeci ally for A ^ 0,
are given by Jaffe and Taubes [12].
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Discrete Reflection Groups in Lobachevsky Spaces

The construction of discrete groups of motions of ^-dimensional
Lobachevsky space Ln is reduced in principle to constructing their fundamental polyhedra, together with the generating motions superposing
the (n —l)-dimensional faces pairwise. By means of this method, H. Poincaré [25] described all finitely generated discrete groups of motions of
Lobachevsky plane. In the memoir on Kleinian groups [26] he outlined
an analogous program for 3-dimensional Lobachevsky space.
Poincaré's method was strictly proved and generalized in different
directions by A. D. Aleksandrov [1], B. Maskit [16], and others. Recently
Gr. D. Mostow [19] used it brilliantly to construct several discrete groups
of motions of the complex hyperbolic plane. However, in Lobachevsky
spaces of dimensions > 3 this method was used successfully only for
groups generated by reflections with respect to hyperplanes (so-called
reflection groups) and to its subgroups of finite index. In other cases metric
conditions on the fundamental polyhedron are usually so complicated
and combinatorial conditions are so non-unique that constructing the
required polyhedra seems almost hopeless.
It is more realistic, by using Poincaré's method, to check the discreteness of groups discovered for other reasons, for example, within the
framework of Thurston's ideology [31].

Let us turn to reflection groups.
A convex polyhedron in Euclidean or Lobachevsky space is called
a Goxeter polyJiedron if all its dihedral angles are submultiples of TC.
The construction of discrete reflection groups by Poincaré's method
[593]
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is reduced to constructing Goxeter polyhedra. Namely, tbe fundamental
polyhedron of any discrete reflection group is a Coxeter polyhedron and,
vice versa, any Coxeter polyhedron P is the fundamental polyhedron of
some discrete reflection group R The group r is generated by the reflections Bt with respect to the hyperplanes H{ bounding P . The defining
relations of r are
BJ=1,

(22^)^=1,

where ni3 = 7u/(the angle between JT^ and Hs) if PnH^Ej ^ 0 and n^
= oo otherwise. Moreover, if Pnfl^nH§ = 0, then PLir\PLi = 0.
It is convenient to describe a Coxeter polyhedron P by its Coxeter
diagram. To each hyperplane Hf bounding P there corresponds a vertex v€
of the diagram. Two vertices vi9Vj are joined as follows:
if S{ and Ej

then vt and v3- are joined

intersect at an angle of 7u/w#

by an (ni5 — 2)-tuple line or by
a simple line with index n{j

are parallel

by a thick line

diverge

by a dotted line

The Coxeter polyhedra belongs to the polyhedra whose dihedral
angles do not exceed 7c/2. We shall call the latter ones acute.
Coxeter polyhedra in Euclidean spaces were classified in 1934 by
H. S. M. Coxeter [6]. It was decisive for this classification that in the
Euclidean space any acute polyhedron is the direct product of some
number of simplices, a simplicial cone and a full space of some dimension.
The only known simple combinatorial property of acute polyhedra
in Lobachevsky spaces is that they are simple. (A convex polyhedron
is called simple if eachft-codimensionalface of it is contained in exactly Jc
faces of codimension 1.)
It is unlikely that one could classify all Coxeter polyhedra in
Lobachevsky spaces. However, the most interesting among them are
the ones of finite volume, i.e., those which are the convex hulls of finite
sets of points, ordinary or infinite. Classifying such Coxeter polyhedra
seems to be an extremely difficult but solvable problem.
We shall expose what is known about this problem.
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Coxeter polygons of finite area in LobacJievsJcy plane were described
in 1882 by H. Poincaré [25] and W. Dyck [8]. Such a polygon may have
an arbitrary number of sides and arbitrary angles iz/nx,..., 7c/%, provided l / » i + ... + 1 / % < Jc~2. Moreover, it depends on Aï —3 continuous parameters.
In LobachevsJcy space of dimension > 3, a Coxeter polyhedron of
finite volume is uniquely determined by its dihedral angles.
It follows, for instance, from the strong rigidity theorem for discrete
subgroups of the group Oftfl ([18], [27]). Consequently, there is at most
countably many Coxeter polyhedra of finite volume in ^-dimensional
Lobachevsky space Ln for n > 3.
Examples of such polyhedra appeared in various works starting from
the end of the last century.
In 1883 V. Schlegel [28] found all partitions of Lobachevsky spaces
into equal bounded regular polyhedra. The symmetry group of such
a partition is generated by reflections. Its fundamental polyhedron is
a simplex. In 1950 F. Lannér [10] found all bounded Coxeter simplices
in Ln. Not all of them result of the partitions into regular polyhedra, but
they exist, as well as these partitions, only for n < 4. It is not so hard
to enumerate also unbounded Coxeter simplices of finite volume in L\
They exist only for w < 9 ([32], [5]).
In 1892 L. Bianchi [4], using a method due to E. Pricke, studied the
discrete groups of motions of 3-dimensional Lobachevsky space which
are represented by the unimodular (2 x 2)-matrices over the integers
of the imaginary quadratic fields Q(V — d). He showed that, for n^ 19,
n ^ 14, 17, these groups are commensurable with some reflection groups,
whose fundamental polyhedra he determined explicitly. These polyhedra
are unbounded, but of finite volume. Some of them have a rather complicated combinatorial structure.
In 1931 P. Löbell [11] constructed some examples of 3-dimensional
compact hyperbolic space forms. To do this, he considered a rectangular
14-hedron in 2? (like dodecahedron but with hexagonal bases). His space
forms were the factors of £ 3 with respect to some subgroups of finite
index of the reflection group associated with this 14-hedron.
In 1965-66 V. S. Makarov ([12]-[14]) proposed various geometrical
methods for constructing Coxeter polyhedra in JC3. This enabled him to
construct discrete reflection groups having a fundamental polyhedron
of finite volume and containing elements of any prescribed order or pre-!
42 — Proceedings...
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scribed plane reflection groups and so on. These works of Makarov and the
interest in geometrical constructions of discrete groups, evoked by the
problem of arithmeticity of discrete subgroups of semisimple Lie groups,
stimulated research into hyperbolic discrete reflection groups.
4

In 1970 E. M. Andreev ([2], [3]) got an exhaustive description of acute
polyhedra of finite volume in I? and, as a consequence, a classification
of ooxeter polyhedra of finite volume in I?. Namely, he showed some necessary and sufficient conditions under which in L3 there exists a convex polyhedron of finite volume having an assigned combinatorial structure and
assigned dihedral angles < w/2. For a polyhedron which is not a simplex
these conditions have the form of simple linear inequalities. Eoi? instance,
the sum of the dihedral angles between three faces having a vertex in
common must be not less than w.
Such description of acute polyhedra is a peculiarity of 3-dimensional Lobachevsky space. For simplicity, let us consider only bounded
polyhedra. It follows from the Euler equation that the number of degrees
of freedom of a bounded simple 3-dimensional polyhedron of an assigned
combinatorial structure equals the number of its dihedral angles (i.e., the
number of its edges). For polyhedra of higher dimensions, the number
of degrees of freedom may be less than the number of dihedral angles,
and then the existence conditions cannot be reduced to inequalities. There
are examples of bounded Coxeter polyhedra with such "superfluous rigidity" (see below). For this reason one cannot expect an Andreev-type
classification of Coxeter polyhedra in the spaces Ln for n ^ 4.

Various examples of the Coxeter polyhedra of finite volume (both bounded
and unbounded) in the spaces Z4 and L5 were given in the works of the
author [32], [33], V. S. Makarov [15] and I. M. Kaplinskaja [9].
In the space L5 there is a curious "construction set" which enables us
to construct infinitely many superrigid bounded Ooxeter polyhedra [38].
The main piece of this set is cut out of the Ooxeter polyhedron P of
infinite volume with diagram
o
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In the projective model of the space X5, we have P = J P n i 5 , where P
is a convex polyhedron in the projective space which is combinatorially
isomorphic to the direct product of the tetrahedron and the triangle.
All the faces of P excluding three vertices intersect L5. These three vertices do not belong even to the closure of If. Truncating them by their
polar hyperplanes we obtain a bounded Coxeter polyhedron P ' in the space
Z5, which has three simplicial 4-dimensional faces of types
o^o—o—o—o,

o^o—o—0=0

and

0^0—o—0^0,

orthogonal to the adjacent faces.
Putting together several copies of P ' along equal simplicial faces one
can construct infinitely many tree-like bounded Coxeter polyhedra.
Moreover, in this construction set one may use two simplicial prisms
-o,

discovered by Makarov [15], each of them has a base of type
0^0—o—o—o orthogonal to the lateral faces.
In the spaces L6 and L1 examples of bounded Coxeter polyhedra were
constructed in an arithmetical way by V. O. Bugaenko. Their diagrams are
as follows:

It is wbJcnown wJiether tJiere exist bounded Coxeter polyJiedra in Ln for
n > 8. However, the following theorem has been proved [36-38].
THEOIœM

1. In the space Ln for n > 30 tJiere are no bounded Coxeter

polyJiedra.
The proof is based on a recent result on combinatorics of simplicial
convex polyhedra ([30], [7]) that is rephrased by duality for simple polyhedra. As V. V. Nikulin noted [22], it follows from this result that the mean
complexity of a face of a fixed dimension of a bounded simple convex
polyhedron tends to complexity of the cube as the dimension of the
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polyhedron becomes infinite. For the proof of Theorem 1, the above
property is applied to 2-dimensional faces. In this case this means, roughly
speaking, that any bounded simple convex polyhedron of high dimension
has many tetragonal or trigonal 2-dimensional faces.
This method is not suitable for unbounded Coxeter polyhedra of
finite volume, because the completion of such a polyhedron may be non*
simple. Examples of such polyhedra in the space Ln are known for n < 19
([33], [35], [39], [40]). The simplest of them for large »'s is the polyhedron in IP with the diagram
o

o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-—o
o

o

Its completion is combinatorially isomorphic to the pyramid over the
direct product of two 8-dimensional simplices ([33], [35]).
It is unknown whether there exist Coxeter polyhedra of finite volume
in lobachevsky spaces of arbitrarily high dimension.
6
Many hyperbolic discrete reflection groups are obtained in an arithmetical
way. Each arithmetical construction of such' a group is tied to a totally
real algebraic number field K [32]. We will consider only the case K =Q.
Let L be a quadratic lattice of signature (n, 1). Consider the projective
model of w-dimensional Lobachevsky space associated with the pseudoEuclidean space JET"1 = L®ZR. The group of its motions is a subgroup
0'nA of index 2 of the group Ontl of pseudo-orthogonal transformations
of the space B71'1. Eeflections with respect to hyperplanes of Lobachevsky space are represented in this model as linear transformations
of the form
Bß: xh->x

2(e,x)
—e,
(e, e) '

where e effl1*1,(e, e) > 0.
Let 0(L) denote the group of pseudo-orthogonal transformations of
the space JSP1-1 preserving L. Then 0'(L) = 0(L)r\0'n3l is a discrete group
of motions of Lobachevsky space. Its fundamental polyhedron has
a finite volume [29]; it is bounded if and only if the lattice L is anisotropic
(which is possible only for n < 3).
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Denote by Or(L) the group generated by all reflections belonging to
0'(L). There is an effective algorithm to find the fundamental polyhedron P(Z) of this group ([33], [35]). The lattice L is called reflective
if \0(L) : Or(iy\ < oo or, equivalently, if the polyhedron P(L) has a finite
volume.
In the works [33]-[35], [40] (see also [17]) it was proved that am
unimodular quadratic lattice of signature (n,l) is reflective if and only if
n < 19.
Ii is unJmown whether there exists any reflective quadratic lattice of
signature (n,l) for n^20. However, the following theorem has been
proved ([36], [37]).
THEOREM

2. TJiere are no reflective quadratic lattices of signature (n, 1)

for n > 30.
Quadratic lattices Lx and £ 2 a r e called similar if there exist a group
isomorphism/: LX->L% and a number ceQ such that (f(x)9f(y)) = c(x9 y)
for all x,y elx.
THEOREM 3. (V. V. Nikulin [21], [22].) For any n > 2, tJiere are, up
to similarity, only finitely many reflective quadratic lattices of signature
(n, 1).
Due to Theorems 2 and 3 we get the hope of classifying reflective
quadratic lattices. However, it would be very laborious work.
Under the assumptions as above, denote by 0[2)(L) the group generated
by all reflections Be eO'(L) for which eel, (e,e) = 2 . The lattice L is
called 2-reflective if [0(B) :0<?>(.L)]< oo.
To each algebraic surface X of type K3 there corresponds the quadratic lattice Lx of its algebraic cycles, the scalar product on it being defined as the intersection number with a minus sign. It is an even lattice
of signature (n,l), where 0 < w < 1 9 . The automorphism group of X
up to a finite central extension is described in terms of Lx [24]. In particular, it is finite if and only if the lattice Lx is 2-reflective.
V. V. Nikulin ([20], [23]) enumerated all 2-reflective even quadratic
lattices of signature (n,l) for w> 4. Later, the author of this note extended this classification to the case n = 3 and Hikulin himself — to the
case n = 2. All the quadratic lattices found turned out to be the lattices
of algebraic cycles of 2T3-surfaces. The maximal value of n for them was
equal to 18.
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If the lattice Lx is reflective but not necessarily 2-reflective, the
theory of discrete reflection groups enables us to find the automorphism
•group of X and may also be applied to discovering projective models
of X [39].
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0.fl.BMPO
YcnexH nocjie/prax 5 JieT B Tonojionin
BemecTBCHHbix ajire6paiiTiecKHX Mnoroo6pa3Hft

TonojiorHH BemecTBeHHHX ajireÖpaHraecKHX MHoroo6pa3Hä Kan caMoCTOHTeHbHafl oßjiacTb HccjiejjoBaHHft noHBHjiact HeMiioruM 6ojiee 100 JieT
na3aH. BHHMaHHe MaTeMara^ecKoro cooômecTBa 6HJIO npHBjie^eHO K Hefi
fl. THJitSepTOM B 1900 rosy, Korga OH BKJIIOHHJI ocnoBHBie eë saRann
B CBofi 3iiaMeHHTBifi cnncoK npo6jieM [7, 16-H npoôjieMa]. B TCTenue
nocjieAHHX 12 JIGT 9Ta oÖJiacTb pa3BHBajiacb ocoöemio HHTCHCHBHO BraeßCTBHe npHBJieneHHfl HOBBIX TonojionraecKHx cpe^cTB, HanaToro B. H. ApHOJIbJJOM [1] H B. A. POXJIHHHM [19]. HeCKOJIKKO oÔ3opoB nocBHmenbi
9TOMy pa3BHTHio. Ero Ha^ajiBHHfi 9Tan (HO 1974 rosa) OTpaîKeH B oßsope
fl. A. FyAKOBa [9], CocToanne Tonojiornn nnocKHX KPHBBIX Ha 1978 roa
onncaHo B oÔ3opax T. Bnjicona [6] H B. A. PoxjiHiia [21]. Tonojionra
noBepxHOCTefi 6BIJI nocBameH noKJian B. M. XapjiaMOBa [25] Ha npeRbißymem MejKsyHapoHHOM Konrpecce MaTeMaraKOB.
Lfcjib HacToamero ßorciiafta — onncaTb pa3BHrae npejpreTa 3a noraeßune 5 JieT. H3-3a orpaiiHHeHHH o6i>eMa sjjecb HCBO3MOîKHO jjaTb nojiHBiö
0630p. H orpaHHHycB cnejxymwpMM TeMaMH: (i) KOMnjiencHBie TonoaiornqeCKHe XapaKTepHCTHKH HeOCOÖHX miOCKHX npoeKTHBHBix BemecTBeHHHX
ajireopan^ecKHX KpHBBix, CM. §§ 1—5; (ii) KonnjieKCHBie TonojiornHecKHe
XapaKTepHCTHKH BemecTBeHHBix ajireopannecKHX noBepxHocTeË, § 6;
(iii) KJiaCCH$HKaiJHH KpHBBIX H HOBepXHOCTCÖ OTHOCHTejIBHO JKeCTKHX
H30TonHfi, § 7; (iv) HOBbie MeTojjbi nocTpoeHHH BemecTBeiiHBix aOTeßpannecKHX MHoroo6pa3Hfi c npeAnHcaHiibiMH TonojionraecKHMH CBoficTBaMH,
§ 8. Cjieayiomne TCMBI 6BIJIH 6 H o6a3aTejibHo paccMOTpeHH, ecjin 6BI
OOXCM He 6BIJI TaK orpaiiH^eH: (i) HimeKCBi oco6eHHocTefi nojiHHOMHajibHBix
BeKTopHbix nojiefi, CM. A. V. XoBancKHfi [27]; (ii) HOBBIG orpanHHeiiHH
Ha Tononornio neocoSbix BemecTBeiiHBix ajireßpaH^ecKHx noBepXHocreft,
Hafi^eiiHbie B. B. HnKyjinHBiM [15] (B § 4 $opMyjiHpyiOTCH, ORHaKo,
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orpaHimeHHfl Ha Tonojiornio KpHBBix, aBjiaiomneca cnejjcTBHHMH 3THX
orpaHHHeHHö) ; (iii) KpHBBie Ha noBepxHOCTax H, B HacraocTH, Ha KBajjpHKaXj CM. fl. A. FyaKOB [10] H B . H. 3BOHHJIOB [11]; (iv) ocoöbie KpHBBie.

1. BeiqecTBeHHbie ajire6pan<iecKHe KpHBBie icaic KOMnJieKCHMe

OOBCKTBI

npOCTeÖIHHMH H BaîKHeËHIHMH aJireOpai^ieCKHMH MH0r006pa3HHMH HBJIHlOTCH Heocoßbie njiocKHe npoeKTHBHBie BemecTBeHHBie KpHBBie. fljia KpaTKocTH 6yjj;eM Ha3BiBaTb HX npocTo npueuMU. MHOjKecTBo BemecTBeHHBix
TOTOK KpHBofi A ôyaeM oôosHa^aTb ^epe3 RA. OHO HBjiaeTca rjia^KHM
3aMKHyTbiM oAHOMepHBiM noAMHoroo6pa3HeM BemecTBeHHoß npoeKTHBHofi:
njiocKocTH BP2. E r o KOMHOHCHTBI roMeoMop$HLi oKpyaraocTH. ECJIH
CTeneHb KpHBofi ^ e r a a , TO Bee OHH pacnojiaraioTca B UP2 HBycTopomie,
a ecjiH CTeneHb He^eTHa, TO HMeeTca poBHo ojjHa ojmocTopoHHaa KOMnoHeHTa. HßycTopoHHHe KOMnoHeHTBi Ha3BiBaioTCH oeajiauu. KfeoTOHHHe2
C K H ë Tnn KpHBofi RA <=->RP (HJIH, *rro TO me, TonojiorH^ecKHft ran napH
2
(RP , RA)) onpe^ejineTCH cxeMOH B3anMHoro pacnojiomeHHa oBajioB,
KOTopyio Ha3BiBatoT TaKHîe eeuiecmeemioü cxeMoä.
B CHjiy Tpajpmnn, Bocxo^ameË K THjibôepTy, raaBHBiM BonpocoM
TononornH BemecTBeHHBix aiireôpaH^ecKHX KpHBbix CTHTajiea Bonpoc
o TOM, KaKHe BemecTBeHHBie cxeMBi peajiH3yi0Tca KPHBBIMH HaHHoË cTeneHH. OjuHano, yme <P. KjieËH [13] cTaBHji Bonpoc Hrape. O H HHTepecoBajica TaKîKe TeM, KaK BemecTBeHHaa cxeMa KpHBofi cBa3aHa c pacnojioHîeHHeM ee BemecTBeHHOË nacTH RA B MHOHKecTBe CA ee KOMmreKCHBix
TO^eK.
CA ecTb opneHTHpoBaHHoe rjia^Koe cBH3Hoe 3aMKHyToe jjByMepuoe
no«MHoroo6pa3He KOMnjieKCHOË npoeKTHBHOË njiocKocTH CP2, HHBapnaHTHoe OTHOCHTejibHO HHBOJHOIJHH conj : CP2->CP2: (# 0 : zxi Z2) h->
t-»(ä 0 : zx: z2). KpHBaa RA ecTb MHOJKCCTBO HenoHBHHîHHX TOTOK cyjKemïa
3T0Ë HHBOJïIOIJHH, OHa MOJKeT pa3ÔHBaTb HJIH He pa3ÖHBaTb CA. B nepBOM cjiynae A Ha3BiBaeTca K P H B O ë muna I HJIH pasöueaioineü K P H B O ë ,
BO BTopoM cjiy^ae — KpHBOË muna I I HJIH Hepasôueawu^eû. KpHBOË. B nepBOM cjiynae RA pa3ÔHBaeT CA Ha HBe CBH3HBie HOJIOBHHH, ecTecTBeHHBie
opneHTaijHH KOTopbix onpeaenaiOT n a RA, KaK Ha HX o6meM Kpae, jrße
npoTHBonojioHîHBie opneHTai^HH. 3TH opneHTaijHH Ha3BiBai0Tca KOMruiencHMMU. BemecTBeHHaa cxeMa KpHBOË, oôorameHHaa yKa3aHHeM rana
K P H B O ë H , B cny^ae THna I, KOMHJICKCHBIMH opneHTaijHHMH, Ha3BmaeTCH
KOMIiJieKCHOÜ CXeMOÜ KpHBOË.
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j^ejieHHe KPHBBIX na ranbi BBeji <&. KjieËH [13]. KoMnjieKCHBie opnenTaqHH 6BIJIH BBe^eHBi B TonoJiornio BenjecTBemiBix ajireôpaHTCCKHX KpHBHX POXJIHHBIM [20]. KaK a iieaaßiio y3Han, OHH noaBHjiHCb B paÖOTe
M.. T. IleTpoBCKoro [17] o jianyHax HH$$epeimHajibHbix ypaBiieHHË
0 nacTHBix npoH3Boja;HBix. KoMnjieKCHBie cxeMBi noHBHjracb 5 JieT Ha3afl
B paßoTe PoxjiHiia [21]. B HOBeËuieM pa3BHTHH npewvreTa OHH 3aHHMaiOT
^eHTpajibHoe nojioaseiine. Booônje, B nocjie^Hne rojjbi pacnpocTpanHJiocb
tfojiee HiiipoKoe noHHMaHHe sajism Tonojiornn BemecTBemibix ajire6panqecKHX MHoroo6pa3HË, npn KOTopoM B Ka^ecTBe ocnoBHoro oÔBeKTa
BBicTynaioT BemecTBemiBie MHoroo6pa3Ha BMecTe c HX pacnojioJKenHeM
B KOMnjieKCH$HKariiHH, a ne BerqecTBeiiHBie Miioroo6pa3Ha caMH no ce6e,
«CM. POXJIHH [21].
J^JIH oTBeTa na Bonpoc, KanoË MoateT 6BITB BemecTBenHaa H
naa CXCMBI KPHBOH ftaHHoË CTeneiiH, neoôxojpiMa pa6oTa B

KOMnjieKcßßyx naîipaBjieHHax: Bo-nepBbix, neofixo^HMo naËra orpaHH^eHHa, najiaraeMBie
ajireßpan^ecKOE npnpoßoE KpHBOË na ee cxeMBi; Bo-BTopBix, HeoßxoßHMO
HafiTH MeTo^bi nocTpoeHHH KpHBBix ftaHiioö CTeneiiH c 3a^aHH0Ë cxeMOË.
3HaHHTejibiiaa *iaeTb H3BecTiiBix orpanH^eHHË cne^yeT H3 cpaBHHTejibHo neôojibHioro nncjia HHCTO TonojiornqecKHX CBOHCTB ajire6paniiecKHX KPHBBIX. IIooTOMy Hapa;oy c ajireôpaHiecKHMH KPHBBIMH nojie3Ho
paccMOTpeTb o6T>eKTBi? TonojiorHHecKH HMMHTHpyiomne HX. OpneiiTHpoBanHoe raajjKoe CBH3Hoe 3aMKHyToe RByMepHoe no;n;MHoroo6pa3He M
KOMHJieKCHOË npOeKTHBHOË miOCKOCTH CP2 6y«eM Ha3BIBaTb ZUÔKOU
Kpueoü cmeneuu m, ecjin: (i) OHO peajiH3yeT m-KpaTuyio o6pa3yiomyio
rpynnbi S2(CP2); (ii) ero pojj paßeii (m—1) (m —2)12; (iii) OHO HHBapnaHTuo oTHOCHTejibHo conj ; (iv) none ero KacaTejibHBix njiocKocTeË Ha MnRP2
Moarao npofle^opMHpoBaTb B KJiacce njiocKocTeË, HHBapnaHTHBix OTHOCHTejibHo conj, B nojie npaMBix npocTpaHCTBa CP2, KacaTejibHbixK MnRP2;
(v) rpynna ütx(CP2\M) KOMMyTaraBiia. (Bo3Moamo, BTO onpesejieiine
ne HBjiaeTca oKoimaTejibHBiM, ôy^ymne HccjieAOBaHHa MoryT npHBecTH,
nanpHMep, K «o6aBjieiiHio IIOBBIX ycjioBHË.) C RP2 rnonaa KpHBaa nepecenaeTca no rjiajjKOMy ojjnoMepHOMy nonMHoroo6pa3Hio, KOTopoe na3BiBaeTca ee BemecTBeiinoË nacrbio. OieBHflHO, Miioa^ecTBO KOMnjieKCHBix
To^eK anreÔpaH^ecKoË KpHBOË CTenenn m aßaneTca THôKOë KPHBOë
CTeneHH m. Bce CKa3amioe BBime 06 ajireopannecKHX KpHBBix H HX cxeMax
nepenocHTca 6e3 H3MeneHHË na cjiy^aË TH6KHX KPHBBIX. By^eM roBopnTb,
«ITO orpaHHHeiiHH Ha cxeMBi KpHBBix CTeneHH m, KOTopbie p;oKa3aHBi «JIH
cxeM THôKHX KPHBBIX CTeneiiH m, HMCIOT monojioemecKoe npoucxoofcdeuue.
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2. HHCJIOBLie XapaKTepHCTHKH H Ko^HpoBaHHe CXeM KpHBBlX
$opMyjiHpoBaTb orpaHHTCHHfl, BBCHOM HeKOTopbie noHHTHa H HHC3ioBHe XapaKTepHCTHKH, CBH3aHHbie co cxeMaMH. ToBopaT, HTo HBa oBajia
o6pa3yK)T umeumuenyio napy, ecjiH OJJHH H3 HHX oxBaTBiBaeTca RpyniM.
COBOKynHOCTb & OBaJIOB, 3IH)6Bie ftBa H3 KOTOpHX 06pa3yi0T HffbeKTHBHyK»
napy, Ha3HBaeTca zuesdoMrayÔHHBi"h.HmbeKTHBHaa napa OBanoB KPHBOë
THna I Ha3biBaeTca nojiomumejibHoü, eran opneHTaijHH OBajioB, onpe«ejiaeMBie KOMmieKCHOË opneHTaijHeË, HHftyijHpyiOTCH opneHTaijHeË orpaHHHHBaeMoro HMH Kojibr^a. Oßajibi KpHBOË THna I HCTCTHOë CTeneHKB
^ejiHTca Ha nojioîKHTejibHBie H oTpnijaTejibHBie. Mkemio, paccMOTpHM
jieHTy Meßnyca, ocTaiomyioca OT RP2 nocjie yaajieHHH BHyTpeHHOCTH
oBajia. ECJIH rçenoHHcneHHBie roMonoraraecKne Kjiaccbi, peajinsyeMBie
B HeË OBajIOM H yHBOeHHOË OHHOCTOpOHHeË KOMnOHeHTOË C OpHeHTai^HHMH,
onpejDcejiaeMWMH KOMnjieKCHOË opneHTaijHeË, pasjimraiOTCH 3naKOM, Ta
oBaji Ha3HBaeTca nojioMcumejibHbiM, B npoTHBHOM cjiy^ae OH Ha3BiBaeTCfs
ompuviamejibHUM. B cny^ae KpHBOË THna I neraoË CTeneHH Ha nojiomnTenbHHe H oTpnijaTejibHHe aejiHTca TOJibKo HeBHeniHHe OBaji&i. HMCHHO,
HeBHeuiHHË oBaji nojioîKHTejieH, ecjiH OH cocTaBjiaeT c oxBaTbraaiomHM
ero BHeniHHM oBanoM nonoasHTeaibHyio napy, H oTpnuaTeneH B npoTHBHOM
cny^ae. Oßa^i Ha3bißaeTca nemuuM, ecara OH JICîïîHT BHyTpn neraoro raejia
npyrnx OBanoB. 3ËnepoBa xapaKTepHCTHKa KOMnoHeHTBi HonojiHeHiia
KpHBOË Ha3BißaeTca xapanmepucrnuKoû. oBajia, orpamraiBaionjero 3Ty
KOMnoHeHTy H3BHe. KoMnoHeHTa HonojiHeHna KpHBOË Ha3BißaeTca nemnoü,
ecjiH Kam^biË H3 oBajioß, orpamraußaiomHX ee H3HyTpn, oxßaTBißaeT
HeTOTHoe ^HCJIO oßanoß.
BaaîHeËniHMH *HïCJIOBBIMH xapamepHCTHKaMH BemecTBemioË cxeMBi
HBJiaiOTca cjieayiomne: Z — HHCJIO OBanoB, p — HHCJIO HCTHBIX OBajios,
n — HHCJIO He^eTHHx oßanoß, Z+, 1° H V" — HHCJia OBanoB c nojioJKHTejibHblMH, HyjieBbIMH H OTpHUaTejIBHBIMH xapaKTepHCTHKaMH ; p+, p*,
p~
H n+, n°, n" — aHajiornraHe HHCjia qeTHbix H HCTOTHBIX OBanoB; II —
HHCJIO HH'beKTHBHBIX nap OBaJIOB, 71 H V — HHCJia HefHBIX H HeneTHbix
HenycTbix oßajroB, orpaHH^HBaiomnx H3BHe leraHe KOMnoHeHTti RonojiHeHHH KpHBOË; hr — HaHÖojibHiee KOJiHHecTBo OBanoB, Bxo^amnx B o6"LeHHHeHne < r rHe3ft; K — Hanoojibinee KOjnraecTBo OBajioB Haôopa, coHepjKameroca B oôteftHHeHHH < r mesR H He cojjepHsamero oßana, KOTOpbiË oxßaTBißaji 6 H Bce ocTanbHBie oßajibi 3Toro Haôopa. XapaKTepn-*
CTHKaMH KOMiuiencmu cxeMH KPHBOë muna I asnaiOTca Tanaîe : i l + H II" —
HHcna nojioaîHTejibHBix H 0TpHD[aTenbHbix HHT>eKTHBHBix nap, H A* H A" —
HHCJia nOJIOHîHTeJIBHBIX H OTpHIjaTeJIbHBIX OBaJIOB.
HTO6H
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fljia onHcaHHa BemecTBemiBix cxeM npHMeiiaeTca cjiejjyiomaa cncTeMa
o6o3HaieHHË. CBHSHaa ORiiocTopoimaa KpHBaa KOjjHpyeTca CHMBOJIOM <J>.
KpHBaa, cocToamaa H3 oftiioro OBajia, — CHMBOJIOM <1>. IlycTaa KpHBaa —
•CHMBOJIOM <0>. ECJIH CHMBOJIOM <A> KOJJHpyeTCH HeKOTOpblË Ha6op OBaJIOB, TO KpHBaa, nojiyiaionjaaca H3 nero moßaBJieHHeM o^noro HOBoro
•oBajia, oxBaTBiBaiomero Bee CTapbie, KonnpyeTca CHMBOJIOM <1<A>>.
KpiiBaa, npeacTaBJiaS)Bü(aaca B BH^e oOte^HHeHHa RByx HenepeceKaioÌIJHXCH KpHBBIX, KOTOpbie KORHpyiOTCH CHMBOJiaMH <A> H <2?> H TaKOBBI,
ITO HH OflHII OBajI OJJHOË H3 HHX He OXBaTBIBaeTCH OBaJIOM HpyrOM, KOHHpyeTca CHMBOJIOM <J!JLJS>. KpoMe Toro, aonycKaioTca jjBa coKpamenna:
Bo-nepBBix, ecjiH <A> ~ KO a HeKOTopoË KpHBOË, TO $parMeiiT apyroro
Kojja, HMeiomnfi BH^ AJL ... JLA, r^e A noBTopaeTca n pa3, conpamemio
o6o3HaHaeTca *iepe3 nxA H, Bo-BTOpBix, $parMeiiTH Kojja, HMeiomne
BUR nxl, coKpameiiHO ooosna^iaiOTca nepe3 n.
9ïa cncTeMa KoanpoBanna npeo6pa3yeTca B CHCTeMy KOEHpoBanna
KOMnJieKCHHX CXeM CJie^yiOmHM 06pa30M. B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT THna KpHBOË
Becb Kop; CHa6a<aeTca HHECKCOM I HJIH II. B cjiy*iae THna I KOJJBI nojioJKHTejibHBix OBajioB cna6«KaioTca BepxmiM HH^CKCOM+, a KOJJBI oTpnijaTejiBHBIX — BepXHHM HHfteKCOM ~\
3. OrpaHHHeHHH Ha CXCMLI KPHBLIX, mBecTiibie K 1978 rojsy
OrpaHHHeHiia Ha eeuiecmeeHUbie cxeMBi KpHBBix CTeneiiH m, HMeiomne
TononoraqecKoe npoHCXOJKjjeHHe (noapoönocTH CM. B [21] H [6]):
(3.1) I < (m2 - 3m + 3 + ( - l ) m ) \2. HepaBencTBo Xapnana.
B cjie^yioniHX orpaHH^ennax (3.2)-(3.9) CTeneiib m npep;nojiaraeTCH *ieTHOH, m = 21c.
BKCTpeMajib(3.2) ECJIU 1= (m2— 3m+A) j2, mop — n^ & 2 mod8.
HBie cpaBHeHHa
(3.3) Ecmi 1= (mz — 3m+2)l2,mop—nz=
Je2±lmoä8.
nepaßencTBa
Xapnana.
(3.4) p — n" < (37o2 — 37c+2)/2.i VcHJieHHBie nepaßencTBa
(3.5) n-p~ ^(31c2~-31c)j2.
J IleTpoBCKoro.
(3.6) p~+p°^(7c2 — 37G + 3 + ( — l)fc)/2.1 ycHJieiiHBie nepaBencTBa
(3.7) n~+M0^(h2-31c
+ 2)l2.
j ApHOjibfta.
(3.8) Ecm Jc uemuo u p~+p° = (A; 2 -37C + 4 ) / 2 , mo p- = p+ = 0.
(3.9) ECJIU 1C neuemuo u n~~ +n° = (lc2—3Jc + 2)/2, mo n~ = n+ = 0
u mieemcR mojibno oduu eneutnuu oeaji.
KpoMe HepaßeHCTBa XapHana HMCJIOCB JIHUIB O;O;HO orpaira^eHHe TonojionraecKoro npoHCXojKHenHa, oTnocameeca ne TOJIBKO K cjiynaio ^eraoro m.
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-(3.10) ECJIU m^é, mo Z""+Z°< (m-3) 2 /4+(m 2 ~a 2 )/4Ä 2 , r«e A - Han6oJibinaa CTeneHb npocToro ^ncjia, Rejiamaa m. B cjiy^ae neraoro m OHO
cjienyeT H3 ycHjieHHbix HepaßeHCTß ApHOjibjja H HX 3KCTpeMajibHBix
CBOëCTB; B cjiy^ae He^eraoro m 3To HepaßeHCTBO BHpo-3BOHHjiOBa [21],
Tenepb c^opMyjinpyio orpaHHTOHHH Tonojiorn^ecKoro npoHCxoHtjjeHHH
Ha KOMnneKCHHe cxeMBi KPHBBIX CTeneHH m, o6cy?Kp;aBHiHeca B [21].
(3.11) ECJIU npuecut pa36mawuiasi, mo I = [ m / ^ mod2.
(3.12) ECJIU l = (m 2 -~3m+3 + (--l) m )/2, mo npueaa pa36uaawui(m.
(3.13) ECJIU m nemuo u Kpuean pasouecuovuciR, mo 2 (77+ — /7") = l — m 2 /4.
(3.14) ECJIU m ueeumuo u npueasi pa36ueamx\asi, mo A+— A~+2(II+ —
-II") =J-(m a -l)/4.
(3.15) ECJIU m nemuo, l = (m2 — 3m)/2 u p—n = m 2 / 4 + 4 m o d 8 , mo
Kpueax pasouecuoiyan. CpaBHeHne XapjiaMOBa.
(3.16) ECJIU m = 0 m o d 4 u p~+p° = (m2 — 6m+16)/8, mo Kpueast
pasôueaioinaR.
(3.17) ECJIU m = 2 m o d 4 u n~+n° = (m 2 --6m + 8)/8, mo Kpueast
pa.36ueaiouiasi.
(3.16) H (3.17) HBJiaiOTCa 3KCTpeMajIbHHMH CBOËCTBaMH nepaßencTB
(3.6) H (3.7).
OrpaHHqeHHH, He HMeiomne Tonoaiorn^ecKoro npoHCxoïKaeHHa, KaK
npaßHJio, TpyHHOo6o3pHMBi. npem^e Beerò, K HHM OTiiocaTca cjieacTBiia
TeopeMbi Be3y, T.e. Tonojiorn^ecKHe cjieRCTBHH Toro $aKTa, mo HenpnBo^HMHe KpHBBie CTencHeË m H g JIH6O coBnaaaioT JIHôO nepeceKaioTca
He öojiee neM B mg TOHKax. C$opMyjinpyio HeKOTopBie H3 HHX. Bojiee
oömne $opMyjiHpOBKH CM. B [9] H [21]. îlpn m < 11 Äpyrne CJICHCTBHH
TeopeMBi Be3y BBiTeKaioT H3 $opMyjiHpyeMBix 3ja;ecB.
(3.18) & 2 <m/2.
(3.19) ECJIU %1 = [m/2], mo l = [m/2].
(3.20) h'5^m.
(3.21) ECJIU h'^ = m, mo l = m.
(3.22) ft8<3m/2.
(3.23) ECJIU ä 7 = [3m/2], mo l = [3m/2].
(3.24) lhn^2m.
(3.25) ECJIU lhl2 = 2m, mo l = 2m.
KpoMe orpaHHHeHHË 3Toro THna B oÖ3ope PoxjiHHa [3] HMeeTca TOJIBKQ
OEHO orpaHH^eHHe Ha KoMnjieKCHBie cxeMBi ajireopannecKHX KPHBBIX,
He «oKa3aHHoe ßjia CXCM THöKHX KpHBHx:
(3.26) ECJIU~hx= \p>\2~\, mo Kpueaa pa36ueawuiasi.
POXJIHH [21, 3.6] 3aMeTHji, MTO, MOHHijHijHpyH ROKa3aTejiBCTBO, MOJKHO
nojiyHHTb H Hpyrne orpamraeHHa, ojjHaKo OH He oßparaji BHHMaHne Ha
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cjiejjyiomee orpanH^eHiie, KOTopoe nojiy^aeTCH TaKHM o6pa30M H ne BBITCKaeT H3 nepe^HcjiemiBix BBiuie.
(3.27) ECJIU 7^ = m, mo npueasi pa36ueawuiasi.
4. HoßLie orpararaemui Ha cxeMM icpiiBMX
PaccMOTpHM cuanajia orpamineiiHa TonoJiorH^ecKoro npoHCXoa^eHHH.
HBPABEIICTBO POXJIHHA [22]. (4.1) ECJIU npuaasi pa36ueaiou\asi u m ES
^ 0 m o d 4 , mo Av+p — w < (m2 — 6m+16)/2.
(4.2) ECJIU Kpueasi pa36ueaiou[aR u m ^ 2 m o d 4 , mo
éTz+n—p^.

< (m2 - 6 m +14) \2.

ConocTaBjieiiHe 3THX TeopeM c (3.12) H (3.15) RaeT orpaHH^eHna na
eeu(ecmeeHHbie cxeMBi, ßocTaBjiaiomne iioByio HH$opMamiio npn m > 10.
IIoHpo6HOCTH CM. B [22]. HejjaBHo Oii^jiep (neonyôjiHKOBano) nauieji
HOBBie orpanHHeiiHa, aHajiorniHBie TeopeMaM (4.1) H (4.2), KOTopbie ROKa3BiBai0Tca no TOë me cxeMe, HO C npHBJieneHHeM BcnoMoraTejibHBix
MHHMBIX npHMBix H KoiiHK (nocjieftnee nejiaeT 3TH Roi^a3aTeabCTBa Henpnro^HbiMH B cjiy^ae THOKHX KpHBBIx).
B 1982 rosy He3aBHCHMo H pa3HBiMH cpeftCTBaMH T. «DnpcJiep H B. B.
HHKyjiHH [15] nojiyrajiH 6jiH3Kne orpairaneHHa. B oôenx paöoTax HMCIOTca pe3yjibTaTbi, oTiiocamneca K KPHBBIM Bcex HCTIIBIX CTeneneË, HO npn
O«HHX SHaneiiHax CTeneiiH cnjibiiee pe3yjiBTaTbi ORHOë paöoTbi, npn jcpyrnx — apyroË. He oöcya^aa KajKftyio paÖoTy B oTßejibnocTH, c$opMyjiHpyio caMbie CHJibHbie pe3yjibTaTBi.
©HffiUHPA (4.3). ECJIU m ^ 4 m o d 8 , Z = (m2 —3m + 4)/2 u xapanmepucmuna mzicdozo uemuozo oeajia ueinna, mo p — n s= —4niodl6.
TEOPBMA

HaKyjiHHA (4.4). ECJIU m ss 0 mod8, I = (m2 —3m + 4)/2
u xapanmepucmuKa naowdozo uemuozo oeajia deJiumcR Ha 2r, mo JIU6O p — n^
r+8
E= 0 mod2 , JIU6O p — n= 4?%, zde g > 2 u % s= 1 mod2.
(4.5) ECJIU m ^ 2 i n o d 4 , I = (m2 —3m-f4)/2, xapaKmepucmuna Kawcdozo uenemuozo oeajia dcjiumcR ua 2r, HUCJIO aueutuux oeajioe cpaenuMo c 1
no Modyjiw 2r, mo p — n s= lmod2 ?,+3 .
(4.6) ECJIU m = 0 mod4, KpueaR pa36ueawuiaR u xapanmepucmuna
moicdozo uemuozo oeajia uemua, mo p —n s= 0 mod 8.
TBOPEMH

Y HnKyjiHiia [15] HMeeTca, KpoMe Toro, cjiejuyiomee yTBepa^eHne,
KOTopoe, o^HaKo, Kan 3aMeTHJi A. JI. CjienaH eme B 1980 r., HenocpeaCTBemio BbiTenaeT H3 $opMyjiH Poxjnma (3.13).
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(4.7) ECJIU m uemuo, çpueasi pa36uecuouiasi, xapanmepucmuna Kowcdozo
neuemnozo oeajia uemua, a UUCJIO eueuiuux oeajioe ueuemuo, mo p—n ES
ss m 2 /4 mod8.
TeopeMBi (4.4)-(4.7) nojiy^eHBi KaK CJICECTBHH OôHJHX TeopeM o BemeCTBeHHbix ajireöpan^iecKHX noBepxHOCTax. BTHMH TeopeMaMH HnKyjiHHa
[15] HCiepnBiBaioTCH orpaHH^eHHa Ha Tonojiornio BemecTBeHHbix ajireôpanqecKHX noBepXHOCTeË, HaËjjeHHbie 3a nocjieamie 5 JieT. H3-3a HejjoCTaTKa MecTa MBI He 6yjjeM oôcyaçjjaTb HX, CM. [ 15].
OôpaTHMca Tenepb K orpamraeHHHM HeTonojionraecKoro nponcxoîKHeHHH. B paccMaTpHBaeMHË nepnoR 6HJI OTKPHT HOBBIë KJiacc TaKnx
orpaHH^ïeHHË. OHH eme MeHee o6o3pHMBi, neu CJICHCTBHH TeopeMBi Be3y.
yaoBJieTBopHTejibHBie oßmne $opMyjinpoBKH HJIH HHX He HaËReHH. IIo3T0My orpaHHMycb oöcyatseHHeM HCTOTOHKOB, HCCKOJIBKHMH cneijHajibHHMH $OpMyjIHpOBKaMH H CCbIJIKOË Ha paßoTbi [23] H [5].
Bojibinaa qacTb HOBHX orpamraeHHË HOKa3BißaeTca nocTpoemieM
BcnoMoraTenbHbix KPHBBIX THna I (KaK npaßHJio, CTeneneË 1 H 2) H npnMeneHHeM TeopeMBi Be3y BMecTe c TeopeMaMH <PHHJiepa o MepeaoBaHHH
opneHTai^HE HJiH BMecTe co cjieayiomeË TeopeMoË (4.8). TeopeMBi o nepeHOBaHHH OpHeHTSB[HË CJIHIHKOM rpOM03«KH HJIH H3JI05KeHHH 3HeCb (CM.
[23], a TaKîKe [5]). B Hanßojiee BajKHHx cjiy^aax OHH HBjiaiOTCH npocTbiMH
CJie«CTBHaMH TeopeMBi (4.8), CM. [ 5, 1.4].
(4.8) Ilycmb Ax,A2 — pa3Ôueaioiiiue npueue cmeneueü mx,m2, mpauceepcajibUbie dpyz dpyey u uMenwpie r eeiLiecmeeuubix moucK nepeceueuun,
u nycmb O — npuaaR cmeneuu m — m^m^
nojiyuamj^aRcsi m
AJJA%
e pe3yjibmcune MOJIOZO eo3MyuieuuR, mamR umo uenomopue KOMnjiencuue
opueumavfliu Kpueux A19 A2 onpedejiRwm opueumavçuio npueoü RC. ffjin RO
c dmoü opuenmaqueü UOJIOMCUM
Z+2(/7 + — II"),
fm 2 /4—Z+2|
+
+
2
~ U m - l } / 4 - Z+2(27 — II~)+A — A",

ecœu m uemuo,
ecjiu m ueuemuo.

Tozda 0 < o , < m — r ; Kpuean G npuuadjiewcum muny I, ecjiu u monbKo
ecjiu a = 0, m.e. ecjiu u mojibKo ecjiu QJIR opueumavçau ee eemecmeeuuoü
uacmu, onpedejiReMoü KOMUMKCHUMU opueumai^URMU Kpueux Ax u A2,
eunojiuRemcR (ßopjnyjia Poxjiuua; e smoM cjiyuae dma opueuma\\UR RSJiRemcR
KOMUJieKCHOÜ.

HacTHBie cjiy^can 3TOë TeopeMBi 6BIJIH HaËReHBi Onp;jiepOM (CM. [21,
3.7]), Map3HOM H IIOJIOTOBCKHM, OKOHiaTejIBHHË BapnaHT — 3BOHHJIOBBIM H aßTopoM. OHa HBjiaeTca *iacTHBiM cjiyqaeM o6o6meHHH $opMyji
PoxjiHHa Ha ocoßbie KpHBBie, HaËjjeHHoro 3BOHHJIOBBIM. OTKpbiTaa KaK
ocHona JJJIH nocTpoeHHH KPHBBIX C 3aa;aHHOË KOMnjieKCHOË opneHTaijHeË,
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TeopeMa (4.8) 0Ka3ajiacb MOIIJHHM orpaHHHeiiHeM n a B3aHMHBie pacnojioH<eiina AByx KpHBBix rana I, a n p n noMonjn BcnoMoraTejibHbix nocTpoeH H ë eö y;uajiocb npeßpaTHTB B HCTOTOHK orpaHH^eiiHË n a cxeMBi HHßHBHßyajIBHHX KpHBBIX. BoT IieCKOJIbKO TaKHX OrpailHTCHHE.
(4.9) He cyuiecmeyem Kpueoü cmeneuu 7 co cxeMoü < J J L l < 1 4 » .
(4.10) Ilycmb <(aJLl</?>JLl<y>JLl<ó» — eeuiecmeeuuaR cxeMa Kpueoü
cmeneuu 8 c omjiuuuMMU om uyjiR ß, y u ô. (i) ECJIU l = 22 (m.e. a + ß +
+ y + ô = 19), mo uucjia ß, y u ô ueuemuu. (ii) ECJIU Z = 20 u p — n ^
= 4 m o d 8 , mo U3 uuceji ß, y u ô dea ueuemuu u oduo uemuo.
TeopeMa (4.9) öbijia aHOHCHpoBana B Moeft 3aMeTKe [ 3 ] H npHBe^eHa
e paBHBiMH ;n;oKa3aTejibCTBaMH B [5] H [23], TeopeMa (4.10) (i) npn a = 0,
ß = 1 ßbijia naËftena Onp;jiepoM [23], B nojmoË O6HJHOCTH TeopeMa
(4,10) ftOKa3ana B [ 5 ] . IlepBBie orpainnenHH 3Toro Tnna 6BIJIH naË^eiiBi
€>Hp;jiepoM. Hjuea BocnojiB30BaTbca BMCCTO $H;o;jiepoBCKoro ^epe^oBaHHa
opueHTai^HË TeopeMoË (4.8) npHHapcJiea^HT Poxjiniiy.
,Djpyroe npHMeHeiine TeopeMBi (4.8) H TeopeM o HepeflOBamiH opnenTauiiiË — oTKpBiTHe CBH3H memjsy pacnojioJKeiineM B RP2 K P H B O ë OTHOCHTejIbHO npHMBIX H KOHHK, C OßHOE CTOpOHBI, H KOMnJieKCHOË CXeMBI KpHBOË,
c ftpyroË cTopoiiBi. HanpHMep, oKa3ajiocb, *ITO Tnn K P H B O ë CTeneHH 5
c l = 4 onpenejiaeTca ee pacnojioaœHHeM OTHOCHTCJIBHO npaMBix. ïloftpoÔHOCTH CM. B paôoTe ©Hjjjiepa [23]. AnajiorHHHbie CBH3H THna KpHBOË
c apyniM ee ajireöpo-reoMeTpH^ecKHM HHBapnaHTOM — HHCJIOM BenjeCTBeHHBIX 0-XapaKTepHCTHK — OTKpBITBI TpOCCOM H XappHCOM [8].
5. yTBepacAeHHe Kjieinia
Bojiee CTa JieT na3aji; O . KjieËH [13, CTp. 155] HCCKOJIBKO TyMamio n a n n can, HTo KpHBBie THna I ue donycmwm
pa3eumuR.
B 1978 TOJSJ B . A. POXJIHH [21, n. 3.9], ccbijiaacb n a <J>aKTH*iecKHË
MaTepnaji H n a 3Ty $pa3y Kjieniia, BLicKa3an rnnoTe3y, corjiacno KOTOpofi Jiioôaa KpHBaa ftamioË CTeneiiH c ftaiinoË BemecTBeHHoË cxeMoË
npHiia«JieJKHT THny I, ecjiH H TOJIBKO ecjin 3Ta cxeMa He HBjiaeTca *iacTbio
6ojibHieË BemecTBeHHoË cxeMBi KpHBOË TOë a*e CTeneHH.
9Ta rnnoTe3a ne H0Ka3ana H ne onpoBeprayTa, HO nopoftHjia noBBie
rnnoTe3bi. KaK 3aMeTHJi T. M. IIOJIOTOBCKHë, H 3 ee cnpaBeftjiHBocTH H H 3
TeopeMBi (4.10) (i) BBiTenajio 6BI cjie;n;yiomee HOBoe orpaiiH^enne 1 lia BenjeCTBeHHBie cxeMBi KpHBBix CTeneHH 8: ecjin <aJ.l</?>JLl<y>JLl<<5>>-1

IIpuMeuanue npu noppenmype:
TiinoTeaa PoxJiHiia qacTHHHo onposeprHyTa
. H. HlyCTHHHM. Oïl HOCTpOHJI, B HaCTHOCTH, (M-2)-KpHByiO CO CX6M0H < 1 0 J L 1<1>
1 < 2 > J L 1 < 4 » , He yaoBJieTBopmoineH rnnoTese IloJiOTOBCKoro.
43 — Proceedings...
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BemecTßeHHaa cxeMa KpHBOË CTeneHH 8, TO npn 2 0 < Z < 2 l H / ? + y+(5 ==
== 3 mod 4 HHcna ß, y H ô AOJIHîHBI 6BIJIH 6BI 6HTB He^eTHBiMH, a npn 19 <
< Z < 2 1 H ß + y + d =z 2 mod4 H3 3THX ^nceji JIBEL AOJIHîHBI 6BI 6BITB
HeHëTHBIMH, a OJJHO — TOTHBIM.
MHe naîKeTca, HTO, HecMOTpa Ha npHBjieKaTejibiiocTb H $yHaaMeHTajibHOCTb rHnoTe3bi Poxjinna, cjioBa KjieËHa Hyaoïo noHHMaTb 6ojiee
öyKßajibHO. HMeHHo, HMeeTca cjießyiomaa Hecjioamaa TeopeMa, KOTopaa
no jjyxy H no H0Ka3aTejibCTBy 6jiH3Ka K nnoHepcKoË paßoTe KjieËHa:
(5.1) ECJIU At — uenpepbieuoe ceMeucmeo ee^ecmeeuuux ajizeôpauuecKux Kpuaux (ueo6R3amejibuo nojiocKux), A0 UMeem mojibKo oduy oco6yw
mouKy, u dma mouKa — ueebipowcdeuuaR deoüuaR, ocmajibuue At ueocoôu,
u ecjiu KpuGbie At c t < 0 pa36ueaiouiue, mo UUCJIO KOMnoueum Kpueoü RAt
c t>0 ue npeeocxodum uucjia KOMnoueum Kpueoü RAt c t < 0.
üo-BHßHMOMy, 3Ta TeopeMa HBjiaeTca nacTHHM cjiyiaeM TeopeMH
o MHoroo6pa3HHX np0H3B0JibH0Ë pa3MepH0CTH (cp. cjieji;yio'mHË nyHKT).
Hep;aBHO A. Map3H (jinraoe cooßmeHne) nepeoTKpbiji TeopeMy (5.1) H c ee
noMomBK) HOKa3aji, HTO eo GCRKOM nyuKe UJIOCKUX Kpueux uemuoü cmeneuu m ^ 4 UMeemcR KpueaR c UUCJIOM KOMnoueum <(m 2 —3m —2)/2
(nocjiejjHee JJJIH m = 0 mod4 6BIJIO onyônHKOBano c nenpaBHjibHbiM AOKa3aTejibCTBOM A. JI. HenomiycoM [28], npaBHJEBiioe ji;oKa3aTejibCTBo
HJia m = 4 6BIJIO HaË^enoIO. C. HncjienKo [30]). B cjiy^ae m = 4 oTCiojja
cnenyeT, HTO ^epe3 jiioôbie 13 BeiqecTBeHHBix TOTOK npoxo«HT CBa3Haa
BemecTßeHHaa KpHBaa CTeneiiH 4, H3 nero OHCBHAHBIM o6pa30M BbrreKaiOT TeopeMBi (3.24) H (3.25). BepoaTHo, MOHSHO oatHjjaTb jjajibHeEniero
nporpecca B TonojiornsecKOM nccjießOßaHHH ny*iKOB BemecTBeHHbix KpHBbix, KOTopoe HHTepecHO H caMo no ce6e H KaK HCTOHHHK orpamraeHHË
HeTonojiorHHecKoro npoHcxoaîjjeHHH Ha cxeMBi KPHBBIX.

6. KoMHJieKCHbie TonoJioniHecKHe XapaKTepHCTHKH noBepxiiocTeii
IlepeHeceHHe Teopnn KOMnjieKCHBix Tonojiorn^iecKHX xapaKTepncTHK KPHBBIX Ha cjiy^aË öOJIBIHHX pa3MepHOCTeË TOJIBKO Ha^HHaeTca, H aenaTb
oÔ3op eme paHO. C$opMynnpyio jinnib HecKOJibKo onpeaejieHHË H $aKTOB,
oTHOcamnxca K cjiy^aio noßepXHOCTeE.
HMeiOTca Tpn THna Heocoßßix BemecTßeHHBix ajire6panliecKHX noBepxHOCTeË: I a b s , I re i H II. IIoBepxHOCTb A OTHOCHTCH: K THny I ab8 , ecjin ee
BemecTBeHHaa ^acTB RA peajiH3yeT HyjiB rpynnBi S2(CA; Z2); K THny
I r e l , ecjiH RA H njiocKHe ceneHna noBepxHocTH CA peajiH3yi0T OJJHH
3JieMeHT rpynnti H2(CA; Z2); K THny I I B ocTajiBHBix cjiynaax.
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JfyiH. noBepxnocTeË TnnoB I al)8 H I rGl aBTop [4] onpe^ejinji cTpyKTypBi,
anajiorHHHBie KOMnjieKCHBiM opnenTaijHHM KpHBBix THna I . 3TO onpeftejieiiHe y«o6Ho c$opMyjiHpoBaTb B anamiTimecKOH CHTyaijHH, 0606maiomeË cjiynaH noBepxnocTeË TIMOB Ial)B H I r e l . IlycTb SC — neocoSaa
KOMnjieKCiiaa noBepxnocTb c MX(S£;Z2) = 0 , nycTb c: 9C-^3C — a u r a r o jioMop^iiaa HHBOJIIOIJHH H <& c SC — neocoßaa KpHBaa (BO3MOHîHO, <& = 0 ) ,
HHBapHaimiaa OTHOCHTCJIBHO C. IIOJIOMKHM X = fix(c) H Y = Xc\<&.
IlycTb X H <& peajiH3yioT O^HH 3JieMeHT rpynnbi II2(SC;Z2)
(B cjiyqae
<& =0 3T0 osnanaeT, HTO X peajiH3yeT nyjiB). Torjja X\Y
o6jia;n;aeT
RByMH BBIfteJieilHBIMH npOTHBOnOJIOmHBIMH OpHeHTaniHaMH H BLIAeJieHHOË
cnHHopuoË CTpyKTypoË, KOTopBie na3biBai0Tca KOMiuiencubum H onpejcenaiOTca cjieayiomnMH cBOËcTBaMH.
IlycTb a0 H ax — TOHKH H3 X \ Y. KoMnjieKcnaa opueHTaijHa noBepxIIOCTH X\Y
H ecTecTBennaa opueHTaijHH Miioroo6pa3Ha SC onpejjejiaiOT
opneHTaijHH cjioeB D0 H DX TpyonaToË oKpecTiiocTH noßepxnocTH X
B SC, jieaîamnx n a ß a0 H ax. IlycTB b{ e dDi H %i — nyTb B dDi7 coesHHaIOIIJHë b4 c c(6^) H corjiacoBaHHBiË c opneHTaijHeË ftHCKa D i ? H nycTb
s : I - > f \ ( I u * ) - nyTb, coeflHHaiomHfi 60 c bx. T o r ^ a neTJia
su^cos)"1^1
peanH3yeT Hyjib rpynnbi H^&^XuW);
Z2).
KßaapaTHHHaa $opMa ÏÏX(X\Y; Z2)->Z2, oTBe*iaiomaa (CM. [12])
BBißejiemioE cnnuopHoË CTpyKType, OTHOCHT KJiaccy, peajiH3yeMOMy
rjiajjKo BJio>KeiiHOË oKpyamocTBio 8, H3MeneHHbiË n a 1 K03$$HijHeHT
3ai^enjieHHa B SC o6i>e;n;HHeHHH X\j& H oKpyaraocTH, KOTopaa nojiynaeTca
H3 8 B pe3yjiBTaTe cjjBHra BJJOJIB KacaTejibuoro K 8 BenrapHoro nojia,
yMHOJKeHHoro Ha V— 1.
KoMnjieKcnbie opneiiTaijHH H cnnuopiibie CTpyKTypBi noBepxnocTeË
KonycKaioT npHMeneiiHa, anajiorHHHBie npuMenennaM KOMnjieKCHBix opneHTam*Ë KpHBbix. C$opMyjinpyio TojiBKo ojjHy TeopeMy, ;uoKa3aiiHyio c HX
noMombio — oôoômeHHe yTBepH^ffeiiHa KjieËna na c j ^ i a Ë noBepxnocTeË,
AOKa3aHHoe B . M. XapjiaMOBbiM H aBTopoM (He onyßjiHKOBaHo). ECJIU
At — uenpepbieuoe ceMeücmeo eeu\ecmeemmx ajizeöpauuecmx
noeepxuoemeü
mpexMepuozo npoeKmueuozo npoempauemea, A0 mteem mojibKo odny ocoôyio
mouKy, u dma moum — ueeupoMcdenuaR deouuaR, ocmajibubie At ueocoôu,
u ecjiu At c t<0 npuuadjieoimm muny I a b B , mo UUCJIO àiinS^RA^
Z2)
c t > 0 ne npeeocxodum dim$*(JFLij; Z2) c t < 0.
7. H30TOnHH
HanoMHio, HTO wcecmKoü U3omonueü KPHBBIX CTeneiiH m na3biBaeTca 1*30Tomia B KJiacce (Heocoôbix) KpHBBix CTeneHH m (T.e. nyTb B npocTpaHCTBe
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KpHBBix CTeneHH m). 3TO noHarae ecTecTBeHHO BBOHHTCH H nna n p y r n x
aHajiorHHHBix KJiaccos MHoroo6pa3HË; HanpHMep, HJIH noßepxHOCTeä
B

RPK

KjiaccH$HKai^na KPHBHX CTeneHH < 4 H noBepxHOCTeft CTeneHH < 3
OTHOCHTeJIBHO HîeCTKHX H30TOnHË 6bIJia H3BeCTI^a B npOHIJIOM BeKC C TO*IHOCTbio HO HîecTKHX H30TonHË KpHBaa CTeneHH < 4 onpenejiaeTca cßoeä
• BemecTBeHHOË cxeMoË, a noBepxHocTb CTeneHH < 3 — TonojionraecKHM
THnOM CBoeË BemecTBeHHOË HaCTH.
KjiaccH$HKai[Ha KPHBBIX CTeneHeË 5 H 6 OTHocHTejibHO HîecTKHx
H30TonnË öbijia 3aßepnieHa B 1978-1980 r o n a x B paôoTax PoxjiHHa [21],
HHKyjiHHa [14] H XapnaMOBa [26]. POXJIHH [21] noKa3aji, w o HJIH KPH-

CTeneHH > 5 Kjiacc KPHBOë OTHOCHTCJIBHO HçCCTKHX H30TonHË yme
He onpenejiaeTca BenjecTBemioE cxeMOË, nocTaBHJi Bonpoc, HO KaKoË
CTeneHH OH onpenejiaeTca KOMnjieKCHoË cxeMoË H naji KJiaccH^HKaijHio
KOMnneKCHBix cxeM KPHBBIX CTeneHH < 6, noKa3aB, B nacraocTH, *rro
KOMnjieKCHaa cxeMa KpHBOË CTeneHH < 6 onpenejiaeTca BemecTBemioË
cxeMoË H THnoM K P H B O ë . To, *ïTO BenjecTBemiaH cxeMa H ran neËcTBHTejibHO onpenejiaiOT KpHByio c TOTOOCTBIO HO JKCCTKHX H30TonnË, ôBIJIO
HOKa3aHO HJia KpnbHX CTeneHH 5 — XapjiaMOBBiM [26] H HJIH KPHBBIX
CTeneHH 6 — HnKyjiHHBiM [14].
Yme HJia KPHBBIX CTeneHH 7 npoôjieMa KJiaccH$HKaijHH OTHocHTejibHO
JKecTKHX H30TonnË He peiHeHa. HkeiOTca npHMepbi, noKa3biBaiom;He, HTO
HH BeiqecTBeHHaa cxeMa H Tnn, HH naaîè KOMnjieKCHaa cxeMa He onpeHejiaiOT KpHßyio CTeneHH 7 c TO^HOCTBIO HO axecTKHX H30TonnË. E m e
B paöoTe PoxjiHHa [21] öBIJIH nocTpoemi KpHBBie CTeneHH 7 THna I c BemeCTBeHHoË cxeMofi < J J L 3 J L l < 3 » , pasjiH^aromneca KOMnjieKCHBiMH opneHTaii;HaMH, H noTOMy He aßjiaioiHHeca açecTKO H3OTOHHBIMH (HX KoMnjieKCHBie
c x e M H ~ < J ± l + J L 2 - " J L l - < l + J L 2 - » I H <JJL3-JLl+<3+»I).Map3H[18]
H ©HflJiep [23] 3aMeTHjiH, HTO ecjin BemecTBeHHaa cxeMa K P H B O ë CTeneHH m oßycjiaBjiHßaeT cymecTBOBaHHe npaMoË, nepeceKaiomeËca c 3 T O ë
KpHBOË B m BemecTBeHHbix TOHKax (T.e. ecjin HepaßeHCTßo (3.18) 06pamaeTca B paBeHCTBo), TO pacnojioaîeHHe oßajioß KpHBOË OTHOCHTCJIBHO
TaKoË npaMoË coxpaHaeTca B npoijecce aœcTKoË H30TonHH. (DnnJiep [23]
nocTpOHJi ocHOBaHHbie Ha 3TOM Ha6nH)HeHiïH npHMepbi KPHBBIX CTeneHH
7 THna I I (B nacTHOCTH, KpHBBie c T O ë me cxeMoË <JJL 3 J L l < 3 » ) , He
HBJIHIOmHeCH ÎKeCTKO H30TOnHBIMH. (Map3H nOCTpOHJI aHajiorHHHH npHMepbi c npyroË BemecTBemioË cxeMoË.)
FUôKOU U3omonueü Ha30BëM H30Tonnio B KJiacce TH6KHX KPHBBIX. TaK
KaK KOMnjieKCHaa cxeMa coxpaHaeTca npn THôKOë* H30TOHHH, TO HJIH
KpHBbix CTeneHH < 6 r n ô n a a H30TonHOCTb paBHOCHJibHa açecTKOË. POXJIHH
BBIX
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[21] BBiHBHiiyji npennojioa^eHHe, HTO KpHBBie OHHOë CTeneiiH c ORHOë

KOMnJieKCHOË CXeMOË THÖKO H30TOnHBI (B [21] THÔKHe HSOTOnHH Ha3BIBaioTca 3KBHBapHaHTHbiMH H30TonHaMH). 9TO npennojioa^eHHe H npHMepbi
OHH^epa [23] naioT ocHOBanne npennoJiaraTB, HTO RJIR KPHBBIX CTeneHH 7
rnÖKaa H30TonHocTB yme ne paBiiocHJiBHa jKecTKoft. flonojiHHTejiBHbiM
no oTHonieHHio K KOMnjieKcnoË cxeMe HHBapnaHTOM OTHOCHTCJIBHO THÖKHX
H30TonnË Mor 6BI 0Ka3aTbca roMOTonniecKHË THn npocTpaHCTBa
CP2\
2
\(RP u
CA) c HHBOjiiouiHeË conj. IlepBoe ero oôcjienoBanHe BbinojineHO
C. M. <X>HHaniHHbiM [ 2 4 ] : HJIH ÔojiBinoro KJiacca KPHBBIX (B nacTuocTH,
HJia npHBHX CTeneHH < 5) BBiiHCJieHa (J)yHnaMeHTajibHaa r p y n n a 3Toro
npocTpaHCTBa, H nocTpoem>i HBe KpHBBie CTeneHH 7 c KOMnjieKCHoË cxeMoË
< J J L 2 J L l < 2 » n , KOTOpBie HMeioT roMOTonn^ecKH öKBHBajieiiTHBie npo
CTpancTBa CP2\(RP2\j
CA), HO He aBjiaioTca aìecTKo H3OTOHHBIMH. BecbMa
BepOHTHO, HTO OHH TH6K0 H30TOniIBI.

üpoßjieMa KJiaccH$HKaii;HH noBepxnocTeË CTeneiiH 4 OTHOCHTCJIBHO
aîecTKHX H30TonnË 0Ka3ajiHCb TOHbme, neM cooTBeTCTByiomne npoôjieMBi
HJia KPHBBIX CTeneneË 5 H 6. CHanajia öbijia penieHa 6onee r p y ô a a n p o 6jieMa. BBHIO noKa3ano, mo noBepxHOCTb CTeneHH 4 onpenejiaeTca e TOHHOCTbK) HO HCeCTKHX H30TOHHË H npoeKTHBHHX npeo6pa30BaHHË CBOHM THnOM
(CM. § 7), TonojiorneË BemecTBeHHoË lacTH H ee pacnojioa^eHHeM B BP 3 *
CM. HnKyjiHH [14].
HenaBHo XapjiaMOB noKasaji, wro neKOTopBie noBepxnocTH CTeneHH
4 He aBjiaioTca atecTKo H3OTOHHBIMH CBOHM 3epKajiBHBiM o6pa3aM (TaKoBa, B qacTHocTH, noBepXHocTB, roMeoMop^Haa necBH3H0Ë cyMMe c$epbi
e HByMa pywaMH H H^BHTH c$ep), H penyimpoBaji npoÔJieMy KJiaccn$HKaijHH noBepxHocTeË CTeneHH 4 OTHOCHTCJIBHO JKCCTKHX H30TonnË K sanale o6 apn^MeTHHecKHX rpynnax. 2
9. IIocipoeHHH
B KjiaccH'iecKHX paSoTax Tonojiornn BemecTBemiBix ajireopannecKHx KpHBBix nocTpoeHHH npoH3BOHHJiHCB cjienyiomHM o6pa3oM: CHa^ajia CTponjiHCB HBe HeocoÔBie TpaHCBepcajiBiiBie npyr Hpyry KpHBBie, 3aTeM HX
oÔTbeHHneHHe noHBeprajiocb MajioMy Bo3MymeHHio, ycTpanaiomeMy ocoßeHHocTH. ßjia peajiH3aß[HH nßyx BenjecTBeHHBix cxeM KPHBBIMH CTeneHH 6
JJ. A. TynKOBy npHinjiocB BBIëTH 3a paMKH BTOë cxeMH H B03MymeHHio
noHBepraTB He pacnanaiomyioca KpHByio, a o6pa3 HeocoôoË KPHBOH npn
2

IIpHMeHaHHe npn KoppeKType: OCOHHIO 1983 r. XapjiaMOB BaBepinnji Kjiaccn$HKai^Hio noBepxnocTefi CTeneHH 4 OTHOCHTGJIBHO wecTKHx HBOTOHHH.
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KßanpaTHHHOM npeo6pa30ßaHHH. OnHaKo, KaK H npejKfle, Bee B03MymaeMbie KpHBBie HMejIH TOJIBKO HeBBipOEKneHHBie HBOËHbie OCOÖeHHOCTH. I I O H B JICHHIO B KOHTeKCTe TonojiorHH BemecTßeHHBix ajireöpan^ecKHX KpHBbix
B03MyiqeHHË cjioambix ocoôeHHocTeË MemajiH, no-BHHHMOMy, Hßa OôCTOHTejibCTBa: Bo-nepBBix, He o*ieHb cjioambie ocoôemiocTH He naiOT HH^iero
HOBOrO no CpaBHeHHIO C HeBBipOÎKfleHHBIMH HBOËHBIMH TOHKaMH (Bbirona
OT ycjioameHHH ocoôeHHocTeË, KaK BbiacHHJiocb, noaBJiaeTca JIHHIB n p n
nepexone K HeBLipoEKneHHBiM naTHKpaTHBiM TonnaM H TO^KaM KacaHHa
Tpex BeTBeË); Bo-BTopbix, HJIH ijejieHanpaBjiemioro B03MyiB[eHHa KPHBBIX
co CJIOJKHBIMH ocoôeHHocTHMH HeoôxonnMo ôHJIO pa3pa6oTaTb cneiiiHajibHyio TexHHKy.
B 1980 r o n y a npenJio?KHji KOHCTpyKipno, KOTopaa no3BOJiaeT cTpoHTb
B03MymßHHH KpHBOË C HOJiyKBa3HOHHOpOHHOË OCOÔeHHOCTbH), yCTpaHHK)mÈe 3Ty ocoßeHHOCTb H 3aMeHHiomHe HeKOTopyio oKpecTHocTb OCOôOë
TOHKH 3apaHee 3aroTOBjieHHBiM cßparaeHTOM. fljia HeKOTopbix nojiyKßa3HOHHopoHHbix ocoôeHHocTeË (HanpHMep, HJIH TOHeK HeBBIpOÎKHeHHOrO
KacaHHa Tpex BeTBeË) MHe ynajiocb nojiy^HTb nojinyio TononornnecKyio
KJiaccH(|)HKai^Hio HX ycTpaneHHË, T.e. ynajiocb pacKJiaccH^HUnpoBaTb
C TOHHOCTbIO HO TOnOJIOrH^ieCKOË 3KBHBaJieHTH0CTH $parM6HTBI KpHBOË,
noaBjiaiomneca n a MecTe ocoßemiocTH B pe3yjibTaTe ee ycTpaneHHa. ,D[jia
HeKOTopbix Hpyrnx ocoôeHHocTeË (HanpHMep, HJIH HeBBrpoHîfleHHBix n a r a KpaTHBix To^ieK H TOTOK HeBBipoHîneHHoro KacaHHa ^eTBipëx BeTBeË)
ynajiocb CKOHCTpynpoBaTb OôHIHPHBIë 3anac HX ycTpaHeHHË. K). C. H H cjieHKo [29] npOHOJi>KHjia 3Ty paôoTy H cKOHCTpynpoBajia MHoro ycTpaneHHË HJIH TOTOK HeBbipoHîHeHiioro KacaHHa n a r a BeTBeË.
H O B B I ë MeTOH nocTpoeHHH, KOTopHË npeHCTaBjiaeT COôOë coenHHeHHe
KOHCTpyKHjHH yCTpaHeHHH nOJiyKBa3HOHHOpOHHBIX OCOOeHHOCTeË C HeKOTOpHMH CTapBIMH npneMaMH nOCTpoeHHË H C IHHpOKHM npHMeHCHHeM
KpeMOHOBBix npeo6pa30BaHHË, no3BOJinji peniHTb HecKOJibKO sanan, HenoCTynHbix HJIH cTapbix MCTOHOB. C$opMyjiHpyio ocHOBHBie pe3yjibTaTbi,
nojiyneHHbie c ero noMonjbio (CM. [3]).
IIpeîKHe Beerò, MHe ynajiocB 3aßepniHTb KJiaccn^HKaijHio BemecTBeHHBIX CXeM KpHBBIX CTeneHH 7.
(9.1) Cyuçecmeywm Kpueue cmeneuu 7 co cjiedymujpLMUK eeu\ecmeeuuuMU
cxeMaMii

(i) < J J L a J L l < 0 » c a + ß^U,
(ii) <JJLa> c 0 < a < 1 5 ;
(iii) < J J L 1 < 1 < 1 > » .
Jlwôaiï
cxeM.

KpueaR cmeneuu

0 < a < 1 3 , 1</?<13;

7 UMeem oduy U3 smux
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K 1980 r o n y ocTaBajiocb neH3BecTiibiM, cymecTByioT JIH KpHBBie ranoß
< < 7 X l < 1 4 » , < J J L l O J L l < 4 » H < J J L a ± l < £ » c l 3 < a + £ < 1 4 , 3 < a,
6 < ß. HepeajiH3yeM0CTb cxeMBi <J_lLl<14>> ecTb conepa^aHiie c$opMyjiHpoßaiiiioE Bbiine TeopeMBi (5.2). CxeMBi ( J J L a J L l ^ » c 6 < a + ß < 14,
l < a , 2^ß
peajiH3yioTCH cJienyionjHM o6pa30M: CTpoaTca 4 KpHBBie
CTeneiiH 7, HMeiomne no nße ocoöbie TOHKH, B Kaa^noË H3 KOTopBix Hpyr
Hpyra HCBbipoHsneHHO nacaioTca Tpn neocoöbie BCTBH, 3aTeM OTH KpHBBie
B03MymaiOTca n p n noMomn TCXIIHKH, O KOTopoË nijia pe^b BBime. CxeMa
<<7JL4JLl<10» ne TOJIBKO ne ÔBijia, HO H ne Morjia ôBITB peajiH30Bana
KJiaccHHecKHM MeTOHOM, KaK 3aMeTHJiH 3BOHHJIOB H ©HHJiep.
J^ajiee, ynajiocB nocTpoHTB KOHTpnpnMepBi K oHnoMy H3 iiepaBencTB,
cocTaBjiaiomnx rnnoTe3y Parcnenji. HanoMino, *ITO 3Ta rnnoTe3a ÔBijia
c^opMyjinpoBaHa B 1906 r o n y [18] H COCTOHT B TOM, ^TO HJIH JIIOôOH KpnBOH TOTHOë CTeneHH p < (3m 2 — 6m + 8)/8 H n < (3m 2 — 6m) /8. B 1938 r o n y
H. T. IleTpOBCKHË [16] c^opMyjiHpoBaji He3aBHCHMo OT ParcneËJi 6ojiee
cjiaôyio rnnoTe3y:
# < ( 3 m 2 - 6 m + 8)/8

H

n^

( 3 m 2 - 6 m + 8)/8.

Mue ynajiocB ßjiH jiioôoro m > 8, KpaTHoro 4, nocTpoHTB Kpnßyio CTeneiiH
m c BemecTBeHHOË cxeMoË <(m 2 ~-6m)/8iLl<(3m 2 —6m+8)/8>> H, TCM
caMHM, noKa3aTb, ITO npaßoe nepaßencTBo ParcneËJi napyniaeTca npn
m ^ 8, m SE 0 m o d 4 . Bonpoc o cnpaBCHJiHBOCTH rHnoTe3Bi IleTpoBCKoro
ocTaeTca oTKpbiTbiM. O H nonycnaeT 6oJiee ninponyio $opMyjrapoBKy:
BepHO JIH, HTO eCJIH X •— MHOHïeCTBO IienOHBHHîHBIX TO^eK aHTiirojioMOp^HOË HHBOJIIOIJHH HeOCOÔOË OHHOCBH3HOH KOMnaKTHOË KOMnjieKCIIOË
noBepxHOCTH SC, TO dimJB r 1 (X; Z2) < lilil(9£).
KpoMe Toro, npn noMomn HOBoro MeTona 6BIJIH peajiH30BaHBi 42
HOBbie BeinecTBeHHbie cxeMBi KPHBBIX CTeneHH 8 c l *= 22, CM. [3] (cTapBie
MeTOHBi najin 10 cxeM) H OKOJIO 500 HOBBIX BemecTBennBix cxeM KpHBBix
CTenemi 10 c l = 37, CM. [29] (CTapBie MeTOHBi najin 38 cxeM).
BepoHTno, Moamo oauanaTb, HTO HOBBIë MCTOH 6yneT npHMeneii H HJIH
nocTpoeiiHH noBepXHocTeË. K onncaimbiM B o63ope XapjiaMOBa nocTpoenHHM noBepXHocTeË Moamo noÔaBHTb TOJibKo nocTpoenHa H3 MoeË
paôoTbi [2]. B neË CTpoaTca noBepxnocTH HCTHOë CTeneHH cnocoßoM,
COCTOHIHHM B MajioM B03MymeHHH KBanpaTa ypaBHeiiHH neoco6oË noBepxHocTH B HBa pa3a MeiibineË CTenenn. IIocTpoeHBi noBepxnocTH ôOJIBIHHX
CTeneiieö, onpoBepraiomne HMeBinyioca rnnoTe3y o MaKCHMajibiioM ^ncjie
KOMnoneHT noBepxnocTH 3aHanHofi CTenenn. PeajiH30BaiiBi Bce H3OTOnn^ecKHe ranti noBepxnocTeË CTenenn 4, KpoMe OHHoro (npeamne HX
peajiH3aijHH 6BIJIH Menée 3JieMeHTapHBi — CM. [25]).
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Applications of Loop Spaces to
Classical Homotopy Theory

A simply-connected space X lias exponent ph at the prime p if pk is tlie
smallest positive integer which annihilates the jp-primary component
of naX for all g. The first interesting example of a space with an exponent
is the odd dimensional sphere 82n+1. I n the middle 1950's I. M. James
proved that at p = 2, 82n+1 has an exponent which divides 22n [12]. H. Toda subsequently showed that if p is an odd prime then at p, 82n+1 has an
exponent which divides p2n [23]. I n this note we shall summarize recent
related work.
M. G. Barratt conjectured that 82n+1 has exponent pn if p is an odd
prime. The crux here of course is to show that pn annihilates the ^-primary component of naS2n+1 for all q. B. Gray has exhibited elements of
order pn in the homotopy groups of 82n+1 [10].
In 1978 P. Selick proved that S3 has exponent p if p is odd [22]. Using
apparently different techniques the author, J. 0. Moore, and J. A. ïTeisendorfer gave a proof of Barratt's conjecture in case p is a prime greater
than 3 [8, 9]. ÎTeisendorfer gave a proof in case p — 3 [17].
THEOREM

1. If p> 2, 82n+1 lias exponent pn.

The current status in case p = 2 is different. M. G. Barratt and
M. Mahowald have made the following
82n+1 has exponent 2v[2n^ at the prime 2 where 2?5(2?l) is
the order of the canonical line bundle over RP2n.
Mahowald has exhibited elements of order 2^2n) in the homotopy
groups of 82n+l [14]. Small improvements in James' results were given
CONJECTURE.

* The author was partiaUy supported "by tlie Nalional Science Foundation and
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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by the author in [3] where this conjecture was checked for 8* and withiib
a factor of 4 for 89. P. &eliek then showed that the exponent of 8én+1 divides twice the exponent of 84,n""1 [21]. However, the work in [8, 9, 17,>
18] does not appear to generalize to the 2-primary case.
Our work in [9] leading to the proof of Theorem 1 initially seemed ta
have little to do with the homotopy groups of 82n+1, We studied the Moorespaces Pn(Tc) = 8n~1uken and wondered whether P^ifc) had any exponent
at all if Jc > 1. In case ß is odd, we obtained the following theorem [6].
THEOREM
2r+1

divides p

2. If p> 2 and n > 2, then Pn(pr) has an exponent which

.

ETotice that the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem implies that 7tn^lPn(pry
is isomorphic to Z\prZ. We showed that there are infinitely many elementsof order pr+l in the homotopy groups of Pn(pr) [9]. For example, we have
3. If p>2 and n> 1, then tm2npk^P2TC+1 (pr) has Z/pr+lZ~
summand for all Jc > 1.
THEOREM

, About one year before Theorem 2 was proven M, G. Barratt made
the following
CO3S^GTURE. If X is a pointed space such that the suspension order
of the identity of S2X is pn, then the identity map of Q2S2X has order
pn+K

Since the pn+l-sb power map on an IT-space induces multiplication;
by /pw+i o n homotopy groups, Barratt's "finite exponent conjecture""
above implies that Pn(pr) has exponent pr+1 iîn>3 and p>2. Eefiningthe techniques in the proof of Theorem 2, ÏTeisendorfer gave the first
and essentially only known non-trivial example of this last conjecture [16],
THEOREM

4. If p > 2 cmd n>2, then Pn(pr) has exponent pr+K

It is not yet known whether Pn(2r) has an exponent if n >2. The
case of P2(ifc) is straightforward since the universal cover of P2(ife) is homotopy equivalent to a (ft—l)-fold bouquet of 2-spheres. Furthermore,.
the bouquet 8jv8n, j,n^2,
does not have exponent at all since, by the
Bïïlton-Milnor theorem [11, 15], the loop space of 8jv8n is homotopy
equivalent to a weak product of loop spaces of arbitrarily large spheres.
The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 4 yielded more information than
these results actually state. We give some of this additional information*
Let QnX denote the w-fold based loop space of X. In the next two theorems [8, 16, 22] assume that all spaces are localized at the prime p.
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2, the identity map of the universal cover of Q2n82n+1

lias order p .
THEOREM

6. If p > 2 and n > 2, the identity map of Q2Pn(pr) has order

Barratt in the late 1950's obtained bounds in the growth of the order
of the torsion in the homotopy groups of ZX if the suspension order of
the identity is finite [1]. A proof which is somewhat different is given
in [4]. However, there has been little progress on the "finite exponent
•conjecture" in general.
A striking further conjecture was made by J. 0. Moore :
CONJECTURE. Assume that X is a simply-connected finite complex.
X has an exponent (at every prime p) if and only if ut^X®Q is a totally
unite dimensional vector space.

For example, 8jv8n,j, n^2, does not have an exponent and un^(8jv8n)
<g)g is infinite dimensional. Neisendorfer and Selick showed that the
2-cell complex 7 = 8^uaen does not have an exponent if Y has been
localized at an odd prime and a has finite order [19]. Using different
techniques [4], the author gave a proof of a similar result in case p = 2
and a is a double suspension. Selick then showed that if X is a suspension
localized at an odd prime with torsion free homology, then the condition
that 7t^X®Q is infinite dimensional implies that X does not have an
«exponent [20]. It seems likely that Selick's techniques should apply in
«case p = 2. Unfortunately, there are few positive results which exhibit
.spaces with exponents.
The heart of the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 is the fact that
QPn(pr), n>2, and related loop spaces decompose as a non-trivial product in the homotopy category. Sufficiently tight control of the "pieces"
yields the requisite proofs. A survey of these decompositions together
with related techniques is given in [7] to which the interested reader
is strongly referred. Although QS2X decomposes into a non-trivial product if E2X is a jp-local complex which is not homotopy equivalent to
a sphere, the "pieces" are far from being well understood; these general
decompositions shed very little light on general exponent questions as
yet.
We close this note by relating P. Selick's results on #3 and the KahnPriddy theorem [13]. Assume that all spaces are localized at the prime p.
Let g: QP2p+2(p)->83 be any map which induces an isomorphism on
n2p. If p > 2, then g induces a split epimorphism on homotopy groups [5]ê
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Selick's original work applied to a choice of g obtained by looping the
natural map P2p+2(p)->B8s which induces an isomorphism on n2p+l [22].
This map fits nicely into a more general setting.
Whitehead [24] defines maps ZkRPk~~1->8k and Boardman and Vogt
[2, p. 64] define maps &k: ZkB(Rk,p)->8k where B(Rk,p) is the configuration space of unordered ^-tuples of distinct points in Rk. In case
p = 2, B(Rk, 2) has the homotopy type of RP^1 and in case ft = oo?
B(R™,p) is a K(Sp, 1) where Zp is the symmetric group on p letters.
If in addition 8k is a (p-local) üT-space, &k extends to a map Qk : QZk+1B(Rk?
p)->8k. Thus if p>2, there is a homotopy commutative diagram
&Z*B(R*,p)-+...
Q%

Û*8*

->Q2n+2Z2n+2B(R2n+1,p)->...

-r>ori?»K{Zp,l)

®2n+%n+l

T> . . .

> Û2n+182n+1

> ...

> ß00^00.

Since QZéB(R?,p) is homotopy equivalent to QP2p+2(p) and 03 induces
an isomorphism on ut2p, i^ds induces a split epimorphism on oza, q>0.
That the right-hand vertical map induces" a split epimorphism on aq7
q > 0, is a restatement of the Kahn-Priddy theorem [13]. The following
l
conjecture is made in [3].
OoNXBOTURE. Ji p> 2, Q2n+1Q2n+1 induces a split epimorphism on
ftqi 2 > 0. If jp = 2 , q?2w+1 induces a (non-split) epimorphism on na, q>0.
The relationship between this conjecture and exponents is as follows.
If p>2, the suspension order of the identity for Z2n+1B(R2n+lip) is
precisely pn and 82n+1 supports a homotopy abelian ff-space structure.
Thus the image on homotopy groups induced by 02w+1 is annihilated by
pn and so Theorem 1 would follow from the conjecture. Similarly, if p —2f
the image on homotopy groups induced by <p2n+i *s annihilated by 2v(2w)+1
which is a factor of two away from the conjectured value.
An important related point here is that self-maps / of certain loop
spaces can be shown to be homotopy equivalences provided the map /
satisfies certain minimal hypotheses. Some examples follow: Localize
all spaces at p = 2 . If n > 1 and / is a degree one self-map of Q282n+1,
then / is a homotopy equivalence [5]. If n < co, and / is a self-map of
QRP2n, Q CPn, or the base-point component of Q8° such that / i s an JT-map
which induces an isomorphism on the first non-vanishing homotopy group,
»then / is a homotopy equivalence. Notice that any degree one self-map
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of the universal cover of Q81 is a homotopy equivalence and so the K a h n Priddy theorem follows. These last results will appear in work of the
author, E. Campbell, F . Peterson, and P. Selick.
Notes added in proof: (1) 0. McG-ibbon and 0. Wilkerson have jointly
obtained many examples of Moore's conjecture. They have proven that
if X is a finite simply-connected OW complex with (TZ*X)®Q a finitedimensional rational vector space, there exist integers A(X) and B(X)
such that for any prime%jp > A(X), pB^ (Torsion(ut#X ®Z^p))) = 0. In
the proof of their theorem, p must be quite large. In particular the integral
homology of X has no ^-torsion.
(2) The author has obtained a 2-primary analogue of Selick's theorem
and the Kahn-Priddy theorem for the 3-sphere. Let (QX){2) denote
the homotopy theoretic fibre of the JT-space squaring map for QX. There
is a map 6: (Q*8s){2}->Ql8s which induces a split epimorphism on the
2-primary componeuts of homotopy groups.
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The Homotopy Theory of Immersions

Given a differentiate immersion of a compact manifold Mn into Rn+k,
f: Mn-+Rn+k, one can construct a ft-dimensiònal normal vector bundle,
vf, having the property that
r(Mn)®vf^sn+Jc.
Here r(Mn) is the tangent bundle, " © " denotes the Whitney sum operation, and en+k denotes the trivial (n + 7c)-dimensional vector bundle. The
immersion theorem of M. Hirsch [22] states that the converse to this
situation is true as well. That is, if v is any ^-dimensional vector bundle
over Mn with the property that r(Mn)@v = en+k, then there exists an
immersion jf: Mn-*Rn+k with normal bundle isomorphic to v. Furthermore, isomorphism classes of 7c-dimensional vector bundles over Mn can
be classified as the set of based homotopy classes of maps of Mn to the
Grassmannian of 7c-planes in JB00, BO(h). Thus Hirsch's theorem can be
viewed as a translation of the problem in Differential Topology of finding
immersions of Mn into Rn+k into a problem of homotopy theory.
This homotopy-theoretic problem can be stated as follows: Let BO
= limJBO(Ä;) and let vM: Mn->BO classify the stable normal bundle of
lc

^

Mn. vM can be thought of as the classification map of the normal bundle
of an embedding of Mn into a large-dimensional Euclidean space. Then
Hirsch's theorem may be interpreted to state the following.
[22]. There exists an immersion f: Mn->Rn+k if and only
if there is a map v: Mn->BO(lc) malcing the following 'diagram homotopy
THEOREM

* During the preparation of this work the author was supported by N*SF Grant
MCS 82-03806 and by a fellowship from the A. P. Sloan Foundation.
44 — Proceedings...
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commute:
BO(h)

T

Mn+-

~*B0.
VM

Thus Hirsch's theorem reduces the problem of the existence of immersions t o a homotopy-theoretie lifting problem. This reduction has proved
quite beneficial to both the field of Differential Topology and to that
of Homotopy Theory. The study of these types of problems has widened
the scope of homotopy theory and has led to the development of techniques that have found many applications- to other areas of algebraic
topology and geometry. Conversely, the infusion of homotopy-theoretie
techniques into differential topology has. resulted in the solution of many
problems that would have been much more difficult to solve directly in
a geometric or analytic manner.
One such problem is that of finding the smallest integer lcn with the
property that every compact w-manif old immerses in Rn+kn. Using homotopy-theoretie techniques the following has recently been proved.
THEOEEM [17]. For n>l,
Tc^—n — a(n), where a(n) is the number
of ones in the dyadic expansion of n.

The prçof of this theorem in [17] was the final step in a twenty year
long program devised by E. H. Brown Jr. and P . P . Peterson, which
included contributions by many mathematicians. In this^ article I will
describe some of the homotopy-theoretie constructions and techniques
developed in this program, outline how they were used to prove the theorem, and also describe some of their applications to other problems in
algebraic topology. In particular, in Section 2 I will discuss B^own-Gitler
spectra and some of the many applications they have had to date.
I n this paper, unless otherwise indicated, all (co)homology will be
taken with Z 2 coefficients, and by the term "^-manifold" I will mean
a compact, ^-dimensional, 0°°-manifold.
§ 1. History of the Immersion Conjecture and the program of its proof
I n two celebrated papers appearing in 1944 [34, 35] H. Whitney proved,
using geometric techniques, that every w-manifold embeds in R2n and
immerses in R271'1.
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During the next fifteen years there was little progress in constructing
immersions of manifolds into Euclidean space, but it was observed that
the first (primary) obstructions one encounters when trying to immerse
an w-manifold Mn into Rn+k are the normal Stiefel-Whitney characteristic classes w^( JP), for i > lc. Using the formulae of Wu [36] concerning
how the normal and tangential characteristic classes of a manifold are
related and how to compute them, Massey, in a paper appearing in 1960
proved the following:
THEOREM

1.1 [25]. w{(Mn) = 0 for i> n — a(n).

The fact that this theorem is best possible can be seen by the following
well-known example.
If n =2j then a(n) = 1 and a simple calculation yields that w^^ (RP2J)
^= o. This in particular says that RP2 does not immerse in JR2j+1-~2 and
hence Whitney's immersion result is best possible in this case.
For the general case, write n in its dyadic expansion:
n = 2 * 1 + 2 * 2 + . . . +2*fc,

where ix < i2 < ...<ik, so that a(n) = h. Let Mn = RP2 lx ... X # P 2 \
Then using the Oartan formula for Stiefel-Whitney classes and the fact
k

that n — a(n) = J£(2*i— 1), one sees that wn__a{n)(Mn) ^ 0.
After recalling that E*BO(l) = Z2[w19..., WjJ and that H*BO
= %Äwi- * >°]> Massey's result can be interpreted to say that if vM:
Mn->BO classifies the stable normal bundle of Mn9 then there is a homomorphism v*: E*BO(n — a(n))->H*Mn making the following diagram
commute :
*

H*BO-^~->S*Mn
v*
H*BO(n-a(n)).
What has become known as the Immersion Conjecture dating from
Massey's theorem, is that the homomorphism v*: H*BO(n — a(n))->H*Mn
can be realized by a map v: Mn->BO[n — a(n)) that homotopy lifts vMi
Mn-+BO. In view of Hirsch's immersion theorem this would imply that
Mn immerses in R2n~aW.
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In 1963 E. Brown and F. Peterson completed the first step in a program
that would eventually lead to a proof of this conjecture [5], Eoughly,their idea was to find a "universal" space together with a stable bundle
that would encode the necessary bundle-theoretic properties of normal
bundles of ^-manifolds, thus alleviating the necessity of studying orîe
manifold at a time,
. One property this universal space would have is that its cohomology
would be H*BO, modulo the ideal In of all relations among the StiefelWhitney classes of normal bundles of ^-manifolds. More precisely, let
vM: Mn->BO be a normal bundle map and let I(Mn) c H*BO = Z^w^.
i>0] be the kernel of the homomorphism%%: H*BO->H*Mn. Finally,
define In to be the intersection of all such ideals,
,

In-Ç\I(Mn).

In [S] Brown and Peterson computed In explicitly.
Observe that by the definition of In, every normal bundle homomorphism v*Mm. E*BO->H*Mn factors through the quotient module v*Mi
H*BOIIn-*H*Mn, and that In is the largest ideal with this property.
Moreover, in view of Massey's result we have that wi e In for i >n~a(n),
so the projection Q*: H*BO~>H*BOIIn factors through a homomorphism
' e*: H*BO(n — a(n))->M*BOIIn. We may summarize this by saying that
for any w-manifold Mn we have a commutative diagram
±B*BO[n •a(n))
Qn

M*Mn<

z^M*BO/In.

The two commutative triangles in this diagram yield two realization
problems that foi*m the basis of Brown and Petersons' program for a proof
of the Immersion Conjecture. That is, their program may be broken
into the following two steps.
(1.2). Step 1: Construct a space BO/In together with a map Q: BOjln->BO
that has the following properties:
(a) H*(BO'/In) ^(H*BO)IIn1. and the homomorphism Q*; JS^BO
^>H*(BO/In) is the natural projection.
(b) For every w-manifold Mn there exists a map vM\ Mn-*BOßn
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making the following diagram homotopy commute:
BOIIn

8tep 2: Show that there exists a map gn: BOjIn~>BO \n — a(n)) making the
following diagram homotopy commute:
JBO(n-a(n))
ftt

BOßn-

->BO.

Step 1 was completed by Brown and Peterson in a paper appearing
in 1979 [8]. Step 2 was recently completed by the author [16, 17].
Observe that these two results taken together with Hirsch's immersion
theorem imply the Immersion Conjecture, since for any ^-manifold Mn
we can define an (w — a(w))-dimensional normal bundle map Mn-+BO [n —
— a(n)) to be the composition Mnz*BOßn->BO (w — a(n)\.
vM

e?i

*

As mentioned above, the first bit of progress in the Brown-Peterson
program (1.2) was the calculation of the ideal Iw c H*BO [5]. Bather
than describe In explicitly we shall describe its Thorn isomorphic image
®(In) c H*(MO), where MO is the Thorn spectrum of the universal stable
vector bundle over BO. Actually we will describe the quotient group
Jff*JfO/*(!»).
To do this, we first recall the calculation of B. Thorn [33] of the unoriented cobordism ring, r\ . Thorn proved that

% ^ nJIO ;Z2[&,: i 9fc2'-l],
the graded polynomial algebra on generators fy of grading i, so long as i
is not of the form 2J'—1. Let œ = (i19 ..., ir) be a sequence of positive
integers, none of which is one less than a power of two. Let &w s= b^ ... bir
be the corresponding monomial in %MO and let \co\ denote the dimension,
M = < i + ... + v In [33] Thorn actually proved the following.
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THEOREM

1.3 [33]. MO ~ V ZMKZ2,

where " v " denotes the wedge

co

l<ol

siim of spectra, Z KZ2 is the \co\-fold suspension of the Z2-Eilenberg~MacLane spectrum, so that
q

*

\0

otherwise.

The wedge is taken over all monomials bm e n*MO.
Let A denote the mod2 Steenrod algebra. The following is then immediate.
COROLLARY

1.4. H*MO = ®Z]miA,

as A-modules.

We can now state Brown and Peterson's Theorem [5].
THEOREM

1.6 [5]. H*])IOI0(In) = ® E^AIJ[n_l(om

where Jk <= A

CD

is the left ideal
Jk=A{x(Sq():i>7c}
and % is the canonical antiautomorphism of A.
The next step in the Brown-Peterson program was to topologically
realize these groups and homomorphisms by spaces (or spectra) and
continuous maps. The first such realization was the construction of BrownGitler spectra whose cohomology realizes the „A-modules A/JIc. These
spectra and some of their many applications to homotopy theory will
be discussed in the next section.
§ 2. Brpwn-Gitler spectra and their applications
I n a paper appearing in 1973 [4] Brown and Gitler proved the following:
THEOREM 2.1. For each integer lc > 0 there is a spectrum B(1&) satisfying
the following properties:
(1) H*B(1c) g^A/Jk as A-modules.
(2) IfX is any space, the map j ^ : na(B(k) AX)->7ta(KZ2AX)
^Hq(X)
is surjective for g < 2 & + l . Mere j : B(h)->KZ2, thought of as a cohomoclass, is the generator of H*B(h) as an A-module.

Furthermore, it was proved in [7] that these two properties completely
characterize the 2-local homotopy type of JB(fc).
We begin this section by discussing how these Brown-Gitler spectra
were used in the proof of the Immersion Conjecture, and will later describe
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some of the many other problems in algebraic topology to which they've
recently been applied.
Let Mn be an w-manifold, and let Tv(Mn) be the Thorn spectrum of
the stable normal bundle of Mn. Now if E is any spectrum, let E*(X)
and E*(X) denote the generalized homology and cohomology of X with
coefficients in E. Then by the duality between Mn and Tv(Mn) we have
isomorphisms Eq(Tv(Mn)) ^En__a(M\). Applying this duality to part (2)
of Theorem 2.1 we have the following.
2.2. B(lc)q(Tv(Mn))->Hq(Tv(Mn)) is surjectivc for n - q
<27c+l. Equivalently, if a: Tv(Mn)-+£qKZ2 represents any cohomology
class for ii — q < 27c+l, then there is a map a: Tv(Mn)~>£qB(lc) so that
the composition Tv(Mn)-z>-EqB(k)-f^EqKZ2 is homotopic to a.
COROLLARY

a

3

We observe that this corollary allows the completion of- the Thorn
spectrum version of step (1) in the Brown-Peterson program (1.2) for
the proof of the Immersion Conjecture. More precisely, we may define
the spectrum
MOßn = V

ZHB[n-M/2]

and a map of spectra r: MOßn~->MO <^i\J 2llû]KZz to be* the wedge
CO

of the suspensions of the generating maps j : B(lc)-+KZ2.
COROLLARY 2.3. (1) H*(MOßn) ^ H*ilfO/<2>(IJ.
(2) If tM: Tv(Mn)~+MO is the map of Thorn spectra induced by the
stable normal bundle map vM, then there is a map of spectra tM: Tv(Mn)
->MOßn making the following diagram homotopy commute:
MOIIn
*>M

Tv(Mn)

Y

>M0.

hi
Proof. Part (1) follows from Theorems 2.1 and 1.5. Part (2) follows from
Corollary 2.2 since MO is a wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra (1.3).
Now in a paper appearing in 1971 [10] B. Brown proved that every
^-manifold is cobordant to one that immerses in B2n""a^n>. Using the translation of this theorem to a statement about the homotopy groups of certain
Thorn spectra given by the Thom-Pontryagin theorem, Brown and Peter-*
son were able to use this to prove the following [6]:
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THEOREM 2.4. There exists a map xn: MOßn->MO[n—a(n)) that
homotopy lifts r: MOßn->MQ.

Notice that this completes the Thorn spectrum version of step (2)
of the Brown-Peterson program (1.2).
The object now is therefore to "de-Thom-ify" Theorems 2.3 and 2.4;
that is, to complete program (1.2). The first indication that this might
be possible were theorems of Brown and Peterson [7] and the author [14]
stating that Brown-Gitler spectra can be realized as the Thorn spectra
of certain vector bundles. The example of [7] can be described as the
vector bundle Vk defined as
Vk: F(R2, lc) xEkRk->E(R2, fc)/27A
where E(R2,lc) = {(œ19..., xk): x4eR2, and xi ^ty if i =fij}, and Ek
is the symmetric group on h letters. It is proved in [7] that the Thorn
spectrum TVk is,2-locally homotopy equivalent to JB[&/2].
We remark that in both [7] and [14] the representations of BrownGitler spectra as Thorn spectra were inspired by calculations of their
cohomology by Mahowald in [24].
Although the results of [7] and [14] describe Brown-Gitler spectra
as Thorn spectra, it was not clear (and is still not clear) how to patch
these bundles together to yield a space BOßn and stable vector bundle Q
whose Thorn spectrum is MOßn. Thus a more obstruction-theoretic.
approach was taken and will be outlined in Section 3. We end this section
by describing how Brown-Gitler spectra have been .applied to other
problems in algebraic topology.
Applications. (1) A standard observation yields that the configuration
space F(R2, h)jEk is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type K(ßk, 1) where
ßk is Artin's braid group on ifc-strings (see [1] for instance). It is easy to
see that the permutation representation of ßk given by sending a braid
to the associated permutation of the endpoints of the strings classifies
the bundle Vk over K(ßk, 1). Thus using the equivalence TVk ~ JB[&/2],
the calculation of the homotopy groups of JB[Jfc/2] in [7, 14] classifies, up
to cobordism, braid group orieiited manifolds. This point of view has
been exploited by Sanderson [28] and Bullett [11].
(2) The author's work in [14] was generalized in [15] to give an axiomatic description of Brown-Gitler spectra in terms of the product structure
they possess.
^ (3) Brown-Gitler spectra, and particularly the representations as
the Thorn spectra TVk9 were used by Mahowald [24] to produce an infinite
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family in the homotopy groups of spheres, ^(8°). (See also [9, 19] for
simplifications making stronger use of the homotopy-theoretie properties
of Brown-Gitler spectra.)
(4) In [13] the author constructed odd primary analogues of BrownGitler spectra. Using these and techniques of Mahowald he produced
infinite families in each ^-primary component of ^(8°) (p an odd prime).
Then by studying exponents of certain Brown-Gitler spectra the author
and Goerss completed the classification of modp (p > 5) secondary cohomology operations that can act nontrivially on complexes of the form
8nufBm [18].
(5) In [19] the author, Jones, and Mahowald generalized work of
Browder [2] and Brown [3] in order to give necessary and sufficient
homotopy-theoretie conditions for a manifold immersed in a low-codimensional Euclidean space to have nonzero Kervaire invariant. Using
Brown-Gitler spectra theory they were able to show that for every j > 0
there is an oriented manifold of dimension 2i+1 — 2 immersed in B 2 + 1 with
nonzero Kervaire invariant.
(6) By studying the Spanier-Whitehead duals of Brown-Gitler spectra,
Calisson was able to prove the Segal-Burnside ring conjecture for elementary abelian 2-groups [12]. H. Miller then used these techniques and
an impressive unstable Adams spectral sequence argument to prove
a famous conjecture of Sullivan, stating that if G is a finite group and X
a finite OW-complex, then any map / : BG->X is null homotopic [26, 27].
(7) The ideal Jk = A {%($<£): i > h} is the image under % of all operations aeA having the property that if xeEq(X)
is any cohomology
class of a space X such that 2(dima + g) > lc, then a(x) = 0. This ideal
has obvious analogues in the algebras of operations of other (generalized)
cohomology theories. Thus one can -ask for analogues of Brown-Gitler
spectra with respect to these theories. These have been developed for
modp (p odd) cohomology, integral cohomology, and real connected
^-theory in [13, 29, 20, 21]. In view of the many applications the original
Brown-Gitler spectra have had, it is reasonable to expect that these
generalized versions (and others yet to be consiructed) will have a similar
impact on homotopy theory.
§ 3. De-Thoni-ificalions
I n this section we sketch how Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 were de-Thom-ified
in [8] and [17]. That is, we describe how program (1.2) for the proof of
the Immersion Conjecture was completed.
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By the results of [4] a good deal of information was known about
the Adams spectral sequence for the Brown-Gitler spectrum B(h). Taking
the wedge of the Adams resolutions of thà appropriate Brown-Gitler
spectra, Brown and Peterson obtained a tower, in effect an Adams resolution, for MOßn:
MOßn->...

- ^ + 1 - ^ - > ... -*T0 = MO
+
I

(3.1)

where each TiJrl-^Ti-^Li is a stable fibration sequence with Lt a wedge
of EUenberg-MacLane spectra. In [8] Brown and Peterson succeeded in
de-Thom-ifying this tower. That is, they showed that there is a tower
->•... -^Bi+1-^Bi-> ... -*B0 = BO
|
|
%i

(3.2)

Ko

of fibrations of spaces having the property that there is an ^-dimensional
homotopy equivalence of spectra TBi ~ T^ where TBi is the Thorn spectrum. They proved this by induction on i. The inductive step was completed with the help of calculations of Mahowald [23] and Browder [2]
concerning how the cohomology of a Thorn spectrum changes when a cohomology class in the base space is killed. These calculations were used
to identify the precise obstruction to Ti+l being a Thorn spectrum under
the assumption that Ti is. They then succeeded in computing these obstructions and showing that they are zero.
BOßn was defined to be, more or less, the inverse limit of the B/s.
By comparing tower (3.2) to tower (3.1) via the Thorn isomorphism, and
using the Adams spectral sequence results of [4], they were then able
to prove the following, which completes step 1 of program (1.2).
3.3 [8]. For any n manifold Mn, the stable normal bundle
map vM: Mn->BO homotopy lifts up tower (3.2) to yield a mapv: Mn->BOßn. >
THEOREM

The proof of the Immersion Conjecture was completed by the author
in [17] when he proved the following:
THEOREM 3.4. The map Q: BOßn->BO homotopy lifts to a mapqn: BOßn
-*BO(» —a(w)).

The de-Thom-ification obstruction theory described above was used
very heavily in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Indeed, this theory, together
with a theorem of Snaith stating that each BO (2k) is a stable homo-
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topy retract of BO [31], were the two main components in the first
atep of the proof of Theorem 3.4 (Chapter 1 of [17]), which was to reduce
this theorem to the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.5. Let Pn be the homotopy pull-back of the maps i: BO [n — a(n))
->BO and Q: BOßn->BO. Then there is a space Xn together with a map
hn: Xn->Pn satisfying the following properties:

(1) If fn cmd gn are the compositions Xn-*Pn->BO[n

— a(n)) cmd

An

Xn-+Pn->BOßn respectively, then there is a splitting map of 2-local Thorn
spectra, an: MOßn->TXn. That is, 1 ~Tgnoan:
MO ßn-+TXn-+MO
ßn.
(2) The following diagram of 2-local Thorn spectra homotopy commutes:
TXn

Thn
^~>TP<
A

Tk n

Tgn
MOßn

->TXn.

The point of reducing 3.4 to 3.5 was to make use of the considerably
more information about the Thorn spectrum MOßn than was available
about the base space BOßn. In particular, Xn was a space of the form
Xn = IJ Mm x (F(R2,n-

\co\)IEn_H),

where Mm is a manifold representing the cobordism class bm e uz^MO.
Moreover, the stable vector bundle over Xn was taken to be the disjoint
union of the product of the stable normal bundle over Jfw and the bundle
^»-M over
F(R2,n-\co\)jEn^(û].
Lemma 3.5 was proved by induction on n. A major step was to construct pairings B0ßrxB0ßs-+B0ßr+8
compatible with the Whitney
sum pairings of vector bundles, and so that on the Thorn spectrum level
these pairings are those induced by the pairings of Brown-Gitler spectra
coming from the natural pairings of braid groups (see Chapter 4 of [17]).
As one might imagine, de-Thom-ification obstruction theory was heavily
used for this.
In the case when n is of the form n = 2 ,, —l, so that there are no indécomposables of dimension n in the cobordism ring, the above pairings
quickly lead to a completion of the inductive step (Chapter 2 of [17]).
When n^2r—l,
the ^-dimensional indecomposable cobordism class
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had to be accounted for using a different argument (Chapter 3 of [17])
again making heavy use of de-Thom-ification obstruction theory.
It seems clear that this obstruction theory, Brown-Gitler spectra,.
and the other constructions and techniques mentioned above, will continue
to prove quiteuseful in other areas of algebraic topology*
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S. K. DONALDSON

Gauge Theory and Topology

We shall describe in this talk a recent application of some of the mathematical techniques developed for the study of non-abelian field theories
to a problem in 4-manifold topology. Details will be found in [2] with
a more leisurely account in [4]. Two related talks at this congress are
those by Freedman and Uhlenbeck.
1. Intersection forms
For any oriented manifold M4m there is a symmetric, bilinear intersection
form
K2m(M)/Torsion xS2m(M)/Torsion->•Z.
For each integer m > 1 and each symmetric form of determinant ± 1
there is a 2m—1 connected PL manifold of dimension im realizing that
form. The corresponding statement for m = 1 is false; any PL 4-manifold
bias a smooth structure and then the theorem of Eohlin [5] gives a restriction. The further restriction we report on here is unusual in that it appears
not to have any analogue for higher dimensional manifolds:
THEOKBM. The only positive definite forms realized by smooth simply
connected i-manifolds are the standard ones, given by the identity matrix
in some base.
Since spin manifolds have even forms, a trivial corollary to the theorem
is : if a smooth simply connected spin é-mcmifold has a definite form then
S2(M) = 0. For brevity we shall describe just the proof of this corollary.
In this case it is necessary and sufficient to show that any such manifold
M has intersection form of signature zero which is the same as saying
that there is a 5-manifold 9ft which is orientable and has boundary M
(by the well-known classification of 4-manifolds up to cobordism). We
shall find such a manifold 9ft 'in nature' as the moduli space of self-dual
[641]
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connections on the le = 1 SU(2) bundle over M once we have chosen some
Eiemannian metric on M.
2. Gauge theories on Riemannian 4-manifolds
The mathematical framework here is now well known. The electromagnetic
potential is a 1-form A and the associated field F = dA satisfies Maxwell's equations d* F = 0. Transferred to a compact Eiemannian manifold
these ideas become part of the Hodge theory 'of harmonic forms. Now
fix a compact Lie group G and generalize A to a 1-form with values in
the Lie algebra g of G. The field is then given by the non-linear expression:
F
=dA+i[A,A].
Geometrically, A represents a connection on a principle ö-bundle and F
is its curvature. The generalization of Maxwell's equations are the TangMills equations which are the same to highest order but have non-linear
lower order terms coming from the bracket in Q. Taking G to be the abelian
group S1, these terms vanish and we recover Maxwell's equations. Again
all of this extends to bundles over Eiemannian manifolds although not
much is known about the solutions in general.
Special to four dimensions is the conformai invaricmce of the TangMills equations and the existence of first order conditions which force the
solutions of the second order Tang-Mills equations. These are the selfduality equations which require that the curvature be fixed by the * operator. These self-dual connections are easier to understand: on any compact
Eiemannian 4-manifold X the solutions, for the group SU (2) say, are
indexed by an integerfc> 0 corresponding to the topological type of the
bundle P and for each value of lc are parametrized by a finite-dimensional
moduli space ^fflk(X).
The prototype and \explicit examples are the fc = 1 instantons on #4
or, using the conformai invariance R*. On Ä4 these each have an associated
length scale and SO (4) symmetry about a centre in Ä4. As the scale tends
to zero the field densities converge to a delta function at the centre. In
this case the centre and scale completely determine the solution, so one
can see the moduli space directly.
3. Analytical properties of self-dual connections
It is a familiar fact that the solutions to an elliptic linear differential
equation over a compact manifold form a finite-dimensional vector space —
that is, the unit ball in the space is compact. Similarly, if a solution is
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defined on the complement of a point and is ^-integrable for large enough
p then it extends smoothly over the whole manifold. In two papers [8],
[9] Karen Uhlenbeck proved analogous theorems for the non-linear
Tang-Mills equations, using the norm of the curvature to control a connection. The following corollary to these theorems was probably well
known to workers in the area :
PROPOSITION. For any sequence Ai of self-dual connections on a bundle
P over X there is a finite set of points {xx, x2, ..., xt} c X, a bundle P' with
topological invariant fc', 0 < fc' < fc —1 and a self-dual connection A^ on
P', such that there are bundle isomorphisms:

Qi: •P'lx\{a;1,...,^}->--Plx\{aJll...,^}

with some subsequence of the pulled bade connections QKA^ converging to
AM, uniformly with all derivatives on compact subsets of Xs^{x1, xz, ..., xt}.
If I > 0 the curvature of the connections Ai gathers in integer units
over the points xs and the corresponding twists in the bundle are lost
in the limit. In particular, if fc = I there is at most one point xs and if
there is one the bundle Pf is the trivial bundle. If further the base manifold X is simply connected the limit A^te the trivial product connection.
Conversely, Clifford Taubes showed that under very general hypotheses one could construct a self-dual connection over a 4-manifold X whose
structure resembles that of an instanton near to a point x e X and which
is close to the flat connection elsewhere. For the group SU(2) he proved:
THEOREM [6]. If the compact Biemannian ^-manifold X carries no
non-zero anti self-dual harmonic 2-forms, then there exist irreducible selfdual connections over X for each fc > 0.

Of course, this condition on the manifold is precisely that the intersection form be positive definite. More recently Taubes extended his
methods to arbitrary 4-manifolds: self-dual connections exist if fc is large
compared to the dimension b^ of the negative part of the intersection form
([7]). Except for some special cases sharp non-existence results seem to
be lacking at the moment.
4. Moduli spaces
The local analysis of moduli spaces of self-dual connections was initiated
by Atiyah, Hitchin and Singer [1] and follows closely the Kodaira-Spencer-Kuranishi theory of deformation of complex structures. If J. is a self45 — Proceedings...
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dual connection a neighbourhood of the corresponding point in the moduli
space is a manifold so long as:
(a) The connection A is irreducible.
(b) A certain differential operator associated to A is surjective.
For our purposes (b) is unimportant. The usual transversality arguments
apply in this context and one can deform away any such singularities
(recently Uhlenbeck proved [4] that for generic Eiemannian metrics
these singularities are absent). Similarly for the fc = 1 bundle over our
spin manifold M there are no possible reductions for topological reasons
so in this case we can suppose that the moduli space is smooth; the general
theorem is proved by keeping track of singularities of type (a).
The dimension of this moduli space, subject to the qualifications above,
is given by an application of the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem:
dim SOyo?) == 8fc--3(l---&1 + &2-).
Note in passing that this formula helps one to understand the obstruction
encountered by Taubes — if b% is large compared with fc and the first
Betti number bx then dim9ftÄ(#) is negative which means that solutions
do not generically exist. Anyway for our manifold M solutions with
fc = 1 exist and are parametrized by a 5-dimensional manifold Sol = 90^ (M),
also a further application of index theory shows that this manifold is
orientable.
Under our hypotheses the moduli space 501 = <3Slx(M) contains
as an open subset a collar ^ M x (0,1). The complement of this collar in Sul
is compact, so Sot can be compactified to give a null cobordism of M.
THEOREM.

Establishing this makes up the -main technical burden of the proof,
although the result is reasonably intuitive. The collar is formed by the
5-parameter family of Taubes' construction and one has to check that
the centre and scale of these instanton like solutions give coordinates.
The proof that the complement is compact follows the line of argument
of Section 3 above.
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MICHAEL H. FREEDMAN

The Disk Theorem for Four-Dimensional Manifolds

The two-dimensional disk D2 seems to serve as a fundamental unit in
manifold topology, mediating algebra and geometry. For manifolds of
dimension greater than or equal to five, intersection pairings taking values
in group rings ZO^Jf] are crucial to the classification problem. The
pairings are translated into precise geometric information by isotopies
guided by imbedded two-disks. This is the "Whitney trick" [18], key
to both s-cobordism and (even-dimensional) surgery theorems. The topology of three-dimensional manifolds is closely tied to the fundamental
group by the classical disk locating theorems, Dehn's Lemma and the
Loop Theorem. These theorems make the hierarchy theory run and eventually lead to toroidal decomposition. (And conversely, the least understood 3-manifolds are those having no fundamental group to decompose
by imbedded disks — homotopy 3-spheres (?).) One could extend this
pattern to dimension two by quoting the continuous-boundary-value
Eiemann mapping theorem (together with the uniformization theorem)
as the 2-dimensional disk theorem.
There is now a 4-dimensional 2-disk imbedding theorem. Its simply
connected version was the key to the work on the Poincaré conjecture [7].
The body of this paper is a discussion of its proof, with applications being
given at the end. It has two restrictions which deserve comment before
stating the theorem. First, it applies to the topological category. The
analogous statement in the smooth category is false. This failure is a consequence of 8. Donaldson's recent theorem [4] which states that the only
definite form which can occur as the intersection form of a closed, smooth,
simply connected 4-manifold is the standard form: ± identity matrix.
On the other hand, the disk theorem readily implies a

j-destabi-

lization lemma, allowing the construction of necessarily topological mani[647]
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folds with "exotic" definite forms. For example, one may use the identity
of quadratic forms:

eie
9

GîMHÏi]

to build a topological manifold with form
^FS®1.
Naively, the disk theorem would mix categories; a smooth set up
would yield a topological conclusion (and the reader should, initially,
think of the theorem in this way). However, a long beautiful route leads
to a fully topological statement. Frank Quinn's local version [15] of the
(simply connected) mixed category disk theorem extends the smoothing
theory of Kirby-Edwards, Kirby-Siebenmann, and Lashof-Eothenberg [10]
sufficiently in dimension four to translate the topological hypothesis of
the disk theorem into a smooth set-up.
The second restriction involves the fundamental group of the 4-manifold into which we are imbedding the disk. Here the situation is less
tidy. It is not presently known if any fundamental group restriction is
actually required for the disk theorem and its corrollaries. Having undergone several changes of heart, let me propose, with cautious neutrality:
CONJECTURE.

There is no topological imbedding
i: JL (B2 xD2, ÔJD2 xD2)^>(B\ dB*)
3

with î(JL3D3xO) c Ä3 being a ^-component link which is an (untwisted)
3

Whitehead double of the Borromean Bings, Wh(Bor).

Wh(Bor)
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The conjecture that the above link is not "topologically slice" is at odds
with surgery 1 and would require a failure of the disk theorem for free
fundamental groups. This example lies at the heart of the fundamental
group issue. I gratefully exploit this wide forum to advertise this open
question.
1. Let j : (B2xD2, 8B2 xD2)-+(M*, dM4) be a topological immersion of a 2-handle* which is an imbedding near dB2 xB2. Suppose
that there exists another immersion of a 2-sphere X dish, a: S2 xB2~>M and
that the intersections are transverse* and satisfy: //,(]) = 0, fi(a) = 0, X(j, a)
= 1. Assume nx(M) is good. Then j is topologically regularly homotopio
(relative to a neighborhood of dB2 xB2) to a topological imbedding i: (B2 x
XB2, dB2 xB2)^(M*, ÔM4).
D I S K THEOREM

Good fundamental groups are simply those for which the theorem can
be proved. These include (in an order which follows the logic of the proof) :
nx ^ trivial group, nx ^ finite group, %x ^ integers, nx ^ Abelian, nx
^ solvable, and %x = infra-solvable (containing a solvable subgroup of
finite index). The class of groups for which theorem has been proved may
be described as: (1) containing all finite groups and the integers, and
(2) being closed under: subgroup, quotient group, extension, and (infinite)
nested union.
I t appears to be more than accidental that groups of polynomial
growth, which by a theorem of Gromov coincide with finitely generated
infra-nilpotent groups, are included in this list.
1

There is a surgery problem with a well-defined and vanishing obstruction in
2}4(Z*Z*Z) whose "solution" would construct a possible closed slice complement
CI[B*-ì(JLB2XìB2)].
The disk theorem for nx(M) g* Z*Z*Z would permit t h e
construction of such a solution.
2
In the topological category a useful disk imbedding theorem should produce
a 2-handle rather than a naked 2-disk. The normal coordinates are needed to define
the tapering of the Whitney trick. Wild possibilities, analogous to the Alexander
horned sphere in 3-space, are to be avoided.
3
Quinn's version of smoothing [lö] allows topological surfaces to be p u t in the
usual normal crossing form by a small regular homotopy. This done, the Wall forms
hypothesis, above, may be stated a s :
(1) the double points of j may be arranged in pairs (pi, p^) so t h a t a "Whitney
circle", Gi, [ = a circle on j (D 2 x 0) running through pi and p\ once each and disjoint
from pj and p'j for j i=- i] is null nomotopic in M and p^ and p\ acquire opposite signs
from the local orientation induced by the null homotopy;
(2) the double points of a(fl 2 x0) are similarly paired; and
(3) all intersection points of j ( D 2 x 0) and a(S2 x 0) but one are arranged in such
pairs.
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The disk theorem has as corrollaries appropriate s-cobordism and
surgery theorems. In both cases, the dual class a in the hypothesis arises
naturally in t h e course of the proof. For simplicity, noncompact and
relative statements will be avoided, although such versions exist.
1. Let (W5; d+W, d_W) be a compact topological s-cobordism.
If nx(W ) is good then W5 is homeomorphio to d+W x [ 0 , 1 ] .
COROLLARY
5

Note. Quinn's paper [15] contains a remarkable proof of the 4-dimensional annulus conjecture based on a local version of the disk theorem for
nx = o. Using the disk theorem for nx = Z4, Kirby's original proof of the
annulus conjecture can be extended to dimension four by using the noncompact extension of the above theorem to recognize P . L. structures on
the punctured four-torus, T4—pt. (See Section 10 of [7] for details of the
noncompact case.)
v
£

I

I

2. Let f: (M,d)->(X,d) be a degree one normal map from
a ^-manifold with boundary to a Poincaré pair. (Normal means that £ is
a topological RN bundle over X which pulls bacie to the stable normal
bundle of M.) If f\dM% dM->dX is a (simple) homology isomorphism with
Z[nxX] coefficients then there is defined an obstruction OeL^(ozxX)
to
constructing a normal bordism (rei d) f from f to f where f: ( M ', d)->(X, d)
is a (simple) homotopy equivalence. If the obstruction vanishes (6 = 0) and
7tx(X) is good then ( / ; / , / ' ) can be constructed.
There are nontrivial special cases where surgery can be completed
in spite of a bad ( = not good) fundamental group. Historically interesting, in view of the role of the Whitehead continuum in the solution to
the 4-dimensional Poincaré conjecture [7] is
COROLLARY

THEOREM

2. Wh n is topologically slice for n > 4.

As in [5] Wh 0 is the Hopf line and Wh Ä+1 is formed from WhÄ
by Replacing one component of Whk by its ± untwisted double. By using
reimbedding theorems, the cases n > 5 are quickly reduced to the simply
connected theory. In the case n = 4 a surgery problem with nx = Z *Z
is solved by a special argument [9] (which does not appear to work for
ramified doubling!). The disk theorem for nxM g*Z*Z would, through
a strengthening of Corollary 2, imply Theorem 2 f or n ^ 3. For n < 2
known link invariants show that WhTO is not slice.
Note. It is interesting that the disk theorem, without any restriction
to "good groups" (i.e., the disk conjecture), is actually equivalent to the
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conjunction of Corollary 1 without a group restriction and an unrestricted
Corollary 2. This is because the disk conjecture can be translated intoa link slice problem in which one must slice a link so that the slice restricted
to a certain sublink is unknotted. Surgery for free groups (and the 4-dimensional Poincaré conjecture) would construct the slicing and the s-cobordism theorem for free groups would then be used to verify the required
unknottedness.
The topological category is an open invitation to infinite constructions.
The proof of the disk theorem depends on maintaining geometric control
of the limit set of an infinite 2-complex which is located in the maniiold M.
Before becoming specific to the proof, I would like to discuss two infinite
2-complexes, their large, but finite, stages, and a hybrid of the two. The
2-complexes to be useful must come with prescribed 4-dimensional thickenings ( = open regular neighborhoods of some imbedding in a 4-manifold)
and in the infinite case the names Gasson handle and infinite grope* for
these thickenings seem to be established. The hybrid thickening, the most
useful of all (when it can be found!), we will call an infinite cope.
The fundamental building block of a Casson handle is a kinky handle
[7] which is simply a closed thickening of a disk with finitely many normal self-crossings. The fundamental unit of an infinite grope is a once
punctured oriented surface crossed with a two-disk. Infinite copes are
built by perpetually alternating one or more laj^ers of surfaces with an
immersed disk stage.

(Casson handle, 8)
4

(Grope, d)

(Cope, 8)

The term "grope" appears in Jim Cannon's work on the double suspension
conjecture.
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The thickening may be specified5 by postulating a homeomorphisin of
pairs (4-manifold, 2-spine) to the "obvious" standard examples of Casson
handles, gropes and copes contained in the open 2-handle È = (B2 x B2,
dB2xB2).
The 2-spines of the standard examples limit to a nice tame Cantor
set (or closed subset of same) contained in È. The positive frontiers Fr +
[ = closure (closure thickening — thickening)] can be analyzed as in [6].
The results are:
Fr+(Casson handle)
^B'xS^Wh,
Fr+(grope) = B2 x^/Bing ^ B2 xS1,
Fr+(cope) = B2 xS1 /Alternating Bing-Wh
(see footnote 6),

g*B2x81

where Wh (resp. Bing) denotes the monotone decomposition defined by
oo

the intersection of (disjoint unions of) solid tori Q Ti where Ti+1 c ^ is
patterned on the untwisted, but possibly ramified, Whitehead (resp. Bing)
link. Ti+1 c Tt "is called "Whitehead doubling" (resp. "Bing doubling").

Whitehead doubling

Bing doubling
+

For the positive frontier, Fr (cope), the decomposition is defined by
alternating finitely many iterations of (ramified) Bing doubling with
a single (ramified) Whitehead doubling. Standard shrinking arguments
show that Fr+(Casson handle) is a manifold factor (that is, it becomes
a manifold upon crossing with the real line), but not a manifold, whereas
Fr+(grope) and Fr+(cope)6 are manifolds (actually solid tori). Intuitively,
5
This amounts to specifying "zero framings" in the attaching of successive
stages (see [7]).
6
I thank athe participants of the Santa Barbara Conference on 4-manifolds (Aug.
S3) and in particular Rie Ancel for pointing out that Fr+ (cope) will only be a manifold
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the singularity is so finely parced by Bing doubling in the last two cases
that it simply disappears.
When utx ^ 0, a Casson handle with first stage regular homotopic
to j may be constructed directly from the smooth-category version of the
disk theorem hypothesis. The main theorem of [7] and the simply connected prototype for 4-dimensional disk theorems was:
THEOREM: 3. Any Casson handle, OH, is homeomorphio to the standard
open handle È.
The proof begins by using reimbedding theorems to laminate CH with
copies (a Cantor set's worth) of Fr + (CH). A similar lamination (called
"design" in [7]) of H is constructed. Then some material (gaps* c OH,
holes4" e H) containing the spaces between the leaves of the lamination
is crushed out to produce a common quotient Q. Two separate shrinking
arguments show that : (1) È is homeomorphio to Q (this is Eobert Edwards'
shrink); and (2) OH is homeomorphio to Q.
Oopes can easily be imbedded wherever (or within!) Casson handles
are imbedded so it is just as useful to prove:
THEOREM

3'. Any infinite cope, G, is homeomorphic to È.

The proof has the same pattern as the Casson handle case but now the
laminations, Fr + (0), are (undecomposed!) solid tori leading to a simpler
design. The homeomorphism of È to Q is now much easier to find; it is
only necessary to shrink a single countable-null star-like decomposition.
This simplification came from discussions with B. Ancel and B, Edwards.
On the other hand, the infinite grope is not simply connected, and,
a fortiori, not homeomorphic to È. To be useful, null homotopies should
be attached to produce the notion of capped grope, discussed below. r
The pedagogical point is that the infinite cope, combining the best
properties of Casson handle and grope, is probably the fastest road into
the simply connected theory, and its close relative the capped grope the
correct approach to non-simply connected problems.
The previous two theorems are starting points rather than conclusions
for the theory. Compare them with Theorem 4.
1e
k
THEOREM 4. Any (topological) i-manifold (X, dB x B*~ ) which is
k
4proper-homotopy equivalent as a pair to the open handle (B x D "*, dB7c x Ì>*~7e),
lc = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4, is homeomorphic to the open Ic-handle.
if the number of surface stages between the nih and (w-f- l)st layer of disks is allowed
to grow fairly quickly with n, say as 4 n . This feature should be incorporated into the
definition of an infinite cope.
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This is a consequence of a proper s-cobordism theorem (compare with
Corollary 1). The difficult case is h = 2 where the fundamental group
of the end is nontrivial. It is stably: Z%Z%Z..., so the disk theorem
for nx ^ Z must be used.
DEFINITION, à capped grope Gntl is a compact 4-manifold with a preferred solid torus d~GnA called the attaching region contained in its boundary.
Let SPW+1(B) be the first n+1 surface levels in the spine of an infinite
grope G, SP(#), and let *: JT (SPw+1((?))=->if4 be an imbedding of a neighborhood of SPM+1((?) in G into a 4-manif old M.
Let {hj} be a collection of normally immersed null homotopies ("caps")
for a simplectic basis of the surfaces at the top, w+1-levei, of SP n+1 (0).
The ä/S are not necessarily disjoint but are required to meet fSPn+1(G)
normally and only at their initial time. Anything homeomorphic to closed
regular neighborhood ^[i(SP n+1 )uimageÄ i 's] is a capped grope, GnA*
Addendum. The caps may be assumed to attach with "zero framing".
Again this can be defined by reference to the visible model imbedding»
in H. This is without loss since one can imbed the more restricted capped
grope in an arbitrary one. Let us incorporate this feature into the definition, as it facilitates the "height raising" lemma which follows.
Note. By a similar refinement we could make the different caps disjoint.
We do not do this since disjointness does not propagate with the required
efficiency in the later constructions.

Spine and attaching region of a {*2,i
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Like Casson handles, infinite gropes, and infinite copes, a capped
grope is a (this time compact) subset of a 2-handle. It is to be investigated because when one is searching for a Whitney disk (read 2-handle)
in the typical non-simply connected settings, this is what can be found.
Specifically, to prove the disk theorem, one must find Whitney disks
to cancel all pairs of double points (pi}Pi) of j . (Actually the j must be
replaced with an immersion j ' with even more pairs of double points
before the cancellation process can be started.) A capped grope GnA (attached with a framing suitable for the Whitney trick and with arbitrarily
large "grope height" [ = first index]) may be found in the place of each
Whitney disk.7
It is not difficult to show:
FACT. The disio theorem without fundamental group restriction is equivalent to the existence of a topological 2-handle relatively imbedded in every
capped grope GUtl, n> 1.
THEOREM 5. In any twice capped grope Gn>2, n > 1, there is a relatively
imbedded topological 2-handle.

A twice capped grope may be defined as a Gnt2 = Gn,iu kinky handles
where the attaching circles of the kinky handles avoid fl" GUil and normally
generate 7tx(GUtl). (The kinky handles may be plumbed to each other as
well as self-plumbed.)
Proof. The proof of the big reimbedding theorem [7] adapts to (and
actually simplifies in) the twice capped grope setting. Successive applications eventually produce a grope capped off by (0-framed) 6-stage
towers, GUt6, relatively imbedded in GnA. Using the existence of topological handles in 6-stage towers one finds the relatively imbedded nest :
2-handle c 0ftu2-handles c Gnt6 c GUt2. D
The disk theorem is proved by constructing capped gropes (GKtX&)
as substitute AVhitney disks on j ' and then finding reimbeddings for the
7

Hint for finding these capped gropes: First find disjoint immersed Whitney
disks di with paired self-intersections, i.e., jn(di) = 0. Tube these paired points together,
thereby replacing the immersed disks by surfaces; these will be the bottom stages of
the capped gropes. How if the $/s were equipped with transverse spheres (= dual
spheres = %-negligible), the surfaces will have transverse spheres and it will be possible to attach a layer of zero framed, ft =» 0, disjoint, ^-negligible, null homotopies
to a simplectic basis on the surfaces. This constructs a G0ti. Eepeat the cycle to raise
the first index.
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capped gropes, Gkjl^-^G^,

lo <^ K, so that the composition:

^Ä^)^^^i{GKil)^^^x(M)

(*)

is the zero map. This enables a second layer of caps to be added. An application of the previous theorem yields the topological two-handle needed
for the topological Whitney trick. This will give the topological regular
homotopy claimed in the conclusion of the disk theorem. Eeimbedding
the capped grope is a delicate problem and t h e solution depends on the
fundamental group of M being in some sense small.
The starting point for reimbedding capped gropes is :
T H E GROPE HEIGHT E AISING LEMMA 1. Given any capped grope Gnyl,
n>l
and emy integer N>Q, there is a relative imbedding Gn2Ntlc->Gnil
which is a homeomorphism on the attaching regions.

I would like to thank Bob Edwards for suggesting a simple combinatorial procedure for raising grope height. This enables one to count (carefully) word length.
Addendum. Given a capped grope Gjtl, one may choose a base point
on the base surface of SP((?yjl). Every double point of the disks contained
in SP(Ö^jl) (i.e., every self-intersection or intersection among the caps)
determines an elenient (up to inverse) in ütx(Gj3l). These elements are the
natural free generators for nx(Gjtl). We claim that under the inclusion
produced by the Lemma, Gn2Ntlc->Gn)1, the natural fundamental group
generators of nx(Gn2Ntl) are carried to words of length less than or equal
to 7^ in the natural fundamental group generators of nx(GUtl).
The reimbedding technique alluded to above may reduce the cardinality of the loop set {inc # (natural generators 7tx(GKA)} c nx(M) at the
expense of decreasing grope height (recall lc <^ K). The height raising
lemma restores grope height at the expense of enlarging the set. The
opposite character of these two techniques leads to a "race" between grope
height and loop set cardinality, the outcome depending on nx(M).
Central to grope height raising and reimbedding is the existence of
a certain unobvious null homotopy h. For a detailed discussion of this
see Edwards' analysis of Quinn's proof of the annulus conjecture [5].
Here, the essential properties of h are described; its construction is treated
as a difficult exercise.
A symmetric null homotopy. Let G — (SxB2, dSxB2)vlcx\j ... u&^u
ufcju ... uk'n be a £?M capped grope (equally a "one stage cope"). The
jfc' and ft's are kinky handles [6] (possibly with plumbings between distinct
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handles) attached by any framings to a simplectic basis (ax, ..., an, a[, ...
..., an) of an oriented, once punctured, genus n surfaces.
There are two "obvious" null homotopies h and h' for dSxO c G.
These come from surgery of 8 X 0 either along (kx,... ,"kn) or along (7^,...
..., lcn). The natural generators (up to inverse) of utx(G) may be divided into
three gronps {a?'s}u{a?"s}u{;y5s}, œ's (resp. a?"s) arising from self-plumbing
of the ¥B (resp. lcnB) and j/'s arising from plumbings between the collections.
The images of h and h' also have natural (up to inverse) free fundamental
group generators. These generators map to {#'s} c %X(G) [resp. {a?"s}
c nx(G)\ There is a third "unobvious" null homotopy h which symmetrically utilizes both sets of kinky handles. The double points of Ti may be
arranged 8 so that the set &> of natural generators for nx (image h) contain
certain "differences" of #'s and a?"s. Specifically, let X and X' satisfy:
{a?'s} c X and {a"s} c X1 and X J L X ' = {^s}dL {a?"s) JL {j/'s} (and that the
ambiguity: element ^element" 1 is resolved in X and Xf, arbitrarily
for a?'s and œnB and by the assignment to X or X' for j/'s). Let I f l c l and
Xf0 C X' be any subsets. Then for these choices h can be arranged so that
y = {&-i a | a G i

0

and 6 £ i ; } u { I ~ I 0 } u { r - i ; } .

(•*)

The last two stages of any G ^ may be replaced by thickened null homotopies modelled on image (h) c 0. This gives a "reimbedding" GK_lsl c GKtl
with a new (and strictly smaller for certain choices of X0 and X'Q) loop
set.
The symmetric null homotopy h has a second feature. I t is possible
to change the spine SP(<7) by Casson's finger moves between the caps to
n~>

r-s

8P(Cf) so that SP(O) and image(h) are disjoint.
The second property of h may be iterated to produce arbitrarily many
disjoint null homotopies for parallel copies of dS XO in 0.9 In the proof
of the annulus conjecture and, for example, in the proof of Theorem 5,
this can be used to produce a large supply of dual spheres (to some 2complex) starting with one capped surface dual to the 2-complex.
Proof of Lemma 1. The first step is to do finger moves to the caps in
Gn>l to create a transverse collection of transverse spheres to t h e caps
(these are framed immersed spheres with fi = 0 meeting the caps "geometrically-^"). To produce the collection, turn the (visible) tori trans8

This arrangement was discovered using Kirby's link calculus although it can
be explained in several ways.
9
This key fact is foreshadowed in John Milnor's senior thesis on link homotopy
[12] which contains the logical forerunner of the Casson finger move.
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verse to the caps into spheres by surgery. The surgery is done along null
lomotopies which avoid the changed spine SP(Gntl). (ÏTote that we have
used the second property of the null homotopy h.) Let GnA c Gn>1 be
.a neighborhood of the changed spine.
Second, regard SP(GnA) [SP((?Wjl)], above its base stage, as the union
{not necessarily disjoint) of a right branch ü![jß] and a left branch L\L~\.
{RuL) can be perturbed to be disjoint from (RuL) except for crossings
at the caps. By tubing into copies of the transverse collection created in
step one we form R' and L' with (R'vL')n(RuL) = 0.
Third, pipe down the double points of the caps of R to the base stage.
There the double points are removed by splicing many copies of 2/ into
each cap. (In fact, 2n+1 copies of L' are used to remove each double point.)
Fourth, pipe down the double points of the caps of L and the intersection points between the caps of L and the caps of JB to the base stage.
Bemove these by splicing in copies of R' whose surface stages are so close
to R as to be disjoint from the pipes constructed in step three.
A neighborhood of the original surface stages and the modified caps,
Jf (&nyou modified caps) is now a G2n$1 contained in the original Gntl.
The lemma follows by repeating steps one through four.
The steps of the proof may be diagrammed a& shown on p. 659.
Although checking the addendum requires careful thought, we can
quickly count to seven. Word length for loops in the transverse spheres
is one, tubing (Step 2) conjugates by the (length one) intersection point
of cap and sphere. So, for example, 1/ has length 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. By looking at the finger moves needed to produce the transverse collection, we
see that word length in R is two. Forming the new right branch (Step 3)
again involves conjugation, so the final word length is 2 + 3 + 2 = 7 .
For the proof of the disk theorem we must arrange inc # : nx(Gktl)
->nx(M) to be zero (see line(*)). The tools are Lemma 1 and line (**)
-which describes the possible benefits to the loop set available at the price
of sacrificing one surface stage.
Suppose nx(M) is finite. Apply Lemma 1 until n2N > order[%(Jf)].
By choosing X0 = TQ to be singletons {</}, g ^ e eutx(M), we see that
the loop set can be reduced by one element by reducing grope height
by one. In this way one can reduce the loop set to {e} for some reimbedded
eapped grope Ghtl with h > 1. ïïow Ghtl can be extended to a twice capped
grope GUt2, completing the proof of the disk theorem in the case of finite
fundamental groups.
Suppose 7cx(M) £iZ. We exploit the ambiguity — element =element-""1 — to always replace an integer pair {n, —n} with its absolute
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value, \n\. Thus the loop set becomes a collection of nonnegative integers
contained, say, in the interval [0, 27c+1]. If we set X0 = Xn {ifc+1, & + 2,
...,27c+l} and Y0 ~ Yr\{7c+l, lc + 2, ...,2ft+l} then the new loop
set will be contained in [0, 7c]. Thus the diameter of the loop set can be
at least halved at the cost of reducing grope height by one. So the number
of grope stages which must be expended to bring the loop set down to {e}
is no more than [log2(diameter(loop set))+l]. 10 Suppose loop set (Gihl)
has diameter d and Lemma 1 is applied for a given value of N. By the
10

Bracket denotes "least integer greater than".
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Addendum, diameter (loop set(G^,i)) < d(maximum word length) = dlN.
To bring the loop set to {e} we need sacrifice no more than log2(d7^) + 2
stages. Eecall that n and d are constant, so for sufficiently large N,
n2N

>\og2(dlN)+2.

Consequently, the desired Ghtl with trivial loop set can be constructed to
lie in a nest:

As in the finite group case, extend Ghil to Ghj2 to complete the proof.
Notice the "loop set" can be defined in any homomorphic image of
nx(M). The previous two arguments can be reinterpreted as procedures
for bringing the loop set into the kernel of any homomorphism nx(M)->H
where H is a finite group or the integers. Thus t h e groups for which a sequence of the above procedures will reduce any loop set to {e} is closed under
group extensions. I t is also closed under infinite nested union. Thus the
disk theorem is extended to infra-solvable fundamental groups.

Applications
In addition to the general Corollaries 1 and 2, some applications of the
disk theorem deserve mention. In some cases the 4-dimensional information completes, or nearly completes, a dimension-free pattern in the
topological category. I n each statement, however, the new information
is in just one dimension.
6. Aflat topological Mot 8n"~2c:->8n is umknotted iff the complement 8 \8 ~
has the homotopy type of a circle. (Having the homotopy
type of a circle is equivalent to %(# 4 \$ 2 ) ^ Z in the case n = 4.)
THEOREM
n

n 2

Remaries. This is a "Dehn's Theorem" in dimension n = 3, and a result
of Stallings [17] for n > 5. The proof is by the 5-dimensional-topological-S-cobordism theorem for nx ^ Z (Z-5DTSCT). 7. Let lc ; 8lc->8s be a classical (tame) lenot. The lenot lc is
the boundary of a flat topological dish K: B2<=->B* with n1(B/s,\K(B2)) ^ Z
iff the Alexander polynomial of h is trivial, Ak(t) = 1 ["flat" means the
imbedding K extends to an imbedding K: (B2xR2, dB2 XJB 2 ) C ->(JS 4 , # 3 )].
THEOREM
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Remaries. By Milnor duality [13] a slice with fundamental group
complement ^Z implies Ë^(8*\k-, R[Z]) ^ 0. Since Ah(t) is by definition the determinant of the relation matrix for the module when # = 1,
Ah(t) is a unit, and by conversion normalized to one. Conversely, Crowell
[3] has shown âk(t) = loH^(8*\k; Z[Z]) ^ 0. This allows one to construct a surgery problem, (see [8]) over otx ^Z with vanishing obstruction
in L^(Z) ^ Z. Apply Corollary 2 with nx ^ Z to solve the surgery problem
and thereby construct a candidate for the closed slice complement. Glue
in the slice and use the 4-dimensional Poincaré conjecture to recognize
the results as homeomorphic to J34.
8. Every n-dimensional manifold homotopy equivalent to an
n-torus 8 x ... x 81 (n copies) or an n-sphere 8n, for n ^ 3, is homeomorphic to an n-torus or n-sphere, respectively.
THEOREM
1

Remarks. The proof in the torus case requires computing homotopy
classes of maps [T\ ff/top], the action of L^(Z4) on [ZT*, ©/top] and an
application of Z4-5DTSOT. For the sphere case see [7].
THEOREM -9. Any smooth à-manifold homotopy equivalent to the real
projective espace RP4, is homeomorphic to the same.

Remaries. Oappell and Shoneson [1] have computed that any fake
RP4, with Kirby-Siebenmann obstruction equal to zero is topologically
s-cobordant to BP 4 ; apply Z2-5DTSOT.
10. Let 8n~2 c Mn be a complete topological codimension two
submanifold. 8n~2 has a neighborhood homeomorphic as a pair to a vector
bundle over 8n~2 iff 8n~2 is locally homotopically unknotted (i.e., Vs e 8n~~2
and V neighborhoods U8 3F f i c Us s.t. any loop y e V8\8n~~2 which has
local linking number zero with 8n~2 is null homotopic in U8\Sn~2.
THEOREM

Remarks. Classically, for n ~£ 4, this is approached by engulfing to
establish local flatness [14] and then applying a torus trick argument [11].
(These papers still leave a small gap which was filled by [2] and slightly
later by [16].) The 4-dimensional case is proved by destabilizing ine xid:
82xRc->M4,xR using Quinn's controlled 5-dimensional 7^-cobordism theorem. In his paper [15] he proves the analogous result for manifolds N3 <=->M*.
His proof does not apply directly because the local homotopy data give
no control in the direction linking the surface. (That is, we do not have
a "ó-1-connected e-Ä-cobordism".) One must accept this lack of control
and still construct Whitney disks in the middle level (of the A-cobordism
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to the standard object). This requires finding 2-handles given once capped
gropes. The effective fundamental group for this problem is the integers,
i.e., local linking numbers with the submanifold 82.
Metatheorem 1. Using Corollaries 1 and 2 for finite groups, it will be
possible to obtain a lot of information on the topological classification
of finite groups acting on compact 1-connected 4-manifoldö.
Metatheorem 2. Versions of the surgery and s-cobordism theorems for
"singular" 4-manifolds can be obtained. The point singularity will be
non-AKTE but still have the local integral homology of a manifold. The
idea is to exploit the fact that general surgery [s-cobordism theorem]
can be reduced to the vtx ^ free case. The surgery [s-cobordism] theorem
is known for solvable groups, and free groups are residually solvable,
so it is not surprising that there are limiting constructions which bridge
the gap. Unfortunately, the present constructions all lead to singularities
of the type describedReferences
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STEVEN P. KEKCKHOEE*

The Geometry of Teichmüller Space

In this paper we will discuss some recently discovered geometric properties
of Teichmüller space. We will primarily think of Teichmüller space as
the space of geometric (flat or hyperbolic) structures on a surface of genus
g, g&sl, and concentrate on deformations of these structures. The flat
case has been well understood for many years. This is due? at least in part,
to the homogeneity of the Teichmüller space in this case; it is naturally
isometric to 2-dimensional hyperbolic space, H2. The goal of this paper
is to outline an approach to the genus 1 case which generalizes fairly well
to higher genus. The key links are between the geodesic length function,
geodesic laminations (foliations) and 1-parameter families of deformations.
In Section I our point of view is developed in the familiar genus 1
setting. Section II discusses the higher genus case. A proof of the Nielsen
realization problem is sketched here, the original motivation for the
development of this material. The proof is slightly different from the
published version, yielding somewhat finer results. Finally, in Section III,
we outline some further developments and discuss some related open
questions.
Unfortunately, the perspective here is necessarily limited. Almost no
mention is made of the interplay between quasi-conformai mappings
and Teichmüller theory. The reader is referred to the survey article of
Bers [1] and its extensive bibliography for a thorough description. There
has also been a great deal of more recent work which must go unmentioned
or only briefly acknowledged. The author has been particularly influenced
by Thurston's work as well as that of Masur, Wolpert, J0rgensen, Bers,
and others. The reader desiring a broader perspective is encouraged to
supplement this note with the works of those authors listed in the bibliography.
* This research was partially supported by an N.S.I1« grant MCS82-03806.
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The Teichmüller space of genus g, Tg is the space of conformai structures
on a surface of genus g where two are considered equivalent if there m
; a conformai map between them which is isotopie to the identity. Without
the restriction that the map be isotopie to the identity, we would get
the moduli space, Mg, of genus g which is thus the quotient space of Tg.
under the action of the group of conformai self-maps. This group will
be called the modular group, Modff, because for g = 1 it is the classical
modular group. Mod^ is also the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of our surface, M, and is known to be isomorphic to the group
of outer automorphisms of nxM.
It follows from the uniformization theorem that for g > 2, Tg is also
the space of hyperbolic structures (metrics of constant curvature —1)
on a fixed surface of genus g where two are equivalent if they are isometric
by an isometry isotopie to the identity. For g = 0, Tg is the space of spherical structures on 82, but since such a structure is unique, we ignore
this case. For g = 1, Tg is the space of equivalence classes of flat metrics
of area 1 on the torus. Although our main concern will be the case g > 2y
our theme is the extent to which properties of the genus 1 case generalize
to higher genus. Thus we begin with a discussion of that case.
A flat metric on the torus is given by a two-dimensional lattice in R2
which, in turn, is given by an ordered pair of linearly independent vectors«,
We identify this pair of vectors with a matrix which, because of the area
convention, is in SL(2,.B). Two such lattices are equivalent iff they
differ by a rotation so we find that for g = 1 Tg is identified with SL (2, R) f
SO (2) which, with its usual left invariant metric, is isometric to H2.
Given this nice identification of Tx with hyperbolic space, it is natural
to ask what various geometric objects in if2 correspond to in Tx.
We begin with square torus, which is identified with the identity matrix.,
and consider the family of tori corresponding to the matrices

[»':-]•

This traces out a geodesic in hyperbolic space which we assume goes
from 0 to oo in the upper half space model. The corresponding family
of tori are those with a rectangular lattice and can be gotten from the
square torus by an affine deformation which lifts to R2 as the map (x, y)
v^(eix, e^y). This map preserves two foliations on JB2, one by horizontal
lines, the other by vertical lines. These foliations descend to two orthogonal foliations of the tori by closed geodesies whose homotopy classes
we denote by a and ß. Thus the deformations of the flat structure along
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this curve in Tx can be described as squeezing the metric along ß and
stretching it along a for t > 0 and vice versa for t < 0. As t->oo, the length
of ß goes to zero; the length of a goes to zero as t-+ — oo. We identify the
points 0, oo on the boundary of H2 with ß, a, respectively.
- J on the left by any element of SO (2) we get
2

a new geodesic in H whose deformations can similarly be described in R2
by an affine stretching and squeezing along two orthogonal sets of parallel
hues. These descend to the torus as geodesic foliations; for a dense set
of elements of SO (2) the geodesies are simple closed curves, but in the
other cases the leaves of the foliation are infinite simple geodesies. We
can define a transverse Borei measure \i whose support is the whole foliation and which is proportional to the Euclidean distance between leaves.
(Hence it is unique up to scalar multiplication.) Given this measure we
can define the intersection number i(fz, •) of ac urve (or arc) to be infimum
of the integral of the measure over the curves isotopie to the given one.
(In the case of an arc the endpoints are required to be fixed.) The infimum
is always realized when the curve is a geodesic.
Take the product of this measure with the Lebesgue measure induced
by distance along leaves of the foliation and define the length of the foliation (with transverse measure) to be the total mass of this product measure.
When the foliation consists of parallel simple closed curves and the transverse measure is normalized so that the intersection number with an arc
hitting each leaf once is 1, this length coincides with the usual length
of the geodesic curves.
Fixing a choice of the transverse measure of each geodesic foliation
on the square torus, it is apparent that during the 1-parameter family
of deformations, the length of the foliation being squeezed is goii^g to
zero and all the others are going to oo. We identify the endpoint of the
geodesic with the foliation whose length is going to zero so that the points
at infinity (and directions in the tangent space of Tx) are in 1-1 correspondence with geodesic measured foliations (up to scalar multiple) on the
square torus.
All other geodesies in H2 are conjugate to those through the square
torus and the corresponding deformations on the tori are similarly defined.
There are two orthogonal (in the particular flat metric) geodesic foliations
together with a one-parameter family of affine maps squeezing along
one and stretching along the other. It is not hard to see that if, along
two distinct geodesies, the foliations whose lengths are going to zero
consist of simple closed curves, isotopie on the underlying topological
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surface, then the endpoints of the two geodesies are equal. In fact it is
true in general that the endpoints of two geodesies are equal iff the contracting foliations are isotopie. Thus the identification of a point at infinity with an isotopy class of a measured geodesic foliation is independent
of the surface with which one begins.
A second basic object in the geometry of H2 is a horocycle, a curve
of constant geodesic curvature -f 1. All horocycles are images under an
isometry of the line y = 1 in the upper half-space model. They are circles
tangent to the circle at infinity, and are orthogonal to all geodesies with
an endpoint at that point at infinity.
The one-parameter family of matrices corresponding to the horocycle
y = 1 is I

. On the square torus this deformation is a shearing

map which preserves the simple closed geodesies which are the projections
of horizontal lines in R2. The geodesies are isotopie to a, one of the two
geodesies which determined the original stretch deformations. The amount
of shearing at time t along a transverse geodesic on the surface is equal
to t times the intersection number of the geodesic with the geodesic foliation by parallel copies of a (with suitably normalized measure). The same
path can be described by cutting along a single closed geodesie, twisting
to the left distance proportional to t and re-gluing. It is harder to describe
this when the leaves are non-compact; however, this is the form that
generalizes to higher genus.
Conjugate horocyclic deformations can similarly be described on the
torus by a shearing map which preserves the leaves of a geodesic measured
foliation <w where the amount of shearing (always to the left) along a transverse geodesic arc A at time t equals ti(p,A). The length of p is preserved under this horocyclic deformation so the horocycle is contained in
a level set of the length function. Because the dimension of the level set
is 1, the path is, in fact, the entire level set if we allow all t G R.
One way to generalize some of this structure to higher genus comes
from the theory of quasi-conformal mappings. Given a Eiemann surface
M and a quadratic differential d(z) on Jf, we can define a one-parameter
family of deformations of the conformai structure as follows: Away from
the singularities of 6(z) we can find a local co-ordinate co so that 0 equals
dea2. The condition 0 > 0 (resp., < 0) determines a horizontal (resp., vertical) foliation (with singularities) with a transverse measure derived
from the metric ds = |0|1/2. These are the lines œ = const (resp., y = const)
in the local co-ordinate œ = œ+iy. With respect to this co-ordinate, the
deformation is simply the affine map (œ,y)\-^(etœ, e"1 y). It is not hard
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to check that this change of conformai structure is globally well-defined
and can be extended over the singularities of 0.
The curves in Tg so defined are called Teichmüller rays. Teichmüller
showed that these rays are the solution to an extremal problem for quasiconformal mappings and proved that there is a unique such ray from M
to any other point in Tg (see [3], e.g., for a modern proof). Thus Tg is
homeomorphic to a (6</-6)-dimensional ball (the dimension of the space
of quadratic differentials) which can be compactified by a (6g—7)-dimensional sphere corresponding to the endpoints of the rays from M. These
rays are geodesies in the Teichmüller metric on Tg ([14]) so this is a metric
without conjugate points. Moreover, Mod^ acts isometrically on Tg in
this metric.
Unfortunately, at this point the suggestive analogy with hyperbolic
space begins to unravel. In contrast, the Teichmüller metric does not
have non-positive curvature ([16]) and the compactification by endpoints
depends on the choice of base poiut M for the rays ([8]). Thus neither
the local geometry nor the asymptotic geometry of this metric quite parallels that of hyperbolic space.
Although not all rays behave asymptotically like those in hyperbolic
space, it follows from the proofs in [8] that the bad boundary behavior
of the compactification does not occur for rays whose horizontal foliations
are uniquely ergodic (see [17], e.g., for a definition and [19] for a closely
related result). Masur showed that this set has full measure in the tangent
space of every point ([18], see also [20], [13]). Thus, from the point of
view of measure theory, the geodesic structure is very much like that of
hyperbolic space. In fact, Masur further proves ([17]) that for this subset
of the tangent space, corresponding rays from distinct points in Tg actually
approach each other asymptotically. The volume of the moduli space
is finite ([18]) so one can apply Hopfs proof for hyperbolic manifolds
of finite volume to get the following striking result:
TKEOBEM 1.1 (Masur [18]). The geodesic flow of the moduli space in the
Teichmüller metric is ergodic.

The lack of negative curvature for Tg is less reasonably ignored. In particular, because of this problem, it remained unknown whether every finite
subgroup of Modp acting on Tg has a fixed point. Such a fixed point would
be a surface whose conformai structure or hyperbolic structure is symmetric under this finite group. The existence of this fixed point is, in
fact, equivalent to the Nielsen realization problem that every finite subgroup of Modp can be realized as a group of isometries of some hyper-
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bolic surface. For g = 1 (and flat metrics) the solution is classical. An
easy proof is to look at the orbit in Tx = H2 of any point under the finite
group. It will have a unique barycenter by the convexity of the metrie
on H2. The barycenter is therefore a fixed point since it is unique.
In the next section we discuss how some new convexity properties
of Tg allow us to solve the Nielsen problem in general. The key object
is the geodesic length function of simple closed geodesies on hyperbolic
surfaces. Finally, in the last section, we describe some recent progress
towards a geometry, based on the length function, generalizing the hyperbolic geometry of Tx.
II
If we think of Tg as the space of hyperbolic structures on M, a natural
function to consider is the geodesic length, l0, if a homotopy class of
a simple closed curve, 0, with respect to the hyperbolic metric. In contrast,
extremal length is more central to the geometry of the Teichmüller metric
(see, e.g., [8], Theorem à). In the flat case the level sets of these functions
were horocycles; for higher genus the level sets are qualitatively like
horospheres. The interiors of the horocycles, "horoballs", are described
by the condition l0 < const. It is important to note that the horoballs
are convex; we shall see that this is the central quality that generalizes
to higher genus. Before discussing this generalization, we first see how this
property can be used to solve the Nielsen problem in the classical case,
Consider the finite subgroup G of order 2 in Modx which interchanges
the curves a and ß representing the standard generators of %XM. The
horoballs Z a <0, I iJ <(7 intersect in a compact, non-empty set, IG, for
G sufficiently large (see Figure la). I0 is ^-invariant since the curves
{a, ß} are an entire orbit under G. Let (7->0. For G sufficiently small, I0
is empty since the area of the torus ( = 1 by definition) is less than the
product ljß. Thus, there is a least value, C0, of G when I0 is non-empty.
By convexity I0 is a point (in fact, by inspection, the point of tangency
of the sets la = 1, lß = 1) (Figure lb). Since it is O-invariant, it is the
fixed point we were seeking.
The proof is the same for a general finite subgroup. For example, an
orbit for the order 3 subgroup consists of the curves a, ß, and y, where
a, ß are as before and y represents the sum in nxM of the two standard
generators. Figures 2a, 2b describe the sets IG, large G, and ICQ, respectively (Tx is normalized differently from Figures la, lb for the sake of symmetry), the latter being the fixed point for this subgroup. Note that in
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this case the fixed point is the unique point where la ~lß = lY, a necessary
«condition for a fixed point.

Fig. i

Fig, 2

The horoballs in Tx are convex in a number of ways, with respect to
Euclidean Unes, to hyperbolic lines, and to horocycles. The Euclidean
lines have no apparent connection to deformations of flat structures,
and it is not so clear how to generalize the stretch deformations corresponding to hyperbolic lines in the context of hyperbolic geometry. (More
on this in the next section.) However, if we recall that the horocycles
were, in many cases, the traces of 1-parameter Dehn twists, it is clear
how to generalize these paths to higher genus.
Fix a hyperbolic surface M and choose a simple closed geodesic 0
on M. If we cut along this geodesic, twist left distance t and glue back
along 0, we define a new point, Mt, in Tg. This will be called the time t
twist deformation of M ; it is defined for any 0, all M eTg and all t eR.
These paths are the generalization to higher genus of the horocycle paths
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in Tx. Since there are only a countable number of simple closed geodesies,,
the twists are-not sufficient to fill out the whole of Tg. As in the genus 1
case, we need a more general deformation, determined by a geodesie
foliation. Such foliations do not exist on hyperbolic surfaces, but partial
foliations, called geodesic laminations, do.
DEFINITION. A geodesic lamination 3? on a hyperbolic surface Jf is a
closed subset of M which is a union of. simple geodesies. We assume that SP
can be covered by open sets TJi with maps 0i to R2 sending «J^nO^ to
horizontal arcs and with overlap maps preserving these horizontal arcs.
We further require that «S? possess a positive transverse Borei measure pr
finite on compact sets, whose support is all of SS. This implies that a locai
cross-section of JS? is either discrete or a Cantor set. We drop the distinction
between the set and the transverse measure and denote both by [A. Thismeasure allows us to define the intersection number, i(p, •), of p with
simple closed curves and arcs as in the case of foliations on the torus.
We denote the space of all such p (allowing the trivial lamination
p == 0) by J13?; throwing out the zero lamination and factoring out by
multiplication by positive scalars we have the space @Sg of projective
classes of measured laminations. The simplest example of a geodesic
lamination is a simple closed geodesic 0 together with a constant timesthe counting measure. Then the intersection number with any closed
geodesic y is that constant times the number of intersections of 0 and y»
In the case of the torus any linear geodesic foliation can be approximated by ones with rational slope i.e. parallel copies of simple closed
geodesies. The seminal result for higher genus is that this is still true.

2.1 (Thurston [22]). Jise is homeomorphic to R6g~6, 0>$e to
86g~~7. Weighted simple closed curves are dense in Jt££.
THEOREM

This theorem allows us to generalize numerous concepts and operations from the set 8 of simple closed geodesies to general laminations..
A deep observation of Thurston's is that the twist maps can be generalized
to the case of a general p e Jt&. By definition, if p = ( 0 , e) e 8 xR+f
i.e., a weighted simple closed curve, then the time t deformation corresponding to p is just the time to twist deformation along the geodesic 0
and is denoted by S^t).
PROPOSITION 2.2 ([10]). Let MeTg and p^Jtse
cmd suppose that
cfôi converges to fi in JiSß* Then for all t^T, the curves ^^ft), beginning
at M, converge^ uniformly in Tg to a continuous curve S^t).
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The limit curve, £ß{t)9 is called the time t earthquake deformation of
M determined by p. On the surface itself, it is realized by shearing to
the left along the leaves of p by an amount proportional to the transverse
measure. It is continuous away from the atoms of the measure (see [10}
for details). This is the hyperbolic version of the shearing maps along
irrational geodesic foliations discussed in Section I; the curves $^(1) are
the analogs of the general horocycle paths. Now there are enough curves
to fill out Tg.
THEOREM 2.3 (Thurston, see [10] for proof). There is a unique (left}
earthquake path between any two points in Tg.

This is the analog of the fact that, in H2, there is a unique (left) horocycle between any two points.
The key geometric fact about earthquake paths is that the geodesic
length function Z0, 0 e 8, is convex along them.
THEOREM 2.4 ([10]). The length fmiction l0: Tg~>R+ is convex along
S^t) for any p, e J4S£ and any 0 e 8. It is strictly convex iff i(p, 0) ^ 0.

Remarle. Wolpert [26] computes the second derivative of l0 along
Sß(t) and shows that it is positive in the case p e 8 xR+ i(p, 0) ^ 0. Together with limit arguments similar to those in [10] this result gives a sec*
ond proof of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 2.4 shows that for any finite collection {0J of geodesies the
sets Ir = {M eTg\ Z0.( Jf)< r, Vi} are convex. The {04} are said to fill
up M if all the components of ilf— 1^0^ are disks. If the {0J fill up M,
it is easy to show that the sets Ir c Tg are all compact. On the other hand,
the lengths cannot all become arbitrarily small (since the curves intersect)
so Ir is empty for sufficiently small r. Thus there is a smallest r for which Ir
is non-empty; denote this by rQ.
We are now in a position to give a solution to the Meisen realization
problem analogous to that in the torus case.
Let G be any finite subgroup of Modff. Take any finite collection of
simple closed curves, {0J, whose orbit under G, \J (Jfl^j EUs up M.
geO i

Then for all r the set Ir is compact and G-invariant. Let r0 be the smallest
value such that IrQ is non-empty. Ohoose a point in ITQ with the property
that the subset of curves (denoted {0J) whose length is exactly r0 has
the smallest cardinality. On any earthquake path which starts at this
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point and is contained in IrQ either all the lengths of the subset of curves
remain equal to r0 or else they are strictly less than r„ away from the
endpoints (by convexity). The latter cannot happen by the minimality
property of the subset so their lengths must be constant on all of IrQ. It
follows that the subset is also a union of (2-orbits. There are two cases
depending on whether or not the subset fills up M.
If the sub-collection {0J does not fill up M, then there are simple
closed geodesies, disjoint from the subset, dividing M into sub-surfaces
that are permuted under G. In this case the proof follows by induction
on the complexity of the surface. (The previous discussion is valid for
the sub-surfaces since it holds generally for surfaces with geodesic boundary, elliptic, and parabolic points.) If the subset fills up M, then we
claim that the corresponding set ïrQ, for the subset {0J is a point. Since
the {0J are 0-invariant J?r is also ö-invariant and we' are done. To see
that ïrQ is a point note that any two points in it can be joined by an
earthquake path S^(t) in the set (by convexity) and i(p, 0$) ^ 0 for some
i since the 0i fill up M. By Theorem 2.4 l0. is not constant and must
be less than rQ except at the endpoints of the path, a contradiction. Thus
we have shown:
.2.5 [10]. Every finite subgroup of Modff acting on Tg has
a fixed point.
THEOREM

Remark. Tukia has recently announced a new proof of this theorem [23].
In fact, only the second case in the previous argument (where the
sub-collection fills up M) can occur. This follows from a nice'argument
due to Maskit, Matelski, and Wolpert [15] (in a slightly different context).
Given any simple closed geodesic 0 on a hyperbolic surface M, one can
cut along the geodesic and glue in an annulus, defining a new conformai
structure. It is then possible to compare lengths in the hyperbolic metric
conformally equivalent to the new structure with those in the original
metric. The result is that any geodesic, not intersecting 0 on the original
surface, is shorter in the new hyperbolic metric.
Beginning with a collection of curves filling up M the subset whose
lengths equal rQ at a point in Iro must fill up M or else the lengths of the
subset could all be decreased by the deformation above. The other lengths,
already less than rQ, would remain so on an open set, contradicting the
minimality of rQ. Thus we have:
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2.6. Given a collection of simple closed geodesies, filling
up M, the set IrQ is always a point for the smallest value of r such that Ir is
non-empty.
COROLLARY

COROLLARY 2.7. Let {0J be any collection of simple closed curves whose
orbits under a finite group G c Mod^ minimally fill up M (i.e., no orbit
can be deleted and the collection still fill up M). Then there is a fixed point
in Tg under the action of G such that the lengths of the { 0 J are all equal.

If we recall that a sum of convex functions is convex, we see that the
previous discussion applies equally well to sums of length functions.
Let l0 denote the sum of l0. where 0 = {0J. If the {0J fill up M, then l0
has a minimum in Tg. Since i(p, 0{) ^0, some i, for every p eJtSS,
l0 is strictly convex along every t^(t), so the minimum is .unique.
2.8 [10]. The sum of lengths function l0 has a unique minimum
= {0.} fills up M.

THEOREM

iff0

The "only if" part follows from the earlier argument of adding an
annulus at a geodesic missing the { 0 J if they do not fill up M. If {0^}
is any 0-invariant collection of geodesies, G c= Mod^ finite, the unique
minimum is a fixed point for G. This gives a more immediate proof of
Theorem 2.5, the approach used in [9], [10]. Some information about
the fixed points, i.e., Corollary 2.7, is lost in this case.
Ill
In this section we discuss some further geometric and analytic properties
of the length function. One missing component in our comparison between
hyperbolic space and Tg is the definition of a "geodesic" in terms of the
length function. We describe reasonable candidates below; however,
we have no suggestion for a metric on Tg in which they would be actually
geodesies. There is some indication that they are at least closely connected
to the Weil-Petersson metric, [12], [26].
First, we need to generalize the geodesic length function as in the
torus case, from simple closed curves to measured geodesic laminations.
This is defined as before to be the total mass of the product measure
dl x dp where dl is the length measure along the leaves of p, p e M££.
The generalized length, lß, is as well-behaved as the lengths of simple
closed geodesies.
47 — Proceedings...
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THEOREM 3.1 [11], [12]. The length' function lß is convex along $v(t),
strictly convex iff i(v, p) # 0. It is a real analytic function on Tg, constant
along the earthquake path S^t). For any fixed M e Tg, l^ is continuous as
a function of M&m, in particular, l^r^l^, uniformly on compact subsets
of Tg9 whenever cß^p
in MS£,
ci0ie8xRJr.

Given any two geodesic laminations p and v which together fill up M,
we note that the average (Z^ + U/2 attains a minimum in Tg. By convexity the minimum is unique. In general, fl^ + (l — t)lv attains a unique
minimum for any t e (0,1). We call this one-parameter family of minima
a line of minima. I t is not hard to check that for Tx they are precisely
the geodesies in H2.
As t->0, Z„->0 and as t->l, Z^-»0, so the unes are unbounded, and they
are always transverse to t h e level sets of Z^ and Z„. They are the traces
of the one-parameter family of points of tangency of these level sets.
Moreover, Tg is filled with these lines.
THEOREM 3.2 [12]. Given any p,eJt£e
and any point MeTg, there
is a unique v e Jl<£ such that lß + lv has its unique minimum at M. In other
words, there is a unique line of minima through M determined by p.

Hubbard and Masur ([5], see also [8]) proved the analogous result
in the context of Teichmüller geodesies and measured foliations. I n either
case, the theorem can be interpreted as the generalization of the theorem
in hyperbolic space of the existence of a unique line from any interior
point to any given point at infinity. (There is the same measure-zero
indeterminacy of the "sphere at infinity" here as in the case of the geometry of Teichmüller's metric.)
In the process òf proving Theorem 3.2 we see that JtS£ can be interpreted as being equal to the tangent or cotangent space at any point
in2V
THEOREM 3.3 [12]. The one-forms dl^, p e J13?, are in 1-1 correspondence
with the cotangent space of Tg at any point M eTg. The tangents to 6ß{t)
are similarly in 1-1 correspondence with the tangent space. For any two
transverse p, v in Ji£, filling up M, the condition dlß = —Mlv, fc e (0, oo)
determines a unique line of minima in Tg.

The last statement is the analog of the statement in H2 that geodesies
are in 1-1 correspondence with pairs of points at infinity. (Note that the
transversality and filling up conditions are necessary; however, for a set
of ^'s of full measure only the pairs (p, v) where v = cp, e e R+, are ruled
out by these conditions.)
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The missing pieces in this program are the existence of a unique line
of minima between any two points in Tg and some connection with a metric
on Tg. There seems to be sufficient evidence for the following:
CONJECTURE.

There is a unique Une of minima between any two points

in Tg.
In a series of lovely papers ([25], [26], [27], [28]) Wolpert has explored
the relationship between the length functions of simple closed geodesies,
twist maps, and the symplectic geometry of Tg determined by the (Kahler)
Weil-Petersson metric. In particular he shows that the Kahler 2-form
30-3

equals £ dl0 Addt where 0t- are 3g — 3 disjoint simple closed curves
and 0^ are twist parameters at the 0^. (The co-ordinates (l0i, 0^,
i = 1 , 2 , 3,...,30 — 3 are the classical Nielsen-Fenchel co-ordinates for
Tg.) Furthermore, he shows that the vector field r 0 tangent to S0(t),
0 e 8, is Hamiltonian and that the dual (with respect to the Weil-Petersson metric) to the one form dl0, 0 e 8 is ir0 (i = V—l ). This close connection between the metric and the length function, together with the
heuristic sense that the lines of minima should be orthogonal to the level
sets of the length functions in some natural setting suggests the following :
Question. Is the gradient vector field of lß (in the Weil-Petersson
metric) tangent to all the lines of minima determined by p% (There is
a unique such line through each point by Theorem 3.2.)
If the function Z^ + Z,, attains its minimum at M eTg, then its Hessian
determines a well-defined, positive-definite bilinear form BM. A positive
answer to the question above is equivalent to the statement that the
^-orthogonal complement to the level set of lß (or lv) equals the orthogonal complement with respect to the Weil-Petersson metric. More generally, it would be very interesting to know how B^ varies with p and with
the surface M. Information of this kind could well lead to a new metric
on Tg and to further links between the geodesic length function and the
geometry of Teichmüller space.
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WEN-HSIUNG L I N *

Some Remarks on the Kervaire Invariant Conjecture

Let A denote tlie mod 2 Steenrod algebra. Let yjifi be the secondary mod 2
cohomology operation based on the Adem relation
i-i

2

Sq V+^Sq2H1-2V -0
in A as described by Adams in [2]. Let 8n denote the sphere spectrum
in stable dimension n ([3]). Gall a homotopy class 8z%+1~~2->8° 0i if
tpiti is non-zero in B*(8Quee2%+1"1) where S*( ) is the mod 2 cohomology
functor. 0i exists if and only if in the mod 2 Adams spectral sequence
{Es/} for the stable homotopy groups of spheres ([1]) the class h\\
eMxb2/+1(H*(8Q),Z2)
= J 3 p + 1 survives the spectral sequence. I t is
classical ([4]) that di exists for 0 < i < 3 : hi detects U where i generates
nQ(8°) — z while hi, K a n d h\ detect the products rf, v2 and a2 of the
Hopf classes ?7, v and a, respectively. Mahowald and Tangora ([8]) have
shown that 04 also exists. The Kervaire invariant conjecture, in its homotopy version, asserts that 04. also exists for i > 5. A good exposition of
the conjecture, including a description of the geometric roots, can be
found in the recent paper by M. G. Barratt, J. D. S. Jones and M. E.
Mahowald [5]; some of the results of two of these authors announced.
in [9], which were obtained in an effort to settle the problem, are proved
in [5].
Prom the homotopy point of view it is natural to study a strongerversion of the problem: Does there exist a 0t- with 2Q{ = 0? This stronger
version was put forth by Barratt and Mahowald in [9]. Here we give
two evidences for the truth of this stronger conjecture. Both involve
the differentials in the Adams spectral sequence.
* Supported by Aoadomia Sinica, China-Taiwan.
[679]
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The first one of these describes non-trivial cohomology extensions
in certain 2-stage Postnikov systems. Let i > 4. Consider the 2-stage
Postnikov system

P

jp /=(Sq2,Sq2Sq1,Sq4,...,Sq2*) ^

(1)

where K denotes the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum K(Z2) and L = 22K x
x2*KxZ*Kx...
xE^K. The group jST*(#)/im/*, which is embedded in
H*(E), is generated by 1, Sq1, Sq2*+1 and Sq2*+1+1 for * < 2* +1 +l. It is
easy to see that any minimal set of generators of JB^(B) over A for 3 < *
< 2*+1 —1 is one-to-one correspondent with a Z2-base of Ext2/"*"1 (H*(Ä°u2l
\j2te1),Z2) where Ä°u2le1 is the mapping cone of 2t : 8°->8°. We fix
any such set. Let T^eExt^2 [H*(8°), Z2) be the classes corresponding
to the generators Sq2 e A) their images in Ext^*(fl"*(/8f°u2le1), Z2) are
also denoted by hk.
Adams ([2]) has shown that %\hx ^ 0 in Ext^'+1+2(a*(/Sf°u2ee1), Z2)
(since i > 4). This implies

i*(Sq 2 ^ + Sq2Va+--0 = 0
where <pmtl are the classes in H*(X]) corresponding to the Adams invariants
hmhleBxt2f(E""(8°u2le1),Zz)
(in dimensions < 2 m - l ) . So
S q 2 ^ + Sq2V,M+... = ASq2'+1+1
(2)
for some coefficient A which is 0 or 1.
THEOREM A. X = 1 for all i ^ ê .

These non-trivial extensions are connected with the strong Kervaire
invariant conjecture in the following way. The stronger conjecture is
equivalent to asserting that hi+1 GExt^+1(jff*(Ä°u2lö1), Z2) detects homotopy elements in ^+i_J(j8°u24e1) for all £ > 4 (see [9]). If there is
a homotopy class {hi+1}: 8F+1~1->80u2tel detected byft4-+1,let X = 8°u2t
u 2 i ^ u e2*+1 be its mapping cone. The Steenrod operation Sq2*""1 is non-zero
in H*(X); using this fact, one verifies that there is only one non-zero
classinExt^ +1+1 (-H'*Wj^2) and that this class corresponds'to Sq2*"1"1^1
e E* (13) in the system (1); we denote it by y. The composite
is a 6i en^+i.^jS 1 ) with 2di = 0, as shown by Barratt and Mahowald
in [9]. Let B{ be the image in 3t%i+i_1{S°v u&) of the desuspension of 0^.
under the inclusion J8 0 4S°U 2 I 6 1 . Then, since i\Qi is contained in the Toda
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bracket <2i, 0,-,2t> ([11], III, 3.7), r\\ = 2{ä < + 1 }, which is detected by
Ä2Ä1GExt^2H1+2(J?*(/S0u2(e1),Z2). The image T%hx of h2hx in
Ext^2l+1+2(j5"*(X), Z2) is non-zero and is a permanent cycle in the Adams
-spectral sequence for X (since h*^ is so for S^yj^e1). If this class is non-zero
in JB^, then the image of ij9{ in n2*+*-i W projects to it, which is impossible
•since rjdt = 2{hi+1}. Thus ä*/^ has to be a boundary and the only possibility is that d2(y) = h2\, which means exactly that the extension (2)
is non-trivial.
Theorem A is proved in [6] without the assumption on & m . The
significance of the result is that "the differentials d2(y) = äJä X exist"
although we do not know anything about {hi+1}.
To describe the second evidence, let i,j be two integers such that
i > 5 , j > 5 and äJäJä» ^ 0 in Ext^' + 1 + 2 Ì + 1 + 2 (H*(^), Z2). It is shown
in [7] that 7&2A27&2 ^ 0 if i and j are far apart. Suppose 6{ and 0j with
26{ = 20^ = 0 exist. Ohoose an element rji+l in the Toda bracket <rç, 2t, 0/>.
Then % + 1 is detected by lwlh e E x t 2 / * 1 * 2 ^ * ^ 0 ) , Z2). We have
2rji+1 =2<?7,2t, 6{y = <2t, rj, 2i}6i = rça0o which is detected by Th\h\.
Thus 2fii+16j is detected by l^h)li\. But 20y = 0; so 2%+10i == 0. This
implies that li\h)h\ is a boundary in the Adams spectral sequence for 8°.
If we perform formal substitutions "fy+1 = 29$" and "Aw7&i = % + i", we
find that it must be hi+1 &i+1 hx that hitsft2h) h\ ; i.e.,rô3(Ai+17&i+1 Äi) =ft?ft2h\.
Our result is that this is indeed the case.
THEOREM
Q

B. $3(Af+ify+17&1) =ft2ft27&2in the Adams spectral sequence

for 8 .
Here the integers i and j > 5 and are far apart. We assume i >> j .
We indicate a proof of B. Consider a minimal (mod 2) Adams resolution of 8° up to the second stage

E^K.Xx,
\P2

E~ IEQ—> X1—^ IL1

where & = (Sq1, Sq2, Sq 4 ,..., Sq2*,...) and ^ = ü T x ^ J T x r ^ x . . .
... X 2 2 t l J f x . , . Then Ext^(#*(X 2 ), Z2) ~ BJrli+a-'+2(J2*(Ä»), Z2) and the
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Adams spectral sequence {$3/(X2)} for X2 is a faithful portion of the
Adams spectral sequence for 8°. In particular, the differential dB(Jbi+1 hj+1 hx)
=ft2,ft?ftJ can be considered as in {$*'* (X 2 )}.
To prove Theorem B we will raise the Adams filtration of ft^Aî
eExt^*(JT*(Z 2 ), Z2) by 1 by considering a spectrum X2 which is equal
to X2 in a certain range of dimensions so that B is equivalent to

*i(*i+i*<+i*i) =%\h)Vi in { B P M } .

X2 is obtained by killing the A -module generators of E*(XX) = E~lA
(Ä = augmentation ideal of A) only up to Sq 2 . More precisely, X2 is
the fiber of f[ = (Sq1, Sq 2 ,..., Sq2*): XX->K[ = K x 22T x 27SJC x . . .
P

i'

... X Z^-lS: so that there is a cofibering .X2—>XX—> J5TJ. The group JET* (Xx) /
/im/i*, which is embedded in Jff*(X2) via (p2)*, is generated by Sq2 + 1 for
*<2* + 1 - l . We have E*(X'2) ~E*(X2) for * < 2 * + 1 - 2 ; s o 5 = {ftzftm|
0 < Z < m < i , m ^ Z + l } is a Z2-base for Ext^*(#*(_Z2), Z2) in this
range of dimensions. B can be considered as a subset of H*(X2} and forms
a minimal set of generators of E*(X'2) over A for * < 2 * + 1 — 2. Adams
([2]) has shown that there is a non-trivial extension
i
Sq 1 (*")+Sq , *(Ä,Äo)+... = Sq* +1

(*>

in E*(X2). Using this, one verifies that there is only one non-zero class
in Ext^ 2î+1+1 (Jff*(Z 2 ), Z2) and that this class corresponds to the class
Ä<+1Äi in Exty* +1 (l£*(.X 2 ), Z 2 ); we denote it by fci+1fti. One also verifies
that ft2ft2 # 0 in Bxty i + 1 + a (JS*(Zi), Z9) (since i>5) and that ft0ftT^Ä
= ft?ft2. (Perhaps, the easiest way to see these facts is to observe that
\+i\ i s contained in the Massey product <Jix,ft0,ft2>formed in JEÇ'*(Xa)
and that ft0<ftu &o> ^ > = <^o? Ä1? ft0>ft2 = ft?ft2; these correspond to
%+i e 07> 2*> e*> a ü d 2<*7> 2i> öi> = (Ph Vi 2O>0* = V*0i i n t l i e homotopy
level.) Since i > j , it is not difficult to show that hj+lhi+lhx ^ 0 in
Ext 2 /(g*(X;),Z 2 ) and that ft2ft2ft2^0 in Ext^*(H*(^), Z2). The
differential <JB(*J+I*M-I*I) — ^)K^\ n o w follows from the Adams differential d2(Jbj+1) = h2h0 ( j > 5), h0hi+1hx =ft|fti and the fact that hi+1hx
survives the Adams spectral sequence for X2, as proved by Mahowald
in [10]. This proves B.
I t is also shown in [7] that A f ^ . - . A ^ ^ 0 in Ext*'*(#*(#°), Z2)
for any increasing sequence {ix,i2, ...j*«} of positive integers such that
ió are far apart from one another. There is no difficulty in verifying that
. dz(h\) = 0 for all i (d2(h2) =* 0 follows from the multiplicative property
of the Adams spectral sequence for 8°). Then the result B shows that
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for ix = 1 all the classesft27^?2...7^ are boundaries in the Adams spectral
sequence {J57*'*(#0)} (n^3). If the Kervaire invariant conjecture is true
then the classes h2^ ... h2n are permanent cycles in {®*'*(#0)} and if
it > 1, there seems no reason for these cycles to be boundaries.
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In 1935, G. do Eham explicitly proposed the following conjecture:
Let A and B be orthogonal transformations of Bn) i.e. A, B eO(n; R),
and suppose that A and B are topologically similar. Then A and B will be
linearly similar.
That A and B are topologically similar (write A ^ B) means that
there is a homeomorphism <p : Bn->Bn so that
<pA<p-i=B;

(1)

i.e. A and B are conjugate in Homeo(J2?l). Of course, linear similarity
{write A ~ B) means that A and B are conjugate in Gì(n; B), i.e. q> can
be taken to be linear.
By 1960 P. A. Smith had raised a fundamental question on smooth
transformation groups. The way Smith mentioned this question in print
(in a footnote to a discussion on fixed point free dihedral group actions
on Ä1) has left some room for disagreement on what his precise statement
might have been. Here is a version of Smith's question, stated as a conjecture, which, on purely mathematical grounds (to be elaborated at several
points below), seems the most natural to me:
Let G be a group that acts smoothly on the (homotopy) sphere E. Assume
that for E <= G, the fixed set EB of E is either discrete or connected. Let
ZQ = {œ, y}. Then the local linear representations of G on the tangent spaces
Ex and Ey are linearly similar.
(The local representations of G at x and y are obtained by differentiating the action of G at co and y.)
P. A. Smith proved that for E a #-group, p a prime, acting on a mod
p homology sphere E, the fixed point set E3 would also be a mod p homology sphere. Eesults of this type are generically called "Smith theory".
[685]
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Thus Smith theory implies that for G a #-group, the hypothesis on EHr
E c G, is always satisfied. We shall say that an action of any group G
on E with EH discrete or connected / or all E c G is of 8mith type. We
shall also say that the representations at fixed points of a smooth action
of Smith type on a homotopy sphere are Smith equivalent. Then the
above conjecture says that Smith equiyalence and linear similarity are
the same.
This paper will discuss the work of many authors on these conjectures
and some related questions. In particular, Cappell and the present author
found counterexamples1 and also obtained classification results on topological similarity and on Smith equivalence, at least for certain classes.
of representations. It seems to me that topological similarity is a much
more fundamental relationship than Smith equivalence. Still there is some
(partly conjectural) connection between Smith equivalence and topological similarity, and the classifications up to Smith equivalence and topological similarity are closely related to some phenomena in number theory.
§ 1. Some special cases of de Rham's conjecture
De Eham himself observed that A ^t B implies that A and B have the
same non-periodic eigenvalues, with the same multiplicities. Hence it
always suffices to consider periodic orthogonal transformations or even,,
more generally, orthogonal representation of arbitrary (not just cyclic)
groups. De Eham also proved the following:
1.1. THEOREM. Suppose in (1) that ^(S71"1) = S71'1, 871"1 the unit sphere
of Rn, and suppose that <p\8n~1 and its inverse are smooth.2 Then A and
B are linearly similar.
Note that if the theorem were valid without the smoothness condition,
de Eham's conjecture would follow.
De Eham's argument is easiest to understand when A and B are
periodic and induce free actions of a cyclic group on S71"1. The quotient
spaces LA and LB will then be "lens spaces", and the existence of a q> in
(1) that is smooth on S71"1 implies that LA and LB are diffeomorphic.
1

Consider the statement obtained from the above conjecture by deleting the
requirement on 27H. Counterexamples to this version of Smith's question were first
discovered by Pétrie, with G a group of odd order having at least 3 non-cyclic Sylow
subgroups.
2
Or even just P.L. [30].
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But de Eham showed that diffeomorphic lens spaces are linearly isometric; he did this by showing that a lens space is determined up to linear
isometry by its Eeidemeister torsion, a diffeomorphism invariant. This
also uses a highly non-trivial bit of number theory, the Pranz independence
lemma. (See [26] for an account of the classification of lens spaces.) It
follows that A rojS. Actually this argument works, for the free case,
even if <p is only a homeomorphism, as from [23] it follows that Eeidemeister torsion is a topological invariant.
If A and B are not free, the quotient spaces LA and LB will be stratified
spaces. But a smooth <p will induce a homeomorphism that not only preserves the strata but also behaves well on neighborhoods of the strata.
This allows removal of the interior of a neighborhood of one strata in
the next to obtain from <p a diffeomorphism of closed complements of
strata. For these closed complements (which will be disk bundles over
lens spaces), Eeidemeister torsion will be defined. The above argument
can then be applied inductively.
Kuiper and Bobbin obtained further results. The main point of their
work was to show how de Eham's conjecture would imply a complete
classification of linear maps, up to topological similarity. But, using
.arguments of an elementary nature, they also proved the conjecture
when the periodic eigenvalues have period at most six.
Schultz proved de Eham's conjecture for A and B of period pa or
2pa, p an odd prime. To do this, he used Sullivan's KO-orientation, away
from the prime two, for topological Euclidean space bundles. Sullivan's
result depends upon the smooth or piecewise linear transversality principle.
Prom the topological invariance of the KO-orientation, Schultz concludes
that the forgetful map
aG: KO(BG)-+KT01,(BQ)
is a monomorphism, for G a group of odd order. But according to [1],
[4], KO(JSö) is the completion BO"(G) of the real representation ring
of EO(6?) with respect to the ideal of elements of virtual dimension zero.
It follows that topologically similar representations represent the same
element in EO"(Gt). Schultz then completes the argument by showing
that for G cyclic of order pa, BO(#)->BOA (G) is a monomorphism. This
does not hold for G not a jp-group.
The next major development, the results of Oappell and myself, will
be discussed in the next section. But the following (unpublished) result
of ours should be mentioned here: If A, B e 0(n) are topologically similar
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and n < 5, then A cmd B are linearly similar. Lately we have begun ta
believe that we can prove the same thing through dimension eight.
Subsequently, Madsen-Bothenberg and Hsiang-Pardon proved theorems that include the following important result: 3 Topological similarity
implies linear similarity for rotations of odd order. Hsiang and Pardon
apply the most modern techniques in geometric topology, with the (moral)
aim of "smoothing" a topological similarity, so that 1.1 would then hold.
A further description of their work will be given in the section on Smith
equivalence.
The main point of the work of Madsen-Bothenberg is an equivariant
version of Sullivan's result; they show that locally linear topological
ö-veotor bundles are oriented over the homology theory KGtG( •) ®i?[l/2]„
To do so, they need to derive a stable transversality principle. They
treat the piecewise linear case first and then they derive the result for
the topological case by consideration of the "obstructions" to making
everything piecewise linear. It should be noted that they use, among
other things, the results of [2].
§ 2. Non-linear similarity
Oappell and I first obtained A, B e 0(n), A ~ 4 B but A and B not
linearly similar.
2.1. THBOEEM. For each q>l, there exist Aq, Bq GO(9)', periodic of period
éq, with Aa ~t Bq but Aq and Bq not linearly similar.
Actually we obtained complete neccessary and sufficient conditions
for topological similarity for a certain special but interesting class of
matrices. Let us say that AeO(n) of period 4g is pseudo-free if it has
+ 1 or —1 (but not both) as an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1, and if all
other eigenvalues are primitive 4gth roots of 1. If A is pseudo-free and
B ~tA, it can be shown that B is pseudo-free also.
Let I7 be a fixed multiplicative generator of Z±q, and Z [Zéq] =Z{T\ T*Q
= 1] be the integral group ring. Let Bq =
ZlZ4qil(l+T+...+T^"1)
be the quotient by the indicated ideal, and let y: Z[Z4tq]->Bq be the
quotient map. Let exp(27^./4g), l < j < m , be the eigenvalues of A
eO(2m+l) with a, = l+22[aJ2g] (mod 4), and let
7/t

j - i

3

H.-P.'s results also apply when the 2-primary parts of the rotations satisfy
certain special conditions.
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where afö = 1 (mod iq). Note that the quotient AA\AB makes sense
in BQ and is a ("cyclotomic") unit. Here is one form of the classification
result of Oappell and myself:
2.2. THEOKBM. Let A and B be pseudo-free elements of 0(2m + l) of period
êq. Then A ^ B if and only if —1 is an eigenvalue of A and B and there
is a unit u(T) eZ[Z4ÇL]x so that
AA\AB

= Y[T9U(T)U(-T)-1),

e = 0 or 2q.

As an example, let B(d) be rotation of the plane thru an angle of
0 < 0 < 7c radians, and let
02(0,)
B(fli)

B(62)
i2(02)
M(d1,d2,...,ek)

=
-B(9*)
•»(»*)

-1
2.2.1. COROLLARY. Suppose 0ì/2TC = OJ/4J, (a{, éq) = 1. Then
J f f r - Ö ! , 7u~0 2 , ..., 7u~0fi, 0 S+1 , ..., 0k) ~ , M{619 02, . . . , 0Ä),
provided that s is even.
Proof. We have to consider the product (in Bq) of cyclotomic units,.
s

J-J [(!!**»{_!)

upt-i)]».

But ( l " , + l ) / ( T 2 a + r + l ) = l(T2a+r-1)1(^-1)11
in Ba. Hence, if ^ ( T )
= (2,2a+''*— l)l(Tri— 1), then tlie above product has the form

flVi{T)vt(-T)-1.
There is a fiber product diagram

i
Z

1°
> ZllqZ,
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<k the augmentiôn, and afo^T)) ==2q+l. Since (2g+l) s = 1 (mod éq)
s

for s even, it follows that there is u(T) eZ[Z4q\x

with y{u(T)) = JTJ^(T).
i

I n the case q odd, the algebraic condition in 2.1 can be reduced to
some purely elementary mod two number-theoretic equations. I will
discuss this more in § 4. Let me just remark at this point that one can
apply some number-theoretic considerations to show that for q a power
of 2 or for q < 28 (but not for q = 29), the only topologically similar
pseudo-free orthogonal transformations are the ones given in the Corollary.
To quickly describe the idea of the work of Oappell and myself, let

tf'4 *-[?_!]•
How, AQ and B0 will be free elements of 0(2m), A and B as in 2.1. Suppose
for the sake of illustration that AQ ^ B0, and let cp be a homeomorphism
with (pA^or^ =s J5p. Let LAQ, LBQ be the quotients of 82m~~l by A0 and
B0, respectively; those are lens space. The quotient of the region between
ß2™-1 and the image under <p of a very large sphere in B2m will be a topological A-cobordism of LAQ and LBQ. By a theorem of Atiyah-Bott,
applied to the topological case using the Kirby-Siebenmann theory (see
[26] and compare [35]), this implies LAQ ^ LB and so A0 and BQ would
have to be linearly similar. Thus de Eham's conjecture actually holds
for free elements of 0(2m).
/
A little contemplation with the above in mind shows that to study
topological similarity for A and B, the right object to consider is a ft-cobordism between unoriented interval bundles over LAQ and LB . Actually,
one has to worry a little about the difference between open and closed
interval bundles. 4 The algebraic condition in 2.1 is actually necessary
and sufficient for the closed interval bundles to be ft-cobordant. The
proof makes use of generalized Browder-Livesay groups, which are the
obstruction groups to a type of codimension-one surgery, as well as some
calculations of normal invariants of lens spaces.5
Clearly, the results discussed so far leave many cases open. Stably,
our understanding is much better. Two group representations
&: G->0(n)
4
This could have heen dealt with using material from [20], had it been available
a t the time of our work.
5
In fact, the algebraic material referred to above and in §4 also leads to computations of various Z fe -surgery groups.
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will be called topologically similar if there exists a homeomorphism <p with
VQiiq)?"1 == Qzio) f° r a ll 9 G #- The above results have obvious translations to the topological classification of pseudo-free representations of
cyclic groups. Further, topological similarity is preserved by the following geometric operations: stabilization (replace Q{ by Qi + 8), induction
from a subgroup, restriction, and composition with a homomorphism.
One could ask if all pairs of topologically similar representations can be
generated from the pseudo-free case by those operations. Various unstable
phenomena make this apparently untrue (e.g. [15]). But it may be true
for stable topological equivalence.
Stably and i 'modulo 2-torsion", we have complete determination of
the topological classification of group representations, and the preceeding
question has an affirmative answer. Let BT0V(G) denote the quotient
of the real representation EO((?) obtained by identifying all topologically
equivalent representations. BT01?(G) can be described directly as the
free abelian group on the representation of G, modulo the subgroup generated by the elements (ei + Q2 — v)j where rj ^ Qi + Qz*
For s odd, let K8 = Q(exp(2nils)), B be the real part of the extension
field of the rationals Q by the sth roots. Let BK (G) be the representation
ring over Ks and let a be the composite
BKa(G)-^BO(G)->BTOAG).
THEOREM

2.2. Let G be a group of order 2rs, s odd. Then a induces an

isomorphism
BK8(G)®Z\1121 ^i2 TOP (<?)®Z[l/2].
Por G a 2-group, this result can be called a topological rationality
principle for real representations, viz. BrSQV(G)®Z\lj2'] ^ jßQ(ö)(g)#[l/2].
For G of odd order, this theorem contains the results of Madsen-Bothenberg and Hsiang-Pardon. For the case of \G\ divisible by at least two
odd primes, their results are used in the proof, and Schultz' theorem is
used for |G| = 2rpt, p a prime, p ^ 2.
To conclude this section, here are two corollaries on which groups
possess topologically equivalent representations that are not linearly
equivalent.
2.2.1. Let G be a 2-group. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Topologically similar representations of G are linearly similar',
(ii) For all g e G, g is conjugate to ga for some a E= ±3 (mod 8).
COROLLARY

48 — Proceedings...
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COROLLARY 2.2.2. Let G be a finite group. Then the following are equivalent*.
(i) Same as (i) in Corollary 2.2.1.
(ii) The real part of each character of a complex representation of G
takes values in Ks, \G\ ~2rs, s odd.

I t j should be noted that BT0F(G) definitely has torsion, even for
G = ZJ8Z. Cappell and I believe that the determinitation of the torsion
may depend heavily on certain number-theoretic phenomena. At any
rate, the above results tell us precisely which groups have inequivalent
representations that are topologically similar.
§ 3 . Smith equivalence
The Smith equivalence problem also has an early history of positive
results. Atiyah and Bott proved it for actions of ZjpZ, p a prime, and
quoted an argument of Milnor to extend the result to actions that are
semi-free (i.e. free away from the fixed point set, which is always the case
for ZfpZ). Sanchez gives an argument that actually proves the conjecture^
as stated in this paper, for all groups of odd order. One justification for
the hypothesis of "Smith type" in the conjecture is that it's just what's
needed for Sanchez' arguments to apply. Bredo^L gave some strong necessary conditions on Smith equivalent representation. For example, they
show that if \G\ — 2r, then there is a number y(r) such that Smith equivalent representations of dimension more than <p(r) are linearly similar.
Bredon's theorem actually applies even when the action on the homotopy
sphere is not of Smith type.
A representation of a group is pseudo-free if and only if the induced
group action on the unit sphere of the representation space is free outside
of a finite subset. Some of the results of Cappell and myself on Smith
equivalence can be summed up in the following result:
THEOREM 3.1. Let QX and Q2 be pseudo-free representations of a group
G. Suppose that at least one of the following holds :(i)Gis of order kn, n odd, or
(ii) dim QX < 9. Then £x and g2 are Smith equivalent6 if and only if QX and
Q2 are topologically similar.

Cappell and I actually obtained a complete classification of Smith
equivalence classes of pseudo-free representations of G = Z2r8, s odd, of
6

It follows from Smith theory that any action on 27 with local representations.
QX and a2 will be free outside an S1^!!.
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dimension < 9 or ^<p(r). At least for pseudo-free representations, one
can take <p(r)^.2r(2r). In this case as well, topological similarity and
Smith equivalence will also be equivalent. Bredon's result shows that
in general topological similarity does not imply Smith equivalence. However, the following is clearly indicated.
BEVISED

SMITH

CONJECTURE.

Smith

equivalent representations are

topologically similar.
This result can be proven using engulfing if, for E c G, E ^ {e} EH
is actually a sphere of codimension at least three. Furthermore, Cappell
and I proved:
THEOREM 3.2. Let QX and Q2 be Smith equivalent representations of the
finite group G. Then QX and Q2 are equal in

i2 TO p(G t )®^[l/2].
Without the hypothesis in the definition of "Smith equivalent" that
EH be discrete or connected for E <=z G, the Bevised Conjecture, as well
as Theorem 3.2, will definitely be false. This is illustrated by some examples
of Pétrie. If G is a group of odd order, with at least three non-cyclic Sylow
subgroups, then Petrie's examples give actions of G on homotopy
spheres E with EG = {x, y}, and with the local representations of G
at x and y not even topologically similar.7 In his examples, EH often has
several components not all zero-dimensional, for some H.
The approach of Cappell and myself to the topological similarity
problem applies to the Smith problem in the following way : an 7&-cobordism
between unoriented interval bundles over the appropriate lens spaces
is to be used as the quotient space of the action of the group on the complement in E of the singular set (i.e. the non-free set). Unlike the topological
similarity problem, however, the Smith problem requires that the h-cobordism be both smooth and relative the boundary. This leads to some
further homotopy theoretic conditions on Smith equivalent pseudo-free
representations. More precisely, if Q± and Q2 are pseudo-free representations
of Z2ab, b odd, then there is an invariant <P(QX, Q2) in a quotient [Zu
\jcL, GjO^l, whose vanishing, along with topological similarity, is necessary and sufficient for QX and Q2 to be Smith equivalent. (See [16], Theorem
1.) Here L is a suitable lens space, nxL = Z2a, and L is its double cover.
We show that <P(QX, Q2) = 0 above dimension <p(a) and in dimension < 9.
(In fact, conditions like Bredon's can be derived from <P(QX, Q2) = 0 . )
If a < 2 , it is easy to see directly that <P(QX, Q2) = <p(Qx\Z2a, Q2\Z2a) = 0.
7

Actually not equal in JBTOP($) X#[l/2] either.
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Quite recently (1982), workers in Petrie's (?-surgery theory have
made further contributions on Smith equivalence. Dovermann has obtained
some even dimensional Smith equivalent representations. In his 1982
thesis, Alan Siegel gave some examples of Smith equivalent pseudo-free
representations of Z2r, in dimensions above 9. Pétrie himself has also
announced, (at least in lectures), results going beyond the pseudo-free
case.
Finally, let me return, as promised, to the work of Hsiang-Pardon
on topological similarity. Given a topological similarity cp: (Bn, 0)->(J2w, 0)
of representations QX and Q2, one can use <p to glue together two copies
of J5TO along ^ — {O}. This yields a "topological Smith equivalence" of
QX with Q2. Boughly speaking, the result of Hsiang and Pardon can be
formulated as follows : If QX and Q2 are topologically similar representations
of a cyclic group G, without fixed points on the unit sphere, and if all
the restrictions to subgroups and restrictions to EH for E =£ {e} are linearly
similar, then QX and Q2 are the local representations at isolated fixed
points of a tame piecewise linear action of G on a sphere E. To obtain
this result, they apply, in a careful and detailed way, the theory of Anderson-Hsiang on P. L. structures on stratified spaces.
For groups of odd order (and some others as well), Hsiang and Pardon
then derive enough of an Atiyah-Singer theorem in the tame P. L. category
to argue as Atiyah-Bott and Sanchez did in the smooth category for the
Smith problem. (Their construction actually seems to give a ö-sphere E
of Smith type. However, they use the hypothesis of linear similarity on
subgroups and fixed subspaces ER directly in conjunction with arguments
of the type of Sanchez.)

§ 4 . Relation to number theory
We return to the condition of 2,2,
AA\AB = y(!irf*{I)ii(-T)-1),

s = 0 or 2q.

Obviously, this equation implies that the image in Z[Z2q~\ of AA\AB under
the transfer (f(T)->f(T)f( -T)) is trivial. Let ßX9..., ßm be the eigenvalues
of B as preceding 2.2 for A, and let ßjSj = 1 (mod éq), and let aiy r4 be
as in the definition of AA (just preceding 2.2). Then the usual argument
with the Franz independence lemma (see [26]) implies that, after re-indexing, we have r4 = si (modulo 2q). The condition of 2.2 then becomes,
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after a suitable further re-indexing,
h

Yl(Tsi+2q~l)l(T8i-l)

=y[Tau(T)u(-T)-1),

1 < h < m.

(4.1)

If a is relatively prime to 4g, let
fa:ZleqZ-+{0,l}
be the function with fa(n), 0 < n < 4g, having the value 1 if the least
non-negative residue mod éq of an m greater than zero and less than 2q,
and 0 otherwise. Then Cappell and I showed:
Theorem (4.1) implies that h is even and
le

W2)(/ 1 +/ 2ff+( _ 1) ,)+2 , 4- = °Further, this condition is equivalent to (4.1) if q is odd or éq is a tempered
number.
The functions fa satisfy the relations
fa+fzq+i-lfa

= fl +/2<z+(-l)2ff-

(4.2)

A number is called tempered if all relations satisfied by the fa are consequences of these. Examples of tempered numbers are 2r, any r, and
4g for q<29, q odd.
Now let q be odd, and let G :=G(q) be the Galois group of the field
Q(Ç) over Q, £ a prime gth root of unity. Let $f e ZIG] be the Sticklberger
ideal ([33], [22], [25]), and let Sf~ be the ( —l)-eigenspace of the map
induced by complex conjugation. Let ô: ZIG]->Z2[G] be reduction mod 2.
For (a, q) = 1, let aa e G(q) be the element with oa(Ç) = £a. Then in [18],
Cappell and I prove essentially the following:
THEOREM. The quotient of the

relations among the functions {fa\(a,éq) = 1}
by the relations of the form (4.2) is isomorphic (as a Z2[G]-module) to
Ann(^-)/(or 1 + or_1).
A further lemma in [18] shows that Ann(^")/(o- 1 + cr_1) vanishes if
and only if the inclusion SP~ c (o^-fcr^) is an equality. A theorem of
Iwasawa for q a prime power and Sinnott in general says that if q is divisible
by at most two primes, then the index of &~ in Z\G"]T is precisely h~~(q),
the "first factor" of the class number h(q) of q. The number h~(q) is the
order of the ( — l)-eigenspace of the involution on the ideal class group
of Q(C) over Q induced by complex conjugation. Thus we have
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THEOREM. Let q have at most two prime divisors. Then 4g is tempered if
and only if h~(q) is odd.

If q has at least three prime divisors, Sinnott shows that the index
of £f~ in Z\GY is even. So we have
THEOREM.

If q has at least three prime divisors, then iq is not tempered.

Here is one of our main geometric applications of these results.
THEOREM. For q odd, the following are equivalent.
(1) Eigenvalues of topologically equivalent pseudo-free representations
of ZAq appear with the same multiplicities mod 2.
(2) Same as (1) but with "Smith equivalent" in place of "topologically
equivalent".
(3) q has at most two prime factors and h~"(q) is odd.

Thus, if q is odd and (3) is valid, all topologically similar or Smith
equivalent pairs, in the pseudo-free case, are given as in 2.2.1 above.
When (3) does not hold, there remains the interesting question to describe
the possible topologically equivalent representations in terms of the number
theory of cyclotomic extensions. For example, what is the least dimÀ(q)
in which pseudo-free representations can be topologically similar (or
Smith equivalent), with eigenvalues with different multiplicities
mod 2.
\
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A. BEILINSON

Localization of Representations of Reductive
Lie Algebras

In this report I shall sketch, the algebro-geonietrical viewpoint on the
representations of real reductive groups. One will see that representation
theory deals with things quite familiar to algebraic geometers: namely
with the geometry of Schubert-like variétés. As for applications, I shall
confine myself to the following ones : a classification of irreducible representations [1], [13], the Kazhdan-Lusztig character formulas [7], [10}
and the structure of Jantzen's filtration (the degeneration of series of
representations). The last two subjects are based on arithmetical considerations (the theory of mixed perversed sheaves [3], [4]).
All the schemes considered will be over a fixed algebraically closed
ground field Jc of char 0.
A* Affine spaces and localization
Let X be a scheme.
DEFINITION. An Ox-ring is a sheaf 0t of rings on X, together with a
ring morphism 0x->ffl such that Si is quasicoherent as a left ^-module.
For an 6x-vm.gffl,an ^-module is a sheaf of left ^-modules, quasicoherent
as a sheaf of ©^-modules. •
Denote by ^-mod the category of ^-modiües. Put J2:= T(X,M).

r

There are natural adjoint functors ^-mod *? JS-mod: r(Jt): = T(X,Jt)Y
A(N) =ffl®N, and also corresponding derived functors Br and LA.
22

DEFINITION. We shall say that X is Zaffine if r and A are (mutually
inverse) equivalences of categories; and that X is Zaffine in the sense
of derived categories of amplitude < n if MF is equivalence of derived
categories of amplitude < n. •
[699]
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If for a ring B there exist some (X, ffl) such that B = T(X, &t) and X
is ^-affine, then one may study JS-modules by local methods as sheaves
•over X; in this situation we call the sheaf A(N) the localization of an
jß-module N.
Here is a criterion for ^-affinity. Any ^-module Ji is generated by
.global sections and Hi(X, Ji) = 0 for i > 0 .
The (9x-rings that we shall consider are the rings of differential operators &x on some smooth X, or slightly more general rings introduced
, in the next section. Here is a somewhat striking example (see Section C):
&ny flag space X (e.g. X = PN) is ^-affine.
B . Twisted rings of differential operators
Let X be a smooth variety.
DEFINITION. An 0 x -ring is called a ring of twisted differential operators
(tdo for short) if it is locally isomorphic (on X), as an 0 x -ring, to 3fx.
If À is any commutative ft-algebra, then an .A-tdo is a sheaf of A-algebras,
and also an tf^-ring, locally isomorphic to @x®A. m
lc

Bemarh. A-tdo is just a family of tdo's, parametrized by Spec A.
As the automorphisms of 0^-ring 9X are exactly closed 1-forms on X
{a 1-form œ corresponds to an automorphism
>
hco\—\)> one
dx
dx
\dx}
may identify tdo's with i2^cl-torsors (and A-tdo's with A®^ x -torsors).
I n particular tdo's form a "linear fc-space". If % is a torsor, we denote
t h e corresponding tdo by 3fix. The set of isomorphic classes of tdo is
MX(X, Qlj£l), for a proper X it is the fc-subspace of R2DB(X) generated by
algebraic cycles.
Examples, (a) If J§? is any invertible tf^-sheaf, then the sheaf 3fXi^ °^
differential operators on ££ is a tdo. One has $}Xi& = @xofS^.
(b) If <% is tdo, then ®° — a ring with inverted multiplication — is
also a tdo. If % is an i2Î£cl-torsor, put %Q L = dlog Q — %, where Q is the sheaf
of volume forms det Qx. One has (®%)° = 3fxx, as Q has the canonical
structure of a right ^--module.
'C. Main construction
Let G be a connected reductive group over ft, ^ : = Lie G its Lie algebra,
TJ = U(&) the universal enveloping algebra, and Z the centre of U. Let X
be the flag manifold of G (the space of its Borei subgroups), and Tx the
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aheaf of vector fields on X. For x e X let Bx 3 Nx be the corresponding
Borei subgroup and its radical, H : = Bx/Nx the Oartan group (it does not
depend on x), and bx 3 nx and h the corresponding Lie algebras. There
is a Harish-Ohandra map Z c 8(h) which identifies Z with the space
of W~invariant polynomials on ft* (where the Weyl group W acts fixing
Q - - t h e half-sum of positive roots), let 0: Spec #(fe)->Spec # be the
corresponding map. Let J 7 : = U&8(h) be the extended universal enz
veloping algebra. It is clear that the centre of V is 8(h).
îTow we pass to the construction. The group G acts on X and one
has the corresponding Lie algebra map a: &->Tx. Define an 0 x -ring
structure on Ux:= ®X®TJ by demanding t h a t [ A , / ] = a (A)/ for A
k

e& cz U,f E0X and that the multiplication on TJ c TJX should coincide
with the usual one. Consider the induced Lie algebra structure on &x
: = 0x<g>0 c TJX, and put 3SX = ker(a: &x-+2x) - {£ e ^ A - V ^ e -^£(0)
e
&J> ^ x ^ t^x? ^ x l = {£ G ^x: Va? e X £(x) enx). These are ideals in
&x. Put $ : = UXIUX' Jfx. One has obvious maps TJ->T(X, §), and
8(h)-+T(X, ê) (as 0x(g)7& = ^xl^x^
Ux)- I t : i s e a s y t o s e e t h a t #( Ä ) is
mapped onto the centre of à), and both these maps coincide on Z. So
they define the map V->T(X, §).
LEMMA, (a) This map is an isomorphism: U — T(X,
(b) é is an S(h)-tdo on X. •

B).

To apply this to the study of ^-modules we need to verify the affinity
of the picture. For simplicity we confine ourselves to ^-finite ^-modules,
i.e., ^-modules annihilated by some ideal of finite codimension in Z.
Let %eh* be a character, and mx c 8(h) the corresponding maximal
ideal. Put 8(h)x : = ljm8(h)lmny,

@)x\=-D\mx3}, ®x := @®S(h)x.
..

I t is

8(h)

/ \

clear that 3)x is a tdo (and 0 X is an #(7&)z-tdo), and one has T(X, 2X)
~: Ux = VlmJJ,r(X,

9X) =:ÛX =

Û®8(f)x.

Bemarlc. If # is integral, i.e., originates in the character of H, then
3>x is a sheaf of differential operators on a corresponding invertible sheaf
on X. In particular @0 = 0 ^ .
Now suppose # to be regular. Then @: Spec 8(h)->Spec if is étale
/\
at # and so 8(h)x = Z e ( x ) , U = Z70(x) : = V®Z@{x), TJX *= V\m@{x) TJ. This
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means that D^D^^-modules are just ^-modules with a (generalized)»
central character &(%). Denote by rx, Ax the corresponding functors
Dz-mod <± D©^ —mod.
Eecall that % e h* is dominant if for any simple positive coroot I one
has %(l) # 0 , — 1 , . . .
[1], [2]. Let %be a regular weight. If % is dominant then X i&
Sfx- and âfx-affine. If % = w%^ where Xo is dominant, then X is 2ix- and
éx-affine in the sense of the derived categories, of amplitude < the length
of w.m
THEOEEM

So ^-modules with a regular central character 0 are just ^-modules
for dominant % such that ©(%) = 0.
Bemarh. Let Jf be a ï70-module and xeX. One knows that the spectrum of the natural action of h on M.(nx, M) is contained in 0~1(6): put
S. = ®1 H.x. The definitionimphesthatjff.(^, Jf^ =TorA(ifea.,£zl;cJf)•-ze0- (o)

the fibre at x of LAXM in the sense of &x -modules. So the theorem is
a generalization (to arbitrary ^-modules) of the highest-weight and
Borel-Weil-Bott theory of finite-dimensional representations.
D. Functorial properties of ^-modules
Here we recall some basic functors on ^-modules (following Bernstein,,
Kashiwara,...) and show what these functors mean for representations.
Dl. Translation. Let JSP be an invertible 6^-sheaf and % any torsor; then
0^-mod is canonically equivalent to 03b? ( = ^^dl08r,s?)-mod : one transforms the ®z-module M to ££®Jt with a canonical D^-^-action. So for
&x

any regular dominant %19 %2 e A* such that %x — %i is integral one has a
<A>
canonical equivalence between the categories D^^-mod; this is the
Bernstein-Gelfand translation principle.
D2. Action of correspondences. Let / : Y->X be a morphism of smooth
variétés, and S (X) = Sfa be a tdo on X; then one has a tdo 0 ( r ) : = Df^W
on Y. Define exact functors / ' : @(@{xym.oa)->@(@{r)-moà) and /*:
Sr(^(F)-mod)->^(Sr(^-mod) between derived categories as follows. First,
for any 0(X)-module Ji there is a natural 0 ( F ) action o n / + (Ji) : = ®Y®Jf —
oX

the inverse image of Ji in the sense of ©-modules. Let Lf+: ^(0 (:x) -mod)
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->9i (^(jrj-mod) be a derived functor of / + ; put f : = Lf+ [dim T —dim X],
'To define /* one uses (^ (I ^—/'(^^Jj-bimodule structure on f*(®(X)):
put/*(^) - Bf.[jf ® f+(®{X))).
Bxamples. (a) If / is a closed imbedding, then f* and f induce equivalence between 0(F)-mod and the category of ^^-modules supported
on Y.
(b) If / is smooth, then /*(*#) is the relative de Bham complex with
coefficients in Ji, shifted by the relative dimension of /.
Bemarlc. These functors may be unified by considering correspondences.
JsTamely, consider the diagram
Z
n
^/\^x
/

\

Y
X
where Z is also smooth, and two torsors, %x on X and %r on Y, with
& fixed isomorphism ri£(tfr) = ^x(Zx)- L e t z*:
3(2p''mo^)^2(3xx^moà)
b e vtx%ütjf

Now let us return to representations. Let X be as in Section 0 and
•w eW. We have the Bruhat-Hecke correspondence Nw = {(x, xf) e X x X
such that (bx, bx.) are in relative position w}.
THEOEEM [2]. Let % be dominant regular. Then (NW)*LAx = LAw^x).m
So the action of the Bruhat-Hecke correspondences on ^-modules
{the intertwining functors of [2]) corresponds to the action of W on Ü.
These correspondences play a very important role in the Kazhdan-Lusztig
theory (of Section H).
DS. Duality. Let 3) be a tdo. One says that S-module is coherent if it is
locally finitely generated; let ^-modc be the category of coherent modules.
Consider 3 as (3s, ®)-bimodule; it defines a natural functor *: 3(3modc)°->®(^°-modc) by the formula *Jl : = B Horn (Jt, 3 [dim X]); one
has ** = id. Coherent modules correspond to finitely generated representations, and * corresponds to the functor *i(f : = i2Hom(M, Ue [dimX]).
Example. One says that a ^-module is smooth if it is coherent as
a sheaf of ©^-modules, or, equivalently, if after a (local) isomorphism
3 ~ @x it becomes a sheaf of sections of a bundle with integrable connection. For smooth Jt we have *Jt = TLom^Jf, Qx) with an obvious
®°-module structure.
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E. Holonomic modules and the Harish-Chandra modules
The holonomic ^-modules are those that are smooth along a certain
stratification. Let me introduce one important construction before giving
the exact definition. Consider the affine locally closed imbedding i : ï c - > X,
where Y is smooth, and a smooth ^y^-module Ji. Then i*Jt is a coherent
3^x)-module. Put i{ Jt : = *i**Jt\ we have $ixJt =ili*Jt = M and
there is a unique morphism <p: i{Ji->i^Ji such that il(<p) ==id^. Denote
Im 99 by ix*Jt. If M is irreducible, then ix*Ji is the unique irreducible
submodule of i*Jl (and the unique irreducible quotient of ixJt). In this»
situation the modules i*Ji, ixJt are called standard modules and iwJt is
called the irreducible module corresponding to
(Y,Ji).
By definition a ^-module M is holonomic if it has a finite length
and all of his Jordan-Holder components are of the type constructed
above. One says that holonomic Ji (on compact X in the twisted case)
has regular singularities (ES's for short) if all "its components originate
in bundles with regular singularities at infinity. The basic property of
holonomic modules is that the corresponding derived category of complexes with holonomic cohomology is stable under the functors of t h e
type/ 1 ,/*; if Ji is holonomic, then *Jl is also holonomic. The same applies
for holonomic ES's.
Now return to ^-modules. The representation theorists claim that the
representations that happen in nature are (<$, J5T)-modules for a certain
(algebraic) subgroup K c. G (cf. [13]).
Eoughly speaking, a (&, K)-module M is ^-module s.t. the action of
Lie K may be integrated to an algebraic representation of K. Indeed,
one simply fixes the algebraic action of K on N with obvious compatibility conditions. I t is easy to see that ( 0 , JT)-modules correspond to
(3, jKT)-modules on X, i.e., to ^-modules with such an action of K t h a t
Lie K acts via the imbedding Lie K<=>3.
To get an interesting theory one needs sufficiently large subgroups K.
Say that K is admissible if Lie K is transverse to some Borei subalgebra
or, equivalently, if K acts on X with finitely many orbits. Fix an admissible
K. I t is easy to see that any coherent (3, if)-module is smooth along t h e
orbits of K and is holonomic ES. The irreducible (3, !T)-modules are
in a 1-1 correspondence by means of the i{* construction, with irreducible
smooth (@(Y), ÌT)-modules on different JC-orbits Y, and these are defined
by representations of the stabilizers of points.
Arrange this to get a classification of irreducible (3), K) (and so of
(^, J5T))-modules. For any IT-orbit Y put HT:= KnBylKnN
e E where
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y e Y (note that Er does not depend on y e Y); hY : = Liej7 F , and thus.
Er is a product of the torus E°r and the finite abelian group ErIE°y.
THEOEEM [1], [13]. For % e h*, the irreducible (3X, K)-modules are in
a 1-1 correspondence with the set of pairs ( Y, rr), where Y is a K-orbil
on X and xY is the irreducible (h, Er)-module on which h acts by %. If %
is regular dominant, this is also the classification of irreducible (&', K)~
modules with central character &(%).m

Bemarlcs. (a) We see that the standard and irreducible modules that
correspond to an orbit Y form dim(Ä/Ap.)-parameter families (integrality
condition on %lhy). All the standard modules are irreducible for generic
values of the parameter. If they are irreducible for any value of the parameters (or for some integral one) then Y is a closed orbit — this is thecase of (generalized) discrete series. Some information on the non-closed
orbits case will be presented in Section I. (In fact, to work clearly with
the standard modules one has to suppose that for any orbit its imbedding-'
into X is affine; this is the case in any example of the next remar]?:.)
(b) The subgroups K usually considered are the fixed points of involutions of G (this correspond to the Harish-Chandra modules or representations of real reductive groups) or either Nx or Bx for certain x e X
(the representations with highest weights) ; the second case may be reduced
to the first (the representations of complex reductive groups). Such subgroups K are admissible. The standard modules for K = N are just the
Verma modules and the dual ones; in the Harish-Chandra situation the
standard modules (and thus the classification) coincide with those Nof
Langlands. This was proved by Vogan in [12]: he compared the above
construction with that of Zuckerman (the cohomological parabolic induction). I t would be interesting to use some analysis to compare it
directly with that of Langlands. I understand that J. Bernstein has been
working on this subject.
(c) The standard modules are considered as the simplest from the representation-theoretic point of view; in particular in Harish-Chandra's
situation their characters are known. As both the standard and the irreducible modules form bases in the Grothendieck group of (<&, üTJ-modules,
it is of importance to find the ones in terms of the others. And this is.
what the Kazhdan-Lusztig algorithm does.
F . Perverse sheaves
Now suppose that our ground field is C. Let us describe the topological
interpretation of holonomic ES ^-modules. In the case of smooth modules.
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old result of Deligne, which claims that the local
as bundles with integrable connections having
variety and Ji a ^-module. Denote by Q(Jt)
complex of Ji: Q(Jt):~(Jt->Ql®Jt->...),
Ji
<5X

being placed in degree —dimX This defines the functor Q from the
derived category of ^-modules to that of sheaves on Xan. Kashiwara
proved that Q(Jl) has a constructible cohomology for holonomic Jt.
And, due to Kashiwara, Kawai and Mebkhout, we have the following
comparison theorem.
THEOEBM. The functor Q indîices an equivalence between the derived
category of the complexes of 3x-modules, having a holonomic B8 cohomology,
und that of the complexes of C-sheaves on X, having a constructible cohomology. This equivalence transforms * to the Verdier duality, and /#,/* to
the functors of the same notation from the constructible sheaf theory, m
Example. Eeturn to the situation from the beginning of Section E;
suppose that Ji has ES. Then fì(Ji) is the local system, corresponding
to Jt, placed in degree —dim Y. We have Q(ixJt) = ixQ(Jt), the same
applies to t*yjbnd Q(ix*Jt) is the Deligne-Goresky-MacPherson complex
of Q(Jt) on Y, prolonged by 0 o n l \ 7 ([1], [5]). •
But what about ^-modules themselves? If Jt is a holonomic ES,
then according to Kashiwara we have the following conditions on Q(Ji):
dimsuppIP'(ß(«#)) < — i for any i, and the same applies to *Q(Ji).
Such constructible complexes are called perverse sheaves [3], [4], and^
the theorem implies that Q induces the equivalence between the category
of ^-modules holonomic ES and that of perverse C-sheaves.
Let me show how to deal with the tdo case. To be brief, consider the
flag space only. There is a canonical JST-torsor %: X =GIN->X =GjB
over X ("the base affine space"). The ring n*(Gz) is graded by the weight
lattice, and we have the corresponding gradation on n*3±. The zero
component of uz*3% is just 3f, so ^-modules are the same as graded 7t*3±modules — and so are ^-modules. This leads to the following perverse
description of 3)x- and ^-modules. A perverse sheaf & on X is said to
be monodromic if it is smooth along the fibres of n. For such & one has
the monodromy representation (along the fibres) of the co-weight lattice
( = %x(E)) in Aut & [11]. Then the category of (holonomic ES) ^-modules is equivalent to that of monodromic perverse C-sheaves on X of
monodromy exp% and ^-modules are monodromic sheaves such that
every eigenvalue of monodromy is exp%.
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Bemarlc. The advantage of replacing holonomic modules by perverse
sheaves is the possibility to use any coefficient ring (e.g., one has the
örHarish-Chaiidra modules). Since ^-perverse sheaves has an étale
meaning, this opens the door to arithmetics (certainly, there should be
an arithmetical crystalline theory of ^-modules, but at a moment one
has to use constructible sheaves).
G. Molrvic language: mixed perverse sheaves
The yoga of motives claims that there should exist a fine category of
motives over X such that any "natural" perverse sheaf on X or ^ - m o d ule is a realization of a certain motive. Since the motivic theory has
not appeared yet, one is forced to use its Z-adic realization — the theory
of mixed perverse sheaves [3], [4], based on the Weil conjectures
proved by Deligne [6].
Here are a few properties of mixed sheaves. There is an abelian category «#mis:ea W °ï mixed perverse sheaves on X, together with canonical functor from Jij^^^X) to the category Jf(X) of £ r perverse sheaves.
Any mixed perverse sheaf M has a canonical (finite) decreasing weight
filtration W.(M); any morphism in Jtm\™n is strongly compatible with
the weight filtration. The object Gr^ (M) is semi-simple, at least in Jt(X).
There is Verdier's duality functor * on Jl^^^^, compatible with the one
on Jt(X)\ one has *TFt-(Jf) = W__i(*M). There is also the corresponding
derived category of mixed sheaves, together with all the standard functors,
compatible with the one on usual sheaves.
Thus, in this way we get the category of mixed Harish-Chandra modules (this category will be non-empty for rational %, but, if that is so,
then any irreducible module has a mixed structure).
Problem. Construct this category by representation theoretical means
(any natural representation should get a mixed structure: and so the
weight filtration with the properties above).
I shall mention two applications of this mixed category. The first
is the Kazhdan-Lusztig algorithm (the starting point of all the things
above) and the second one is the structure of Jantzen's filtration on
standard modules.
H. The Kazhdan-Lusztig algorithm
What follows is only a very rough exposition of the basic ideas; the algorithm itself may be found in [7], [10] (the Verna modules case) and
in [12], [13] (the general Harish-Chandra case, due to Vogan)r
49 — proceedings...
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Suppose we are given a variety X stratified by strata X§ and also
a number of irreducible local systems ( = smooth perverse sheaves)
{Vó} on any X5. Suppose that every i$: X^X
is affine, and that irreducible components of any ix(Yß) are isomorphic to some i?x*(Vr). Let
% be a subgroup of the Grothendieck group of perverse sheaves on X
generated by {ij&CVj)}. I t has two natural bases: the irreducible one
{ix*(V)} and the standard one {ix(V)}. The problem is to compute {ix*}
via {ix} (cf. Section E, Eemark c).
To do this, suppose that everything has arisen from a mixed situation
(and so we have {ITmixea? ^mixea? • • •)? a n d that *hä set { 7 } ^ ^ is *-closed.
Then * acts on 4 8 ^ ^ . We have one extra structure on Wmimi{ — namely
the weight filtration W.. The space Wj may be defined in terms of standard bases, as the one generated by all ix(V) such that V is of weight
< j . Then, if the weight of V is j , then ix*(V) is the unique element of
%ixea> sncl]L t l i a t h*{V) eWjnxW^
and *i*(7) —*,(7) e W ^ . So to
compute {%} in terms of {ix} it suffices to know the matrix of * in i r bases.
To find * in the representation-theoretic situation, one uses the action
of the Hecke algebra (already appearing in the theorem of Section D2 —
but now we need its mixed variant). The Hecke algebra M* is the fl^^yr
group related to the stratification of X xX by ö-orbits (and the constant
sheaves). The multiplication on ^f is the multiplication of correspondences.
This algebra — the mixed variant of the group algebra of the Weyl
group — may be given explicitly by generators and relations, and the *
operator on jtf is given by compatibility with multiplication and by
an explicit formula on generators [7], [8]. Let us return to Harish-Chandra's
modules. The Hecke algebra acts on the corresponding Wmiima group?
and the * operator on Vmima is more or less determined by compatibility
with this action and by the claim that ix(V) = % ( 7 ) for closed orbits
[9], [12].
I . The Jantzen's filtration
This filtration shows how the standard representations become reducible
under the specialization of parameters.
Eeturn to the situation of Section E. Fix an orbit Y, the character
% e Ä*, integral with respect to Y, and the (h, JTF)-module r of the theorem
quoted there. We have the corresponding standard modifies ix(r), i*(r)
and the canonical morphism ìX(T)->ì*(T), whose image is the irreducible
%(r). Now we may vary r in the family having (flhr)* + r a / * as parameters (see Eemark (a) of Section E) to obtain the corresponding 3Xmodules ix(r) and i*(r) together with the morphism
ix(r)-^û(r).
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From now on we suppose that Lie K = @a for certain involution a
of S (see Eemark (b) of Section E ; the case K = Nx is even simpler).
Let Ö be the intersection of (flhY)* with the positive cone of rational
characters. If Y is not closed, then Ö is non-zero. Choose <p in the open
cone 0° and consider the one-parameter subfamily rv of % that depends
on % + tcp. One knows that i\{T9)-+i*(r9) is an injection whose cokernel
i*lh(rq>) i s 0:C finite length.
Define the filtration If*> on **(T)/*1I|C(T) = ì * / * I ( ^ ) / ^ * / ì ! ( T ) ( ^ ) by the
formula jW : = [Ker(*ft eBnd (<*(Tv)/<te(rv))]modt; this defines the filtration jW on £*(T) such that 4 v) = V( T )This is Jantzen's filtration.
C

Bernard. One may show, that the standard ^-module ix(r) is the
IT-finite dual to a certain i*(r')) so Jantzen's filtration may be defined
in terms of a "contra vari ant form".
THEOREM. The filtration 1^ coincides, up to a shift, with the weight
filtration on the mixed perverse sheaf i*(r). H
COEOLLAEY. The filtration IW does not depend on the choice of y e ö°.
The module giV»(**(T)) is a direct sum of irreducible ones. The multiplicities
in terms of Jantzen*s filtration are given by the Kazhdaiir-Lusztig-Yogan
algorithm. •
To prove the theorem one has to identify the module i*li\+(Tv) with
certain sheaf of vanishing cycles, and then to use Gabber's purity
theorem for vanishing cycles.
The theorem above, due to J. Bernstein and the present author, was
conjectured (in the Verma modules ease) by Brylinski ; the corresponding
numerical statement is the generalized Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture of
Gabber-Joseph and S. Gelfand-MacPherson.
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WILLIAM FULTON

Some Aspects of Positivity in Algebraic Geometry

This article discusses variations on the following theme: Given am, imbedding MC>P, and a morphism f: V->P, suitable "positivity" of the imbedding of M in P should force the pair [V,f~l(M)) to "look like" the pair
(P, Jf). Our positiyity assumption is that the normal bundle to M in P
he an ample vector bundle. If V is an ^-dimensional variety, and
d = codim(ilf ,P), one looks for the following sorts of conclusions. If
n > d, f^(M) should be non-empty. lin>d) f~l(M) should be connected,
and the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups % (/_1(M))->^i( V)
surjective. More generally, one hopes to compare the groups n{(V, f"1(M))
to tti(P, M) for i < n — d. When V is not complete (compact), one expects
similar conclusions, provided M is replaced by a suitable neighborhood*
Finally, singularities of V or positive dimensional fibres of / tend toweaken the conclusions.
We do not know a general theorem which implies all results of this
sort which have been proved. Apparently some homogeneity condition
is needed in addition to the ampleness of the normal bundle.
When M is a linear subspace of a projective space P, such results
include classical theorems of Bertini, Lefschetz, and Zariski: we review
these, together with some modern improvements, in § 1. When M~>P
is a diagonal imbedding of a projective space in a product of projective
spaces (§2), we have called such results "connectedness theorems".
A third situation we shall discuss (§ 3) is when P is an ample vector bundle
on a variety M, and M is imbedded in P by a section.
The connectedness theorems, although easily deduced from the classical
case of linear sections, have had important applications: to singularities
of majjpings, to branched coverings and Gauss mappings, to a solution
of Zariski's problem on the fundamental group of the complement of
a plane nodal curve, to varieties of small codimension, and to a simplification and strengthening of the Barth-Larsen theorem. The vector bundle
[711]
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case has been applied to degeneracy loci such as varieties of special divisors,
and to the problem of finding which polynomials in Ohern classes of an
ample vector bundle are numerically positive. These applications are
discussed in § 4.
We refer to [8] for details and references for work on these questions
up to 1980 ; the present bibliography contains some more recent articles.
§ 1. The classical case
The first statements of this kind were for a generic linear subspace
M = Pm'a of P = Pm. If Vn c Pm is closed and irreducible, one knows
that such M meets Y transversally in deg(F) points if n = d. A Bertini
theorem is that VnM is irreducible if n>d. The classical Lefschetz
theorem is that E{(V, VnM) = 0 for i^n — d, if 7 is non-singular.
If 7 c P is the complement of a hypersurface, so n = m, a theorem
of Zariski asserts that nx(V nM)->nx(V) is surjective for n>d, and an
isomorphism if n > d+1. Hamm and Le generalized this to showing that

^(V,VnM) = 0 for

i^n-d.

For an arbitrary linear subspace M = Pn~~d of P = F™, and a morphism
/ : V->P, these have been strengthened as follows. Denote by Ms a small
s-neighborhood of M in P for some Eiemannian metric on P. Note that
if V is complete, or if M is generic, then the inclusion oîf~1(M) in/" 1 ( Jfa)
is a homotopy equivalence.
(a) If dimf(V) > d, then f~l(M%) # 0.
(b) If dim/(7) >d, then / " ^ J f J is connected.
(c) If V is locally irreducible in the complex topology, and dimf(V) > d,
then 7ti{f~l(Me)) surjects onto utx(V).
(d) If V is locally a complete intersection of dimension n, and f is quasifinite (i.e., all fibres are finite), then n^V, f"1 (Ms)) = 0 for i^.n — d.
Of course, (a) is a basic fact in projective algebraic geometry. Zariski's
connectedness theorem is used to deduce (b) from Bertini's theorem.
Then (c), for the algebraic fundamental group, follows by applying (b)
to finite coverings of V. The general case of (c) for the topological fundamental group is due to Deligne [2]. When V is a closed non-singular
subvariety of P™, (d) was proved by Andreotti and Frankel. When V
is the complement of a hypersurface in F", theorems like (c) and (d) were
proved by Hamm and Le. Deligne [2] stated and proved (d) for V an
arbitrary Zariski open subvariety of P™, and conjectured (d) for V non-
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singular. Goresky and MaePherson [12] have announced generalizations
of (d), allowing fibres of positive dimension (as conjectured by Deligne)
and arbitrary singularities on V.

§ 2 . Connectedness theorems
In this section M = A = Pm is imbedded by the diagonal in the product
p = Pmx... xPm of r copies of Pm, so d = (r~ l)m. As in the previous
section, A8 denotes a small «-neighborhood of A in P; if F is complete,
the inclusion of f~l(A) in f~l(A6) is a homotopy equivalence.
(a) If V is complete, and dim/(7) ^ d, then f~*(A) is not empty.
(b) If V is complete, and diinf(7) >d, then f"l(A) is connected.
(c) If V is locally irreducible, and dim/(7) >d, then /""1(Zle) is connected, and

%(/-x(4))->%(T0
(d) Let V be locally a complete intersection of pure dimension
fi V->PmxPm quasi-finite; and set d = m.
(i) Ifì^n-d,
i ^2,thenni(V,f~1(A8))
= 0.
(ii) If n — d ^2, one has an exact sequence

n,

Again (a) is standard, (b) was the main theorem of [6], and (c) appeared
in [2]. Deligne also showed how (d) and the other results of this section
for A cz P w x . . . x P m can be deduced from corresponding results for
a linear P m c pKm+i)-i# j n j a c ^ ^ r _ % a n ( j xQ,..., œm,y0, ...,ym
are
homogeneous coordinates on p 2m + x ? let TJ be the open set where some
aiyi zfi o, and let L c TJ be the linear m-space where mi = y{, 0 < i < m.
There is a canonical projection of TJ onto Pm xPm, taking [œ, y] to [a?] x
x [y], which makes TJ a C*-bundle over PmxPm and which maps L
isomorphically onto A. lì f: V->P with V complete and P =
PmxPm,
2
1
cne has an induced map / from t = V XP TJ to TJ a p ™* and f~*{L)
^f~1(A).
One knows about n^V,f~l(L)) by the case of linear subspaces
(§ 1), and one can compare ^ ( 7 ) to n^V) since V is a C*-bundle over 7 .
Generalizations to flag manifolds and other homogeneous spaces have
been given by Hansen, Sommese, Goldstein [11], and Faltings [4].
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§ 3 . Vector bundles
I n this section M is an arbitrary projective variety, and P = E is a vector
bundle of rank d on M.
(a) Let s: M-^E be a section, V an n-dimensional subvariety of E.
If E is ample, and n^ d, then s" 1 ( 7) is not empty.
In fact, with some intersection theory, (a) may be strengthened as
follows [10]. Assume for simplicity that n = d. Then one may construct
the intersection product of 7 by s (if) on E, obtaining a well-defined
rational equivalence class of zero-cycles s*[7] on M: s*[7] = J£w P [P]
is characterized by the fact that ]£np[E(P)] is rationally equivalent
to [ 7 ] on E. Bote that s*[7] is independent of s.
(a') If E is ample, then degs*[7] > 0.
If n>d, we conjecture that s"1^) is connected. One known case
is where E = Horn (J.,!?) = A V ®J3, for vector bundles A and B on
M, and 7 e E is the variety of maps of rank < lc. Here Te < min (a, b)f
where a = rank A, b = rankJB. Then 7 is a subvariety of E of codimension
(a — &)(& — h). Specifying a homomorphism a: A->B of vector bundles
is equivalent to specifying a section sa of the bundle E, and s j 1 ( 7) = DjcW?
where
Dk(o) = {œ e M\ rank a(x) < lc}.
Thus from (a), if Kom(A,B)
then D^or) is not empty.

is ample, and &\m(M)^(a

— Tc)(b — 1c)7

(b) If Hom(A, JB) is ample, and dim(Jf) >(a — k)(b — Jc), then Dk(a)
is connected.
For the proof of (a') we refer to [10], and for (b) to [9]. Griffiths,
Sommese, and Lazarsfeld have proved some higher homotopy analogues,
cf. [8], but less is known in this situation than in that of § 1 or § 2.

§ 4. Applications
The connectedness theorem has been applied to show that certain singularities or degeneracy will necessarily occur, provided one has reason
to expect them for dimension reasons, and there is an appropriate "positivity".
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4.1. Let Xbe irreducible ^-dimensional variety,/: X->Pm a finite morphism,
If m < 2n, and f is unramified, then f is a closed imbedding.
To prove this, consider the product mapping fxf: I x I - > P m x P w .
By the connectedness theorem §2 (b), (fxf)~l(Apm)
is connected.
But if / is unramified, Ax is open as well as closed in
(fxf)~1(APm)i
thus there can be no pairs (œ, y) with co ^y and f(co) =f(y), and the
conclusion follows.
This argument was discovered by J. Hansen [6]. Other applications
have followed this model, applying the connectedness theorem to mappings of appropriate product varieties to products of Pm.
4.2. If / : Xn-+Pn is a finite branched covering of degree d, Gaffney and
Lazarsfeld showed that there must be some point in X at which at least
mm(d,n+l)
sheets come together.
4.3. If / : X2->P2 is a finite covering branched along a nodal curve D,
this writer showed that any two irreducible components otf~l(D) must
intersect. By an argument of Abhyankar's, it follows t h a t the algebraic
fundamental group of P 2 —D is Abelian. Deligne applied § 2 (c) to the
maps
(P 2 -Z>)x<7~*P 2 xP 2 ,
where Q is the non-singular model of an irreducible component 0 of D,
to show that TCX(P2 — B) is Abelian. A local generalization has been proved
by Le and Saito [13].
M. ÏJTori (14) has greatly extended the solution of Zariski's problem,
allowing one to replace P 2 be any non-singular surface X, provided that,
for each component G of the nodal curve D on X, the self-intersection
number Ö2 is greater than twice the number of nodes of 0, i.e. the normal
bundle of the immersion 0->X is ample. With this assumption, Fori
proves that
Kev(uvx(X-B)-^3t1(X))
is Abelian. For this he develops a "weak Lefschetz theorem", which
implies that if / : TJ-+X is a tubular neighborhood of the immersion of
Ö in X, then the image of nx[TJ —f~l(B)) in nx(X— D) has finite index
in nx(X— D).
4.4. F . L. Zak [17], cf. [8], used the connectedness theorem to prove
that a non-singular Xn c Pm cannot be projected isomorphically to
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P"1""1 if 3n>2(m—2). This had been conjectured by Hartshorne, who
pointed out three examples of varieties with 3n =2(m—2) which do
project: the Veronese P2c>P*, the Segre P2 xP2c>PQ9 and the Plücker
ûx(Ps)ê^Pu. Lazarsfeld has produced a fourth such example, an X16 in
P 26 , and Zak has proved the remarkable theorem that these are the only
four examples. Faltings [5] has approached Hartshorne's conjecture
from another point of view.
4.5. Zak [17] also proved that if XnczPm is non-singular, and not contained
in a hyperplane, and L is any linear subspace of P™ of dimension Je, n < Jc
< m —1, then

àim{xeX\TxX

c

L}^Jc-n.

In particular, the Gauss map from X to On(Pm) is always finite.
Smyth and Sommese [16] have showed that if X is a non-singular
subvariety of an Abelian variety A with ample normal bundle, then
the degree of the Gauss map is bounded by e/codim(X, A), where e is
the absolute value of the Euler characteristic of X. Ean [15] showed that,
for sub varieties of complete homogeneous varieties, generi cally finite
Gauss maps are always finite. Ein [3] has proved the related result that
for branched coverings Xn->Pn, with Xn non-singular, the ramification
divisor is always ample.
4.6. If Z c F is a purely ^-dimensional local complete intersection, then
^(P^X) =0

for

i^2n-m+l.

This strengthening of the Barth-Larsen theorem follows by applying
§2 (d) to the imbedding oî XxX in PmxPm.
In fact, one can show [8] that any irreducible ^-dimensional subvariety of P m is simply connected if 2n > m. Lazarsfeld has found analogues
of Barth theorems for branched coverings of Pn.
4.7. The connectedness of degeneracy loci can be applied to the loci Wrd
of special divisors on a non-singular projective curve G of genus g [7].
If J{d)(G) is the variety of line bundles of degree d on C,
Wrd = {L e JW(C)\ dim E°(G, L) > r+1}.
This can be realized as a degeneracy locus of a vector bundle map
A->B with A V ®B ample. From §3 (a) one deduces another proof that
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Wa is not empty provided the Brill-ÏToether number
Q =g-(r+l)(g-d

+ r)

is non-negative; from § 3 (b) it follows that Wa is connected if Q>0.
From this and the Petri conjecture, proved by Gieseker, it follows that
Wa is irreducible if Q > 0 and 0 is a general curve of genus g. Some refinements are given in [7].
Arbarello and Oornalba [1] have used the connectivity of Wd to prove
Severi's conjecture that the space of plane nodal curves of degree d with
genus g is irreducible, provided Q =3d — 2g~6>0.
4.8. A polynomial P = P(c 1 , ..., ce) of weight n in variables cx, ..., ce,
where oi has degree i, can be uniquely expressed in the form

the sum over partitions X of n in integers no larger than e; for a partition
% : %x > ... > lm > 0, Ax is the Scliur polynomial
AK = det(o^ +i _<) 1<w<w .
If E is an ample vector bundle of rank e on a variety X, and P = ^aAAx
is a non-zero polynomial of weight n with all <xA>0, then P(c(JE/)) is
numerically positive, i.e.,
/P^),...,^))^
or all ^.-dimensional subvarieties 7 of X.
To see that Ak is positive on 7 = X, take a trivial bundle A of rank
w + e on X, and a flag I j c . c JLW c JL of trivial subbundles, with
rank^.) = e + i —A*. Let jff be the bundle Hom(J., 2£), and let
i3; = {p e fi] dimKer(9>)nJ_£ > i, 1 < i < m}.|
If 5 is the zero section of E, one has the Giambelli-Kempf-Laksov determinantal formula
s*[flJ=4(ßW)n[I].

By § 3 (a'), deg Ax(o(E)) n[X] = degs*[ßA] > 0. For details, and a proof
that these are the only polynomials that are numerically positive on
ample vector bundles, we refer to [10].
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JOE HABBIS

Recent Work on Jta

In this article I will discuss some of the recent progress and still-open
questions regarding the geometry of the moduli space Jt0 of smooth algebraic curves of genus g.
Defined a priori to be simply the set of isomorphism classes of compact
Eiemann surfaces of genus g, .Mg may in fact be given the structure of
an algebraic variety, compatible with the basic requirement that
(*) Por any map %: X-KB of analytic spaces whose fibers Xb are all
compact Eiemann surfaces, the induced map B~>J4U (sending b to [Xb])
is liolomorpliic. •
19th century geometers seem to have taken the existence of such
a structure for granted, and gone ahead to establish such basic facts
as that JtQ is irreducible of dimension 3gr — 3. More recently, two developments have greatly advanced our understanding of JtQ. These are:
(i) the development of deformation theory, of both smooth and singular curves, which has helped us to understand better the local structure
of Jig) and
(ii) the discovery/construction of a compactification of Jt0 to a projective variety Jtg, in which every point actually corresponds to a unique
isomorphism class of curve, and which still satisfies the analogue of the
condition (*) (cf. [2], [13]). This remarkable result has made it possible
to apply to the study of JiQ the many techniques developed for dealing
with projective varieties.
Together, these developments have led to many of the results mentioned
below (except for those of § 1).
[719]
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§ 1. The topology of Jtg
There has been a great deal of progress recently in understanding the
topology of Jlg, due to Harer [4] and Miller [11]. The basic approach
has been to realize Jlg as the quotient of a ball in C*0"3 by the mapping
class group — the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of the
underlying topological manifold—and thus translate questions about the
homology of Jtg into questions about the topology of 2-manifolds. Eoughly,
the results are along 3 lines:
(i) Harer's direct computations of Ei(J^g, Z) mod torsion for i = 1
and 2 have shown that Hl(Jig, Z) = 0 while S2(Jfg, Z) = Z for g ^ 3
(and hence in particular that the group of divisor classes on Jtg is Z).
(ii) Stability theorems : it is found that there exists a natural indentification (mod torsion) of Hk(Jfg) with Hk(J?g+1) for g > 3fc — 1. Indeed,
Miller has shown that the ring H*(Jt) =: lim S*(J£a,Q) constructed in
9

this way is a finite tensor product of polynomial algebras on generators
of even degree and exterior algebras on generators of odd degree. Mumford in [14] suggests that IL*(Jl) may actually be generated by the classes
«* =ît*(ci(û)f +1 )eH 2î '(«i), where <êg is the moduli of pointed curves
(G,p) (the "universal curve" over Jlg), tre: (êg~>Jlg the natural map,
and co = (% #// the relative dualizing sheaf.
(iii) Bounding the cohomological dimension of Jtg\ Harer has shown
that Hh(Jlg) = 0 for k>4:g — 3; it is not known what is actually the
highest non-zero homology group of Jig.
§ 2. Complete subvarieties of Jtg
Jtg is neither an affine variety nor a projective one. As one measure of
where Jlg falls between those two, one can ask, what is the largest dimension of a projective subvariety of Jtg% The state of our knowledge
at present is this:
(i) For any g > 3, Jig contains many complete curves. Indeed, inasmuch as the Satake compactification Jtg of Jig is projective and the
boundary Jtg—Mg has codimension 2, we see that simply by intersecting
Jig c PN with hypersurfaces we can find a complete curve in Jtg passing
through any given finite set of points. It should be said, however, that
despite the apparent ubiquity of such curves, no one has yet written down
explicitly a complete curve in, for example, Jt%.
(ii) Given any Jc, there exists a g such that Jtg contains complete
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Jfc-dimensional varieties. One possible construction is this: starting with
any curve O0 of genus gQ, take Ö^ÖQ an unramified double cover of 00",
then consider all double covers of 01 ramified exactly over a divisor
™~~l{p)i P G <V This gives a complete curve in J(gîoT g = 4gf0 — 2; iterating the process Jc times gives a complete variety of dimension Jc in Jlg for
S — &k9o— f (47c—l). (Observe however that all the subvarieties of JKg
constructed in this way lie in the locus in Jig of curves with automorphisms.
[For all we know, it is quite possible that through a general point of Mg
there passes no complete subvariety of dimension greater than one.)
(iii) There do not exist complete subvarieties of Jlg of dimension
2g—l or greater. This follows immediately from Harer's result (§ 1, (iii))
quoted above.
There is, I should say, a very compelling reason (apart from natural
curiosity) for wanting to know what is in fact the maximal dimension
of a projective subvariety of Jtg — and specifically, whether it is greater
than or less than g. This is the observed fact that, whenever it has been
possible to actually compute the dimensions, the image in Jlg of any
component of the variety M>d)gtr of curves of degree d and genus g in
Pr has dimension greater than g. (The same statement could be made
about the variety && of linear series of degree d and dimension r on curves
of genus g.) The extremal cases here appear to be Oastelnuovo curves
(curves of maximal genus for their degree in Pr)\ these have genus
0 = ( ; ) ( r - l ) + w«,
where d = m(r —1) + e +1, 0 < e < r —1, and their locus in Jtg has dimension

(m + xj ( r _i) + ( m + 2 ) ( e + 2 ) - r - 6 = g +

(m-l)(r+l)+2s~l

(cf. [5]). Thus, to say that Jtg contains no complete subvarieties of dimension g or greater should imply that the closure in Jtg of tJie image of every
component of && meets Jtg—Jtg. If we have, as indeed we hope to, some
description of a compactification of &\ (cf. [3], [9]) it might then be
possible to approach the problem of estimating the dimension (and deciding the irreducibility) of 9$ and Xdfffï. via a specialization to singular
curves.
§ 3 . Stratifications
One approach to understanding the geometry of Jtg and €ig is via stratifications, expressing Wg as a union of locally closed subvarieties of simpler
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•structure. The classic example of this is the Axbarello stratification,
•obtained by considering the loci
V,

-^>V)-W{0,ß{(Jc~l)p))~±)

that is, the locus of pairs (G,p) such that G is expressible as a 7ß-sheeted
•cover of P 1 with p a point of total ramification. Arbarello in [1] shows
that <ëgk) is irreducible of dimension 2g — 3 + Jc and contained in the closure
in &g of %gk+1\ so that the <tëgk) give a simple and potentially very useful
stratification of Vg.
The problem here is that not enough is known about the strata. Arbarello in his thesis suggested that in fact <ëgk) might be affine, but this
appears to be not the case in general.1 Still open, and very much of interest,
is the weaker conjecture that <g*Ä> is pseudo-ample in the closure of <^Ä+1)
in Vg, i.e. that <g*fe) contains no complete curves. To illustrate the use
of stratifications, observe that if this could be shown, it would immediately
follow that <ßg contained no complete gr-dimensional subvarieties (and
hence Jtg no complete (g —l)-dimensional ones) : such a subvariety would
îiave to meet <g*Ä> in a complete (Jc— l)-dimensional variety; but <%f\
a finite covering of the hyperelliptic locus, is affine.
Another possible stratification is a refinement of the Arbarello stratification: for any semigroup jffcZ"1" of index g, we let <gf c <£g be the
locus of pairs (G, p) such that the Weierstrass semigroup S0tP of orders
of poles of meromorphic functions on G holomorphic on 0— p is S. Here
it is possible to show, for example, that the strata tif contain no complete
curves ([7]), and one may even conjecture that they are affine. The
problem is with the configuration of the strata themselves : no one knows
d i m ^ in general, or for which pairs M, H' we have <€% <z <ëf, or for
that matter for which Htff is nonempty.
% 4. Divisors on Jtg
Thanks to the result of Harer on S2(Jig), we now know that the group
TfiQ( Jtg) of divisors on Jtg is generated freely by the class X of the Hodge
bundle »*aç^jp and the class d{ of the various boundary components
Ai (cf. [13]). Many questions about the geometry of divisors on Jtg remain,
1

By examining various curves in the closure of Ifffi in <&g9 one can see that no
linear combination of the components of the divisor <&&) — tf® can be ample.
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of course; perhaps the biggest of which is to describe the cone of effective
divisors in Jfg. Here for simplicity, let us restrict our attention to the
subgroup {al — bô} of Pic( Jtg)<&Q generated by A and ô = J£<^.. We know
then that the cone (the saturation of the semigroup) of effective divisors
looks like

but we do not know the value of the slope sg. What is known is that
12
602 + 22<7 — 84
for
(i) *„<6 + 0 + 1 for g odd (cf. [9]), and sg < y %\
9
even (cf. [6]),
(ii) sg > 6} for g < 12.
Of course, part of the significance of this question stems from the
determination of the canonical class of Jtn\
Kj<g ^ 1 3 ^ - 1 2 ( 5
which leads to the equivalences sg < 6 | o the Kodaira number Kjf > 0
and sg < 6 | o the Kodaira number Kj( = 3gr — 3 (and which leads to
(ii) above). One question of interest in particular is about the limit
s = liminf sg.
g-+co

We know that 6 > s > 0, but no more; it would be nice to know, for
example, whether s = 0 or s > 0. One reason for asking this is that s > 0
would imply that certain automorphic forms for the symplectic group
Sp(2<7, Z) acting on the Seigel upper half plane, viewed as forms on the
moduli space Jtg of Abelian varieties, vanished identically on the locus
Jtg c sig, giving new equations for Jig.
One approach to the problem of finding sg would be via curves in
Jtg. Explicitly, if G is any curve in Jlg whose deformations fill up an
50 — Proceedings..
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i open subset of Jtg, then it follows that
degG3

'^degor
This was worked out in one case in [8], where the curve G was constructed
by taking a general 1-parameter family {Bx} of 6-tuples of points on P 1 ,
and letting G be the locus of all fc-sheeted covers of P1 simply branched
over BK for some L It was found that
dega
72(6-1)
-^
degc ~ (ft-l)(2* + 5 ) - | * ( * " l ) '
Since G will fill out an open subset of Jlg whenever g < 2Jc — 2, it followed
that sg ^ s°g, where
576
"ff

•(T)-

§ 5. Kodaira dimension of Jlg
The question of for which g the moduli space J(g is rational, stably rational, unirational, uniruled and/or of negative Kodaira number has
received a good deal of attention of late. This is, to the best of my knowledge, the state of affairs.
Jtg was known classically to be unirational for g < 10. In addition,
it was recently shown to be unirational in case g = 12 by Sernesi [15]
and to be uniruled if g = 11 by Mori [12], As regards rationality, it was
classically known that Jf2 is rational and Jtz, M± and Jt^ stably rational;
recently Kollar and Schreyer have shown that *#6 is stably rational as
well [10]. All of these results follow from an examination of a projective
model of a general curve, either as a plane curve ([15]), a canonical curve
([10]) or a hyperplane section of a K — 3 surface ([12]). It is not at all
clear how much further one can go along these lines.
In the other direction, the fact that Jtg is not unirational was established for odd g ^ 23 in [9] and for even g ^ 40 in [6]; David Eisenbud
and I hope to apply similar techniques to show ultimately that Jtg of
general type for all g > 24. The technique used in obtaining all these
results has nothing to do per se with projective models; rather, as indicated above, it consists of exhibiting effective pluricanonical divisors.
Thus, for example, for g =2Jfc—1 the closure Dk in Jlg of the divisor
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Dk c Jtg of curves which admit a g\ is examined in [6], a n d shown t o
have class
Dk r^aÀ — b0ô0--b1o1—...,
where
a

6

_ A

_

1 2

-

60
h
0+1
This seems to be the best that one can do: in general, whenever
e

=:g-(é+i)(g~d

+ r) = - 1

one would expect t h a t t h e locus of curves possessing a grd would form
a divisor in Jfg, and I believe t h a t t h e class of t h e closure of this divisor
v»

IO

in MQ will have "slope" —- =6H
just as in the case r = 1
h
g+1
above. Of all the divisors in Jtg whose classes have been determined this
is the lowest slope ; and I am inclined to think that it is indeed the lowest
among divisors characterized by a natural geometric property of the
curves represented. If so, it would seem that this approach to determining
the Kodaira dimension of Jlg cannot be applied for gr < 23.
In sum, then, it appears that the disposition of Jtg for g between 13
and 22 remains very much a mystery.
Note. Since the preparation of this manuscript, S. Diaz of the University of Pennsylvania has shown that JKg contains no complete (g —1)~
dimensional subvarieties, answering the central question of § 2 above.
Also M. Chang and Z. Ban have shown that Jtg is unilateral for gr = 11
and 13.
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SHIGEETJ IITAKA

Birational Geometry of Algebraic Varieties

Tbis is a continuation of articles read by B. Moisbezobn (1974, Nice) and K, Ueno
(1978, Helsinki). Our purpose is to present a perspective view on tbe recent progress
of tbe birational classification tbeory of algebraic varieties.
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to algebraic varieties defined over tbe field
of complex numbers.
§ 1 . Preliminary

Needless to say, tlie prototype of classification theory of varieties is tlie
classical classification theory of algebraic surfaces by the Italian school,
enriched by Zariski, Kodaira and others.
Let me start by recalling the basic notions. Given a variety V, we
have a non-singular model by Hironaka; this implies that there exist
a non-singular variety V1 and a proper birational map ^: Vt->V. By
using this, we define the following basic birational invariants:
Pm(V) :•= dimS°(V1, com) for any m > 0,
and
g(7):-dima'0(71,ß1).
Here, Q1 denotes the sheaf of regular differential 1-forms and of1 the
m-times tensor product of thel sheaf of regular w-forms, n being dim V.
Then the Kodaira dimension of V is defined to be the non-negative integer
H satisfying the following estimate : whenever POTQ ( V) > 0 for some positive
integer m0,
am»^Pmmo(V)>ßm\
Here a and ß are positive numbers and m is sufficiently large. If Pm( V) = 0
for all m, the Kodaira dimension is defined to be — oo.
[727]
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The Kodaira dimension is a birational invariant which takes one of
the values — oo, 0 , 1 , . . . , n. This is the most basic birational invariant
in this theory. The fundamental structures of V are revealed by studying
their Kodaira dimension.
§ 2« Fundamental results
Let / : V->W be an algebraic fiber space, i.e., / is a proper and surjective
morphism with connected fibers. We denote the dimensions of V and W
by n and m, respectively.
The following facts are easily proved (cf. [5]):
E A S T ADDITION THEOREM.

For an algebraic fiber space in the above

sense, we have
x(V)^x(Fw)

+ dimW.

Here, 1PW is a general fiber ^^(w),
w being a general point of W.
Hote that by the definition of Kodaira dimension if «(J?«,) = — oo,
then n(V) = --OO.
COVERING LEMMA.

If V±-*V is an étale covering, then K(VT) = K(V).

If K(V) > 0, then there exist a non-singular variety V*, a birational map p: V*->V and a fiber space f: V*->W
such that (1) dimW = K(V), (2) n(IFw) = 0 for general points w of W.
Moreover, such an algebraic fiber space fis unique up to birational equivalence.
CANONICAL FIBERING THEOREM.

Thanks to the canonical fibering theorem, the study of varieties V
is reduced to that of V with H(V) = — oo or 0 or n, n being dimV.
Unfortunately, the following fundamental conjecture has not yet been
solved completely.:
CONJECTURE.

GUtm\ K(V) > x(Fw) +

H(W).

Gn means <7Wjm for any m > 0.
I n the following cases, the conjecture is verified:
(1) W is a variety of general type, i.e., K(W) = dimW" (by Kawamata
[9] and Viehweg [17]).
(2) General fibers have trivial pluri-canonical divisors (by Kawamata [11], [12]).
(3) General fibers are curves or surfaces (by Viehweg and Kawamata,
see [11], [12]).
Varieties V with K(V) = —oo. I n the case of surfaces, such V are
ruled surfaces (Enriques). If n = 3 , n(V) = — oo and q(V)>0,
then
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there exists a (possibly ramified) covering In V1-^V such that Vx is
ruled. This was proved by applying 0 3 (Viehweg [16]). In general if a variety
7 has a covering V± that is ruled, 7 is said to be a uniruled variety or
a quasiruled variety. The collection of polarized Kaehler varieties which
are not uniruled has nice algebraic space structures (A. Fujiki [3]).
Eecently a variety whose anticanonical divisor is ample has been proved
to be uniruled. This result follows from Mori's theory of cones of 1-cycles
(see Mori's article in this volume).
Varieties V with H(V) = 0 . Then the Albanese map a: 7->Alb(7)
is a fiber space (Kawamata [9]), i.e., a is surjective and has connected
fibers. In particular, if n = q(V) ( = dimAlb(7)), then a is a birational
morphism. This follows from On and it gives a birational characterization
of abelian varieties.
A general theory of varieties V with K(V) = 0 and q(V) = 0 has
not yet been established. For surfaces, such V are birationally equivalent
to K3 surfaces or Enriques surfaces. When V satisfies «(F) = 0 and
0<q(V)<n,
the Albanese fiber space 7->Alb(7) seems to be birationally equivalent to a fiber bundle whose general fibers are varieties
F with H(F) = 0. For 3-folds this is verified by Viehweg [16].
Varieties V with H(V) = n. I t has not yet been established that the
graded ring B(V) = © f l " ° ( 7 , co1) is finitely generated. When n = 3 and
a canonical divisor Kv is numerically semipositive (or numerically effective), i.e., KV'G > 0 for any curve G, this was proved by Kawamata [13]
and X. Benveniste [1]. They proved a stronger result to the effect that
Kv is semiample in this case, i.e., there is a pluricanonical system \mKv\
which has no base points at all for some m > 0 . This is closely related
to the construction of good minimal models for threefolds.

§ 3, Birational geometry
Birational geometry is the study of birational equivalence classes of
varieties. Since any variety is birationally equivalent to a complete
non-singular one, it may be enough to study non-singular complete varieties. But when one investigates the structure of non-complete varieties,
it is occasionally helpful to use strictly rational maps and proper birational
maps.
Let us recall their definitions.
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DEFINITION. A rational map / : V-+W is said be a strictly rational
map if the projection from the graph to 7 is a proper birational morphism.
Further, a birational map is said to be a proper birational map if both /
and jf"1 are strictly rational maps.

Any rational map into a complete variety is strictly rational. If a variety 7 is normal and / : V->W is a strictly rational map, then / is defined
outside a closed subset F with codim(J?) > 2. In particular, if W is affine
and 7 is normal, every strictly rational map is a morphism.
When one uses strictly rational maps and studies proper birational
equivalence classes, one has proper birational geometry. More generally,
considering variations of "rational maps", "birational equivalence classes"
and "non-singular models", we can develop various kinds of birational
geometries.
An outline of such a birational geometry is given below:
(1) Fix a subset JI of the set of varieties and define rational maps
and birational equivalence classes in Ji.
(2) Introduce non-singular objects in Ji and prove thé existence
of non-singular models for any object in Jt.
(3) Using non-singular models, define regular forms and introduce
plurigenera and Kodaira dimension for any object in Ji.
(4) Obtain a rough classification of objects in Ji by means of the
Kodaira dimension.
(5) Study particular structures of objects with the Kodaira dimension
— oo or 0 or n, n being the dimension.
(6) Introduce the notion of minimal models and study further...
I n any case the classical classification theory of algebraic surfaces
is a good guide. Eecall that the classification of higher dimensional varieties
has been developed in this way.
(I) Let J b e a collection of not necessarily complete varieties. Then
strictly rational maps and proper birational maps are used as "rational
maps" and "birational maps". For any variety 7 there exists a non-singular
variety Y and a proper birational morphism p,: Z->7. It may be natural
to take Y as a non-singular model of 7. However, there exists a nonsingular completion Y with smooth boundary D, which implies t h a t
Y = Y—D and D has only simple normal crossings. It may be better
to consider the triple (Y, Y,D) as a nonsingular model of 7 . In this
case, "regular forms" of 7 are logarithmic forms o n ' F with logarithmic
poles along D. Strictly speaking, let Q(logD) denote the sheaf of germs
of logarithmic 1-forms on Y with logarithmic poles along D. For a poly-
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nomial representation Q of Qh(n), n being d i m 7 , T(Y, QQ) is the space
of logarithmic forms associated with Q. Indeed, these vector spaces
and their dimensions are invariants under any proper birational map. In
particular, the Kodaira dimension of 7 is defined to be K(K+D,
Y)T
where K is a canonical divisor on Y. This is denoted by £(7). Eeplacing
H by U and complete varieties by not necessarily complete ones, we have
similar canonical fibering, called logarithmic canonical fibering.
The easy addition theorem, the covering lemma and the existence
of canonical fibering are formulated for the logarithmic Kodaira dimension and are easily proven. A logarithmic analogue of Conjecture 0n,
denoted by On, seems more interesting. C2 is completely solved and the
structure theory of open surfaces, i.e., classification of surfaces in proper
birational geometry, has been studied in detail ([8], [15]). Here the
notion of numerical semipositivity and some variants of minimal models
play indispensable roles (for example, the notion of an almost minimal
model by Tsunoda). Even 0 3 seems to be left unsolved. However, in
the case where the base variety W is of general type, i.e., H(W) =* dim 17,
0n has been recently verified by Maehara and Matsuda. For this, the
weak-positivity of the direct image sheaf of the logarithmic relative
canonical sheaf is a key fact (Viehweg [18], [19], Maeha.ra).
(II). Affine varieties are special cases of non-complete varieties, hence
they can be studied in birational geometry. But in some cases, normal
varieties play roles of non-singular models.
(III). Considering pairs (D, V) of normal varieties 7 and reduced
divisors D on 7, one can develop the birational geometry of these pairs.
For such a pair (D, V), there exist a non-singular variety Y and a divisor
B with simple normal crossings on Y and a birational map p: Y->V
such that the strict transform of B is D. Then the logarithmic Kodaira
dimension n(Y— B) ~ K{B+K(Y),
Y) is a birational invariant; hence
it is & birational invariant of (D, 7), which we denote by K[2>], ignoring
7 . When 7 = P 2 , n [D] = — oo if and only if D is transformed into a line
by a Cremona transformation. This is almost equivalent to Max toother's
theorem on the factorization of Cremona transformations. Further, plane
curves are studied in the framework of birational geometry ([6], [7]).
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V.A. ISKOVSKIH

Algebraic Threefolds with Special Regard to the
Problem of Rationality

In this report we discuss the same problems as those discussed in the
well-known book by Eoth [36], and therefore the report has the same
title (see also Fano [11]).
This domain has shown a significant progress in the last ten years,
connected with the discovery of new tools and the development of the
old ones aimed at the proofs of the non-rationality of some types of unirational algebraic threefolds (see [1], [7], [17]). We outline here some
of the up-to-date basic results bearing on the problems of rationality
and unirationality of algebraic threefolds. We restrict ourselves to the
following two types of threefolds:.
I. Fano threefolds V with Pic 7 c^Z (i.e., Fano threefolds of the
first species in the terminology of [19]).
II. Oonic bundles ut: V-+8 over rational surfaces S.
The ground field h is assumed to be algebraically closed and of characteristic zero unless otherwise stated.
1. DEFINITION. A complete smooth irreducible threefold over fc is a Fano
threefold if the anticanonical sheaf Ky1 of V is ample. The greatest integer
r > 1 such that JET ^ Ky1 for some invertible sheaf S e Pic V is called
the inde® of V. The integer g = g(V) = — Kyj2+1 is called the genus
of V, that is, the genus of curves which are linear sections of V in the
anticanonical embedding. A Fano threefold V with Pic V c^ Z is called
a threefold of the first species (see [18], [19] or [23], [29]).
If F is a Fano threefold, then tf(V, Ov) = h2(V, Ov) = h*(V, 0V) = 0,
Pic F is a free abelian group of the finite rank Q ( Q is the Picard number
of V), and r = 1, 2, 3, or 4. Furthermore, if r = 4 then V ~ P 3 , and
if r = 3 then V ~Q - a quadric in P 4 ([18]).
We shall treat only Fano threefolds of the first species. Fano threefolds
[733]
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with the Picard number Q ^ 2 were classified up to deformation by Mori
and Mukai [26] on the basis of Mori's paper [25] and are discussed in.
Mori's report at this congress.
The list of Fano threefolds of the first species is given in [19] and [20].
However, there is one threefold missing in [19], see A 22 below. The author
is grateful to Professor S. Mukai and Professor M. Eeid for pointing out
this gap. In addition, ÏT. P. Gushel [14] has shown that, besides thevariety pointed out in [19], there is only one type of Fano threefolds.
of the first species V with r = 1 and g(V) = 6 (see A'10 below). The final
list of Fano threefolds of the first species and of indices r = 1, 2 yieldsthe following
THEOREM 1. Let V bea Fano threefold of the first species and let h == &3/2
be half of the third Betti number of V and d = S3.
If r = 1, then V is one of the following:

A2:

a double covering of P 3 branched in a smooth seœtic (d = 2, h = 52 ?
Q =2);

JL4: a smooth quartic 7 4 c P 4 (d = 4, h = 30, g = 3);
A4: a double covering of a smooth quadric Q c P 4 branched in a surface?
of degree 8 (d = 4, h = 30, g = 3);
Ae:
a smooth complete intersection of a quadric and a cubic in P5"
(d = 6 , h = 2 0 , g = 4 ) ;
A8: a smooth complete intersection of three quadrics in P 6 (d = 8,.
h = 1 4 , flr=5);
A10: a smooth section of the grassmanian Gr(2, 5) c P9 by a quadric and
two hyperplanes (d = 10, h = 10, g = 6, see [19], [14]);
A[Q : a smooth section of the cone over J5B (see below) by a quadric inP 7 (d = 10, h = 10, gr = 6, see [14]);
A12: JT&e threefold 7 1 2 c P 8 (<2 = 12, ft = 5, g = 7, see [19]);
JL 14 : a section of the grassmanian Gr(2, 6) c P 1 4 % .f^6 hyperplanes(d = 14, Ä = 5, g = 8, see [19], [15]);
J. 16 : «te threefold 7 1 6 c P 10 (d = 16, Ä = 3 , gr = 9, see [19]);
A1Q: the threefold VxsczPn (d = 18, Ä = 2, g = 10, see [19];
J. 22 : tìte threefold V22 c P 13 (d = 22, Ä = 0, g = 12, see [19]);
-A22: #*# compactification in P 13 0/ tfÄe affine homogeneous variety
PGL(2)/I c J.13 where I c PGL(2) is the icosahedron subgroup
and A13 is the space of binary forms of degree 12 (here PGL(2)/J
is identified with the orbit of a I-invariant binary form).
If r = 2, then V is one of the following :
Bxi

a double covering of the cone W c P 6 over the Veronese surface
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F4, c P 5 , branched in a nonsingular divisor D cz W traced on W
by a cubic in P 6 which does not pass through the vertex of the
cone (d = 1, h = 2 1 , g = 5);
a double covering of P 3 branched in a smooth quartic (d = 2,
Ä=10, g =9);
a smooth cubic in P 4 (d = 3 , ft = 5, # = 13);
a smooth intersection of two quadrics in P 5 (e? = 4, ft = 2, g = 17);
a section of the grassmanian G r ( 2 , 5 ) c P 6 by three hyperplanes
(d = 5 , h = 0 , flr = 2 1 ) .

In the proof of the theorem the results of V. V. Shokurov about the
smoothness of the generic anticanonical divisor [40] and about the existence of a line are essentially used [41] (see also [35]).
2. In studying the rationality problem two methods are used: the Clemens-Griffiths method of the intermediate Jacobian [7] and the method,
originated by Noether and Fano, of "untwisting" birational automorphisms
([10], [13], [17]). The Artin-Mumford method [1] does not work here,
for Fano varieties V are torsion-free in JHÒ(V, Z). îTow we shall summarize, in the form of several theorems followed by brief comments and
references, the results on the unirationality and rationality of Fano
threefolds.
THEOREM 2. All Fano varieties of types A2h cmd Bx for h > 3 and
1^2 as well as varieties of types A[, A[0 cmd A'22, are unirational, and
so are some of the smooth quartics A^.

The unirationality (and rationality) of varieties is usually proved
by means of direct geometrical constructions. Constructions used to
prove the rationality of Fano varieties are on the whole classical ([12],
[36]). The unirationality of some smooth quartics AA was proved by
B. Segro [39] (see also [17]). The unirationality of A'A,A^ and of some
of AA is explained in [21]. I t is not known if the generic quartics and
varieties of types A2 and Bx are unirational. This is one of the difficult
and fundamental questions in the birational geometry of three-dimensional algebraic varieties.
THEOKEM

3. Varieties of types Am

JL,8, A18, A22, A22, Bly

and B5

are rational.
Establishing the rationality of all these varieties (except for A22)
can be found in [18], [19], [20]. The rationality of A22 is also well known
[50].
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Sow we dwell on the proof of the non-rationality of all the other
types of Fano threefolds. We first note some general results proved by
the degeneration principle and the Clemens-Griffiths method of the intermediate Jacobian.
THEOREM 4,. Any generic varieties of types A2, JL4, A[, A9, A10, A'1Q7
Bx, B2 and any smooth one of types As, JL14 and JB3 over C are non-rational.
The non-rationality of an arbitrary smooth cubic has been proved
as is well known by Clemens and Griffiths [7] (see also [4], [28], [46],
[47]). Any of the other varieties mentioned in the theorem can be deformed
or birationally transformed, as is done by Beauville [3] (see also [47]),
to a net of conies whose intermediate Jacobian (which is a Prym variety)
is not the Jacobian of a curve or of a product of curves. 35ow the condition of the local closure of the set of Jacobians among all principally
polarized abelian varieties leads to the proof of the theorem.
Besides a cubic Bz, by using the Clemens-Griffiths method the nonrationality of any smooth variety of the type A8 is proved ([3], [48]).
Any such variety can be birationally represented in the form of a conic
bundle^ over P 2 with the degeneracy curve of degree 7. Furthermore,
as shown by Fano, the variety Au is birationally equivalent to the cubic
j?3, and hence is non-rational (see [21], [32]).

Bemarh 1. The problem of calculating the intermediate Jacobian
for the remaining Fano varieties is very difficult. A great deal of work
in this direction has been done by A. S. Tikhomirov [43], [44] and Welters [51], who evaluated the intermediate Jacobian for type B2 and
Tikhomirov [45] did this for type Bx. As far as I know, the non-rationality
of any smooth varieties of these types has by now been established (but
by another method, see below).1 For the calculation of intermediate
Jacobians of Fano varieties Tyurin's method [46] (see also [5]) of generalized Prym varieties and Clemens degeneration method [6] seem to
be promising.
3. ÎTow we shall consider the method of EToether-Fano of the untwisting
birational automorphisms. The assumption that char h = 0 is not essential here, so we shall assume only that char h ^ 2 , 3 .
5. For any smooth Fano variety V of type A2,A^ or Bx the
group of birational automorphisms BirF coincides with the group AutF.
THEOREM

1

As A. Tikhomirov has informed the author, paper [44] contains a mistake,
but he knows a correct proof of the non-rationality of B2.
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For varieties of type A2 or J4 4 this was first proved in the joint paper
by Yu. I. Manin and the author of this report [17] (see also [21]). For
varieties of type Bx, the proof was begun by the author in [21] and finished
by his student S. Hashin [16].
For the other Fano varieties Bir V ^ Aut V and the simplest birational automorphisms not contained in Aut V are linked with curves of
small degrees or with points on V (in the sense that these curves and
points are the singularities of maximal multiplicities for the linear systems
that define the birational automorphisms: such curves and points arp
called the maximal singularities of the corresponding birational automorphisms). By now the group Bir F has been described for varieties
of types A'A, A6 and B2 (except for A2, AA and Bx above).
Now we shall formulate the results obtained.
PROPOSITION 1. (i) Let V be a Fano variety of the type A[. Then to every
line Z cz V (i.e., to every curve Z with (Z—Kv) = 1) not contained in the
ramification divisor of the double covering V-+Q = P 4 one can attach the
birational involution az defined by the linear systems

az(H) =

9H-10Z~6Z'

where Z' is the line conjugate to Z with respect to the double covering V->Q.
(ii) Let V be a Fano variety of type A6. Then to every line Z c V one
can attach the birational involution az defined by the linear system t

az(S)

=m-$z,

and to every conic Y c V whose plane P(Y) lies in the quadric passing
through F c P 5 one can attach the birational involution ßT defined by the
linear system
ßY(H)
=13ÏÏ-14:Y-8Z,
where Z is the line such that YuZ =
VnP(Y).
(iii) Let V be a Fano variety of type B2. Then it has the following simplest
birational involutions:
aP is the birational involution attached to a point P eV not on the ramification divisor of the double covering it: V->P3 and defined by the linear
system
aP(H) = 3 f l " ~ 4 P ;
ßö is the birational involution attached to a rational curve 0 such that
n(O) is the twisted cubic curve in P 3 and defined by the linear system
ßo(H) = 9 j ï - 5 C - 3 C ' ,
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where Gf is the curve conjugate to G with respect to the double covering m
V->P*;
y0,G1 $s Me birational involution attached to a line G c V (i.e., to a curve
G with (G-JS) = 1 ) and to a rational curve Gx which is a section of the pencil
of hypersurfaces \M—G—G'\ and defined by the linear system
7o,cx(H) = (m + 4i)H-(m +

2)0-mO'-301-0'l,

where m = (Gx • W) + # ( O n 0 1 ) ~ 1 and the marie ' stands, as before, for
conjugation}
d0f0 is the birational involution attached to a line G c V and a curve
Gx having a twofold intersection with the pencil of surfaces \JB—G--C'\ and
such that Gx = G[ and defined by the linear system
dG>0i(M) = ( m + 9).H"~(m + 4)C f -mC f , -6(7 1 ,
where m = 3(CX'H) — 6;
eCtC is the birational involution attached to a line G and a curve Gx which
also has a twofold intersection with the pencil |JBT—0—Gr\ but Gx ^= G[
s09Öi(S) ^(m+10)E-(m

+

ö)G-mGf-6G1,

where m is some integer;
%ctcx is the birational involution attached to a curve G such that n(G)
is a line in P 3 and G = n~~lyt(G) cmd a curve Gx which is a section of the
pencil of hypersurfaces |JT—G\ cmd defined by the linear system
Sc.c^E) =(m +

3)E-mG-4:G1,

where m = 6(<VJ3") + 6.
THEOREM 6. Let V be an arbitrary smooth variety of type A\, AQ or B2.
Let B(V) denote the group of birational automorphisms generated by the
invohttions listed m Proposition 1, (i), (ii) or (iii). Then B i r T can be represented as a semidirect product of Aut F and the normal subgroup B(V), i.e.
B i r F coin be represented as the extension

l->B(F)->Bir7->Aut7->l
COROLLARY.

Any Fano threefold of one of the types A'4, AQ and B2 is

non-rational.
For varieties of types A[ and A6 these results have been obtained
by the author [21] and for B2 by S. Hashin (to appear in Izv. Acad.
Nauk ßSSB).
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Eemark 2. For a smooth three-dimensional cubic Az, S. Tregub has
come to similar but incomplete results. The birational automorphisms
of Fano varieties of types AQ,A10 and, of course, of P 3 have not been
described yet. I t would be interesting to apply this technique in studying
the group Aut J.3, where A3 is the affine space of dimension three.
4. Now we pass to the consideration of the second class of threefolds,
i.e., conic bundles. Here we assume char k ^ 2 unless otherwise stated.
DEFINITION 2. Let V be a smooth projective irreducible threefold
and 8 a smooth projective surface. A surjective morphism ut: V->8 is
called a standard conic bundle ii it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) for each point seS the scheme-theoretic fibre Vs = ^(S)
is
isomorphic (as a scheme) over k (s) to a conic (possibly degenerate) in
Pfc(s)i where k(s) is the residue field of the point;
(ii) (relative minimality) for each irreducible curve D c 8 the surface
VD = %~l(D) is irreducible over k.

We are going to mention some known results concerning conic bundles.
PROPOSITION 2. (i) Let ut: V~+8 be a standard conic bundle, and G c 8
its discriminant locus (possibly G = 0 ) . Then G is a reduced divisor with
normal crossings and

ys^

P\
P1vP1,
2P 1 ,

ifse8\G;
two intersecting lines if s e G— Sing(7;
a double line if s e Sing G.

Here Sing G is the set of double points of G (see [3], [38], [52]).
(ii) Under condition (i) there is an isomorphism
p.

*p. q

v

~~~

jZ[Kv] if ut: V->8 has no rational sections,
\Z\IJ\ if ut: V-+8 has rational sections,

where L is the class of a rational section 8-+V.
(iii) Let 8 be a rational surface, I ^= 2 a prime, and S{(V, Z{j the l-adic
cohomology. Then

a ° ( 7 , Z,) - fl«(7, Z„) ~ Z„

B\V, Z,) ~ # S ( F , Z,) = 0,

S*(7, Z,) c-etf 1 ^, Z,)/H*(C<, zjmzßzf-1,
where c is the number of connected components of the curve G, Gi is an irre*
ducible component of G (1 < i < r), Gi is the curve parametrizing the components of the fibres of the surface Vö. =ut~1(Gi) (see [52]).
51 — Proceedings...
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(iv) Let y: W-+T be a rational map, dim W = 3, dimT = 2 such that
the generic fibre Wv is a curve of genus zero over k(rj). Then there exists
a standard conic bundle ut: V->8 birationally equivalent to y: W->T (see
[52], [38]).
Since we are interested mainly in rationality questions, we shall
assume from now on that 8 is a rational surface.
7 (see [1]). Under the conditions of Proposition 2, (iii), we
if c > 1, then V is non-rational.

THEOREM

Eemark 3. This theorem is proved by using the birational invariant
Tors JET3 ( F , Z) = BrF", where Br F denotes the Brauer-Grothendieek
group of V (see [1]).
If c = 1 then, as in the case of Fano threefolds, to prove the nonrationality of the conic bundle V two methods are used, namely: the
Clemens-Griffiths intermediate Jacobian method and the untwisting
birational automorphism method (the first of these two methods works
over C).
PROPOSITION 3. Let k = C and let ut: V~>8 be a standard conic bundle9
8 a rational surface, and G e 8 the discriminant curve with c = 1. Let
Si: (5->0 be the double covering associated with ut: V->8, where G is the
curve of components of fibres of the surface V0 ==^ut"1(G), Pr(0/O) the
Prym variety (see [2], [42]) associated with the covering ui: G-^G and J(V)
the intermediate Jacobian of V. Then Pr((7/0) is a principally polarized
abelian variety and there is cm isomorphism Pr(<3/0)
~J(V).

I n the case 8 = P 2 this has been proved by Beauville [3] and in the
general case by S. Bnclryushka [8] (see also Beltrametti and Francia [53]).
I n order to prove the non-rationality of V one can now use the following result about distinguishing Prymians from Jacobians.
THEOREM 8 (Mumford [27], Beauville [2], Shokurov [42]). Let
char k ^ 2, and let (G, I) be a pair consisting of a connected curve G with
at most ordinary double points as singularities and an involution I on Q
satisfying the Beauville conditions [2]:

(B) I(Sing0) = SingO,

F i x l ^{xeÖ\

I(x) = x} = Singtf,

where 0 = 0 / 1 is the quotient curve, cmd Sing denotes the set of singular
points. Suppose that one more condition is satisfied [42]:
(S) for any decomposition G = C^nC^ we have #{0x002} > 4.
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Then Pr (0/0) is isomorphic to the Jacobian (or to the product of Jacobians) of a nonsingular curve as a principally polarized abelian variety if
and only if the curve G = Öjl is one of the following:
(a) G is a hyperelliptic curve, i.e., there exists a finite morphism G-^P1
of degree 2;
(b) G is a trigonal curve, i.e., there exists a finite morphism G-+P1 of
degree 3 ;
(c) 0 i s a quasitrigonal curve, i.e., is a hyperelliptic curve with two points
P and Q, P+Q $G\, identified;
(d) 0 czP2 is a quintic curve and h°(0, ut*Oc(l)) = 3.
COROLLARY. Under the assumption of Proposition 3, if Ö satisfies condition (S) (condition (B) is satisfied automatically) and if the curve G belongs
to none of the types (a), (b), (c), (d) of Theorem 8, then the variety V is nonrational. In particular, if 8 = P2 and d e g O > 6 then V is non-rational
(Beauville [3]).
Eemark 4. We have seen that the intermediate Jacobian method
enables us to prove the non-rationality of a large class of those threefolds
which admit the structure of a conic bundle. Just in this way S. Endryushka
has proved the non-rationality of a general Enriques variety [9] (see
also [31]): this variety can be birationally represented as a conic bundle
with a curve 0 c 8 of genus 5 which is not a curve of type (a), (b), (c>
or (d) from Theorem 8. Do there exist non-rational three-dimensional
conic bundles whose intermediate Jacobian is the Jacobian of a curve?
The affirmative answer to this question is given below.

5. Let us now consider the method of the untwisting birational automorphisms applied to standard conic bundles.
THEOREM 9 (V. G. Sarkisov [37], [38]). Let char k # 2 and let uz: V->8
be a standard conic bundle where 8 is a rational surface and %: V->V an
arbitrary birational map. Then, if 4:KS+G^ 0 (Ks is the canonical divisor
on 8), there exists such a birational isomorphism a: 8-+8 that août = uto%f
i.e., % maps fibres of ut into fibres.
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9 the group B i r 7 canbe represented in the form of an extension
l->Aut7,-*Bir7->0,
where Vn is the generic fibre of the morphism ut over the residue field k(^}
of the generic point rj e 8 and G c Bir$ is some subgroup.
COROLLARY

non-rational.

2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 9 the variety V i&
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The question of the existence of standard conic bundles with given
degenerations can be solved by using the bijective correspondence between
generic fibres Vn of conic bundles and quaternion algebras An over k(rj)
(see [1]). Via this correspondence any standard conic bundle becomes,
over 8, a Severi-Brauer variety associated with some maximal order
in the corresponding algebra An. In that, way, due to the exact sequence
of Artin-Mumford [1],
0->Br£-*Brfc(#)->

0
curves G^cS

E^k^),

Q\Z)-+

©

yÇ1 - ^ " ^ O

points xeVO$

where /JT1 = {J {i~l = U Hom(itÄn, Q/Z), (in is the group of roots of the
n

n

nth degree of 1, the question is reduced to the question of the existence
of quaternion algebras with given invariants (up to Br 8). If 8 is a rational
surface, then BrÄ = 0 and all elements from Br k(8), particularly elements
of the second order, are uniquely determined by their invariants. I t
turns out (see [38]) that in the case where dim# = 2 all elements of the
second order are represented by quaternion algebras. This brings us to
the following result.
PROPOSITION 4. Let 8 be a rational surface over k, char k •=£ 2, G c 8
a curve with normal crossing and ut: 0->G a double covering which satisfies
the Beauville condition (B). Then there exists a standard conic bundle ut:
V->8 having the discriminant curve G and such that the components of
fibres of the surface Vc = ut"1(G) are parametrized by G.

From Theorem 9 and Proposition 4 one can easily derive the following
COROLLARY. There exist non-rational standard conic bundles ut: V->8
over a rational surface 8 such that H3(V, Zz) = 0.

To construct such a conic bundle one can take for example an irreducible curve with ordinary singularities O' c P 2 with the birational genus 1
and degO' > 12. Let 8->P2 be the blow-up of the singular points of 0',
and 0 the proper transform of 0'. Then 0 is a smooth elliptic curve. Let
ui: C~->G be one of the non-trivial unramified double coverings; then
the conic bundle which exists by Proposition 4 is non-rational by Theorem 9
and, as one can easily verify, JT 3 (7, Zj) = 0. In particular, there exist
non-rational three-dimensional varieties with trivial intermediate Jacobians over 0.
6. The following two criteria of the rationality of standard conic bundles
have been conjectured by the present author [22] and V. V. Shokurov [42].
CONJECTURE

I (see [22]). Let char k ^ 2 and let ut: V->8 be a standard
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conic bundle over a rational surface 8 with a connected degeneracy curve
G cz 8 (possibly G = 0 ) . Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) 7 is rational',
(ii) one of the following two statements is true:
(a) There exists a pencil of raMonal curves {Lx, AeP 1 } without fixed
components on 8 such that (LK • 0) < 3 ;
(b) there exists a birational map <p: S->P2 such that G1 ™ y(C) is a curve
of degree 5 with normal crossing and for the double cover ut: G'-^C' induced
by ut: V->8 the condition 7&°(<9', ft*0o*(l)) = 3 is fulfilled.
The implication (ii)->(i) is proved in [22]. The converse is proved
in the same paper under an extra condition: if V is rational, then there
exists a birational map ß: V-+P* which maps fibres of the morphism ut
onto conies in P 3 .
Thus Conjecture I is reduced to the following.
CONJECTURE I' (see [22]). Every two-dimensional system (of index 1)
of rational curves on P 3 can be reduced to a two-dimensional system of conies
by means of birational transformations.
CONJECTURE I I (see [42]). Under the assumption of Conjecture I the
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) 7 is rational-,
(ii) one of the following two statements is true:
(a) the linear system \2Ks+0\ is empty,
(b) the same as condition (b) in Conjecture I.

This conjecture has been proved in the case where 8 c^ P 2 or 8 = FN,
i.e., 8 is a geometric ruled surface (see [42]).
7. To conclude, we mention some of the open problems.
(i) I t is not known if every standard conic bundle 7 with a rational
base 8 is unirational. Only some special examples of unirational conic
bundles are known (see [1], [30], [37]). Presumably a general variety
of this kind is not unirational. Note that the unirationality of V(ut: V-+8)
is equivalent to the existence of a rational surface T c 7 such that ut\T:
T->S is finite at the generic point (see e.g. [36]).
(ii) I n the birational classification programme of three-dimensional
varieties with Kodaira dimension — co it is assumed that every such
variety has a minimal model which admits terminal singularities and
which belongs to one of the following types (modulo a finite list of exceptions each of which can be treated separately) see [33], [34], [24]:
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(a) Pano varieties with at most terminal singularities;
(b) conic bundles with at most terminal singularities;
(c) pencils of del Pezzo surfaces, also with at most terminal singularities.
The problem of a characterization of rational varieties from each of
these classes is actual.
(iii) Little is known about the rationality and non-rationality of varieties of dimension greater than four. Theorem 9 has been extended by
V. G. Sarkisov [38] to conic bundles over a rational base of an arbitrary
dimension. As before, the question of the rationality of a general cubic
hypersurface of dimension at least four remains open. Only special examples
of rational smooth cubic hypersurfaces of an even dimension > 4 are
known (see [36], [49]).
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Cone of Curves, and Fano 3-Folds

§ 1. Cones of curves, extremal rays, and Fano 3-folds
Through the solution of Frankel and Hartshorne conjectures (Mori [10],
Sin and Yau [20]), the importance of finding a rational curve on a given
algebraic variety is exibited. It is done through a cone of curves and
extremal rays.
Let X be an ^-dimensional non-singular projective variety defined
over an algebraically closed field Jc of characteristic # > 0 . Let NZ(X)
be the set of numerical equivalence classes of 1-cycles on X and let N(X)
= NZ(X)®ZR.
Then W(X) is a real vector space of dimension Q(X),
and in N(X) we consider the smallest closed convex cone NJS(X) (the
cone of curves) containing all the classes of irreducible curves which are
stable under multiplication by R+, the set of non-negative real numbers.
This cone was originally considered by Hironaka [3] and Kleinian [5].
À new notion here is the extremal ray, which is defined as follows. Let
J Ö L ( Z ) = {z e NB(X) | (*. ~KX)

< 0}.

We say that a half line B = R+z c NE(X) is an extremal ray if there
exists a closed convex cone B => NJE_(X) such that E <£ B and NE(X)
^E+B.
THDEOKEM (Mori

[11]). NPJ(X) is the smallest closed convex cone containing
NB^(X) and all the extremal rays. An arbitrary extremal ray is generated
by the class of a (possibly singular) rational curve 0 such that 1 < (0. —Kx)
<w+l.
A divisor D on X is called numerically effective if (D. Ö) > 0 for an
arbitrary irreducible curve 0. An obvious corollary is
* Partially supported "by the Japan-U.S.A. exchange foundation.
[747]
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COROLLARY.

X has an extremal ray if and only if Kx is not numerically

As a special case of the theorem, one has
COROLLARY. If —Kx is ample, then NE(X) is spanned by a finite number
of extremal rays.

If dimX = 2, or dimX = 3 and p = 0, extremal rays are geometrically
explained by means of "contractions".
THEOREM—DEFINITION. Assume that dim X = 2, or dim X = 3 and
p = 0. For an arbitrary extremal ray E ofX, there exists a morphism f: X->Y
to a projective variety such that
(i) /* ®x — ®Y and
(ii) an arbitrary irreducible curve Ö is collapsed to a point if and only
if the class [0] of G belongs to E. Such an f is imique up to cm isomorphism
und
(iii) —Kx is f-ample.
We call f the contraction of E.

For d i m X = 2, the description of the extremal ray is equivalent
t o the following classical result.
THEOREM. Assume that dim X = 2, and X has cm extremal ray E.
Let f: X->Y be the contraction of E. Then one of the following hold.
(i) f is the contraction of an exceptional curve Ö of the first Mnd, and
E =B+[0].
(ii) f is a Pl-bundle, and E is generated by a fiber off.
(iii) X ~P2, Y ~Specfc, and E
=NE(X).

The result for dim JC = 3 and p = 0 turns out to be a natural generalization of the above.
THEOREM. Assume that dim X = 3, p = 0, and X has an extremal
ray E. Let f: X->Y be the contraction of E. Then Q(X) = Q( Y)+l, and
one of the following holds.
(i) / contracts an irreducible divisor D to a curve or to a pointy f is then
the blow-up of Y along the reduced closed subscheme f(B), and one of the
following 5 cases holds:
(i.l) Y is non-singular, f(JD) is a non-singular curve, Dis a P^bundle
over /(D), and Ö?JD(—D) is the tautological line bundle,
(i.2) Y is non-singular, f(JD) is a point, D ~P2, and (5D(—D)
-Ml),
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(i.3) /(D) is an ordinary double point of Y such that @r,f(i>) $s factorial,
D c^P1 xP1, and ßD{ - D ) ~ 0^(1, i),
(i.4) /(D) is a double point of Y,D is isomorphic to an irreducible
singular quadric surface Q of P 3 , and @D(—B) ~QQ(1), and
(i"5) /(D) is a quadruple point, D c^P2, and GD(—I>) ~&P(2).
(ii) / is flat and one of the following holds:
(ii.l) an arbitrary fiber of fis isomorphic to a conic in P 2 as a scheme
{f is called a conic bundle), and
(ii.2) an arbitrary fiber off is an irreducible reduced surface D such
that cop1 is ample (f is called a del Pezzo fibring).
(iii) Y c^ Spec ft, hence Q(X) = 1 and —Kx is ample (cf. (1), (2) and
IslkovshiVs classification in (3), (4) of the next theorem).
We say that an extremal ray E = B + z is numerically effective if (z. D) > 0
for every irreducible divisor D on X. Then, E is numerically effective
exactly in cases (ii), (iii) of the above theorem.
We say that X is a Fano n-fold if —Kx is ample. The index r of a Fanox
3-fold X is, by definition, the greatest integer ( > 0) such that — Kx
erPicX
The following results are known in characteristic 0:
THEOREM.

(0) One has r =1,2, 3, or 4,
(1) if r = 4 , then X ~ P 3 ([8]),
(2) if r = 3, then X ~ 3-dimensi'onal quadric ([8]),
(3) if r = 2, and g(X) = 1 then there are exactly 5 deformation types
of X (IsJcovshih [4] and Fujita [1], cf. [2] for char p),
(4) if r = 1 and Q(X) = 1 then Ishovslcih [4] classified X*B into 10
families using the results of Shohurov [18], [19] (we refer the reader to
Iskovsldh's report in this volume for the precise classification of (3) and (4))
cmd
(5) If r = 1 and Q(X) > 2 then there are exactly 87 deformation types,
Mori-Mukai [12]:
6(1)
# of del types

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

>11

36

31

12

3

1

1

1

1

1

0

By a technique similar to the one in [10], Janos Kollar proved
THEOREM. In any characteristic an arbitrary Fano n-fold X is uni-ruled.
In other words, given any point œ of X, there exists a rational curve Ö through
so such that (Ö. —Kx)^.n+1.
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§ 2. Terminal singularities
To continue the process of contraction of extremal rays, one has to consider projective varieties with "terminal singularities" in the sense of
Eeid [15].
DEFINITION (Eeid [15]). Let lc = C. Let y be a point of a normal 3-fold Y.
Then we say that Y has only terminal singularity (resp. canonical singularity) at y if there is a natural number r such that the Weil divisor r KY is
actually a Cartier divisor and, for some resolution (or equivalently, for
an arbitrary resolution) / : Y'->Y, the sections of 0(r KT) vanish along
every divisor in f~*(y) (resp. are regular in a neighborhood of
^(y))
when considered as meromorphic sections of rKr*.
THEOREM (Eeid [15]). If (Y,y) is a 3-dimensional terminal singularity,
then (Y,y) is the quotient, by a cyclic group action, of an isolated cBV
singularity. Such a singularity is, by definition, an isolated 3-dimensional
hypersurface singularity (Z, z) whose general hyperplane section through z
has a rational double (or smooth) point at z.
DEFINITION. Assume that h = C. We say that a normal algebraic
variety X is Q-factorial at x if the divisor class group Gl((9XtX) of the local
ring &XtX at œ is torsion, and that X is Q-factorial if X is Q-factorial at
every point (Eeid [16]). Let / : X->Y be a projective morphism such that
X is a Q-factorial 3-fold with only terminal singularities a n d / * ^ = &Y.
Let us consider 1-cycle ^aG G which is a linear combination of curves
G such that f(G) is a point. Let Wz(XjY) be the set of numerical equivalence classes of such 1-cycles, N(XjY) = Nz(XfY)®zR
and JSfF(X) be the
smallest closed convex cone containing all the classes of irreducible curves
G on X such that f(G) is a point. We say that a half line E c
NF(XjY)
is an extremal ray of XjY (or an f-extremal ray) if E is generated by
the class of a curve and there is a closed convex cone B of
NE(X)Y)
such that B $ B, NË(XfY) =E+B,
and B ^~NF__(XIY), where
WF_(X/Y)

={zeNB(XlY)\

(z.

-Kx)^0}.

We fix the above notation. One can ask the following
NF(XjY)
the smallest closed convex cone containing NF_(X/Y)
and all the /-extremal rays? For an arbitrary open
convex cone TJ containing NE „(XjY), are there only a finite number
of /-extremal rays which are not contained in Uu {0} ?
QUESTION. I S
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The answer is affirmative if Y = Specfl; and Kx is pseudo-effective
(this is the case if H(X) > 0) (Kawamata [7]), or if d i n i l " ^ 1 (done
essentially by Tsunoda [21]).
If XjY has an extremal ray E, and if E is not numerically effective,
one contracts the extremal ray (Kawamata [7]), but if the contracted
3-fold X' is not Q-factorial, we have to blow up X1 to get a better model
(and finally to get a "minimal" model). However, this process is not well
understood yet. Possibly one should say that XjY is a minimal model
if XjY does not have an extremal ray which is not numerically effective.
If dim Y = 0 and Kx is pseudo-effective, then this is equivalent to saying
that Kx is numerically effective (Eeid [15]). Kawamata [6] proved that
if dim Y = 0 and X is a minimal model (over Y) of general type then
the canonical ring © E°[X, Q(mKx)) is finitely generated.
m

Let dim Y ==1 and assume that X\Y has everywhere semi-stable
reduction with general fiber Xt. It is known that XjY has a minimal
model if Xt is a K3 surface or an abelian surface (Kulikov [9], Persson
and Pinkham [14]) or if Xt is an Enriques' surface or a hyperelliptic
surface with 2K ^ 0 (Morrison [13] through combinatorial bixational
geometry). Tsunoda [21] seems to have proved that X/Y has a minimal
model if Xt is a mimimal model with n(X) > 0 by using the logarithmic
version of cones of curves and extremal rays. If a three-dimensional and
Q-factorial Y has only terminal singularities, then the process of finding
a minimal model over Y is the same as factoring the birational morphism
X-*Y into the product of elementary birational maps. However, this
process is not well understood yet.
After having written up this paper, the author found that the question
marked here was also put as a conjecture in the newly added part of [7].
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Periods of Integrals in Characteristic p

One of the inost important tools in algebraic geometry over tlie field
C of complex numbers is the theory of periods of integrals, i.e. of the
Hodge structures canonically attached to the cohomology of complex
algebraic varieties. The yoga of "weights" [4], due to Deligne and Grothendieck, establishes a partial analogy between these Hodge structures
and the action of Frobenius (i.e. of Gal(Fe/Ffl)) on the étale cohomology
of a smooth proper scheme over Fa. Over the last several years a similar
analogy, between the Hodge structures arising from varieties in characteristic 0 and the JF-crystals attached to varieties in characteristic p,
has begun to emerge. Indeed, because of the connection between crystalline
cohomology and differential forms, this analogy often manifests itself
as a direct link, which can be quite powerful. In this talk I will describe
some of the results and conjectures which currently comprise this analogy >
with especial reference to abelian varieties and K3 surfaces as examples.
I will begin by briefly reviewing the basic "outputs" of the machinery
of crystalline cohomology ([1], [2]). Let us fix the following notation: h is
a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, W = W(h) is its Witt ring, and
K(h) is the fraction field of W(Jc). It will be convenient to choose an
algebraic closure E of K(Tc), and to let Km denote the maximal unramified
extension of E(Jc) in E and Wm its ring of integers. Finally, K' will denote
a finite totally ramified extension of K(Jc), with ring of integers V.
If X/h is a smooth proper ifc-scheme, its crystalline cohomology groups
EÌrì^XjW) are finitely generated W-modules, endowed with canonical
cup-product maps: B^xH^M1^.
Wien Xfk is projective or liftable,
it is also known that each HlriB(XIW) has the expected rank, i.e.
dimQlHlt(X xkTc,Ql) (l^p).Iî X has pure dimension JV, there is a trace
map tr: H2N(XIW)->W, and tr together with cup-product induces the ex[753]
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pected Poincaré duality theorem. Crystalline cohomology relates to De
Eham cohomology through a long exact universal coefficient sequence:
(1.1) ^ I T U ( X / T F ) ^ Z 4 i f l W
Moreover, if X has a smooth proper lifting X to W, there is a canonical
isomorphism:
(1.2) <rorla:

H^n(XIW)^Eivia(XIW).

Somewhat more generally, if X is a lifting of X to V, there is a canonical
isomorphism [3]:
(1.3) o-OTl8:

^(XjrlK'^K^Ei^XIW).

(1.4) Eemark. If the absolute ramification index e of F is strictly
less than p, it is known that croris in fact comes from a map: H.^U(XIV)
^>F®HoriS(-Z"IW). Counterexamples to this "integral" statement are known
when e is strictly greater than p, but not when e = p [3]. I t would be
interesting to construct examples, in the highly ramified case, in which
the torsion subgroups of H^n(XIV) and of 7®H^ ris (X/TT) are not isomorphic.
The absolute Frobenius endomorphism Fx of X induces an endomorphism 0 of E^i^X/W),'semi-linear
with respect to the Frobenius endomorphism Fw of W. The crystalline analogue of an abstract Hodge structure is t h e following:
(1.5) DEFINITION. An IP-crystal over Jc is an injective 2?V-linear endomorphism 0 of a finitely generated W-module E.
I t is common to abuse notation by writing E instead of 0 for the
.F-crystal.
I now want to describe the theorem, due to Mazur [9], [2], which
was my original motivation for feeling that JF-crystals should be analogous
to Hodge structures. Let us assume that (E, 0) is a torsion free .F-crystal
over h, and define:
(2.1) MlE = {xeE: 0xepiE},
a descending filtration on E. Then Mazur's theorem asserts:
(2.2) THEOREM. Assume thai the Eodge spectral sequence of Xfk degenerates at D1 and that the groups E%.ia(XIW) are all torsion free. Then the
image of the natural map: M^^-^H^^X/Jc)
is precisely the i-th level
F1 of the Eodge filtration.
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(2.3) Eemarhs. In fact, Mazur's theorem is somewhat stronger, and
suggests that the modules Jf* themselves have an important meaning
(cf. [2], § 8). I t would be very interesting to find geometric illustrations
of this deeper structure, which was unfortunately neglected in [14]. Two
other natural problems come to mind:
(1) describe what happens when the hypotheses of (2.2) are violated,
and
(2) find a version of Mazur's theorem with coefficients in an .F-crystal
on X (in the sense of [14]).
(2.4) 'Example. Mazur's theorem gives some important restrictions on
the nature of the .F-crystals which can arise as the cohomology of a specific
type of variety. For example, if Aß is an abelian variety of dimension g,
El^A/W)
is free of rank 2g, and #®id fc has rank g.
In fact, crystalline cohomology provides the .F-crystal [ElviB(A jW), 0)
with an additional bit of structure which we should mention, coming
from the trace map. Namely, we let Tr be the composite of the natural
isomorphisms [1]:
2flr

A ElviB(AIW)->E%iB(AIW)

and

trAlw:

El°iB(A/W)-+W.

The .F-crystal structure on El induces one on /\ fl"1 in an obvious way
and we have the compatibility:
(2.4.1) Tr(0(x)) = pQF*w Tr(0)

for

x e /\ ElriB.

We shall call a triple (E, 0, Tr) satisfying all these conditions an abelian
crystal of genus g.
Similarly, if X/lc is a K3 surface, one finds that ElviB(XIW) is a free
TF-module of rank 22, and that 0(g^iäk has rank one. Moreover, cupproduct and trace induce a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form:
(2.4.2) ( f) E2wiB xE2CTiB-+W, satisfying:

(0x \ 0y) = p^w(x

\ y).

There is an additional, more subtle, condition satisfied by this form:
22

any x e /\ ElviB such that 0(x) =p2Zx satisfies (x\x) = —1. For a conjectural generalization of this jp-adic analogue of the Hodge index formula
and a discussion of some of the added subtleties when p = 2, I refer
the reader to [17] and [15].
Let us now turn to the "concrete" applications of crystalline cohomology to geometry. As expected by Grothendieck, crystalline cohomology
52 — Proceedings...
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has been especially useful as a tool for elucidating the jp-adic properties
of the geometry of varieties in characteristic p, e.g. the ß-adic completion
of the ÏTeron-Severi group of a surface or of the endomorphism ring
of an abelian variety. The key here is the following very simple result [16]:
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Suppose Jc is algebraically closed or finite.1
(3.1.1) If Aß is an abelian variety, the cokernel of the natural map:
Zp®mà(A)->-Enà(ElVÌQ(AIW), 0)
is torsion free.
(3.1.2) If Xß is smooth and proper, if its Eodge spectral sequence degenerates at E1 and if E%.ia(XIW) is torsion free, then the coJcemel of tJie Ghern
class map:

zp®m(X)->EiiB(xiwf=*
is torsion free.
Eemark. I feel sure that more can be said about the Chern class map
appearing in (3.1.2); for instance, it may be that the hypothesis on
the degeneracy of the Hodge spectral sequence is superfluous. Note that
W. Lang and Ê*. ÏTygaard [8] have in fact used a variant of (3.1.2), involving the De Eham-Witt complex, to prove the degeneracy of this spectral
sequence for K3 surfaces, thus obtaining a simplified proof of the Eudakov-Shafarevich theorem that in fact E°(X, £iXfk) = 0.
If Jc is a finite field, (3.1) has a much stronger conjectural form, which
would be an analogue of the Hodge-Lefschetz theorem determining the
Heron-Severi group of a complex variety as F^QëSQE^ Of course, I am
referring to the crystalline version of Grate's conjecture.
(3.2)

CONJECTURE.

(3.2.1) If A/Fa is an abelian variety, the map:
Zp®End(AIFa)^Enâ{ElVÎB(AIW),

0)

is an isomorphism.
(3.2.2) If X/Fq satisfies the hypotheses of (3.1.2), the mapz
Zp®m(X)^ElviB(XIWf=*
is an isomorphism.
1

0. Gabber pointed out that (3.1) is valid if & is finite.
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Of course, (3.2.1) is in fact a theorem, for it follows easily from Tate's
Z-adic result [20] and (3.1.1) Moreover, (3.2.2) "tensored with 0 " should
be true for any smooth proper variety. For an application to a refined
study of zeta functions of surfaces over finite fields, we refer to work
of Milne [10].
The jp-adic part of the geometry of varieties which are supersingular
(e.g. in the sense that their cohomology is spanned by algebraic cycles)
seems to play an especially important role. Eecall that an abelian variety
Aß is supersingular iff Q® End (A ß) has rank 4#2 over Q, and that
an abelian crystal (E, 0, Tr) is supersingular iff Q®E admits a basis of
vectors x with 02x = p'X.
Analogously, a K3-surface Xß is supersingular iff 3STS(X) has rank 22,
and a K3-crystal (E, 0, ( | )) is supersingular iff Q®E admits a basis
of vectors x such that 0x = px for all x. For such varieties one has the
following "Torelli theorem" [16], [17].
(4.1) THEOREM. Let k be an algebraically closed field of cliaracteristic
p>0.
(4.1.1) The functor ElTiB establisJics a bijection between tlie set of isomorpliism classes of supersingular abelian varieties of dimension g > 2 and
the set of isomorphism classes of supersingular abelian crystals of genus g > 2.
(4.1.2) The functor E2wiB establishes a bijection between tlie set of isomorphism classes of supersingular K3 surfaces and the set of isomorphism
classes of supersingular K3 crystals (at least if p^ 5).
Of course, the analogue of (4.1.1) in Hodge theory is a tautology,
and the analogue of (4.1.2) is a celebrated result of Piatetski-Shapiro
and Shafarevich [9].
One of the deepest aspects of Hodge theory is the relationship between
families of algebraic varieties and variations of Hodge structures. There
are similar links between families of algebraic varieties in characterictic
p and families of .F-crystals, cf. for instance [14]. In fact, these links
played a key role in the proof of (4.1.2), and there is indeed a very precise
version of (4.1.2) "in a family". Here let us content ourselves by recalling
the following crystalline versions of "local Torelli".
(5.1) THEOREM. Suppose that the absolute ramification index e of V is
less than p—1. Then:
(5.1.1) If A is an abelian variety over Jc, tliere is a natural bijection
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from the set of isomorphism classes of formal liftings A of A to V to the set
of liftings of the Eodge filtration F^E^Aß)
to V®H\i:iB(AI'W).
Furthermore, a morpliism r\: A->A' lifts to a morphism A^A'
iff
HlviB(rj) preserves the corresponding filtrations.
(5.1.2) If X is a K3 surface over k, there is a natural bijection from
the set of isomorphism classes of formal liftings X of X to V to the set of
isotropic liftings Fil of F%-El>n(Xß) to 7®fl^ is (X/TT). Furthermore, an
isomorpJiism a: X-^X* lifts to an isomorphism: X->X' iff Elvis(a) preserves
the filtrations, and a line bundle L on X lifts to X iff cGVÌB(L) e Fil 1 .
For applications of these well-known results to the problem of finding
algebraizable liftings over DVB's with controlled ramification, we refer
t o [11] and [16]. I t is also possible to classify formal deformations of
abelian varieties and K3 surfaces in equicharacteristic p in terms of deformations of the corresponding crystals. However, the precise statement
of this result requires some technical preparation which would be out
of place here; ef. [13].
Deligne's theory of absolute Hodge cycles [5]
link between crystalline cohomology and Hodge
if X is a smooth proper IT-scheme, its group of
fiJH(l)
is a finite dimensional Q-YQGìOT space,
injections :
flIH(X) =*Hm(XlK'),

is the basis of another
theory. I n particular,
absolute Hodge cycles
and there are natural

K'®Eln(X)->Hm(XIK').

If X has good reduction H/V9 we can use croria to identify
H^U(XIK')
with K'®E*viB(X0IW).
Then one has:
w
(6.1) CONJECTURE. If zeHf^X),
its image in K' <8>HHia(XQIW) lies
in K(k)®ElìÌB(XQIW),
and 0(z) =#**. "
For some partial results, we refer to [15] and [18]. In particular for
an abelian variety over a number field (6.1) is true for almost all#. Moreover, if the abelian variety has complex multiplication, the converse
is true : a De Eham cohomology class £ is in the image of fl^H iff it satisfies
0(Ç) =piê for almost all p.
To continue our parallel between K3 surfaces and abelian varieties,
we should prove the Tate conjecture (3.2) for K3 surfaces over finite
fields. For "ordinary" K3 surfaces, this was done by ÎT. STygaard, using
the theory of ^-aclic etale cohomology and ^-divisible groups [12]. Eecently,
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he and I have been able to combine these methods with crystalline techniques to obtain a considerably more general result. To state it, we must
first recall that .F-crystals over an algebraically closed field lc can be
classified up to isogeny by their slopes, or, equivalently, Newton polygons.
If the .F-crystal is defined over a finite field Fa, for example, these slopes
can be computed as follows. If Fa has degree d over the prime field, F%?
is the identity map, and hence 0d is a TFe-linear endomorphism of a free
PFg-module. The slopes of the .F-crystal are then just the #-adic valuations
of the eigenvalues of 0d. (For the general definition we refer to [7].)
(7.1) THEOREM (with ÎT. Nygaard). Suppose X is a K3 surface over
a finite field FQ, and suppose that Uie smallest slope À ofE=:
(ElviQ(XIW),0)
is less than 1 and that p > 5. Then X satisfies Tate's conjecture (3.2.2).
Tate's conjecture predicts that X should be supersingular (i.e., have
rk(M3) = 22) iff % = 1, so this case is excluded from our theorem.
I would now like to provide a sketch of the proof of (7.1), which combines many of the techniques discussed above. Details will appear in
[13]. The main idea of the proof is to find a lifting of X which generalizes
the "canonical lifting" in the ordinary case X = 0. For simplicity, we
assume here that jp > 13.
To carry out the proof, it will be convenient to make use of the crystalline Weil group [3]:
WCTiB(E) = {(peG2â(ElK(Fp)):

<p\W = F^ for some

deZ}.

There is an exact sequence: l^Qal(ElK)^WGJ!ÌB(E)—>Z-+l,
where
K = Kjn is the fraction field of W and deg(^) is the integer d appearing
in the definition of Woi:iB(E). There is a natural semilinear action Q of
W0ViB(E) on E®ElviB(XlW),
with ? G TTcrls(/T)_acting by Q9 =:cp®0*°zM.
Note that in fact Q9 preserves the "lattice" V<g>ElviB(XIW), where V is
the ring of integers of E.
(7.2) CLAIM. The number h = : 1/(1 —X) is an integer less than or equal
to 10. There exist: a finite extension K' of degree < h of K, a subgroup F
of finite index in WGTiB(E), and an isotropic lifting Fil of
F^^E^^X/F}
to V®ElviB(XIW) which is stable under F. Moreover, if y e F and co G Fil,.
Qy{o>) =Xvœ where ovàp(Xy) = (2-A)deg(y).
The proof is just semi-linear algebra, thanks to Mazur's determination
(2.1) of the Hodge filtration of X in terms of the endomorphism 0.
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(7.3) CLAIM. If f e E^XfW)

and *(f) =jpf, then l ® f e K l 1 .

This claim is an immediate consequence of the compatibility of the
action of W oris with the pairing ( | ). Indeed, if y e Woria and co e Fil,
we have:
jp***My(a> | f) = (ft,® | QYS) = jpdeg(y)(û> | I).
Since X < 1, ordi3(^y) ># d e s ( v ) , and since we can choose y with deg(y) 7e 0,
(co 11) = 0.
(7.4) CLAIM. TA0F0 is an algebraic lifting X of X to V such that
tforisi^Hodge -ffuR^/^)) = Fil. Every line bundle on X lifts to X.
I t follows immediately from (5.1.2) that Fil determines a formal
lifting I of I to V, and every line bundle on X will lift to X by (7.3)
and (5.1.2). By Grothendieck's existence theorem, X is algebraizable.
For the next step of the proof, we choose an isomorphism a: E-*C,
which we use to obtain a K3 surface aX over C. We let EÌ(X) denote
the singular cohomology of aX with Q coefficients. Assuming without
loss of generality that F fixes K', we see that if cp e F,

E®E2Bn(XlE) ^ E®Ej>u(XIK') ^

Em^XlK'),

and so Q9 also induces a j£-linear endomorphism §9 of E^^X/E).
The
isomorphism a allows us to view §9 as an endomorphism of E2(oXfG)

ss c®aî(x).
Q

(7.5) CLAIM. After F is replaced by a subgroup of finite index, it will
have the following property: for every cpeF, the endomorphism Q9 of
C®Ea(X) is a morphism of Eodge structures, i.e. it preserves the Eodge
filtration and the Q-subspace Ea(X).
I t is clear from the construction that §9 will preserve the Hodge filtration. The proof that it preserves Ea(X) is more difficult. In [18] it is shown
that there exists an abelian variety AjK and an absolute Hodge cycle u
mapping the primitive cohomology of X\K into EndlZ^J.). Furthermore,
A has good reduction and u satisfies conjecture (6.1), i.e., is compatible
with the actions of W0VÌB(E)^ A calculation, based on the construction
of A and (7.2), shows that F preserves the Hodge filtration of A.. Then
a variant of (5.1.1) implies that F acts on A via isogenics, and hence
preserves E\(A). I t follows that F also preserves E2a(X).
To prove (7.1), let K' be a field of definition of X, with residue field
Fpd-. I t will suffice to prove that if d =: dfm is sufficiently large, the
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rank of NB(X) is at least as big as the dimension * of the # ö -eigenspace
JE7 of 0d acting on Elvia(XIW(Fpd)). If cp e F h a s degree d and is contained
in GvÄiKIK') the linear action Q9 on E^X/E)
^ E<8>ElriB(XjW(Fpd,))
is just iax®0d. Since this action preserves E2a(X), its ^-eigenspace is
defined over E2a(X), i.e. FnE2a(X) has g-rank *. By (7.3), F s Fil-1= FilHodge^2(^)j a n ^ s o *k e Lefschetz-Hodge theorem implies that
t =rkNS(X). •
I would like to finish by formulating a conjecture which is inspired
by the above proof and which is, in a way, a complement to (6.1). Let YjE
be a smooth and proper scheme with good reduction, so that W0TiB(E)
acts on E^n(YjE),
as above, and hence also on any tensor construction
î D R ( Y / f ) applied to De Eham cohomology. We define two subgroups
of Teoria(K) a s follows:
F H : {y G WoriB: QV preserves the Hodge filtration of
r

An:

{ y e ^ c r i s : Qy

is

TBn(YlE)},

absolutely Hodge}.

(8.1) CONJECTURE. The inclusion F A H £ F H is in fact an

equality.

I t is easy to see that this conjecture is true for abelian varieties, if
T = E1. In [13], we shall prove it for K3 surfaces (satisfying a mild
technical condition) when T = E2.
(8.2) DEFINITION. A variety YjE as above is quasi-canonical (with
respect to T) iff F A H is of finite index in WGViB.
With this terminology, we can say that the key point in the proof
of (7.1) was the construction of a quasi-canonical lifting of our K3 surface
to characteristic zero, with the aid of (8.1). For varieties defined over
a local field of mixed characteristic, one can define an Z-adic version of
F A H in terms of the action of the (usual) Weil group on étale cohomology.
Here one sees an advantage of the crystalline theory : its link with differential forms made conjecture (8.1) natural, and its concomitant link
with deformation theory then allowed us to construct the quasi-canonical
lifting.
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BEKNABD TEISSIER.

Sur la classification des singularités des espaces
analytiques complexes.

Introduction
On associe à chaque point x d'un espace analytique complexe réduit X
la suite des multiplicités en x des variétés polaires locales de X. Étant
donné un plongement (X, x) c (CN, 0), on peut décrire la variété polairelocale de codimension Je soit comme ensemble des points y e X où une
direction limite en y d'hyperplans tangents à la partie lisse X° de X
appartient à un sous-espace linéaire Pd~k c P ^ " 1 donné et assez général^
soit comme lieu critique d'une projection linéaire assez générale X->Cd~~k+\
Dans le cas où X est un cône de sommet œ on retrouve des notions connues.
de géométrie projective. La première définition permet de relier les variétés
polaires à la géométrie des limites d'espaces tangents et en particulierde montrer l'existence d'une stratification de Whitney canonique minimale
de X, c'est-à-dire de classifier, du point de vue de l'équisingularité à la.
Whitney, les singularités de X. La seconde définition permet de relier,.
au moyen de la théorie de Morse, les multiplicités des variétés polaires
en x à des invariants topologiques locaux de X en x. Geci permet de démontrer une réciproque du théorème de Thom-Mather, c'est-à-dire de
montrer l'équivalence de conditions topologiques et des conditions de
Whitney. Une partie de ces résultats s'étend au cas relatif, c'est-à-dire
à la condition vrf de Thom stricte pour un morphisme / : X-^8. Les liens
avec la théorie des ^-modules d'une part, et avec les problèmes de résolution simultanée des singularités d'autre part, auraient par trop allongé
le texte. Le lecteur est renvoyé à [10], [17] pour l'un et à [13] pour l'autre.
§ 1. Limites d'espaces tangents
Soit N un entier et soit X c RN un sous-ensemble sous-analytique.
D'après [6], il existe un sous-ensemble sous-analytique SingX de X
[763]
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tel que X° = X—Sing X soit dense dans X et soit un sous-es^ace analytique réel non singulier de RN. Supposons que toutes les composantes
connexes de X° aient la même dimension d, et considérons l'application
de Gauss y: X°->G(N—l,d—l)(R) de X° dans la grassmanienne des
(d--l)-plans de PN"1(R) qui à chaque point xeX° associe la direction
de l'espace tangent à X° en x. En utilisant le théorème de rectilinéarisation de loc. cit., on peut vérifier que le graphe de l'application de Gauss
-est sous-analytique, et il en est donc de même (loc. cit.) de son adhérence
N(X) dans I x ö où 0 =0(2^—1, d—l)(R). Le sous-ensemble sousanalytique N(X) de RN xG, muni du morphisme v: N(X)-^X induit
par la première projection, sera appelé modification de Nash de l'ensemble
sous-analytique X. Le morphisme v induit un isomorphisme v"1 (X°) ~> X°
•et dim N(X) = d. Pour chaque point x eX, le sous-ensemble sous-analytique v~*(x) = N(X)n({x} xG) de Cr est l'ensemble des positions limites
^n x d'espaces tangents aux points de X°. De façon analogue, on peut
définir l'espace conormal de X dans RN comme l'adhérence T^RN, dans
l'espace cotangent T*RN à RN, de l'espace conormal àX° dans RN constitué de l'ensemble des couples (x, g) e T*RN tels que x appartienne
.à X° et que l'espace tangent à X° en x soit contenu dans le noyau de
l'application linéaire f : TRN3X->R. Ainsi T^RN est un sous-ensemble
fermé de T*RN ~RNxRN
où RN désigne le dual de RN, stable par les
homothéties du second facteur et dont on vérifie comme plus haut qu'il
'est sous-analytique. On note G(X, RN) son projectivisé, c'est-à-dire son
image dans RN xP^" 1 , et #: Ö(X,RN)->X le morphisme induit par la
première projection. Un point (x, |) de T*RN est dans T^RN si £ est
limite en x de directions d'hyperplans tangents en des points de X°,
e'est- à-dire s'il existe une suite de points œi eX° tendant vers x et d'hyperplans Si = 0 tangents à X° en xi, c'est-à-dire tels que TxotXi soit contenu
dans le noyau de f^, et que l'on a | = Lim S4. Il revient au même de
dire que le noyau de | en x contient une direction limite en x d'espaces
tangents à X°. On remarque que pour x e X°, la fibre n~l(x) est isomorphe
à P ^ - 1 - ^ et donc dim 0(X, RN) = N-l.
Soit / : X->RP un morphisme sous-analytique, que nous supposons
installé, c'est-à-dire que l'on s'est donné un plongement X c RpxRN
sous-analytique et que/est obtenu comme restriction à X de la première
projection. Supposons qu'il existe un ouvert sous-analytique dense X°
de X qui soit une sous-variété analytique réelle de X telle que en chaque
point x de X° .le noyau de l'application linéaire tangente à / en x soit
de dimension d. On peut définir une application de Gauss relative yf:
X°->G et par l'adhérence de son graphe définir comme plus haut la modi-
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fication de Nash relative, notée vf: Nf(X)->X; un point z eI[f(X) représente une direction limite en vf(#) d'espaces tangents aux fibres de / en
des points de X° tendant vers vf($). De même on peut définir l'espace
-conormal relatif T*xofììpRp xRN de X° dans Rp xRN comme noyau de
l'homomorphisme naturel de fibres cotangents relatifs
T*(Rpx
N
p
P
p
N
p
xR )/R
x X°-+T*(X°IR ) et l'adhérence dans T*(R xR )/R
de
RPxnW

TxOfjtf>(Rp xRN)/Rp
est l'espace conormal relatif de X, qui est un sous•ensemble sous-analytique de T*(RpxRN)/Rp
~RpxRNxRN
stable par
N
rapport aux homothéties de R , et dont le projectivisé est un sous-ensemble sous-analytique Of(X,RpxRN)
de Rp xRN xP^^R),
de dimension
N 1
N+p— 1, en fait contenu dans
XxP " (R).
Supposons maintenant que X est un espace analytique complexe
réduit et soit jf: X->8 un morphisme analytique complexe. Notons Q)
= ûx/s te ö x -module cohérent des 1-formes différentielles relatives et
-supposons qu'il existe un sous-ensemble ouvert dense X° de X tel que
£2} | X° soit localement libre de rang d. Soit g: G->X la grassmannienne
•des quotients localement libres de Q}. Par définition, l'image réciproque
$*Qf a sur G un quotient localement libre de rang d: g*fì}->It->0 et, pour
un morphisme h: T->X, se donner un quotient localement libre de rang
d, h*Qf-+LT-+0, équivaut à se donner un morphisme T—>G tel que gos = h
et s*L c±LT. D'après l'hypothèse on a donc une section a: X°->G de
# | g~1(X°). L'adhérence de l'image de cette section est un sous-ensemble
analytique fermé Nf(X) c G, et le morphisme vf: Nf(X)->X induit par g
est propre et induit un isomorphisme au-dessus de l'ouvert dense ?J£"1(JL0).
d'est donc une modification de X, appelée modification de Nash relative
de X/8. Si le morphisme/est installé au moyen d'un plongement X c 8 X
xCN, ce qui est toujours le cas localement sur X, on retrouve ainsi la
modification de Nash décrite ci-dessus dans le cadre sous-analytique.
On peut de même, dans le cas où / est installée, définir l'espace conormal
relatif (complexe) de X dans B x CN, qui est un sous-espace analytique
de T*(8xCN)IS
~8 xCN xCN conique par rapport aux homothéties de
N
C , et l'espace conormal projectif associé Gf(X, 8 xCN) ou Of(X), qui
est un sous-espace analytique fermé de XxPN~x,
de dimension ^ — 1 +
+ dim 8.
Exemples. (1) Soit U un ouvert de CN et soit / : U-+C un morphisme
analytique. La modification de Nash relative coïncide avec l'espace conormal relatif et est l'éclatement dans U de l'idéal jacobien j(f) = (df/dz17...
..., dfjdZj^jQxj engendré par les dérivées partielles de / .
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(2) Soient TJ un ouvert de CN et X =/" 1 (0) avec / comme ci-dessus
et tel que / - 1 (0) soit réduit non vide. La modification de Nash de X
coïncide avec l'espace conormal et est l'éclatement dans X de l'idéal
j(f)-@x engendré dans 6X par les restrictions à X des dérivées partielles
de / (voir [26], [27]).
Soit maintenant X un sous-espace analytique complexe réduit, purement de dimension d, d'un ouvert TJ de CN, et soit x un point de X. Considérons le diagramme:
XxPN~l

xPN-1^JExO(X)-^->G(X)<=>X

XP1*-1

\

X xP^1^^!

^

X<=>CN

où H est le morphisme conormal défini ci-dessus, ex l'éclatement du point
x dans X, ex l'éclatement dans G(X) du sous-espace ^(x), et K1 le morphisme dû à la propriété universelle de l'éclatement. Soit <&= {J^a la
a

réunion des composantes irréductibles de dimension N~2 du diviseur
exceptionnel C1(^)7 que nous considérons comme sous-espace de PN"1 x
1
xpN-im P o l 3 r chaque a posons Va = x'(\&a\) c P*- , et Wa = Sx{\Wa\)
c JP^"1, Où \<2/a\ désigne l'espace réduit sous-jacent à &a. Eemarquons
que puisque \<&\ = IC^aOI d'après le Hauptidealsatz, on a {jVa= lej 1 ^)!
a

= |Proj GXjX\ où GXtX désigne le cône tangent à X en a?, et \J Wa = [aT1 (x)| T
a

ensemble des limites en x d'hyperplans tangents à X.
En fait, la collection des sous-variétés projectives Va de |Proj GXiX\
suffit pour reconstituer l'ensemble des limites en x d'hyperplans tangents ;
THéORèME (Lê-Teissier). Pour chaque a, Wa est la variété projective
duale de Va, et par conséquent Vensemble des limites en x d'hyperplans
tangents à X est réunion des variétés duales des Va. De plus, pour chaque
composante irréductible G de |Proj GXiX\ il existe exactement un indice a
tel que Von ait Va = G.
En fait, on montre que pour chaque a, \&a\ est l'espace conormal
G(Va, P^""1), ce qui implique que Wa est le dual projectif de Va.
Exemple (cf. [17]). Soit (X, 0) c (C3, 0) un germe de surface analytique complexe réduite. Il existe un nombre fini de génératrices Z19 •.., Zr du
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cône tangent GXtQ telles que l'espace |v~1(0)| des limites en 0 d'espaces
tangents à X° soit la réunion du dual de la courbe projective |Proj GXt0\
et des droites projectives ^ = {E e CB\M => ZJ. De plus, si (X, 0) est
à singularité isolée, ou si GX$Q est réduit, la déformation naturelle de
(X, 0) sur son cône tangent GXt0 est équisingulière (cf. ci-dessous) si et
seulement si r = 0.
Remarque. Il est probable qu'un avatar du théorème ci-dessus est
vrai dans le cas sous-analytique. Pour l'étude numérique des limites
d'espaces tangents, voir ([26], Chap. 2,1.6), et pour l'étude géométrique,
voir [4], [14], [17].
§ 2. Variétés polaires locales

i

Soient N un entier, et
© : (0) c BN_1

c DN_% c . . . c B1 c D0 = CN

un drapeau de sous-espaces vectoriels de CN, avec codim J)i = i. Étant
donnés un entier d, 0 < d < N et une suite d'entiers a = (aly..., ad), on
eonsidère dans la grapsmanienne G =G(N—l,d—l)
des sous-espaces
vectoriels de dimension d de CN la sous-variété algébrique (variété de
Schubert)
cra(3)) = {T eG\ dim(TnJO d + a ^.) > i pour i = 1 , . . . , d}.
Sa codimension dans G est purement J ^ . Dans le cas particulier où
a = ( 1 , ..., 1, 0 , . . . , 0) avec k fois 1, on notera cft(3)) pour cra(25).
Soit maintenant / : X->8 un morphisme analytique complexe installé
eomme au § 1, c'est-à-dire muni d'un tf-plongement I c S x CN. Supposons 8 non singulier, et considérons la modification de Nash relative
du § 1
yt/

*

/

Pr2

Nf(X)^XxG

et le morphisme de Gauss relatif yf. À l'aide d'un théorème de Kleiman
et de l'ouverture de la transversalité, on peut montrer (cf. [28], Ohap. IV,
1.3) que tout point x e X possède un voisinage ouvert, que nous noterons
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encore X, tel qu'il existe un ouvert de Zariski dense W de l'espace desdrapeaux, tel que pour tout 'S) eW, on ait pour tout a:
(i) yj1[aa('X)))nvJ1(XQ) est réduit et dense dans ly/^aCD))!» e t ce"
dernier espace est vide ou purement de codimension ]£a{ dans Nf(X)»
(ii) Si y/1(cra(3)))niy1(flj) n'est pas vide, on-a

öimyf^aj^nvf^x)

= dimij" 1 ^)-^^-

En conséquence, pourvu que le drapeau S) soit assez général, si l'on posa

i > «</;S>=|^7 1 K(»)))|,
on voit que P a </;3)> est l'adhérence dans X de P 0 </;35>n X°, et est
un sous-espace analytique réduit purement de codimension J>X de X
ou vide. De plus, yj1 (cra(35)) coïncide ensemblistement avec le transformé
strict de P a </;3)> par le morphisme vf (noter que yj1 [aa (2))) n'est pas
en général réduit),
DéFINITION. P a </; 35> sera appelée variété polaire locale associée*
à / : X->8, au drapeau 35, et à la suite a = (ax,..., ad).
PROPOSITION. JJcms cette situation, pour chaque point x e X et chaque
a, il existe un ouvert de Zariski dense Wx de Vespace des drapeaux tel que
la multiplicité mx(Pa(f; J)» de Pa(f; S)> en x ne dépende pas de 3) e Wxr
et en fait ce nombre ne dépend que du type analytique du germe en x du
morphisme f.

Lorsque a = ( 1 , . . . , 1, 0 , . . . , 0), on notera P & </; 3)> pour P a </; D>»
C'est un sous-espace analytique réduit, purement de codimension k dans
X ou videi Lorsque 8 est un point, on notera PÄ<X; 35> pour P & </; 3)>.
On note que P Ä </; 3)> ne dépend en fait que de DÄ_&+1, car l'on a <?Ä(3J>
= {T eG\ dim TnDd_k+1 > k}. On le notera aussi P Ä </; -Dd_Ä+1>.
On propose ici d'associer à un morphisme / : X->8, en chaque point
x de X, les invariants analytiques ^ ( P a < / ; 3 5 » où 3) est assez généralOn s'intéressera particulièrement aux invariants mx(Pk(f; 2>», k = 0,..,
..., d. Dans le cas particulier où 8 est un point et X un espace analytique
réduit, on associera, pour tout point x e X, au germe (X, x) (ou à l'algèbre
0XiX) la suite de d entiers
• » Ì . = K(P 0 <X;2)>),mJP 1 <X;î)>),...,m a; (P^ ]L <X;î)>)).
On remarquera que P 0 <X; 3)> = X et par conséquent le premier terme
de cette suite est la multiplicité de X en x.
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Exemples. (1) Eeprenons l'exemple (1) ci-dessus. On a d =JVr— 1 et
la modification de Nash relative est contenue dans le sous-espace de
TJxP**-1 défini par les équations Ti(8fld^j)-Tj(dfldzi) = 0 . Dans PN~l
les seules variétés de Schubert sont les ck(1)), et en choisissant des coordonnées adaptées au drapeau S), on voit que P Ä </; 3)> est obtenu comme
ceci. Soit Sing/ le lieu critique de /, et pour chaque entier k, soit Pk le
sous-espace de U défini par bf\dzx = ... = df\bzh = 0. Alors Pu </; î>>
est l'adhérence dans TJ de P^XSing/. Dans le cas où / a un seul point
critique dans TJ, noté O J P J X / J S ) ) est exactement le sous-espace de TJ
défini par bf\òzx = ... = df)dzk = 0. On retrouve la définition des variétéspolaires donnée dans ([27], [14]). Dans ce cas (cf. [27]), la multiplicité1
en 0 de PÄ</;35> (toujours pour 3) assez général) est égale à f^k)(f, 0),
qui est par définition le nombre de Milnor ([23]) de la restriction de /'
à un sous-espace vectoriel de dimension k assez général de CN. De plus,.
le nombre d'intersection en 0 de la courbe polaire Pjy-i </; 3)> avec l'hypersurface/"^(/(O)) v a i L t A tW (/ ? 0 )+/* (JV " 1) (/ J °)(2) Eeprenons l'exemple (2) ci-dessus en supposant X réduit. Puisqueles valeurs critiques de/sont isolées, on peut vérifier que l'on a Pk(X; 3)>
= Pk </; 3D> nX. Si 0 est un point critique isolé de /, on a les égalités i
m 0 (P Ä <X;2)» =A*W(/,0) + /4* +1 )(/ f 0)

(0<&<#-2).

(3) Soit V c PN~l une variété projective réduite et soit X c CN leeóne de sommet 0 sur V. Alors les variétés polaires P/C<-2T;3)> sont le$
cônes sur les lieux polaires Mk de V introduits par Todd dans le cas où
V est non singulière et par E. Piene [24] dans le cas général, leurs multiplicités sont les classes de V.
La théorie classique des variétés polaires projectives correspond dono
au cas particulier où 8 est un point et X un cône de sommet 0. Par exemple,.
si X est le cône sur une courbe projective plane réduite de degré m et
de classe ( = degré de la courbe duale) m, on a 3ïXiQ = (m, m).
Les variétés polaires "absolues" (8 = un point) sont introduites et
étudiées dans [18]. On a dans [23, chap. IV] la description suivante
des variétés polaires relatives comme lieux critiques de projections. Supposons donné un #-plongement X c 8 x CN, et supposons que / soit un
morphisme lisse en tout point x eX°. Soit p: CN->Cd"k'^1 une projection
linéaire. Pour xeX°, la fibre X(f(x)) est non singulière en x, contenue
dans {f(x)}xCN et l'on notera %x: X(f(x))-+Cd-7e+1 la restriction à la
fibre X(f(x)) de la projection p. Soit PjXfip}0 l'ensemble des points
x e X° tels que x soit critique pour nx. Alors on a Pk </; p}°
=== v
f[Vf1[°k(^d-k^i))riVf1(^0))i e t par conséquent pour p assez générale,
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l'adhérence P f t </;#> de Pfc</;jp>° dans X est la variété polaire locale
.PÄ</;Ker^>.
On doit à J. P. G-. Henry et M. Merle (cf. [5]) la description suivante
deP Ä </;3)>. Supposons toujours Xc8xCN
et considérons l'espace
•conormal relatif du § 1 :
jpN-

1

Ì

Alors .pour tout IB e i et 0 < ü < ä = dim X —dim 8, il existe
un voisinage ouvert de x dans X, encore note X, et un ouvert de Zariski
dense TJk de la grassmanienne des (d — ft)-plans de PN-1 tels que pour
Ld~keUk,
on ait \nf[Xjl (Ld~k))\ = P Ä <X; D M + 1 > , où D M + 1 est l'intersection des hyperplans appartenant à Ld"k.
En fait, la considération des cônes tangents des variétés polaires permet
de reconstruire géométriquement les sous-variétés projeetives Va de
IP^oj GXtX\ vues au § 1,'et donc les limites d'espaces tangents à X en xi
(Lê-Teissier). Étant données (X,0)c (CN, 0) comme ci-dessus
et une projection linéaire p: CN->Cd~k+1 assez générale, le réduit |0pÄ,o! äu
oône tangent en 0 à la variété polaire Pk = P A .<X;Ker#> est la réunion
des cônes sur les variétés projeetives Va du § 1 qui vérifient dim Va + 1 = d—k
(partie fixe) et des variétés polaires de dimension d — k relatives à Ker_p
des cônes sur les Va telles que dim Va+1 >d — k (partie mobile).
THéORèME

§ 3 . Conditions de Whitney et de Thom
Étant donnés deux sous-espaces vectoriels A et B de CN, muni de la
métrique hermitienne, on définit la distance de A à B (dans cet ordre)
par la formule
Ô(A, B) =

sup

^veA—{0]
-©INI'IMI'

où BL = {u e CN\ (u, b) = 0 pour tout b e B}. On note que ô(A, B)
si et seulement si JB 3 A.
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Soient / : X-+8 un morphisme entre espaces analytiques réduits, tel
qu'il existe un ouvert dense X° de X sur lequel / est de corang constant d.
Soit Y un sous-espace analytique non singulier de X sur lequel / est de
corang constant, et x un point de Y. On dit que le couple (X°, Y) satisfait
la condition a / de Thom en x s'il existe un plongement local (X, x) c (CM, 0)
tel que, pour toute suite (xn)neN de points de X° tendant vers x, on a
Umô(TxY(f(x)),

TXnX(f(xn)))=0

n-*oo

ou: toute limite en x d'espaces tangents aux fibres d e / 1 X° contient l'espace
tangent en à? à la fibre de / 1 Y.
On dit que (X°, Y) satisfait la condition a^ de Thom stricte avec exposant
1, aussi appelée condition wf s'il existe un voisinage TJ de x dans X et
une constante G > 0 tels que pour tout y G Un Y et x' e Ur\X° on ait
ô(TyY{f(y)),

Tx.X{f(x')))<G

di B t(*', Y).

Dans le cas où S est un point, on dira que le couple (X°, Y) satisfait
la condition (a) de Whitney (resp. la condition (w), ou condition (a) de Whitney stricte au sens de Hironaka avec exposant 1).
Cette condition est indépendante du choix du plongement.
Eestons dans le cas où 8 est un point, et choisissons une rétraction
locale Q: CM->Y. On dira que (X°, Y) satisfait en o? G Y la condition (b)
de Whitney (resp. la condition (b) stricte avec exposant e) si pour toute suite
(xn)neN de points de X° tendant vers x, on a Limdist(a? n e(a?J, Tx X°)
n->oo

= 0 (resp. s'il existe un voisinage TJ de a? et une constante G tels que
l'on ait dist(a?e(a?), S^X0) < Odist(a?, Y)e pour œ G X 0 ) Où XQ(X) désigne
la direction de la droite sécante joignant x et Q(X) dans CM.
On appelle stratification d'un espace analytique X une partition
localement finie X== \JXa de X en sous-espaces analytiques non singuliers à fermeture et frontière analytiques.
DéFINITION. Une stratification de X est une stratification de Whitney
si pour tout couple Xa, Xp tel que XanXß ^ 0 on a I a c Xß et en tout
x eXa, le couple (Xß, Xa) satisfait les conditions (a) et (b) de Whitney.

On appelle stratification d'un morphisme / : X-># la donnée d'une
stratification X = ! J X a de X, et d'une stratification S = {J8ß de 8
telles que la restriction de / à chaque Xa soit une submersion de Xa sur
une strate 8ß. Ainsi chaque f^(8ß)
est réunion de strates Xa.
53 — Proceedings...
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D é F I N I T I O N (Thom-Sabbah, cf. [25]). On dit qu'un morphisme stratifié / est sans éclatement si
(1) Pour tout couple de strates Xa, Xß de X telles que XanXß ^ 0
on a :
\
Xa c: Xß et(X / 3 ,X a ) satisfait la condition &f[x en tout point de Xa.

(2) La stratification 8 = \j8ß de S est une stratification de Whitney,
et enfin:
(3) Pour tout ß, la stratification / _ 1 (8ß) =
JJ
Xa est de Whitney»
Les stratifications de Whitney et de Thom-Sabbah ont des propriétés
opologiques extrêmement utiles:
T H é O R è M E (Thom-Mather, cf. [21]). Si X= (JX Œ est une stratification
de Whitney, pour tout xeX, tout plongement local (X, x) c (CN, 0) il
existe une rétraction locale r: (CN, 0)->(Xa, x), où Xa est la strate contenant
x, et un nombre réel e0 > 0 tels que pour tout 0 < e < e0, il existe rje>0
tel que pour 0 < r\ < rj8 on ait, en notant Be la boule de centre 0 et de rayon e
dans CN, un homéomorphisme B8nr"1(BVJnXa)
c^.[r"1(x)nBe)x(XanBn)
compatible avec la rétraction r et induisant pour chaque Xß contenant x un
homéomorphisme de

Xß nB8 nr-1 (Bn nXa)

sur

(Xß nr'1 (x)) x (Xa nBn).

En d'autres termes, chaque Xß, ou si on préfère, l'ensemble stratifié X
est localement topologiquement trivial le long de Xa en x.
T H é O R è M E (Thom-Lê-Sabbah). Si f: X->8 est un morphisme stratifié sans éclatement, f admet une théorie des cycles évanescents en tout point
xeX. (Voir [25].)

Rappelons que cela signifie que pour tout x e X, posant s = f(x),
il existe un système fondamental à un paramètre de bons voisinages de x
(resp. s) dans X (resp. S), noté (BB)seI (resp. (Bv\er) où I = ]0, a], V
= ]0, a'] (cf. [19], §2), et un sous-ensemble sous-analytique E de IxV
auquel 1 x 0 est adhérent tels que pour (s,rj) eE, le morphisme induit
par / :
est descriptible, c'est-à-dire qu'il existe une stratification de Whitney
analytique complexe de Dn, en fait Dn = ( J (D^nSß), telle que/ e7? induise
une fibration topologique localement triviale f-l(Br]n8ß)->Bfin8ß
pour
tout ß. Ceci implique en particulier que les faisceaux images directes
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Ri(fE v)* C sont analytiquement constructibles sur T>n et que l'on a de plus,
pourV < e et n' tel que (s', v') e E, l'égalité &(&>*>)* C = I2'(/e,„)* C | Dn.m
Bn outre, les stratifications de Whitney et de Thom-Sabbah ont le
mérite d'exister!
(Whitney [32]). Soient X un espace analytique complexe
(réduit) et (Y^j
une famille localement finie de sous-espaces analytiques
à fermeture analytique dans X. Il existe une stratification de Whitney X
= ( J j a telle que chaque Yi soit réunion de strates.
THéORèME

Rappelons que l'existence de stratifications de Whitney pour les
ensembles semi-(resp. sous-) analytiques a été démontrée par Lojasiewicz
[20] (resp. Baronata [8] et Hardt [34]).
T H é O R è M E (Sabbah [25]). Soitf: X->8 un morphisme propre d'espaces
analytiques complexes réduits muni d'une stratification 9>. Il existe un
éclatement n\ S'-+8 de 8 et une stratification 9" du produit fibre X' = X x S',

compatible avec £f en ce sens que les images réciproques dans 8' (resp. X')
des strates de 8 (resp. X) sont réunions de strates, et telle que le morphisme
/ ' : Xf-*S' déduit de f par changement de base soit sans éclatement. Dans
le cas où f est compleœifié d'un morphisme analytique réel, Véclatement est
aussi complexifié d'un morphisme analytique réel, et les strates des stratifications sont invariantes par conjugaison.
En particulier, si 8 est une courbe non singulière, / admet une théorie
des cycles évanescents.
Remarque. Sabbah a également montré dans loc. cit. l'analogue local
du Théorème ci-dessus.
Exemple. Reprenons l'exemple (1) ci-dessus et soit Y un sous-espace
non singulier de TJ contenu dans l'hypersurface /"^(O). Supposons 0 e Y
et /(O) = 0 . Choisissons des coordonnées locales yx, ..., yt, zu ..., zN_t
pour CN en 0 telles que Y soit défini par: zx = ... = zN_t = 0. Dans
[29], j'ai introduit la condition d'équisingularité appelée condition (0)
pour X le long de Z e n O :

où la barre désigne la fermeture intégrale des idéaux. Dans [27] on montre
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que la condition (C) implique les conditions (a) et (b) de Whitney et dans
[2] la réciproque, dans le cas où X° = X—Y. Dans [27] (appendice)
on montre que la condition (Ö) équivaut à la condition wf pour (X°, Y)
en 0, et d'autre part un exemple de Briançon-Speder, / = zl+yzx^ +
+ #2 #3+%li satisfait 2nf en 0 mais pas wf.
Par ailleurs, Kuo-Verdier (cf. [31]) ont montré que la condition (w)
implique les conditions (a) et (b) de Whitney, dans le cadre sous-analytique
réel.
§4u Critères numériques pour les conditions de Whitney et de Thom
T H é O R è M E (cf. [28], chap. V, [22]). Soient X un espace analytique
complexe réduit purement de dimension d, Y un sous-espace analytique
de X et 0 e Y un point non singulier de Y. Les conditions Suivantes sont

(1) Le couple (X°, Y) satisfait les conditions (a) et (b) de Whitney en 0.
(2) L'application Y->Nd définie par y\->MXy est constomte au voisinage
de 0.
(3) Le couple (X°, Y) satisfait la condition (w) en 0, donc au voisinage
de 0.
La démonstration est par récurrence sur d — t où t = dim0 Y. On
utilise de façon fondamentale le diagramme analogue à celui du § 1, où
er est l'éclatement de Y:
pN-l

EYG(X; CN)

^—>G(X-, CN)

d x ^

1

\

I X J ^ - ^ ' D ^ I -

er

- > X c CN

qui permet de relier les cônes normaux le long de Y des variétés polaires
aux limites d'hyperplans tangents. Une étape importante de la démonstration de (2)=>(3) est de prouver que (2) est équivalent à
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(2') Le morphisme £: f_1(]F)->Y a toutes ses fibres de la même dimension au voisinage de 0.
On doit à J. P. G. Henry et M. Merle la découverte du fait que l'équivalence de (2) et (2') nécessite la considération du diagramme ci-dessus
à la place du diagramme analogue construit à partir de la modification
de Nash. On peut supposer choisi un plongement local de X dans CN
tel que Y soit un sous-espace linéaire de CN. L'idée de la récurrence est
de prouver que chacune des conditions implique que si H est un hyperplan
de CN assez général parmi ceux contenant Y, alors \XnH\ satisfait les
mêmes conditions. À part des résultats généraux sur l'équimultiplicité
et une idée de Hironaka prouvant (2')o(3), les résultats utilisées sont
des généralisations et renforcements de l'idée de "transversalité des
variétés polaires aux plans servant à les définir" dont le prototype est
le résultat suivant (cf. [19]): si 2) est un drapeau assez général, pour
chaque i, l'espace vectoriel Di est transverse en 0 dans CN à la variété
polaire Pa_*<X; D ^ ) en ce sens que l'on a |2><nö0(Pd_<<X; A - i » l = {°}>
où ö 0 (P d _ i <X;D i _ 1 » désigne le cône tangent en 0 à la variété polaire.
Pour les courbes polaires, on a un résultat beaucoup plus précis inspiré
par un résultat de [1] dans le cas N = 3, qui est très utile pour la preuve
de (1)=>(2). Soit (X, 0) c (CN, 0), et soit (T, 0) e (X, 0) une courbe non
singulière. Pour une projection linéaire p : CN->C2 assez générale, notant
PÄ_!<X; Kerjp> la courbe polaire associée à la projection p, la même
projection p est une projection générale pour la courbe YuPd^ <X; Ker #>
en ce sens qu'aucune direction limite en 0 de bisécantes à cette courbe
n'est contenue dans Ker^ (cf. [28], chap. V, lemme clé).
Remarque. On doit pouvoir démontrer le résultat analogue en géométrie
analytique réelle en traduisant géométriquement le raisonnement algébrique de loc. cit.
Comme on a ainsi traduit les conditions de Whitney en termes purement
algébriques (dimension des fibres de £ et multiplicités de variétés polaires)
ne dépendant que des algèbres locales 0XtX (en fait de leur complété &XfX)
on peut utiliser les résultats généraux sur la semi-continuité de la multiplicité de la manière suivante (cf. [18], [28], chap. VI).
Soient X un espace analytique, (Y^j une famille localement finie de
sous-espaces analytiques fermés de X. Définissons une filtration de X
inductivement comme suit : J?0 = X et supposons avoir défini E0,...,
Ek^.
Pour chaque i, notons Et = \jEitii *a décomposition en composantes
irréductibles de Et. Définissons Ek comme la réunion du lieu singulier
de JPÄ_2, et de la famille localement finie de sous-espaces analytiques fermés
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rares dans Ek_1 que voici : les Ek_x n Yj rares dans .Ffc_i et les {x e Ek_hjk_l \
l'une des suites MXx, M%1. tX, ..., M%k__2 . tX, ne prend pas en x la
valeur qu'elle prend en un point général de Ek_1jk__1}.
La filtration X = E0z^ E1-=> ... j ? ^ =D Ek 3 ... stationne localement,
et l'on a:
La famille des composantes connexes des Ek — Ek+1 est
une stratification de Whitney de X telle que chaque Y{ soit réunion de strates.
Toute stratification de Whitney ayant ces propriétés en est un raffinement,
c'est-à-dire que chaque Fk est réunion de strates de cette stratification (cf. [28],
chap. VI, [19]).
PROPOSITION.

En particulier, prenant I = 0 , on a :
COROLLAIRE. Pour tout espace analytique réduit localement équidimensionnel, la construction ci-dessus fournit une stratification de Whitney à
strates connexes, dite canonique, dont toute stratification de Whitney de X
est un raffinement. On appelle filtration canoniqîie de X la filtration construite ci-dessus.

Remarques. La stratification canonique est invariante par le pseudogroupe des isomorphismes locaux de X. Pour tout ouvert U de X, la
famille des EknTJ est la filtration canonique de TJ. Enfin pour tout plongement local (X, x) c (CiV, 0) et tout sous-espace non singulier (JET, 0)
de (CN, 0) transverse dans CN en 0 à la strate contenant x, il existe un
voisinage ouvert TJ de x dans X tel que les \FknEnU\ constituent la
filtration canonique de \TJnH\.
COROLLAIRE. Si X et les Yi sont des variétés algébriques complexes définies sur une extension galoisienne K de Q, les fermés Ei sont des sous-variétés
algébriques de X définies sur K.

En particulier, comme l'a remarqué Deligne, nous pouvons considérer
un germe (X, 0) c (CN, 0) défini par des polynômes Pi = £pJtAZA,
A

1 < j < f- Notons M le nombre des pjsA, introduisons des indéterminés
PjtA, et soit X la sous-variété de CM x CN définie par les équations
£PjAZA
= 0 ( l < j < r ) et la filtration canonique X = E0 3 Ft ^ . . .
A

associée à X et au sous-espace CM x {0}.
Notons n: X->CM la première projection. Quitte à raffiner la stratification associée aux Fk, on peut supposer que pour chaque strate Xa
contenue dans CM x {0}, n"1 (Xa) est réunion de strates. D'après le théorème
de Thom-Mather, n~l(Xa) est localement topologiquement trivial le long
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de Xa et donc pour p,qeXa,
les germes définis par ]?PjtAZA = 0 (1 < j
A
< r ) et par £qjtAZ
( l < j < r ) sont topologiquement équivalents (et en
fait bien plus, voir ci-dessous). Puisque les Xa sont définis sur Q, les points
à coordonnées algébriques y sont denses, et par conséquent n'importe
quel germe algébrique est topologiquement équivalent (et en fait bien
plus) avec un germe défini par des polynômes à coefficients entiers algébriques.
Ceci répond en particulier à une question que posait P . Pham en 1972
au séminaire de Thom, et implique que l'ensemble des germes algébriques
à (w)-équisingularité près est dénombrable; la classification de ceux-ci
est donc possible.
On a, avec une preuve analogue, un analogue relatif du théorème cidessus. Soit jf; X->8 comme au § 1 . Pour tout xeX notons
Pk(f,x)
le germe en x de "la" variété polaire générale locale de codimension k,
et posons Uk(f) = {x G X | Pk(f, x) ^ 0 } . (Si / est instaUé, Sk(f) = {x G X\
dim Hjl{m)> N-d + k}.)
DéFINITION (Sabbah). On dit q u e / e s t sans éclatement en codimension 0
si pour tout k, 0 < 7c < rif, les fibres de f\£1c(f):
£k(f)->8 sont de dimension z^d — k.
T H é O R è M E (Henry-Merle-Sabbah, cf. [5]). Soient f: X->S un morphisme sans éclatement en codimension 0, Y un sous-espace analytique
non singulier d'une fibre f~l(0). Les conditions suivantes sont équivalentes:
(1) Le couple (X°, Y) satisfait la condition wf en tout point de Y.
(2) Les variétés polaires générales Pk(f) (0 < 7c < d) sont equimultiples
le long de Y.

§ 5, Critères lopologiques pour les conditions de Whitney
La présentation des variétés polaires locales comme lieux critiques de
restrictions à X c CN de projections linéaires p: cN~^Cd"k+1 vue au l§ 2
permet d'appliquer la théorie de Morse pour calculer les multiplicités en x
des variétés polaires locales de X en a? en fonction d'invariants topologiques locaux de X, généralisant ainsi les formules de l'exemple (2) du § 2.
Voici les invariants topologiques locaux qui interviennent (cf. [9], [10],
[3], [19]).
Soit X = [jXa une stratification de Whitney de X. Pour x e Xa soit
(X, x) cz (CN, 0) un plongement local. Pour chaque entier i^da,
où
da = dim Xa, il existe un ouvert de Zariski dense W de la grassmanienne
des plans de codimension i de CN et pour chaque Li e W deux nombres

r
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réels e0,rj0, un sous-ensemble sous-analytique E c ]0, sQ] x]0, rç0] auquel
]0,ß 0 ]x{0} est adhérent et un sous-ensemble sous-analytique TJ de
[J Bv tel que chaque TJn = CTnJB^ soit dense dans B,,, tels que pour
tout (s,rj) eE et i G Z7^ la caractéristique d'Euler-Poincaré %[Xn(Li +
+ t)nBe) ne dépende que de (X,Xa), i.e., pas du plongement, ni du
choix de xeXa (ici L{ + t est un (JV--£)-plan parallèle à Li et passant
par t). On la notera %i(X, Xa).
THéORèME ([19], 4.11). Soit X = \jXa un espace analytique complexe
réduit muni d'une stratification de Whitney analytique complexe et soit
x eXa. On a l'è

Xda+i(X, X a ) - ^ a + 2 ( X , X J
ß*a

On vérifie aussitôt que cette formule permet de calculer par récurrence
les mx(Pk(Xß, x)) en fonction des caractéristiques d'Euler-Poincaré
%j(Xß,Xy), et inversement.
Ce résultat, joint à la caractérisation numérique des stratifications
de Whitney vue ci-dessus, a permis dans loc. cit. de caractériser les stratifications de Whitney des espaces analytiques complexes par des conditions
topologiques: Soit X = \JXa une stratification analytique complexe.
Disons qu'elle satisfait la condition (T T)* ( == trivialité topologique locale
pour les sections générales) si pour toute strate Xa, x eXa et tout plongement local (X,x) <z (CN, 0), il existe pour tout i, 0 < i < N—da un ouvert
de Zariski dense Wt de la grassmanienne des plans de codimension i de
CN contenant Tx tX tel que pour tout sous-espace non singulier L de
CN défini au voisinage de 0, contenant Xa et tel que TLt0 G Wi7 l'intersection XßnL est localement topologiquement triviale le long de Xa en
x pour toute strate Xß telle que x e Xß. On a alors
THéORèME (Lê-Teissier, [19]). Pour ime stratification analytique complexe X = [jXa d'un espace cmalytique X, les conditions suivantes sont

(1) X =• \jXa est une stratification de Whitney.
(2) X = \jXa satisfait la condition (TT)*.
On a ainsi, dans ce cas, la réciproque correcte du théorème de ThomMather. En fait dans loc. cit. on associe à chaque point d'un espace analytique complexe son "type d'homotopie evanescent total" qui est un
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invariant combinatoire local de X et on montre que les conditions cidessus sont aussi équivalentes à:
(3) le type d'homotopie evanescent total de X est constant le long de
chaque strate.
Il se trouve que la formule ci-dessus, appliquée dans le cas où X est
le cône sm une variété projective 7 c PN_19 contient une généralisation
des formules de Plücker, c'est-à-dire permet de calculer le degré de la
variété duale 7 V de 7 (i.e., sa classe) en fonction de la topologie de l'ensemble stratifié que constitue 7 munie de sa stratification de Whitney
canonique. Pour le voir il suffit de faire les observations suivantes:
(1) La classe de 7 est égale à w 0 (P d-1 <X;!D», où d = dimX.
(2) Si F == 0O 3 0J =3 ... :D Gj => ... est la filtration canonique de V,
notant j ^ le cône de sommet 0 sur Qi} la filtration canonique de X est
X = E0 3 P x =3 ... => {0} (parfois le {0} est superflu).
(3) Si L + t est un hyperplan voisin de 0 dans CN et général, on a
x(Xn(L

+ t)nBe) ~%(V)-%(VnH)

où

E -Proji.

(4) Si Li + t est un plan de codimension i voisin de 0 dans CN, il existe
un hyperplan Lx +1 voisin de 0 et un plan Li__1 de codimension i —1 passant
par 0 tel que L^t = Z ^ n ^ +tf).On a donc 2(Xn(i^ + tf)nJBe) =%(Vn
n H i - i J - ï t F n f f ^ n H J où fl* = P r o j Z f .
(5) Pour toute strate Xa de X autre que {0}, notant 7 a = Proj Xa,
on a
%k(X,Xa) = ^ ( 7 , 7 a ).
On retrouve ainsi facilement, dans le cas où 7 est une hypersurface de
degré m à singularités isolées de Pd+1 la formule de [29] et [12]:
deg7 v = m ( m - l ) d -

JT

(/*(d+1)(7, wi)+^(Yi

x{)).

gjESing V

(Comparer à [24], [11], [35].)
Enfin il faut remarquer que l'on n'a pas encore donné de réciproque
au théorème de Thom-Lê-Sabbah du § 3 dans un cas plus général que
celui de l'exemple du § 3.
Notes ajoutées à la eorreetion des épreuves:
1. J'ai appris à Varsovie que la sous-analycité du morphisme de Gauss du § 1
était prouvé dans [36].
2. Dans l'énoncé du théorème de Thoin-Mather au § 3, il existe en fait, par
Tanalycité, un sous-ensemble sous-analytique E de ]0, a] X ]0, a'], auquel ]0, a] x {0}
est adhérent, et tel que pour (c,rç)e E, on ait...
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W. BAETH

Report on Vector Bundles

In this paper I want to give a survey of the present state of tlie theory of algebraic
vector bundles over compact base spaces. It is impossible to mention here all the
recent publications on this subject. So I chose for discussing only those aspects which
«eem most interesting to me.

1. Stability
When a group acts on a variety the quotient variety exists for the set
of stable points only. Invariant theorists of the last century were already
familiar with this phenomenon, for which Mumford [16] gave a modern
treatment. He recognized the importance of this concept for the construction of moduli spaces. (They usually occur as some quotient variety.)
The following definition is essentially due to him: Let F be a bundle
on a variety X and H <z X an ample divisor. Then V is H-stable (in the
sense of Mumford) if for all subsheaves S c 7 one has deg^tf/rank 8
< deg H 7/rank V, where &egES = e1(8)tHäimX"~1. This definition was
applied to constructing moduli spaces for stable vector bundles, first
on curves, then in full generality [14], [5]. A disadvantage is the dependence
on the polarization H.
Bogomolov [3] introduced a version of stability which is independent
of polarization: The rank-r bundle V is stable (in the sense of Bogomolov)
if for every representation Q of GL(r, C) with det g = 1 , any section
in Ve with a zero vanishes identically. This property implies .H-semistability for all H, and if dimX = 2 also the inequality (r—±)c\ < 2rc2.
For a surface X of general type Bogomolov proved that Tx is stable,
hence el < 4c2 holds, a historically very important estimate for Miyaoka's
proof of the famous Ci<3c2 inequality.
There is also a differential geometric version of stability due to Kobayashi [12]. A hermitian metric Äon 7 is called hermite-einstein if there
[783]
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is a hermitian metric g on X such that the curvature tensor 0 of h satisfies.
ffijöaßji = 9^aß with some real function <p ^ 0 or < 0 on X. The existence«
of a hermite-einstein metric on V over kahler X implies that V is not
unstable in the sense of Mumford (with 3 being the kahler class). Onefeels t h a t the existence of such a metric should characterize stability
in a certain sense, but up to now one knows its existence only for certain
stable bundles on curves, for TP and for the null-correlation bundlen
on P 3 [13].
v
When dealing with stable bundles on Pn one meets a variety of stability
phenomena, for which a systematic group theoretic approach should be
possible, but at the moment is still missing. Here are three examples:.
(a) Stable bundles have a strong tendency to keep their stability
under restriction to general subspaces. The most popular result of this
sort is the Grauert-Mülich theorem [18]: If V\Pn is stable and L c Pn
r

a general line, then V \L =®@L('ki),

with integers ä X < ft2< ... < kr

i

satisfying the connectedness property: lci+1 < Tc{+1.
(b) For V on P 3 there are integers \ determining to. a large extent
the dimensions 7ia(V(l)), I eZ. This set of integers, called by Tjurin the
spectrum of V, e.g. for stable V of rank 2 is again connected.
(c) Stable bundles on P2 with cx(V) = 0 and c2(V) = h are characterized by a triplet aQ, ax, az of h x fc-matriees [10]. For rank F < 3 it
is known (and in general it is expected) that these three matrices, under
the natural GL(7c, C) x GKL(ifc, C^-action, cannot be simultaneously transformed into block form
[0
sx si

l(*-.)x<*-.) * J' °<S<Je>

which means the triplet is stable under this group action.
2. Special base spaces
The description of bundles of rank r > 2 as elements of the cohomology
set JET1[X, &l(r, C)) is generally useless. Except for the concept of stability there is no general concept applicable to classifying bundles of
arbitrary rank over arbitrary X. The classification depends on X very
much and interesting results are known only in very few special cases:
(a) Compact Riemann surfaces. The systematic study of rank-2 bundles
over one-dimensional X was started in 1955 by Atiyah. Bundles over
curves are accessible because they are extensions of lower rank bundles
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by line bundles. In this way Atiyah classified rank-2 bundles over curves.
of genus < 2 and Tjurin over curves of an arbitrary genus. After Mumford provided stability, the moduli space M(r, g, d) of stable rank-r
bundles with determinant bundle of degree d over a curve of genus g
was constructed and described by several authors [17]. The most beautiful
and explicit result is the following one. Let X be a hyperelliptic curve
of genus g > 2 and let hx,..., À2g+2 be the affine coordinates of the branch
points of a representation of X as a double cover of the projective line.
It is the idea of A. Weil to relate the properties of X with those of the
intersection of the two quadri es
20+2

Qi-- !>?=<>,
1

n

2(7+2

Qt: 2 tâ = °
1

s

in P2ff+i- I k* 1973 thesis M. Eeid proved that the jacobian of X is
isomorphic to the variety of (gr — l)-dimensional linear subspaces in P2g+i
contained in the intersection Qi n 02- In 1976 Desale and Bamanan [4J
showed that the variety of (g — 2)-dimensional linear subspaces contained
in Q%nQz can be identified with the moduli space of stable ranic-2 vector
bundles on X with a fixed determinant bundle of odd degree.
(b) The projective plane P 2 . Rank-2 bundles over surfaces are most conveniently described by means of the point sets which arise as zeros of
general sections of the bundles. In this way Schwarzenberger (1961) constructed many examples, Maruyama proved the irreducibility of the
moduli space of rank-2 bundles over P 2 , and Hoppe and Spindler (1980)
and Brosius (1982) over ruled surfaces. This method meets its limits
already on threefolds, because it uses information on subvarieties to
study bundles instead of vice versa. The following method, going back
to Horrocks, in my opinion is more promising: A bundle V on P% is —
up to direct summands of rank 1 — uniquely determined by © Sl[VCk)),
h

considered as a graded module over the graded ring ®EQ(0P (Jc)) of
k

2

homogeneous polynomials. If Vis stable and ct(V) = 0 already the "middle
piece" of this module, namely the multiplication J?°((Pp2(l))®JBrl(7(— 2))
->H1(V( —1)) suffices. It is given by three h x 7c-matrices a0,at, a2 with
lc = c2(V) = h1(V( -2)) = h1(V( -1)). The problem of this method (originating in its homological descendence) is that the rank r of V is given
by the annoying formula
0
a2 —at
2& + y = r a n k — a2 0
a0
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But the description of all matrix triplets a0, ax, aa for fixed r is not too
hard and can be used to prove the irreducibility and rationality of the
moduli space of stable rank-r bundles over P 2 with ox = 0 and c2 = Jc [10].
(c) Abelian surfaces. Here S. Mukai announced, (in Japanese [15]) som^e
special, results and stated some conjectures which seem to open the road
to an understanding of the classification.
3 . The instanton connection
In 1977 instanton (or pseudoparticle) solutions of the euclidean YangMills equation were identified with certain vector bundles over Pz. It
was shown [1] how to obtain the potentials and fields from matrices
describing the bundles. However, up to now, nobody has succeeded in
parametrizing the (8& — 3)-dimensional manifold of SU (2)-instantons
(instanton number Jc) with 8& —3 real parameters. The AHDM-matrices
contain more parameters, subject to certain nonlinear polynomial constraints if they define an instanton (or vector bundle). This difficulty has
its analogue in the description of the complexification of the instanton
manifold, i.e., the moduli space of the so-called mathematical instanton
bundles on P 3 . At the moment, for the spaces of such rank-2 bundles with
.c2 = Jc > 5 one does not know if they are smooth or connected. Even
the dimension is not known, and rationality is proved only for Jc < 3.
It is conceivable (although not expected) that this space has components
-of complex dimension >8Jc — 3. The space is most conveniently described
as GL (ft, C) xSp(2&+2, C)-quotient (under the natural action) of the
space of rigid instantons. These are bundles V with an additional structure,
e.g. an identification H1{V(— 1)) = Ck [20]. They are parametrized by
eight AHDM-type complex (Jc+1) x ft-matrices Aif Bi9 i = 0,1, 2, 3,
satisfying (among other Zariski-open conditions) the following system of
-5(ifc2 — Jc) nonlinear equations:
A\B§ -B\A§ +AtjBi -BtjAi = 0,

i, j = 0,1, 2, 3.

_A quick count of constants (subtracting from the number 8(Jc2 + Jc) of
•complex parameters the number 5(ifc2 — Jc) of constraints and 3Jc2 + 5Jc +
+ 3 = dim GL(fc, C) + dim Sp(27c + 2, C) for the group action) yields the
instanton dimension 8& — 3. This is a strong hint that the quadratic
-equations above are not dependent too much. On the other hand, however,
if they were so independent as to leave us with a smooth intersection
-of 5(&2 — Jc) quadrics in P8(ft2+fc)_1, already for jfc>9 this space of rigid
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instantons would be a variety of general type, hence not unirational and
hard to parametrize.
So at present, despite serious efforts, the algebraic vector bundle
side of the instanton connection seems to be at a stop, unlike the use
of Yang-Mills equations in other situations. Think of Donaldson's spectacular application of them to topology or of the increasing list of other
solutions, e.g.
— nierons,
— monoi>oles (translated into the language of analytic vector bundles
by Hitchin [7]),
— periodic instantons (constructed by t'Hooft [8] on 4-dimensional
real tori with quite suspiciously looking rational ratios between their
periods).
4. Geometric aspects
The correspondence between line bundles over a variety and divisors in
it is the most useful tool in algebraic geometry. As for bundles of higher
rank, this correspondence is generalized in different ways:
(a) Sections in 2-bundles and subcanonical codimension-2 submanifolds.
Serre was the first to analyze the zero-scheme Z c X of a section s in
a rank-2 bundle V on X. lì codim x Z = 2, one has an exact sequence
O^0x^F-*./z-detF->O
and Z is subcanonical in the sense that coz is the restriction to Z of some
line bundle (namely L = cox®ü.etV) on X. Serre's technique inverting
this construction (starting with a subcanonical Z and L to find 7, provided
the obstruction in H2(cox<g>L*) vanishes) is nowadays standard. This
correspondence has been most fruitful on P 3 , where it led e.g. to the
following result.
A rank-2 bundle V on P 3 has a section if %(V) > 0 and cz(V) > 0
(Hartshorne [6]).
Due to lack of examples there was no comparable activity on Pn,
n > 4. The only accessible subcanonical surface in P 4 (not a complete
intersection) is still the torus of Horrocks-Mumford [9]. As it seems hard
to describe its embedding independently of the existence of the corresponding bundle, there was a search for singular subcanonical surfaces
in P 4 . There are some already described in [9]: Configurations of quadrics
54 — Proceedings...
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or the tangent scroll of an elliptic quintic curve. Another type [2] is a
certain multiplicity-2 structure on a cone over a space curve B c P3?
twisted along the generators of the cone. This structure is expected tò
exist for each 2-bundle on P 4 , but its construction depends on delicate
properties of B. For the bundle [9] JB is the curve (of degree 8) of contact
of two Kummer surfaces having all their nodes on JB, such that the nodal
divisor B satisfies <9R(3B) = Gn(Q).
A construction for such an B not involving the bundle has not been
found yet. The next simple case of such an JS should be of degree 18 on
a sextic surface with 48 even nodes. (Even means 2-divisibility of the
divisor consisting of the blown up nodes on the nonsingular model of thesurface. Although there is a large classical literature concerning this
subject, such a particular sextic is unknown.)
Much of the recent interest in bundles over Pn comes from the complete
intersection problem which, in its simplest form, is the question: Are there
codimension-2 submanifolds in P 6 other than complete intersections?
The answer is still unknown.
(b) Morphisms of bundles and their degeneration sets. The classical subject
of surfaces with many nodes and curves of contact has a vector bundle
approach, too. Given V on P 3 and a quadratic form on Y (i.e., a selfadjoint
map q: V->V*), the degeneration set Y = {det q = 0} is, in general, a surface with 4(c1(F*)c2(7*) — o3(V*)) even nodes where rank q = rank 7—2.
Sections in V* generate on Y curves of contact with other surfaces. The
uniqueness question (how far are q and V determined by Y and #?) was
investigated by Tjurin [19]; the existence question (given Y and 8, do
they come from some g?) is unsolved.
How this feoncept can be widely varied: anti-symmetry of q or no
symmetry at all, replace F* by 7*®i for some line bundle L, or by a totally new vector bundle W. In this way e.g. Tjurin [20] associates with
nodes and two curves A, B c D of degree I ^ ) STLCh *ka* *^e divisor
2(A—B) is equivalent (on the nonsingular model of B) to some linear
combination of the blown up nodes.
(c) Normal bundles of space curves. Knowing rahk-2 bundles on curves
fairly well, it is natural to ask for the identification of the normal bundle
JST0 of a. space curve G c P 3 (which in the case of subcanonical G is the
restriction to G of some 2rbundle on P3). In particular, Grauert asked
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to find some G with N0 not the direct sum of two line bundles. The first
such example (a quintic genus-2 curve) was found by Van de Ven [21].
It stimulated recent work giving now quite complete information for
rational and elliptic G. For a survey see [11].
Added in proof: Donaldson constructed hermit e-einst ein metrics on stable bundles over surfaces. He also solved the classification problem for instantons.
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Holomorphic Mappings between Pseudoconvex
Domains

Let Qx, Q% be two bounded domains in Cn or in some complex manifoldA holomorphic map F: Qx-+Q2 is said to be proper if F"1 (K) is a compact
subset of Qx whenever JT is a compact subset of ß 2 . A special case occur»
wlien F is biliolomorpliic.
00
PROBLEM. Prove that F extends to a G map F: ^±->Ü2.
For references, see: K. Diederich, J. E. Fornsßss, E. P. Pflug, Convexity in Gomplex Analysis, Springer-Verlag.
Some conditions on 019 i22 are necessary: Otherwise, let T be the
torus C\3? where<£is some lattice in C. Let Qx = AxT = i22 c CxT.
(Here A is the unit disc in C.) Then there are lots of biholomorphic maps
which are singular at the boundary. Let cp(z) be an arbitrary holomorphic
function on the unit disc. Then (z, w)->[z, w + <p(z)) is a biholomorphic
map : A x C->A x C whose quotient under Jo? becomes a biholomorphic,
map: Q1-^Q2. Observe that Q% is a pseudoconvex domain with real
analytic boundary. Also observe that ôQx is Levi-flat.
We will now discuss the question in Cn.
n
00
PROBLEM. Let Qx, Q2(sC be bounded domains with G
boundary ^
and F: Qx-+Q2 a proper, holomorphic mapping. Does F extend to a
G°° map F:
B^EJ
There is no known counterexample to this question. For domains
with large automorphism groups this problem was studied by H. Oartan,.
W. Kaup, Matsushima, Ochiai and others.
We will discuss the case where the automorphism group is not necessarily large.
The first result is from about 1973 when Henkin, Margulies and Vormoor proved Holder continuity of order 1/2 up to the boundary in the
[791]
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case when Qx, Q2 are strongly pseudoconvex. (Boundary continuity in
the general case is still unknown.)
The ingredients in this proof are:
1. The boundary distance is preserved up to a constant multiple
under F (Hopf lemma).
2. The Kobayashi-metric c(p; X) at a point p e ûj in a direction X
satisfies the estimate
Vd(pxdQû) *C{PiX)*

d(p, dQj) '

where d(p, dQj) is Euclidean boundary distance. This is a simple consequence of the definition of strong pseudo-convexity.
3. The distance-decreasing property of the Kobayashi-metric under
holomorphic mappings.
These facts give that

'*'

v

d(p, dfìx)

£ oQll (pi X) > c2XQ2(f(p);f'(p)(X)) *

Vy™

Vd(f(p), d£22)

hence \f'(p)\ £

— from which Holder 1/2 continuity easily
Vd(p, dûx)
follows by an integration argument.
The next major development was Fefferman's theorem in 1974.
THEOREM. Let QX,Q2 be strictly pseudoconvex domains with G°° boundary
in Cn. Then if F: QX->Q2 is biholomorphic, F extends to a Ö00 map F:
iJX~^iJ2.

The ingredients in this proof are:
1. Careful analysis of the boundary behavior of the Bergman kernel
using the fact that the Bergman kernel is explicitly known on the ball
and the fact that strongly pseudoconvex domains can be approximated
to high order by balls.
2. Using this to study the smoothness of the boundary behavior of
geodesies of the Bergman metric and using the fact that the Bergman
metric is invariant under biholomorphic mappings.
This proof has later been simplified. The first simplification was done
by Sid Webster who replaced the second part of Fefferman's proof with
^a much simpler argument using the Bergman kernel on and off the diagonal instead of the Bergman metric. A similar simplification was also
obtained by Ewa Ligocka, and later further simplifications were obtained
by Steven Bell.
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Bell introduced the important condition E : If H2(Q) denotes the
space of 2ia-f unctions on Q which are holomorphic on Ü, then H2 is a Hilbert
subspace of I?.
DEFINITION. Q satisfies condition E if the orthogonal projection
PQ: L2-*H2 satisfies the property that P0(CT{D)) e G°°(ì3)r\E2.
There are not known any bounded domains with 0°° boundary in
C for which condition E fails,* Condition E is known to hold for pseudoconvex domains of finite type. This includes strongly pseudoconvex
domains and pseudoconvex domains with real analytic boundary. Condition E is also known to hold for certain nonpseudoconvex domains
with sufficiently many symmetries, for example complete Eeinhardt
domains (Bell, Boas, Barrett). Here the idea is that on such domains the
Bergman kernel K(z, w) is a function of the product zw and therefore,
if w is restricted to a compact subset, K is holomorphic in z in a strictly
larger domain.
n

(Bell). Let Qx, Q2<GCn be pseudoconvex domains with G°°
boundary and assume Qx satisfies condition E. If F: QX->Q2 is a proper
holomorphic mapping then w(hoF) e A°°(QX) whenever heA°°(Q2).
THEOREM

Here A°°(fìj) are the G°° functions on J35 which are holomorphic on
Q. Also u is the determinant of the complex Jacobian of F. The two
most important special cases are
(i) h s i . This gives ueA°°(Qx).
(ii) h = Wj, the jth coordinate function on the target space. Then
Fj-ueAco(Qx).

Of course, if the Ify's are in A°°(QX), then we have the G°° extendibility
of F.
To prove this one needs
1. The boundary distances are preserved up to finite order: 3 e > 0
such that
d(p, dûx) & d*(f(p),dQ2),

d{f(p), dQ2) <; d*(p, dûj).

This follows from the fact that pseudoconvex domains have Holder continuous exhaustion functions and the Hopf lemma.
2. The transformation rule for the Berman projection:
Px(u-hoF) = u-((P2h)oF).
* Note added in proof: Barret, Irregularity of the Bergman Projection on a Smooth
Domain in C2, Ann. of Math. 119 (1984), pp. 431-436, has found a (nonpseudoconvex) counterexample.
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This is immediate in the case F is biholomorphic because S2(QX) and
S2(Q2) are isometric via heHz(Q2) corresponding to u(hoF)
eH2(Qx).
For the case when F is a proper map this was a rather surprising property discovered by Bell. Observe that in this case however, the formula is
immediate at least for holomorphic functions.
3. Another discovery by Bell is that if heA°°(Q2) and Jc is any
positive integer, then there exists an % e 0foo(S2) such that P 2 ft = h and
h vanishes to Mix order at dQ2.
The key observation used inductively in this proof is that ììg e G°°(I22)
and g\dQ2=> 0, then dg/dz^S^Q^.
If feH2(Q2),
then </, dg/dz^
= ffdg/dzj = / dfldzrg = / 0 = 0. Hence
h-dgldZjeG00^),

P2(h-dgldz3.)

=P2h

= h.

à. The Jacobian u blows up to at most finite order at dQx. This is
just Oauchy's integral formula.
Applying these facts: let h<=A°°(Q2). Then choose Jc large and let
h G G°°(n2) so that % vanishes on dû2 to order Jc and P2% = ft. This implies
that for some large ¥ < Jc the function who F is in Gk\Hx). Condition
E implies (by the closed graph theorem) that for some large Jc" < Jc%
Px(whoF)
G Gh"(Üx). Here 7<;"-»oo when Jc->oo. But observe that
Px(w(hoF)) = w(P2hoF) =u(hoF).
Hence u(hoF) e A°°(&x).
(Bell-Catlin, Diederich-Fornssss). Let Qx, Q2 be bounded
pseudoconvex domains in Cn with G00 boundary and assume that Qx satisfies
condition E. If f: QX->Q2 is a proper, holomorphic map then f extends
to a G°° map f: I3X-^D2.
THEOREM

The proof of this theorem is in two parts. At first one proves that
the Jacobian u vanishes to finite order. And the second part is a division
theorem that allows one to divide who F by u to get hoF eA°°(l3x).
Bell has also shown that if Qx, Q2€Cn are bounded domains with
G°° boundary (without the assumption of pseudoconvexity) both of which
satisfy condition E, then proper holomorphic maps extend smoothly up
to the boundary. In this case it is also possible to show that h eA°°(S2)
implies whoF
GA°°(QX).
furthermore, Bedford-Bell-Catiin has extended the theorem to the
case of pseudoconvex domains in Stein manifolds with Qx satisfying
condition E. I n that case the appropriate version of H2 are the ^ - i n t e grable (n, 0)-forms with holomorphic coefficients and these transform
appropriately with respect to holomorphic mappings. The important point
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is that the inner product is independent of the choice of metric on the
manifold.
Now we will discuss mappings defined in more general sets than
subsets of Cn. Let Jf be a complex manifold of dimension n + q for some
n > 3 and q > 0. Let Q Ê M be a pseudoconvex domain with G°° boundary. We assume moreover that Q = {r < 0} where r is a smooth plurisubharmonic defining function defined in a neighborhood of S. Also
assume that the Levi-form of dQ has at least n—1 strictly positive eigenvalues. Finally, let Q' be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with
Ö00 boundary in Cn.
THEOKBM (Diederich-Fornsßss). If F: Q->Q' is a proper Jiolomorphic
map, then F extends to a G°° map: S-»D'. Moreover, F Jias constant rank
n near dQ.

The prime example of such a situation occurs when Q is a holomorphic
fiber bundle with base Q' and compact fiber. Observe that if F: Q-+Q fis such a map, then we can blow up an arbitrary point p e Qto get another
domainQ with a blow-down map n: Û->Q. Then Foni Q-+Q' is another
proper holomorphic mapping. Of course, Fo% has rank 0 at
^(p).
The main steps in the proof are the following:
1. One shows that Q is foliated near dQ by complex manifolds of
dimension q. The leaves are connected components of level sets of F.
This follows by using the special hypotheses on Q. The fact that Q has.
at least n positive eigenvalues makes it possible locally to take w-dimensional strongly pseudoconvex cross-sections. This implies that the level
sets have dimension n. The level sets of r must also be pseudoconvex
with exactly n strictly positive eigenvalues. This means that the level
sets of r are foliated by ^-dimensional complex manifolds. One then
shows that the leaves of this foliation are connected components of the
level sets of F. Notice that dQ is also foliated by g-dimensional complex
manifolds. We don't yet however know that these are compact.
2. The foliation has the following regularity property up to the boundary : The leaves have uniformly bounded volume and uniformly bounded
diameter. For any leaf in the boundary, the holonomy group is finite and
consists of biholomorphic maps of cross-sections, G°° up to the boundary.
This uses that the leaves are essentially level sets of the holomorphic
map F. Eeason: The holonomy maps of the foliation at interior leaves
can be controlled (uniformly Lipschitz). This is because the level sets
of r are preserved under these holonomy maps. This forces control which
allows one to estimate how the volumes and diameters of leaves change
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Once one has uniform control in the interior, this carries over to the
boundary to give uniform bounds on volumes and diameters up to the
boundary. The finiteness of the holonomy groups follows by application
of the identity theorem for holomorphic mappings.
3. One next introduces the spaces of (w,p)-forms which are invariant
under the holonomy map ; Fix a leaf of the foliation. Then there exists
a tubular neighborhood basis of the leaf each of which is closed under
taking leaves. Moreover we may choose a cross-section around this, leaf
<on which each element of the holonomy group acts as a biholomorphism.
Starting with a smooth form on the cross-section and composing with
all elements of the holonomy group one gets a form which is invariant
under the taking of group-elements. Then this form can be pulled back
to a form on the whole tubular neighborhood. Using partitions of unity
«one gets global spaces of such forms. Further, Sobolev norms can be
introduced in these spaces, and also the 3- and the 3*-operator. Hence
the whole theory of the 3-Neumann operator can be carried over to this
setting. And then one can apply the methods of the above theorems by
Bell and others to complete the proof,
2PBINOETON UNIVEBSITY
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Calibrated Geometries*

1« Introduction
Our starting point is a classical demonstration that the shortest distance
from one point to another in Euclidean space is the line segment M
joining the two points. Let tp denote the constant coefficient differential
form dual to the unit vector in the direction of the line segment M. Suppose
M' is any other oriented curve joining the two points. Then
length ( M) = f <p = f<p < length (M').
M

(1)

M*

*

This simple idea provides the basic method for showing that a given
submanifold M of a Eiemannian manifold X is volume minimizing. The
method can be axiomatized as follows. Suppose <p is a differential #-form
on X with the following properties:
&p = 0,
(2)
i.e., <p is closed under exterior differentiation, and
cornasse < 1 ,
(3)
i.e., cp \w < volpp for all oriented ^-dimensional subspaces W of the tangent
space to X at all points of X. We call such a form q> a calibration and the
pair (X, <p) is called a calibrated manifold. A calibration <p determines
a geometry of submanifolds. Any oriented ^-dimensional submanifold
M with
<P\M=V°hi
W
will be called a ^-submanifold. The appropriate concept of M providing
shortest distance or least volume takes the following form. Suppose,
* Written for the Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians,
Warsaw, August 1983.
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for any other oriented ^-dimensional submanifold M' with Jf—M' homo*
logous to zero (in particular, Jf ' has the same boundary as M), that the
volume of Jf' remains at least as large as the volume of Jf. Then Jf is
said to be homologically volume minimizing.
Now suppose that Jf is a 90-submanifold and that Jf' is a competitor
for least volume with Jf—Jf' homologous to zero. .Then,
vol(Jf) = J<p = J V < Jvol(Jf').
M

M'

(1')

M

The first equality is a consequence of (4), the second equality is a consequence of (2) and the homology of Jf' with M, while the inequalityis a consequence of (3).
Thus, a calibration <p determines a geometry of submanifolds and.
each 99-submanifold is homologically volume minimizing.
It is convenient to describe the ^-submanifolds in the following framework. The metric allows us to identify an oriented#-plane (let ex,..., e^
denote an orthonormal basis) with the simple /decomposable unit ^-vector
I = exA ... Aep in APTXX. Thus G(p, TXX), the grassmannian of oriented
3?-planes, is a natural subset of the space APTXX of ^-vectors at œ e X~
The calibration <p defines a hyperplane
<p = 1 in A*TmX
and the grassmannian lies in the half space <p < 1 (this is condition (3))
above). The contact set where the hyperplane <p = 1 intersects the grassmannian will be denoted Qx(<p)* Thus Jf is a ç?:submanifold if and only
if its unit oriented tangent space Mx belongs to the distinguished subset
Gx(<p) of the grassmannian at each point w of Jf.
There are many examples of calibrations and their associated geometries. Some are classical and some recent ; some contain just one important ^-submanifold while others contain a rich variety of ^submanifolds..
2. Hypersurface graphs
Suppose the ambient Eiemannian manifold X is Euclidean space Rn+:t
and Jf is the graph of a scalar function / over a domain D with smooth
boundary in Rn. Then, along Jf, there is only one choice for a form cp of
comass < 1 with (p\M = vol M . Namely,

<p =(l+|P/| 2 r 1 / 2 (^iA ... Adxn+

^(-If^-^tdx,].
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Taking this as definition of (p on all of S x B , the condition, dtp = 0, is
just the minimal surface equation

|i^(1+iw>i=0This equation insures that cp is a calibration and hence that the ^-submanifold Jf is homologically volume minimizing in DxR; in fact, absolutely volume minimizing since DxR has no homology in dimension n.
This example is a special case of-a calibrated foliation.
3. Calibrated foliations
Suppose X is a Eiemannian manifold and <p is a calibration on X. If there
is exactly one oriented subspace Fx of the tangent space at each point
x e X such that <p\F = vol^, and if this distribution F is integrable then
the induced foliation & is called a calibrated foliation. Jf is a 99-submanifold
if and only if Jf is the union of pieces of leaves. Thus every closed leaf
in a calibrated foliation is homologically area minimizing.
4. Kahler geometry (Calibrated complex manifolds)
Suppose X is a Kahler manifold with Kahler form co and the induced
1
hermitian metric. Take <p to be the closed form — cop. The classical
pi
Wirtinger inequality has two implications. First, <p has comass < 1 and
hence cp is a calibration. Second, Jf is a 99-submanifold if and only if Jf
is a ^-dimensional complex submanifold. Thus every submanifold (more
generally every complex subvariety) of a Kahler manifold is homologically volume minimizing. This is the classical result of Eederer [3].
We will return to Kahler geometry from this point of view later.
5. Special Lagrangian geometry
This example provides a new geometry to study (see Harvey-Lawson [10]).
Suppose X is a hermitian manifold with trivial canonical bundle. Let
Q denote a never vanishing holomorphic w-form. Assume that \Q\ === 1
{change the metric by a eonformal factor if necessary). Then
cp = E e ß
is a calibration on X.
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We will discuss, in further detail, the case-where X ss Cn = Rn@iRw
is complex Euclidean space with the standard Kahler metric and
cp ss Ee dzxA ... Adzn*

There are many analogues to the developments in the Kahler case.
First, there is an inequality analogous to the Wirtinger inequality.
Eecall that the Lagrangian w-planes, which are just the w-planes on which
the Kahler/symplectic form vanishes, can be described as the images of
Rn c Cn under the action of the unitary group XJn. The special Lagrangian*
planes are just the images of Rn c Cn under the action of the special
unitary group STTW. ï h e special Lagrangian inequality says:
(Be<b)(f) < 1

for all £eQ{n, Cn),

with equality if and only if £ is special Lagrangian.
Second, there is an analogue to the Cauchy-Biemann equations.
Suppose Jf c Cn is the graph of a function F from Rn to Rn. Eecall that
Jf is Lagrangian if and only if F s Vf for some real-valued potential
or generating function /. The graph Jf is special Lagrangian if and only
if the alternating sum of the odd elementary symmetric functions of the
hessian of / vanishes. This special Lagrangian differential equation is«
simply
Af = det (Hess/)
when n = 3.
Third, in analogy with the geometry of complex submanifolds in
Cn, there is a rich variety of examples, both of a specific nature and as
general classes. We mention just one example. Suppose n is odd. Define
two disjoint (w — l)-dimensional tori jP+ and T" by
T+ ^{(eie\...,eidn):

0x+... + dn = 0},

ST ^{(eid\...,^):

ex+... +

en=n}.

Let M± denote the cone with vertex at the origin through T^. Note
that Jf" is the antipodal image of Jf+. Thus Jf+ cannot be a real analytic
variety. However Jf+ is special Lagrangian and hence absolutely areaminimizing. This is perhaps the simplest example for an absolutely area.
minimizing cone in Euclidean space which is not a real-analytic variety.
A harmonic gradient map F = Vf with degenerate image has
det (Hess/) *= 0. Thus, in dimension 3, the study of harmonic gradient
maps is a special case of special Lagrangian geometry. This clarifies
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the appearance of the minimal surface equation in the beautiful work
of Hans Lewy [18] on harmonic gradient maps. See Harvey and Lawson
[10] for more details on this class of "degenerate" special Lagrangian
3-folds in Ä6 as well as for many other examples.
6. Exceptional geometries
One of our earliest discoveries (Harvey and Lawson [10]) in this investigation was the appearance of certain beautiful "exceptional" geometries in
low dimensions. These geometries are associated with the octonians or
Gayley numbers O ^ JK8. Although Cayley multiplication is not associative, there is a weak form of associativity. Namely, the associator
[a, b, e] ss (ab)c — a(bc)
vanishes if any two of the octonians a, b, c are equal. Thus the associator
is alternating. Consequently, we have a well-defined notion of associativity
for a 3-plane in, say, the purely imaginary octonians ImO (ImO is the
hyperplane orthogonal to the multiplicative unit l e O ) . Namely, the
associator should vanish for each (or equivalently all) basis a, b, c for
the 3-plane. The associative 3-planes can be characterized as the imaginary
parts of quaternion subalgebras of O.
Now we wish to describe the geometry based on the associative 3-form
cp on ImO defined by:
cp(a, b, c) = (a, bey
using the standard inner product < , > on O. As with special Lagrangian geometry we outline the analogues to first, the Wirtinger inequality, second, the Oauchy-Eiemann equation, and third, a rich class of"
examples.
The Associator inequality says that:
?>(£)< 1

for all fGff(S,ImO),

and furthermore,
çj(£) = i o £ is associative and canonically oriented by its
quaternionic structure.
Thus cp is a calibration on Ä7 ^ ImO. The y-grassmannian G(<p), which
consists of all associative 3-planes, can be naturally represented as the
quotient 02/SO4.
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It is illuminating to complete the associator inequality to an equality:
<a, bcy2 + l\\[a, b, c\f = \\aAbAcf for all a, b, e e ImO.
Now the differential equations governing this geometry can be deduced
from the vanishing of the associator.
Let H denote a (standard) quaternion subalgebra of O and make the
identification ImO = ImjBT®H. Suppose Jf c ImO is the graph of a function from ImJHT to H and let x2,xz, x4 denote i, j , Jc coordinates on Imfl
with respect to the standard i, j , Jc axes. The Birac operator is defined by
dx2

dxz

dxé

and the first order Monge-Ampère operator is defined by
df
df
df
a(f) =:

X

— X

dx2 dxz dx4 7
with the aid of certain triple cross product defined by axbxe
^l{a(bc)-e(ba)).
The graph Jf is associative if and only if / satisfies the differential
equation
Third, there is a rich variety of examples of associative submanifolds.
Perhaps the most interesting to mention are the associative cones. Their
singular structure reflects the singular structure of general associative
varieties. Suppose Jf is a 3-dimensional cone in ImO with vertex at the
origin. Let r ss MnS6 denote the link in the unit sphere S6 about the
origin. There is a natural almost complex structure on 86 c ImCT. Simply
define Jx: TXS6-*TX86 by Jxu ^xu (octonian multiplication). Now the
cone Jf is associative if and only if the link r is a complex curve in S6.
Eobert Bryant [1], in an exciting development, has shown that every
Eiemann surface appears as a complex curve in 86 c ImO; and hence
as the link on an associative cone.
There is a dual geometry of 4-folds in ImO, defined by the property
that the normal 3-plane be associative, referred to as coassociative geometry. Here we are content to briefly mention that the famous LawsonOsserman [17] example, of a Lipschitz solution to the non-parametric
minimal surface equation which is not continuously differentiable, can be
embedded in a family of coassociative submanifolds. In particular, this
establishes that their example is absolutely area minimizing and not
just minimal or stationary.
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Finally, there is an exceptional geometry based on a Spin7 invariant
4-form 0 on O ^ JB8 which includes all at once:
1. coassociative submanifolds in I m O c O,
2. product manifolds RxM where Jf is associative,
3. complex Surfaces (negatively oriented) in C4 ^ O for a 6-sphere
of complex structures,
4. special Lagrangian submanifolds of C4 = j ß 4 © £ j ß 4 ^ 0
~H©He.
Again, analogues of (1) the Wirtinger inequality, (2) the Oauchy-Eiemann equations, and (3) the rich variety of complex submanifolds of
Cn are possible (see Harvey and Lawson [10]).
7. Double point geometry
An interesting question raised by Frank Morgan [21] is: When is the
union of a pair of 7c-planes through the origin in Euclidean space absolutely
area minimizing?
To prove a union of planes is absolutely area minimizing it suffices
to find a calibration for the union. The simplest case, which does not
follow from classical facts about 1, 2, w—1, or n — 2 forms, is the case
of 3-forms in fi6.
A pair f, <rj of three planes in R6 can be put in the following semi-canonical form with respect to an orthonormal basis ex, ..., e6 :
S = exAC2Aez,
and
r\ ss (cos0ie 1 + sin01e4)A (cos02e2 + siû02 05)A (cos03e3 + sin0 3 e 6 ). '
If either ± 0 = ±(0i> 02 > G3) belongs to the tetrahedron with vertices
( 0 , 0 , 0), (0, w, 7r), (TC, 0, TC), (w, 7T, 0) then the pair {!, rj) is called a double
point.
Morgan [21] has shown that each double point {£, r}} c ©(3, R6) can
be calibrated. That is, {£, rj} cz G(cp) for some calibration (peA3(R6)*.
Thus the union of the pair of planes for a double point pair is absolutely
area minimizing in R6.
8. Coflat calibrations and Lawson-Simons cones
Fédérer [4] developed a beautiful and natural theory of coflat forms
which enable one to utilize the basic idea, (1) above, when the calibration
is only defined and smooth outside a closed set of Hausdorff ^-measure
55 — Proceedings,..
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zero. (Also in Harvey and Lawson [10], Theorem 4.9 there is a slight
modification using a removable singularity theorem of Harvey and Polking
[14]).
Earlier in Lawson [16] a number of interesting coflat calibrations
of codegree 1 were essentially constructed by means of certain compact
Lie group representations. Bach of the resulting geometries of submanifolds contains a (single) cone of codimension one. Among these there
is the Simons cone on $ 3 x# 3 c B 8 which was originally proved to be
absolutely area minimizing by Bombieri, De Giorgi, and Giusti.
9. Parallel calibrations on Rn
An obvious and appealing class of calibrated geometries is provided by
constant #-forms of comass one on Euclidean space Rn. ïîp = 1 or n—1
then G(cp) must be a singleton and hence the associated geometry is that
of parallel lines or hyperplanes. ïîp = 2 or # = w—2 then G{cp) is a complex
grassmannian and we are in case 4 above.
The situation rapidly becomes more complicated. If p = 3 and n = 6
then a complete characterization of the possible geometries is given in
Dadok and Harvey [2]. The geometry G(cp) determined by cp is either
(1) special Lagrangian,
(2) complex crossed with a line,
(3) double point,
or
(4) singleton (i.e. a family of parallel 3-planes).
In particular, a pair {£, rj} c G (3, 6) can be calibrated if and only if
±0 (the canonical angles) belongs to the tetrahedron described in Section
7; while a finite collection of three or more planes {£x,..., £N} c ff(S, 6)
can be calibrated if and only if gx,..., £N are all special Lagrangian for
some special Lagrangian structure on fi6.
If p = 3 and n = 7 then a complete characterization is again possible
(see Harvey and Morgan [13]). In this case contact sets G(cp) of the hyperplane cp = 1 with the grassmannian G(3, 7) need not even be totally
geodesic.
10. Calibrating foliations and complex manifolds
Suppose X is a compact smooth manifold equipped with an oriented
jp-dimensional smooth foliation. It is natural to ask
When can the foliation be calibrated?
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That is, when does there exist a Eiemannian metric on X and a calibration cp on X so that for each point x, cpx(%) = 1 if (and only if) £ is the
unit oriented tangent space to the leaf through x%
There is an obvious purely topological necessary condition, since the
calibration can be used to compute the volume of leaves. Each compact
leaf, in fact every positive integral chain of compact leaves, must represent
a non-zero homology class. If the foliation & is of codimension one then
this necessary condition is also sufficient (Harvey and Lawson [9]). In higher codimension the following is necessary and sufficient to calibrate &\
Each non-zero foliation cycle represents a non-zero homology class (Harvey and Lawson [9]). A foliation cycle is ari!-closedcurrent T of finite mass
-*•

such that Tx (the generalized tangent ^-vector to T at x) coincides with
->
Fx (the unit oriented tangent ^-vector to the leaf at x) at almost all points
x with respect to the generalized volume measure ||T|| for T.
These results are closely related to work of D. Sullivan [13]. In particular, the Hahn-Banach step in the proof is due to Sullivan.
Suppose X is a compact complex manifold. It is natural to ask
Wien can the complex manifold be calibrated?
Interestingly, this question is the same as asking
When does a complex manifold admit a Kahler metric?
Again there is a natural necessary condition, since the Kahler form can
be used to compute the volume of complex curves. Each compact complex
curve, in fact each one-dimensional positive analytic cycle T, must represent a non-zero homology class. There are two ways this condition must
be strengthened to become sufficient (Harvey and Lawson [12]). First, T
must be allowed to be any positive ^-closed current of complex dimension 1. Second, the conclusion that T represents a non-zero homology
class must be replaced by:
T is not the bidimension 1,1 component of a boundary.
This condition is obviously necessary. Note that if T = (d8)hl is the
positive 1,1 component of a boundary and o is a Kahler form then the
mass of T equals T(œ) = (dS)hl(co) = (d8)(co) = 8(dco) = 0 , so J must
vanish. This condition is also sufficient (Harvey and Lawson [12]).
We will mention just two applications. Suppose X is an elliptic surface.
Then the following are equivalent:
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(1) X admits a Kahler metric,
(2) The first Betti number of X is even,
(3) The general fiber of X does not bound.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a result of Miyaoka [20].
Eecently, an important application of Yau's solution to Oalabi's
conjecture (see Todorov [25] and Siu [22]) establishes that each K3
surface admits a Kahler metric. This K3 result and Miyaoka's theorem
suffice, under Kodaira's classification, to establish that (1) and (2) are
equivalent for all compact surfaces X.
Using methods that take no special :note of K3 surfaces, it is shown
in Harvey and Lawson [12] that each compact complex surface X with
even first Betti number admits a "weakly" Kahler form co. More precisely
œ is a ^-closed 2-form with positive definite 1,1 component whose 2, 0
component (although not necessarily zero as in the Kahler case) is da
for some 1, 0 forni a.
I t is useful to interpret the Characterization Theorem of Harvey and
Lawson [12] as a characterization of non-Kähler manifolds. It then asserts
t h a t each non-Kähler manifold carries an analytic object T, namely
a positive bidimension 1,1 current which is the 1,1 component of a boundary. These objects appear to be intimately related to the geometry of
the non-Kähler manifold (see Harvey and Lawson [12] for details).
For complex dimension 3 or more an interesting class of complex
manifolds, strictly larger than Kahler, has been characterized by M. L.
Michelsohn [19].

11. Boundaries
Perhaps the deepest open questions concerned with the geometries introduced in Harvey and Lawson [10] are about boundaries. The questions
are analogous to a question which has been answered in the complex
case (Harvey and Lawson [7]). The problem is this:
Characterize the boundaries of ç?-submanifolds
(in ;the four cases, special Lagrangian, associative, coassociative, and
Cayley).
The local real-analytic problem follows from the Cartan-Kähler theorem (see Harvey and Lawson [10] and [11]). A manifold is the boundary
of a ^-submanifold if and only if it is maximally 99-hke. This parallels
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the complex case. In addition, there are natural global restrictions on
a candidate for a boundary (moment conditions).
Are these local and global necessary conditions also sufficient to
ensure that a given submanifold is a ^-submanifold?
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G. M. HENKLN"

Tangent Cauchy-Riemann Equations and the
Yang-Mills, Higgs and Dirac Fields

The first part of the paper contains a survey of conditions for the local
and global solvability of the tangent Oauchy-Biemann equations on
g-concave CB-manifolds.
In the second part results are presented concerning the representation
(by the Badon-Penrose type transformation) of the classical Yang-Mills,
Higgs and Dirac fields as solutions of the Oauchy-Biemann equations
on 1-concave submanifolds of twistor (or supertwistor) space.
1. Cauchy-Riemann equations on g-concave CR-manifolds
1.1. ôr-cIosed forms and their local approximation by gT-exact forms. Let
X be an ^-dimensional complex manifold, let JE be a holomorphic vector
bundle over X. We denote by ô a Cauehy-Biemann operator annihilating
all holomorphic sections of the fibre bundle E over X. Let Ji be a real,
closed submanifold of X of co-dimension Jc which can be represented in
each coordinate neighbourhood i 3 c l i n the form :
LnQ = {ze Q: QX(Z) = ... = Qk(z) = 0},

(1.1)

where {QV} are smooth real-valued functions in the domain fì c X satisfying the condition 1)QXA ... AdQk ^ 0 on L n Q.
For a fixed point p eL the complex tangent space Tcp(L) has a complex
dimension n — Jc and in local coordinates z = (zx,..., zn) is determined
by the equations

T°p(L)=heCn: J?^r(P)b=<>> »=1,2,...,*}.
Such a manifold is called a (generic) OB-manifold.
[809]
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Let us denote by G[s}q(L, E), 0 < q < n — Je, s > 0, the space of differential forms of type (0, q) on M with E-valued <7(s)-smooth coefficients.
If / G O0jö_1(J}, E) and g e G0tQ(L, E) are such that for any compactly
supported form <p e ö ^ J _ M ( Z , E*), where J7* is the fibre bundle dual
to E, we have

JgA9={-l)qJfAfy,
L

L

then, by definition, we shall write
3T/ =

ff,

(1.2)

where dT is the tangent Cauehy-Biemann operator.
A necessary condition for (1.2) to be locally solvable is, first of all,
the condition dxg = 0 on L. The forms (resp. the functions) satisfying
this condition are called OB-forms (resp. OE-functions). '
If the manifold L and the form g are real-analytic then the condition
drg = 0 is also sufficient for the local solvability of (1.2). In this case
the dimensions of the domains in M where (1.2) is solvable depend not
only on the manifold L but also on real-analytic properties of the CB-form
g (see [43]).
If either the form g or the manifold M is not real-analytic, then,
generally speaking, the condition Bxg = 0 is no longer sufficient for the
local solvability of (1.2) (Hans Lewy's effect).
I n this case, however, an important general result concerning the
approximate local solvability of equation (1.2) is proved by M. Baouendi
and P . Treves.
THEOREM 1.1 (P. Treves [45]). Let L be a smooth GB-submanifold (of
co-dimension Jc) in a complex manifold X. Then for any point p eL there
exists a neighbourhood Qp such that every OE-form g e C$(L), r == 0,1,...
...,n — Jc, can be approximated on LnQp by d-closed forms from Gi^}(ûp)
as exactly as desired in O^-topology. If, moreover, r > 0 then these forms
are dx-exact on Lc\Qp.

For hypersurfaces this result was proved earlier (see [1,13]).
1.2. g-concave CR-manifolds and the local exactness of CR-forms of type
(0, r) for r < q and r> n — Jc — q. The study of conditions for the exact
(and not merely approximate) local and global solvability of the equation
(1.2), initiated by H. Lewy in his classical work, has been carried sufficiently far for the case where L is a hypersurface in X (see J. J. Kohn [25],
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J. Kohn, H. Eossi [26], A. Andreotti, 0. D. Hill [1], G. M. Henkin [13],
A. Bogges [6]).
In recent years the results of these works have been generalized to
the case of OB-manifolds of arbitrary ^co-dimension. The formulations
of the main results use E. Levi's form of a manifold L. The last one is
given by the equality

where peL, f e TCP(L), heBh.
The manifold L is said to be g-concave (resp. weak gj-concave) at the
point p eL, if for all A e J2&\{0} the form LPtK(L) has on T%(L) at most q
negative (resp. q nonpositive) eigenvalues.
The basic theorems on the local solvability of the equation (1.2) result
from the following general proposition on the g-closed extension of 0Eforms into a neighbourhood of a generic OB-manifold.
THEOREM 1.2 (G. M. Henkin [16]). If tJie OB-manifold of tlie form
(1.1) is q-concave then there exists a neighbourhood Xf of the manifold L,
sucJi tJiat for all r satisfying condition 0 < r < q or n — Jc —
q<r^n--Jt,
and for any GB-form f eG$r(L,E), s > 0 , there exists a d-olosed form
EeO{Qs~ll2-B)(X',E)
suchthat E\L = / and FAÔQxA...AdQk e G^(QnX')
for every coordinate neighbourhood Q on X.

The method used in the proof öf Theorem 1.2 actually gives an explicit
integral formula for F in terms of / .
In the case of OB-functions Theorem 1.2 confirms a conjecture due
to I. N&ruki [35], where the respective statement concerning OB-f unctions
was proved for "standard" OE-manifolds, i.e. for manifolds of the type
L ^{(z,w)eCkxCn-1c:

Ims„ =Fv(w,w),

v = 1, 2, ..., Jc},,

where {Fy} are Hermitian forms on Cn"k.
For hypersurfaces and s = oo Theorem 1.2 was first obtained in
a paper by A. Andreotti and 0. D. Hill [1].
From Theorem 1.2 the following facts can be deduced concerning the
local solvability of the equation (1.2).
1.2a ([16]). Under tlie conditions of Tlieorem 1.2 for any
point p EL and any sufficiently small neigJibourhood Qp of the point p,,
for all r ; 1 < x < q, and for any GB-form g e G$(L, E), there exists a form
feG^l^'^Lnfì^jE)
satisfying on Lc\Qp tJie equality dvf = g>
THEOREM
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Theorem 1.2a was regarded in the literature as a plausible conjecture
(see [2, 44]). Earlier similar results had been obtained (for s =* oo) in
the work of E. Treves [44] for "tubelike" OB-manifolds, i.e., for manifolds of the type
L = {# e Cn: Imsv = ^(Ims? Ä+1 ,..., ImzJ, v = 1, 2 , . . . , ilk},
and also for "standard" manifolds, in the work of H. Bossi, M. Vergne
[40]. Moreover, in the work of M. Sato, T. Kawai, M. Kashivara [41],
the microlocal variant of Theorem 1.2a was established.
THEOREM 1.2b ([16]). Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2, for any
Stein domain Ü c X, for all r, n — Jc—q<r^n — Jc, and for any GB-form
geG[%LnQ,E), there exists a form f eG{^"e)(Lc\Q,E)
satisfying on
Lc\Q the equality dTf = g>

Eor s == oo Theorem 1.2b was first obtained in a very important
paper by Ì. Haruki [34].
1,3« A criterion for the local solvability of "nonsolvable" tangent CauchyRiemann equations in g-concave manifolds. Th,e requirement of g-concavity of the OB-manifold L in the formulation of Theorem' 1.2 would be an
adequate condition provided that the following result explaining H. Lewy's
effect were true.
THEOREM 1.3 (A. Andreotti, G. Eredricks, M. Nacinovich [2]). If
for a GB-manifold of type (1.1), for some p eL and X eBk\{0}, the form
LPtK(L) is not degenerate on TP(L) and has q negative and n — k — q positive
eigenvalues, then for any -sufficiently small neighbourhood U of the point
p there exists a GB-form f from G§$(LnU, E) which is not dtjexact on Lf\U.

A microlocal variant of Theorem 1.3 was obtained earlier in a paper
' by M. Sato, T. Kawai, M. Kashivara [41].
Eor hypersurfaces Theorem 1.3 was obtained earlier in a paper by
A. Andreotti and 0. Hill [1].
Theorem 1.3 shows the necessity of complementary conditions for
the solvability of the equation (1.2) when gr is a CE-form of type (0, q)
on a g-concave OB-manifold. A criterion for the local solvability of
(1.2) in this case was obtained in [16]. This criterion we shall now formulate for real-analytic OB-manifolds only, in the form of a criterion of
extendability of the OB-form gr to a g-closed form g in a neighbourhood
of L.
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THEOREM 1.4 ([16]). Let L be a real-analytic q-concave GB-manifold
of type (1.1). A GB-form g e GQfQ(L, E) can be extended to a 8-closed form
g in some neigJibourhood of L if and only if, given any p eL, there exists
a neighbourJiood Qp sucJi tJiat tJie (0, q)-form described by:

*/(«) =

/ /(OKfl(t,*)
CeßpnL

is real-analytic on L n Qp, wJiere KQ(£, z) is a suitable singular Jcernel of
tJie OaucJiy-Fantappe type wJiicJi is a real-analytic GB-form of type (n, n —
—lc~q) with respect to the variable £ e (QpnL)\ {#}.
Eor hypersurfaces a corresponding criterion was established earlier
(see [13]).
Theorem 1.4 is a basis for the proof of the following more subtle solvability criterion, which we shall formulate as the "edge of wedge" theorem
or OB-forms.
1.4a (B. A. Ayrapetia-n, G. M. Henkin [4]). Let a q-concave
îgeneric OB-manifold L of co-dimension Jc in X belong to OB-manifolds Lj9
j = 1, 2, ..., fc of co-dimension Jc —1 SUGJI tliat for all peL tJie tangent spaces
TP(L) belong to tJie linear hull of tlie complex tangent spaces {Tp(L^)}. TJien
five GB-form g from O0tQ(L) admits a d-olosed extension into a neigJibourJwod of tlie manifold L if the form g is a trace on L of some GB-form
THEOREM

y-i

Eor g = 0 Theorem 1.4a is a generalization of a number of results
extending the classical theorems of S. ST. Bernstein on separate analyticity
and of 2ST. N. Bogolubov on the "edge of wedge" (see [5], [46]).
It is also Theorem 1.4 on which is based the proof of the following
result concerning the solvability of the equation (1.2) on a g-concave
manifold for (0, g)-forms with a (sufficiently) compact support.
THEOREM 1.4b (G. M. Henkin [19]). Given a q-concave GB-manifold
L witli q> 1, for any point p eL, any sufficiently small pseudoconvex
neiglibourJiood Qp of tJiis point, any r: l < r < g , and any GB-form
g e C[s}r(L, E) with a support in üpc\L, tJiere exists aformfeG^l^~B)(L,
E)
with a support in Qp c\L satisfying on L the equation dTf = g>

Eor r < q (and for s = oo) Theorem 1.4b was obtained by I. Naruki [34].
Theorem 1.4b seems to be a new one even for hypersurfaces. In particular
it implies that for a OB-function on any 1-concave OB-manifold L the
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Hartoggs-Bochner effect holds. This generalizes IT. Sibony's earlier statement [42] concerning the validity of the local maximum principle for
OE-funetions on a 1-concave OB-manifold.
1.4. Conditions for a global solvability of the tangent Cauchy-Riemann
equations. Let us denote by A$q(L, E) the subspace in G$a(L, E) composed
of gT-closed forms, and by Bfy(L, E) the subspace in G^(L,E) composed of forms 0 r /, where f eG^}q_x(L, E). We shall consider the space of
J9T-cohomologies
El8)(L, E) = A^(L,

E)IBi^(L,

E).

Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 enable us to establish a criterion for the global
solvability of equation (1.2) together with a criterion for the finitely dimensionality of the cohomology space H$(L, E).
THEOREM 1.5 ([16]). Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2 for any r: 1
< T < q (resp. n — Jc — q<r^n
— Jc) and any pseudo-concave (resp. pseudoconvex) domain Q € X, a necessary and sufficient condition for a GB-form
f from A$r(Lc\Q, E) to be dx-exact on LnQ, and to belong to the space
B$(LnQ,
E) is that ffAcp = 0 for any form cp e A^l_h_r(X, E*) with
L

a support in the domain Q. Furthermore, for all r < q (resp. r >n — Jc~q),
the spaces E^(LnQ,
E) are finitely dimensional.
In the case where L is a compact hypersurface in X, the statement
of Theorem 1.5 has been well known (see J. Kohn, H^ Bossi [25], [26]).
With regard to the subjects considered in the second part of the paper
we shall now take into consideration smooth (0,l)-forms 0 on JC with
values in EndJ0. Such a form we shall call gT-exact if
E~1dxK

= d

on L,

(1.3)

where K is a smooth function with values in non-degenerate endomorphisms E.
A necessary condition for the local solvability of (1.3) is now the
equality:
8rd + dAd = 0.
(1.4)
The space of the smooth (of the class G°°) forms 6 satisfying (1.4) and
considered up to the transformation of the form
0 ~ 0 =K^dTK

+K~l OK

we shall further denote by JÎ°'1(JD,GL(JEJ)).
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Any element 0 from JS0tl(L, GL(JEJ)) defines a OB-fibre bundle E0
over L which is topologically equivalent to the fibre bundle E. Namely,
those smooth sections h of the fibre bundle E which are annihilated by
the operator dx+d,
drh + 0h = 0 ,
we shall call OB-sections of the fibre bundle Ed.
In contradistinction to holomorphic fibre bundles over X, a OB-fibre
bundle over L cannot always be given by transition matrix-functions.
Eor instance, from Theorem 1.2 it follows that on a 1-concave OB-manifold the OB-fibre bundle E can be given by means of OB-matrix-functions
of pass on some cover if and only if JE^Ïs a trace on L of some holomorphic
fibre bundle in a neighbourhood of L. As above, using the Oauchy-Biemann operator dx+6, cohomology spaces Hfs)(L,E0)
are introduced.
Eor a g-concave OB-manifold L, for any 0 eHfs)(L, GL(J37)) and any
r: l^.r<q
or r>n — Jc — q, the local results of Theorems 1.2b and
1.4b and the global result of Theorem 1.5 are still valid.
2, Yang-Mills, Higgs and Dirac fields as solutions of Cauchy-Riemann
equations
E. Penrose ([36], [37]) has proposed a promising program of a reconstruction of the foundations of relativistic physics, which would result in
a transformation of relativistic physics into a part of analytic geometry
in the space of complex light lines (the theory of twistors).
We shall present a number of results developing Penrose's program.
These results prove that the theory of the classical Tang-Mills, Higgs and
Dirac fields on Minkowski spaces can be transformed into the theory
of Oauchy-Eiemann tangent equations on a 1-concave submanifold of
the twistor (supertwistor) space. Some of the results of the first part of
the paper acquire here a "physical" interpretation.
2.1. The spaces of complex and real zero lines. Let CM0 be a complex
Minkowski space, i.e., a four-dimensional complex space with spinor coordinates u = {uAB> 9 A = 0 , 1 ; B' = 0', 1'} and with a metric àe>t(duAB,).
Then a real Minkowski space M0 is formed of those points u e CM0 for
which the matrix uAW is Hermitian.
Moreover, let T+ and T_ be two reciprocally dual four-dimensional
complex spaces (of twistors and dual twistors) with coordinates (zA, zB,)
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and (wA,wB'), and with the bilinear form (z>w} ^zAwA—zA,wA9m, then
the coordinates in JP + and 2L are the homogeneous coordinates of the
corresponding points in the three-dimensional projective spaces J§?±
= P(27±).
The equation <£«w> = 0 distinguishes a five-dimensional hypersurface
3? on J§?+®JZL. The points of this surface parametrize complex zero-lines
in the Minkowski space; given a fixed point (z, w) e Sß, there exists a corresponding zero-line in CMQ, given by the equations:
s*' =

UAB'Z*}

™A

= UAB'W8'-

(2-1)

Conversely, for a fixed point u e CM0, the equations (2.1) considered
as conditions for (z, w), generate two reciprocally orthogonal two-dimensional subspaces in T+ and T__, which, on the other hand, determine
on Se a quadric S£(u) = J2?+(«)®J2?_(W).
The foregoing correspondence enables us to identify the compactifiable
(and complexifiable) Minkowski space CM with the manifold of all twodimensional subspaces in T + (or in T_). Corresponding tautological
two-dimensional fibre bundles over CM, denoted by S±, are called spinor
fibre bundles.
In virtue of (2.1), over CM0 there are natural trivializations of these
fibre bundles; zA are the coordinates in the fibre 8+(u), w4-' are the coordinates in the fibre 8__(u), u e CM0.
Given a domain U in a compactifiable real Minkowski space Jf, we
shall denote by L( U), L+ ( U), L_ ( U) the real submanifolds in the complex
manifolds JS?, <£±, of the form:
L(U) = \j£(u),

L±(U) = {J<?±(u).

Let us put L = L(M), L± = L±(M). Each of the manifolds L+ and
L_ "parametrizes the (real) light rays on the real Minkowski space M,
whereas the manoifold L parametrizes pairs of intersecting world lines
on M (or, in other words, the complex zero-lines in CM, passing through
M). We have
L+ = {z eS£+\ Im(a°z0, +z1zr) = 0},L_ = {weS£_\ Im(w0w0' + wxwv) = 0 } ,
L = {(&,w) e££: z eL+,w
eL"}.
The manifolds L± are real hypersurfaces in the spaces S£±, whose
Levi forms are non-degenerate at any point p eL± and have one positive
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and one negative eigenvalue on Tp(L±), i.e., L± are strongly 1-concave
manifolds.
The manifold L, of co-dimension 2 in the complex manifold :Sf, has
singularities on a fully real submanifold
S = {(z, w) eL: (wA,wB') = (zA\ zB)}.
For all peL\8
we have d i m ^ - L ) ==3, and for any AeJB2\{0}
the Levi form LPtX(L) has on TP(L) one positive, one negative, and one
zero eigenvalue, i.e., L is a 1-concave and, at the same time, weak 2-concave OB-manifold outside S.
Further, let E be a trivial ^-dimensional fibre bundle. We shall also
assume that the domain U c M is such that its intersections with all
light rays are connected and simply connected. Further, let us also denote
by E"A{L(U), GL(w, C)) (resp. SQ^(L±(U), Gh(n, C))) * set of all OB-fibre
bundles Ed topologically equivalent to E and moreover analytically equivalent to E on each quadric L(u), ueU. The last statement means that
the (0, l)-form indexing the fibre bundle EQ can be represented on each
quadric L(u)
6\Liu) =K~l8Kuf

(2.2)

where the function KM with values in GL(w, C) smoothly depends on
the parameter ueU.
For one-dimensional topologically trivial fibre bundles for instance,
the condition (2.2) holds automatically.
In the sequel we shall put Ed(m,Jc) = E0®G(m,Jc), where 0(m,Jc)
is a one-dimensional fibre bundle over JS?+®J§?_, the holomorphic sections
of which are holomorphic functions on T+<8>T__ of homogeneity (m, Jc)
with respect to variables (z, w) eT+®T__.
Theorems 1.2, 1.3, 1.5 applied to the OB-manifolds L(U), L+(U),
L_(U) enable us to state, first, that the spaces of OB-fibre bundles
SQ>l{L(U), &h(n,C)) and E^{L±(U), Gh(n,C)) are non-trivial (and
infinitely dimensional) and, secondly, that among spaces of cohomologies
with coefficients in the fibre bundles Ed(m, Jc) there are in general no
other non-trivial (infinitely dimensional) spaces but the spaces Hl[L^(U),
Ed(m)), JŒl{L(U),Ed(m,Jc)) and E2(L(U), EQ(m,Jc)).
B. Penrose's transformation enables us to identify, in a surprisingly
natural way, the elements of these spaces as cohomologies, and also the
fibre bundles Ee as physical fields on Minkowski spaces.
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2.2. The Penrose transformation and criteria of solvability of the tangent
Cauchy-Riemann equations on L( U). Let a OB-fibre bundle Ee be indexed
by the elements 0 eH0tt(L(U),
GL(n, C)), and let K =
K(u,zA,wB')
be a function satisfying (2.2). Let dx = zAwB' d\duAB' be an operator of
differentiation along light lines. (1.2) implies that the, function (dxK)K~l
is holomorphic on each quadric L(u), u\e U, and therefore can be represented in t h e form
(d^K-1

^zAwB'aAB,(u),

(2.3)

where {aAB,} are smooth functions of ueU.
We shall consider a 1-form a = aAB*duAB' in the domain U c M.
I t is determined by t h e given construction up to the gauge a ~ a
— b^db + b^ab, where 6 is a Q~L(n, C)-valued smooth function. Thus
the form a determines a Qh(n, C)-eonneetion Va in the fibre bundle E
over U c= M. The correspondence 0 H > ^ 0 = Va will be called the Penrose
transform of the form 0.
For the elements of cohomology spaces with the coefficients in the
fibre bundles EQ(m7 k) the definition of the Penrose transforms depends
rather strongly on the numbers m and k. I n the cases which are most
interesting for us these definitions are the following: If a fixed function
Ku satisfies (2.2), or, in other words, a form a satisfies (2.3), then, for
V+eHl{L(U),
Ee(-1,0)),
cp+eHl[L(U), Ed(-2,0%
and Q eEx[L(U),
End-27 0 (—l, —1)) we shall put
^

f K--—W,AZAdzA,

= 0>W+ =
J

f Kq>AZAdzA,

&+=0><p+=:

OZA*

J

(2.4)
CO

£0=^0=

f KÌwA'-^Q\K-1AZAdzA.

For F+eH2(L(U),
EQ(-3, - 1 ) ) , G+eB}[L(U),
J e H i ( £ ( Z 7 ) , E n d J £ f l ( - 3 , - 3 ) ) we shall put
f+ = 0>F+ =

J KzA - — j -

EQ(-3,

(2.41)
-2)) and

AZBdzBAWB'dwB,,

L{u)

gA=0>Q+=:

,j zAKG+AZBdzBAWB'dwBf,

j =0>J = j%duAQ,AäuA1'

AduAB.,

(2.5)
(2.51)
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where
j A = Jf

KJK~lzAwB'AZBdzBAWA>dwAf.

The Penrose transforms for cohomologies with coefficients in E0 (0, —1),
Ed(0, —2), EQ(— 1, —3), EQ(— 2, —3) are defined analogously. Let us
note that the fields %pA', <p+, etc. are determined by the given construction
up to the gauges yA' r^{pA' = byA'; cp+ OJ $.H = bq>+ etc., where b is
a gauge function for the connection a.
The following result sums up (and to a certain extent generalizes)
a number of statements given in [47], [9], [12], [49], [24], [30], [14],
[20], [21], [7].
THEOREM 2.1. TJie Penrose transformation of tJie form (2.3) establisJies
a canonical isomorpJiism between tJie space of tJie OB-fibre bundles
OeE°A(L(U), QL(n, C)) and the space of all smooth connections Va = &Q
in the fibre bundle E over U. Moreover, the OB-fibre bundles from
E0tl[L±(U),
GtL(n, C)) are transformed into self-dual (resp. anti-self-dual)
connections.
Subsequently, for fixed 6 e E0tl(L(U),
Q~L(n,C)), the Penrose transformations of the form (2.4), (2.5) establish an isomorphism of the cohomology spaces El[L(U),
Ee(-1,
0)), El[L(U),
Ed(~2, 0)),
E2(L(U),
•®e(—3> —2)), E2[L(U), EQ(—3, —1)) with the spaces of smooth sections
over U of the fibre bundles E®S_®A2S+; E®A28+\
E®B+®A2B+®A28^,
2
2
A
E®(A B+f®A B_,
respectively. If, moreover, 0 eE° [L + (U), GtJj(n, C))
then the elements of the spaces El(L+(U),
E0(—1,0)) and
El[L+(U),
E0(—2, 0)) are transformed into the solutions ipA. and <p+ of the Weil-Pirac
equation ^iA'y)A* = 0 and the d9Alembert equation na<P+ — 0, respectively,
in the self-dual field a = 0>6.
Finally, the correspondence of (2.41) and (2.51) realizes the isomorpJiisms
of the spaces EX[L(U), EndJ57 0 (-l, -1)) and E2[L(U), End.EJ ö (-3, - 3 ) )
with, respectively, the space of smooth sections of the fibre bundle
'EiiäE®A28+®A28^
and the space of smootJi 3-forms j on Ü witJi values
in EndJGJ, satisfying the equation dj + [a, j ] = 0. -

From Theorems 2.1 and 1.2, as a simple corollary, follows
THEOREM: 2.1a. Let tJie (0, l)-forms 0, &±, W± represent elements of the
respective spaces of one-dimensional coJwmologies on L(U) (or 2J±(17)).
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the Gauchy-Biemann equations
of the forms a"1 dra = 0; drß± + 0ß± = ®± ; dry± + 6y± = W± to be solvable
(resp. locally solvable in a neighbourhood of any point) is that the Penrose
56 — Proceedings...
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transforms &d, 0t<J>±, ^ ^ ± of these forms be equal to zero (resp. real-analytic) on U.
Let us note that a following criterion for the ^-exactness of the forms
0±, W± in a neighbourhood of a fixed point p eL±(U) was formulated
in [17] as a development of Penrose's ideas [38]: the singular spectrum of
the forms ^3> ± , 9T± must not contain zero-bi-characteristics corresponding to light rays l±(r).
2.3. The Maxwell-Yang-Mills, Weil-Dirac and Klein-Cordon equations
as the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Let L®(U) denote the j - t h infinitesimal neighbourhood of the manifold L(U) c L+(U) xL_(U).
We
shaU denote by E0*1 (L®(U), Gch(n, C)) the subspace of OB-fibre bundles
in H°>l(L{U), &L(n, C)) indexed by smooth (0,l)-forms 0 on L+(U)x
xL_(U) which, first, satisfy on L{j)(U) the Cauchy-Biemann-Cartan
equation of the form #0 + 0 A 0 = Xj+1<z-wyj+1- where Xj+1 is a smooth
(0,2)-form on L(U) representing some element of the space E2[L(U),
EndJE/e(—j— 1, —j—1)), and, secondly, are considered up to the g-gauge
of the form
0 ~ 0 = K-1dK+K~10K

+

O(<z-wy+1).

We shaU denote by E«(L®(U), Ed), where 0 eE°'l[L^(U),
GL(n, C)),
a subspace in Ea[L(U), EQ) given by smooth U-valued (0,g)-forms
co on L+xL_
satisfying on L®(U) the Cauchy-Biemann equation
j+1
8XCO + 6ACO = Y3-+1(Z'w}
and considered up to the g-gauge œ ~ ä>
= o) +
dxa+dAcx+0«z-wyj+1).
I t was proved in [14], [20] that any element of the space E°*l(L(U),
Gli(n, C)) can be extended (in only one way) to an element of the space
jgro,i |2;W (U), GL (n, C)) and can be represented by the form 0 on L+ ( U) x
xL_(U) satisfying the relation
0 T 0 + 0 A 0 = J<z-w}\

(2.6)

Moreover, the elements of the space S 0 , 1 (i ( 1 ) (l7), GL(w, C)) can be
indexed by the forms 0
0 = d+D(z-w),

(2.7)

where 0 satisfies (2.6) and QeEl[L(U),
EndJ57 fl (-l, - 1 ) ) .
Furthermore (see [20], [21]), for fixed 0 satisfying (2.6), the elements
W+,0+,Q of the spaces El{L(U), EQ(-1, 0)), EX[L(U), EQ(-2, 0)) and
El[L(U),
Endl£ 0 (—1, —1)) with a suitable gauge satisfy the relations
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of the form
d¥+ + 0A¥+

~G+<z-wy,

0 0 + + 0A<2>+

^F+(z-w}.

(2.8)

The Oauchy-Biemann equations of the forms (2.6), (2.8) proved to
be equivalent (on a twistor space) to the Maxwell-Yang-Mills, Weil-Dirac
and Klein-Gordon equations, respectively.
THEOREM 2.2 (G. M. Henkin, Tu. Manin [14], [20], [30], [32]). In
order that the forms 0 and J ; F + and G+; <P+ and F+ satisfy the equations (2.6) and (2.8) it is necessary and sufficient that their Penrose transforms
of the forms (2.3)-(2.5) satisfy the equations

d*f+[a,*f]=~j,

(2.61)

respectively, where f — da + aAa is the curvature form of the connection a,
and * is the Modge operator corresponding to the MinlcowsJci metric,
d
AA
VAA> = ^üF+<*
',
2

D = V^'V^,

8Ü

From Theorems 2.2 and 2.1, as a corollary, we obtain the following
result.
THEOREM 2.3 (E. Witten [50], T. Isenberg, Ph. Tasskin, P . Green
[24], G. M. Henkin, Yu. I. Manin [14], [20], [32]). The Penrose transformation establishes a canonical isomorphism between:
(a) the space of fibre bundles E0,1(L^(U),
&L(n,C)) and the space
of all smooth GL(w, C)-connections in E satisfying the Yang-Mills equation

d*f+[a,

*/] = 0 ,

l

(b) the space E (L^(U),
E0), where 0 GE»> l (L^(U), GL(w, C)) and
the space of the smooth solutions on U of the Weil-Dirac equation:
VAA>V>A'~0,

(c) the space E'fò^U),
E~0), where 0 = (fl+û<*-w>) e H0*1 (Ift(U)9
GtL(n, C)) and the space of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation
nq*+ + co<p+ = o ,

where co = SPQ.
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Theorem 2.4a (for analytic connections a) was obtained by E. Witten
[50] and by J. Isenberg and P. Green [24]. Theorems 2.4b and 2.4c (also
for analytic fields a, ipA,, <p+) were obtained by Yu. I. Manin and the
present author [20], [32]. À generalization to the case of non-analytic
fields a, ipA, and <p+ was obtained in [14], [15].
2.4. Super-symmetrical Yang-Mills equations and the tangent CauchyRiemann equations on the space of super-flight rays. Physicists deal mostly
with interacting Yang-Mills, Dirac or Klein-Gordon (Higgs) fields, and
not with free ones. Super-symmetrical interactions of these fields (so
called j^-super-symmetrical Yang-Mills fields, JV" = 1, 2, 3, 4) are especially popular at present. Hot entering into details, let us note that besides
the connection field a (the Yang-Mills field) these equations contain:
for JV = 1, two spinor fields %pA and yA, (the Dirac fields) ; for N = 2,
two scalar fields y + and cp_ (the Higgs fields) and four spinor fields
V>A> WA'I XAI %A'\ f° r -3T = 3, 4, six scalar fields and eight spinor fields.
Moreover, the spinor fields take values in HiiciE®8^<®A28±®A1 and
the scalar fields take values in EndJEJ<g)/l2#± ®AQ, where A'Q, Ax are the
subspaces of respectively, even and odd elements of the Grassmann algebra A. The equations of motion in the 2-super-symmetrical Yang-Mills
theory take the form
ïï9±

+ {VA±>%A±}±î[\SP+I<P-ÎI

^A-A+XA±±ÌI^XATÌ

<P±] = ° *

=0,

(2.9)

+ { ^ , ^ + } + i ( [ V ^ + , ^ ] - [ y + , V»tV-l) = 0 ,
where the symbol A* denotes A' and A, respectively; VAA, = — z F +
+ \aAA', •]; [•, •] and {•, •} are the symbols of the commutator and
the anti-commutator.
On the basis of Theorem 2.1, for any smooth fields a, y>+,ipA', %A,
%A'9<P± defined on U c M, one can fin$ uniquely determined (up to
#T-exact forms) smooth forms 0, ÌP±,X±,<I>±, Q, defined on L(U) with
values, respectively, in End E<g>@(Jc, I) ®Ai, where i = 0,1; (Jc, I) = (0, 0),
( - 1 , 0), (0, - 1 ) , ( - 2 , 0), (0, - 2 ) , ( - 1 , - 1 ) , such that, first, the Cau-
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chy-Biemann relations of the form
dt0 + 0A0 = 0
ôrîF± + [ 0 , F ± ] = O ,

on LW(U),

' ^ +[8,^=0

dt®± +

on J « (17),

(2.10)

ie,0±]={y±,x±},

89Q + [0,Q] =2{y + ,XL} + 2{X!.,!PL}

on L(U)

are satisfied and, secondly, we have
m = a,

&>W± =
= <p±,

VA±

0>Q =

,

0>X± -

%A±,

(2.11)

{cp+,cpj\,

where 0> is the suitable modification of 0>, accounting non-closeness of
forms 0± and Q.
On the basis of [15], [32] the following result was obtained in [18].
THEOREM 2.4a

([18]). In order that the fields a, y)A± %A±, cp± on U satisfy
the super-symmetric Tang-Mills equations (2.9) it is necessary and sufficient that the fields 0, W±, X±,@±, Q corresponding to them in virtue of
the relations (2.10), (2.11), satisfy the Oauchy-Riemann equations of the
form:
dQ + ie, 0] + 2{¥+, X_} + 2{X+, W_} +
+ [0+,0__]<*-w> = 0

on

L^(U),
{

dX± + iQ,x±} + %l®±,x*K*-w>==o,i
on

'
L^(U),

}

dQ + 9A6+l(dQ + [0,Q])<:z-wy+U{V+,X_} +
on L^(U).
At first sight the relations (2.12) seem to be as complicated as the
equations (2.9). However, the equations (2.12), and not (2.9), are the
ones which have a clear geometrical meaning.
In fact, following A. Ferber [10] and E. Witten [50], let us consider
first the projective spaces of super-twistors «5?+ (resp. dual super-twistors
SP^.) with four even coordinates zA, zB. (resp. wA, w3') and N odd coordinates C7c (resp. if), and secondly a super-manifold &N(U) = {(z, £;
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w, rj) e J ^ X J S ^ : <Z-W} — £*%> (s, w) el^ïT)}, parametrizing the analogues of light rays on the Minkowski super-space.
We shall examine the GE-submanifolds of the form

L» = {(*, f) e^:-Im(z^+z^zv)
l £ = {(w, 9j) 6 Ä

= £»&},

I m ^ o ^ ' + Wi^1') = rç*îfo},

iiV(î7)=(X^x^)n^(Z7)
on these super-manifolds.
We shall denote by L$(U) the j - t h infinitesimal neighbourhood of
the manifold LN(U) c L+ xL^. How, we shall examine on the CE-manifold L\ xL2_ the (0, l)-form 0 given by

+0+C1Ci+0-W2

+ Q{t1ri1 + C%ri2),

(2.13)

where the forms 0, ¥±9X±9@±
and ß satisfy the relations (2.10). In
virtue of (2.10) we have dz0+0A0
= 0 on L(U), i.e., the form 6 defines
a OB-fibre bundle over L2(U) which is trivial over any quadric L(u),
u e U.
THEOREM 2.4b ([18]). In order that the form 0 given by (2.13) be gaugeequivalent to a form satisfying the equation

-dr0+0A0

= 0((<*-ii?>-£*%)»)

(2.14)

it is necessary and sîifficient that the components (0, W±, X±, 0±, Û) of
the form 0 satisfy the Gauchy-Riemann equations of the form (2.12).
The equality (2.14) means that the form 0 defines a OE-fibre bundle
overi ( 2 1 )(Z7).
From Theorems 2.4a and 2.4b and their analogues for other super-symmetrical Yang-Mills theories results the following
THEOREM 2.4 (E. Witten [50], G. M. Henkin [18]). The Penrose transformation establishes an isomorphism of the space of OB-fibre bundles
over L§~N\ If =1,2, 3, trivial on all quadrics L(u), u e U, with the space
of (smooth) solutions of the JV'-symmetrical system of Yang-Mills equations.

For N = 3 (and for holomorphic fields and fibre bundles) this result
was obtained in a paper by E. Witten [50]. More exactly, in [50] the
equations of motion.of the 3-supersymmetrical Yang-Mills system were
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reinterpreted as the conditions for the integrability of a connection along
super-light rays in the Minkowski super-space. An extension of Witten's
result to the case of the remaining JST = 1, 2, 4 was obtained in [18].
For the formulation of this result in the case of N = 4 it is necessary
to employ a natural extension of the well-known twistor transformation
(see [8]) f establishing a canonical isomorphism between the spaces
S1(L^(U)} @(2s-2,0))B,ndEl(L_(U),
0(0, - 2 * - 2 ) ) , s = 0 , 1 , 1 , onto
the OB-fibre bundles over LA(U).
THEOREM 2.5 ([18]). The Penrose transformation establishes an isomorphism between the space of OB-fibre bundles over L4(U) invariant with
respect to the twistor transformation 9* and trivial on all quadrics L(u),
u e U, and the space of all (smooth) solutions on U of the k-supersymmetrical
Yang-Mills system.
For N = 3, 4, recently, A. A. Eosly [39] has discovered another interpretation of the Yang-Mills relations as integrability conditions
along some tangent subspaces (of purely odd dimension) of the Minkowski super-space.
In comparison with Theorem 2.4, Theorems 2.4a and 2.4b from [18]
contain additional information — a twistor interpretation of all fields
and equations entering into the super-symmetrical Yang-Mills system.
Let us note that these results give development of a paper by Yu. I. Manin
[31], where the cohomological component analysis is given on &i(U)
of the 3-silper-symmetrical Yang-Mills equations on U.
Interpretations in terms of Oauchy-Eiemann equations over twistors
of some other classical (not super-symmetrical) interactions between the
Yang-Mills-Higgs and Dirac fields are obtained in papers [15], [18], [29].
We have touched here only part of the works dealing with a twistor
interpretation of gauge fields on a plane Minkowski space. The problem
of establishing the twistor theory for non-plane Minkowski spaces was
discussed in a very impressive paper by E. Penrose [36]. Further developments of this work were obtained by 0. Le Brun [27], [28], T. Isenberg,
Ph. Yasskin [24], Yu. I. Manin, I. Penkov [33].
The twistor theory yields, as we know great results in establishing
exact (and physically interesting) solutions of the self-dual Einstein and
the Yang-Mills equations (see M. F. Atiyah [3], E. Penrose [36], E. Ward
[48] and others). One can hope that the twistor interpretation of nonself-dual equations can also lead, to some new interesting solutions.
The first non-trivial investigations of this kind are contained in papers
by P. Forgacs, Z. Horvath, L. Palla [11] and Yu. I. Manin [31].
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P E T E E W. JONES

Recent Advances in the Theory of Hardy Spaces

This paper is a survey of recent results in the theory of Hardy spaces
and EMO. We denote by Hp the Hardy space of analytic functions on
Ä+ = {* = œ + iy: y > 0 } , and we denote by 3fp(X) the real variables
Hardy space of functions on X. Besults related to those discussed in this
paper can be found in the papers of Jean Bourgain and Yves Meyer.
1. Interpolating sequences and the j) problem on R\
A sequence {^} of points in R\ is called an interpolating sequence if whenever {<fy} EI°° there is JP eE°° such that F(^) = aé. By a theorem due
to Oarleson [4], {^} is an interpolating sequence if and only if the points
are uniformly separated in the hyperbolic metric and the measure J^y^ ôz. is
_*
*
a oarleson measure. (^ is a Oarleson measure if ||/*||a = sup lip 1 1^1 ({I x
i

X(0, |I|]}) < oo, the sup taken over all intervals Z c JR.) If {^.} is an
interpolating sequence, P. Beurling's theorem (see [5]) asserts that there
are functions J^eff 00 such that Pó(zk) = djh and sup J£ |2fy(0)| < oo.
a

3

Thus interpolation may be performed linearly by mapping {a^} to J^flj-Sj.
_

3

Interpolating sequences are intimately related to solutions of the 8 problem.
A fundamental link is provided by the following lemma of [20].
LEMMA 1. Every Oarleson measure can be represented as a (constant
multiple of a) wealc star limit of finite convex combinations of measures
of tlie form J^fl/îfy ôzi9 where ||{%}||2oo < 1 and {z3) is an interpolating sequence.
(The interpolating constants associated to the sequences {^} are uniformly
bounded.)
Suppose we wish to solve dip = p with F elf0 on R and suppose ^
is of the form J£a$y$ ôz. where {aó} e l°° and {^} is an interpolating sequence.
[829]
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Let B be the Blaschke product with simple zeros at the points {zf\. We
can then find an JT°° function G which interpolates the correct values
on {s,.} so that 0(0/5) = p. OnB we have ||G7J3||i0o(Ä) = ||0||Hoo < 0\\{a5}\\f*.
(This line of reasoning is just as easily reversed to obtain H°° interpolating
functions from solutions of the 0 problem.) If we wish to .solve the general
problem 0F = p with F eL°°(R) and where p is a Oarleson measure we
can simply combine the above reasoning with Lemma 1. This reasoning
was first used in [20] to give a constructive solution of the 0 problem
in R\ which yields solutions which are bounded on JR when the data
is a Oarleson measure. To carry this out one must also have a constructive
way of building H°° interpolating functions ;. such a method was first
provided by Earl [9].
A more efficient way to solve interpolation or 0 problems is to have
closed formulae. We first show how to obtain P. Beurling functions for
an interpolating sequence {^}. (See [22] for details.) Let Bj be the Blaschke
product with simple zeros at {zk: Jc ^j} and let s = inf |-Bj(%)|. (Since
{ty} is an interpolating sequence, e > 0.) Now set
'

JfiW - cjBj(z)i-^\^\1^

F-^M,

where a, is chosen so that F3-(zk) = Sjtk. Standard arguments show that
\Cj\ < 0(e). To show that sup J£1-^(^)1 < G'(a) i* *s sufficient by the maxi•

i

mum principle to take z = œ eR and (since H-B^M = 1) evaluate

JLJ

X—ZA

llog2/e Z J

x—zk\)

The last sum is easily seen to be a lower Eiemann sum for
J expj-

pid* = (log2/e)"1. (The constant log2/e is inserted so as

to make the F of minimal norm.)
Much the same procedure can be used to find solutions to the d problem. For a positive measure a on R% set

jr„,., 0 _ _ *

f ì « ) exp{

7Z(Z — C) \ 0 — ? /

f
I

J

(-rL +T 4r) * « } .
,

\0—t0

f—W

J
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The following result is also contained in [22]; its proof is virtually identical
to the argument given in the last paragraph.
THEOREM

1. If p, is a Oarleson measure and

F{g) eL1 loo. on B+ cmd "Ql1 = p. Furthermore, whenever ai e R ,

It should be pointed out that no analogue of Theorem 1 can exist
for the ball in Cn7 n > 1. Varopoulos [34] has constructed (in dimension
greater than one) a 0 closed form which satisfies a Oarleson condition
but admits no 0 solution which is bounded on the boundary.
2. Applications of solutions to 0
On of the more interesting problems considered in the past few years
is how to obtain constructively the Pefferman-Stein decomposition of
a BMO function. In the one dimensional version this means taking cp e BMO
and constructing u, veL00 such that cp =u+Hv (+ constant), where
H is the Hilbert transform. To this end fix cp e BMO, cp real valued, and
use Varopoulos' (constructive) method [34] to extend cp to 0 eC°°(R\)
so that |0<P| dx dy is a Oarleson measure. Suppose that F satisfies 0JF = 0$
and F is bounded on R. Then since G = 0 —F is holomorphic the boundary
values satisfy JQT(BeGt) =Im(?, or equivalently cp = Be F+H(Im F).
This line of reasoning was first used in [20] to find F and obtain the BMO
splitting. Setting \i =d&dx dy and invoking Theorem 1 provides another
method for finding F. (See [22] for details.)
Theorem 1 is useful in practice because information on the size and
smoothness of F can easily be obtained from similar information on p.
It can be used for instance to decompose / e W as a sum of fx e EPl2 and
f2eH°°. (See Theorem 2 of [22] for a precise statement.) We give two
examples related to this phenomenon. Let (•, *)Qtq and (•, -)0 denote
respectively the real and complex method of interpolation of (quasi)
normed vector spaces. The following two results are contained in [22].
See [23] for a survey of interpolation between Hardy spaces. We denote
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by H.PA the space of all holomorphic functions whose, non-tangential
maximal functions lie in the Lorentz space Lp'q. (So HPfP = Hp.)
THEOREM

,
THEOREM

2. (Ep°, H°°)Q a = Hp>%
0<3?0<oo,

O<0<1,

3. (Jff*0, Jî°°)fl = ZT35,

o<p0<

oo,

— = — - ,

o<

0<g<oo.

1 _

1-0

P

Po

e<ì.

Since Hörmander's paper [17] it has been well known that L°° solutions of the 0 problem are closely related to the corona problem. In 1980
T. Wolff (see [14]) used the following theorem to give an elementary
proof of Carleson's corona theorem for the disk.
THEOREM4.Suppose \\ \U\2y dxdy\\0^ZAxand
|| \dU\ydxdy
Then there is F stich that 0P = U and \\F(œ,0)\\Loo{B)^G(A1,

| | a < A2.
A2).

I t is an unfortunate state of affairs that the only known proofs of
Theorem 4 use either duality or the full TJchiyama machine (see the
next section). I t would be very helpful in the study of H°° on planar
domains or more general Eiemann surfaces to have a formula in the
spirit of Theorem 1 which could be used to solve Theorem 4. On the
positive side, the idea behind Theorem 1 can be used to prove the corona
theorem for certain classes of planar domains. We say that a domain
Ql = C\F, where F c JB, is homogeneous if there is e > 0 such that for
all x G F and <5 > 0, \Fn(x— ô, x+ d)\ > ed. oarleson [7] has shown that
whenever 2 is homogeneous the corona theorem holds. In fact Oarleson
proves much more. Let /I, the unit disk, be the covering surface of 2$,
and let r be the group of deck transformations. By JS°°(r) we denote
the intersection of JS°°(A) and r invariant functions, so that S°°(Sf)
^H°°(r).
A bounded linear operator P : H0Q(A)->H00(r) is called a T
projection operator if P 2 = P , P ( l ) = 1, and P(fg) = fP(g) for / e H°°(r)9
g e H°°(A). Such projection operators were first considered by Porelli [12].
Oarleson proved a concrete version of Forelli's theorem by showing that
when Qi is a homogeneous domain, a P projection operator exists. The
proof consists of first setting up an appropriate 0 problem. One then uses
formulae like those in Theorem 1 in combination with some difficult
estimates on harmonic measure to solve that 0 problem with good bounds.
Eecently, the authors of [25] have been able to simplify and slightly
generalize Carleson's results by using the projection operator constructed
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by Porelli [12] (see also [10]). Let B be the Blaschke product
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\Jy(z)

y (0)/|y(0)| associated to a Puchsian group Pand let {#,} = {z: B'(z) = 0}.
LEMMA 2. Suppose Greenes function tends to zero at the boundary of
A jr. If {zj} is an interpolating sequence, there is a P projection operator.
A corollary of Lemma 2 is the corona theorem for jEr°°(P). (When
Green's function tends to zero at the boundary it is shown that the corona
theorem is equivalent to the following condition: whenever f19.**7fN
e H00 (P) are corona data, there are g1, ..., gN e H°° ( A ) such that
2fkgk = 1 and gk{y(zj)) = gk(z§) for all j , lc, and y G P.) To obtain Oark

leson's results on homogeneous domains then becomes a matter of establishing some elementary estimates on harmonic measure to show that
Lemma 2 can be invoked.
An alternative method for solving the corona problem on homogeneous
domains is to solve the 0 problem 0P = b dx on 0, where b E L°° is supported on R\B and where we demand that F be bounded on B. This can
be done directly (see [25]) by combining the formula from Theorem 1
with some estimates on harmonic measure and a result due to Pommerenke [28]. Pommerenke's result asserts that a Eiemann surface Ü is
of Widom type (see [35]) if and only if the Blaschke product B associated
to P is such that JB' is in the Nevanlinna class. In that case, Pommerenke
sets G(z) as the inner factor of Br and defines an operator

^^^WW'
o0

which maps H (A)->JIO0(r). This operator satisfies Tf(0) =/(0) and
Tf(z)^lm])\f(y(z))\ and thus provides an excellent method for building
Y

auxiliary functions in H°°(Q). (Unfortunately T(l) ^=1.) It would be
interesting to have a better understanding of the relation between solutions of the 0 problem and Pommerenke's operators in light of the following fact: B. Cole (see [13]) has constructed a Eiemann surface for which
the corona theorem fails. It is not hard to see that Cole's example can
be modified so as to be of Widom type.
3. BMO
We return to the Pefferman-Stein decomposition of BMO functions.
We have already seen that, in dimension one, complex function theory
is a useful .tool in obtaining the F.-S. decomposition. Another example
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of this is furnished by the argument of [8]. Let cp e BMO be real valued
and of small enough norm so that w = e* lies in the Muckenhoupt JLa
class. Define an operator S by 8(f)
^w'll2\S(fw1/2)\+wll2\E(fw^2)\.
By the Hunt-Muckenhoupt-Wheeden theorem [18] the function U
00

U = £ 0~3' • Sj"(Z[ofi])

l i e s il1

L2(dx) as soon as 0 is large enough. Let

= Uw112, w% = TJw~112. and set Wj =wj+iH(wj).
< GTJ pointwise,

Wl

<p =logw = |logw-log ^ J + J f f | - a r g | - ^ J j

Then since S(U)
=ii+Hv,

where ||ft ll^» < 2 log(l +0) and IMIioo < 2 arc tan(ö) < n. (This procedure
thus provides a passage from the H. M. W. theorem to a weak form of
the Helson-Szegö theorem [16].) It is unfortunate that it is difficult
to deduce any information on u and v from given properties of cp when
using this method. The iterative procedure used to produce the above
function TJ is based on an idea due to Eubio de Francia [29] which can
be used ([29], [8]) to give a short proof of the factorization theorem [21]
for Muckenhoupt Ap weights:
w eAp if and only if w = w^w^)1"1*,

w3- e i x .

The problem with the preceding methods of decomposing BMO functions lies in the fact that those methods cannot be generalized to higher
dimensions. In an extremely important paper [31], Uchiyama presents
a new constructive machine for decomposing BMO functions. By C. Fefferman's duality theorem [11], every function <p eBMO(Rn) is of the
n

form u0+ JjBjUj ( + constant) where u0, ...9uneL°° and the iü/s are
the Eiesz transforms. Thus the Eiesz transforms characterize BMO (Rn)
(equivalently ^(R71)), but it is not at all clear from Fefferman's (duality)
proof which families of Calderón-Zygmund kernels can replace the Eiesz
kernels. The answer is provided by Uchiyama's
5. Suppose Ot,...,Omare C°°(JRw\{0}) Fourier multipliers
which are homogeneous of degree zero. Then every <p eHMQ(Rn) is of the
THEOREM
m

form cp = ]? (dj'ûj)", u17..., um ei°°, if and only if
Bankl"^

•";-;•>

lea,

.eJP\{0}.

(TJ)
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The assertion that (U) must hold if the decomposition always exists
is due to Janson [19]. In case (U) holds, Uchiyama shows how to constructively decompose a given cp e BMO. One starts by taking a O00 funcoo

tion y) with support in {\x\ < 1} and satisfying f ^(Sift^dt
£ e Rn\ {0}, and then using the identity
°
oo

oo

rl

<p{a>) =/(%«%*9)(®) * =
0

2^+1

J? /

JV^-oo 2N

= 1 for all

°°

s

]£ VNW-

JV*=-oo

00

It is sufficient to decompose

J£ <pN, for then one can just take limits.
JV—AT

Uchiyama now builds by induction a vector valued function ßk = (ßkfl, ...
m

A

k

m

...,ßk,m) such that 2(Orßktjy
w £ 9n9 such that £ IAWM! 1 ^ 2
where JS is some large fixed constant, and where ßk has some smoothness
properties. The central idea of Uchiyama is that one can construct functions ak+hli..., ak+hm, each essentially of the same type as the function
m

9?ft+1, such that <pk+1 & £ (03--a&+1^)v, and such that
/**(»)"(a*+i.i(®)I •••> ö*+i.m(®)) = A(«0"a*+i(*) « °
1

<

ft

whenever a? e(2"-*- 'Z) . It is for this last orthogonality cofiäition that
condition (U) is used in a crucial manner. Uchiyama now sets ßk+1
= B• ~

*±î-. The orthogonality condition between ßk and aÄ+1,

and the smoothness condition on ßk can now be used to deduce that ßk+l —
— (ßk + ak+i) vanishes more like B'1(ak+1)2 than aÄ+1. This last fact allows
one to show that
oo

II £
N**-M

m

^-^(öi"^)V||BMo<00MtJB"1|WlBMO7
i-1

where /?«, y = lim /?Ä y. An iteration argument now completes the proof
k

of the theorem. The proof outlined above uses some ideas developed by
Uchiyama [33] to constructively split BMO functions in the (easier)
martingale case.
Uchiyama has recently extended these results in [33] where he proves
the following singular integral characterization of Ep. We denote by
F(x, y) the Poisson extension to R^+1 = {(a?, y): xeRn, y>0} of F(œ).
57 — Proceedings...
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THEOREM 6. If (TJ) holds there is p0 ~pQ(0x,...,
whenever p0 < p < 1,
"/W», -

s

^p 2

0m) < 1 such that

m • / ) " (•» *> w , -

Theorem 6 has been known for the Eiesz system since the 1960 paper
of Stein and Weiss [30]. Stein and Weiss used subharmonicity properties
of the Eiesz system in their praof. Uchiyama proves a real variables
analogue of subharmonicity to obtain his result. This analogue of subharmonicity is an easy consequence of a difficult technical theorem on
the decomposition of certain weighted BMO spaces. This last result turns
out to be a hybrid of Theorems 1 and 5; see [32] for a full discussion.
It would be very interesting to see if Uchiyama's techniques could be
altered to show (or disprove) that when condition (U) holds, 2tfp can
be characterized by the corresponding singular integrals for all p>0.
This problem is open even for the Eiesz system. (See however [3] for
some related results.)
4. Banach space properties
Let jRg,. denote the dyadic (martingale) Hardy space of functions on
[0,1]. B.S*Jaurey proved in [27] that X\ is isomorphic as a Banach space
with all of the spaces if1 (JBW), n>l. (Equivalently, all of these BMO
spaces are isomorphic.) Maurey's proof heavily used Banach space theory.
Oarleson [6] was the first to exhibit an explicit unconditional basis for
3^x(Rn)) the existence of this basis is of course equivalent to Maurey's
theorem. Wojtaszczyk [36] later showed that the Franklin functions
also provide an unconditional basis. Wojtaszczyk's proof could be seen
as an extension of Bockarev's method [2] of showing that the (holomorphic) Franklin functions are a basis for the disk algebra = j£°°n
continuous functions.
In [24] it is shown that BMO (equivalently L^IE00) has the bounded
approximation problem. To do this it is easiest (though not necessary)
to work with dyadic BMO — BMOd. The method of pr^of consists of
taking <p±, ...,<pM eBMO^ and building from them certain functions
Vi» •••»ffr. Using standard Hilbert space notation, one then sets Tf
0

S (fy VA) WI72 'Vk' H *^e Vk a r e chosen correctly, then N depends
ft-i

*

on Jf, 112*11 < 20, and H%.— T<pj\\ < e for all j . (If e is small enough, one
can perturb the operator T to obtain the result.) The proof given in [24]
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uses some rather involved combinatorial arguments. It would be interesting to find a simpler proof which avoided this. Much more interesting
would be a solution of the approximation problem forfl"00,the last Hardy
space whose Banach space structure remains "not understood".
Let Ep(Bn) denote the Hardy space of holomorphic functions on the
unit ball in Cn. Wojtaszczyk [37] has shown that E1(B1) is isomorphic
as a Banach space to E1(Bn) for all n. An interesting aspect of his proof
is that it uses inner functions on the ball, though this could be avoided.
The existence of inner functions was proved by Aleksandr ov [1] and,
at about the same time, L0W [26], Lew's paper was a modification of
a construction due to Hakim and Sibony [15]. It seems clear that inner
functions will play an important rôle in the study of the spaces Ep(Bn).
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G. H. nMHHYK
AnajiHTHHecKoe n p o ^ o j i M G i m e OTo6pa>Kennft
H Sa^a^IH rOJIOMOp(j3ITOH 9KBHBaJieHTH0CTH B Cn

HacToamnË 0630p nocBameii npo6jieMe rojioMop$Hofi aKBHBajienTiiocTH
oSjiacTeft B npocTpancTBe Cn. ßa^a^a COCTOHT B cjieji;yiomeM : KaK no
sanaHHUM o6jiacTHM «D, G c Cn onpeßeJiHTt, cymecTByeT 6nrojiOMop$Hoe
OTOopameHHe / : ß->G

HJIH neT.

1. Pe3yjii>TaTi>i oTpnnaTejii>noro xapaicTepa
OTJIHHHe MHOrOMepHOH 3a«aHH r03IOMOp$HOH BKBHBajieHTIIOCTH OT COOTBeTCTByiomeH oßnonepHOö naranaeTca e Toro, mo B Cn n p n n > 1 HeT
anajioroB rniaccnnecKoË TeopeMH PiiMaHa 06 oToßpajKeiiHH OäHOCBH3HOS
oÔjiacTH Ha Kpyr. Eme A. IlyanKape noKa3aji, HTO T a r a e npocTefimne
oöjiacTH B C 2 , KaK map H 6nKpyr, ronoMop^HO ne 9KBHBajieHTHH. O606meHHHMH DToro ^airra HBjiflioTCH cjiejjyioinne neftaBHHe pe3yjii>TaTM 0 TOM,
HTO orpaHHHeHHyio oôJiacTB B Çn c raa^KoË r p a m m e Ë HejiB3a ßnrojioMOp$HO 0T06pa3HTb Ha
a) anajiHTHHecKHö nojraaRp c Kycorao-raaRKoË rpannijeË ( r . M.
XeHKHH, [14.]);
6) orpaiiH^eiiHyio nceBROBBinyKJiyio o6jiacTi> c Kycorao-rjiaftKoE rpaHHijefi (C. H. IÏHiiHyK, [10]);
B) rojioMop^noe paccjioemie, y KOToporo 6a3a H CJIOë HMeioT nojioTKHTejiBiiyio pa3MepH0CTb (XaKJitôeppH H OpMCÖH, [15]).
8TH pe3yjIBTaTBI nOKa3ï>IBaiOT, HTO rOJIOMOpiJJHHM OTOÔpajKeHHHM MHO^roMepHtix o6jiacTeft npncyma 6ójiBinaa JKCCTKOCTB (HTO Bnojine n o n a r a o ,
y^HTHBaH nepeonpeAeJieHHocTb CHCTCMBI ypaBiieiinfi KoniH-pHMana),
H HTO rOJIOMOp^Haa DKBHBajieHTHOCTB AByx CJiy^aËHHM o6pa30M BBiöpaiiHHX OÖJiaCTefl H3 Cn HBJIHeTCH CKOpee HCKJIIOHeHHeM, HeM npaBHJIOM.
TaKoË BHBOR eme 6ojiee noRTBepHWaeTCH pe3yjii/raTOM EepHca, IHnaöa e p a H yajijica [4] 0 TOM, HTO B npocTpaHCTBe $yiiKu;HË, onpeftejiaiomnx
[839]
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CTporo nceBflOBLinyKJiHe oßjiacra B Cn, oßjiacTHM, 6nro3iOMop$Ho HC^KBHBaJieHTHBIM npOH3BOJIBHOË $HKCHpOBaHHOß oßjiaCTH COOTBeTCTByeT BCIO^y
njioTHoe MHOJKecTBo BTOpoË KaTeropHH.
2. CooTBeTCTBHe rpamm
OcTaHOBHMCH 6ojiee noHpoÔHO Ha npoôjieMe TOJIOMOP$HOë 3KBHBajieHTHocTH B KJiacce CTporo nceBflOBBinyKJiBix oôjiacTeË (HanoMHHM, HTO orpaHHHeHHaa ofîjiacTB D c Cn c rpaHimeË Kjiacca G2 Ha3BiBaeTca cmpozo
nceedoebinymou, ecnn B oKpecTHOCTH KaHïjjoË cBoeË TO^KH rpamma 3D
jioKajiBHO 6nrojioMop$Ho DKBHBajiéHTHa CTporo BBmyKJioË rnnepnoBepxiiocTH). Eme ojjHa cneijH<|>HKa MHoroMepHoro cjiynaa COCTOHT B TOM,
HTO Ha rpaHHije TaKOË oöjiacTH BcaKaa OE-$yHKE(Hfl (T.e. <|>yHKijHH,
yflOBjieTBopaiomaa Ha dB KacaTejibHBiM ycjioBHHM KoniH-PnMaHa) HBJIHeTca cjieflOM $yHKijHH, rojioMop$HOË B B. 3TO 03Ha^aeT, HTO npoôjieMa
rojioMop$HOË 3KBHBajieHTH0CTH CTporo nceBaoBBinyKJiBix oojiacTeË paBHOCHjibHa npoöJieMe OE-BKBHBajieHraocTH HX rpamm. OjUHaKo 6e3 EOnojiHHTentHOË HH<|>opMaijHH o rjiaflKocTH CE-OTo6pajKeHHË, a TeM 6ojiee
HenpepBiBHOCTH, nocjienHaa npoôjieMa 6yji;eT HH^yTB He npome. IToaTOMy
BajKHyio pojib HrpaiOT BonpocBi rpaHHHHoro noBeßemiH oTo6pa?KeHHË,
BonpocBi - cooTBeTCTBHH rpaHHij. B 3T0M HanpaBjieHHH nojiyqeHH cjieHyiomne pe3yjiBTaTBi.
ITycTb/: D->G — 6nrojioMop$Hoe oTo6pa?KeHHe, a oöjiacTH D , 6 c Cn
CTporo nceBjo;oBBinyKnBi. Tor«a
a) / HenpepbWHO npodojiwcaemcR e D-,
6) ecjiu zpanui\bi dD, ôG s/iadme (macca Ö00), mo f maKMce ôydem
e/iadKUM (Ö00) e D;
B) ecjiu epauui^bi dB, dG eeuiecmeeHHo-aHajiummHU, mo f aHajiumuHecKU npodojiMcaemcH e onpecmHocmb aaMUKOHun D.
3TH yTBepîKaeHHH jjonycKaioT H jioKajiBHBie $opMyjiHpoBKH.
VTBepîKAeHHe a) HOKa3BiBaeTca cpaBHHTejiBHO ajieMeHTapHO npn noMOHJH BecBMa rpyÔBix oiîeHOK noBeaeHHa MeTpHKH KapaTeouopn OKOJIO
rpaHHq CTporo nceBjuoBBinyKjiBix oojiacTeË. npHHajyieîKHT OHO T. A. MapryjiHCy [7], VTBepîKAeHHe 6) BnepBBie nojiyneHo Oe$epMaHOM [11] B pe3yjiBTaTê oneHb ejioHmoro H TOHKOIX) aHajiH3a rpaHHHHoro noBejjeHHa
MeTpHKH BeprMaHa. OHO noHBOjjHT TBepayio 6a3y noji; CTapBie pe3yjibTaTBi TlyaHKape, Cerpe, KapTaHa H cpaBHHTejiBHO HejuaBHHe pe3yjiBTaTH
TaHaKH [13], Mo3epa H HepHa [16], B KOTopHx HaËjjeHBi pa3JiH^HBie
oioKajibHBie CE-HHBapnaHTBi BemeCTBeHHBix rnnepnoBepxHocTeE c HCBBIpOÎKfleHHOË $OpMOË JleBH. C TO*IKH 3peHHH npOÔJieMBI rOJIOMOp$HOË
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ÖKBHBajieHTHOCTH OÔJiaCTeË 9TH pe3yjIBTaTBI TaK>Ke HMeiOT OTpHIjaTeJIbHHË xapaKTep, TaK KaK no cymecTBy ycTaHaBJiHBaioT TOJIBKO Heo6xoßHMHe, HO He ^ocTaTo^Hbie ycjioBHH 0E-9KBHBajienTH0CTH rpaHHi^.
yTBepm«eHHe B ) noJiyieHO B [8] (CM. TaKJKe [6], [5]). OHO CBOJJHT
3ap;aHy o rojioMOp$HoË aKBHBajieHTHOCTH oôjiacTeË K 3ap;aHe o rojioMop$Hofl aKBHBajieHTHOCTH HX rpannij, KOTopbie aBjiaioTca CTporo nceBßOBBinyKJiBiMH BemecTBeiiHo-aHajiHTH^ecKHMH (coKpameHHO ACIIB) r n nepnoßepXHOCTHMH. TojioMop$HHe npeo6pa30BaiiHa ACIIB rnnepnoBepxHocTeË noapoßno H3y*iajiHCB B paöoTax [13], [16]. B HHX naË^eiiH neo6xo^HMBie H HocTaTOiHBie ycjioBHH JJJIH Toro, HTOöBI jjBe Tanne r n n e p n o BepxiiocTH 6BIJIH jioKajibHo 6nrojioMop$HO aKBHBajieiiTHBi. O^HaKo 9$$eKTHBHOrO peUieHHH HpOÔJieMBI O rJIOÔajIBIIOË 3KBHBajieHTHOCTH ACIIB THnepnoBepxHocTeË OHH He saBajiH. OcTaHOBHMca KpaTKo Ha pesyjibTaTax
Mo3epa, nojiy^eHHBix B paßoTe [16J H HMeiomnx oTHonieHiie K paccMaTpnBaeMOË 3aHaTO.
3. TeopHH Mo3epa
npocTeöniHM npHMepoM ACIIB ranepnoBepxHOCTH HBjiaeTca c$epa S**1"1 =
= {zeCn:
\z\ = 1 } . C noMonjbio 6nrojioMop$Horo OToSpajKeiiHa

rjte 'z = (z17...,

^_x), c$epa npeo6pa3yeTca B noßepxHocTb

Vn = I'«!"-

(1)

n

riycTb Tenepb JT c C (n > 1) — npoH3BOjiBiiaa ACIIB rnnepnoBepxHocTb
H 0 G R Mo3epoM noKaaaHO, q T0 nocjie noaxoaamero 6nrojioMop$Horo
npeo6pa30BaHHa ypaBHenne JT B oKpecTHocTH Hanajia KoopßHiiaT MOH^T
6BITB npHBefteHO K cjiejjyiomeMy Bisny, nanoMHHaiomeMy (1),
ft,Z>2

r a e F7cl — oÄHOpoHHHe MiioroHJieiiBi CTenenn 7c, I no % 'z cooTBeTCTBeimo,
K03$$HB[HeHTBI KOTOpBIX aHSUIHTEPieCKH BaBHCHT OT Xn. IIpH 9TOM K03$$HIJHeHTBI .F 2 a , JF 8a , F33 y^OBJieTBOpaiOT HeKOTOpBIM ROnOJIHHTeJIBHBIM
ycjioBHHM (BHïï KOTOPBIX HJIH nac necymecTBeHen). B 3TOM cjiy^ae ypaßHeiiHe (2) Ha3BiBaeTca HopMüJibnoü (ßopMOÜ eunepnoeepxuocmu
R JSps
rnnepnoBepxHOCTH r, A c Cn c oTMeneiiHBiMH To*maMH p e T, q e A
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jioKajibHo rojioMop$Ho BKBHBajieHTHH Tor«a H TOJIBKO Torjja, Kor^a OHH
HMeioT B BTHX To*max o^HHaKOBBie HaßopH HopMajibHBix $opM, ACIIB
rnnepnoBepXHocTb MOîKHO npHBecra K HopMajibHoË <J>opMe B 3ap;aHHoä
TO^Ke, MHorHMH cnocoôaMH. OjjHaKo oïça3BiBaeTça (H OTO OHHH H3 OCHOBHBIX pe3yjiBTaTOB Mo3epa), HTO Bce HopMajibHBie $opMBi ACIIB rnnepnoBepxHocTH B To^Ke 3aBHcaT jiHiHb OT KOHeraoro HHCjia napaMeTpoB,
HMeiomnx npocTOË reoMeTpH^ecKHË CMBICJI. Bnpo^eM B TOHKax qßmero
nojiomeHHa —TaK Ha3BiBaeMBix oMÔtuimecKUx mournx—sia. HeoftHosHanHOCTb MOÎKeT ÖBITB npaKTHHeCKH JIHKBHAHpOBaHa 3a CieT JJOnOJIHHTejIbHBIX
orpaHH^eHHE Ha K03$$Hn;HeHTBi B (2) (CM. [4]). B TO me BpeMH ypaBHemie
(2) 3aBHCHT OT ßecKOHe^Horo MHCjia napaMeTpoB. TaKHM o6pa3pM, MHOîKecTBo Bcex KJiaccoB jioKaJibHo aKBHBajieHTHBix a p y r jtpyry POCTKOB
ACIIB rnnepnoBepxHOCTeË TaKHîe 3aBHCHT OT 6ecKOHe*raoro HHCJia napaMeTpoB. BaîKHBiM, HO o^ieHb ^acTHBiM, cjiy^aeM ACIIB rnnepnoBepxHocTeË aBjiaioTca TaK Ha3HBaeMBie c^epnqecKife rnnepnoBepxHOCTH — Te,
KOTOpBie B OKpeCTHOCTH KaîKftOË CBOeË TOHKH JIOKaJIBHO 3KBHBaJICHTHBI
c$epe.
4. ÂHajiuTiiHecKoe npo^ojiîKeune H rjioSajibHan 3KBiiBajieiiTaocTB ACIIB nuiepHOBepXHOCTeH
B 1974 r. AjieKcaHßep [1] nojiyraji y^HBïiTejibHBiË pe3yjibTaT, He HMeiomnfi
aHajioroB B ojjHOMepHOM cjiy^ae: ecRKoe öueo/iOMopcßHoe omoöpaotceuue,
npeoöpaayiomee KIJCOK c0epu e nycon c0epu, npodojiotcaemcn do eo/ioMopcfiHozo aemoMOp0u3Ma eceeo uiapa. B CBH3H c 3THM pe3yjiBTaTOM ecTecTBeHHO
Bò3HHKjia cjieflyiomaa rnnoTe3a.v IlycTb JP, A c Cn — KOMnaKTHHe ACIIB
rnnepnoBepxHOCTH H / — 6nrojioMop$Hoe oToßpaateHHe, KOTopoe npeoßpa3yeT KycoK rnnepnoBepxHOCTH r B KycoK rnnepnoBepxHOCTH A. T o r ^ a
/ ßojiamo aHajiHTHHecKH npo^ojimaTbca no jiio6oMy n y r a Ha R
3TSL rnnoTe3a Ôtuia «0Ka3aHa B [8] JïJIH cjiynaa, Korßa A ecTb c$epa.
OftiiaKo ejieayiomHË npHMep, npHHaaJieHsamnE BëpHcy H UlHaËjjepy [3]
(H nocTpoeHHBiË HMH AJIH a p y r n x ijejieË), noKa3BiBaeT, *ITO B oßmeM
cjiynae 0Ha HeBepHa. fleËcïBHTejiBHO, nycTb
A = {zeC2:

s i n l n | 0 2 | + l^| 2 = 0, é T w < \z2\ < 1 } .

Torjça oToßpajKemie (zl7 z2)->(z1lVz2, eiìnss*) nepeBOHHT r \ { 0 } B A, HO
He npo«oji?KaeTCH B TO*my z = 0 fao, mo noBepXHocTb r HeKOMnaKTHa,
HecymecTBeHHo, TaK KaK OHa aKBHBajieHTHa c$epe). B paccMOTpeHHOM
npHMepe A — Heop;HOCBa3Haa KOMnaKTHaa c$epHHecKaa noBepXHocTb.
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MkenHO 9TO oßcToaTejibCTBo cjiyjKHT npenaTCTBHeM K npojjojiH^eHHio /
B TOHKy z = 0. H KaK na nepBBiË B3rjia^ HH CTpaimo, cjiynaË c$epHnecKHX noBepXHocTeË HBjiaeTca HCKJiio*rHTejibHBiM B TOM cMBicjie, HTO
TOJIBKO JJJIH HHX npHBeaeHiiaa rnnoTe3a nepecTaeT 6BITB BepHOË. MkeeT
MecTo cjiejnyion^HË pe3yjiBTaT,
1 [9]. Tlycmb I7, A c Cn — Hec$epmecme cesisHue ACIIB
eunepnoeepXHocmUj npmeM A KOMnannma. JJycmb cyuiecmeyem mnocmoHHHoe eojioMopcßHoe omoöpaotccwie f nenomopozo omnpumozo nodMUoMcecmea 7 \ c F e A. Tozda f aucuiummecKu. npodojizwaemcsi no jiioöoMy
nymu Ha r nan JIOKCLMHO 6uzojioMop$Hoe omoopawceme.
TEOPUMA

IIojiHoe EOKa3aTejiBCTBO TeopeMBi 1 JJOBOJIBHO «JIHHHO H cymecTBeiino
onnpaeTca Ha cBoËCTBa iiopMajiBiiBix $opM H MeTpHKH Oe$epMaHa [12].
He HMea 3jjecB BO3MOJKHOCTH Rame KpaTKo ero H3JIOJKHTB, OTMCTHM JIHHIB
ORHO BamHoe npoMemyTonnoe yTBepjKflenne, KOTopoe B nepBOM npnßjiHJKeHHH COCTOHT B TOM, HTO B yCJIOBHHX TeopeMBi 1 / MOH^eT OCyiljeCTBJIHTB
6ojiBHiHe pacTameHHH TOJIBKO B HanpaBJieHHax (B oßpa3e), ßjiH3Knx
K KOMnJieKCHBIM KacaTeJIBHBIM. IIpH 3TOM BeCBMa nOJie3HBIM HBJiaeTCa
cjiejjyiomee HaßjnoRenHe. IlycTB ypaBHeirae J 1 B oKpecTHOCTH nyjia npnBep;eHO K HopMajiBHOË $opMe (2). PaccMOTpHM ßnrojioMop^Hoe npeoßpa30BaHHe
(

^^)">(wZ7(^)' T*)'

(3)

rjje U: Cn'"1-*Cn""1 ymiTapHO, a ó > 0 . Torjja oßpa3 A noBepxHOCTH r
OHpeftejiaeTca ypaBHeHHeM

yn-1'*!' = 4 ZFkl Wu-V*), V~ôu=rë), ôxn),

(4)

KOTopoe Tamne HMeeT HopMajibHyio $opMy. TaK KaK 7c, I > 2, TO Bee HjieHBi
B npaBoË ^acTH (4) CTpeMHTca K Hyjiio npn ô->0. OToßpa?KeHHe (3) ocymeCTBjiaeT npn (5-^0 CKOJIB yroßiio ßojiBHine pacTHHîeHHH no BceM HanpaBjieiiHHM, oRiiaKo 3To npoHcxoRHT 3a CTOT Toro, HTo B npenejie HapyniaeTca
HeC^epHHHOCTB nOBepXHOCTH A.
Bee ocHOBHBie pe3yjiBTaTBi Mo3epa o nopMajiBHBix $opMax TaKJKe
cnpaBeßjiHBBi H RJIH BemecTBeHHO-aHajiHTH^ecKHX rnnepnoBepXHocTeE,
HMeioiijHx HeBBipoMKnemiyio $opMy JleBH. IIoBTOMy ecTecTBeiiHo ßBijio
BBI nonBiTaTBca oßoßnjHTB H TeopeMy 1 na cjiynaË Tannx noBepxnocTeË
(ka KOMnjieKCHBix Miiorooßpa3Hax). Ornano npn oToßpa^Kennax nec$e-
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pHiiecKHX ranepnoBepXHocTeË c HeBBipoHtjoçeHHOË, HO He3HaKoonpe;nejieHHOË $OpMOË JICBH, CKOJIb yrOJtflO ßojIBHIHe paCTHÎKeHHfl B HeKOMnjieKCHBIX
HanpaBjieHHax 0Ka3HBai0TCH BO3MOîKHBIMH. CooTBeTCTByiomHH npHMep
nocTpoeH B . K. BejionianKoË [2]. IIpHHHHa 3Toro COCTOHT B TOM, HTO
oToßpajKeHHe (3) coxpaHaeT HopMajibHyio $opMy TaKHx noBepXHocTeË,
ecjiu TJ — nceBftoyHHTapHoe npeoßpa30BaHne, coxpaHHiomee COOTBCTcTByioiqyio He3HaKoonpeaejieHHyio 3pMHT0By $opMy. Ho TaKoe npeoßpa30BaiiHe Z7, KaK H ero oßparaoe, MOHîeT HMCTB cKojib yrojmo ßojibuiyio
HOpMy. IIo3TOMy ynte Hejib3a aejiaTb BHBOA O TOM, ^TO npn d->Q npaBaa
qacTb (4) CTpeMHTca K Hyjiio.
H3 TeopeMBi 1 cpa3y nojiy^aeTca
TEOPEMA 2 [9]. JJ(JIR mozo, umoôu cmpozo nceedoebinymue
oöjiacmu
D , G c Cn c odHoc6H3HbiMU eemecmeeHHO-aHajiumunecKUMU zpaHuqaMU 6buiu
6uzojiOMop0HO dKeueaAeumHU, HeoôxoduMo u docmamouHO, nmoôu muuiucb
monna p e SD, q e dG, ux CKOM> yzodno Majiue onpecmnocmu TJB p, V s g
u öuzojiOMopcßHoe omoöpaMceme f: UridD->VndG. ,

B cjiynae HeoftHocBH3HBix ACIIB rpamm H3 rojioMop$HOË 3KBHBaJieHTHOCTH HX KyCKOB BOOfilIje TOBOpH yHîe He CJICflyeT 3KBHBajieHTHOCTb
caMHx oßjiacTefi, TaK KaK npn aHajinranecKOM npoaojiîKeHHH BEOJIB rpaHHIJBI Tenepb MOJKCT nojiywrBca MHorosHaraoe OToßparaemie. CooTBeTCTByionjHe npHMepH jierKo cTpoHTca, HO OHH TaKîKe OKa3BraaiOTCH HCKJIIOHeHiieM H3 npaBHjia.
Ha30BeM ACIIB ranepnoBepXHOCTb r enojiue HeodHopodHoü, ecjiH
OKpeCTHOCTH (OTHOCHTeJIbHO T) JlloßblX RByX pa3JIHHHBIX TOTOK p19 p2 E jP
rojioMop^HO He BKBHBajieHTHBi, T.e. He cymecTByeT ßnrojioMop$Horo
oToßpameHHa <p: Z7 1 nJ'->ü* 2 nr(rAe U13 p19 TJ2B p2) TaKoro, *ITO <p(Px) =
= p2. TeopeMa 2 ocTaeTca cnpaBe«jiHB0Ë njia npoH3BOJibHBix CTporo
nceBHOBHnyKJiBix oßjiacTeE D, G <=. Cn c BemecTBeHHO-aHajiHTHHecKHMH
H BnojiHe HeoAHopOAHBiMH rpaHHitaMH. H^CTpHTejibHo, TaKHe rpaHHi^bi
oHeBHflHo Hec^epH^HBi. IIo3TOMy jiioßoe ßnrojioMop$Hoe OToßpajKeHHe
/ : UndB->VndG
B CHJiy TeopeMBi 1 aHajiHTH^ecKH nponojiJKaeTca no
jiioßoMy nyTH Ha 3D, a nocKOJibKy ôD, ôG BnbjiHe HeoHHopojjHBi, 3TO
npoAOjimeHHe ßyjjeT o^HOSHaraBiM.
BnojiHe HeoHHOpOAHOCTb ACIip rnnepnoBepXHOCTeË ecTb CBOëCïBO
oßmero nojiojKeHHfl B TOM CMBicjie, HTO B npocTpaHCTBe $yHKijHË, onpenejiaiomnx ACIIB ranepnoBepxHOCTH, Bnojme HeoaHOpOHHBiM rnnepnOBepXHOCTHM COOTBeTCTByeT BCIOßy nnOTHOe MHOÎKeCTBO BTOpOË KaTeropHH. 3TO cjiepyeT H3 Toro, HTO MHOJKCCTBO Bcex KjiaccoB 3KBHBajieHTHBix pocTKOB ACIIB rnnepnoBepXHOCTeH 3aBHCHT OT ßecKOHeHHoro ^Hcna
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napaMeTpoB, Torfta KaK pa3MepH0CTB ranepnoBepxiiocTH KOHeraa. Anajiorn^Hoe yTBepH^aeiiHe AJIH CTporo nceBßOBBinyKJiBix rHnepnoBepxnocTefi
Kjiacca C°° H HX OE-oToßpaweiiHE ßBijio nojiyneHO B [4].
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